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Preface

The second edition of the Grapholinguistics in the 21st Century conference was
held online, owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, on June 15–17, 2020. In
these Proceedings are collected fourty-two contributions derived from oral
or poster presentations.
The first five papers (Neef, Evertz-Rittich, Osterkamp & Schreiber, Presutti, and Gnanadesikan) contribute to the theoretical body of grapholinguistics, addressing core concepts: the written utterance, the written word,
phonography and morphography, the interdependence of speech and writing, and the native script effect. Offering a global perspective, the paper
by Meletis, author of the recently released The nature of writing: A theory
of grapholinguistics, discusses the activity of being a grapholinguist, its challenges and promises.
The common theme of the papers by Salomon, Harbour, and Elti di Rodeano is beginnings: script creation or transfer (inspired by the runic script);
the influence of grammar on writing system evolution and the birth of vowels; transmission of the first alphabets.
The next block of six papers deals with (typo)graphetics: Véry explores
textual space; Haralambous, Landragin & Handa study graphemic and graphetic methods in speculative fiction; Wachendorff examines urban spaces
in the Ruhr area; Kulish gives a survey of nonstandard, “emotional,” punctuation; Bergergausen & Huot-Marchand and Pierson present their font creation projects, respectively, “Missing scripts” and “PIM” (ancient monetary
inscriptions).
In the papers that follow, Neuman gives an account of spelling variation
in Modern Hebrew from a sociocultural point of view; Dürscheid provides us
with insight on the use of emojis in social media; Melka & Schoch investigate
the possibility of communication, be it visual or auditory, with unknown
intelligence/s.
The last paper of the first part of the Proceedings provides an artist’s perspective: Kettaneh gives us an account on her very inspired work involving
written language in many forms.
The second part of the Proceedings starts with a block of four papers in the
area of sinographemics: Joyce & Masuda explore three-character and fourcharacter words in Japanese; Honda provides us with a modular-theoretic
approach to the Japanese writing system; Myers and Morioka deal with the
internal structure of sinographs.

x
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A group of eight contributions of historical nature follows. Stojanov deals
with the description of punctuation in Western grammar books; Drozhashchikh, Efimova & Meshcheryakova with form-meaning regularities in Old
English; Presutti with graphemics of new Romance phonemes in Italian;
Fendel with Coptic alphabets; Giunashvili with Old Aramaic script in Georgia; Fedorova with Aztec emblems; Kelly with the Bougainville Naasioi Otomaung alphabet; Schoch & Melka with the Easter Island rongorongo script.
The next block of five papers deals with applications of the computer
in grapholinguistics: Jee, Tamariz & Shillcock study sound-graphic systematicity in various fonts; Sheng, Colin & Perono Cacciafoco attempt to decipher Linear A by a brute force attack; Salgarella & Castellan present a
palæographical database for Linear A; Donnelly describes a system for digitizing Swahili in Arabic script; Xu presents a semantic index for the Dongba
script of the Naxi people of Southwest China.
Speech and writing are not the only modalities of languages. There is
also gestuality, used in sign languages. Two papers deal with the written
transcription of sign languages: Danet et al. present the TYPANNOT system;
Bianchini discusses metalinguistic awareness. Among the authors of Danet
et al. is also Dominique Boutet who succumbed to the COVID-19 disease a
few weeks before the conference.
The three papers that follow deal with the confrontation of two scripts.
Koch investigates that between Roman and Cyrillic for the Moldovan language; Awad, Mourad & Elamil study the use of punctuation in French-toArabic translation; Rashwan investigates the visual untranslatability of the
Ancient Egyptian and Arabic writing systems.
The volume concludes with a supernatural touch, as Küster leads us in a
tour of magical writing, from cuneiform acrostics to modern manga.
The volumetry of these Proceedings is important: its 42 papers were written
by 62 authors, span 1,122 pages (an average of 26.8 pages per paper, with a
maximum of 102 and a minimum of 12 pages) and contain 412 figures and
1,940 bibliographical references; the index stretches to 1,247 entries. For
technical reasons, the printed version of the Proceedings has been split into
two parts: Part I, from Neef to Kettaneh (pages 1 to 577) and Part II, from
Joyce & Masuda to Küster (pages 579 to 1122). Both front matter (preface,
table of contents, list of participants) and back matter (index) are provided
in both parts, the former in Roman page numbering (i–xii) and the latter
in Greek page numbering (αʹ-κγʹ). Some papers use different illustrations
and text styles for the printed black & white version and the online color
version.
All presentations at the Grapholinguistics in the 21st Century 2020 conference
were recorded and can be viewed on Youtube. The links can be found on the
conference webpage (https://grafematik2020.sciencesconf.org/ or https://
perma.cc/3TJ6-RCJ5).
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The Written Utterance
as a Core Concept in Grapholinguistics
Martin Neef

Abstract. In the analysis of written language, the distribution of the punctuation
marks dot, exclamation mark, and question mark is usually explained with reference to the concept of sentence. For this reason, these characters are referred to in
German linguistics as ‘Satzschlusszeichen’ (‘sentence closing marks’). However,
if the term sentence is understood as in syntax, e.g., as a phrase with a finite verb as
its head, it turns out that (e.g., in English) in some cases the marks in question actually follow what can be considered a sentence (Where are you now?), but in many
other cases they do not. In particular, the marks may follow less than a sentence
(Here!) or more than a sentence (I am here and you are there.) or they may be interspersed in a sentence (Stop! Being! Stupid!). In order to arrive at a proper analysis of
such data, it is necessary to distinguish between two different structural concepts,
the sentence as a strictly syntactic notion on the one hand and another concept belonging to the field of grapholinguistics on the other hand. There are numerous
suggestions how to conceive this other concept. In the approach to be presented,
it is termed written utterance and is considered to be what a writer understands as a
coherent thought. It is important that the concepts of sentence and written utterance are completely independent of each other, since they belong to different areas
of linguistics. A grapholinguistic analysis has to explain the well-formedness conditions of written utterances. In the grapholinguistic model, which serves as the
background for the following analysis, the language system is considered as part of
the writing system, so that in the analysis of written forms all concepts established
for the analysis of the language system can be used. This model provides a specific
answer to the pertinent question of the relationship between written language and
spoken language.

1.

On the Term Grapholinguistics

Grapholinguistics is a branch of linguistics that has developed into an
independent field of research over the last 50 years.1 The term grapholinMartin Neef
0000-0001-6786-3562
TU Braunschweig, Institut für Germanistik, Bienroder Weg 80, 38106 Braunschweig,
Germany
E-mail: Martin.Neef@tu-braunschweig.de
1. The reasons why grapholinguistics has long been neglected as a relevant part
of linguistics are explained in Ludwig (1980, p. 324) and Günther and Günther (1983,
pp. ix–x); cf. also Neef (2012, p. 215).
Y. Haralambous (Ed.), Grapholinguistics in the 21st Century 2020. Proceedings
Grapholinguistics and Its Applications (ISSN: 2681-8566, e-ISSN: 2534-5192), Vol. 4.
Fluxus Editions, Brest, 2021, pp. 1–24. https://doi.org/10.36824/2020-graf-neef
ISBN: 978-2-9570549-6-1, e-ISBN: 978-2-9570549-8-5
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guistics, as I use it, originates from the tradition of the German-speaking
research in this field. Dieter Nerius, the most important founder of
grapholinguistics in Eastern Germany, outlines the general development of grapholinguistics in Germany as follows:
die Orthographietheorie […] hat […] seit den 70er Jahren einen erheblichen
Wissenszuwachs erfahren. Für das Deutsche begann die grundlegend neue
Phase der linguistischen Erforschung der Orthographie Mitte der 70er Jahre in der Forschungsgruppe Orthographie des Zentralinstituts für Sprachwissenschaft an der ehemaligen Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR in
Berlin und Rostock sowie in der Kommission für Rechtschreibfragen am Institut für deutsche Sprache in Mannheim. Die hier entstehenden Arbeiten
beschäftigten sich zunächst vorwiegend mit den theoretischen Grundlagen
einer Reform der deutschen Orthographie, weiteten sich aber bald auf allgemeine Probleme der Orthographietheorie und Schriftlinguistik aus, die auch
die internationale linguistische Diskussion von Fragen der Schriftlichkeit wesentlich beeinflußten“. (Nerius, 1994, S. 1–2)2

When it became clear that the analysis of written language is more
than the study of orthography, a unifying term was needed to replace
the then prevailing term of ‘Orthographieforschung’ (‘orthography research’). An important two-volume handbook on this topic, edited by
Hartmut Günther and Otto Ludwig, was published in 1994 and 1996 under the rather unclear title ‘Schrift und Schriftlichkeit’, translated into
English in a hardly appropriate way as ‘Writing and its use’. While other
publications in this series of handbooks bear such catchy names as Morphology or Psycholinguistics, scientific research into written language at that
time still lacked a uniform and at the same time unifying term. It was
not until 19883 that Dieter Nerius first proposed the term ‘Schriftlinguistik’ for this purpose in a published text, namely in an introduction of an
edited volume:
Diese Publikation reiht sich ein in die Vielzahl von Arbeiten, die in jüngster Zeit zu Problemen der geschriebenen Sprache und der Orthographie in
2. ”the theory of orthography […] has […] experienced a considerable increase in
knowledge since the 1970s. For German, the fundamentally new phase of linguistic research into orthography began in the mid-1970s in the Orthography Research Group
of the Central Institute of Linguistics at the former Academy of Sciences of the GDR
in Berlin and Rostock, and in the Commission for Orthographic Issues at the Institute for the German Language in Mannheim. The work that emerged here initially
dealt primarily with the theoretical foundations of a reform of German orthography,
but soon expanded to general problems of orthography theory and grapholinguistics,
which also had a significant influence on the international linguistic discussion of
questions of writing.
3. According to Dieter Nerius (1994), his research group began to use this term
around the year 1980. Independently of this tradition, Helmut Glück (p.c.) coinded
the same term in his 1984 habilitation thesis, published as Glück (1987, pp. 13, 59))
(cf. Neef, 2020).
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mehreren Ländern erschienen sind. Solche Arbeiten dokumentieren das aktuelle Interesse der internationalen Linguistik an diesem Forschungsgegenstand und zeigen, daß sich hier eine eigenständige linguistische Teildisziplin,
die Schriftlinguistik oder Grapholinguistik entwickelt hat.“ (Nerius, 1988,
S. 1)4

The term ‘Schriftlinguistik’ then became widespread in German linguistics. Milestones for this were a Festschrift for Dieter Nerius with this
term in the title (Ewald and Sommerfeldt, 1995) and an introductory
book to the respective field of research written by Christa Dürscheid
entitled ‘Einführung in die Schriftlinguistik’, which was first published
in 2002 and is currently available in its fifth edition of 2016.5 In 2004,
Rüdiger Weingarten and I began editing a terminological dictionary on
the topic in question as part of a series of dictionaries. The editors of the
series suggested the title ‘Schrift und Schriftlichkeit’ for this book, while
Weingarten and I chose ‘Schriftlinguistik’, with reference to Dürscheid
(2002). The publication of the dictionary began in 2012 in digital form
(Neef, 2012). In 2013, an English translation of the title became necessary. The publisher recommended the title ‘graphemics’, the series editors suggested ‘writing’, while Weingarten and I, after discussing the
options ‘grammatology’, ‘grammatography’, and ‘graphonomy’, chose
‘grapholinguistics’ as the English equivalent to ‘Schriftlinguistik’, arguing that Nerius, in the above quote from 1988, had suggested as German
terms both ‘Schriftlinguistik’ and ‘Grapholinguistik’, the latter term being easily translated into English as ‘grapholinguistics’.6
I first used the term grapholinguistics in published form in Neef (2015).
Dimitrios Meletis took up this suggestion in his talk Naturalness of scripts
and writing systems: Prolegomena to a Natural Grapholinguistics, held at the 10th
International Workshop of Writing Systems in May 2016 in Nijmegen (The
Netherlands). A written version of this text was published in the proceedings of this conference under the title What is natural in writing? Prolegomena to a natural grapholinguistics (Meletis 2018), where he traces the history of this term (see also Dürscheid and Meletis 2019: 170). According
to him, the

4. This publication is one of the many works on problems of written language and
orthography that have appeared recently in several countries. Such studies document
the current interest of international linguistics in this field of research and show that
an independent linguistic sub-discipline, ‘Schriftlinguistik’ or ‘Grapholinguistik’, has
developed.
5. An English version of this book that Christa Dürscheid co-authors with Dimitrios Meletis is in preparation. To my knowledge, the title of this book is still under
discussion.
6. The term ‘Grapho-Linguistics’ was already used earlier in English linguistics to
designate a completely different field of research, cf. Platt (1974; 1977).
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term grapholinguistics refers to ‘the linguistic sub[-]discipline dealing with the
scientific study of all aspects of written language’ (Neef 2015: 711). It is the
equivalent of German Schriftlinguistik, which was first proposed by Nerius &
Augst (1988) and adopted by Dürscheid (2016) for the title of her seminal
textbook. I follow Neef, Sahel & Weingarten (2012ff.) as well as Neef (2015)
in using this term instead of one of numerous alternatives, such as grammatology […], graphonomy […], or writing systems research (the title of a prominent
journal in the field). The term grapholinguistics not only can be aligned with
designations used for other linguistic subdisciplines, such as psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics, but also originated in the long German tradition of
acknowledging and investigating writing in its own right. (Meletis, 2018,
p. 61)

I am pleased that the term grapholinguistics has now even become part
of the name of a book series, the one in which the present text is published.

2.

Grapholinguistics for German: How to Deal With Official
Rules

The background for the fact that linguists working on German have
been unusually busy with orthography lies in the codification history
of German orthography. Since 1901, there exists a state-regulated, uniform, explicitly codified orthography for the German language, that is
binding for all German-speaking countries. Throughout the entire 20th
century, there were efforts to reform this supranational orthographic
regulation. For essential areas of spelling had not yet been explicitly
addressed in 1901, including punctuation. The first reform took place
in 1996 (effective since 1998), followed by a further reform in 2005 (cf.,
e.g., Johnson, 2005). In the run-up to these reforms, German linguistics
finally recognized the relevance of research on written language.
Unlike many other languages, written German thus has a codified
standard. However, this codification has its problems, and this is exactly what grapholinguists are concerned with. Typically, the standard
is criticized in two different ways: On the one hand, certain codified
spellings are considered unsystematic from a certain theoretical perspective and are therefore made the subject of a proposal for amendment. A suitable example is the change in spelling of words with the
letter <ß> to <ss> when following a letter for a ‘short’ vowel, which was
the most visible change of the 1996 reform. On the other hand, the official rules can be considered incomplete, vague, or contradictory. An
example is word division at the end of lines, for which there are three
different levels of codification in the official rules, a ‘rule of thumb’, a set
of explicit rules, and an individual provision in the dictionary entries of
each single word. These three levels are incompatible with each other.
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In Neef (2008), I analyzed this issue in the context of a specific theory
and made suggestions on how to reconcile the set of explicit rules with
the individual cases, without giving an impetus to change the latter.
Punctuation can be studied in the same way. In the following, I will
concentrate on the question how the distribution of the so-called ‘sentence closing marks’ can be explained. I will look at attempts to solve
this problem for the English and the German writing systems. After outlining a specific grapholinguistic theory, I will then analyze the current
topic within this theory by introducing the unit of written utterance.

3.

What Is It That Ends With a Full Stop?

The set of sentence closing marks is generally considered to consist of
at least the full stop, the exclamation mark, and the question mark. The
full stop can be regarded as prototypical for these elements. An answer
to the linguistic task of analyzing the distribution of this mark could be
that the full stop is used to close a specific unit. Once this unit is defined,
the question is solved. So, the research question is: What is it that ends
with a full stop? The answer to this question could be language-specific
or it could apply to many different writing systems, especially those that
have the three elements in question.
Starting with the English writing system, a definition of the respective unit might be found in monographs on this writing system. Cook
(2004) is a relevant example. He gives the obvious answer by stating
that it is the sentence that ends with a full stop. Interestingly, he uses
two different concepts of ‘sentence’, one for ‘spoken language’ and one
for ‘written language’. According to Cook (ibid., p. 42), a sentence as
a unit of spoken language is “grammatically complete and can stand by
itself,” while a sentence as a unit of written language “is anything that
starts with a capital letter and ends with a full stop”. The following
examples in (1) are sentences that Cook uses to illustrate his concept,
while the examples in (2) are cases that are obviously not sentences in
the sense of the given definition:
(1)

Sentences according to Cook (ibid., p. 42)
a. Come in.
b. Green.
c. In the morning.

(2)

Non-sentences according to the definition of Cook (ibid., p. 42)
a. You are mad!
b. Who are you?
c. Come in
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The sentences in (1) are special in that they constitute ‘verbless sentences’ or ‘non-clausal units’. Nevertheless, they count as sentences for
Cook. The first two examples in (2) may actually be unproblematic for
Cook in so far as the definition given should be extended to exclamation
marks and question marks, thus to the set of sentence closing marks in
general. At least this is how I would like to interpret Cook’s explanations. More problematic is example (2c) which cannot count as a sentence for Cook, because it does not end with a sentence closing mark.
The central problem with Cook’s definition is that it answers the current question circularly: What is it that ends with a full stop? It is the
sentence, and a sentence is defined as a unit that ends with a full stop.
In other words, this approach does not allow to give rules when to use a
sentence closing mark. At the same time, this approach does not provide
a basis for the concept of an error in the use of sentence closing marks.
If such a mark is used (and the initial letter of the unit is a capital one),
we have a sentence. Thus, the written form <I. Want. To. Go. Home.>
would count as a sequence of five sentences. In general, the relation between the two concepts of sentence remains unclear. It only seems to
be that sentence is the designation of two terms in English, which are in
a relationship of homonymy.
A more refined approach is presented in Nunberg (1990) who distinguishes between the concepts ‘lexical sentence’ and ‘text sentence’.
According to him, lexical sentences are traditionally defined in
any of three ways: either syntactically (as a group of words ‘that contains a
subject and a predicate’); or prosodically (as a group of words ‘that can be
uttered by itself’ or ‘that can be followed by a pause’); or semantically (as a
group of words ‘that expresses a proposition’ or ‘that conveys a statement,
question, command, or explanation’ or ‘that expresses a complete thought’).
[…] But none of them deals with what we will call a ‘text-sentence’. (ibid.,
pp. 21–22)

From this quote, it is clear that the definitions given for the lexical sentence do not apply to the text sentence. What a text sentence actually is,
however, remains rather vague. Nunberg does not give a real definition,
but only a structural characterization: “A text sentence consists of a single text-clause, or of two or more text-clauses” (ibid., pp. 25–26). The
concept of text-sentence, thus, depends on the concept of text-clause.
For the latter term, however, Nunberg (ibid., p. 26) states: “It is at the
level of text-clause structure that complications begin to set in”. I do not
want to discuss such complications here. In any case, it is helpful to distinguish the concepts of lexical sentence and text sentence. However, in
order to have categories that enable the analysis of linguistic data, clear
and straightforward definitions of both these units would be necessary.
Moreover, if both terms have the word sentence as a part, they should also
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have something in common. At best, there is a clear structural relationship between lexical sentences and text sentences.
The situation in German linguistics is comparable. The official
guidelines ([Deutsche Rechtschreibung], 2018) distinguish between the
syntactic term Satz (‘sentence’) and the grapholinguistic term Ganzsatz
(‘whole sentence’).7 The latter term, however, is only defined via examples. The following list of these examples is comprehensive; the English translations (in some cases literal ones (marked by *), to show the
structure of the German example) indicate that the concept of Ganzsatz
resembles both Cook’s ‘sentence’ and Nunberg’s ‘text sentence’:
(3)

Examples for the unit ‘Ganzsatz’ (ibid., p. 74)
Gestern hat es geregnet.
Du kommst bitte morgen!
Hat er das wirklich gesagt?
Im Hausflur war es still, ich drückte
erwartungsvoll auf die Klingel.
Ich hoffe, dass wir uns bald wiedersehen.
Meine Freundin hatte den Zug versäumt; deshalb kam sie eine halbe Stunde zu spät.
Niemand kannte ihn.
Auch der Gärtner nicht.
Bitte die Türen schließen und Vorsicht bei der Abfahrt des Zuges!
Ob er heute kommt?
Nein, morgen.
Warum nicht?
Gute Reise!
Hilfe!

Yesterday, it rained.
Please come tomorrow!
Did he really say that?
It was quiet in the hallway, I pressed the bell expectantly.
I hope to see you again soon.
My friend had missed the train;
that’s why she was half an hour
late.
Nobody knew him.
Not even the gardener.
*Please to close the doors and attention when the train leaves!
*If he will come today?
No, tomorrow.
Why not?
*Good trip!
Help!

The Ganzsatz seems to be defined here basically as a grapholinguistic unit
that begins with a capital letter and ends with a sentence closing mark.
Such a definition is explicitly given (for the corresponding unit graphematic sentence), e.g., in Schmidt (2016, p. 237), similar to Cook’s definition
quoted above.
From this brief look at linguistic texts that deal with punctuation, I
conclude that the unit that ends with a full stop in written language (at
least in English and German, but probably in many other writing systems as well) is different from a syntactic unit, whether it is called sentence, lexical sentence, or clause. If there is a close correspondence be7. The term Ganzsatz was coined by Admoni (1968, p. 150) and is regarded there
a syntactic unit. Baudusch (1980, p. 217) adopts this term for the analysis of punctuation, but nevertheless treats it as a syntactic unit. The definitions given by Admoni
and Baudusch, in contrast to the concept of [Deutsche Rechtschreibung] (2018), seem
to capture only examples that at least contain a verb.
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tween the two different concepts, they should have similar names; otherwise, they should be clearly distinguishable from each other in terms
of expression.
Apart from questions of expression, explicit definitions for all relevant terms are necessary to allow for a sound linguistic analysis. Definitions of terms belong to theories and are therefore theory-specific. At
the same time, definitions are language-universal. Once a concept X is
defined, the task of the linguist is to formulate the conditions of wellformedness (via rules, constraints, or the like) of instances of X. Such
conditions are in principle language-specific. In this way, grammatical
instances of X are distinguished from ungrammatical ones. Grammatical instances of X obey all conditions of well-formedness that apply to
X in a specific language, whereas an ungrammatical instance violates at
least one such condition.
If a theory aims at explaining under which conditions a ‘sentence
closing mark’ can be used, the definitions of the terms used in this explanation must not contain the feature ‘sentence closing mark’. In particular, a sentence must not be defined as a unit ending with a sentence
closing mark. Otherwise, the explanation would be circular. In the next
paragraph, I sketch a theory that allows to formulate an analysis which
meets these requirements, based on the conviction that explanations are
only possible within specific theories.

4.

A Theory for Writing Systems Research

Linguistic theories differ in the way they understand language as their
object of investigation. According to Katz (1981), three different concepts of language can be identified in linguistic theories: The first is the
use of language, i.e., the use that individuals make of certain languages.
Use of language is an empirical object, to be investigated with empirical
methods. When grapholinguists discuss the relationship between spoken and written language, the discussion is usually at the level of language use. Secondly, if individuals are able to use language, they must
have as a prerequisite knowledge of language. Knowledge of language,
i.e., the knowledge that individuals have about certain languages, is a
mental object that can be explored using mental methods such as those
used in psycholinguistics. When grapholinguists emphasize the degree
of learnability of theoretical proposals as the main criterion for evaluating the quality of a theory, they argue at the level of knowledge of
language. The decisive argument for Katz is that, thirdly, knowledge
of language presupposes that the known object has its own theoretical
status. The concept of knowledge of language thus presupposes that
language has an existence outside of this knowledge. In this sense, lan-
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guage is an abstract object. Theoretical linguistics reconstructs these
objects as systems and thus explains them.
Approaches that understand languages as abstract objects form the
paradigm of Linguistic Realism (cf., e.g., Neef, 2018). Based on the genuinely linguistic task of modeling languages as systems, the investigation of knowledge of language and language use becomes possible in an
interdisciplinary way. However, a number of linguists consider knowledge of language to be the central object of linguistics (they equate language with knowledge of language). Such approaches form the paradigm of Conceptualism (Generative Linguistics belongs to this field).
Still other linguists regard the use of language as the central concept
of linguistics (they equate language with use of language). Such approaches form the paradigm of Nominalism. I think that it is essential
for linguistic theories to make explicit the respective concept of language. My own work falls, naturally, under the paradigm of Linguistic
Realism.
One of the shared assumptions of all linguistic paradigms is that languages have both regular and irregular data, a characteristic that makes
linguistics a peculiar science. This assumption demands a model of
the language system for these two types of data. Following Bloomfield
(1933), it is a common conception to distinguish within the model a
grammar as the module for treating regular data from a lexicon as the
module for treating irregular data. Within grammar, regularities are
typically divided among the sub-modules phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics (cf., e.g., Neef, 2018, p. 188).
A central question for grapholinguistic theories that focus on aspects
of the system is ‘What is the relationship of the language system to the
writing system?’ (as a specification of the more pre-theoretical question
of the relationship of spoken language and written language). To my
knowledge, at least four different answers to this question have been
given (in different linguistic paradigms, though):
(4)

What is the relationship between the language system and the writing system?
a. The writing system is part of grammar (e.g., Eisenberg, 1983;
2013)
b. The writing system is part of the language system (e.g., Bierwisch, 1972, Wiese, 1987)8
c. Language system and writing system stand side by side on the
same level (e.g., Neef, 2005, p. 5)
d. The language system is part of the writing system (e.g., Neef,
2012, p. 217)
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The basic idea of assumption (4d) is: Typically, a writing system is a
system for a specific language system. While a language system can exist
without a writing system, a writing system is regularly linked to a given
language system. Consequently, a writing system depends on a given
language system. For the writing system, the language system counts
as given information to which it has access. The constituting part of a
writing system is a set of units (characters) which correspond to units
of the language system. The module of the writing system model that
deals with this aspect is what I call ‘graphematics’. In addition, natural
writing systems typically (but not necessarily) contain another module, ‘systematic orthography’, which deals with the correct spelling of
grapholinguistic units. This also includes the field of punctuation. The
following diagram depicts the general conception of the Modular Theory
of Writing Systems (cf. Neef, 2015, p. 718).
(5)

Model of the writing system
writing system
language system

graphematics

systematic
orthography

5. Distinguishing the Written Utterance From the Sentence
In a theory of the writing system that takes information of the language
system as given information, it is the theory of the language system
that provides definitions of terms that are relevant for the analysis of
language systems. These terms are readily available for the analysis of
writing systems. Syntax theory could provide a definition of the sentence like the following:
(6)

Definition of the syntactic unit sentence
A sentence is a phrase with a finite verb as its head.

8. This is my interpretation of these approaches, which belong to the framework
of Generative Linguistics. The authors themselves would possibly choose other interpretations.
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Such a formal definition is used by various theories of syntax in one way
or another. The definition in its current form is not entirely precise,
since the terms phrase, finite verb, and head need their own definitions.
For the term finite verb, this is less problematic, but for the other two
terms it is a problem. What a more precise definition would need to
clarify is where the boundaries of a sentence lie: A sentence consists
of at least a finite verb, but what other elements could be within the
same phrase? For present purposes, I consider the definition sufficient.
An analysis of syntax must also give conditions to determine the wellformedness of sentences in specific languages. With respect to English,
the following examples represent two grammatical sentences:
(7)

Two grammatical sentences of English
a. YOU SAY YOU WANT A REVOLUTION
b. WE ALL WANT TO CHANGE THE WORLD

Since sentences are abstract objects, tokens are needed to represent sentences and to enable communication about them. The continuous capital spelling in (7) shall indicate that here not the written form, but the
abstract unit sentence is represented. Both sentences are complex in
that they contain either a further sentence as in (7a) (YOU WANT A
REVOLUTION) or an infinitive construction as in (7b) (TO CHANGE
THE WORLD). By definition (6), an infinitive construction is not a sentence but a unit of a different kind.
An analysis of written language then shows that syntactic units occur
in written forms. The following examples are again tokens of abstract
objects, this time of written objects. I render them in standard orthography.
(8)

Syntactic units in written English
a. You want a revolution.
b. You say you want a revolution.
c. All the leaves are brown.
d. All the leaves are brown and the sky is grey.

Assuming that all the units in (8) are well-formed with respect to the
English writing system, it can be seen that a sentence in written form
sometimes starts with an uppercase letter like the sentence YOU WANT
A REVOLUTION in (8a) and sometimes it starts with a lowercase letter like the same sentence in (8b). In addition, sometimes a sentence
ends with a sentence closing mark like the sentence ALL THE LEAVES
ARE BROWN in (8c) and sometimes it does not like the same sentence
in (8d). A grapholinguistic task is to determine the distribution of uppercase and lowercase letters as well as the distribution of sentence clos-
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ing marks. From the discussed data it is clear that the syntactic unit
sentence is not decisive for this purpose. In order to explain the distribution of uppercase letters and sentence closing marks based on a specific
unit or domain, the definition of this unit has to be independent of the
features requiring explanation.
What is needed is a strictly grapholinguistic unit, which is in principle independent of the syntactic unit sentence. Next, I consider the
ontological status of this unit, which is to be captured in a definition.
Given that in earlier approaches, the designation sentence was often used
to denote a concept that belongs in the first place to written language
(and given that the lay concept of sentence is closely connected to written forms), it seems promising to consider such definitions as a starting
point. Nunberg (1990, pp. 21–22) in the above quote offers three types
of definitions of the sentence, namely syntactic, prosodic, and semantic ones. Among the ‘semantic’ definitions, the definition as ‘a group
of words that conveys a statement, question, command, or explanation’
is interesting because there is a clear correlation between the sentence
closing marks exclamation mark and question mark and the concepts of
command and question, respectively. Usually, such concepts are considered pragmatic ones and they are connected to the concept of speech
acts in the sense of Austin (1962) and Searle (1969). A core unit of
pragmatics is the utterance. It seems natural to relate the grapholinguistic unit under consideration to this pragmatic concept of utterance. Engel (1991, p. 33), e.g., states that texts consist of utterances.
Therefore, I term this grapholinguistic unit ‘written utterance’ (German
‘Schreibäußerung’).9
Another definition Nunberg (1990, p. 22) lists is that a sentence
as a group of words ‘expresses a complete thought’. This is akin to
Baudusch’s definition of ‘Ganzsatz’ in Baudusch (1981, p. 210): “Als
größte syntaktische Einheit des Sprachsystems stellt der Ganzsatz eine
Bedeutungseinheit innerhalb eines größeren Gedankenzusammenhangs
dar”.10 I think this is an appropriate base to give a definition of the written utterance as a genuine grapholinguistic unit related to the pragmatic
unit of utterance:
(9)

Definition of grapholinguistic unit written utterance
A written utterance is a grapholinguistic unit that is constituted
by comprising what can be regarded as a coherent thought.

9. Related terms are ‘written act’ (‘Schreibakt’; Stetter, 1989) and the classical term
‘period’ (cf. Rinas, 2017).
10. “As the largest syntactic unit of the language system, the Ganzsatz represents a
unit of meaning within a larger context of thought”.
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The writer has a certain flexibility what to conceive as a coherent
thought, although he is not completely free. Some writers prefer simple
thoughts, other prefer complex ones. Examples to illustrate this idea follow in the next paragraph, where there are also examples showing that
a coherent thought does not necessarily have to be a complete thought.

6.

Well-Formedness Conditions of the Written Utterance
in Selected Languages

Based on the definition of the written utterance, the task of grapholinguistics is to capture the well-formedness conditions of this unit in specific writing systems. In principle, linguistic theories can be applied
to all languages. A sound theory is characterized by the use of a set of
terms with explicit definitions. This set of terms allows the analysis of
data from different languages. The differences between languages are
thus not rooted in the terms used for an analysis but in the analyses
themselves. The unit written utterance, for example, is defined in the
present context of the Modular Theory of Writing Systems in the way
given in (9). In this section, I will begin with two well-formedness conditions of written utterances which hold in the writing system of English
and certainly also in a large number of other writing systems. English—
in contrast to German—does not have a codified norm of orthography
and consequently no codified norm for punctuation. Nevertheless, there
is a standard of punctuation holding for the English orthography, although “the use of punctuation is not nearly so standardized as spelling”
(Rogers, 2005, p. 15).

6.1. Condition on Letters As Initial Elements
(10)

Condition 1

If the first element of a written utterance (not including opening brackets and opening quotation marks)
is a letter, it must be an uppercase letter.

This is a condition of well-formedness and not a rule to transform a
given input into a different output. This formal characteristic is consistent with the declarative conception of Systematic Orthography as part
of the Modular Theory of Writing Systems. With respect to Condition 1,
it is irrelevant whether the first word of a written utterance regularly
begins with an uppercase letter (as is the case for proper names, for example) or not. A violation of this condition leads to an orthographic
error. In this sense, the conditions formulated in the present theory
(unlike in Optimality Theory) are conceived as being inviolable. This
allows a clear distinction between correct (well-formed) data and false
(ill-formed) data. The unit addressed by Condition 1 is the letter and
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not the grapheme, because a spelling of a written utterance in English
as <THe book is green.> with the supposed complex grapheme <th>
written in uppercase would be wrong. The formulation of Condition 1
assumes that the regular appearance of a letter is in the form of its lowercase variant. Well-formedness conditions have to capture when the
uppercase variant (as the marked form of a letter) is to be used instead.
An alternative way to formulate Condition 1 would be to state that
exactly the first letter of a written utterance has to be an uppercase
one. However, this alternative would be empirically inadequate because
written utterances may well begin with a series of uppercase letters under certain circumstances, e.g., if the first word is an abbreviation (<USA
and Canada are comparable in price.>) or if uppercase letters are used
throughout.
In contrast to the works cited in paragraph 3, the need for a specific
type of initial letter is not part of the definition of the unit written utterance, but part of its well-formedness conditions. It is therefore to be
expected that there are writing systems to which this condition does not
apply, although the unit written utterance does play a role. In fact, it is
likely that writing systems which are not based on a dual alphabet (like
the Roman script) have different kinds of well-formedness conditions in
this respect. The Arabic script, for example, has up to four different letter forms (isolated, final, medial, initial; cf. Rogers, 2005, p. 136). Since
there is no concept of uppercase letter in this script, Condition 1 cannot hold for written utterances in writing systems based on the Arabic
script (but a modified version could). The Chinese script, on the other
hand, does not have different letter forms in the present sense, so that
there can be no analogue of Condition 1 for writing systems based on
the Chinese script. Whether the written utterance is a useful category
of analysis for such writing systems is a question to be dealt with independently.
Furthermore, Condition 1 gives a statement for the first letter of a
written utterance but it does not determine that the first element of a
written utterance has to be a letter. In front of the first letter, there could
be a word punctuation sign like an apostrophe or a quotation mark (cf.,
e.g., Schmidt, 2016, p. 240).
(11)

Written utterances with initial elements other than letters
a. [T]hat pale-face is my friend.
‘Hope’ is a positive word.
b. … und gab keine Antwort.
‘… and did not answer.’
’s ist schade um sie.
‘t’s a pity for them.’
52 volle Wochen hat das Jahr. ‘52 full weeks is the year.’

The examples in (11a) show that written utterances beginning with the
opening part of a punctuation mark that constitutes a symmetrical pair
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behave as if this element was not present (cf. ibid., p. 240). The examples
in (11b) from [Deutsche Rechtschreibung] (2018, p. 56) show that sometimes the first element of a written utterance is neither a letter nor the
opening part of a symmetric punctuation mark; in such cases, the first
letter of the written utterance is not subject to Condition 1 (as specified
in the formulation of this condition). These examples prove that Cook’s
definition of the crucial unit as “anything that starts with a capital letter” (Cook, 2004, p. 42) is inadequate. The second part of this definition,
which concerns the final element of a ‘sentence’, is also inadequate, as
the following section will show.

6.2. Condition on the Final Element
The property in question can be easily translated into a condition of
well-formedness for written utterances in the following way:
(12)

Condition 2

The final element of a written utterance has to be an
end punctuation mark.

So far, I have used the traditional term ‘sentence closing mark’ to denote
the set of elements full stop, exclamation mark, and question mark. Now
this term turns out to be inappropriate, because it is not the unit sentence that is closed by these elements. Therefore, I use the alternative
term ‘end punctuation mark’.11 For the purpose of Condition 2, the term
‘end punctuation mark’ has to be defined. As the set of elements which
fall under this term is finite and, moreover, relatively small, an enumerating definition is possible. I have used this kind of definition already
above. Regarding the full stop, however, some refinements are to be
made. This term connects an element of a certain form with a certain
function. The form is called dot (or point), the function is that of ending a ‘sentence’, thus a written utterance. The dot, however, also occurs
in other functions. Of particular interest is the dot as an abbreviation
marker and as a decimal point, respectively. If such a sign is the final
one in a written utterance, its presence is sufficient to fulfil Condition 2
above.
(13)

Written utterances with a final dot with a specific function
a. She knows the rules for periods, commas, semicolons, etc.
b. He knows Queen Elizabeth II.

Therefore, it is better to include the dot in the set of end punctuation
marks, with the full stop being only one of the possible functions of this
element. Furthermore, a written utterance can have three dots indicat11. In German, the respective term is Schlusszeichen, replacing Satzschlusszeichen.
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ing an ellipsis after its last letter. In some standards of English punctuation, these three dots are sufficient to end a written utterance with,
while others require the addition of a fourth dot. From the formulation
of Condition 2, three dots would be sufficient, since the final element
is then a dot, as required. This explicitly holds true for the German orthography (cf. [Deutsche Rechtschreibung], 2018, p. 101). The following
determination of the set of end punctuation marks is valid for English
and German, but also for many other orthographic systems:
(14)

Set of end punctuation marks (for English and German)
dot
exclamation mark
question mark

All these punctuation marks can also occur within written utterances.
This is theoretically unproblematic as long as the written utterance is not
defined by the presence of specific punctuation marks, as in the approach
presented here. For a complete analysis of a punctuation system, the valid
conditions must be formulated for each individual punctuation mark.
Orthographic systems have conditions regarding the number of end
punctuation marks allowed in a row. In German, for example, in standard orthography only one exclamation or question mark in a row is
allowed. In non-standard varieties like in comics or in internet communication, this condition is not valid. In any case, the condition on
the number of punctuation marks in a row is independent of the unit
written utterance.
For standard orthography, a distinction between two modes to writing is relevant, text mode and list mode (Bredel 2008: 32-34). Condition 2 applies in text mode but not in list mode. The regular mode of
writing is text mode, while list mode has special functions. List modal
writing pertains to lists, headings, and tables, for example. The title of
this paper is conceived by me as its writer as a written utterance. Therefore, it begins with an uppercase letter. But it does not end with an end
punctuation mark because it belongs to list mode.
For quoted written utterances, a further note is required. The following examples show that there are differences between the use of the
dot compared to that of the exclamation and the question mark. In addition, there are differences between English and German that do not
only concern to the form of quotation marks.
(15)

Quoted written utterances
a.
b.
c.
d.

English
He said: “The book is green.”
“The book is green,” he said.
“The book is green!” he cried.
“The book is green?” he asked.

German
Er sagte: „Das Buch ist grün.“
„Das Buch ist grün“, sagte er.
„Das Buch ist grün!“, schrie er.
„Das Buch ist grün?“, fragte er.
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The examples in (15b) shows that under certain circumstances, a written
utterance does not have to not end with an end punctuation mark. I
do not want to go into further details here and merely note that there
seem to be different standards for English regarding the use of quotation
marks. To a certain extent, the data in (15) fall within the scope of the
formulation of comma conditions.

6.3. Condition for Written Utterances Ending With an Exclamation
Mark or Question Mark
Writing systems based on the Roman script can use special punctuation
marks that are not widely used among such systems. One example is
Spanish (cf. Meisenburg, 1996, p. 1440). Written utterances that do not
end with a dot but with an exclamation mark or question mark must
contain an inverted exclamation mark or inverted question mark as the
first element.
(16)

Written utterances with final exclamation or question marks in Spanish
a. ¿El libro es verde?
‘Is the book green?’
b. ¡El libro es verde!
‘The book is green!’

A motivation for the introduction of these punctuation marks was that
utterances of different function (declarative, exclamation, question) can
have the same wording. This property, however, is not sufficient to require such punctuation marks because other languages with the same
properties (e.g., German) do not use these punctuation marks. The
following Condition X tries to capture the regularities for Spanish, although on closer examination it might turn out that the conditions are
more complex.
(17)

Condition X

If the final element of a written utterance is an exclamation or question mark, the first element has to be
an inverted exclamation or question mark, respectively.

Due to the formulation of the conditions, this condition does not conflict with Condition 1 in (10). While Conditions 1 and 2 cover a wide
range of orthographic systems, Condition X seems to apply to only one
orthographic system, namely Spanish.

6.4. Condition on Sentences in Written Utterances
Sequences of sentences can in principle be conceived either as a single
written utterance or as different written utterances. This corresponds to
the definition of a written utterance as what is generally thought to be a
coherent thought. The following German examples from the [Deutsche
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Rechtschreibung] (2018, p. 75) are intended to indicate that different
punctuation marks are possible between sentences, leading to more or
less minor differences in meaning (Nunberg, 1990, p. 13 discusses similar
examples for English).
(18)

Different written constructions of sequences of sentences
a.
b.
c.

Im Hausflur war es still. Ich drückte erwartungsvoll auf die Klingel.
‘The hallway was quiet. I pressed the bell expectantly.’
Im Hausflur war es still, ich drückte erwartungsvoll auf die Klingel.
‘It was quiet in the hallway, I pressed the bell expectantly.’
Im Hausflur war es still; ich drückte erwartungsvoll auf die Klingel.
‘It was quiet in the hallway; I pressed the bell expectantly.’

On the other hand, a single sentence may be divided among different
written utterances. For such a constellation, I will propose a further
condition of well-formedness for written utterances that applies to sequences of written utterances. This condition goes beyond the scope
of traditional definitions of (written) sentences and refers to the formal
relationship between the syntactic unit sentence and the grapholinguistic unit written utterance. Such a condition will hardly be considered
in approaches that do not distinguish between these two types of units
but rather combine them into a broad concept of ‘sentence’. The formulation of the following condition is only tentative; detailed studies are
necessary to obtain a clearer picture of the regularities. I formulate this
condition with regard to the writing systems of English and German,
but its scope is certainly broader.
(19)

Condition 3

If a sentence is divided over more than one written utterance, the first of the written utterances concerned must contain a construction which has the
status of a well-formed sentence.

In the regular case, a sentence is not divided among successive written utterances. Gallmann (1985, p. 44) for German and Nunberg (1990,
p. 22) for English give examples that contradict this regularity in a way
that is covered by Condition 3. Coincidentally, all the examples seem to
come from car advertising.
(20)

Examples illustrating Condition 3
a. Er läuft. Und läuft. Und läuft.
‘It is running. And running. And running.’
Er läuft. Weil er einen starken Motor hat.
‘It is running. Because it has a strong engine.’
b. The L9000 delivers everything you wanted in a luxury
sedan. With more power. At a price you can afford.
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Nunberg (ibid., p. 22) takes example (20b) as evidence that a written
utterance (‘text-sentence’ in his terms) “need not be a lexical [= syntactic] sentence in its own right, notwithstanding the fulminations of
schoolroom grammarians”. This observation applies to German as well.
But according to Condition 3, writers are not free to divide a sentence
among several written utterances at will. If the first of the written utterances in question does not contain a well-formed sentence, the written
construction is questionable, as illustrated by the following construed
examples:
(21)

Sequences of written utterances violating Condition 3
a. I watch. The children play.
b. The. Book. Is. Green.

In itself, the written form <The children play.> in (21a) is a perfect written utterance. It becomes an error if it is meant to be part of a sentence,
the rest of that sentence being realized in a preceding written utterance
that contains another part of the same sentence which in itself is not a
well-formed sentence. The same is true for the four written utterances
in (21b), although it may be more difficult to imagine contexts in which
they might occur; cases at issue could be answers to appropriate questions. Looking at Cook’s (2004, p. 42) definition of sentence, (21) could
only be said to be sequences of two or four ‘sentences’, since all forms at
issue begin with an uppercase letter and end with a ‘full stop’. I do not
see any possibility to describe the flawedness of these written examples
within Cook’s approach.
However, examples like the ones
in (21) can still be found in language use. A particularly nice example is a quote from Suvarna Baheti, posted on November 26, 2017
on www.yourquote.in.
Grammatically, the quote consists of only one sentence. Grapholinguistically, it is conceived as a sequence of four written utterances,
each beginning with an uppercase
letter and ends with a dot (two of
them also have three ellipsis dots at
the end before the final dot). The
first of the written utterances does
not contain a grammatical sentence. Thus, the written utterances obey
Conditions 1 and 2, but the sequence of written utterances violates Condition 3.
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However, instead of discarding Condition 3 in the face of examples
such as Baheti’s poem, I will consider the scope of orthographic conditions in general. In the German-speaking countries, the official rules are
only binding in certain areas:
Das folgende amtliche Regelwerk, mit einem Regelteil und einem Wörterverzeichnis, regelt die Rechtschreibung innerhalb derjenigen Institutionen
(Schule, Verwaltung), für die der Staat Regelungskompetenz hinsichtlich der
Rechtschreibung hat. Darüber hinaus hat es zur Sicherung einer einheitlichen Rechtschreibung Vorbildcharakter für alle, die sich an einer allgemein
gültigen Rechtschreibung orientieren möchten (das heißt Firmen, speziell
Druckereien, Verlage, Redaktionen – aber auch Privatpersonen). ([Deutsche
Rechtschreibung], 2018, S. 7)12

This means that there are areas of language use for which the official
rules of the German orthography are not binding. In particular, a writer
may do anything he likes in private correspondence with regard to orthography. A limiting factor may be that he wants to be understood by a
potential reader. Other relevant areas are advertising and works of art,
areas where playing with language and playing with rules of orthography has its own value. With regard to languages that do not have an
explicitly codified norm of spelling, the implicit norm is consequently
more reliably derived from administrative text than, for example, from
poems.
Therefore, I maintain that Condition 3 applies to writing systems
such as English and German, but the standard writing system does
not have authority in a number of areas of written language use. Autonomous sub-systems may develop among certain communities as in
chat communication. Such non-standard systems deserve linguistic
analysis, but they should not be equated with standard orthography.

7. Conclusion
When the question is asked: “What is it that ends with a full stop?”
the scientific answer from grapholinguistics is not: “A sentence.” The
term sentence should be reserved for a structural unit in syntax, while the
unit in question is an original grapholinguistic one. It is essential to
distinguish between these two units, as has occasionally been done in
grapholinguistic research before in one way or another. Since this unit
12. “The following official set of rules, with a rule section and a dictionary, regulates spelling within those institutions (school, administration) for which the state
has regulatory competence with regard to spelling. Furthermore, in order to ensure a uniform spelling, it serves as a model for all those who wish to orient themselves
towards a generally valid spelling (i.e., companies, especially printers, publishers, editorial offices—but also private individuals).”
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is more closely related to the utterance as a pragmatic unit than to the
sentence as a syntactic unit, it should not bear the designation sentence
in its name but the designation utterance. In the present paper, I propose
the designation written utterance. A written utterance is a grapholinguistic unit which is constituted by comprising what can be conceived as
a coherent thought. The writer has a certain freedom in what he considers a coherent thought, but there are limitations. If a sequence of
two sentences is conceived as one coherent thought, this sequence can
sometimes be interpreted differently than if it were conceived as two
different coherent thoughts.
If the written utterance is defined in this way, different writing systems can be analyzed in terms of the well-formedness conditions that
apply to them. For the writing systems of English and German, the respective conditions require that the first element (disregarding brackets and quotation marks), if it is a letter, has to be an uppercase letter
and the final element an end punctuation mark. Thus, in the present
conception these properties are treated as well-formedness conditions,
while other approaches typically consider them as defining features (of
concepts termed, e.g., text sentence or Ganzsatz). These different conceptions have significant consequences for ‘errors’. If a written utterance,
as defined here, immediately begins with a lowercase letter, it is characterized by a spelling error. If, on the other hand, one takes the feature of
the initial uppercase letter as a defining criterion, everything that does
not begin with an uppercase letter does not fall under the term in question. With such an approach, it would be inadequate to mark a supposed
‘text sentence’ beginning with a lowercase letter as misspelled, because
the unit in question would not even meet the defining criteria of a text
sentence.
Different writing system can have different well-formedness conditions for written utterances. Spanish is a case in question because it
has a special condition for such written utterances that end with an
exclamation mark or question mark. In addition, English and German have slight differences with respect to quoted written utterances.
Based on definitions such as that of the written utterance in (9), a contrastive analysis of writing systems is feasible. Defined terms form the
core of a theory, which must be kept constant for the analyses. Differences among writing systems can then be revealed in terms of the wellformedness conditions. Furthermore, the concept of the written utterance provides a frame for the analysis of conditions for other punctuation marks. In Neef (2020), I analyze the comma in the German writing
system by using the concept of written utterance.13
13. The text was made with the help of DeepL, which is gratefully acknowledged.
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What Is a Written Word?
And if So, How Many?
Martin Evertz-Rittich

Abstract. The linguistic unit word seems to be an intuitive notion for language
users. However, linguists have failed so far to provide a uniform definition of
that unit. Instead, there are definitions pertaining to different subsystems of
language. In this paper, we will discuss how we can define the unit word in
writing. We will start by examining definitions of the graphematic word in alphabetical writing systems such as German and English. We will then discuss
how the written word relates to other suprasegmental units in writing systems,
such as the syllable and the foot, and to which spoken unit or units a written
word corresponds to. Finally, we will show that the discussed definitions of the
graphematic word are not employable universally since in alphabetical writing
systems definitions of the graphematic word pertain to interword spacing. By
examining the Chinese and Japanese writing systems as examples, we will try
to explain why these writing systems do not mark words by spaces and discuss
whether there are graphematic words in these writing systems. Based on these
considerations we will provide a tentative universal definition of graphematic
words.

1.

Introduction

Although the notion word seems to be an intuitive unit for language
users—it might even be “the most basic of all linguistic units” (Taylor,
2015, p. 1)—it is a notoriously elusive concept in linguistics. This is due
to the various criteria of wordhood in each linguistic subsystem, which
often contradict each other. For instance, a phonological word, which
(among other criteria) must exhibit exactly one primary stress, is not the
same as a syntactic word, which (among other criteria) is moveable in a
sentence (cf. fish and chips are three syntactical words but two phonological ones {fish and}{chips} with an unstressed and, cf. ibid., p. 7). Moreover, the criteria to identify a word in most subsystems of language are
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often quite subtle and sometimes not even unambiguous (cf., e.g., the
criteria for wordhood in semantics).
When it comes to the written word, however, things seem to be quite
easy. Most often, the graphematic1 word is defined as a string of letters
bordered by spaces. And that seems to be the only noteworthy thing
about that linguistic unit.
In this paper, I will show that there is more to the graphematic word.
I will begin with the seemingly easy definition of the graphematic word
and show that it is actually quite problematic. I will discuss the definition of the graphematic word in alphabetical writing systems, such
as the writing systems of English and German, and show that the definitions found in the literature are insufficient. Based on typographic
considerations, I present a promising alternative. In the next part, I will
discuss the role of the graphematic word in the graphematic hierarchy
and which properties can be derived from it. After that I will discuss the
correspondence of the graphematic word to units in spoken language,
such as the phonological and syntactical word (see above). Lastly, I will
have a look at two writing systems that do not mark graphematic words
by inter-word spacing: Japanese and Chinese. I will discuss why this is
the case and whether there are graphematic words in these writing systems at all. In the conclusion, I will revisit the definition of the graphematic word presented in section 2 in light of the findings in section 5.

2.

Definitions in Alphabetical Writing Systems

We will start our endeavor by examining definitions of graphematic
words in alphabetical writing systems such as English or German. Probably the simplest definition is the one provided in (1).
(1)

A graphematic word is a string of graphemes that is bordered by
spaces and may not be interrupted by spaces.

This kind of definition is quite common in the literature (e.g., Coulmas,
1996, p. 550; Jacobs, 2005, p. 22; Fuhrhop, 2008, 193f). This definition
seems to be intuitively correct and for most linguistic approaches—even
grapho-linguistic ones—this definition suffices (cf., e.g., Evertz, 2018,
p. 21). However, closer examination reveals that it is indeed problematic.

1. In this paper, I will use the notion graphematic when conferring to a writing
system. I refrain from using the term orthographic in this context since the orthography
of a given writing system is the conventionalized spelling of that writing system and
thus a subset.
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But before we can begin discussing the definition, the terms within
it must be clarified. In alphabetical writing systems, there are two traditions of defining the notion grapheme:
– A grapheme is a written unit that corresponds to exactly one
phoneme (e.g., Wiese 2007).
– A grapheme is the smallest contrastive unit within a given writing
system (e.g., Henderson, 1985, Kohrt, 1985, Eisenberg, 2006, Rogers,
2005).
While the first one defines the grapheme by its correspondence to
phonological units, the second definition pertains to the distribution of
the grapheme and thus is independent of phonology. The second definition closely corresponds to its counterpart in phonology, the definition
of the phoneme. That entails that the grapheme, just like the phoneme,
can be identified by minimal pair analyses.
The other term in the definition in (1) is the notion space. According
to Bredel (2008, 31–32; 2011, 19–20) we can imagine the writing space
as a threefold structure consisting of segmental slots, linear slots and
two-dimensional slots, cf. Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Writing Space (Bredel, 2011, p. 31; my translation)

Segmental slots are spaces that can be filled by certain graphic elements,
e.g., letters. Linear writing spaces are horizontally oriented strings of
slots. A two-dimensional writing space is a vertically oriented sequence
of linear writing spaces (cf. Bredel, 2008, p. 19). A space according to
(1) can be defined as an empty segmental slot.
Now that the terms in (1) are reasonably well clarified, we can have a
closer look at this definition. Consider the examples in (2).
(2)

<you.>, <you?>, <you!>
<Smiths’> (e.g., in the Smiths’ house), <mother-in-law>
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Let us start with the examples in (2a). According to the definition in (1),
a word starts and ends with a grapheme. The examples in (2a), however,
end in punctuation marks. These are not graphemes—regardless which
definition of grapheme we employ: punctuation marks do not correspond to phonemes and they are not contrastive on the word level.
Thus, a word like <you> corresponds to the definition in (1), the examples in (2a), however, do not because they end in a punctuation mark.
If the definition in (1) is understood as being exhaustive (only those
entities described in the definition qualify as graphematic words), the
examples in (2a) are no graphematic words. But if they are not, what
are they? If the definition in (1) is not exhaustive, it is not complete and
additionally, the question arises, if the examples in (2a) are one or more
words.
Similar problems arise with the examples in (2b). The word-status of
<Smiths’> is unclear as is the question whether a hyphenated word (?)
like <mother-in-law> constitutes one or more graphematic words.
One alternative to the definition in (1) is proposed by Zifonun, Hoffmann, and Strecker (1997, p. 259), my translation:
(3)

A graphematic word is a string of graphemes that is preceded by a
space and may not be interrupted by spaces.

This definition only seemingly solves the problems we have encountered
so far. The examples in (2a) constitute according to this definition exactly one graphematic word, <you>, because the “string of graphemes”
is interrupted by a punctuation mark in each case. The same is true for
the first example in (2b). This string of graphemes is interrupted by
the apostrophe. The case of the second example in (2b) is more complicated, however. According to the definition in (3), <mother-in-law>
constitutes exactly one graphematic word: <mother>. The status of <in-law> is unclear.
Moreover, there are examples like in (4) that do not only end but also
begin with punctuation marks.
(4)

<“you”>, <(you)>, <¿tú?> (Span.)

Thus, the definition in (3) is also problematic.
The solution I propose is based on typographic considerations by
Bredel (2008; 2011). Based on the model of writing space (cf. Fig. 1)
we can distinguish between two classes of punctuation marks and
graphemes: fillers and clitics. Fillers can independently fill a segmental
slot whereas clitics need the support of a filler.
Bredel (2008) proposes two criteria by which fillers and clitics can
be distinguished. The first one is symmetry. One element is called symmetric, if elements of the same class can stand adjacent to the left and
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right side of that element. Fillers are symmetric, clitics are not. The
second criterium is the ability of an element to appear at the beginning
and the end of a line. Fillers can appear at the end and the beginning of
a line, clitics cannot.
According to Bredel (2011, pp. 20–23) letters, numbers, apostrophes
and hyphens are fillers; periods, colons, semi-colons, commas, brackets,
question marks, quotation marks and exclamation marks are clitics.
Based on this distinction, we propose the following definition of
graphematic words in alphabetical writing systems such as German and
English (Evertz, 2016a, pp. 391–392); based on works of Bredel; my
translation):
(5)

A graphematic word is a sequence of slot-filler-pairs surrounded
by empty slots in which at least one filler must be a letter.

The supplement to the definition (at least one filler being a letter) was
added to exclude numbers from the scope of the definition. Let us examine one of our examples in light of this definition, cf. Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Slot-filler-pairs of <mother-in-law!>

In Fig. 2 there are 15 segmentals slots. Slots 2 to 14 are occupied, slots 1
and 15 are empty. Slots 2 to 7, 9 to 10 and 12 to 13 are occupied by one
letter each, slot 14 is occupied by a letter and a punctuation mark. Slots
8 and 11 are each occupied by one non-letter filler. Thus, <mother-inlaw> meets all requirements for a graphematic word according to the
definition in (5).
The consequence of the definition in in (5) is that we can distinguish between the graphematic word proper and its surface form. Clitics
are only part of the graphematic surface whereas fillers are part of the
graphematic surface and of the graphematic word proper. This is true
for all fillers: letters and non-letters (cf. ibid., pp. 391–392).
In the case of the examples in (2a) and (4), the graphematic word
proper consists of the fillers: <you>. The clitics (in these cases the punction marks) are part of the graphematic surface. Thus, the examples in
(2a) and (4) are graphematic surface forms of exactly one graphematic
word (cf. ibid., pp. 391–392).
The examples in (2b) consist exclusively of fillers. This means that all
characters (letters and non-letters alike) make up the graphematic word
proper. The non-letter fillers are part of the graphematic word since
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they have important roles within it. In the case of <mother-in-law>
(cf. Fig. 2), the non-letter fillers indicate that the morphological processing is not completed after <mother> and <in> but that everything
between the empty slots must be processed as whole (Evertz 216a, 391).
In the case of <Smiths’> as in the Smiths’ house, the apostrophe indicates a
zero morpheme (Bunčić, 2004, p. 190). A consequence is, however, that
<Smiths’> and <Smith> are two different graphematic words.
This definition is very promising for writing systems such as English and German. We will see however, that it is a poor candidate for a
universal definition, cf. section 5.

3. Properties of Graphematic Words
The graphematic word is a unit in writing systems that issuprasegmental,
i.e., it is larger than a single segment. It is not the only suprasegmental unit in alphabetical writing systems. The graphematic syllable is well-established in psycho- and grapholinguistic literature (e.g.,
Butt and Eisenberg, 1990; Domahs, Bleser, and Eisenberg, 2001; Eisenberg, 2006; Primus, 2003; Rollings, 2004; Roubah and Taft, 2001; Weingarten, 2004) and more recently, the graphematic foot gained attention
(Evertz, 2016a,b; 2018; 2019; Evertz and Primus, 2013; Fuhrhop and Peters, 2013; Primus, 2010; Ryan, 2018). With these units it is possible to
constitute a graphematic counterpart of the phonological hierarchy, cf.
Fig. 3.

<ω>

graphematic word (<ω>)

<F>

graphematic foot (<F>)

<σs >

<σw >

Rh

graphematic syllable (<σ>)

Rh
subsyllabic constituents

On

Nu

C
s

h

On

Nu

Co

V

C

C

V

C

graphemes

o

u

t

e

r

segments

[short straight]
[free up]

features

Figure 3. The graphematic hierarchy (Evertz, 2018; Evertz and Primus, 2013
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This hierarchy is—just as its phonological counterpart—accompanied by
the Strict Layer Hypothesis (Nespor and Vogel, 1986). This hypothesis states
in its strong form that each unit of a non-terminal category is composed
of one or more units of the immediately lower category. The second part
of the Strict Layer Hypothesis states that a unit of a given level of the
hierarchy is exhaustively contained in the superordinate unit of which it
is part (ibid., p. 7). Previous work showed that this hypothesis also holds
in graphematics, although it seems that the first principle is violable in
case of so called extrametrical syllables (cf. Evertz, 2018).
A consequence of these considerations are that:
– a graphematic word consists of at least one graphematic foot and
– a graphematic foot consists of at least one graphematic syllable.
Since larger units in a hierarchy are made up of the immediately smaller
units, the larger units inherit traits of the smaller units. For instance,
if a syllable must adhere to certain well-formedness requirements and
if a foot is constituted by syllables, the syllables of the foot must adhere to the very the same requirements. The same is true on every level
of the hierarchy. This means that a graphematic word must adhere to
well-formedness requirements of graphematic feet and graphematic syllables.
This relationship can be exemplified by so called minimal words
(Evertz, 2016b). Consider following examples:
(6)

in/inn, oh/owe, no/know, by/bye/buy, so/sew, to/two, we/wee,
or/ore/oar, be/bee, I/aye/eye

The pairs or triplets in (6) are homophones. Interesting is that function words can obviously be shorter than content words. This can be
described by the so called three-letter-rule (e.g., Cook, 2004, p. 57):
(7)

Content words must have more than two letters.

The existence of a minimality restriction like the three-letter-rule can
be explained with the help of the graphematic hierarchy.
Just like in phonology, we can expect that function words behave differently than content words. For instance, while content words always
constitute phonological words, which exhibit exactly one prime stress,
function words can be unstressed. In phonology, this can be described
by following constraint:
(8)

Lexwd = Prdwd: Every lexical word corresponds to a prosodic
word (ibid., p. 101).

Let us assume that this constraint also holds for writing systems:
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Every lexical word corresponds to a well-formed graphematic
word.

The difference in the pair and triples in (6) can now be explained by
the well-formedness constraints the graphematic word inherits from the
smaller units in the hierarchy.
In phonology, feet must conform to a certain well-formedness constraint, called foot-binarity (McCarthy and Prince, 1995, pp. 320–324):
(10)

Foot-Binarity: Feet are binary at a syllabic or moraic level of
analysis.

This means that a well-formed phonological foot must consist of two syllables or one heavy syllable. Evertz (2016b; 2018) shows that a similar
constraint holds for graphematics. A graphematic foot must consist of
either one heavy graphematic syllable or two graphematic syllables (of
any weight). Whether a graphematic syllable is heavy or light depends
on its syllabic structure. In order to be heavy, a graphematic syllable
must have a rhyme that dominates at least two segments and in total the
syllable must consist of at least three segments (Evertz, 2016b, p. 208;
see the fist syllable in Fig. 3 as an example of a heavy graphematic syllable).
Although the three-letter-rule is not wrong, the explanation provided
here is superior in explanatory strength. Moreover it is empirically superior. If having three letters was the only restriction for graphematic
words, there should be more words like <gnu>, which end in a single
vowel letter but still consist of three letters. Words of this type, however, are quite rare (cf. ibid.).2
Even the fact that content words have at least one vowel letter can be
derived from the graphematic hierarchy: A graphematic word consists
of at least one foot. A graphematic foot consists of at least one graphematic syllable. And a graphematic syllable must have a core dominating
at least one vowel letter (e.g., Evertz, 2018; Fuhrhop and Peters, 2013;
Primus, 2003).
There are, however, exceptions to the well-formedness constraints
described here. Graphematic words that systematically violate these
constraints are abbreviations:

2. Evertz (2016b, p. 193) reports that only 20.4% of monosyllabic phonological
words ending in a vowel are written as a monosyllabic graphematic word ending in a
single vowel letter. Of these 20.4%, 4.6% are function words, 9.2% are loanwords, interjections or abbreviations, leaving a rest of 6.7%. Monosyllabic phonological words
ending in a vowel are rather coded with the help of so called mute letters like in blow,
bee, high. Evertz (ibid., pp. 207–208) argues that these mute letters add graphematic
weight in order to meet the weight restriction for graphematic feet.
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Examples for graphematic words violating well-formedness constraints:
– ill-formed graphematic syllables: Mr., Mrs., vs., Dr.
– ill-formed graphematic feet: BA, MA, no.

The examples in (11a) violate the constraint that the cores of graphematic syllables dominate a vowel letter. The examples in (11b) violate
the constraint that graphematic feet need to have a minimal weight.
Those words that violate well-formedness constraint are marked by
special orthographic devices like dots or all-caps. We may thus describe
such abbreviations as untypical and marked graphematic words (Evertz,
2016a, p. 393).

4.

Relations to Phonological Units

After having discussed the definition of the graphematic word and some
of its properties, let us now try to discuss the relationship of the graphematic word to other word-like units.
Let us begin with the phonological word. It is quite obvious that the
phonological word and the graphematic word are not congruent. A
phonological word is a linguistic unit that consists of at least one phonological foot and exhibits exactly one primary stress. Within phonological words, syllable boundaries are drawn according to onset maximization (assign as many intervocalic consonants to the onset as possible
(in accordance with the phonotactical constraints of a language); e.g.,
Giegerich, 1992, p. 170). For instance, tomato constitutes exactly one
phonological word. There are several potential ways to divide the word
into syllables, e.g., *tom.at.o vs. to.ma.to. Only the second way conforms to
the onset maximization principle. However, onset maximization does
not incur, if a border of a phonological word is interfering.
One example for that is the German compound Tierart ‘animal
species’. According to onset maximization, the intervocalic consonant
/r/ should be the onset of the second syllable. However, this syllabification is ungrammatical: *[tiː.ʁaː t]. Instead, the word is syllabified like
this: [tiː .ʔaː t]. Thus, we can conclude that a phonological word border
is interfering with onset maximization. In other words, Tierart consists
of two phonological words: {Tier}{art}. However, it is realized graphically as one graphematic word <Tierart>. Therefore it seems that in
German, the phonological word and the graphematic word are incongruent.
An example of the incongruity of phonological and graphematic
words in English was mentioned in the first section: fish and chips. While
this phrase consists of three graphematic words, it consists of only two
phonological words: {fɪʃn̩}{ʧɪps} (Taylor, 2015, p. 7).
ă

ă

ă
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A morphological word can be described a an entity that inflects uniformly (Wurzel, 2000, p. 36) and is constituted by word building rules
(Jacobs, 2005). Thus, our example Tierart is a morphological word since
it is constituted according to the composition rules of German and is inflecting uniformly: Tierarten (Pl.) vs. *Tierearten. Fuhrhop (2008, p. 224)
comes to the conclusion that the morphological word is congruent with
the graphematic word in German.3
A syntactic word can be defined as a syntactically free form that is commonly designated X0 in generative grammar (cf. Gallmann, 1999). This entails that a syntactical word is permutable in a sentence and may not
be interrupted by linguistic material. Gallmann (ibid.) and Fuhrhop
(2008) come to the conclusion that the syntactic word and the graphematic word are almost congruent4 in German.
From a writer’s perspective the congruity of graphematic words with
syntactical and morphological words means that phrases must be realized as single graphematic words with empty slots in between. Complex
morphological words, however, must be realized as one graphematic
word without empty slots in between. Conversely, from a reader’s perspective this means that a slot-filler-sequence without spaces must be interpreted morphologically and slot-filler-sequences with spaces must be
interpreted syntactically. This can be exemplified by wohlgeraten ‘great,
outstanding’ vs. wohl geraten ‘probably guessed’. Because there are no
empty slots in wohlgeraten, it must be interpreted as one graphematic
word and therefore as one morphological word. And because there is
an empty slot in wohl geraten, this expression must be interpreted as two
graphematic words and therefore two syntactic words, a phrase in this
case.
The case for English is not as straightforward as in German. This
is due to the fact that there is a considerable stylistic freedom in
the spelling of compound words.
For instance, the website Wiktionary lists three spellings of secondhand: <secondhand>, <secondhand> and <second hand>. However, as the same website points out,
<secondhand> and <second-hand> “may be preferred spellings for the
adjective meaning ‘not new’, to avoid confusion with the noun ‘second
hand’ referring to the hand of a clock or watch.”5 . This means that

3. Whether there are exceptions to the congruity of morphological and graphematic words is debatable. Wurzel (2000, p. 37) points to the case of (mit seiner) Langenweile ‘(with his) boredom (Dative)’ a variant of Langeweile. This (not too common)
variant may suggest that Langeweile is actually consisting of two morphological words
but one graphematic word.
4. Examples include particle verbs like anfangen ‘to begin’ in sentences like er fängt
an zu schreiben ‘he starts writing’.
5. https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/second_hand#English, retrieved August 21st,
2020.
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spellings without empty slots are quite clearly interpreted as one morphological word while spellings with empty slots can have ambiguous
readings. Evertz (2016a, p. 394) points to the example old furniture dealer:
an <old-furniture dealer> is a dealer of old furniture, an <old furnituredealer> is a furniture dealer who is elderly.
Thus it seems that just like in the German writing system, the graphematic word is congruent with the morphological and syntactical word
in English although the English writing system allows more variation in
writing compound words.

5.

Graphematic Words Without Spaces?

So far we examined the graphematic word in English and German as examples of alphabetical writing systems that use empty slots to mark the
beginning and end of graphematic words. However, there are writing
systems, alphabetical and non-alphabetical, that do not use empty slots
in that way. In this section, we will have a look at two examples and
discuss why in these cases there are no empty slots and whether we still
can find reasons to assume that the graphematic word is a relevant unit
in these writing system.

5.1. The Case of Japanese
The Japanese writing system (JWS) is regarded as one the most complex
writing systems in the world (e.g., Joyce, 2011). Sproat (2010, p. 47) for
instance writes that “Japanese is a complex system, certainly the most
complex writing system in use today and a contender for the title of the
most complex system ever.” The reason for this consensus regarding its
complexity is the multitude of scripts employed in the Japanese writing system. In the contemporary JWS there are five separate scripts:
morphographic kanji, the mora-based (Ratcliffe, 2001) scripts hiragana
and katakana, the phonemic Roman alphabet rōmaji and Arabic numerals
(e.g., Joyce and Masuda, 2018, p. 182).
The different scripts are used for different purposes. Kanji are generally used to represent native and Sino-Japanese content words like
nouns, the stem of verbs etc. (ibid., p. 184). For instance, the compound 日本語 nihongo ‘Japanese’ consists of three kanji 日本 ‘Japan’ and
語 ‘language’.Hiragana, on the other hand, generally represent function
words such as auxiliaries, and inflectional endings (ibid., p. 184). In
this use they are referred to as 送り仮名 okurigana ‘accompanying letters’.
An example for okurigana are the hiragana following the kanji in 見る
miru ‘(to) see’ vs. 見た mita ‘saw’. Katakana are usually used to write
non-Chinese loanwords, foreign names, animal and plant species names,
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onomatopoeic expressions, and for emphasis and as glosses. Rōmaji are
similarly used to represent non-Japanese words and names, especially
within advertising and mass media. And finally, Arabic numerals are
used to represent numbers, particular in financial and scientific contexts
(Joyce and Masuda, 2018, p. 184).
While on first sight this multitude of different scripts might seem
confusing, it can actually be beneficial for readers as they enable them to
distinguish lexical content from grammatical elements (Joyce and Masuda, 2016). This is because of the visual distinctiveness of the three
scripts the JWS mainly uses. First, kanji are visually salient because of
their complexity. In contrast to hiragana and katakana, which are usually written with no more than six strokes (Kajii, Nazir, and Osaka, 2001,
p. 2504), kanji can consist of up to 29 strokes with an average of 10.47
strokes (Joyce, Hodošček, and Nishina, 2012, p. 256; Joyce and Masuda,
2018, p. 186). Since these salient units usually represent lexical content,
it can be identified at first glance. Second, hiragana are also easily identifiable: they consist of relatively few strokes, which tend to be curved,
in contrast to katakana, which consist of more or less the same amount
of strokes, which, however, tend to be straight. Thus, grammatical elements, which are usually represented by hiragana, are also quite easily identifiable. Reading experiments confirmed that readers can distinguish the three types of characters effortless, even in peripheral vision
(Osaka, 1989; 1992). Given the foreignness in appearance of rōmaji and
Arabic numerals, it is quite reasonable to assume that they too can be
distinguished easily by readers of the JWS.
Let us demonstrate the interplay of the different scripts within the
JWS, cf. the example in (12).
(12)

Example for the interplay of different scripts in the JWS (Shibatani, 1990, p. 129)

花子
は
あの ビル
で
働
いている
Hanako wa
ano
biru
de hatari- i-te-i-ru
Hanako Topic that building at
working
‘Hanako is an OL (office lady) working in that building’

ＯＬ
ooreu
OL

です。
desu
is

Content words (in one case a verb stem) are represented by kanji (花
子, 働), by katakana (ビル) or rōmaji (OL). Since in Japanese inflectional
endings are following the stem, word beginnings coincide with characters that usually represent lexical content, especially kanji (cf. Rogers,
2005, p. 66). Thus, characters frequently appearing in the word beginning may serve as effective segmentation cues to signal word boundaries.
This points to the conclusion that graphematic words do not need to
be explicitly marked by empty slots in Japanese, since the words are already marked graphotactically. This conclusion is supported by psycholin-
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guistic findings. Sainio, Hyönä, Bingushi, and Bertram (2007) found
that interword spacing facilitated Japanese readers—but only when they
read a text composed of hiragana only. In normal Japanese texts, which
mainly consist of kanji and hiragana, interword spacing did not facilitate reading.

5.2. The Case of Chinese
Like the Japanese writing system, the Chinese writing system (CWS)
does not display empty slots between individual characters, which represent most likely a morpheme or a syllable, cf. (13).
(13)

Example of a Chinese sentence without interword spacing

中国这几年的变化的确很大。
The sentence neither displays spacing between words or phrases nor
does it display graphotactical cues to word boundaries like in the JWS.
Yet there are linguistic units greater than single syllables, morphemes or
characters. (14) provides a translation of the sentence in (13), in which
syntactic words are separated.
(14)

Translation of the sentence in (13) (Coulmas, 2003, p. 59)

中国
这
几
年
的
变化
的确
Zhōngguó zhè
jǐ
nián
de
biànhuà díquè
China
these several years Gen change
really
‘China underwent big changes during the past several years’

很
hěn
very

大。
dà
big

In the CWS, syntactic words can be written with one or more characters, as seen in (14). A word comprising two characters is not necessarily a compound word. For instance, in 蚯蚓 qiūyǐn ‘earthworm’ neither character represents a morpheme but both characters combined do
(Chen, 1996, p. 46). An example for the difference between a phrase and
a syntactic word written with two characters is the contrast between 红
鸟 hóngniǎo ‘red bird’ and 红花 hónghuā ‘safflower’ (examples from Zhang,
1985, p. 64 as cited in Packard, 2000, p. 15). Notice that in both cases
the first character is 红, which in isolation denotes ‘red’. In 红鸟, there
are two syntactic words because both components can be substituted by
nearly any adjective and any noun while it still retains its compositional
meaning. In 红花, on the other hand, the idiomatic meaning gets lost by
substituting one component (ibid., p. 15).
The Common Words in Contemporary Chinese Research Team
(2008) analyzed a corpus consisting of 56,008 words and found that 6%
of Chinese words are written with a single-character, 72% are 2-character words, 12% are written with 3 characters, and 10% are 4-character
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words; fewer than 0.3% of Chinese words are written with more than 4
characters. Analyzing the token frequencies, 70.1% of words are written
with a single character, 27.1% are 2-character words, 1.9% are 3-character words, 0.8% are 4-character words, and 0.1% are words longer than
4 characters.
This means that 94% of words (types) are longer than one character and even by taking tokens into account, nearly 30% of words are
still larger than a single character. This leads to the question why the
CWS does not display empty slots between words and whether there is
a graphematic counterpart to the syntactic word in Chinese.
One reason for the lack of interword spacing might lie in the development of the CWS. Classical Chinese was mostly monosyllabic and
monomorphematic, thus words and characters were almost congruent
(Hoosain, 1992, p. 119; Li, Zang, Liversedge, and Pollatsek, 2015, p. 232).
Therefore, the writing system of Classical Chinese had simply no need
for interword separation.
Packard (1998; 2000) mentions the fact that there was no term for
the syntactic word in the Chinese language until the concept was imported from the West at the beginning of the twentieth century. This
new term is called 词 cí ‘syntactic word’. It describes a concept that is
quite different from the older word that is still used in non-linguistic
contexts when talking about word-like entities in Chinese, 字 zì, which
can be translated as ‘morpheme-syllable’ or ‘character’ (Hoosain, 1992,
p. 112).
A reason why interword spacing did not develop over time in the
Chinese writing system (CWS) might be due to the linguistic features
of contemporary Chinese. It is noteworthy that modern Chinese almost completely lacks inflection. Thus, unlike in the JWS, there is no
need for a non-morphemic script for grammatical information in the
CWS. Moreover, Hoosain (ibid., pp. 118–120) reports that morphemes
in Chinese can be free or bound. However, there are degrees of freedom
as the free-bound status of a morpheme can vary by context, register and
dialect. Lastly, bound morphemes can appear before or after a free morpheme, unlike in many other languages which do only allow bound morphemes to either appear before or after a free morpheme (Chen, 1996,
p. 46). According to Hoosain (1992, p. 120), these factors contribute to
a “fluidity of word boundaries” in the mind of Chinese speakers. Thus,
a distinction between morphemes and words in the CWS would not be
appropriate. Packard (2000, pp. 17–18), however, disputes this argument. He argues that Chinese speakers might only be uncertain in their
metalinguistic judgment but will have no problems in actual language
usage.
As an interesting side note, Meng et al. (2019) compared the efficiency of deep learning-based Chinese natural language processing algorithms. They benchmarked neural word-based models which rely
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on word segmentation against neural character-based models which
do not involve word segmentation in four tasks (language modeling,
machine translation, sentence matching/paraphrase and text classification). They found that character-based models consistently outperformed word-based models.
While the linguistic argument of Hoosain (1992) is under dispute,
there is however consensus about the average word length in Chinese.
As reported further above, ca. 78% of word types and ca. 97% of word
tokens are one or two characters in length. This leads Li, Zang, Liversedge, and Pollatsek (2015) to another interesting explanation why
there is no interword spacing in the CWS: the variance in word length in
Chinese is reduced relative to the word length variability in alphabetic
languages. The number of potential sites within a character string at
which word segmentation might occur is therefore significantly reduced
in Chinese. Consequently, decisions about word boundaries might be
less of a challenge in Chinese than in English (given English had no
empty slots). Thus, word spacing may have been less of a necessity for
efficient reading in Chinese (ibid., pp. 232–233).
These considerations are supported by psycholinguistic findings.
The interspersing of spaces (or other highlighting) between syntactic
words does not facilitate reading Chinese, but did not interfere with
reading in adult readers as well (Bai et al., 2008; Inhoff, Liu, Wang, and
Fu, 1997). Inserting a space after a word facilitates its processing but
inserting a space before a word did not facilitate processing and in fact
may even interfere with its integration into sentential meaning as indicated by total reading times (Li and Shen, 2013; Liu and Li, 2014).
To sum these considerations up: In classical Chinese, there was no
need to introduce a delimiter of words since words and characters were
almost congruent. In contemporary Chinese this is not the case. There
is a considerable amount of syntactic words that are written with more
than a single character. But because of linguistic features of the Chinese
language which allow morphemes to occur relatively freely in different
syntactical contexts and because of the relatively reduced word length
variability in Chinese, it seems that the character is the central unit for
reading Chinese.
Thus it seems that the graphematic word is simply not a relevant—
or existing—unit in the CWS. This is an important insight for suprasegmental graphematics pertaining to the role of the graphematic hierarchy
across languages. While the phonological counterpart of the graphematic hierarchy, the prosodic hierarchy, is assumed to be universal6 ,
the writing system of Chinese demonstrates that at least the graphe6. But see, e.g., Schiering, Bickel, and Hildebrandt (2010), who question the universality of the phonological word and find evidence that there are more units within
the prosodic hierarchy than assumed.
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matic word is not a universal category of the graphematic hierarchy.
This opens the debate whether all units within the graphematic hierarchy are universal and whether the graphematic hierarchy as a whole is
universal across writing systems at all.

6. Conclusion
The definition that the graphematic word is a string of graphemes bordered by spaces, which is well-accepted in the literature, turns out to be
problematic because it does not take the role of punctuation marks into
account. A promising alternative to this definition is typography-based.
In this definition a graphematic word is defined as a sequence of slotfiller pairs, in which at least one filler is a grapheme, bordered by empty
slots. This definition has the benefit that it allows to distinguish between the graphematic surface and the graphematic word proper. Clitics belong to the graphematic surface of a word only.
The graphematic word is part of the graphematic hierarchy, the
graphematic counterpart to the phonological hierarchy. Taking the
strict layer hypothesis into account, it is possible to explain certain features of the graphematic word. Since graphematic words consist of
graphematic feet, which in turn consist of graphematic syllables, the
graphematic word inherits traits of the foot and the syllable. One example for such a trait is the fact that graphematic words must have at least
one vowel letter: because graphematic syllables need to have a vowel
letter in their core, a graphematic word needs to have at least one vowel
letter as well. Another example provided in this paper is the minimal
weight restriction for graphematic words. The existence of this restriction can be explained by a well-formedness constraint of graphematic
feet stating that a foot must be binary in syllabic or moraic terms.
Examining the German and English writing systems, it seems that
the graphematic word mainly corresponds to the morphological and
syntactical word in spoken language. A graphematic word written with
no empty slots in between is interpreted as one morphological unit in
both writing systems. Empty slots on the other hand indicate distinct
syntactical units in the German writing system. In the English writing system, there is a greater variety in writing compound words. The
use of a hyphen (a filler according to the typographic considerations in
section 5) or the avoidance of empty slots may however disambiguate
unclear cases.
In some writing systems there are no empty slots between characters. However, it can be argued that there are graphematic words in
the Japanese writing system, which are not marked by empty slots but
by graphotactical means. In the Japanese writing system, hiragana are
used to represent function words and inflectional endings while other
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scripts (especially kanji) are used to represent lexical information. Because lexical words usually start with a kanji character (or katakana or
rōmaji), the beginning of a graphematic word can easily be spotted.
If we accept that graphematic words do exist in Japanese, which is a
writing system without empty slots between words, the definition of
graphematic words in (5) is not universal. A universal definition of
graphematic words has to include that in some writing systems, graphotactical means are used to mark the borders of graphematic words.7 This
universal definition must therefore be quite broad and unspecific. Subdefinitions pertaining to certain writing systems or families of writing
systems are needed to supplement this broad universal definition. The
definition in (15) is a first tentative proposal.
(15)

A graphematic word is a sequence of slot-filler pairs, in which at
least one filler must be a basic unit of the given writing system.
1. This sequence is bordered by empty slots or
2. the beginning of that sequence is indicated by other graphotactical means (e.g., the change of scripts).

The term basic unit is a deliberately broad term to accommodate different types of writing systems. However, it might not be quite clear
what the basic unit of a given writing system is. In case of the JWS, it
is fair to say that the characters of kanji, hiragana and katakana are basic units of the writing system. But it is unclear whether the characters
of rōmaji are belonging to this class. Furthermore, while the notion of
empty slots is quite clear, the term “graphotactical means” is quite fuzzy
as well. In both cases, writing system specific sub-definitions must be
supplemented.
Another insight we gained from examining writing systems without
empty spaces pertains to the graphematic hierarchy. In the Chinese
writing system, words are neither marked by empty slots nor by other
graphotactical means. Thus it seems that the graphematic word is not a
relevant unit in the Chinese writing system. This is an interesting finding for suprasegmental graphematics. In suprasegmental phonology, it
is claimed that all the units of the prosodic hierarchy are universal. In
graphematics, however, it seems that this is not the case—at least for the
graphematic word. Further typological investigations are needed to explore the role of the graphematic hierarchy in non-alphabetical writing
systems.
7. The Thai writing system may also be a candidate for a system marking its
graphematic words by graphotactical means.
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Challenging the Dichotomy Between
Phonography and Morphography:
Transitions and Gray Areas
Sven Osterkamp · Gordian Schreiber

Abstract. Traditionally, glottographic writing is divided into the two fundamental categories of phonographic and (logo-, or increasingly) morphographic writing, each with further more fine-grained subdivisions where necessary. In recent
decades, various revisions to the earlier either/or approach have been proposed,
leading to more flexible typological models that, e.g., allow for a mixture of different types of phonography with different amounts of morphography in a given
writing system. While it is thus common to acknowledge the mixed nature of
writing systems as a whole, graphs or strings of graphs forming functional units
(such as digraphs) are nevertheless typically assigned to either of the two basic
typological categories. On closer scrutiny, however, there is an abundance of
cases challenging this strict dichotomy on the level of graphs.
Having reviewed the different notions of logo- or morphography found in the
literature, this paper revisits the fundamental distinction between phonography
and morphography in writing systems, drawing upon cases from the following
areas: First, we will address transitions from morphograms to phonograms as
well as from phonograms to morphograms. The dividing line between morphograms and phonograms is, however, not always easy to draw, thus leading
us to gray areas and indeterminable cases. Finally, we will have a closer look
at semantically motivated phonograms, as even in phonography the level of semantics is not necessarily irrelevant altogether.

1.

Preliminaries

In taxonomies of writing systems, so-called glottographic writing is
commonly divided into phonography on the one hand and something
else on the other that goes by several names, usually ‘logography’ (e.g.,
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Sampson, 1985, p. 32; Sampson, 2015, p. 24) or, increasingly, ‘morphography’ (Rogers, 2005, pp. 14–15; Joyce, 2011; Whittaker, 2011, p. 936
among others).1 Owing to the fact that the term morphography has been
used in several different meanings, it is mandatory to first outline the
understanding the present paper adheres to:
A morphographic subsystem of a writing system is one in which the most
fine-grained, systematically observed mapping possible is between one or
more morphemes and one or more graphs (also referred to as morphograms).

As Joyce (2011, 58–59, emphasis in original) observes, there is a “practice of some scholars of writing systems to continue using the term logographic while at the same time admitting that morphographic is more precise.” Indeed, logographic writing systems and logograms have repeatedly
been described with an explicit reference to morphemes instead of words
as the relevant linguistic units (e.g., Daniels and Bright, 1996, p. xlii),
or also to either morphemes or words at the same time (e.g., Taylor and
Taylor, 1983, pp. 20–21; Coulmas, 1996, p. 309). In other words, logography is not necessarily understood as implied by the term itself, with
some scholars being fully aware of the discrepancy between the literal
and intended meanings of the term.2 We concur with Joyce (2011) that
whenever a writing system involves a mapping between graphs and morphemes (which may or may not be words at the same time), it should accordingly be labeled as morphographic. Logographic on the other hand
should be reserved for systems involving a mapping between graphs and
words (whether mono- or polymorphemic).3 In doing so, we follow, e.g.,
1. Hill (1967, p. 93) already distinguished between (‘discourse systems’), ‘morphemic systems’ and ‘phonemic systems,’ thus foreshadowing our current terminology. Different in terminology but similar in terms of the overall conceptualization is
also French’s (1976, pp. 118, 126) dichotomy of ‘pleremic’ and ‘cenemic’ writing systems, which we will briefly return to further below.
2. Consider for instance Gnanadesikan (2009, p. 7): “Writing systems that concentrate on representing morphemes—as complete meaning-pronunciation complexes—
are called logographic (the name, meaning ‘word-writing,’ is traditional, though it ignores the difference between morphemes and words).”
3. Hill (1967, p. 93) already stated that “there are no systems based on words,”
counting the Chinese writing system and others among what he termed “morphemic
scripts” (ibid., p. 95). While typically opting for a somewhat less definite wording,
more recent scholarship tends to subscribe to that view as well (e.g., Sampson, 1985,
p. 39; Rogers, 2005, p. 14; Gnanadesikan, 2009, p. 7; Joyce, 2016, p. 294).
While ‘morphographic’ is without doubt the more appropriate choice for many
cases traditionally labeled as ‘logographic,’ there may be good reasons to retain the latter term as well in its specific meaning. Consider for instance the case of Old Chinese as
reconstructed in Baxter and Sagart (2014a,b). Here, Chinese characters typically correspond to entire words, which in turn can be mono- or polymorphemic, involving various affixes. See also already Chao (1968, pp. 102–103) for a similar position, referring
however to Literary Chinese as an isolating language.
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Hill (1967, p. 96) and French (1976, p. 126) who contrast ‘morphemic’ and
‘logographic’ depending on the linguistic units represented.
Note that our understanding as outlined above explicitly refers to
‘one or more’ morphemes and graphs. The present paper thereby acknowledges one-to-one correspondences as well as deviations from this
ideal. In previous scholarship on the question as to what linguistic units
are represented by sinograms in particular (see DeFrancis, 1989 and
Unger, 2011 for Chinese, or Matsunaga, 1996 for Japanese), it has repeatedly been argued that the label of ‘logography’ is inappropriate, as
sinograms in the modern Chinese writing system frequently do not correspond to entire words, but merely to portions of words (which may
or may not be morphemes in their own right). Sproat (2013) has convincingly argued that this reasoning is flawed, as we cannot necessarily
expect consistent one-to-one correspondences between graphs and linguistic units in writing systems—be they phono- or morphographic in
nature (see also Osterkamp & Schreiber, forthcoming). The classification of the modern Chinese writing system as largely morphographic
rather than logographic is still valid, but for a different reason: When
we consider what the most fine-grained units are that are involved in
the mapping between graphs and linguistic units, we notice that suffixes
and other bound morphemes that do not occur as words on their own
are mapped onto graphs the same way as free morphemes are.4 Every
word consists of one or more morphemes but not every morpheme constitutes a word. As sinograms writing a single bound morpheme cannot
be satisfactorily explained via a mapping between graphs and words, a
morphographic interpretation of the modern Chinese writing system is
to be preferred. While numerous details differ, this by and large also
applies to the case of sinograms in the Japanese writing system.
Apart from labeling ‘logography’ what is less misleadingly and thus
better referred to as morphography, the labels ‘logography’ and ‘morphography’ are sometimes also applied to what is more appropriately
described as semantography, or ideography, i.e., a direct mapping between graphs and meanings (rather than linguistic units carrying meaning). This may result, at least in part, from an understanding of words
or morphemes chiefly as units of meaning, thereby losing sight of their
phonological form. In the present paper, morphography is by definition
taken to relate to morphemes, which in turn are understood as linguistic
units—i.e., single phonemes or strings of phonemes—carrying meaning.
A phonological form is therefore part and parcel of a morpheme, so that

4. In DeFrancis’ (1984, pp. 184–187) count, about 44% of the sinograms in the
modern Chinese writing system are mapped onto free morphemes (or lexemes) and
45% are mapped onto bound morphemes, while the remaining 11% of the graphs form
one part of the spellings of polysyllabic free morphemes (as in shānhú 珊瑚 ‘coral’).
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both morphography and phonography relate to the level of phonology,
even if indirectly in case of the former.
While the above might seem obvious, this understanding nevertheless stands in stark contrast to how ‘logography’ or ‘morphography,’ as
well as ‘logograms’ and ‘morphograms,’ have often been understood in
previous scholarship—namely as relating to phonology only optionally
or not at all. For instance, Daniels and Bright (1996, p. xlii) define a
‘logogram’ as “a character that denotes the meaning but not the pronunciation of a morpheme,” whereas Taylor and Taylor (1983, 20–21,
emphasis in original removed) state that a “writing system in which
one grapheme represents primarily the meaning (and sometimes secondarily the sound) of one word or morpheme may be called a logography.” ‘Logography’ has also been “defined as the graphical encoding of
nonphonological linguistic information” by Sproat (2000, p. 143), who
“view[s] any component of a writing system as having a logographic
function if it formally encodes a portion of non-phonological linguistic structure, whether it be a whole morpheme, or merely some semantic portion of that morpheme” (ibid., p. 131). If a morpheme is taken
to have both a phonological form and a meaning, it is also difficult to
see the necessity of “suggest[ing] ‘morphophonic’ or ‘morphonic”’ as an
inclusive term for all three kinds of writing systems of a “meaning-plussound” type DeFrancis (1989, p. 58) posits “as drawing attention to the
dual aspect of the systems, namely the primary phonetic aspect plus
the secondary but nonetheless important nonphonetic, that is semantic
or morphemic aspect.” The dual aspect of such system can sufficiently
be captured by terms like ‘morphographic’ or ‘morphemic’—and it goes
without saying that if understood as in this paper, both phonographic
and morphographic writing systems relate to phonology.
In the preceding paragraphs our focus was solely on morphography in
a narrow sense, involving the mapping of graphs onto entire morphemes.
In fact, the same label of ‘morphography’ (or ‘logography’) is also applied
to typologically speaking entirely different cases pertaining to what are
essentially phonographic writing systems, which however may be characterized as requiring morpheme-specific knowledge to get from pronunciation to spelling and vice-versa (be it from the reader’s perspective, the
writer’s perspective, or both).5 It is in this sense that the modern English
writing system is sometimes called “partly logographic” (Sampson, 1985,
p. 203; Sproat, 2016, p. 37), “pseudologographic” (Sproat, 2000, p. 82),
or is described “as having moved some way away from the phonographic
towards the logographic principle” (Sampson, 2015, p. 259) and thus “as
being partly phonographic and partly logographic” (Sproat, 2016, p. 33).
5. A basic distinction between mapping rules from the writer’s perspective as opposed to mapping rules from the reader’s perspective has already been drawn in Haas
(1983, pp. 18–19).
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In a similar vein, Unger (2004, p. 29) states that “English spellings are
full of logographic hints,” and Gnanadesikan (2017, p. 15) acknowledges
a “logographic component” in English orthography.
While these two different notions of morphography relate to fundamentally different phenomena, they have often been conflated in previous studies on the typology of writing systems. For instance, Rogers’
(2005) typological matrix indicates the ‘type of phonography’ (abjad,
alphabetic, etc.) on its x-axis, and the ‘amount of morphography’ on its
y-axis. Moreover, writing systems are classified as being either deep or
shallow in terms of orthographic depth (understood here in the sense of
morphological constancy in spellings).6 Leaving aside the problems involved in measuring the ‘amount of morphography,’7 we may note that
morphography is understood here in both senses at the same time: In
English (classified here as an orthographically deep system exhibiting
a medium amount of morphography), for instance, “the use of numerals such as <7 8 9> adds to the amount of morphography, as does the
fact that the spelling distinguishes homophonous morphemes such as
by, bye, buy” (Rogers, 2005, p. 275). Only the numerals represent morphograms proper, i.e., on the level of mapping, and in fact it is only cases
along these lines that are mentioned (ibid., p. 15) when the term morphographic is first introduced in the book to describe “a writing system
where the primary relationship of graphemes is to morphemes” (ibid.,
6. In Rogers’ (2005, p. 275) model, “[o]rthographic depth is greater if different
allomorphs of the same morpheme are written the same […], e.g., south-southern, childchildren, sign-signal.” Note, however, that it is merely represented as a binary parameter (i.e., either deep or shallow), instead of another continuum parallel to the ‘amount
of morphography’—possibly in order to avoid having to add a z-axis to an already
complex taxonomy.
7. The problem of quantification is carried over into Rogers’ matrix from its precursor as originally proposed by Sproat (2000, p. 142), which measures the ‘amount of
logography’ on its y-axis. Yet, as Sproat (ibid., p. 142) himself readily admits, “the degree of logography is tricky to estimate […] and the arrangement of particular writing
systems in this second dimension is largely impressionistic.” (Note also that Sproat’s
understanding of ‘logography’ as quoted earlier is radically different from Rogers’ notion of morphography.)
For instance, in both taxonomies, the Japanese writing system is considered to
feature a greater amount of logography or morphography than the Chinese writing
system. But what exactly is being measured here, and how? Are hiragana and katakana
syllabograms excluded from the count? And if not, how is the type-token distinction taken into account? Even if the total number of morphograms in use within the
Japanese writing system is considerably higher in terms of types than the number of
kana, the token distribution for sinograms as opposed to kana is often in the vicinity
of 1:2 in an average modern Japanese text. As long as no objective criteria on how
to measure the amount of logography or morphography have been established, the
critical stance adopted by Fukumori and Ikeda (2002, pp. 42–43) to the effect that
such taxonomies should be avoided seems well justified. See Joyce (2016, p. 296) for
similar criticism.
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p. 14; also cf. the definitions on p. 295). Morphography is thus primarily
conceptualized as a mapping phenomenon (as also in this paper), but
not consistently so by also referring to morpheme-specific but nevertheless phonographic spellings for homophones such as by, bye, and buy.
Envisioning a rather different taxonomy, Unger (2004, pp. 30–33)
posits a continuum on a single axis with the extremes of ‘pure phonography’ and ‘pure logography.’ Writing systems are then assigned a position on this continuum, ranging from Finnish and Spanish closer to the
phonographic end, to Chinese and Japanese closer to the logographic
end. English ranges in the middle here: It is classified as being less
phonographic and more logographic than Finnish, but more phonographic and less logographic than Chinese or Japanese. Again, one
might receive the impression that the two different notions of morphography (logography in Unger’s terms) are not distinguished here, the difference between the two being reduced to a matter of degree. In fact,
however, Unger’s understanding of logography is quite unlike Rogers’
notion of morphography, as the former remarks: “All writing systems
incorporate techniques that are logographic—that is, make use of linguistic structures beyond the merely phonological” (ibid., pp. 28–29).
The question to be asked at this point is: What exactly, then, is the
common denominator of the two notions of morphography (or logography) as found in the literature, as it were morphography as observed
in the Chinese and English writing systems respectively? It is, evidently, their common reliance on morpheme-specific knowledge, as already briefly mentioned above. In both cases, knowing a morpheme’s
pronunciation and a number of general sound mapping rules is not sufficient to write it in its conventional way, be it by means of a morphogram
(e.g., in Chinese 鹿 for lù ‘deer,’ but 路 for lù ‘road’) or by means of phonograms, the exact choice of which is determined by the morpheme in
question (e.g., <deer> for /dɪɹ/ ‘hoofed ruminant mammal,’ but <dear>
for /dɪɹ/ ‘precious’). Or from the reader’s perspective: The knowledge
of morphograms as morpheme-specific graphs is necessary in reading
(cf. the two different Chinese words pronounced lù above), as is, in the
case of phonograms, the knowledge of morpheme-specific sound values of certain graphs or strings of graphs (e.g., <ea> in <bread> and
<break> read as /ɛ/ and /eɪ/ respectively), or also the knowledge of unwritten or underspecified sounds to be supplied in reading (e.g., Arabic
<fndq>  قدنفfor /funduq/ ‘hotel’). The driving factors behind the increase in morpheme-specific knowledge required can thus be described
as heterography from the perspective of the writer, and as homography
(whether related to morphological constancy or not) as well as underspelling from the perspective of the reader.8 All this must not, however,
8. The notion of underspelling refers to the phenomenon of linguistic elements
that are left out in writing but are expected to be added by the reader to correctly
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obscure the fact that the actual mappings involved in these two kinds
are quite distinct, being morphographic on the one side and in the end
still phonographic on the other.
We are thus dealing with three basic types here: morphographic mappings (which by definition require morpheme-specific knowledge) as
well as phonographic mappings, which may either require morphemespecific knowledge of the kinds outlined above or not. Put differently,
English ‘morphography’ and Chinese ‘morphography,’ for instance, do
not differ in quantitative terms alone—first and foremost we are dealing
here with a qualitative difference. It is not only crucial for the issues to
be discussed in the following sections of this paper, but also desirable for
future research in the field of grapholinguistics in general to take these
distinctions into due account for greater clarity.
Such a tripartite distinction in fact turns out to agree well with the
approach already pursued by French (1976, p. 126). French broadly
distinguishes between ‘pleremic’ and ‘cenemic’ systems, corresponding
to what we refer to as morphography (with systems involving morphographic mappings) and phonography (involving phonographic mappings); the ‘cenemic’ systems are further subdivided into a ‘complex
cenemic’ (or ‘alternational’) as well as a ‘simple cenemic’ (or ‘nonalternational’) type. Taking the terms for systems of minimal grainsizes as examples, he distinguishes between ‘morphemic’ (= pleremic),
‘morphophonemic’ (= complex cenemic) and ‘phonemic’ (= simple cenemic) writing systems. According to French (ibid., p. 124), ‘morphophonemic’ systems differ from ‘phonemic’ systems merely in that “they
represent a morpheme in just one way,” so that it remains unclear as
to how other kinds of phonographic mappings involving morphemespecific knowledge are accounted for in French’s taxonomy.
Taking our own considerations above and the tripartite distinction
made by French (ibid.) as a starting point, we may thus arrive at an
understanding of glottography and its basic subtypes as summarized in
retrieve the encoded utterance. The term has been applied to various writing systems,
such as Mayan, Sumerian, Egyptian, or Linear B (Zender, 1999, pp. 131–135). By not
representing all vowels in writing, abjads can be viewed as featuring underspelling in
a systematic fashion.
The terms heterography and homography are adopted from Rogers (2005, pp. 16–
17). Heterography refers to a situation, in which two or more graphs are mapped onto
one or more linguistic units in different contexts, e.g., both <f> and <ph> to the same
phoneme /f/ in English, depending on the morpheme in question. In cases of homography, on the other hand, one graph or one string of graphs is mapped onto two or
more linguistic units in different contexts, such as the digraph <th> representing either /ð/ or /θ/, again depending on the morpheme in question.
Orthographic depth as understood by Rogers (ibid., p. 275), i.e., as morphological
constancy in spellings alone, constitutes a subset of homography. In competing understandings, orthographic depth may however also refer “to the reliability of printto-speech correspondences” (Schmalz et al., 2015, p. 1614) in more general terms.
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Figure 1. For the sake of simplicity, the further subdivisions to be made
for phonographic mappings are left out of consideration here. To name
but a few examples, morphonography is not limited to alphabets as in
English, French or also Korean, it is similarly observed among others in
abjads such as in Arabic or in abugidas as in Tibetan.
glottography
type of
mapping

morphography

function
of graphs

morphograms

phonography

morphonograms

morpheme-specific
knowledge required

(plain) phonograms

no morphemespecific knowledge required

Figure 1. Basic subtypes of glottography and the respective functions of graphs

The different types of mapping as well as functions of graphs posited
here are in the first place intended as categories for specific instances,
i.e., to describe how a given graph or a string of graphs relates to the
linguistic units (phonemes or morphemes) encoded. They are likewise
applicable to subsystems of writing system, e.g., when speaking of the
morphographic subsystem of Arabic numerals in English or the phonographic subsystem of katakana in Japanese. However, broadening the
scope even further and using these terms as typological labels to classify writing systems as a whole is not advisable, as writing systems are
generally “taxonomically ‘messy’ ” and “mixtures of some sort or other”
(Rogers, 2005, p. 272). It is questionable whether typologically pure
writing systems (i.e., systems not comprising any typologically distinct
subsystems) exist at all, particularly in the case of morphography (cf.
Coulmas, 1996, p. 521; Daniels in Daniels and Bright, 1996, p. 4).9 Therefore, it seems problematic to apply ‘morphography’ as a broad label to
refer to an overall writing system, despite the fact that it reflects the
typology of a single subsystem only.

9. As writing systems coming comparatively close to pure morphography one
might consider the cases of Literary Chinese, Tangut, or of a number of morphographic modes of inscription employed throughout the history of writing in Japan,
commonly (and misleadingly so) referred to as hentai kanbun 変体漢文 (lit. ‘variant
Chinese’; cf. Schreiber, forthcoming for details). However, even in these writing systems there are graphs used phonographically to transcribe, e.g., loanwords, in part
even exclusively.
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With these preliminaries in mind, we will in the remainder of this
paper revisit the fundamental distinction between phonography and
morphography in writing systems, drawing upon cases from four areas:
First, we will address transitions from morphograms to phonograms as
well as from phonograms to morphograms (sections 2 and 3 respectively). The dividing line between morphograms and phonograms is,
however, not always easy to draw, thus leading us to gray areas and indeterminable cases (section 4). Finally, we will have a closer look at semantically motivated phonograms (section 5), as even in phonography
the level of semantics is not necessarily irrelevant altogether.

2.

Transitions From Morphograms to Phonograms

Transitions from morphograms to phonograms are crucial for the development of full-fledged writing systems whenever a strong morphographic component is present from the outset. They likewise occur on a
regular basis during the process of adapting an existing writing system
to another language. This type of transition is commonly referred to under the label of ‘rebus principle’ and has received widespread scholarly
attention as “the cardinal strategy for increasing the expressive power of
logographic systems” (Coulmas, 1996, p. 433). In a similar vein, DeFrancis (1984, p. 139) vividly elaborates that “[t]he rebus idea seems obvious
to us since we use it in children’s games, but it actually constitutes a stupendous invention, an act of intellectual creation of the highest order—a
quantum leap forward beyond the stage of vague and imprecise pictures
to a higher stage that leads into the ability to represent all the subtleties
and precision expressible in spoken language.”
In the early history of the Chinese writing system, but also during its later course of development, graphs already established as morphograms were commonly extended to phonographically write (near-)
homophones of the morphemes in question. An example from the early
stages of the Chinese writing system, i.e., prior to its standardization
starting in the 3rd century bce (Galambos, 2006, p. 3), is the case of the
graph 其 as outlined in Figure 2.
In its earliest etymographical stage, the graph 其 was a pictographic
representation of a winnowing basket, and it was accordingly employed
as a morphogram to write Old Chinese *k(r)ə ‘winnowing basket’ (1).10
From early on, the graph could also be desemanticized (Boltz, 1994,
p. 21; Handel, 2019, pp. 38–39) and used as a phonogram (highlighted
in gray in Figure 2) to spell (near-)homophones of *k(r)ə in a rebus
10. Here and elsewhere Old Chinese reconstructions are quoted from Baxter and
Sagart (2014a,b). Round brackets enclose elements that may or may not have been
present and are accordingly often omitted in simplified notations.
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(2a)

其
(1)

其

*k(r)ə
‘winnowing basket’

*k(r)ə
‘winnowing basket’
/K(r)ə(s)/
(e.g., /kə, kh ə, gə, …/)

(2b)

其

/K(r)ə(s)/
(e.g., /kə, kh ə, gə, …/)

Figure 2. Example for a transition from morphogram to phonogram

fashion. These (near-)homophones included the high frequency function word *gə ‘3rd person possessive pronoun’—which much like various
other function words did not lend itself to a pictographic representation. It is now a matter of interpretation whether the use of 其 for such
(near-)homophones of *k(r)ə should be considered to cancel the original
morphographic value of the graph. In the second stage shown in Figure 2 we are thus either dealing with a polyvalent graph having both the
original morphographic value of *k(r)ə ‘winnowing basket’ and an additional phonographic value of /K(r)ə(s)/ (2a),11 or the graph is treated as
a simple phonogram for /K(r)ə(s)/ in all contexts (2b). While the latter
possibility (2b) is certainly worth considering as a theoretical option,
the former interpretation (2a) appears to be more widely accepted. Regardless of this question, in both analyses we can observe the creation
of a phonogram on the basis of a pre-existing morphogram.
Transitions from morphograms to phonograms are also widely attested in later stages of the Chinese writing system, and in fact up
to present day. Throughout history, the demand for phonograms was
naturally most pressing whenever the need arose to transcribe foreign
names and loanwords. One of the major earlier donor languages was
Sanskrit (e.g., nièpán 涅槃 ‘nirvana’ < nirvāṇa), while in more recent times
English has occupied a central position (e.g., bāshì 巴 士 ‘bus’). All of
these spellings can be considered as being phonographic in nature, at
least originally. Apart from loans, phonograms also played an important role whenever new elements emerged in the spoken language due
to language-internal change and scribes felt the need to unambiguously
record these new forms in writing. Contracted forms in Old Chinese are
cases in point: When the conservative disyllabic *[g] ʕaj pə 何不 ‘why not?’

11. /K-/ here represents the class of velar stop initials in Old Chinese, i.e., /k-/,
/kh -/ and /g-/.
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was shortened to a single syllable in speech, it came to be written by
the graph 盍—originally a morphogram for *m-[k] ʕap ‘to cover,’ but here
undergoing desemanticization to act as a phonogram. As the traditional
morphographic spelling with two graphs would have been decoded by
readers as the linguistically conservative form, the change in pronunciation could only be highlighted by devising a distinct phonographic
rendering. Such transitions typically involve the ad hoc desemanticization of morphograms that were not in productive use as phonograms in
other contexts. Therefore, even if the resulting spellings can only be
explained via a transition from morphogram to phonogram, they might
eventually be reanalyzed as being morphographic in nature (also cf. section 3).
While there is not necessarily a clearly delimited set of graphs exclusively employed as phonograms in the modern Chinese writing system,
there are nonetheless a number of graphs that appear particularly often in phonographic use. For this reason, analyzing 巴士 for bāshì ‘bus’
as a string of two phonograms and not reanalyzing them en bloc as a digraphic morphogram may be a valid approach as both 巴 and 士 are frequently used in phonographic spellings for the syllables bā and shì respectively (Kashima, 1993, p. 18). The dividing line between the two
analyses as a digraphic morphogram and as two phonograms is not necessarily clear-cut, however, thus hinting at the difficulties involved in
classifying graphs in an either/or approach (see section 4 for more on
this issue).
Transitions from morphograms into phonograms do not only occur sporadically on an ad hoc basis, but often also on a larger scale
and more or less systematically, leading to the creation of entire sets
of phonograms. A well-known example is the emergence of the Old
Japanese inventory of phonographically employed sinograms known as
man’yōgana 万葉仮名, the precursor to the later hiragana and katakana. Similar developments involving large-scale transitions from morphograms
to phonograms can also be seen in a number of other writing systems
such as Egyptian hieroglyphs, Mayan (Mora-Marín, 2003) and a number of cuneiform-based systems (Boltz, 1994, pp. 12–13; Coulmas, 2003,
pp. 173–174, 176–178; Handel, 2019, p. 46 among many others).

3.

Transitions From Phonograms to Morphograms

In principle, morphograms can at any given time be desemanticized and
employed as mere phonograms due to their inherent phonological value
deriving from the morphemes they are associated with. Transitions of
this type may appear as being more natural than the reverse, but transitions of phonograms to morphograms are likewise well attested—even
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if the conditions appear to be much more heterogeneous (Matsumoto,
2017, p. 102).
As we have already observed in Figure 2, an expanded version
of which is given below as Figure 3, the graph 其 originally writing
*k(r)ə ‘winnowing basket’ (1) was first borrowed to write (near-)homophones, notably including the high-frequency function word *gə ‘3rd
person possessive pronoun’ (2a/b). This latter usage was eventually
conventionalized—i.e., the graph came to be firmly associated with that
specific morpheme (cf. the notion of resemanticization in Handel, 2019,
pp. 38–39)—so that the graph was reanalyzed as a morphogram (3). This
conventionalization is precisely what marks the transition from phonogram to morphogram. It is worth noting that the low-frequency word
the graph 其 had originally been devised for, i.e., *k(r)ə ‘winnowing basket,’ has given way to *gə ‘3rd person possessive pronoun’ and came to be
written by the separate character 箕, created by combining the original
其 with the taxogram 竹 ‘bamboo.’

(2a)

其

(1)

其

*k(r)ə
‘winnowing basket’
/K(r)ə(s)/
(e.g., /kə, kh ə, gə, …/)

(3)
*k(r)ə
‘winnowing basket’

其

*gə
‘3p. poss. pron.’

(2b)

其

/K(r)ə(s)/
(e.g., /kə, kh ə, gə, …/)

Figure 3. Example of a transition from morphogram to phonogram and back

For another example we may turn to the modern Japanese writing
system. Before the orthography reform of 1946, the hiragana を was in
common use as a phonogram for /o/ (originally /wo/, but the phonemic
distinction between the two had long been lost). However, as part of
the reform, it was decided to restrict the use of this graph to write /o/
only in the case of accusative =o (and replacing it with お in any other
instance of /o/). By this deliberate decision, the original phonogram
を was essentially turned into a morphogram, as has repeatedly been
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noted in the literature (see, e.g., Kōno, 1977, p. 19; Tranter, 2013, p. 21;
Matsumoto, 2017, p. 103; Handel, 2019, 208, n. 54).
A yet different type of semanticization of phonograms can be observed in the Classic Mayan writing system (Matsumoto, 2017). Here,
we find originally mixed spellings of morphograms accompanied by
phonograms acting as phonetic complements to be reanalyzed en bloc
as morphograms. These morphograms are in turn supplied with additional phonetic complements with the same sound value as the original
phonograms, which are interpreted as having undergone ‘orthographic
semantization.’ Whereas this type of reanalyzed mixed spelling occurs
system-internally in Classic Mayan, the same phenomenon can be observed across writing systems in the adaptation of mixed Akkadian and
Sumerian spellings in Hittite cuneiform, in which complexes of morphograms together with phonetic complements are likewise borrowed
and reanalyzed en bloc as a single polygraphic morphogram (ibid., p. 103).
One of the most intriguing cases of transitions to morphograms is
that of so-called Aramaic heterograms in Middle Iranian languages.12 In
Sogdian, for instance, the word γrīw ‘neck, body’ could be written either
phonographically or morphographically:13 In the former case, the Sogdian pronunciation of the word in question is spelled out in the Aramaicbased Sogdian script, namely as <γr’yw> (cf. Figure 4; see the first word
in line 6).14 In the latter case of a morphographic notation, however, the
word is written in the same script, but in a way that does not reflect its
pronunciation in Sogdian at all. Instead, the ‘heterogram’ <CWRH>
(see lines 2 and 3, near the end and beginning respectively) is based on
the pronunciation of the word’s translation equivalent in Aramaic, i.e.,
ṣwr-h ‘his neck.’ A hypothetical example for the sake of an analogy would
be to borrow the spelling <corpus>—that is, originally a phonographic
spelling of the Latin word corpus ‘body’—and write this string of letters

12. The term ‘heterogram’ has a long history in the field of Middle Iranian studies
(see already Junker, 1911, who posits the terminological pair of ‘heterogram’ versus
‘eteogram’), but it has subsequently also been applied to comparable phenomena in
other writing systems, including cuneiform-based systems such as Hittite, Palaic, and
Luwian (Kudrinski and Yakubovich, 2016; Kudrinski, 2017). The use of sinograms to
(also) write native morphemes in the Japanese writing system has similarly repeatedly
been likened to the use of heterograms in Middle Iranian languages (e.g., Kōno, 1977,
p. 20; Sproat, 2000, pp. 187–188, Sproat, 2016, p. 32; Lurie, 2011, p. 360, Lurie, 2012,
p. 181). Note also the treatment of Japanese, Akkadian and Middle Iranian together
in a chapter on “Words and Heterograms” in Daniels (2018, pp. 99–108).
13. The example is given here based on Yoshida (2001, p. 551), Yoshida (2016, section “Scripts, orthography, and basic phonology”) and Yoshida (2013, pp. 158–163),
the latter of which also provides an edition and translation into English of Pelliot
sogdien 20.
14. Note that aleph <’> preceding yodh <y> serves as a long vowel marker, making
the spelling a straightforward phonographic representation of γrīw.
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in order to represent the English word body in an English-language text.
One might also extend the analogy to include Latin-based abbreviations
in English, such as <e.g.> (on which see further below; also cf. Rogers,
2005, p. 124).

Figure 4. Specimen of a Sogdian text featuring heterograms15

In terms of typology, we are clearly dealing with a morphogram in
Sogdian, as no reasonable phonographic mapping of <CWRH> onto
γrīw is possible. Apart from isolated chance correspondences, Sogdian
sounds and the constituent graphs of Aramaic-based heterograms simply do not match. In Aramaic on the other hand, the spellings underlying such heterograms allow for a phonographic mapping. We may
note, however, that owing to the nature of the Aramaic writing system as
an abjad, these spellings go beyond plain phonography: Spellings alone
are not necessarily sufficient to arrive at the pronunciation of a given
morpheme. Instead the reader requires morpheme-specific knowledge
about the conventional correspondence of written and spoken forms.
The spellings in Aramaic are thus already morphonographic in nature.16
The essentially non-phonographic nature of heterograms is underlined by the observation that the Aramaic spellings may contain certain
anomalies, for instance letters in inverted order, the reduplication of letters, or the interchange of look-alike letters (see Shaked, 1993, pp. 76–
77 for examples from Middle Persian). As morphonographic spellings in
15. Bibliothèque nationale de France, call no. Pelliot sogdien 20, lines 1–6. Viewable online at: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8305804s.
16. Of interest in this context is the positioning of abjads on the continuum from
‘pure phonography’ to ‘pure logography’ as outlined by Unger (2004, p. 30): “Arabic
and Hebrew, which usually omit vowel signs, have fewer such irregularities but require you to fill in a lot of phonological information on the basis of your knowledge of
the structure of the language; hence, they are even less phonographic [than English
and French].”
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Aramaic, the exact identity of each letter may have been eminently important, but not so anymore after the string of graphs has been borrowed
into the writing system of a different language, in which it is treated en
bloc as a morphogram and corresponds to the translation equivalent of
the underlying Aramaic expression.
Against this backdrop of heterograms in Middle Iranian languages,
it is worthwhile to reconsider the abundance of abbreviations in
(mor)phonographic and specifically alphabetic writing systems—which
at least when borrowed into other languages again yield clear-cut morphograms. When abbreviations are formed within a writing system, on
the other hand, traces of a phonographic mapping are still evident to
varying degrees. Yet, owing to the fact that morpheme-specific knowledge is indispensable to get from spelling to pronunciation, the resulting spellings are morphonographic (if not already morphographic) in
nature.
The typological status of abbreviations is not easy to determine, as
they do not only involve incomplete (mor)phonographic mappings, but
also feature non-(mor)phonographic elements. For instance, the letter
<r> in the abbreviation <Mrs.> makes perfect sense in a diachronic perspective, as missus derives from mistress. Synchronically, however, it does
not correspond to the phoneme /r/ anymore, which has fallen victim to
consonant cluster simplification over the course of time. One might resort to calling <r> a silent or mute letter in this case, but the situation
would be the same: Unlike <M> and <s>, <r> alone is not mapped onto
any linguistic unit anymore. Original digraphs are likewise often retained only partially in abbreviations, thereby yielding otherwise unattested correspondences under a strictly phonographical interpretation.
Consider, for instance, <bldg.> for building, in which the first half of the
digraph <ng> /ŋ/ is lost, or even <smtg> for something, which in addition to the first half of <ng> /ŋ/ also omits the second half of the digraph <th> /θ/. Under normal circumstances, i.e., from the perspective
of standard orthography, *<g> for /ŋ/ is just as invalid a correspondence
as *<t> for /θ/ is.
Abbreviations may also involve elements that do not even relate to a
phonographic mapping in historical terms. Examples such as <Mrs.> or
<bldg.> contain a period <.> as a clearly non-phonographic element at
the end. In contractions such as <int’l> for international or <cont’d> for
continued an apostrophe <’> serves a similar non-phonographic function.
Especially in pre-modern usage, a number of other abbreviation marks
were used as well, including for instance overbars and tildes (for the latter see, e.g., the abbreviation for deus treated further below). Another
phenomenon that has a long history but is also still observed today is
the systematically employed iconic doubling of the final letter of preexisting abbreviations to represent plurals, as in <exx.> for examples or
<pp.> for pages. The same means is also employed for superlatives, as
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in <ff > for fortissimo or <pp> for pianissimo. It goes without saying that
the second instance of the doubled letters does not correspond to any
phoneme at any point in time. At best, the repeated letter may be taken
to function as a morphogram for a plural or superlative suffix. If we follow the lead of Gelb (1963, p. 16), we might even count as morphograms
such abbreviations as <m> for meter, mile or minute—i.e., abbreviations
that could also still be interpreted as incomplete (mor)phonographic
mappings.17
Entirely clear-cut, on the other hand, is the typological status of abbreviations when borrowed from one writing system to another and
eventually read out as the translation equivalent in the recipient language. Cases such as the Latin-based <e.g.> (exempli gratia ‘for the sake
of an example’) or <i.e.> (id est ‘that is’) corresponding to for instance and
that is in English have to be treated as morphograms similar to the aforementioned heterograms in Middle Iranian languages. Neither case involves a phonographic mapping between the spelling as found in the
donor language, and the phonological form of the corresponding item
in the recipient language.

Figure 5. Roman-based abbreviations in the main text of Guia do pecador 18

The treatment of abbreviations borrowed from other languages as
morphograms is even more apparent in cases involving writing sys17. Or in Gelb’s (1963, p. 16) own terminology: “Alphabetic signs” that “function as
words.” His list of examples further includes cases containing periods <.> as well as
Latin-based abbreviations such as <e.g.>, which will be treated next.
18. Guia do pecador (1599), copy in the possession of the Bibliothèque nationale de
France, call no. Japonais 312, vol. 2, f. 12r. Viewable online at: https://gallica.bnf.
fr/ark:/12148/btv1b10508361v/f37.
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tems based on different scripts. Figure 5 shows a passage from the
Guia do pecador (1599), an adaptation in Japanese of Luis de Granada’s
(1504–1588) Guía de pecadores, as printed at the Jesuit Mission Press in
Japan. Here as well as in several other contemporary Jesuit sources
from Japan,19 the four Latin-based (and, as far as the use of <x> for
Christ is concerned, in turn partly Greek-based) abbreviations <dſ̃> (for
Japanese deusu < Latin deus), <Js̃> (Jezusu < Portuguese Jesus), <Jx̊>
(Jezu Kirishito < Jesu C(h)risto) and <x̊> (Kirishito < C(h)risto) are frequently
met with (see Figure 6). Such abbreviations are clearly treated as one
graphic as well as functional unit each, on par with the morphographically employed Chinese characters.

Figure 6. Roman-based abbreviations in Guia do pecador 20

4.

Gray Areas and Indeterminable Cases

While it is common nowadays to address overall writing systems as being typologically mixed—or put differently, as featuring both a phonographic and a morphographic subsystem—it seems often to be taken for
granted that specific graphs or strings of graphs can clearly and unmistakably be assigned either to the class of phonograms or to the class
of morphograms. In fact, however, there are gray areas in which the
typological status of a given graph (that is, is its use phonographic or
morphographic in a specific context?) is disputable, if not entirely indeterminable.
The existence of such gray areas may be largely irrelevant for the
trained reader, but it often clashes with the approach of modern transcriptions of pre-modern Japanese texts for instance, which usually imply
19. Some or all of these four abbreviations are also featured in other later prints
produced by the Mission Press, namely Doctrina Christam (1600), Doctrinæ Christianæ
rudimenta (1600), Contemptus mundi (1610) and Fidesno quiǒ (1611). Even before their
first appearance in print they had already been used in manuscripts (see Popescu,
2004 for examples).
20. Guia do pecador (1599), copy in the possession of the Bibliothèque nationale de
France, call no. Japonais 312, appendix to vol. 2, f. 9v. Viewable online at: https:
//gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b10508361v/f178.
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clear-cut two-way or even more fine-grained distinctions: either in kana
vs. Chinese characters as phono- and morphograms respectively, at least
by and large, or also in Romanizations, using for instance lower case for
phonograms, and UPPER CASE or small caps for morphograms.
In today’s usage, there is a clear-cut visual distinction corresponding
with a functional distinction most of the time. Therefore, even with an
untrained eye it is easy to distinguish between み as a kana writing the
syllable /mi/ as a phonogram, and 見 as a Chinese character writing the
stem of the verb mi.ru 見る ‘to see’ as well as the beginning portion of
the stems of its derivatives mise.ru 見せる ‘to show’ and mie.ru 見える ‘to be
visible, to look like’ as a morphogram. In pre-modern times, however,
the syllable /mi/ was alternatively written with a number of different
phonograms (retrospectively known as hentaigana 変体仮名 ‘variant kana’)
including 𛃎, which etymographically speaking is simply a cursivized
form of the above-mentioned character 見. Thus, when we look at cursively written texts—which was common both in manuscripts and prints
up until the late 19th century—, there is at times no visual distinction
between phono- and morphograms.
Consider the following set of examples taken from a 17th century
print, more specifically a cookbook bearing the title Ryōri monogatari 料理
物語 (1647). Cursive 𛃎 appears a number of times throughout the text,
including clear-cut cases in which it serves as a phonogram and others
in which its exact function is less obvious or even indeterminable.

mikaɴ
‘mikan (citrus fruit)’
(44v, l. 3)

sui-mi-sooroo.te
‘take a sip and see’
(52r, l. 8)

miy.uru
‘looks like’
(38r, l. 4)

Figure 7. Several instances of 𛃎 in a 1647 print21

In the left-most example in Figure 7 the graph in question writes the
first syllable of the word mikaɴ ‘mikan (citrus fruit).’ The form mikaɴ is
a slightly reduced variant of earlier mikkaɴ 蜜 柑, unmistakably a SinoJapanese loanword having nothing to do with the above-mentioned na21. Ryōri monogatari 料理物語 (1647), copy in the possession of Kyoto University,
Main Library, Tanimura Collection 谷村文庫, call no. 9-69/リ/1. Viewable online at:

https://rmda.kulib.kyoto-u.ac.jp/item/rb00012373
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tive verbs for ‘to see,’ ‘to show,’ or ‘to be visible’—or with ‘seeing’ in general for that matter. This is thus an unambiguous instance of 𛃎 as a
phonogram and accordingly it would typically be transcribed by the corresponding modern standard kana, i.e., み /mi/, to yield みかん for mikaɴ.
The example on the right is quite different, as it involves the attributive
form miy.uru of the verb miy.u ‘(here:) to look like,’ the precursor of modern
mie.ru referred to above. In this case, 𛃎 can therefore be conceived of in
two ways: again as a mere phonogram for /mi/, but also as a morphogram
for the verb in question. In a modern transcription the result would likely
be 見ゆる, opting for the latter interpretation, but purely phonographic み
ゆる cannot be ruled out either. The example in the middle may be taken to
lie somewhere in between the other two cases: While sui-mi-sooroo.te ‘take a
sip and see (what the taste is like), try taking a sip’ does involve the verb
mi.ru as its second element, it is not used here in its visual sense of ‘to see.’
Instead, mi.ru as used in verbal compounds of the structure V+mi.ru ‘try doing V’ (corresponding to modern V+Te mi.ru) is commonly interpreted as
an auxiliary verb. Even if the underlying full verbs are written sinographically on a regular basis, auxiliaries as their derivatives are typically written in kana in modern standard orthography. The involvement of the verb
mi.ru may therefore suggest a transcription as すひ見候て in parallel to 見ゆ
る, but a modern transcriber influenced by current orthographical practices might lean towards a phonographic interpretation of 𛃎, yielding す
ひみ候て instead. In a modern transcription you are forced to make a decision in an either/or fashion, but the functional distinction is not necessarily as clear-cut in the original as such a transcription may suggest.
Similar difficulties are also common in Old Japanese, as one and the
same graph was often used either as a phonogram or as a morphogram
on different occasions, typically without any visual distinction.22 In
modern editions and other scholarship on the relevant texts, Romanizations of Old Japanese often not only reflect a specific understanding
of the language’s phonology and, depending on the case, also provide
a morphological analysis—they at times also indicate whether a given
linguistic element in a text is written by means of phonograms or morphograms, or whether it is not reflected at all in writing.23 For phonograms a further distinction may be made, depending on the exact type
22. A well-known exception to this general lack of a visual distinction is found in
the mode of inscription known as senmyō-gaki 宣命書 (lit. ‘writing style of the edicts’),
making use of half-size versus normal-size graphs, corresponding by and large to
phonograms versus morphograms respectively.
23. This latter category of unwritten elements is often not distinguished from
morphographically encoded elements in Romanizations. A notable exception is the
scheme employed in the Oxford-NINJAL Corpus of Old Japanese (available online
at https://oncoj.ninjal.ac.jp/): Here, unwritten elements are transcribed in lower
case letters just as morphographically written elements are, but only the former are
additionally marked by underlining.
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of phonogram involved: so-called ongana 音仮名 (with sound values ultimately deriving from some variety of Chinese) or kungana 訓仮名 (with
sound values deriving from Old Japanese morphemes associated with a
given graph when used as a morphogram). While this may seem cumbersome at first, such precision in Romanizations is arguably well justified in the case of the 8th century poetic anthology Man’yōshū 万葉集
due to the diversity and complexity seen here in terms of the modes of
inscription.
The intricacies involved in such approaches to Romanization are best
illustrated by a concrete example. Below we quote poem no. 70 from
book I of the Man’yōshū together with two transcriptions and the corresponding translations. The one given on the right is taken from a recent
scholarly edition of the text (Vovin, 2017), the one on the left from an
entry in Bentley’s (2016) dictionary of Old Japanese phonograms.
Table 1. Two modern transcriptions of Man’yōshū I/70 in contrast
(1) 倭尓者
(2) 鳴而歟來良武
(3) 呼兒鳥
(4) 象乃24 中山
(5) 呼曽越奈流

yamato ni pa
nakite KA kuramu
ywobu kwodori
kisa no nakayama
ywobi so kwoyu naru

YAMATÖ-ni pa
NAK-Î-TE ka K-Uram-u
YÔm B-U kô-ⁿ-DÖRI
KISA-NÖ NAKA YAMA
YÔm B-Î sö KÔY-U-nar-u

Are they coming / to Yamato as they call out? / I can
hear the calling bird chicks /
as they call out and fly over
/ the mountains of Kisa.

(3) Calling small bird,
(2) would [it] come crying
(1) to Yamatö? (5) They say
that it is [now] calling and
crossing over (4) Elephant
mountain [in the] middle.

(Bentley, 2016, p. 105)

(Vovin, 2017, p. 159)

It is apparent at first sight that there are substantial differences between the respective Romanization schemes employed, in the degree
and details of the morphological analysis, as well as in the interpretation and translation of the poem. These differences do not, however,
concern us here. It is important to note though that while Vovin distinguishes between ‘logograms’ (i.e., morphograms) vs. phonograms only,
transcribing them using upper case vs. lower case letters respectively,
Bentley in fact has a tripartite division: ‘Logograms’ are given in small
24. Most modern editions (Nihon koten bungaku taikei, Shinpen Nihon koten bungaku zenshū among others) have 乃 as an ongana-type phonogram for /no/ here. This
is also true for the text as quoted and transcribed in Bentley (2016, p. 105). Vovin
(2017, p. 159) on the other hand follows Kinoshita (2001), who has 之 as a morphogram
for =no ‘attributive’ rather than 乃. The difference in transcription between Vovin and
Bentley does thus not derive from a difference in interpretation.
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caps, while phonograms are written in lower case (ongana) or upper case
letters (kungana), depending on the exact type.
Of special interest here are the three characters marked in gray,
which are as follows together with the relevant morphemes they are associated with in Literary Chinese: zhě 者 ‘topicalizer,’ yú 歟 ‘interrogative,’ and ér 兒 ‘child.’ In the poem quoted above they are employed
to write the meaning- or function-wise equivalent Old Japanese morphemes =pa ‘topicalizer,’ =ka ‘interrogative,’ and kwo ‘child’ (which in
Vovin’s analysis, however, is interpreted as a prefix kwo- ‘diminutive’
deriving from the noun kwo ‘child’ etymologically and written as kô in
his Romanization scheme). Now, Vovin’s transcription uses lower case
letters in all three cases, indicating an interpretation as phonograms.
Bentley on the other hand only considers 歟 to act as a phonogram here
(more specifically as a kungana), but interprets the other two graphs as
‘logograms.’25
Even in the only case in which the two interpretations coincide, the
exact reasoning behind them is unclear. Inventories of hentaigana typically list 𛂦 /ha/ (from earlier /fa/ < /pa/) and 𛀝 /ka/,26 but while
these cursive forms of 者 and (to a much lesser extent) of 歟 are attested in later times, this is strictly speaking irrelevant for their status
within the Old Japanese writing system. In his entry for the phonogram
歟 /ka/, Bentley (2016, p. 105) even notes that “while there are a large
number of examples, they all seem to be transcribing the question particle ka.” Indeed, 歟 is virtually limited to writing interrogative =ka in
the Man’yōshū,27 which in view of its Chinese model yú 歟 ‘interrogative’
strongly suggests an interpretation as a morphogram. For a convincing
argument in favor of an interpretation as a mere phonogram, we should
at least expect the same graph to write the syllable /ka/ in various different contexts, regardless of the respective meaning of the morphemes
involved. As long as that is not the case, the situation here with 歟 is no
different from other cases of morphograms with similar Chinese models,
whether in the poem quoted above or elsewhere.

25. In fact, the situation is even more complex than the comparison of this single
poem suggests, as Vovin does interpret 者 as a ‘logogram’ for =pa on other occasions.
See, e.g., poems I/2 and I/16 in the same volume (Vovin, 2017, pp. 21, 67).
26. See, e.g., Kana Study Group (1988, p. 14) or Ijichi (1986, p. 6) among various
others.
27. Apart from I/70, 歟 for =ka is attested in III/331, IV/497, 511 as well as more
than a dozen other cases in the anthology. The only apparent exception to this is
found in poem XVII/3909, where =moga ‘desiderative’ is written as 毛歟. In the light
of the fact that =moga has been proposed to etymologically derive from =mo ar.an.u=ka
(see Rickmeyer, 1986, p. 210), which is convincing on phonological, morphosyntactic
as well as semantic grounds, this apparent exception still involves =ka. Also cf. Ōno
(1977, p. 336, etc.) who does not posit 歟 /ka/ as a kungana at all in the Man’yōshū.
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The case of 者 is slightly different, as the graph is already attested as
a phonogram for /pa/ in the Old Japanese corpus, albeit only as an exceedingly rare one. For the Man’yōshū itself Bentley (2016, p. 276) cites a
single example (in poem XVI/3800)—and according to the detailed data
provided by Ōno (1977, pp. 581, 586) this is indeed the only instance to
be found in the entire anthology. In inventories of Old Japanese phonograms it is likewise not listed for any other of the received texts from that
period (see, e.g., Omodaka, 1967, p. 899). In more casual contexts such
as writing on wooden tablets (mokkan 木簡) 者 /pa/ appears to have been
somewhat more widespread,28 and this might be what formed the basis
for the rapid increase in attestations (especially of the above-mentioned
hentaigana 𛂦 based on 者) in the centuries to come. In any case, clear-cut
attestations of 者 /pa/ as a kungana are exceedingly few in number, while
instances of 者 to write =pa ‘topicalizer’ and (etymologically or functionally) related morphemes abound. The fact that this use is well in line
with its Literary Chinese model of zhě 者 ‘topicalizer’ again suggests an
interpretation as a morphogram in the vast majority of cases, including
the one in poem I/70 quoted above. Similar observations apply to the
case of 兒, the details of which we may however skip here.
In the end it thus seems most appropriate to regard all three graphs
marked in gray as morphograms in the poem in question, but the point
here is not to discuss right and wrong—what is far more important here
is what has led to the disagreement between Bentley and Vovin (and our
own view as outlined above), namely the inherent ambiguity in the Old
Japanese writing system and the ample room for diverging interpretations it thereby provides.
By far not all functional morphemes in Old Japanese could as easily
be written morphographically as was the case with =pa and =ka in the
preceding example, for which obvious Chinese models suggested themselves. In a quite different fashion, certain Chinese characters such as
鴨—morphographically writing the word kamo ‘duck’ in the first place—
were used to write homophonous functional morphemes, in this case the
exclamatory particle combination =ka=mo. Consider the set of examples
from the Man’yōshū belonging to this type in Table 2, all involving disyllabic words.29
These derived spellings for functional morphemes are typically classified as phonograms or more precisely as kungana (see Wenck, 1954,

28. See the Wooden Tablet Database of the Nara National Research Institute for
Cultural Properties, e.g., entries https://mokkanko.nabunken.go.jp/ja/6ACCNH18000104
(one of the many tablets featuring the Naniwazu poem, with 者奈 for pana ‘blossoms’)
or https://mokkanko.nabunken.go.jp/ja/6BFKBR43000001 (with 久者牟夜 for kup.am.u=ya
‘shall I/we eat?’).
29. The number of attestations of each usage in the Man’yōshū is taken from Yoshioka (2019, pp. 28–34).
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Table 2. Typologically disputable spellings of functional morphemes

Graph

Original value

Attestations

Derived value

Attestations

鴨
庭
谷
管

kamo ‘duck’
nipa ‘garden’
tani ‘valley’
tutu ‘pipe’

21
20
4
0

=ka=mo ‘exclamation’
=ni=pa ‘dative + topic’
=dani ‘even (as little as)’
-tutu ‘iterative’

318
41
67
84

p. 51; Vovin, 2017, p. 9, among many others), which is however debatable: Disyllabic sound values such as /kamo/ or /nipa/ are too specific
in terms of pronunciation to spell any substantial number of other morphemes or strings of morphemes than those given above, such as the
particle combinations =ka=mo or =ni=pa. The phonographic use in such
cases is thus naturally confined to a single morpheme or a single string
of morphemes (compare this to the deliberate narrowing of the use of を
for nothing but =o ‘accusative’ in the modern standard orthography, as
discussed in section 3). It is precisely due to the limited productivity
of such phonograms that a re-analysis as morphograms suggests itself.
This is further supported by the fact that the above-mentioned characters are in fact much more often used in their derived values than in
their original values, at least as far as the corpus of Old Japanese poetry
is concerned. While strictly speaking irrelevant for the Old Japanese period, it is also worthwhile to note that the same association of, e.g., 鴨
with =ka=mo is still observed in manuscripts of later poetic anthologies,
most prominently of the early 10th century Kokin waka-shū 古今和歌集.30
Our final example in this section pertains to certain renderings of
proper nouns that go back to Old Japanese times but are still current
today—and which likewise pose difficulties for distinguishing phonograms from morphograms. Consider the following toponym spellings:
Awa (< Old Japanese Apa) 阿波, Izu (< Idu) 伊豆, Iga 伊賀, Ise 伊勢, Kaga 加
賀, Mino (< Minwo) 美濃, Nara 奈良, Noto 能登, etc. All of these spellings
consist of what used to be commonplace phonograms in Old Japanese,
so that syllables in any word could be written using these graphs: 阿
for /a/, 波 for /pa/, etc. At the same time, they were conventionalized
as official spellings from early on, many already in the 8th century. In
other words, the first half of the name Apa, for example, came to be written by 阿 /a/—and therefore not by 安 /a/, another commonplace phonogram for the same sound value. Wherever the inventory of common30. For =ka=mo 鴨 see, e.g., poem II/121 in the Gen’ei 元永 manuscript, or poem
IX/406 in the Sujigire 筋切 fragments of the Kokin waka-shū, both dating from the 12th
century.
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place phonograms provides more than one option for a given syllable,
the morphonographic nature of these spellings becomes obvious: The
choice between 阿 vs. 安 /a/, 勢 vs. 世 /se/, 賀 vs. 我 /ga/ etc. is clearly
determined on a name- and thus morpheme-specific basis.
The typological status of these graphs later changed as a side-effect of
the replacement, approximately in the 9th century, of full phonograms
with simplified ones as in the modern katakana (ア /a/ < 阿, etc.) and hiragana (は /ha/ < 波, etc.). Even during and after this change, the toponym
spellings remained unchanged—and in fact they remain unchanged up
to the present day in these cases. Graphically speaking, they thus still
preserve traits of the Old Japanese writing system, in which phonograms
and morphograms were both clearly sinographic and not yet visually
distinct. What does this mean for our interpretation of a spelling such
as 阿波 for Awa today? As neither of the two graphs is in general use as a
phonogram anymore, the only two options are to view the spelling as being morphonographic (i.e., still involving a phonographic mapping, but
with a name-specific choice of phonograms) or as being en bloc already
morphographic in nature. The decision between these two options essentially depends on whether we posit a phonographic subsystem in the
modern Japanese writing system that is chiefly used for proper nouns
(see section 5 for examples involving personal rather than place names)
and relies on sinograms rather than hiragana or katakana. Without assuming such a phonographic subsystem, spellings such as those quoted
above could only be interpreted as digraphic morphograms.

5. Semantically Motivated Phonograms
In writing systems featuring both phonograms and morphograms with
overlapping inventories of signs, as for instance in Chinese and Japanese (especially in its earliest stage), phonograms are not necessarily alone
chosen with regard to the best possible fit in terms of pronunciation. Far
from discarding potential meanings altogether, considerations of semantics may play—and have often played—a significant role as well. The phenomenon of semantically motivated phonograms is less often observed
for practical writing in ordinary contexts. It instead seems to be particularly prevalent in phonographic representations of proper nouns or in
ambitious modes of inscription as reflections of artistic expression, e.g., in
poetry. The prerequisite for this is the open-ended nature of the phonographic subsystems in these cases, as in theory any morphogram associated with a morpheme that provides a sufficiently close match for a
given pronunciation can be turned into a phonogram for the latter. Especially with laxer standards as to the precision of the phonetic match,
there are thus typically at least a few candidates available for each sound
value. At this point, the circumstances succinctly summarized by Han-
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del (2019, p. 36) take effect: “Because a morpheme, by definition, has both
phonological shape and semantic content, each Chinese character has,
for users of the script, one or more associated pronunciations and meanings, namely those of the morpheme(s) that it normally writes.” Each
graph is therefore equipped with the potential of specific semantic allusions on top of having a certain sound value. Such cases of semantically
motivated phonograms thus clearly depend on—and would be unthinkable without—the morphographic use of the same graphs in other contexts, but they must be distinguished from actual morphograms, as will
become apparent from the examples discussed in this section.
Our first set of examples is again taken from sinographically written
Old Japanese of the 8th c. In elaborate, playful modes of inscription as seen
in the aforementioned poetic anthology Man’yōshū, some phonograms are
clearly semantically motivated, as various scholars have pointed out (see
Wenck, 1954; Ōno, 1957; Wittkamp, 2009 among many others). For instance, graphs that in other contexts are used as morphograms for certain words are at times also employed as phonograms to write a portion
of precisely these words. Consider the first case given in Table 3 below:
The character 反 is well attested as a morphogram for kapyer.u ‘to return,’
but it also occurs together with other phonograms to spell the same word,
phonographically. In the latter case the character merely represents a
single syllable of that word, namely /pye/. A comparison with the Middle Chinese sound value of the graph, i.e., puan’, further shows that 反 is
not even a particularly good phonetic match for /pye/, but arguably the
semantic match made up for the discrepancy in sound.31 It is therefore
hardly coincidental that 反 /pye/ and the other phonograms listed below
show a skewed distribution and, depending on the case, either rarely or
never occur to write the indicated syllables in any other words.
In other cases, the semantics do not match entirely, but instead special phonograms are used for allusions to related words, thus adding
a layer of meaning. A case in point is the spelling 孤悲 (Middle Chinese kɔ-pi) for the verb form kwopwi ‘longing’ and etymologically related
words.32 These phonograms are again virtually limited to writing the
syllables /kwopwi/ in the same small set of closely related words over
and over again. It therefore does not only seem safe to assume that
their choice is intentional, readers are even almost forced to recognize
their semantic allusion to being ‘alone and sad.’ However, not all cases
are as straightforward as this one—and there is but a fine line between

31. The (Early) Middle Chinese reconstructions provided here and in the following
are taken from Pulleyblank (1991).
32. In the Man’yōshū the two graphs are attested as a spelling of kwopwi as a verb
form (I/67, IV/560, IX/1778, etc.), of kwopwi ‘longing’ as a deverbal noun (III/325,
XV/3652, XVII/3929, etc.), and also in the related adjective kwopwisi ‘to be longing’
(XVII/3957, 3978, 3987, etc.).
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Table 3. Selection of semantically motivated phonograms in Old Japanese

Graph

Middle Chinese

Old Japanese

Attestations

反

puan’ ‘to return’

XV/3706, 3747, etc.

草

ʦh aw’ ‘grass’

地

dih ‘earth’

馬

maɨ’/mɛː’ ‘horse’

梅

məj ‘plum’

/pye/ in 可反流 etc.
for kapyer.u ‘to return’
/sa/ in 久草
for kusa ‘grass’
/ti/ in 都地
for tuti ‘earth’
/ma/ in 宇馬
for uma ‘horse’
/me/ in 宇梅
for ume ‘plum’

XIV/3530
V/812
XIV/3537, 3538
V/843, 849, etc.

Table 4. Toponym spellings involving ameliorative connotations
Toponym

Spelling

Middle Chinese

Nara
Kuni
Yamato

寧楽
恭仁
養徳

nɛjŋ ‘tranquil,’ lak ‘joyful’
kuawŋ ‘reverence,’ ɲin ‘benevolence’
jɨaŋ’ ‘to nurture,’ tək ‘virtue’

capturing allusions actually intended by the choice of phonograms and
randomly reading allusions into spellings conceived as purely phonographic renderings void of a second layer of meaning.
As already mentioned, semantic connotations deriving from the morphographic use of characters are especially common when it comes to
the spellings of proper nouns. This trend has a long history and can already be observed in what might be termed ‘imperial toponyms’ in 8th
century Japan: Nara (710–740, 745–784) and Kuni (740–744) are the
names of two capital cities, whereas Yamato is the name of the central
province comprising the former of these capitals, and after which the
early state in its entirety was also named. As Table 4 shows, such place
names were sometimes written in an auspicious manner, valuing ameliorative connotations over ideal phonetic matches.
If we interpret the graphs in these spellings as morphograms, they
would write words along the lines of ‘tranquil and joyful,’ ‘reverence and
benevolence,’ and ‘nurturing virtue.’ It is important to note, however,
that this is not what these names actually mean, and that no such morphemes as *na ‘tranquil’ etc. exist in Japanese. The graphs are therefore
clearly not morphograms, but phonograms—even if we are dealing with
rough approximations of the intended pronunciations at best, as a comparison with the Middle Chinese sound values once again shows. The
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result is thus a deliberate compromise between ameliorative connotations on the one hand and imperfect but tolerable phonetic matches on
the other. It is typical of such cases that most of the phonograms involved are of an ad hoc nature, and thus unproductive in other contexts:
寧 /na/, 恭 /ku/ and 養 /ya(ma)/, for instance, are not attested outside
the toponyms quoted above.
The field of toponyms is also of interest in so far as it is here that
we find the earliest reflection of an acute awareness of ameliorative and
other connotations in both toponyms as such and their spellings. Thus,
the notion of kōji 好字 ‘pleasant characters’ and kamei 嘉名 ‘auspicious
names’ is already met with in 8th and 10th century sources respectively
(cf. Osterkamp, 2008 for details).
Situated time-wise in between the 8th century and today are transcriptions from the context of the early Christian missionary activities
in 16th and early 17th century Japan. Consider the following transcriptions of the name of Jesus Christ as used by Jesuit missionaries (Table 5).
Jezusu (< Portuguese Jesus) is written in a way implying ‘lord of the world,
master,’ and Jezu Kirishito (< Jesu C(h)risto) likewise in a way implying as
it were ‘lord of the world, teacher of noble reason, who brings us across
(or rescues us).’
Table 5. Japanese transcriptions of the name of Jesus Christ, ca. 1600
Name

Spelling

Connotations

Jezusu
Jezu Kirishito

世主子33

‘world, lord, master’
‘world, lord, noble, reason,
teacher, bring across’

世主貴理師渡34

In China, Jesuit missionaries came up with a different solution, but
one that equally involves certain connotations: The transcription Yēsū 耶
穌 yields ‘father’ and ‘to resurrect’ under a morphographic interpretation
(cf. Kojima, 1993). Whether in China or Japan, the choice of phonograms
in such cases is clearly everything but coincidental.

33. See, e.g., the 1585 letter (in Japanese with Italian translation) signed by the four
ambassadors making up the so-called Tenshō embassy (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Borg.cin.536, line 1), or also the title page of some copies of Alessandro Valignano’s Catechismus Christianæ fidei (Lisbon 1586), printed slightly later in the same
context. At least the copies at the Liceu Passos Manuel, Lisbon, and at the Universidad de Salamanca (call no. BG/26698) carry the names of Jesus and Maria on their
title page, written as 世主子 and 満理阿 respectively.
34. Seen, e.g., in Vigenère (1586/1587: CCCXXXVI; part of the additional pages that
are present only in a small number of copies, e.g., Bibliothèque nationale de France,
RES M-V-348), and again in Duret (1613; 1619, p. 921). Note also 讃多麻理阿 as a
transcription of Sancta Maria on the same page.
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So far, we have only addressed cases involving neutral or positive semantics. However, the choice of phonograms may also be motivated by
pejorative or otherwise negative semantics. The various transcriptions
of the word kirishitan (< Portuguese C(h)ristão) as a designation of the
early Catholic Christians in Japan are illustrative of the possible range
of allusions (Table 6).
Table 6. Transcriptions of the word kirishitan, ca. 1600 and beyond
Spelling(s)
Fairly neutral
Negative
Positive

吉利支丹
鬼利支端, 鬼利志端, 鬼利死炭35
貴理師端, 貴理志端, 貴理志丹36

Connotations
‘demon’ (鬼), ‘death’ (死)
‘noble’ (貴), ‘reason’ (理),
‘teacher’ (師)

First, there are spellings that qualify as fairly neutral. The first one
given here is what can still be found in modern dictionaries, it is also
found in the titles of scholarly publications, and so on. In order to
show one’s disdain for Christianity, for instance after the expulsion of
Christian missionaries from the country in the early 17th century, there
was a plethora of other ways of transcribing the same word. Some of
the attested variants involve phonograms implying—as in the examples
quoted above—‘demon’ or ‘death’ to write /ki/ and /si/ (shi). Christian
missionaries or converts on the other hand opted for totally different
spellings with positive connotations—similar to those we have already
seen above in the transcription of the name of Jesus Christ.
The preference of certain phonograms over others in the spellings
of names is, however, by far not limited to pre-modern times. Instead,
ameliorative connotations are still commonly met with in contemporary
Japan, notably for instance in the phonographic portions of spellings of
female personal names. Table 7 gives a selection of representative cases.
As before, it is important to stress that these are connotations implied
by the spellings, not the actual meanings of these names in etymological
35. For the first variant see, e.g., the preface to Kenkon bensetsu 乾坤弁説 (1656). The
latter two variants are found (together with a large number of other transcriptions
of interest) in Kirishitan hakyaku ronden 鬼利至端破却論伝 (I/1r and I/11v respectively),
dating from somewhat later in the second half of the 17th century.
36. For the most common variant, 貴理師端, see Alphabetum japonicum et exemplare
(Biblioteca Casanatense, Ms.2110; reproduced in Doi, 1963, see letter no. 24 on p. 284),
or also the 1620 letter addressed (in Japanese with Latin translation) by Christians
from Arima and other nearby places to Pope Paul V (Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,
Barb.or.152 (1); see line 5). The variant spellings 貴理志端 and 貴理志丹 are likewise
found in these two sources: see letter no. 26 in Doi (ibid., p. 286) and line 18 in the
1620 letter respectively.
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Table 7. Spellings of female personal names and their connotations

Name

Spelling

Connotations

Emiko
Kaeko
Michiko
Mika
Rie

恵美子
佳永子
美智子
美香
理恵

‘blessed and beautiful’
‘auspicious and eternal’
‘beautiful and wise’
‘beautiful and fragrant’
‘reasonable and blessed’

terms. The essentially phonographic nature of these spellings is already
suggested by the fact that female first names up until the early 20th century predominantly made use of hiragana or katakana (Barešová, 2016,
pp. 46–47, Barešová, 2017, p. 42), but is also further supported by the
existence of many variant spellings: While the names remain the same
in their spoken form, different spellings may imply different ‘meanings.’
Most notably, such tendencies in the choice of phonograms also apply
to Western names current in Japan. A name such as Erika, for instance,
is found written in a multitude of ways including, but not limited to, 愛
理花 (‘love, reason, flower’), 恵莉佳 (‘blessed, jasmine, auspicious’) or 瑛里
香 (‘crystal, village, fragrance’; cf. Barešová, 2016, pp. 210, 215, 217). The
existence of entire guide books, not just for choosing a name as such, but
also an appropriate written representation of that name, likewise shows
a keen awareness of the connotations involved.
In the beginning of this section we have already noted that, in principle, any morphogram can be turned into a phonogram. Therefore, it
comes as no surprise that semantically motivated phonograms in the
case of sinograms are by no means limited to Japanese, as discussed so
far in this section, but are likewise found, e.g., in the modern Chinese
writing system. An interesting case without immediate parallels above
is the existence of spellings for loanwords, which might be seen as being phonographic in nature, but at the same time lend themselves to
a morphographic interpretation. Consider, for example, the spellings
of wéitāmìng 維他命 ‘vitamin’ and tuōlājī 拖拉機 ‘tractor’ as discussed by
French (1976, p. 114). While the spellings represent fairly acceptable
approximations of the words’ pronunciation in the donor language (or
its first half in the case of ‘tractor’), they might also evoke associations
such as ‘(that which) maintain(s) someone’s life’ or ‘drag-pull machine’
respectively. It is self-evident that considerations of both sound and
meaning are behind the coining of such spellings, which ultimately also
shape the phonological form of the loanword as such. Needless to say,
these are rather extreme cases for the involvement of semantic considerations. In examples such as the afore-mentioned bāshì 巴士 ‘bus,’ which
hardly makes any sense when interpreted as (among other possibili-
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ties) ‘to wish’ plus ‘scholar,’ we can safely assume that the characters
were chosen based on considerations of sound alone. We are therefore
once more reminded of the fine line dividing graphs intended purely as
phonograms from semantically motivated phonograms.

6. Summary and Conclusions
Building upon an in-depth look at previous scholarship in the field of the
typology of writing systems with a focus on the taxonomies proposed and
respective terminology used, we have posited in section 1 two basic mapping types in writing systems, namely morphographic and phonographic
mappings. Crucially, in our understanding of morphography as a mapping type between one or more morphemes and one or more graphs, morphemes are seen as linguistic units having both: form and function, sound
and meaning. Phonographic mappings are further divided into two subtypes, depending on whether or not morpheme-specific knowledge is required from the reader, the writer or both (as is, by definition, also the case
in morphographic mappings). We thus ultimately arrive at a tripartite division, with morphograms, morphonograms, and phonograms as the basic functional types of graphs or strings of graphs.
Transitions from morphograms to phonograms and vice versa as
treated in sections 2 and 3 are well attested in the process of script transfer, but also within writing systems. The level of phonology can thus
be demonstrated to be everything but irrelevant to morphography and
morphograms. In order to explain, for instance, that phonograms are
developed on the basis of morphograms on a regular basis, the latter
must not be conceived of as graphs either “denot[ing] the meaning but
not the pronunciation of a morpheme” (Daniels and Bright, 1996, p. xlii)
or as “represent[ing] primarily the meaning (and sometimes secondarily the sound) of one word or morpheme” (Taylor and Taylor, 1983,
p. 21). Instead, the label ‘morphography’ is to be taken at face value:
Morphographic writing systems are not just “meaning-based systems”
in contradistinction to “sound-based systems” (Cook, 2016, p. 6), but
morpheme-based systems instead.
Transitions from morphograms to phonograms were crucial in shaping various writing systems throughout history, including but by far not
limited to the Chinese and Japanese writing systems, from which the
majority of examples in the preceding sections was taken. As we have
seen in section 3, semanticizations of phonograms and thereby transitions to morphograms also occur regularly, even if on a smaller scale.
We have observed this phenomenon, for instance, with so-called heterograms in Middle Iranian languages as well as with abbreviations, particularly when borrowed, e.g., from Latin to English. What these two
cases have in common is that some sounds are omitted already in the
donor writing system—whether in the Aramaic abjad or in the case of
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Roman-based abbreviations. As incomplete phonographic spellings requiring morpheme-specific knowledge they were eventually borrowed
en bloc into other writing systems as full-fledged morphograms.
While transitions may thus occur in both directions, the typological status of graphs or strings of graphs at a given time is not always
clear-cut, as we have seen in section 4. A solution taking into account
the respective productivity of graphs as phonograms seems possible at
first, but is only really feasible for both extremes: If a phonogram occurs in the spelling of one specific morpheme or string of morphemes
only an interpretation as a morphogram appears appropriate. In contrast to this, a phonogram that occurs in the spelling of any number of
morphemes should be considered a phonogram. For cases in between
these two extremes, however, the situation is less clear, leaving us with
a large number of disputable or even indeterminable cases.
Our brief survey of a selection of semantically motivated phonograms in section 5 has shown that phonography is, despite what the
term itself suggests, not necessarily always purely related to the level
of phonology. Instead, the polyvalence of graphs being used as both
phonograms and morphograms on different occasions may lead to semantic allusions based on their morphographic usage whenever they
are used as phonograms. Certainly not all such allusions readers may
‘identify’ in a given spelling are intentional in the end, but for a substantial amount of cases it is safe to assume so. Among the questions
to be explored in future research is the possibility of semantic allusions
in phonographic writing systems lacking the above-mentioned polyvalence of graphs. At least in systems traditionally characterized as featuring a deep orthography—in other words: systems involving morphonograms on a regular basis, thus providing conventionalized links between
specific spellings and morphemes—it is possible to achieve a similar effect by deviating from the conventional spelling of a given morpheme,
replacing at least part of it with a spelling associated with another,
(near-)homophonous morpheme. This may be illustrated by unconventional spellings along the lines of <eggceptional> and <eggcellent>
(also <egg-cellent>, <EGGcellent> etc.) for exceptional and excellent in
the context of egg recipes, Easter etc., or <amazeing>, <aMAZEing> or
similar for amazing in the context of labyrinths. Here as with the other
phenomena addressed, further comparative research is needed.
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The Interdependence
Between Speech and Writing
Towards a Greater Awareness
Stefano Presutti

Abstract. This paper aims to understand how and why new digital media could
be useful resources for reaching a greater awareness of the complex relationship between written and oral language. The study analyses this relation during the diachronic evolutionary development of Western societies and its changing perception in Western thinking. Particularly, it examines some examples in
the contemporary digitalized world. Using anthropological, historical-linguistic,
and sociolinguistic points of view, it illustrates the changing interaction between
these two manifestations of language over time. The findings show that the multimodality of new digital media blends the positive aspects of speech, such as the
reality and truthfulness of the event, and the positive aspects of writing, such as
the reliability and stability of a visual communication. Despite the perception
that, in previous periods of time, speech and writing seemed in conflict with each
other, today these two modalities of language are both autonomous and simultaneously strongly intertwined, and thus can be seen as two sides of the same
coin.

1.

Introduction

Written and oral language have always been intimately linked in human
cultures which also use writing systems to communicate. Along the axes
of space and time, the balance between these two modalities of language
has constantly evolved according to individual and group needs. Therefore, the study of human languages should consider this relationship.
The written language learning process is often still considered long
and “not natural” (Fayol, 2017; Bidaud and Megherbi, 2005), unlike
the oral one. In Western societies, writing has been perceived as nonindependent and secondary to oral since the Classical Age. That perception has been equally assumed by many contemporary linguists such
as von Humboldt (1836), Saussure (1916), Bloomfield (1984), Hockett
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(1958), Martinet (2008), Ducrot and Todorov (1979). However, recent studies of psycholinguistics and cognitive linguistics have developed a very different thesis: during language acquisition in childhood,
the learning process of the orthographic system does not mechanically
reproduce the cognitive path already traced by the phonemic system
learned in earlier years. Indeed, this learning process has a certain
autonomy (Bonin, Pacton, and Fayol, 2001; Rapp, Benzing, and Caramazza, 1997; Rapp and Caramazza, 1997; Bonin, Fayol, and Peereman,
1998) and creates original procedures capable of modifying the oral cognitive structures (Ziegler, Ferrand, and Montant, 2004).
This paper is concerned with the relationships developed between
speech and writing, with emphasis on Western European societies. Particularly, I have focused on their interdependence in the contemporary
globalized world. Currently, their relationship is becoming increasingly
more complex in the digital arena as it is challenged by intersections of
technical resources and the multiple needs of individuals and language
communities. This study has showcased examples of the ever-shifting
dynamics of these two modalities through anthropological, historicallinguistic, and sociolinguistic lenses. The primary purpose of this paper was to understand how and why new digital media could be useful
resources for reaching a greater awareness of the complex relationship
between speech and writing.
The remainder of this paper is organized into six chapters. Following
this introduction, I provide the main differences between spoken and
written language and explain how they are differently used by people to
communicate. In the third and fourth chapters, I delve into the perception of writing in Western societies. I focus on the different steps which
led to the primacy of writing, even if it has generally been perceived
as “secondary” to speech. As opposed to this general idea of writing,
I investigate its real autonomy from speech and their interdependence
through a historical perspective. In the fifth chapter, I focus particularly
on the contemporary situation, in which new digital media upsets their
relationship. I give three examples of their interdependence in the digital arena. This paper closes with a discussion of the findings and some
future proposals in the sixth and final part.

2.

Relationships Between Speech and Writing

Speech and writing can be two modalities of the same language. They
often play complementary roles capable of diversifying communication
in language communities that use both. We, as human beings, can transmit meaning with our whole body through gestures, vocalisations, and
movements. We can use all of our five senses to engage with the outside
world, but in all cultures, verbal expression is the main language system of representation. Like speech, writing also constitutes a symbolic
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system for representing human thoughts and feelings. It can also be directly linked to culture—or more cultures—from which it developed and
was used over time.1

2.1. Main Features
I describe herein what makes speech and writing two different modalities of language, beginning with five key points and a list of some specific characteristics.
(a) Firstly, writing revolutionized our relationship with time. Drawing graphic signs on resistant materials—which vary from culture to
culture in a diatopic and diachronic way—creates the impression that
a message can be deciphered without limits in time. Thus, it donates
the illusion of being able to be permanently detached from it. On the
contrary, spoken language is inevitably related to the time factor, since
it is transmitted through sound. Indeed, it is impossible to stop or crystallize a sound naturally—without technologic tools—in time, just as it is
impossible to block the movement of a material object by visually stopping its trajectory.
(b) Writing is durable and can be planned which counterbalances the
ephemerality and spontaneity of speech. Sound can therefore be designated as “the most real and evanescent of human sensory objects” (Ong,
1967). Writing transforms speech into an object inscribed in space, thus
making language more durable, but at the same time “less real and passive”. From a sensory point of view, the spatialization of the “real” communicative event confirms the increasing supremacy of sight at the expense of hearing.
(c) For spoken language, hearing guides the other senses in communicative perception, whereas in the written context, sight constitutes the
main receiver of communication. One of the main differences between
sight and hearing is that the former allows the separation of the components of a sensory object, while the latter unifies them by seeking a
whole harmony. Speech is more dependent on the context in which the
communication happened. On one hand, sight is used in one direction
at a time. On the other hand, sound comes simultaneously from all directions. We can immerse ourselves in the sound, but it is impossible to
immerse ourselves in the same way in vision (cf. Ong, 1982).

1. If we agree with this assumption, we are not questioning the linguistic arbitrariness of sign theorized by Ferdinand de Saussure (1916). We are only assuming
that also a graphic sign can never be considered neutral, because it was created and
institutionalized in a precise environment, in one—or more than one—specific culture and language community. For further details, see Presutti (2019) and Cardona
(2009).
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(d) Writing transforms language communication into an event that
is not necessarily collective. By reducing the impact of the time factor,
it frees itself from the individual who produces it, as it were, while at the
same time attenuating the scope of the interlocutor. Thus, the phenomenon of writing becomes an individual experience (Goody, 1977). We
may, for example, read or study a text that we have written ourselves.
Its timeless character therein helps to stimulate the creative process and
encourages the recognition of individuality.
Another linked difference could be represented by the dichotomy between noise and silence2 . In fact, spoken language is necessarily linked
with noise and spatial presence of interlocutors, both in terms of production and reception, whereas writing and reading can be individual
and silent experiences. In the first era of writing in Western societies,
the text was very often declaimed aloud—with or without an audience.
After that, as individual reading, both mental and silent, was gradually
established, the acoustic component was almost completely lost.
(e) Writing revolutionized mental processes and human modalities
related to knowledge. This modality of language froze the form and
the content of the message. The fixation of the written text considerably diminished the characteristic oscillations of verbal communication,
thus facilitating its institutionalization and creating linguistic models
on which society can base itself in both present and future phases. The
use of writing also considerably modified the relationship that human
thought has with memory and knowledge. Indeed, a writing system
makes it possible, for example, to write down useful information to be
retained for the near future, leaving the human brain space and energy
for other actions. Spelling archiving also leads to an unlimited increase
in the amount of relevant information for both the individual and society as a whole. Writing therefore develops specific cognitive and social
skills that are different from oral communication. Thus, the fields of
external memory and rational (self-)controlled thinking—the ability to
plan, to reason about abstract issues, to normalize, and to implement
procedures—rise considerably.
In order to compare face-to-face dialogue and traditional writing on
paper, I consider some features collected by Clark and Brennan (1991).
These two conventional modalities of language show almost opposites
characteristics (cf. Table 1). In fact, only the sequentiality feature describes both speech and writing. The other seven aspects of language
are present in just one of two modes. Accordingly, copresence, visibility,
audibility, cotemporality, and simultaneity are depicted in a traditional
speech dialogue. On the contrary, reviewability and revisability can-

2. This dichotomy was suggested by the French linguist Gustave Guillaume,
quoted by Boone and Joly (1994).
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not be conformed with the spontaneity and ephemerality of traditional
speech.
Table 1. Main features of speech and writing (Clark and Brennan, 1991)

Copresence
Visibility
Audibility
Cotemporality
Simultaneity
Sequentiality
Reviewability
Revisability

3.

Speech
Face-to-face

Writing
Traditional

+
+
+
+
+
+
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
+
+
+

Perception of Writing in Western Societies

In this chapter, I describe how the perception of the relationship between these two modalities of language has undergone considerable
changes during the diachronic development of the Western world.

3.1. Historical Development
It is possible to highlight four main stages in which the perception of
this relationship changed consistently: the origins—which include the
ancient era and the Middle Ages—the modern era, the electronic era,
and the digital era. In the first period, most of the people who lived in
Western European countries were illiterates and the main goal of writing was largely to support oral speech. Written texts were read aloud
and there were many oscillations with graphic signs. Consequently, the
reader had to interpret what he or she was reading. In the modern era,
the invention of movable-type printing in the fifteenth century gave an
increasingly more prestigious role to written communication in European countries. This invention was useful for creating models of language and for solving the unpredictability of speech. This phase also
marked the attempt to hide the strong link between the two modalities
of language. The third period, the electronic era, began in the twentieth century. Globalization and the invention of technologies such as
typewriters, televisions, radios, and computers, revolutionized the way
we communicate with each other. Finally, in the past three decades, the
process of change in the relationship between speech and writing has
accelerated enormously with the use of the World Wide Web and new
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digital media. In chapter five, I further describe how the interdependence between speech and writing is experiencing a new phase in this
present period of time.

3.2. Secondary Role and Primacy of Writing
I highlight now the changing perception of speech and writing in Western thinking.
Since the Classical Age, written communication has been perceived
as non-independent and secondary to oral communication. In addition,
the written language learning process is still today considered in many
cases “long and not natural” (Fayol, 2017; Bidaud and Megherbi, 2005),
unlike the oral one. Its secondary position in the Western philosophical conception has distant roots. In antiquity, Plato perceived writing as
incomplete and cold in relation to speech. In Phaedrus, he described writing as a modality of language without the typical vitality of oral due to
a lack of intonation, rhythm, or participation of the body. The Platonic
consideration of the “coldness” and “distance” of writing—compared to
the natural character of oral speech—continued in the modern era with
distinguished intellectuals such as Hegel and Rousseau.3
The marginal role conferred on written language compared to speech
seems even more impressive considering that modern linguistics, as an
academic discipline, was born in the nineteenth century through the
study of Indo-European and Semitic written languages. The comparative grammar of Neo-Grammarians such as Jones, Bopp, Verner—among
others—was based on written forms of language from the beginning. At
the time, however, these forms were only perceived as a meaning, a more
or less faithful mirror to the spoken language. This secondary position
did not induce a real need to study its autonomous nature.
The lack of interest in the written language as a linguistic object was
again confirmed in the twentieth century. Illustrious linguists such as
Saussure (1916), Bloomfield (1984), and Hockett (1958) considered writing as a mere secondary system, and therefore less relevant to a more
in-depth study of language. Martinet (1967) believed that writing was a
discipline distinct from linguistics, a “province” of orality. Ducrot and
Todorov defined it as an artificial supplement, an unnecessary derivative of speech (1979). The linguist Roman Jakobson defined spelling
elements as “symbols of symbols,” and the written system as a successive system not completely independent of speech “because no speech
community and none of its participants can acquire and manipulate the
graphic pattern without possessing a phonemic system” (Jakobson and

3. For further details, see Guritanu (2016) and Presutti (2019).
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Halle, 1956, pp. 16–17). The structuralism of the 1960s marked a renewed interest in writing patterns, but this movement marginalized it
as a linguistic object and included it only in correspondence with the
phonemic system.4 Finally, the classification of the primacy of spoken
over written language, which has pervaded Western common thinking,
can be summarised as listed by Stubbs (1980):
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Historically, speech is an older communication than writing;
Individually, speech is learnt before writing;
Speech is innate and biological;
Speech opposes conscious manipulation—it is more difficult to
change accent from the one gained naturally;
In societies, speech comes before writing;
Writing is a more recent event;
Speech is used more than writing;
Speech is used with a higher range of communicative functions.

At the same time, for many centuries until the present one, the written form has been considered a truthbearer, more reliable, and a symbol
of order and discipline. Writing has become one of the most valued cognitive habits of modern education, as it proffers the mindsets of objectivity, analysis, and criticism. The term literacy—in the sense of the ability
to read and write—also became associated with learnedness in general,
such as with “visual literacy,” “musical literacy,” and so on. The semantic extension also covered the suffix -graphy, used in terms far from the
action of writing such as “choreography,” “scenography,” etc. (Derrida,
1967; Cardona, 2009).
Writing has been considered as the decisive turning point for differentiating, through time and space, which groups of people were more or
less evolved than others. Human cultures without writing systems are
called pre-literates. This term is used as a reference point for a system of
signs that do not yet exist in order to designate groups anachronistically.
Furthermore, this term emphasizes the Western alphabet-centric aspect
that the “letter” represents and defines any human writing system.
Along the time axis, writing played a crucial role in the attempt to
hierarchize peoples “with a history” and peoples “preceding history,”
thus strongly linking the Western concept of history to the use of graphic
systems to support human memory. Along the spatial axis, writing
has been thought to distinguish so-called “evolved” peoples from primitive or “less evolved” peoples (Presutti, 2019; Canut, 2007; MbodjPouye, 2013). Derrida (1967) highlighted another paradox: he criticised the anthropologist Lévi-Strauss who associated—in his famous
4. Moreover, research was oriented mainly from an alphabetic point of view, an
approach not applicable to linguistic systems that do not use the alphabet (cf. Cardona, 2009).
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masterpiece Tristes Tropiques—Western alphabetic writing with a colonialist instrument that deteriorated the purity of the language of colonized people (Lévi-Strauss, 1993). This case presented the existence
of a double dichotomy that opposed “people with/without writing” and
“primitive/non-primitive people,” again referring to Rousseau’s myth of
the noble savage.5 This allowed him to consider the passage from speech
to writing as an instantaneous crossing of a discontinuous line: a passage from an oral language culture—“pure” and far from writing—to a
language with a graphic representation used as a new cultural accessory
considered to be a technique of oppression.
The ability to read and write has been used to distinguish upper
class and wealthy people, men and civilised white European societies,
from lower class and not wealthy people—women and children, dialect
speakers, foreigners, and colonised language communities. The opposition between writing and speech has also been used to differentiate a language from a dialect. In this way, through writing, a language could assert itself as a noble or prestigious language (cf. Guritanu, 2016; Calvet, 2002), whereas dialects were thought to be transmitted primarily through speech and therein lacked the same virtues. Several dichotomies such as complexity/simplicity, wealth/poverty, writing/orality were then established in order to institute a hierarchy among
the so-called “historical” European languages and other less standard
spoken languages, such as dialects and slang, or pidgin and creole languages still used in many former European colonies in Africa, Latin
America, Asia and Oceania (cf. Canut, 2007).
The use of writing generates a large number of consequential factors
that enable the linguistic system to establish a more stable and symbiotic
relationship with the cultural identity of a group of individuals. It seems
that only a solid system of graphic elements, subject to precise spelling
rules, allows the language to be codified through the elaboration of dictionaries and grammars, to be institutionalized by a local political government, to be used in the creation of literary and scientific works, and
to be taught in schools (Calvet and Calvet, 2013; Canut, 2007; Berruto,
1987).
These considerations allow us to better understand the main causes
that led to the predilection of writing for orality in modern Western
societies. However, writing has not always been perceived as prestigious
or superior to orality, not even as a truthbearer. As Baron wrote:
When writing was a new and uncommon practice, it was letters on a page,
not face-to-face speech, that sparked distrust. When few people could read,
and fewer still could write, trusting writing—if trust came at all—required an
enormous leap of faith. Plato’s objections aside, writing was still an unproven

5. For further details of the myth of noble savage, see Erringson (2001).
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gimmick, and people might have reasoned that at least with the spoken word,
they knew who they were talking to, friend, foe, or total stranger. Friends
could be trusted. With enemies, you knew where you stood. Strangers had
to prove themselves. But words scrawled on a piece of paper, or a sheepskin,
or a lump of clay, those were always strangers, always worthy of suspicion.
(Baron, 2009, p. 5)

A deeper exploration into the relationship between orality and writing in the Western world reveals the significant variations it has undergone. In Europe, as in China and the Middle East, the first phases that
marked the relationship between the written and the oral were characterized by a different sensory organization. Indeed, in ancient societies,
most of the population did not have access to texts. Thus the oral—and
hearing—retained a privileged function compared to sight. In the classical age, but also later in the Middle Ages, individuals tended to give more
credibility to what was read, rather than to what was seen (Ong, 1967).
The written word was pronounced aloud and its spelling was characterized by strong fluctuations due to the importance given to each reader’s
personal interpretation. In the societies of the European Renaissance,
writing had, above all, a function of reference to oral culture. Texts
maintained the stylistic pattern of oral culture for many centuries.
The first major event that brought about a significant change in the
sensory perspective—with the shift from auditory to visual dominance—
and completely changed the relationship to graphic forms was the European spread of movable type printing in the fifteenth century. The
printing revolution made the “materialization of the word” possible, distancing the text from its author by giving it a kind of coldness and rigidity, and herein authority and prestige. The previous manuscript-based
culture was still producer-oriented. The writing of the copyists involved
long and costly work, which implied the use of abbreviations and synthetic forms to reduce the effort of production—which did not always
favor the understanding of the text. Conversely, the printing revolution
almost completely eliminated the obstacles of written production and
greater attention was paid to the consumer-reader. Visual character had
also become of major importance: the visibility of graphic forms in the
page space had improved significantly and fluctuations had decreased
considerably (cf. Presutti, 2019). The typographical transformation of
the word into a kind of “product-claim” has profoundly changed the
Western vision of (and access to) knowledge. Silent reading contributed
to the emergence of a new meaning of the “private sphere” among individuals, as has the introduction of a new meaning of the private ownership of words.
The printed text gave the written language an illusory dimension of
completeness and an autonomy from the outside world and from the author himself. This contributed to increasing the perception of prestige
conferred on text and writing among the groups that used the written
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language. Individuals began to trust the printed word, which was then
considered a finished product and therefore both closed and complete.
The birth and development of modern Western science were also closely
linked to the growing predilection for written culture during the period
of the European Renaissance. In addition, members of high society began to consider writing a “truthbearer” manifestation of language. This
idea was sometimes excessive because it risked obscuring the fundamental importance of its interrelation with orality.6

4.

Autonomy of Writing and the Interdependence with Speech

In this chapter, I further discuss the widespread perception of the “dependence” and “secondary nature” of writing that was shown previously,
as well as the description of their relationship as a dichotomy.
Even if writing has a primacy role in contemporary society’s communication, the research on written language has encountered many obstacles. Firstly, the phonocentric approach in linguistics greatly delayed
the study of writing as an autonomous entity in its own right rather
than oral dependent (cf. Berg, 2016). This delay affected not only linguistic research but also that of other social science disciplines. In fact,
at least until the middle of the twentieth century, written language was
the exclusive domain of linguists, whereas anthropologists were supposed to deal exclusively with “primitive” peoples. As this ethnocentric and early evolutionist term suggests, the populations studied in anthropological research at that time did not have this graphical-cultural
invention—otherwise, they could never have been classified as people
with “less advanced cultures”—and thus could not have been studied by
ethno-anthropologists.
Writing can be defined as the human use of a graphic sign system with a
symbolic value. A graphic sign itself cannot yet be considered as a form of
writing since it must be included in a larger system of graphic oppositions
(Cardona, 2009). The minimum unit of writing is the grapheme, which
is preferred to the alphabetic-centric term letter, through which a set of
signs forms a graphematic system (Hořejší, 1971).7 It seems impossible to
6. From the sixteenth to the nineteenth century, attempts were made in Europe
to establish complete control of the spoken language through writing. As previously
mentioned, one of the most representative examples concerns the early linguistic
studies of the Neo-Grammarian period of the nineteenth century, when the phonemes
of the Indo-European and Semitic languages were exclusively studied and compared
in relation to corresponding graphemes.
7. Hořejší wished to go beyond the distinction between grapheme and phoneme
and proposed a unit having these two correspondences: the graphophoneme. As he
wrote, “In our opinion, the two kinds of ‘one-way’ correspondences should be replaced
by a single mutual or ‘two-way’ correspondence, and the units phoneme and grapheme
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establish a parallelism between the phonemic unit and the spelling unit
since the former does not constitute a sign, whereas the grapheme does
have a signified and a signifier. The relationship between the grapheme
and the phoneme is accurately summarized in the scheme elaborated by
Rosiello (1966) and reported in Fig. 1.
meaning
PHONEME

form

= phonemic constrast

substance

= sound

=

meaning

graphemic constrast =

form

ink, pixel

substance

=

GRAPHEME

Figure 1. Relationship between grapheme and phoneme in a language with an
alphabetical system (Rosiello, 1966)

A phoneme communicates with a grapheme solely through its meaning. Instead, the form and substance of the writing minimal unit keep a
complete autonomy from the phonological one.
One of the first researchers who defined the minimum unit of writing was Josef Vachek, one of the Prague School linguists. In 1939, he
took over the research of the Russian Agenor Artymovič on the autonomy of writing from spoken language. Vachek insisted both on their
independent nature and on their coexistence within the same language
(Ineichen, 1971) while demonstrating that they differ in their linguistic function. The functionalist approach repeatedly developed by the
Czechoslovak linguist can be summarised as follows:
The spoken norm of language is a system of phonically manifestable language elements whose function is to react to a given stimulus (which, as a
rule, is an urgent one) in a dynamic way, i.e., in a ready and immediate manner, duly expressing not only the purely communicative but also the emotional aspect of the approach of the reacting language user. The written norm
of language is a system of graphically manifestable language elements whose
function is to react to a given stimulus (which, as a rule, is not an urgent one)
in a static way, i.e., in a preservable and easily surveyable manner, concentrating particularly on the purely communicative aspect of the approach of
the reacting language user. (Vachek, 1973, pp. 15–16)

In 1944, the Danish linguist Hans J. Uldall considered them to be
“only two realizations out of an infinite number of possible systems, of
by units each containing the pair of a phoneme or group of phonemes and a grapheme
that correspond to each other. We propose to name such units graphophonemes”. (Hořejší, 1971, p. 189)
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which no one can be said to be more fundamental than any other” (1944,
p. 16). Speech and writing simply coexist and they are mutually noncongruent, expressing the same language, simply transmitted by two
different substances such as pulmonary airflow on one side and ink on
the other. Lev Vygotskij (1962) added that written language, as a linguistic function in its own right, differs from spoken language not only
in its structure but also in the way it functions. A few years later, the
classification developed by Ernst Pulgram (1951) on the structural characteristics of the phoneme and grapheme also showed that the only common element between them is that both are conventional sign systems,
one of them having as meaning concepts and the other simple sounds.
The differences between spoken and written language emphasized by the aforementioned linguists clearly distance themselves from
the common Saussurian view—supported by most linguists in recent
decades as mentioned before—that writing is simply language made visible. Unfortunately, in the following years, Vachek and Pulgram were
unable to strengthen and expand their theses on the autonomy of written language. Their intuition thus fell partly into oblivion, but in recent
years it has been taken up again in neuropsychological research, has definitively opposed the dominant conception according to which written
production postulates the existence of compulsory phonological mediation (Geschwind, 1969; Luria, 1970). In fact, more recent studies in
neuropsychology have demonstrated a relative autonomy of writing in
relation to speech and by examining the cognitive processes involved
in the production of these two types of communication (Bonin, Fayol,
and Peereman, 1998; Bonin, Pacton, and Fayol, 2001; Rapp, Benzing,
and Caramazza, 1997; Rapp and Caramazza, 1997). These recent studies of psycholinguistics found that writing is not cognitively secondary
to speech: during a mother tongue learning process, the writing system
does not mechanically reproduce the cognitive path already traced by
the phonemic system learned in earlier years. Thus, the writing system acquisition has a certain autonomy and creates original procedures
capable of modifying oral cognitive structures. To summarize, the common conception of the secondarity of the writing system with respect
to the phonemic system and of non-autonomy seems unreliable, even
erroneous. Indeed, this view can only be taken into consideration to
describe the process of learning the mother tongue at the beginning of
a child’s life (Ineichen, 1971)8 but is not appropriate for the second language acquisition, a process during which learners often receive oral and
written input at the same time.

8. Individuals from all human cultures learn to speak in the early stages of their
growth, whereas in order to write they must wait for a considerably more advanced
stage of mental development.
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Furthermore, their relationship should no longer be thought of as a
dichotomy, but rather as Halliday (1985), Chafe and Danielewicz (1987),
and other more recent linguists suggested: as two modalities of the same
language, as two poles of an intertwined multi-dimensional continuum
(cf. Koch and Oesterreicher, 2012).
In 1985, Halliday noticed that with the technology of the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries, there is no longer value in obsessively looking for a dichotomy between speech and writing, and it is illogical to
put one manifestation of language before another. Conversely, they
should be considered as manifestations of the language system itself. As
Koch and Oesterreicher (ibid.) pointed out, the relationship between the
phonic and graphic code can be defined as a dichotomy, whereas speech
and writing are two concepts which stand in a continuum of infinite
language possibilities, depending on several parameters such as social
relationship, number, and space-time position of the partners, theme,
socio-cultural context, etc.9

5.

New Digital Media for a Greater Balance

The previous chapters have deepened the characteristics of the two
modalities of language, as well as how their relationship has been studied and perceived so far. I now proceed to discuss the main effects of
new digital media on language. In recent years, the relationship between speech and writing has changed considerably due to the use of
technological tools. They have revitalized the reliability of spoken language and they improve some shortcomings of writing such as the excessive distance with the interlocutor and the lack of simultaneity in
a dialogue. Additionally, they allow for a new balance to be found in
their relationship. Distinctly, there are at least three substantial changes
that new digital media is bringing to the continuum between speech and
writing (reported in Fig. 2). The first one is the possibility to record an
event as it occurs. This authorises the viewer to repeat an accurately
reproduced scene as many times as desired. In this way, it is possible
to avoid all imperfections and uncertainties that can often characterize
the verbal communication. A second change is the dramatic increase
in the number of active readers and writers. This is because new technologies are increasingly more user-friendly and affordable. As a result,
they entice people to learn not just to write but also to become writers themselves. A third change is the possibility to talk to multitudes
of people with perfect acoustic conditions. In the past, communication
was limited to smaller audiences and delivered in spaces such as squares
or enclosed theatres. Conversely, today individuals can talk, be heard,
9. For further details, see Koch and Oesterreicher (2012).
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and be watched by anyone they are connected with on the World Wide
Web. Moreover, new technology vastly improves the quality of sound
through the use of microphones, speakers or loudspeakers, which gives
the human voice the possibility to avoid the uncertainty of weather conditions.
Speech

Writing

Recording the
present event

Worldwide diffusion
of the event

More active readers
and writers

Figure 2. Three changes brought by new digital media today

I herein return to the language features collected by Clark and Brennan (cf. section 2.2). By virtue of new technologies, a more balanced set
of characteristics can be found in both modalities of language, which
reduces the gap between them when only using traditional face-to-face
oral conversation or traditional writing on paper (cf. Table 2).
Now, a verbal communication can be reviewed and revised in
recorded audio and corrected by artificial intelligence. In addition,
writing tools gain copresence, visibility, audibility, cotemporality, and
quasi-simultaneity when used in video chat platforms such as Skype or
Zoom, or with virtual assistants such as voice-guided navigation, and
voice translation as with Google Translate.
Table 2. Main features of speech and writing with traditional communication
and new digital media (NDMedia)
Speech
Face-to-face NDMedia
Copresence
Visibility
Audibility
Cotemporality
Simultaneity
Sequentiality
Reviewability
Revisability

+
+
+
+
+
+
–
–

+
+

Writing
Traditional NDMedia
–
–
–
–
–
–
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

I present three examples in which an original interdependence between speech and writing is evident as a result of new technologies in
the digital arena.
The first multimodal example concerns instant messaging (IM) in
apps like WhatsApp or Viber. With these software, it is possible to
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use quasi-synchronous typed written messages as well as recorded voice
messages. Thus, in chat conversations of everyday life, speech and writing are strongly intertwined. In fact, users can participate in a dialogue comprised of spoken communication only, written communication only, or both (cf. Fig. 3).

Figure 3. Speech and writing on IM

The second example concerns videoconference communication in
platforms like Skype, Google Meet, or Zoom (cf. Fig. 4). During a video
call, users can talk or write something on paper or on a whiteboard, akin
to a physical meeting or class lesson. In addition, they can simultaneously download and upload spoken and written messages in the video
chat. Thus, in this rather commonplace digital media, the space in which
it is possible to communicate has been doubled to comprise a threedimensional space, where two or more interlocutors exist, and a web
chat space.

Figure 4. Speech and writing on video chat
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The third and final example details the interdependence in prerecorded videos. The multimodality of using subtitles during a prerecorded video, such as a movie, highlights the immense and positive
change currently underway by virtue of new media. This example was
already present in the past decades, before the digital era. However,
today as never before, subtitles are used in pre-recorded videos downloaded and watched daily by millions of web-users on platforms like
YouTube.
The interdependence between speech and writing is involved in the
entire process of publishing a pre-recorded video. As shown in Fig. 5,
this intertwined relationship is exhibited, for example, during the writing process of a screenplay (a), during the actors’ rehearsals (b), and also
during the video projection with the addition of subtitles (c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Speech and writing on pre-recorded video

To summarise, these three examples showcase how the multimodality of new digital media thoroughly blends the positive aspects of
speech, such as the reality and truthfulness of the event, and the positive aspects of writing, such as the reliability and stability of a visual
communication.

6. Conclusion
This paper has presented some insights into the relationship between
speech and writing over time in Western societies and its perception in
Western thinking. This study has shown how complex this relationship
is, and yet how much it deserves our full attention at the same time.
Because the relationship has changed in the contemporary moment, so
too has the way of studying it. Moreover, the digital arena of a globalized world is creating new dynamics, further emphasizing their interdependence. For this reason, new digital media could be useful supports
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to help reach a greater awareness of the complex relationship between
them. Despite the perceived conflicts between speech and writing in
previous periods of time, today these two modalities of language can be
considered both autonomous and simultaneously strongly intertwined,
as two sides of the same coin.
This paper focused solely on the Western World. It would be beneficial to continue this research by deepening the relationship between
speech and writing in non-Western societies, particularly in language
communities that use writing systems different from the alphabetical
one. Additionally, future studies could contribute to the creation of
learning paths used in educational programs in order to bring students
toward a greater awareness of the interdependence between speech and
writing. To this end, the world’s youngest citizens, most involved in the
digital revolution, could learn how to manage the complex relationship
between these two modalities of human language more effectively. In
doing so, they could develop an elevated degree of linguistic flexibility
as suitable as possible for the most diverse solutions in the contemporary world.
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S1: The Native Script Effect
Amalia E. Gnanadesikan

Abstract. This paper claims that the script that a person learns first qualifies as
a native script (S1 ) in a manner analogous to a native language (L1 ). The cognitive pre-eminence of the S1 results in a native script effect, which accounts for
various findings in the synchronic study of second-language acquisition and in
the diachronic study of script adoption. The native script effect is argued to
be an important factor in the historical preference shown for the adoption of
pre-existing scripts over the invention of new ones. The claim that S1 is like L1
runs counter to the assumptions of linguists of the structuralist and generative
traditions, who are agreed in the belief that writing is not language. Language
is considered to be cognitively special, the result of a special grammar-learning
module. However, writing may be more like primary language than previously
believed, and the specialness of language may in fact cause other systems (such
as writing) to be analyzed grammatically and entrained into language, with the
native script effect being one notable result.

1.

Introduction

The fundamental claim of this paper is that literate people have a native script in a way analogous to the way in which they have a native
language. That is, the human brain processes a script that is learned
early and well in ways that are cognitively similar to how it processes
language, with the result that the relationship and interaction between
such a first script or scripts (S1 ) and a script or scripts learned later (S2 )
is similar to the relationship and interaction between a first language or
languages (L1 ) and language(s) learned later in life (L2 ). Furthermore,
there are both synchronic and diachronic consequences of the special
status of the S1, collectively called the native script effect.
If this claim is correct, then the knowledge (implicit and/or explicit)
that a literate person acquires of how a script behaves is analogous to the
knowledge that speakers have of language. This implies that scripts have
grammar, which in turn implies that writing is more like language than
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many linguists have been taught to believe. Yet it is obvious that primary (i.e., spoken or signed) language has a special cognitive and evolutionary status in humankind. Writing does not have that status, but
appears to piggyback on primary language to become another modality
of language both historically (phylogenetically) and in the acquisition
of literacy in the individual (ontogenetically).
To explore this topic, this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2
presents definitions—particularly of the term script—which will be essential to the rest of the paper. Section 3 briefly outlines the traditional
view of the distinction between writing and language in the structuralist
and generative traditions, by which writing is not language and a first
script therefore could not have a native status akin to that of a native
language. Section 4 considers a number of anecdotal and experiential
lines of evidence that suggest that native scripts do in fact exist. Section 5 briefly presents results in the existing literature that argue that
the differences and interactions between a first script and later-learned
scripts are analogous to those between a first language and later-learned
languages. Section 6 applies the concept of the native script effect to
the history of writing systems, arguing that the cognitive effect of S1 accounts for the relative rarity of script invention and radical adaptation
when previously unwritten languages come to be written. Section 7 returns to the differences and similarities between primary language and
writing, conceding that primary language has a special cognitive status
but arguing that the specialness of language in the human brain leads
to other complex systems, such as writing, becoming entrained in the
linguistic system, with the result that writing becomes language. Section 8 concludes with suggestions for the application of the concept of
the native script in policy, pedagogy, and linguistic theory.

2.

Definitions

Before proceeding with the central argument, a few definitions are called
for. By script I mean a somewhat abstract “set of graphic signs with prototypical forms and prototypical linguistic functions” (Weingarten, 2011,
p. 16). A writing system, by contrast, is the combination of a specific instantiation of a script with the orthographic rules of a specific language. This
use of script is in contrast with definitions in which script is either synonymous with writing system, and thus composed of the combination of a signary and an orthography (e.g., Daniels and Bright, 1996, pp. xliv–xlv), or
is merely the collection of signs (the signary) used in a writing system
(e.g., Daniels, 2018, p. 155). By the definition used here, the script used
in any given written language is more than just the signary (since it includes some information about the linguistic function of the signs) but
less than the writing system (since it does not include all the details of a
language-specific orthography). Thus English, Italian, and German all
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use the Roman script, but they do not share a single writing system. Similarly, Hindi, Marathi, and Nepali all use the Devanagari script, but again
they do not share precisely the same writing system.
It is important for work of the present sort to use a term that allows
for the existence of a conceptual entity that is shared across languages.
Using the fine-grained level of individual writing system, there is no way
to tease apart the process of learning a second language (in a literate
context) from that of learning a second writing system: every instance
of second language learning in a literate context is an instance of second
writing-system learning. However, if we look at the level of script, then
it becomes clear that learning some second languages requires learning
a new script while learning others doesn’t. The two processes can be
differentiated.
Looking just at the level of the signary is also the wrong level. For example, the writing systems of English, German, and Italian, or of Hindi,
Marathi, and Nepali, share much more than the same basic set of signs.
They share important typological features and have many shared or similar values in their linguistic interpretation. Thus, for example, English,
German, and Italian use alphabetic letters that write both consonants
and vowels, while Hindi, Marathi, and Nepali all use an unwritten “inherent” vowel. In English, German, and Italian, <A>, <E>, <I>, <O>
and <U> stand for vowels, and <B> stands for a labial consonant. In
Hindi, Marathi, and Nepali, <आ>, <इ>, <उ>, and <ए> stand for vowels, while <ब> stands for a labial consonant. By considering the level
of script, we are considering not only a set of largely shared symbols
but significant shared ways in how those symbols are used.
In order to study how a learner processes a truly new way of writing,
therefore, we must look largely at the level of script. An L2 may or may
not share L1 ’s script. Granted, when people learn to read and write they
learn these skills within the context of a particular writing system, not
merely at the abstract level of script. In this sense a writing system is
analogous to a dialect (or language variety) in that each person learns
a specific dialect of a language, while the dialects together comprise a
more abstract entity known as a language. Similarly, in becoming literate a person learns a specific writing system, and many writing systems
may share the same script.
It is also worth noting that there is no claim being made here that
monolingualism and monoliteracy are the only options for L1 and S1 ,
or are even normative. In this paper any set of scripts learned well at
roughly the same time in childhood are considered collectively as S1 ,
just as any set of languages learned well in early childhood are considered L1 .1
1. I leave aside for now the question of how first-script literacy that is gained in
adulthood might differ from that acquired in childhood. If the analogy with primary
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3. Traditional Assumptions About Language and Writing
Linguists of the American structuralist and generative schools have traditionally held dogmatically to the belief that, as Leonard Bloomfield
famously put it, “Writing is not language, but merely a way of recording
language by means of visible marks” (Bloomfield, 1933, p. 21). The same
attitude was recorded rather colorfully by Fred Householder when he
listed first among “the propositions intuitively felt to be basic by friend
and enemy alike” among Bloomfieldian linguists the proposition that
“Language is basically speech, and writing is of no theoretical interest”
(Householder, 1969, p. 886). This attitude was inherited by the generative school of linguistics and has continued into the twenty-first century,
resulting in a dampening effect on efforts to apply linguistic analysis to
writing systems. James Myers, for example, describes having abstracts
rejected at linguistics conferences with dismissive comments such as,
“This paper does not deal with linguistic matters” (Myers, 2019, p. x).
I have myself been told after giving a talk on writing systems to a linguistics department that “this is not interesting,” on the grounds that
writing, not being language, is not about the fundamental character of
the human brain.
Indeed, there are important differences between spoken or signed
language—which I will collectively call primary language—and writing.
These differences can be found laid out in any typical introductory linguistics textbook in the generative tradition. For example:
Speaking and writing are different in both origin and practice. Our ability to use language is as old as humankind, and reflects biological and cognitive modification that has occurred in the evolutionary history of our species.
Writing… is a comparatively recent cultural development, having occurred
within the past five thousand years and only in certain parts of the world. The
contrast between speech and writing comes into sharper focus when we consider that spoken language is acquired without specific formal instruction,
whereas writing must be taught and learned through deliberate effort. There
are entire groups of people in the world today, as well as individuals in every
literate society, who are unable to write. While spoken language comes naturally to human beings, writing does not. (Dobrovolsky and O’Grady, 1997,
p. 553, emphasis in original)

One reason that writing and primary language are considered to be
fundamentally different is that primary language is considered to be
language holds in this respect, there will be significant differences between the two,
since failure to learn a primary language in childhood leaves a person with a permanent language deficit (Pinker, 1994). While the initial acquisition of literacy in adulthood is possible, the acquisition of fluent reading is difficult for adults and relapse
into illiteracy is common (Abadzi, 1994). Thus the analogy with primary language
may indeed hold. However, the effects of age on first literacy acquisition are not yet
well understood (ibid.).
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special, cognitively speaking, and thus necessarily distinct from other
human behaviors, including writing. As mentioned in the quote above,
primary language is found everywhere that humans are found. It is
therefore claimed (with good reason) that language has a special cognitive place in the human mind—and only in the human mind. Noam
Chomsky has long championed
the Cartesian view that man alone is more than mere automatism, and that
it is the possession of true language that is the primary indicator of this…
(Chomsky, 1964, p. 8)

Or, as Chomsky has more recently put it,
There is no serious reason today to challenge the Cartesian view that the
ability to use linguistic signs to express freely-formed thoughts marks ‘the
true distinction between man and animal’ or machine… (Chomsky, 2000,
p. 3)

In the generative framework, the human faculty for language is considered to arise from a “language acquisition device” (Chomsky, 1965,
pp. 32–33). This faculty for language has been termed a “language instinct,” which is active during the critical period (mostly strongly from
birth to the age of six or so, and phasing out by puberty), during which
L1 learning takes place automatically and implicitly, without explicit instruction (Pinker, 1994).
By this view, language is cognitively special, but it is specifically
the native language that expresses the full range of this cognitive distinctiveness. Thus L1 and L2 learning are fundamentally different. L1
learning, assuming it occurs during the critical period (as might fail to
happen to a deaf child of hearing parents, or a child raised under circumstances of unusual social deprivation) is fast, automatic, implicit,
and more or less perfect. L2 learning, by contrast, is slow, difficult, and
error-ridden, and it leaves the learner with a permanent foreign accent.
Furthermore, properties of the L1 will influence a person’s ability to perceive and/or learn features of L2 , resulting in both positive and negative
transfer from L1 to L2 (Ringbom, 1987). In other words, features of the
L2 that are similar to L1 will be learned easily (positive transfer), while
features of L1 may persist in a learner’s use of L2 even when they are not
appropriate to that language (negative transfer).
If language is indeed cognitively special and writing is indeed not
language, then the relationship between a first-learned script and a
later-learned script should not resemble the relationship between L1
and L2 . The following sections set out to examine to what extent the
difference between S1 and S2 does in fact resemble the difference between L1 and L2 . If the differences between the two pairs are similar,
that suggests that S1 and L1 may be more similar than the structuralist/generative view would allow. And while that does not undermine
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the claim that language has a special cognitive status, it suggests that
the special cognitive status of language spills over onto writing in the
development of literacy. This point will be returned to in Section 7.

4.

Impressionistic Evidence for a Native Script

Evidence for the phenomenon of native scripts comes from a number of
sources, some admittedly impressionistic and others more rigorous. I
begin with the impressionistic. While the interpretations of these impressions may be subjective, I suspect that many adult learners of second
scripts will be able to relate to them.
First, fluency in a new script comes frustratingly slowly. An example from personal experience is shown in Figure 1. The non-Roman
script on the left is Thaana, the script in which the Maldivian language,
Dhivehi, is written (Gnanadesikan, 2012). The Roman-script text on the
right is the same text in the official Romanization of Thaana. My personal experience shows that an adult can learn the Thaana script with a
day’s concentrated effort but that fluency (in the script as distinct from the
language) takes years. This means, for example, that as an S2 reader I
must choose to read a text in Thaana rather than having the reading happen automatically just because my eye landed on it. It makes the text
on the right substantially more appealing to me, drawing my eye even
against my will. It means, further, that skimming Thaana is difficult
to impossible for me, and that I can’t read Thaana text upside down,
although I have observed S1 readers do so easily. It means that I cannot automatically (and even involuntarily) pick my own name out of a
text as I can with a Roman-script text (as in the transliteration at right),
even with some variation in the spelling. Automaticity and fluency do
develop over time, but very slowly.

ް.ައކެވުރެި އމަލާއިއާށ
ެހލާު ކހިނިއެތްއޯވެ؟
ެ.ެސެ ރގނަޅަވ
ް ނެ ވ
ް ްއޅަގުޑނައާި އއާލިގާެ އނެމ

Ekuveri Amaaliaa-ah.
Haalu kihinehthoa-eve?
Alhuganʾdaai aailaage emmen ves
ranʾgalheve.

Figure 1. A short Dhivehi text in the author’s S2 (left) and S1 (right). (The text
reads, ‘Dear Amalia. How are you? I and everyone in the family are fine.’)

Another example in shown in Figure 2. In this example, in which a
short Chinese text is presented for the learning reader in Hànzì (characters) and Pīnyīn (Romanization), the eye of an S1 Roman-script reader
will be drawn to the Pīnyīn, just as it is to the Romanization in Figure 1, despite the fact that the Hànzì characters are larger. The additional point in this example is that the characters, being morphographic,
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contain more information than the Pīnyīn does. Each Hànzì character uniquely identifies a morpheme, while each Pīnyīn syllable could in
principle refer to any of several homophonous morphemes (although in
context the ambiguities are largely resolved, at least for fluent speakers).
Thus both 有 ‘have’ and 友 ‘friend’ are <yǒu> in Pinyin, for example. If
one does not know all of the characters, resorting to the Pīnyīn is expected. What can be frustrating to S2 readers, however, is that even
when they do know each character, the Pīnyīn will still ineluctably draw
the eye, depriving them of authentic S2 reading practice.

Pīnyīn

Wǒ

yǒu

yī

zhǐ

xiǎo

hēi

māo.

Hànzì

我

有

一

只

小

黑

猫。

Pīnyīn

Tā

de

míng

zì

jiào

wū

lóng.

Hànzì

她

的

名

字

叫

乌

龙。

Pīnyīn

Tā

kàn

qǐ

lái

jiù

xiàng

yī

Hànzì

她

看

起

来

就

像

一

Pīnyīn

zhǐ

xiǎo

hēi

bào.

Hànzì

只

小

黑

豹。

Figure 2. A short Chinese text in Hànzì and Pīnyīn. The eye of a Roman S1
reader will be drawn to the Pīnyīn, despite the Hànzì being larger and more informative. Example courtesy of Gitanjali Gnanadesikan. (The text reads, ‘I have
a black kitten. Her name is Oolong [Black Dragon]. She looks just like a small
black panther.’)

Another line of evidence comes from the reactions of S1 readers to
instances of script mimicry. Script mimicry is the use of graphs from one
script (or graphs that look like they come from a particular script) as
graphs in another script.2 A simple example is Devanagari ठल, spied on
a yoga T-shirt. The message intended for Roman-script readers who are
not readers of Devanagari is <om>, the sacred syllable of South Asian
religions. A reader of Devanagari, however, will read this as <ṭh al>, its
actual value in Devanagari. A more extensive case is shown in Figure 3.
While this text is written in English in Roman script, it mimics Japanese
2. Alessandrini (1979) uses the term exotype to refer to a typeface that, while writing Roman script, is clearly influenced in its letter forms by another script. The font
in Figure 3 is an exotype. The term script mimicry is related but encompasses a wider
range of cases, including ones that use only actual graphs from another script (as in
the Devanagari ठल above), ones that operate between two non-Roman scripts, and
ones that occur in handwriting.
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katakana and kanji, with the result that while an S1 reader of Roman
script can read it after a moment or two’s adjustment, an S1 reader of
Japanese—according to anecdotal evidence—will often fail to be able to
read it (Raymond Larabie, personal communication). The S1 exerts too
strong a pull to allow for easy decoding as Roman script.

AS WE PASSED DOWN QUEEN
STREET TOWARD CITY HALL,
WE WERE STOPPED SO MANY
TIMES BY TOTAL STRANGERS,
ASKING ANXIOUSLY ABOUT
OUR CUTE LITTLE ROBOT PAL.
Figure 3.
Script mimicry by Roman script of Japanese katakana and
kanji in Electroharmonix font. Example from https://typodermicfonts.com/
electroharmonix/, used with permission of Raymond Larabie, the font’s designer.

Yet another line of evidence comes from the length of time it takes to
learn a language that is written in S2 . Programs of study and measures of
success in learning vary greatly, making comparisons difficult in secondlanguage learning. However, a certain degree of standardization can be
assumed by considering the courses offered by the US Foreign Service
Institute (FSI), since the types of use to which the languages are put
and the level of proficiency desired for those uses will be comparable
across languages. According to FSI’s website3 , languages offered there
are divided into four levels of difficulty for (English-speaking) American
learners. The languages are tabulated in Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, there are no languages at difficulty level 1 or 2
which have a non-Roman script. In other words, in this sample, rapid
language learning (in 36 weeks or less) for S1 readers of English never
involves learning a new script. At level 3, where adequate language proficiency may be achieved after 44 weeks, 28 of the 48 languages use a
non-Roman script. In calculating this figure, it was noted that five of
the level 3 languages are written in more than one script. In the absence
of access to the FSI curricula for these languages, the script that is associated with the language’s use as an official national language or its

3. Department of State, “Foreign Language Training: Foreign Service Institute,”
https://www.state.gov/foreign-language-training/.
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Table 1.
Difficulty level and length of time allotted for English speakers to learn non-English languages at the US Foreign Service Institute.
(Language counts and difficulty level tabulated from https://www.state.gov/
foreign-language-training/.)

Difficulty Level

Total Languages

Non-Roman Script

1 (24–30 weeks)
2 (36 weeks)
3 (44 weeks)
4 (88 weeks)

9
5
48
5

0
0
28
5

likely use for diplomatic purposes was counted.4 At level 4, that of the
“super-hard languages” requiring 88 weeks of training, none of the five
languages uses the Roman script.
Granted, there is a clear confound here with the degree of relationship between the language itself and English. It is no surprise to find
Dutch in level 1, for example. And in fact, all of the level 1 languages
(Dutch, Danish, French, Italian, Norwegian, Portuguese, Romanian,
Spanish, and Swedish) are Germanic or Romance languages. However,
level 2 includes Swahili (a Bantu language) and Malay and Indonesian
(Austronesian languages) beside German and Haitian Creole (a Frenchbased creole). While Swahili, Malay, and Indonesian bear little resemblance to English, they are at least written in the Roman alphabet, sparing the learner the effort of acquiring an S2 .
A final line of suggestive evidence comes from the history of the
Cherokee syllabary, famously invented in the early nineteenth century
by Sequoyah. When the Cherokee syllabary was first disseminated in
the 1820s, “Cherokee children who took up to four years to read and
write English reportedly learned the syllabary in a few days and put it
to use”; yet by the early 2000s the syllabary was “considered by many
native speakers to be an extremely difficult writing system to learn and
use” (Bender, 2002, p. 28). Evidently, a significant change in perceived
difficulty took place between the early years of the syllabary’s use and
the present century. The most plausible cause of this difference was the
introduction of universal English-language education. Nowadays Roman script is S1 for Cherokee children. Not only does this mean that the
Cherokee script is, by contrast, S2 , but some of the same sorts of confusion as those caused by deliberate script mimicry are at play, since many
4. For example, Azerbaijani (or Azeri) is written in the Roman script in Azerbaijan and in Perso-Arabic script in Iran. Since Azerbaijani is the national language of
Azerbaijan, an independent nation to which a US diplomatic mission is posted, but is
not the official language of Iran, Azerbaijani is considered for the purposes of Table 1
to be written in Roman script.
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Cherokee signs resemble Roman letters. For example, Cherokee <Ꮃ> is
/la/ and <Ꭰ> is /a/.

5. Synchronic Consequences of a Native Script
Once the possibility of a native script is allowed, a number of results in
the existing literature can be interpreted as consequences for the special status of S1 and its primacy over S2 , analogous to the primacy of
L1 over L2 . L1 learning is characterized as fast, implicit, and complete,
while L2 learning is slow, often mediated by explicit instruction, and incomplete (leaving an accent, and affected by both positive and negative
transfer from L1 ). The relationship between S1 and S2 is surprisingly
similar. This section lists briefly a few works that make this point.
First, acquisition of adequate fluency in S2 is painfully slow, as already mentioned to in Section 4. As Elliott (2012) puts it, “Inefficient
decoding can quickly lead to frustration and diminishing motivation, in
turn resulting in less reading practice/time on task” (ibid., p. 66). Elliott suggests that learners may need practice with simplified texts, as
authentic texts may well be too difficult.
Secondly, there is evidence for an analog to a foreign accent in handwriting. Certain hand motions are more or less characteristic of one
script as compared to another, particularly if the two scripts run in opposite direction. Machine learning experiments have succeeded at distinguishing between S1 and S2 writers of Arabic script with 100% accuracy at the document level (Farooq, Lorigo, and Govindaraju, 2006),
and between S1 and S2 writers of Roman-script English (where the S2
writers have various scripts native to India as S1 ) with up to 97.67% accuracy (Ramaiah, Utkarsh, and Venu, 2012).5 Furthermore, efforts to
identify the specific accent (i.e., the specific S1 , Chinese Hànzì or Devanagari) of S2 writers of English with machine learning have achieved
up to 89.19% accuracy (Ramaiah, Arti, and Venu, 2013).
Thirdly, scripts are sensitive to transfer from S1 to S2 . An extensive
body of research reviewed by Bassetti (2013) shows that literacy skills
transfer to a new writing system, but that such a new writing system
is more easily learned if the new writing system is typologically similar

5. A potential confound that the authors do not discuss is that Roman script as
written in different parts of the world (in this case India and the United States) may
have different regional “accents,” separately from any effect of whether they are a
person’s first or second script. Thus even an S1 writer of Roman script schooled India
may write detectably differently than an S1 writer of Roman script schooled in the
United States. However, this possibility does not negate the existence of accent in
handwriting; it merely adds to the kinds of accents that one should expect. As such it
strengthens the analogy with spoken accents, which may be either regional or foreign.
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to the previously learned one, allowing positive transfer.6 As in primary language learning, where bilingualism is an advantage in learning
a third (or subsequent) language, biliteracy is an advantage in learning a
third writing system. Negative transfer occurs when readers read a word
incorrectly, assigning values that would be correct in their native writing system. While the examples Bassetti cites occur within a script (e.g.,
English speakers reading Spanish <v> as /v/ rather than /b/), my own
experience with learning Thaana (shown above in Figure 1) included
frustratingly many misreadings of  ކas /v/ rather than the correct /k/.
An S2 may be read with different neural processing patterns depending on the S1 , showing that the transfer from S1 to S2 happens at a neurological level. For example, Kim, Liu, and Cao (2017) found that Chinese
S1 and Korean S1 readers showed different brain activation when reading English, the Korean S1 readers showing more activation in the right
inferior frontal gyrus than the Chinese S1 readers. This was attributed
to the fact that the Korean writing system encodes phonemes but the
Chinese writing system does not. Chinese S1 readers showed more activation in the left middle frontal gyrus, an area which is particularly
active in S1 Chinese reading.
Despite the commonalities between S1 and L1 described in the preceding few paragraphs, the obvious failure of the parallel between S1 and
L1 is that S1 is explicitly taught, as mentioned in Section 3. Children
are taught to read and write but learn to speak and understand their L1
automatically, without explicit instruction. Nevertheless, there is evidence that some learning of a writing system is implicit. For example,
Pacton, Perruchet, Fayol, and Cleeremans (2001) report on an experiment in which children learning to read and write in French showed
sensitivity to aspects of French orthography that they are never taught.
Specifically, they learned implicitly that French vowel letters are never
doubled and that only certain consonant letters are.
Additional evidence for implicit learning comes from Tsai and Nunes
(2003), who present evidence that children learning Chinese Hànzì
(characters) in Taiwan, where character structure is not explicitly
taught, nevertheless internalize the schemas of character composition
and become increasingly adept at judging whether a novel character
conforms to the schemas between five and nine years of age.
To summarize this section, not only does S2 involve greater difficulty,
a foreign “accent,” and other types of transfer from S1 , but the S1 is to
6. Bassetti (2013) discusses biliteracy at the level of the writing system (more specific than that of script), so I have used that wording here. Any difference of script
implies a difference of writing system. Not all differences of writing system involve a
difference of script, but just as one speaks only a specific variety of one’s native language as L1 , the S1 will be instantiated in a specific writing system, so that similar but
weaker S1 effects should be expected across writing systems that share a script. See
Section 6 for more on within-script S1 effects.
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some extent learned implicitly, strengthening the analogy with L1 . Admittedly, it could be argued that the difficulties associated with switching from S1 to S2 are merely the same sorts of difficulties associated with
overcoming any ingrained habit, such as driving on the right-hand or
the left-hand side of the road. However, the same argument could then
be made for primary language being simply a habit, since the difficulties
of switching from L1 to L2 are analogous to those of switching from S1 to
S2 . The similarities in the relationship between S1 and S2 to the relationship between L1 and L2 suggests that script and primary language are in
the same boat, whether because of the operation of a special language
instinct or merely habit.

6. Diachronic Consequences of a Native Script
This section turns to the diachronic consequences of literate people having a native script, an application not made elsewhere in the literature,
to my knowledge. I claim here that the native script effect is the answer
to a question that is not often asked but deserves to be, namely, why
are there so few scripts in the world? This is not a question about the
number of languages that are written as compared to the number of languages that are not written. Rather, it is a question about why so many
languages share a script, despite large differences in their phonological and morphological characteristics that would suggest that different
scripts would be more appropriate for them. While some scripts (such
as Thaana) are indeed confined to a single language, other scripts have
come to be used for many languages. In fact, a few blockbuster scripts,
such as Roman, Cyrillic, and Arabic, dominate the world. Why is this
the case? Why is innovation so rare in the history of script design?7
When a language first comes to be written, there are in theory three
ways in which the pairing of a language and script could come about.
The first, the independent invention of writing, characterized the first
scripts of their respective cultural spheres (such as Sumerian cuneiform
or the oldest Chinese writing). In such a case people who have no prior
knowledge of writing invent a way to write. The second way, script invention by stimulus diffusion, starts from the background knowledge
that writing exists but is not beholden to a prior script for its design
features. A famous example of this type is the Cherokee syllabary mentioned in Section 4, since Sequoyah was aware of the existence of writing but was not literate before he invented the Cherokee syllabary. The

7. I have elsewhere commented on such lack of innovation in the history of writing
by calling the alphabet “a monument to … hidebound conservatism” (Gnanadesikan,
2009, p. 143).
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third way, script adoption, is the use of a pre-existing script for the
newly written language.
In practice, the first type (creation de novo) no longer occurs, since
some knowledge of the existence of writing has spread to every, or virtually every, part of the globe. Also in practice, there is something of
a spectrum between the second and third types. In other words, there
is a spectrum between the invention of a completely new script and the
wholesale adoption of a pre-existing script, with some scripts becoming
substantially adapted in the transfer to a new language. For example,
the Roman alphabet arose from the Greek alphabet and is very similar
to it but different enough to qualify as a different script. Nevertheless,
the question remains: Why is the end of the spectrum nearer to outright
adoption as common as it is? Why don’t large typological differences
between languages more often lead to large differences in script?
Examples of scripts being borrowed more or less wholesale abound.
A few examples (taken from Gnanadesikan, 2009) will suffice here. Chinese characters (Hànzì) were historically adopted to write Vietnamese,
Korean, and Japanese, none of which are Sino-Tibetan languages, and
two of which (Korean and Japanese) are morphologically synthetic as
opposed to Chinese, which is morphologically analytic. The Aramaic
script spread from Syria to Manchuria over the course of about two and
a half millennia. In the process it spread from Semitic languages to
Indo-European languages to Turkic, Mongolic, and finally Tungus languages. The letter forms were quite different by the time they came to
be used for Manchu—and the direction of writing had rotated by ninety
degrees—but at each step along the way the changes were relatively minor. More recently, the Cyrillic alphabet has come to be used for many
minority languages of Russia and the former Soviet Union. Cyrillic as
used for the Slavic language Russian has 33 letters (of which 21 are consonants), yet it has been adapted to write the Northwest Caucasian languages Abkhaz and Karbardian, each with about 50 consonants. Similarly, the Roman alphabet, with 21 consonants and 5 vowels, has come
to be used for languages as diverse as Vietnamese, an Austroasiatic language with 11 vowels and 6 tones, and Xhosa, a Bantu language with 12
clicks and 43 other consonants (Baker, 1997). Simple metrics of the fit of
the script to the phonology of the languages would surely suggest that
these sorts of script adoptions would be dispreferred.
While in some cases extra letters or diacritics may be added, as in
Vietnamese, in many cases digraphs (and even trigraphs) are called on
to stretch the script to fit the language, as in Xhosa. Going so far as to
alter the inventory of letters is rare, however. Baker notes that “Strong
objections to the very idea of using special characters in orthography
design are sometimes held by otherwise rational people, and seem to
stem from a deep-rooted conviction that the Roman alphabet is somehow inviolable” (ibid., p. 137).
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A similar pattern of preference for an existing writing system can be
seen not just in the choice of script as a whole but also within a script
in the choice of specific orthographies. Grenoble and Whaley (2006)
discuss several cases where orthography designs for minority languages
have failed or succeeded depending on how similar they were to the orthographies of the majority languages with which the speakers of the
minority languages were familiar. Thus two orthographies designed for
Coreguaje (a Tucanoan language) failed because they were not enough
like Spanish. An orthography modeled after French designed for Athapaskan languages failed because most of the speakers were familiar with
English orthography. On the other hand, the orthography for Zapotec
(an Oto-Manguean language), based on Spanish orthography, has succeeded despite a poor match with the Zapotec phonology, since Spanish
is the language of education in the Zapotec area.
There are many reasons for the spread of a script. The Arabic script,
for example, spread along with Islam as the script of the Holy Qurʾān
(Kaye, 1996). However, the existence of a native script effect suggests
that at least some of the reason for the frequency of script spread as
compared to the rarity of script invention lies in cognitive factors.
The situation is shown schematically in Figure 4. If a native speaker
of an unwritten language (that person’s L1 ) receives an education, it will
be in the regional written language of education (that person’s L2 ). The
speaker therefore learns to read in the script of the L2 . The upshot of
this situation is that the speaker’s S1 is the script associated with the speaker’s L2 .
This kind of situation is extremely common historically, from the days
of Akkadian students learning Sumerian cuneiform to minority children
learning majority languages across the world today.

L1

L2

(home)

(school)

S1
(school)

S2
Figure 4. A schematic showing how the script of a language learned for educational purposes becomes S1 and will therefore tend to be adopted for a previously
unwritten L1 .

Once S1 is established as the native script, if the speakers of L1 want
to write their language, there will be a strong predilection for using S1
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(L2 ’s script). While a different script might be invented or adopted, it
will be at a cognitive disadvantage, since it will be competing with S1 .
The natural consequence, therefore, of literate people having a native
script is that existing scripts spread. The trend is as old as the adaptation
of cuneiform to write Akkadian in the third millennium BCE. And the
more powerful a script is, the more it will continue to spread. Educators,
missionaries, and policy makers who are not native speakers of the L1 of
Figure 4 but are often native readers of S1 also play a role, since they too
are cognitively biased in favor of their S1 . Their role in the history of
script adoption is perhaps more expected, however, as yet another case
of domination and/or imperialism by cultural elites. My claim here,
however, is that cognitive factors influence all players—including the
speakers of the previously unwritten language themselves—toward the
adoption of a previously existing, commonly known script, and against
script invention. While the invention of new scripts by previously literate individuals for their native languages does happen, as in the case
of King Sejong’s invention of Han’gŭl for Korean (Kim, 2005) or the
invention of Thaana for Dhivehi (Gnanadesikan, 2012), it is relatively
rare.8

7.

Is Writing Language?

If there really is a native script effect similar to the native language effect, then writing and primary language have significant properties in
common, which implies writing cannot be merely dismissed as irrelevant to language, as Bloomfield so famously did. But then what actually
is the relationship between the two? Is writing language or not?
While many of the special properties of a native language are also
found in a native script (including even some implicit learning), it is
also clear that writing and primary language are different in important
neurocognitive respects. As mentioned earlier in Section 3, primary language is a universal of human societies, while writing is a later and spottily adopted invention. Additionally, different types of writing systems
are processed differently in the brain, a fact that allows for the detection

8. I suspect that these cases are examples of the biliterate advantage (Bassetti, 2013),
by which readers who already know two writing systems are advantaged in learning
(or in this case, designing) a third. King Sejong knew Hànzì script and is believed by
some to have been inspired by ’Phags pa (Ledyard, 1966). Whether or not he knew
’Phags pa specifically, he would have been well positioned to learn other scripts, as his
school for diplomats offered classes in several foreign languages (Ledyard, 1997). The
inventor of Thaana clearly knew both Arabic script and an older indigenous writing
system, as features of both are incorporated in the design of Thaana (Gnanadesikan,
2012).
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of neurological transfer from S1 to S2 of the type documented by Kim,
Liu, and Cao (2017) and discussed in Section 5.
What we have, then, is a system that acts very much like primary
language in some ways but is clearly distinct from it in certain other
important ways. How essential are these differences?
Primary language, whether spoken or signed, is believed to be unique
because it uses an inborn, implicitly acting grammar-learning module.
It is a rule-based (grammatical) system. Yet writing, though not inborn,
can also be described as a grammatical system. Myers (2019), for example, analyzes the Chinese script as having a grammar—that is, as following rules of wellformedness—both in its formal properties and in users’
processing of it. On another tack altogether, the stroke order of writing
letters in both English and Hebrew has been successfully modelled using
Optimality Theory, a theoretical paradigm developed for and primarily
used to model phonological grammar (Ellenblum, 2019).
One way to resolve the tension between the similarities and dissimilarities between primary language and writing—between the innateness of only primary language on the one hand and the grammar-based
properties of both primary language and writing on the other—is suggested by James Myers when he states that “Once this flexible neural
system [of language/grammar] evolved, it may have become as triggerhappy as our face-processing system (which detects ‘faces’ anywhere,
even in clouds), automatically switching on whenever it encounters any
sufficiently complex communication challenge” (Myers, 2019, p. 22). In
other words, the grammar-building language instinct is so strong that it
entrains other communicative systems into its orbit. If this is so, then it
is no surprise that scripts show grammatical properties and other similarities to primary language.
The view that emerges here is that language is indeed cognitively
special but that this specialness lies not so much in being unique but in
being overpowering. That is, the language module(s) of the brain will
process as language—as grammatically constituted—as many systems as
it can. For a literate individual, that includes writing.
The upshot is that while writing does not start out as language, it
becomes language. This is true both phylogenetically (in the origins of
writing) and ontogenetically (in the acquisition of writing by an individual). Historically, writing was not invented to be language. It was
not even invented to record language but rather to record certain types of
information. “[E]arly writing did not reflect spoken language, nor was
it invented to do so.” (Woods, 2010, p. 20). The world’s earliest writing
systems, in Egypt and Mesopotamia, took half a millennium or so before they “achieved a relatively full notation of language, including its
grammar” (Baines, 2004, p. 150). Yet today the recording of language
is considered by many scholars of writing systems to be essential to the
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definition of writing (e.g., Gelb, 1963, p. 13; Rogers, 2005, p. 2; Daniels,
2018, p. 157).
Similarly, in the life of the individual it is the primary (spoken or
signed) language that is learned with the full drive of the language instinct. The written language requires some explicit instruction. But, as
noted above, children learning to read also learn aspects of their writing
system implicitly, suggesting that they are applying their grammatical
system to entrain language.
The question of whether writing is language may not be answerable
with a simple yes or no. My claim here is that writing becomes language.

8.

Conclusions and Applications

This paper has argued that a literate person’s first script has a special
cognitive status—including pre-eminence over later-learned scripts—
that is analogous to the special status of a native language. In other
words, a literate person has a native script. Other scripts learned later
in life suffer the same sorts of disadvantages as second languages: learners find them hard to process, use them with an accent, and experience
transfer from their S1 .
This paper applies the concept of a native script to the historical preference for adopting existing scripts and the comparative rarity of newly
invented scripts. Native speakers of an unwritten language who are educated in a written language will have the script of that non-native written language as their S1 . Thus educated speakers of the language, educators, and policy makers will all tend to agree in the identity of, and
their preference for, their S1 . This preference for S1 means that an established script spreads, even more so than the language with which it is
originally associated. The result is a world with many written language
but remarkably few different scripts.9
The various synchronic consequences of the native script effect are
worth considering. These effects occur in the areas of pedagogy and
policy. In pedagogy, the question arises of when Romanization should
be used in second-language instruction (Elliott, 2012). In Figures 1 and
2 above, the Romanization was a distraction, reducing S2 input for the
learner. On the other hand, if all L2 input must be filtered through a
slowly and painfully read S2 , language learning as a whole will be slowed
9. A partial exception is the linguistic area of South Asia, where many different
scripts are used and “there is… a widespread feeling that a self-respecting language
should have its own unique script to confirm its status as a language” (Masica, 1996,
p. 774). Even though this feeling has led to the invention of a number of scripts
for previously unwritten languages, even in South Asia many minority languages are
written in the script of the official state language.
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and perhaps even abandoned. The best way to use Romanization and
when to withdraw it is a question that merits further research.
In orthographic policy, the choice of a script—and of a specific orthography within a script—for a newly written language is likely to involve the native script effect on the part of literate speakers in the community, educators from outside the community, and sometimes even
professional linguists. The examples cited earlier from Grenoble and
Whaley (2006) and Baker (1997) show this. While the prior existence of
a native script for some members of a community does not necessarily
imply that that script should be chosen (or not chosen), it may be useful
to be aware of the native script effect as one factor influencing speakers’
preferences.
There are also consequences to linguistic theory in the native script
effect. On the one hand, if scripts have grammar and behave like language, becoming entrained by the brain into the grammatical system,
then the study of writing is a more legitimate undertaking for linguists
than previously believed by members of the structuralist and generative schools. And the tools and models of linguistics (such as Optimality
Theory, as in Ellenblum, 2019) can be appropriately used to study writing.
On the other hand, one implication of the native script effect is that
linguists themselves are influenced by their native scripts. This has consequences for linguistic theory, especially phonological theory. For example, the concept of the phoneme developed in the context of alphabetic writing, while the phonological existence of the syllable was slower
to gain acceptance in modern linguistics (though well established in
other contexts). Famously, Chomsky and Halle’s Sound Pattern of English
(1968) does not contain the word syllable (the term syllabic is used, but is
a feature of vowels). The insight that one’s script influences one’s view
of phonology is not new. The influence of alphabetic writing on phonological theory is noted by Aronoff (1992), who describes “segmentalism”
in linguistics, and even more strongly by Faber (1992), who argues that
phonemes are no more than epiphenomena of alphabetic literacy. More
recently, Port and Leary (2005) have argued that phonological theory
has made a fundamental error in positing that the phonological system
acts on symbolic, graph-like entities.
In evaluating such claims in light of the native script effect, it is on
the one hand possible that Western phonologists have been fooled by
their native script into creating a phonological theory that resembles
their script. On the other hand, it is also reasonable to suppose that typological features, such as phoneme-sized units, that survive in writing
systems (having been successfully grammaticalized by the language system) can be expected to have analogs in primary language, even if such
units are not the only valid levels of analysis. A more thoughtful aware-
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ness of how writing and primary language interact will be to the benefit
of the study of both.
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On Being a Grapholinguist
Dimitrios Meletis

Abstract. In this essay, I discuss the challenges of (engaging in) grapholinguistics, a young field that focuses on writing, a topic mostly marginalized within
‘mainstream’ linguistics to this day. Issues that are raised include the lack of
writing-related classes in linguistic study programs, institutionalization (e.g.,
departments or chairs for grapholinguistics), and pertinent publication and presentation outlets. Furthermore, the essay highlights problems caused by the interdisciplinarity of grapholinguistics, including linguistic, theoretical, methodological, and terminological boundaries that must be crossed. These issues are
partially addressed through a personal lens, i.e. my own ‘journey’ in the field thus
far. This allows me to speak from (some) experience not only about the risks of
focusing on a topic at the periphery of many disciplines and some of the setbacks
this entails but also about my motivation behind proposing a (sketch of a) theory
of writing in my PhD thesis that—based on linguistic Naturalness Theory—aims
to offer a unified descriptive and explanatory framework for studying writing
systems and writing in general. It also gives me a chance to argue that writing, which can be studied with many of the concepts firmly established in other
fields of linguistics (as well as additional writing-specific concepts), is central to
every language that is spoken, signed and written in literate language communities and should therefore be an integral rather than an optional part of linguistic
theories and paradigms in general. Essentially, this essay highlights why doing
research in grapholinguistics should be embraced rather than justified.

The Grapholinguistics in the 21st Century conference was a chance for
many people from different disciplines1 to get together and present their
writing-related research—research whose breadth is showcased by the
contributions in the present proceedings. Interestingly, despite the encouraging vibrance of such conferences (to which one can also count the
workshops of the Association of Written Language and Literacy), even well into
the 21st century, the perception of a coherent discipline dealing with all
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questions pertaining to writing, i.e., a ‘grapholinguistics’ (or grammatology, or graphonomy, or whatever one prefers to call it, really),2 is everything but widespread. And this is not only a terminological problem—
yes, researchers invested in writing (often unproductively) disagree on
how to call such a discipline (in English3 ) and the concepts studied by it
and spend a lot of time arguing about labels (cf. a note on terminology
below)—but, more importantly, an issue deeply rooted in the history of
linguistics and the (mis)treatment of writing as an object of research.
It is also a problem caused by the unwillingness to move beyond one’s
own disciplinary boundaries and outside of one’s comfort zone. In this
essay, I will reflect on the discipline and its slow but steady emancipation, partially through the lens of my personal journey in it.4
My personal interest in writing was already strong when I started
my studies in linguistics in 2010. Soon, however, I had to realize that
writing was not covered in the classes I took (at the University of Graz,
Austria), and sadly (but unsurprisingly), there also existed no classes
specifically dedicated to the topic of writing. Yet, my interest persisted,
and as soon as I had mastered the basics of linguistics, I insisted on
working on writing-related questions, having to do so under the pretext of other disciplines so that my professors would tolerate it. As a
result, the first thesis that I wrote was psycholinguistic in nature—but
it focused on the comma. The second thesis likewise incorporated a
psycholinguistic perspective, if only partially—it dealt primarily with
the formal and material aspects of writing, something that, according

2. As I argue elsewhere (cf. Meletis, 2020a), the term grapholinguistics highlights
that, following the narrow definition of writing—in which it is defined exclusively as
a system relating to language (and not ideas, referents, etc.)—writing is always tied
to language, which is of course the subject at the center of linguistics. Notably, this
does not change no matter from which perspective (or discipline) one studies writing
and thus does not contradict the field’s interdisciplinarity. Also, the term is similar to
terms such as sociolinguistics and psycholinguistics that also designate interdisciplinary
fields with questions of language at their core. However, unlike them, grapholinguistics does not merge only two disciplines (like psycholinguistics, which is at the
interface of psychology and linguistics, for example) but the grapho- is meant to include all disciplines interested in writing. Lastly, German Grapholinguistik was given
as a synonym of Schriftlinguistik by the term’s founder, Dieter Nerius (cf. Nerius, 1988,
p. 1), which grapholinguistics acknowledges.
3. In German, there is no terminological debate: the term Schriftlinguistik (see below) has been adopted and is, at this point, well-established.
4. I am well aware that it is wholly uncommon—especially for a young and littleestablished researcher—to write an essay reflecting on a discipline (and a personal
one on top of that). But when Yannis Haralambous, organizer of the conference and
editor of these proceedings, invited me to do so, I still agreed because it is a chance to
share my views on a topic that is, evidently, of personal importance to me. Of course,
all views here are my own, and (however general they are phrased) they are based on
my own experience in the field; I do not mean to speak for others.
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to the structuralist-oriented branch of German research on writing, is
treated by a field called graphetics (a term in part analogous to phonetics).5 After that, at least in my department, I was already known as ‘that
writing guy’ (word does get around quickly if your interests are ‘nontraditional’). Unsurprisingly, for my PhD thesis, arguably the first big
project in which one can (or better must) show academic independence,
I had to go all the way (see below). All of this was, of course, only possible because my supervisors had a certain openness to (or even curiosity
for) topics that were new and foreign to them and trusted that I knew
what I was doing. The flip side of the coin is that as soon as they saw potential in me and believed I could advance to an academic career, they
warned me about the risk or even aimlessness of devoting myself to a
topic that (from their point of view) stands at the very periphery of linguistics, far removed from what is considered mainstream. As you are
reading this, you already know how I decided.
Funnily, even if the predominant lack of writing-related classes in
linguistics programs implies it, it is not as if linguistics has ignored
writing completely. In 1952, with Gelb’s A Study of Writing, an important and influential book was published on the topic. In 1988, in the
German-language area, the term Schriftlinguistik was first used (cf. Nerius
and Augst, 1988). In 2002, a successful textbook on said Schriftlinguistik was released that has since been (re)incarnated in five editions (the
latest being Dürscheid, 2016). In the late 1990’s, with the workshops of
the Association of Written Language and Literacy, a writing-related conference
series emerged and the first journal explicitly dedicated to writing was
founded—Written Language and Literacy. In 2018, Peter T. Daniels, widely
considered the most important scholar invested in historical and typological aspects of writing, published a book encompassing decades of
his research. In 2019, an open-access book series was conceived that is
explicitly devoted to grapholinguistics, Grapholinguistics and Its Applications.
And in 2020, a chair for Schriftlinguistik was advertised at the University of Hamburg.
By only looking at this very selective list of highlights in the history
of grapholinguistics, it is undeniable that there have been (and still are)
many (ongoing) positive developments. Within the exclusive club of
‘grapholinguists’ (or whatever one might call them/us), that is. This exclusivity gets palpable when you attend a general linguistics conference,
where it may happen that you’re treated as if you were an alien—by linguists who, of course, all know what a phoneme or a morpheme is (as
do you), since that is uncontroversially considered required knowledge
among linguists, but often have no idea about even the basic concepts of
writing, which is again a symptom of the general lack of writing-related
classes in the curricula of linguistic programs and the low status it oc5. A modified version of this thesis was published as a book, Meletis (2015).
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cupies in linguistics in general. Concerning said status, it certainly does
not help that one of the few journals specifically devoted to writing, Writing Systems Research, was ceased in 2020 (see below for other journals). In
a note in the final issue, the publisher states as a reason “difficult decisions about where and how [publishers, editors, and authors] focus their
attention” and thanks “the readers and authors from across the world,
for your support and commitment to the Journal’s vision of creating a
community around shared interests in writing systems” (Routledge and
Francis, 2019, p. 239). Well, a community that now has lost an important outlet for publishing its research. Let me explain why this is by no
means a trivial loss, again with a personal example.
For one paper that I wrote, I intentionally attempted to find a journal
that was not specifically focused on writing since I believe once in a while
it is important to underline in the context of general linguistic journals that writing is a phenomenon that people are studying (and thereby
show that it is worthy of linguistic study). I will not name the journals
here, but the paper was rejected three times. The first two times, the
editors had not read the paper and had not sent it out to reviewers. In
the first of those cases, the editor asked me whether I had even familiarized myself with the content the journal publishes (I had) and explained
to me that, even though this is a journal about reading and writing, and
structural, i.e., descriptive works on writing systems had been published
there before, my research did not fit the journal. The editor of the second
journal, a fairly young open access journal, responded almost immediately that my paper sounded very interesting but that it unfortunately
would not fit the journal. Honestly, it does get a bit frustrating when you
are rejected not on the grounds of poor quality of your work but because
of what you chose to work on. At the third journal, finally, the editors
did read my paper, and according to the editor who then sent me the
rejection, they had discussed my paper and came to the conclusion that
it is interesting and good but does not fit the journal—it would rather
be a good fit for a handbook (well, show me a handbook and I’ll gladly
submit it there). I was on the verge of giving up when the fourth journal
(fortunately also a general linguistics journal) sent my paper out to reviewers. A few months later I was sent two of the most positive reviews
I have ever received, and soon after, my paper was published. This leads
me back to what I said before: that Writing Systems Research was ceased is
not trivial. We need journals for (purely) grapholinguistic research. I
want to complement this with an example that additionally highlights
the relevance of grapholinguistic conferences: as James Myers, whose
illuminating and innovative work on the Chinese writing system was
published in Myers (2019) and, in my opinion, is an invaluable contribution to grapholinguistics, noted anecdotally at Grapholinguistics in the
21st Century, a paper in which he aimed to present his writing-related research was rejected at a linguistics conference. The first negative review
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(which is available to read on Myers’ website),6 whose overall evaluation was “strong reject,” states, among other things, that “[t]here is no
parallel between orthographies, created by man and to be learnt/taught
explicitly, on the one hand, and human language, which is precisely acquired by any child without explicit learning/teaching” (cf. also Daniels,
1991 for a similar view from—arguably—within grapholinguistics). Personally, I would give a ‘strong reject’ to this incredibly reductive and
simplistic view. The second review, whose overall evaluation is “reject,” plainly reads: “This paper does not deal with linguistic matters, it
only discusses graphic and orthographic points.” It is a slap in the face
that general linguists’ horizons can be so utterly limited and that writing so often is not considered a ‘linguistic matter’. This is why we need
grapholinguistic journals and conferences. However, at the same time—
however frustrating the process may be—it is also paramount that research on writing becomes more visible also in outlets that are reserved
for general linguistics and the fields that are uncontroversially believed
to be a part of it. Writing is no marginal phenomenon, certainly not in
our everyday lives but also not in many scientific disciplines, no matter
how one puts it. Why, then, is studying it marginalized so much?
A further issue that an emerging grapholinguistics faces is that the
diverse backgrounds brought to the table by different researchers are
not always seen as a strength but instead lead to fragmentation and often unfruitful debates within the ‘discipline’. No one would deny that
writing is a complex phenomenon and as such can be comprehensively
treated only by a combination of multiple disciplines. In this vein, it is
paramount to keep in mind that even though one (understandably) often thinks one’s own perspective is the most relevant one, other perspectives also have a raison d’être. Also, different perspectives usually do not
exclude let alone negate one another. When a scholar carries out psycholinguistic research on writing, this does not mean that sociolinguistic research on writing is not also important. In turn, when one works
on sociolinguistic questions, this does not mean descriptive structural
questions are irrelevant. I have experienced this first-hand: much of my
work, starting with my description of the materiality-oriented field of
graphetics and moving on to attempts at defining comparative concepts
such as grapheme and allography, can undeniably be interpreted as being
influenced by the structuralist paradigm (although I would not call myself a structuralist). This has been criticized by sociolinguists despite
the fact that nowhere in my work do I state that sociolinguistic research
is unimportant or unnecessary (because I don’t, in fact, believe that it
is unimportant). One can strive to descriptively systematize structural
concepts and terminology that concern writing and still believe that,
6. Both reviews can be found at http://personal.ccu.edu.tw/~lngmyers/
CharFormBorrowing_Reviews.txt (October 21st, 2020).
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since writing is at its core a cultural technique and a way of communicating, scribal practices of users in literate communities are of course a
form of social action and of the utmost importance. In other words, the
first of those questions does in no way devalue the second. Indeed, both
of them are indispensable and should be combined (sometimes unthinkable for scholars deeply rooted in a particular paradigm) rather than
secluded from one another. Of course, through our academic socialization, we all have come to position ourselves in specific paradigms within
our respective disciplines. But when we all study the same phenomenon,
we need to make sure the walls of these paradigms and disciplines are
permeable.
Conferences like Grapholinguistics in the 21st Century offer opportunities
to gather and share with each other respective expertises and perspectives on writing. The question, now, is whether one wants to stop
at being in awe for such different perspectives (usually displayed by
expressing gratefulness to presenters right after they’ve finished presenting, e.g., by saying “Thank you for this interesting talk, I’ve never
thought about it that way/I’ve never even considered this/this was completely new to me”) or rather wants to incorporate them into their own
research—either through collaboration or through going the extra mile
and immersing oneself in them. This is not to say that either of those
alternatives is the ‘right’ one. But it is almost trivial to state that an
interdisciplinary grapholinguistics can benefit more when we cease to
(only) do ‘our own thing’. This, of course, is much easier said than done.
A challenge one must face in this vein is breaking through language barriers. A literal language barrier is constituted by the fact that valuable
research on writing has been published in countless languages, including German, Russian, French, Italian, Japanese, Korean, and many more.
In the past, this has led to unproductive discourses due to a lack of reception of non-English literature7 (of which I myself am guilty, with
the exception of German-language literature, which as an L1 reader of
German I did of course consider). A metaphorical language barrier is
erected by specific methods and terminology that are used in different
disciplines. As concerns the future of grapholinguistics, researchers can
contribute to improving this situation. Firstly, by publishing important findings (also) in English. I want to emphasize that this does not
mean one should cease to publish in one’s own language (as the dominance of English as an academic lingua franca is indeed to be scrutinized);
yet, if one wants ideas to be adopted more globally (or even noticed in
the first place), at least key points need to be made available and dis-

7. This leads to situations like Peter T. Daniels’ rejection of a structural
graphem(at)ics (Daniels, 1991), which, however, had been firmly and uncontroversially established in the German-language grapholinguistic realm (cf., for example,
Günther, 1988).
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persed in English so that other scholars become aware of the original
work in whatever language it was published (cf. for terminological discrepancies when publishing in English below). The second problem,
unfortunately, is not as easily solved given that we cannot simply start
to—put very crassly, apologies—‘dumb down’ research in order to make
it more easily comprehensible to scholars foreign to our discipline. At
least not if we strive to publish it in (conservative) outlets that are positioned firmly in the centers of respective disciplines, which of course in
this day and age is vital for our careers. But then there’s Written Language
and Literacy, for example, or Scripta, or Visible Language—journals that are
openly interdisciplinary and that publish research that may require less
specialist knowledge in a given area. Research that speaks to a broader
audience.
As I mentioned above, if one is not already tenured (and maybe even
then), devoting oneself to grapholinguistics entails a few risks. One
of them is that by wanting to be part of many clubs, you’re not really
part of any one of them. With one exception (see above), there are no
grapholinguistic chairs (that I know of) and it is unlikely that this will
drastically change in the near future. When it comes to job profiles,
thus, no matter whether you are originally a linguist, psychologist, anthropologist, computer scientist, etc., when applying for academic positions, grapholinguistic research is not ‘worth’ the same as research tackling mainstream questions at the center of these disciplines. It is sometimes seen as icing on the cake—a special interest or even a ‘hobby’ (cf.
Meletis, 2020a). It is none of those things. It is the study of one of if
not the most important inventions and technologies of humankind that
has implications for a myriad of fields. However, as long as this lack of
institutionalization exists (which starts with the above-mentioned lack
of writing-related classes), scholars who engage only or predominantly
in grapholinguistics (such as yours truly) will remain exceptions (who
will likely struggle to find suitable positions in academia).8
When looking at the last few paragraphs, it appears that musing
about grapholinguistics tends to turn pessimistic fairly quickly, which
raises the question: why even be(come) a grapholinguist? Well, let’s
start with the most important (if of course subjective) point: it is an in8. At this point, I have to admit that when I was asked for career advice once (I was
very surprised that someone would come to me for that), I suggested the person embrace their interest for writing but make sure their research is also firmly rooted in another field—such as psycholinguistics—and labeled primarily as such—i.e., psycholinguistic research—in order to ensure that the person has better chances of getting a
job down the road. So I am guilty of acting in a way that contradicts most of what I
state in this essay. But while I myself ‘took the risk’ of concentrating on the subject
of writing and may not get a job at some point for this very reason, I did not want to
be responsible for someone else not succeeding—even if that means there will never
be many people who ‘just’ or primarily do grapholinguistics.
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credibly fascinating field. Ironically, some of the reasons for this were
already named above—but as challenges of grapholinguistics: it is an
utterly interdisciplinary and, technically, still nascent field. The former results in the fact that there are countless questions one can ask
about writing from many different (combinations of) perspectives, and
the latter means that many of those questions have actually not yet been
studied. Grapholinguistics, to a large degree, is uncharted territory.
For scholars who see research as a discovery process (probably most
of them), this is a very attractive quality. Don’t get me wrong: many
aspects of writing have of course already been illuminated, including
large portions of its history, many facets of its processing (i.e., reading
and writing, although research to this day remains largely alphabetocentric, cf. Share, 2014), and even the structure of many major and some
minor writing systems (cf., for example, the many chapters in Daniels
and Bright, 1996 or Günther and Ludwig, 1994). What is missing in
this impressive accumulation of research, however, is a guiding thread,
which one could argue is the substantial equivalent (and simultaneously
symptom) of the lack of institutionalization and the fact that everyone
is doing ‘their own thing’. A guiding thread would need to address questions such as: how is the history of writing connected to how humans
process written words? How is processing affected by the structure of
writing systems? Questions like these require the establishment of links
between different disciplines (linguistics, psychology, sociology, cognitive sciences, computer sciences, etc.) and the consideration of diverse
types of data. However, even within a single of the listed areas, links are
often scarce: when linguistic descriptions of individual writing systems
stand side by side and are not put into a larger context, for example, we
are wasting the potential that these otherwise invaluable descriptions
may have for comparison and the establishment of a unified conceptual
and terminological framework that is, for this very reason, still lacking
(cf. Meletis, 2019 for the specific example of the concept of grapheme).
Since new research should be informed by past research and not everyone who works on a specific question has the time to excessively search
for everything that has been said about a topic from different perspectives, what we also require but largely lack thus far is, at a meta-level,
a historiography of grapholinguistics—which is also a fascinating area
and one that I aim to attend to in the future.
Turning to existing grapholinguistic research to discover commonalities and systematize them in order to arrive at the above-mentioned
guiding thread is in itself certainly not a ‘flashy’ endeavor. It is definitely not as innovative as carrying out your own research (and data
collection) to answer your own (new) exciting questions. However, it
is undeniably necessary in establishing a firm theoretical ground for
grapholinguistics. Thus, not only innovation but also systematization
is vital to the advancement of grapholinguistics (and any field, for that
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matter). And it should be emphasized that when it is successful, systematization can actually enable innovation. Which leads back to my own
grapholinguistic ‘journey’: At one point—arguably also due to my affinity for theory—I realized my biggest goal would be to systematize some
of what was already there, i.e., to take a step back and see the bigger picture, to connect dots that were yet unconnected. Years ago, I had stumbled across the many compelling reviews semiotician W. C. Watt had
written about important works on writing. In one of them (Watt, 1998)
he assessed that there was no ‘theory of writing’ yet. In other words, he,
too, observed that much great work had been done to study writing from
many angles, but the fact that scholars from diverse disciplines did not
seem to actively notice research from disciplines other than their own
held back the development of what Watt termed a theory of writing—a
theory that does not exist to this day. A central quote in Watt’s (1998,
p. 118) review further specifies what kind of theory he envisioned, “a
theory that would explain […] why each […] writing system is the way
it is, instead of some other way, and why all […] writing systems have
in common what they have in common.” This quote obviously shifts
the perspective from description—how writing systems are structured—
to the additional and more elaborate perspective of explanation—why
they are structured that way. This desideratum of an explanatory theory of writing became one of the driving forces behind my PhD thesis.
The second driving force was my encounter with an—at least
nowadays—little-known linguistic theory, Naturalness Theory, which is
actually a collection of subtheories, the main ones of which deal with
phonology and morphology. As mentioned above, during my studies, I
seized every opportunity to work on writing-related topics, so my thinking had already been tuned to ‘what could/does this mean for writing?’
when I encountered Naturalness Theory. And indeed, this theory appeared to offer so much of what was needed for a prospective theory
of writing: it describes structures and asks how they affect processing
while also considering sociocommunicative needs and practices. Also,
what was immediately attractive was the explicit distinction of a universal level, a typological level, and a system-dependent level of analysis. Grapholinguistic research has been carried out predominantly at
the system-specific level, partially also at the typological level (which,
however, is not to be reduced to the assumption of writing system typologies, which have been proposed quite productively, cf. Joyce and
Borgwaldt, 2011). The universal level, by contrast, has remained largely
unstudied. All of these facets of Naturalness Theory, of course, do not
sound unique to linguists, as they are characteristic of the functionalist paradigm (the most prominent approaches of which are, nowadays,
usage-based approaches). Furthermore, what has been frequently scrutinized when it comes to the naturalist paradigm is the eponymous notion of ‘naturalness’ itself. On the surface, because of its evaluative na-
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ture as an everyday term, it appears to be a potentially controversial concept, but in fact it is roughly the opposite of ‘markedness’ (as established
in markedness theories) and, in usage-based terms, simply means ‘easy
to process for users’. Thus, searching for what is ‘natural’ in writing—
which is important for the discovery of universals of writing—does not
contradict the fact that writing is, of course, an artifact, a cultural technique that differs in fundamental respects from language per se. It is
rather a search for natural features in or about the cultural and artificial—
features that were presumably introduced by prolonged use by humans
(and their physiology, cognition, etc.).
In short, being familiarized with Naturalness Theory was the second piece of the puzzle that led me to the topic of my PhD thesis. Interestingly, two scholars (cf. Munske, 1994, Baroni, 2011) had already
attempted to (partially) transfer naturalist concepts to writing. It was
my goal to take this further. The first challenge in doing so, however,
was that the original linguistic branches given the naturalist treatment—
phonology and morphology—were already well-described when Natural Phonology (cf., exemplarily, Donegan and Stampe, 2009) and Natural Morphology (cf., exemplarily, Dressler, Mayerthaler, Panagl, and
Wurzel, 1987), the respective main subbranches of Naturalness Theory,
were conceived. The same cannot be said for grapholinguistics. What
I have commented on at great length in various publications is that
there is no unified descriptive—terminological as well as conceptual—
framework for describing diverse writing systems. Such a framework
would allow comparisons, but it appears that up until a while ago, scholars of writing adhered to a particularist view (cf. Meletis accepted) and
thus believed the diversity of writing systems made the definition of
grapholinguistic concepts (such as grapheme, allography, graphotactics) unfeasible.9 A general shift in perspective that could help in this
respect is the one from narrow descriptive categories to looser comparative concepts (cf. Haspelmath, 2010). Graphemes of different writing systems, for example, have to share several core features which are
thus inherent to the definition of the grapheme. When the grapheme
is conceived of as a comparative concept, now, the details that go beyond these core features are not set in stone. This means, for example,
that the obvious fact that Chinese and English graphemes differ in some
respects ceases to be a counterargument against the feasibility of defin9. Indeed, when considering major works on writing systems such as Coulmas
(2003), Rogers (2005), Gnanadesikan (2009), Sampson (2015), or Daniels (2018), it
becomes obvious that they all juxtapose different systems (mostly by treating them
in dedicated chapters). Thus, an individual, system-specific perspective clearly dominates, sometimes with contrastive undertones (i.e., alphabets differ from abjads in
these respects: …), whereas a comparative perspective is seldom adopted. Comparison, however, is needed for the definition of grapholinguistic concepts such as
grapheme.
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ing a grapheme in the first place. The same can be argued for other
grapholinguistic concepts. Being a theoretician at heart and seeking order, it is those descriptive comparative concepts that I first turned to
before turning to explanation, which was my main goal. These concepts are in many ways preliminary and likely error-prone because at
this stage, they have not incorporated all diverse types of writing systems. My personal aim was to at least take into account major representatives of each type of writing system (following Daniels’ 2017 typology), which inevitably leaves many more marginal systems and exceptions unaccounted for. (Which—if you feel addressed at this point—is
where you could step in.)
Explanation, then, is of course the even trickier part. According to
Naturalness Theory (and many other functional theories), explanations
can be attained with the help of external, extralinguistic evidence. In the
case of writing, the various forms in which this evidence manifests itself
are manifold and come from the most diverse fields, which is of course
a challenge for a person who is most often only trained in one field (see
above). Indeed, explaining why writing systems are the way they are—
as Watt envisioned—is an incredibly ambitious endeavor. What is a prerequisite for it to be successful is knowing how one could go about in
finding it out. Which is why, with my published PhD thesis The Nature
of Writing: A Theory of Grapholinguistics (Meletis, 2020a), I am not offering a full-fledged theory of writing but a sketch of a theory of writing,
a roadmap of steps necessary to arrive at a theory of writing and, in
the process, I actually attempt to take some of those steps myself. This
sketch will need to be extended, revised, and, most importantly, filled
in with data from writing systems that have not yet been included, as
mentioned above.
The basis for explanation is also the very core of usage-based approaches to linguistics: the structure of language and the use of language
(and its users) interact. Accordingly, a truly comprehensive theory must
consist of a descriptive part and an explanatory part. Considering both
structure and use also accounts for the fact that grapholinguistics is interdisciplinary. Structure is mainly attended to by linguistics (or, more
generally, semiotics), different facets of use—among them processing
and communication—are studied by psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics, among other fields. In short, a theory of writing has to treat writing simultaneously as a graphic (i.e., visual and/or tactile) semiotic system that relates to language, a form of data transmission that needs to
be processed, a medium of communication, and a cultural technique.
Of course, writing can also be studied from only one of those perspectives at a given time, but arguably, a theory of writing must be capable
of accounting for all of its functions and ‘identities’, which leads to an
assumption of four intricately interacting ‘supercategories’ of criteria
(which I have termed ‘fits’, cf. Meletis, 2018; 2020a) that are of system-
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atic, semiotic/descriptive, psycholinguistic, and sociolinguistic nature.
These supercategories are generally useful in treating individual writing systems or comparing them with one another—but already from an
explanatory rather than a purely descriptive perspective.
What I want to emphasize here without reiterating everything that is
stated in my thesis is: a theory of writing does not need to be constructed
from scratch. And Naturalness Theory is of course not the only theory
that can be used as a basic framework for a theory of writing—indeed, a
mixture of different theories might actually be the best solution. Transferring concepts from an existing linguistic theory to the study of writing is in a way innovative in that the fewest linguistic theories explicitly
treat writing. In a nutshell, the dominant linguistic paradigms largely
ignore writing, to this day. This means that grapholinguistics is not just
considered ‘niche’ because the object of writing is seen as marginal but
also because major theories have not even attempted to include it, which
is a shame since writing can be studied with many of the useful tools that
have been established in linguistics. For this reason it is not understandable (to me) that linguists often appear to know so little about writing
or simply do not care about it: writing, in so many respects, is just like
language—only in a microcosm (cf. Meletis, 2020a). This goes against
the detrimental misconception (which was cited above) that there are no
parallels between language and writing because the former is acquired
naturally while the latter is taught. Indeed, the similarities between language and writing are actually unsurprising given that writing, as one
of three modalities of language (the others being spoken language and
sign(ed) language), is language.10 Also, languages are semiotic systems,
as are writing systems. A crucial difference between them is that writing
is a much more manageable phenomenon than language. Reasons for
this include that there are fewer types of writing systems than language
types and, of course, fewer writing systems in total than languages of
the world. The history of writing is also much shorter than the history
of language, its development much more reconstructable, since writing
is not fleeting like speech and we have records of it that go back thousands of years. All of this makes writing an attractive object of research.
And given that the majority of linguistic research relies on writing (cf.
the written language bias, Linell, 1982), it is hypocritical for linguist(ic)s
to continue excluding it. I want to go even further to show how fundamentally writing affects us (its users) as well as language: in my next
grapholinguistic/sociolinguistic research project, I will investigate how
the structure of different writing systems (such as Norwegian, Japanese,
German) as well as specific sociolinguistic embeddings/circumstances
10. Take the concept of allography: its different types that are found in the world’s
writing systems behave exactly like allophony and allomorphy (cf. Meletis, 2020b),
and no one would deny that phonology and morphology are parts of language.
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of literacy and scribal practices influence categories of normativity that
help users evaluate as (in)correct, (in)appropriate, etc. not only writing but language in general. In a nutshell: whether there is an orthographic relativity to linguistic normativity (cf., for a similar question,
the interesting-looking new book by Hye Pae, cf. Pae, 2020). What is
clear already at this point—and few people would dispute this—is that in
literate cultures, writing has been a game-changer. It is naïve to believe
that comprehensive linguistic theories can afford to ignore it (cf., in this
context, for the extreme psycholinguistic/cognitive position that units
of language such as the phoneme, word, and sentence, are constituted
by writing, Davidson, 2019).
While there used to be no grapholinguistic community (at least on a
global scale, as there did exist local communities such as several writingrelated groups in Germany in the 1980’s), I am happy to observe that
this has changed, and an international community is slowly starting to
form itself—not least because of conferences like Grapholinguistics in the 21st
Century or the workshops of the Association of Written Language and Literacy.
Since we are few (at least in comparison with communities in other linguistic subfields)—and this may sound overly emotive—we must stick
together, also to exude some unity and coherence to outsiders of the
field. Thus, I am urging everyone who is interested in writing from any
given perspective or discipline to feel included in this community, regardless of whether one agrees with the label or not. In the end, it does
not matter whether we call this endeavor ‘grapholinguistics’—it is our
shared interest in writing that counts, and everyone who studies writing
brings something to the table that potentially enriches the field. However, in order to work together, as outlined above, we must (be willing
to) cross linguistic, theoretical, and methodological boundaries. Diversity is a strength, not an obstacle. And I am hoping for or—phrased
more positively—looking forward to witnessing (and also participating
in) many cross-disciplinary collaborations in the future.
A final note on terminology and openness: I am not saying we should
not engage in fruitful discussions about certain terms—provided these
discussions also bear on the conceptual level of the terms and are not
purely terminological. Thus, it is justified to discuss whether there is such
a thing as a grapheme while it is unproductive to fight (at least extensively) over how to call it when both arguing parties actually agree on
the concept behind it. Since grapholinguistics subsumes so many fields,
perspectives, and academic cultures and traditions, it is inevitable that
some terms may not be accepted by everyone right from the start. But
what I want to argue for here is that one should still be open to them. Let
me provide two examples: the term graphetics, I was told, because of the
-etics and the emics/etics dichotomy it connotes, will be dismissed by sociolinguists who believe that the material and formal appearance of writing also has functions (which of course it does), and it will be rejected to
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such a degree that—and I was told this by someone standing at the threshold of grapholinguistics and sociolinguistics—sociolinguists will not read
a book when it lists graphetics as a subject in its table of contents. This, however, would preclude them from finding out that the term may be defined
in a manner that includes functional aspects and accounts for all sorts of
questions that pertain to the materiality of writing, not just formal and
structural ones (as the term admittedly suggests). This is what I mean by
‘openness’, or the lack of it, to be precise. However, being open also means
being willing to rethink or abandon certain terms when other perspectives or suggestions come along—such as when a term is proposed that is
demonstrably terminologically more inclusive than graphetics.
A second example of this concerns the term orthography. In anglophone literature, it is largely used in a descriptive sense, sometimes
as a synonym of writing system. I have argued in some places (e.g.,
Meletis, 2018; 2020a) that orthography should not be used in this descriptive sense as it more fittingly denotes the prescriptive regulation of a
writing system (and, thus, only part of a writing system, which means
the two terms are not synonymous), cf. Greek ὀρθός orthós ‘right, true (also:
straight, erect)’. This is admittedly a hard pill to swallow for people who
have become accustomed to using orthography descriptively (a perspective for which other traditions have used terms like German Graphematik,
Italian grafematica, or French graphématique, which in English is of course
graphematics). I’ve been told repeatedly that this distinction between orthography and graphematics is Germano-centric as it only pertains to
German with its external orthographic regulator (the Council for German
Orthography) that curtails the theoretically possible variants provided by
the graphematics of the writing system. Indeed, the perspective I am
coming from is germanophone, and in German, the distinction between
Graphematik and Orthographie has a long tradition. This conceptual distinction, however, is by no means only useful or even necessary for
German. There are external orthographic regulations also for the writing systems of Spanish, Norwegian, Dutch, French, Italian, Korean, etc.
Thus, it is actually the other way around: insisting that orthography is
a descriptive term is Anglo-centric. English is an ‘outlier’ writing system not only when it comes to reading research (cf. Share, 2008) but also
when it comes to the self-regulating nature of its prevalent norms. What
I want to say is: no one wants to devalue or delegitimize these past uses
of orthography. Going forward, however, in the sense of a more inclusive
and comparative study of writing that brings together different scholarly traditions (such as the Anglo-American and German traditions), it
can be good to rethink certain practices, and the use of terminology—
again, if it entails conceptual consequences as well—is a part of that.11
11. Another example is the use of logography instead of morphography, often justified
by the claim that one should not abandon established terms.
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And again: scholars interested in writing should of course engage in discussions and it is self-evident that they will not always agree on everything. But it is important to ensure discussions have useful outcomes
and are not driven by vanity and lead to stagnation or fragmentation.
I have revised terms that I had coined myself (such as ‘graphic word’ in
Meletis, 2015) because I later found they were actually not fitting. Research is never a done deal, especially so in a still-emerging field like
grapholinguistics—which occasionally means it is necessary to revise
opinions but also makes the field all the more exciting.
At the end of this essay, I want to cite Baroni’s (2016, p. 291) plea:
“Most linguists, when dealing with graphemics, written language, writing systems and orthography, feel the need to justify themselves. It is
about time to change this attitude and to stop feeling guilty about treating graphemics as part of linguistics.” In my opinion, there is no better
way of putting it. Personally, I have stopped justifying my interest in
writing. Thus, this essay is not to be read as a justification, but a reckoning of sorts, outlining why one shouldn’t (have to) justify. You should
try it too, it feels good. At the end of the day, it’s very simple: writing
is a fascinating and important subject and deserves to be studied for its
own sake—which is why I am happy to be a grapholinguist.
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Comparative Perspectives
on the Study of Script Transfer,
and the Origin of the Runic Script
Corinna Salomon

Abstract. The paper discusses a series of cases of script transfer with regard to
the role played by script inventors in an effort to determine whether a premise
held by certain scholars in runology, viz. that scripts are always created by individuals, is warrantable.

1.

Preliminary Remarks

When setting out to research the derivation of the Runic script, the
scholar soon finds that—even considering the appeal that is particular
to questions about first beginnings and origins—the amount of literature dedicated to this problem exceeds expectations. Making this observation is in fact a commonplace of runology, serving as introduction
to numerous studies concerned with the issue.
Die frage nach dem alter und dem ursprung der runen ist so oft aufgeworfen und auf so viele verschiedene weisen beantwortet worden, daſs man fast
versucht sein könnte zu sagen, daſs alle möglichen, denkbaren und undenkbaren ansichten zu worte gekommen sind. […] Es ist eine sehr groſse literatur,
die hier vorliegt; aber die qualität steht leider im umgekehrten verhältnis zur
quantität.1
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The above quote is a representative example—the fact that it dates
from 1887, being a passage in Ludvig Wimmer’s Die Runenschrift (p. 11),
which is widely considered to mark the beginning of modern Runic
studies, should serve to convey an idea of the present state of affairs.
Curiously, the topic’s popularity is due not so much to the pull of the
challenge to find a plausible explanation at all, but to the abundance of
possible solutions which suggest themselves. The difficulty lies not in
constructing a (more or less) convincing argument, but, faced with a
host of such, in comparing, assessing, and ultimately choosing that path
through the thicket which one considers least fraught with obstacles—
for, after all, few models yet have been conclusively disproved, and none
was so compelling that somebody else did not prefer another (Williams,
1996, p. 121; Williams, 1997, p. 190). Arguments are adduced from all relevant fields—linguistics, archaeology, ancient history, grammatology,
and their various subfields. Much hinges on the weighting of the different aspects, as the starting point often determines the result (Heizmann,
2010, p. 18); comparing and weighing the models against each other becomes an almost hopeless endeavour (Barnes, 1994, p. 12f)
To a certain extent, the possibility of a piece of data being assessed
differently, its being considered relevant to the issue or not, is rooted
in the methods proper to the humanities. Still, there are some recurring points in the discussion of the Runic origin-question which may
be either cleared up or at least shown to involve matters which are not
sufficiently well understood currently to be used to build theories on.
For example, alphabet history or, generally, script history is regularly,
yet usually somewhat vaguely referred to in the literature. There are a
number of claims and premises which relate to historical and comparative grammatology—concerning for example the likelihood of source
eclecticism in the development of new scripts, the validity of the argumentum ex silentio with regard to evidence gaps, or the role of orthographic features such as writing direction in script transfer—which have
been employed as arguments in the discussion of Runic derivation, and
I believe that something can be gained—if not in terms of concrete results, then at least methodologically—from a comparative investigation
of these issues, to determine whether such claims are justified, whether
they must be refuted, or whether their argumentative value is in fact nil.
Systematic comparative studies of script transfer would benefit not only
runology and other epigraphic/palaeographic fields which could profit
from substantiated comparative and typological data, but also the study
of historical grammatology per se.
This paper, like the presentation on which it is based, represents a
small and selective contribution to one of these very large and general
issues of script history: how do new scripts come into being? Specifically: do new scripts “develop” or are they “created”? Do they emerge
through gradual diffusion, or are they the work of purposeful inven-
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tors? The question is at the same time fundamental and elusive, and the
answer (either of the two, or a more differentiated one) may seem obvious to many scholars. Still, unargued statements about how script is
thought to be transferred to a new writing community is found in the—
not only runological—literature, whereas I have not come across an explicit discussion of the matter, which I think the topic warrants. This
paper cannot, of course, serve as a comprehensive study, but is intended
as a stimulus for future research.

2.

Runic Derivation

2.1. The Search for the Model
For general orientation, a short summary of the issues involved in the
quest for the model of the Runic script is in order. The older fuþark, the
oldest rune row as shown standardised in tab. 1, was used by speakers of
Germanic languages between the 2nd and 8th century AD. It is an alphabetic script, and similarities to the Mediterranean alphabets are immediately evident, e.g., j—iota, ø—sigma, B—beta, l—lambda. Upon closer inspection, however, many of the individual letter shapes and graphemephoneme correspondences are quite surprising insofar as they find no
clear models in the south, e.g., e /e/, W /w/, 5 /ŋ/. Runic equivalents of alphabetaria show that the order of the row is entirely different—hence the
term fuþark instead of alphabet. The letter names given in tab. 1, though
fully transmitted only in later mediaeval sources, can be quite reliably
shown to go back to at least the 4th century—unlike the Mediterranean
letter names, let alone the simple syllabic letter designations of Latin,
the names of the runes are lexically meaningful in the language which
the letters denote.
Table 1. The normalised letter forms of the older futhark together with
their transliteration, (supposed) phonetic values, and the (sometimes only tentatively) reconstructed Proto-Germanic rune names (following Düwel, 2008,
p. 198f)

F
u
Q
a
R
k
g
W

f
u
þ
a
r
k
g
w

f
u, ū
þ, ð
a, ā
r
k
g, ǥ
u̯

*fehu
*ūruz
*þurisaz
*ansuz
*raidō
*kaunan?
*gebō
*wunjō ?

h
n
i
j
4
p
y
ø

h
n
i
j
ï
p
r
s

h, x
n
i, ī
i̯
ī
p
z/r
s

*haglaz
*naudiz
*īsaz
*jēran
*īwaz
*perþō ?
*algiz
*sōwilō

t
B
e
m
l
5
d
o

t
b
e
m
l
ŋ
d
o

t
b, ᵬ
e, ē
m
l
ŋ
d, đ
o, ō

*tīwaz
*berkanan
*ehwaz
*mannaz
*laguz
*ingwaz
*dagaz
*ōþalan
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Runic inscriptions appear somewhat abruptly on portable items in
the second half of the 2nd century AD in southern Scandinavia (southern Norway, Denmark and northernmost Germany), seemingly well beyond the limits of literate Europe at the time. The earliest inscriptions are very short; where they are understandable, they encode the
personal names of owners, writers and manufacturers (and sometimes,
fancifully, also weapons); there is no evidence for public literacy in the
earliest phase. There is some debate on which exact Germanic language
(stage) is encoded in the first documents; it is accordingly hard to argue how well the older fuþark represents the phonemic system(s) of the
language(s) it denotes. Graphically, the script is very uniform from the
beginning; beyond a few minor differences in letter forms, there are no
recognisable regional or chronological variants. The writing direction,
on the other hand, is not fixed, and word separation is optional; apparently random retrograde runes, mirrored runes and various types of ligatures are common.
In some ways, the older fuþark is quite an ordinary specimen of
Palaeo-European scripts—a group which, after all, boasts members like
the Iberian script and Ogam—but the fact of its existence remains baffling in many respects. The plethora of contributions to the question
of how the runes came to be is usually collected in three camps according to whether the (primary) model is the Latin, the Greek, or a
North Italic alphabet, respectively. Each of these camps includes a large
number of widely different theories which involve different geographical, diachronic or stylistic alphabet variants and emphasise different
aspects—formal, grammatological, linguistic, archaeological, historical,
cultural—of the borrowing, and have correspondingly different virtues
and shortcomings. As of today, no single attested Mediterranean alphabet has been identified which provides everything a model for the runes
ought to provide, namely:
– models for all Runic graphemes and motivation for their sound values,
– explanations for the deviant order and the letter names,
– paradigms for the epigraphic culture (writing conventions and text
types), and
– a plausible historical context for a borrowing.
While the recent decades have seen, to some extent, a shift away from
formal to historical-archaeological considerations, it is the letter forms
and values which were and are the focus of theories of Runic origin.
Since the work of Jacob Bredsdorff (1822), the scientific community has
been widely agreed that the runes are not derived directly from the
Phoenician alphabet; the claim that they represent a Germanic or even
Indo-European proto-script has also rather lost in appeal. The many
suggestions offered to this day work with a handful of potential model
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alphabets which are derived from each other and are consequently so
similar in many respects that the distinction between genetical and typological developments is as difficult as the identification of discrete geographical and diachronic variants (Wimmer, 1887, p. 20; Mees, 1999,
p. 149). The debate moves within such a narrow field that the numerous possibilities for formal derivations are hard to prefer to each other—
any rune can be argued to correspond to a daunting number of letters
from various northern Mediterranean alphabets and alphabet variants.
Many derivations proposed by scholars have been criticised and/or rejected for what was considered an inadequate or even principally flawed
handling of the establishment of graphic or systematic relationships between model letters and runes. The demand for a consistent approach
which respects both character shapes and grapheme-phoneme relationships, and for the avoidance of ad-hoc explanations, is found regularly
in the runological literature—again, it can be traced back to Wimmer
(1887):
da ich als hauptgrundsatz für die ableitung zweier alphabete von einander die forderung aufstelle, daſs die zeichen einander sowohl in form
wie bedeutung entsprechen müssen, wofern man nicht, wo dies in der
einen oder andern richtung nicht der fall ist, ganz evident die gründe der abweichungen nachweisen kann. Sonst wird man leicht zu den willkürlichsten
und unbegreiflichsten zusammenstellungen verleitet (1887, S. 120).2

How hard it is to meet this requirement was demonstrated by Wimmer himself. The initial impact of his seminal work was probably to no
little extent owed to the favourable impression that his tidy presentation
of well and elaborately argued derivations of all the runes from the letters of the Classical Latin alphabet made in comparison to earlier efforts.
In hindsight, Wimmer heads a long and illustrious line of scholars whose
theories involve a few plausible or even seemingly obvious correspondences and explanations beside a considerable number of motivations
for discrepancies that range from the disputable to the highly improbable. It is often attempted to support individual derivations by referring
to similar, but unrelated developments in other alphabets, by positing
principles of rune formation which are then used to circularly motivate the forms they were inferred from, and/or by making unsubstantiated assumptions about the circumstances of the derivations. Ad-hoc
explanations of sound values which were switched, adapted or misinterpreted, and letters which were inverted, mirrored, doubled and confused

2. ‘since I posit as main principle for the derivation of two alphabets from each
other the requirement that the characters must correspond to each other in form as well
as in meaning, unless one can, where this is not the case in one or the other direction,
demonstrate evidently the reasons for the deviation. Otherwise one is tempted to the
most arbitrary and incomprehensible combinations’.
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with each other, are equally numerous.3 Morris (1988, p. 48) calls this
the “mental gymnastics” of Runic derivation.

2.2.

The Rune Master

In light of what was said in the previous section, it becomes understandable that some scholars have asked the question whether the search
for individual derivations is really, as claimed by Wimmer, useful and
necessary. Indeed, there is a school of thought in runology which licenses sidestepping the problem of character correspondence on the basis of the claim that the fuþark is not so much an adjusted derivation of
its model alphabet, but more of an independent creation. That is, the
fuþark is not regarded as the result of an adoption whose deviating features must be reasonably accounted for, but as an adaptation undertaken
by a purposeful creator who made ultimately arbitrary decisions about
the treatment of letter shapes and values (including the use of superfluous characters and the introduction of new ones), the inner logic of the
system (or lack thereof), the overall style—in short, about every aspect
of the new script he created. As a consequence, the modern scholar’s
attempt to derive each rune from a letter in a Mediterranean alphabet
must be “a fruitless endeavor” (ibid., p. 150). This view was, I believe,
first advanced by Askeberg (1944), who wrote that the fuþark was not
“en slavisk kopia”, but “en tämligen fri omarbetning av förebilden”4 (78).
Askeberg’s statement was echoed by Moltke (1976, p. 53) and features in
a near-translation in Moltke’s (1981) paper: the fuþark is “not a slavish
imitation, but a free moulding” (7), the focus on the letters and their
sequence an infatuation (6).
The notion of a rune master who created a script for the Germanic
language is present from the 18th century, with Göransson (1747) observing that the fuþark was the work of a “sehr weisen meister” (§ 3)—
“Die runen sind nicht von einem heiden, sondern von einem frommen und von gottes heiligem offenbartem worte hocherleuchteten und
weisen gottes-manne erfunden” (§ 7)5 —and is found regularly in the
runological literature.6 Some scholars think of a small group of peo3. Examples and discussion, e.g., in Odenstedt (1990, pp. 145–167) and Morris
(1988, pp. 9–54).
4. ‘a slavish copy’—‘a rather free reworking of the model’.
5. ‘very wise master’—‘The runes were not invented by a heathen, but by a pious
man of God, wise and highly enlightened by God’s holy revealed word’. Cited from
Wimmer (1887, p. 12) (there already in German translation).
6. E.g., Wimmer (ibid., p. 176); Bugge (1913, p. 185); Kluge (1919, p. 48); Baesecke
(1940, p. 101); Rosenfeld (1956, p. 236); Kabell (1967); Jensen (1969, p. 129); Höfler
(1971, p. 135); Jungandreas (1974, p. 366); Elliott (1989, p. 9); Rausing (1992, p. 202);
Williams (1996, p. 213); Birkhan (2006, p. 89).
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ple within whose sphere the fuþark originated rather than of a single
person, but tend also towards purposeful creation.7
Though theories involving an unsophisticated creator (i.e., a person
with little to no literacy in the model script according to the terminology of Daniels (1996a)) do exist (e.g., Fairfax, 2014, pp. 215–217 and
Friesen, 1918–1919, p. 12, whose Germanic script inventors received only
very basic or inadequate tutoring), the inventor of the runes is more often considered to be a speaker of a Germanic language not merely with
competence in writing the source language, but often with some level
of classical education. The sophisticated creator is necessary particularly for theories which consider certain aspects of the Runic script to
be so tidy that they cannot be explained but by a purposefully regulating hand—this concerns mainly the “perfect fit”, i.e., the much-debated
bi-unique correspondence between the runes of the older fuþark and the
phoneme system of the language it initially denoted,8 and the phonetically ordered rune row.
Theories which involve the reconstruction of a phonemic fit require
a sophisticated inventor who performed a (graphemic and) phonemic
analysis of model and target language (e.g., Derolez, 1998, p. 109).9
Grønvik (2001, p. 58f) says that the runes were created “durch einen einmaligen, genau geplanten und in einem Zug durchgeführten Vorgang”.
The creator was
ein Mann mit eingehendem Verständnis des eigenen Sprachsystems, aber
auch mit sicherer Kenntnis lateinischer Schrift und Kultur. Wir können ihn
uns als einen bereisten und hoch kultivierten dänischen Häuptling vorstellen,
der imstande war, das Prinzip der Buchstabenschrift zu übernehmen und es
seiner eigenen Sprache anzupassen, der aber zugleich eine bedeutende sozia-

7. E.g., Moltke (1981, p. 4); Braunmüller (1998, p. 18f); Spurkland (2005, p. 6).
8. This is not the place for an exhaustive discussion of the question of the perfect fit. There are some problematic cases in the rune row which require particular
attention, also in terms of motivating their existence despite the ruling hand of a creator. Basically, there are four options to accomodate these elements: (1) the script is
older than the oldest preserved texts and consequently fitted to a different phoneme
system (e.g., Antonsen’s explanation of 4); (2) the script is tied to the model in more
ways than one (usually theories involving script magic or gematria, e.g., Wimmer’s
explanation [Wimmer, 1887, p. 135f.] of 4 as a filler to make twenty-four letters); (3)
the creator failed to completely emancipate himself from the normative force of the
model (e.g., Antonsen’s explanation of 5); (4) the creator did not have a perfect grasp
of the model (e.g., Williams, 1997, p. 186).
9. See also Agrell (1938, p. 89); Alexander (1975, p. 7); Odenstedt (1990, p. 169);
Beck (2001, p. 6f); Stoklund (2003, p. 172); Düwel (2003, p. 582); Braunmüller (2004,
p. 25); Düwel (2008, p. 181); Heizmann (2010, pp. 18–20); Spurkland (2010, p. 65);
Barnes (2012, p. 10), and Dillmann’s Runenmeister-entry in Reallexikon der germanischen
Altertumskunde (2003, 540f).
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le Position in seinem Heimatland hatte, so daß sein Alphabet sich bei seinen
Standesgenossen schnell durchsetzen konnte.10

The sophistication of the rune master(s) is also discussed explicitly
by Braunmüller (1998, p. 18f), who ascribes the creation of the runes to
a small, presumably co-ordinated group of inventors with Latin education, either soldiers or traders: one must
wohl davon ausgehen, dass [the rune masters] über ein nicht geringes linguistisches Fachwissen verfügt haben, das sie wohl nur im Umkreis einer Sprache mit einer längeren Schrift- und Bildungstradition erworben haben können […] Den ‘Erfindern’ der Runenschrift muss beispielweise bekannt gewesen sein, welches Abbildungsverhältnis zwischen Allophonen und Phonemen
in der/den Entlehnungssprache/n bestand, wie dort die Zuordnungen von
Phonemen und Graphemen aussahen sowie schließlich auch, ob es mehrere
Grapheme für 1 Phonem […] und ob es z. B. 1 Graphem für 2 Phoneme […]
gab. Darüber hinaus mußten die ersten Runenmeister […] die eigene Sprache dahingehend untersucht haben, ob es hier nicht Phoneme gab, für die
im Ausgangs- oder Entlehnungsalphabet keine entsprechenden Grapheme zu
finden waren. […] M. a. W., es ist, zumal nach der Analyse des sehr guten
Phonem-Graphem-Abbildungsverhältnisses im älteren Fuþark, davon auszugehen, daß hier Leute mit einem fundierten Fachwissen am Werk waren und
daß sie zweifellos die Absicht hatten, eine einheimische Gebrauchsschrift zu
schaffen.11

The same goes for theories which explain the order of the rune row
as phonetically motivated, e.g., Jensen (1969, p. 134), who postulates
patterns in the distribution of types of articulation, adding: “The hypothesis that so much abstract theory lies behind the alphabet of our
10. ‘by a one-time, precisely planned operation executed in one go’—‘a man with
in-depth understanding of his own language system, but also with reliable knowledge
of Latin writing and culture. We may picture him as a travelled and highly cultivated
Danish chieftain who was capable of adopting the principle of alphabetic writing and
adapting it to his own language, but who at the same time had an important social
position in his homeland, so that his alphabet could establish itself quickly among his
peers’.
11. ‘assume that [the rune masters] possessed considerable linguistic expertise,
which they can only have acquired in contact with a language with a long tradition of
writing and education. […] It must, for example, have been known to the ‘inventors’
of the Runic script which relationship existed between allophones and phonemes in
the source language(s), how the allocation of phonemes and graphemes worked there, and finally also whether there was more than one grapheme for one phoneme […]
and whether there was, e.g., one grapheme for two phonemes. Furthermore, the first
rune masters must have […] studied their own language with regard to whether there
were phonemes for which no corresponding graphemes could be found in the source
or model alphabet. […] In other words, one must, particularly after the analysis of
the excellent phoneme-grapheme relationships in the older fuþark, assume that this
was the work of people with sound expertise, and that they had without doubt the
intention to create an indigenous functional script’.
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shaggy forefathers may be hard to swallow for whosoever believes that
new scripts arise only through corruption of other alphabets” (p. 134).
(Cf. also Miller, 1994, p. 68.)
The assumption that the creator knew what he was doing calls for a
motivation to explain the many non-obvious deviations from the model.
The most popular stance is to suspect an ethno-nationalistic motive behind the reworking, viz. that the runes were created as a “Geheimschrift” (‘secret script’, Grønvik, 2001, p. 58) which was designed specifically to be undecipherable to a person literate in the source language.12
If the involvement of a deliberate creator, who maybe even purposefully distorted the model, is assumed, certain aspects of the relationship
between model and, in the present case, rune row become irrelevant to
the argument of derivation—most importantly, the problems pertaining to graphic forms and grapheme-phoneme relationships. Deviations
from the model can be summarily explained as idiosyncrasies which are
due to an individual’s fancy and do not require or indeed do not allow for detailed argumentation. The potential for randomness in this
bottleneck-approach is acknowledged by Miller (1994, p. 67): “There is
no reason to accord the fuþark inventor(s) any less creativity or prerogative than known script designers.”
Of course, as was shown above, the notion that the older fuþark is a
deliberate creation is not merely an excuse to save one’s self the task of
explaining the details of the script’s weirdness—features like the phonemic fit and the deviating order of the row are indeed best explained
through the intervention of a creator. The uniformity of the earliest
Runic documents is also frequently taken to speak for a one-off creation
as opposed to a gradual development (e.g., Mees, 1999, p. 145; 2000,
p. 57). All features, however, which have been claimed in favour of a
rune master are ultimately theory-dependent, i.e., they are not accepted
by all scholars and/or have also been explained differently, and thus cannot be used as conclusive arguments for the existence of an inventor.
Also, there are other characteristics of early Runic writing which have
been cited as arguments for a gradual borrowing process, such as the
preponderance of owner’s inscriptions, which Markey (2001, p. 88) considers to reflect the first stage of the borrowing process: reproduction of
the model without a specific purpose. Pedersen (1923, p. 51f) assumes a
pre-attestation phase in which the Runic script was gradually developed
out of an imitation of the Latin alphabet. Following Pedersen, Odenstedt (1990, pp. 163–167) expresses the opinion that all the peculiarities of
the fuþark can be explained organically and that the fuþark does not de-

12. Such and similar positions in, e.g., Musset (1965, pp. 47–49); Prosdocimi (1985,
pp. 392–395; 2003, p. 438); Scardigli (1993); Barnes (1997, pp. 9–11); Griffiths (1999,
p. 193); Stoklund (2003, p. 178); Williams (2004, p. 272); Spurkland (2010, p. 76);
Heizmann (2010, p. 20).
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viate from its (in his case also Latin) model so far that a “single inventor
(often described as “ingenious”)” (1989, p. 48) needs to be brought in. It
is admissible to argue that certain differences between the Runic script
and the Mediterranean alphabets point to the existence of a sophisticated creator of the runes, but this assessment is tentative, and must not
in turn be used to explain those very same characteristics.
A way to avoid the circularity of an argument which motivates a
Runic feature with a rune master and the rune master with that same
feature is to propose that script transfer exclusively happens through the
intervention of a script creator. For the runes, this was claimed by, e.g.,
Elmer Antonsen, who is of the opinion that, generally, the adaptation of
a script for another language requires a person who is not only bilingual,
but endowed with an intuitive understanding of linguistics, who must
learn the model script in all its aspects and then systematically rework it
(1987, p. 26). Antonsen states quite decidedly that writing is never borrowed via diffusion, but always systematically adapted by an individual
(1996, p. 7).
That the assumption of an individual creator was considered communis opinio in runology from early on is demonstrated by the emphasis
with which this view is sporadically repudiated.13 Taylor (1879), who
thinks that the developments undergone by scripts are subject to laws
akin to those governing language, rejects the derivations from Latin letters proposed by Wimmer (1887) on the basis that they neglect the “fundamental principles of alphabetic change”:
His method assumes that the inventors of the runes arbitrarily discarded
a certain number of the Latin letters, and then without any Sufficient Reason
invented other letters to supply the vacant places. If his explanations are correct, several of the runes, instead of having been evolved, like the letters of all
other alphabets, by the action of slow and natural processes, must have been
invented off hand by some alphabetic lawgiver, […] whose arbitrary behests
were promptly obeyed over a vast region extending from the Rhone to the
Baltic, and from the Baltic to the Danube. (p. 27f)

Schrader (1901, p. 736) dismissively writes:
Die Vorstellung von einem “genialen praeceptor Germaniae”, wie man jenen Mann ernsthaft genannt hat, der seinen Deutschen ein Alphabet zusammengesetzt haben soll, dürfte jeder kulturgeschichtlichen Analogie entbehren.”14

13. See also Luft (1898, p. 1f); Hempl (1896, p. 17).
14. ‘The concept of an “ingenious praeceptor Germaniae”, as that man has in all
seriousness been called [namely by Meyer (1896, S. 162)], who assembled an alphabet
for his Germans, probably lacks any analogy in cultural history.’
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More recently, Markey (2001, pp. 84–86) comments critically on the
notion that writing could be invented on the spot—in his opinion, script
transfer exclusively happens by incremental diffusion.
Is either of these positions correct, and if so—which? The runes are
not a primary script, but a secondary one. Hence, our question does
not concern the processes leading to the primary creation of script, but
the mechanisms of script transfer. Despite the fact that the data situation is rather better here, there being a great deal more cases and the
documentation extending into recent times, these mechanisms are not
clear at all. Do scripts diffuse from one script culture into another, or
are they adapted by individuals? If the borrowing happens between two
specific groups of people, such as traders or priests, should this be considered a subtype of the first or the second case? How to assess cases in
which a conscious creation undergoes secondary changes in use within
the writing community, or, conversely, a script which has already been
in use to some extent and is only afterwards systematically adapted?
Can we distinguish such processes in ancient times without the help
of secondary sources, i.e., actual accounts of the borrowing? Can we
posit rules for how writing is borrowed and associate them with different cases—assuming that different things happen to the original script
in the different scenarios—and can we use these to identify the processes
in those cases where no historical information is available (or trustworthy)?

3.

Script Transfer

3.1. What Is a New Script?
An issue that needs to be addressed in this context is what exactly we
call a “different” and therefore, in a transfer situation, a “new” script, in
opposition to the same script for a different language. I suspect that, for
many scholars, this distinction is immediately connected to the question
of how scripts come about, in that only the intervention of a creator results in what can be considered a new script, whereas the gradual transfer of a script to a new writing community does not. With the prevalent definition of “script” as an inventory of graphemes which can serve
for the denotation of different languages, resulting in language-specific
writing systems with their various orthographies,15 the above distinction is intuitively plausible—gradual diffusion involves mainly orthographic and minor graphic changes, while a script inventor may completely reform the model script’s characters or simply come up with new

15. E.g., Sproat (2000, p. 25); Coulmas (2003, p. 35); Daniels (2018, p. 155).
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ones to create a sufficiently different character set: the Latin alphabet
spread gradually through Western Europe with only minor adaptations,
hence is has remained one script with language-specific orthographies,
but the Cyrillic alphabet was a one-time creation and is therefore considered a different script.
Of course, the question of what makes a script one script rather than
another one is more complex than this, and its discussion would exceed
the scope of this paper. I limit myself to a reference to Wang (2019), who
shows that the definition of the Latin or Roman alphabet as one cohesive
script based on the modern writing systems which are considered to employ it is hard to justify on purely graphematic terms, and involves both
historical and social factors. Historical connections inform our definitions in some cases, but not always—one would be hard pressed to pinpoint the intervention that made different scripts out of the Greek and
Latin alphabets, but as different scripts they are unanimously regarded.
It must also be said that many runologists do not appear to ascribe to
the above distinction, considering a creator necessary for a script’s systematic adaptation to a new language (“reworking”), without explicitly
referring to changes in its outer form. I will leave this aspect of the matter aside in the following sections, and use the terms script and writing
system interchangeably (as done in Cubberley (1996, pp. xliii–xlv)).

3.2. Adaptation vs. Adoption
Isaac Taylor as cited above provides an example for an alphabet historian who expressly declares himself for gradual diffusion as the primary
means of script transfer. Otherwise, I have not been able to find a lot in
the way of categorical statements, but the ones I did come across point
towards a general preference for the purposeful inventor. Prominently,
Gelb (1963, p. 199) observes that
we must always reckon in the case of all great cultural achievements with the
decisive intervention of men of genius who were able either to break away
from sacred tradition or to transfer into practical form something on which
others could only speculate.

However, he also admits that
[u]nfortunately, we do not know any of the geniuses who were responsible
for the most important reforms in the history of writing. Their names […]
are lost to us forever in the dimness of antiquity.

In an article concerned with the typology of the spread of script,
Voogt (2012), who adheres to the traditional view that primary scripts
evolve gradually from precursors of some description, contrasts these
cases with borrowings: secondary scripts cannot be expected to pass
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through the same stages of development as primary ones; their emergence happens “relatively sudden” (p. 2) and they “need to be largely
completed before the script can be put to use” (p. 6). Daniels, in a
short introduction concerning the invention of writing, expresses himself somewhat vaguely: in the context of Scripts Invented in Modern Times,
he exclusively refers to “grammatogenists” Daniels (1996a, p. 578), then
writes: “The normal way for a society to acquire its own script is by
evolving, adapting, or adopting an existing writing system” (Daniels,
1996b, p. 579), and contrasts this scenario with cases in which one person creates an original script which does not have much in common
with the model. Curiously, there appears to be disagreement about what
the communis opinio on the matter is (whether one subscribes to it or
not). O’Connor (1996, p. 90), writing about the development of the
Semitic script from the Egyptian one, observes that “there is a longstanding and plausible tradition of regarding writing as an invention,
i.e., as something that reflects the work of one person at one time”. McManus (1991) in his treatment of Ogam paints a different picture—he
repeatedly makes a point of how older theories about the origin of that
script are faulty because they are based on the principle that developments must be natural, while he himself advocates, as a new approach,
to “ascribe at least some of the peculiarities to the creative rather than the
natural input” (p. 13). He ascribes the creation of Ogam to a “creative individual or school” and opines that the details of the derivation “can be
safely left to the ingenuity of the creator”.
Jeffery (1990) in her study of the archaic Greek alphabets devotes
some space to the discussion of different scenarios for script transfer, in
which contexts they happen, and how to tell them apart:
How does an illiterate people A normally achieve literacy? It may be in
sufficiently close contact with a literate civilisation B to acquire the knowledge inevitably from mutual intercourse, particularly if there are intermarriages which produce bilingual speakers; this may be either because literate
members of B are scattered throughout A or because in one particular area
people of both A and B are in contact, whence the knowledge is spread to the
rest of A. The diffusion of the Roman alphabet country by country throughout the Roman Empire illustrates the former method on a large scale; the
spread of the alphabet through archaic Etruria from the original contact of
the Greeks of Kyme with the Etruscans illustrates the latter. Alternatively, a
script may be deliberately introduced into the illiterate country A by an individual or small group of persons, as happened in the cases of the Gothic, Armenian, and Cyrillic (or Glagolitic) scripts. A member of A or B, outstanding
in position and personality, and with a thorough knowledge of the B script,
creates a script for A by synthesis, basing it upon the existing B script and
adding any extra signs felt to be necessary for the A language, either by borrowing from other scripts or by newly invented signs. The underlying motives for this may be either political or religious, or a mixture of both, but in
either case they imply a more deliberate connexion between the two coun-
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tries than is indicated by the more haphazard method of commercial contact,
such as the contact between the Etruscans and the Greeks of Kyme (p. 1f).

Jeffery distinguishes between two basic types of script transfer:
Type 1 The knowledge of writing diffuses “inevitably” into a previously
illiterate community.
Type 2 The model system is purposefully changed and strategically
adapted before being put to use.
Type 1 implies the involvement of a large number of people, a longer
time needed before changes are established, and a less uniform result
(either only in the early phases, or ultimately leading to local variants).
The system is adopted and then gradually adapted to circumstances
in use in the same way that any new technology is; it is subjected to
a—mainly phonetically conditioned—process of gradual change which
eventually results in a more or less different system. The emergence of
the new script happens gradually, in step with actual practice; changes
accrue due to problems which arise in use. The eventual result of a different script is not intentional: the model script is used to write a different language—the users would conceivably consider themselves to be
using the model script even at a time when new conventions have created a system which differs notably and systematically from the model.
Type 2, on the other hand, presupposes one person, or a small group
of co-ordinated persons, who devise(s), in relatively short time, a new
system, more or less closely modelled on an existing one, on the drawing board. This new script is immediately uniform, the formalisms and
rules are binding, and any variation is the consequence of secondary
developments.
Jeffery associates type 1 with a lack of sophistication: users who are
interested in the practical aspects of the technology do not demand a
great deal from the system in terms of phonological precision and consistency; they initially adopt graphemes and their values without reflection. Any changes and adaptations, such as the loss of superfluous characters or the substitution of foreign (sound) values with similar ones
in the new language happen automatically. Jeffery names the creation
and distinction of duplicates and the borrowing of individual characters from other sources as innovations which are typical of scenarios of
this type. On the other hand, the recycling of unnecessary characters
for phonetically dissimilar sounds, the creation of individual characters
without a graphic model, as well as changes in script type, she assumes
to be particular to sophisticated creations (p. 4).
Certainly, and this is the point made by some runologists, it is the
slow, unstrategic diffusion borne by many which is generally considered to lead to results that can be registered statistically, compared and
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used to determine what is called “principles of alphabet history”16 —thus
also Daniels (1996a, p. 583), who observes that insights into the process
of script invention can only be got from the study of unsophisticated
grammatogenies. A single creator, on the other hand, forms a black box:
while he may be equally inclined to make phonologically or graphically
obvious and comprehensible choices in his work, he must be expected
to sometimes solve a problem in a completely arbitrary manner or even
introduce purposefully unnecessary changes—if the creator makes an
effort to set his creation apart from the model, extensive redesigning
may take place. Unstrategic diffusion does not provide a context for
abrupt changes by which a system loses its tradition of transmission;
even small-scale “creative” innovations would have a hard time getting
established, and the reasons for why it developed as it did should be reconstructable.
Table 2. The differences between script transfer types 1 and 2 based on Jeffery
(1990, pp. 1–4)

Type 1—Diffusion

Type 2—Invention

gradual
automatic
practice-based
unsophisticated
unco-ordinated
many people
unintentional changes
unregulated
variation
duplication of letters
source eclecticism
natural
principles of script history

abrupt
deliberate
theory-based
sophisticated
co-ordinated
one person or small group
strategic changes
binding rules
uniform
reallocation of letters
new characters
arbitrary
not reproducible

It is not evident, however, that the differences between the effects of
these two types of script transfer are quite as clear-cut. Jeffery’s allocation of certain kinds of changes in letter shape and value to different
types is interesting, but would need to be supported with a considerable
number of convincing examples to be diagnostically useful. Also, the
distinction between “unsophisticated diffusion” and “sophisticated cre16. There is of course no reason why it should not be possible to identify tendencies
unspecific to script type which can be applied to different kinds of script; the usual
reference to alphabet history is due to this script type being the best studied one.
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ation” as implied by Jeffery is intuitive, but not universal. On the one
hand, we know of unsophisticated script inventors; on the other hand, it
is debatable to what extent diffusion can happen without a certain level
of sophistication: people who use the model script, however inexpertly,
must either have at least an idea of how to write the source language
(if there was extended contact between the groups) or must have been
taught the basics without having literacy in the source language; in the
latter case, even the most basic instruction (the teaching of the letter
inventory and values, or how to write one’s name) must involve an explanation of how the characters relate to elements of spoken language.
The problem here is the definition of what exactly one calls “sophistication”: there is a difference between a person having no understanding
of how a writing system works beyond the notion of visual signs encoding meaning, a person having rudimentary skills in writing the source
language, a person being bilingual or well trained in writing the source
language, and a person having enjoyed an education which includes theoretical linguistic/grammatological knowledge of some sort.
Another one of the problems involved in Jeffery’s distinction between
creation and diffusion is the fact that one can imagine a considerable
number of scenarios—as indeed demonstrated by runologists—which
are hard to assign to either of the two options. Jeffery books as a subtype
of type 1 the borrowing of writing within one particular group of people, with the script spreading to the rest of the population after a certain
period of time. Yet in such a case, a fairly uniform and functional system
may develop before spreading to other groups of users. If this earliest
phase happens not to be attested, or to be attested so sparsely that the
documents’ relevance is dubiuos, the existing inscriptions may appear
to reflect a systematically created script, despite having evolved without
the help of a purposeful inventor. The question is ultimately not only
which scenarios of script transfer are possible, but how and under which
circumstances they can be identified and classified by modern scholars.
Historical examples for sophisticated script invention or adaptation
as envisioned by Jeffery (type 2), Gelb and Voogt do of course exist in
quantities. Indeed, documented cases of the emergence of new scripts in
recent times are almost exclusively cases of a purposeful, even if sometimes unsophisticated creation.17 The question is to what extent these
apparently clear-cut statistics reflect reality—it might be argued that
these cases are the ones which will be documented (usually by the creator), while examples for the unsupervised diffusion of a script into a
previously illiterate society tend to go unnoticed. Even if this caveat
should be uncalled-for, it is at least debatable whether the situation in
antiquity (and earlier) should be judged on the basis of modern conditions. The abundance of historically documented creations of scripts
17. Examples in Daniels (1996b, pp. 580–585)
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is in large part due to the activity of Christian missionaries and their
efforts to bring the text of the Gospel into the farthest corners of the
earth. It might be asked whether, since the onset of the Age of Discovery, scripts have even had much of a chance to diffuse anywhere—though
Voogt himself provides a clear example for gradual, decentralised script
transfer from a literary language to a previously unwritten one in Voogt
and Döhla (2012): speakers of Nubian on Saï Island (Sudan) have recently taken to using the Arabic script to write their vernacular in public graffiti. There are only few changes from Arabic orthography and
sound values, but those appear to have been agreed upon by convention
in the small writing community—“in this case there is no clear inventor
or teacher of the writing system whom we can immediately identify”
(p. 55).
Cases other than modern ones in which the process of development/creation can be retraced with (some) certainty are few and far
between. In the following, I will discuss a few examples for different
transfer situations with special regard to the more or less arcane figure
of the script inventor.

3.3. Creating a Script: Hankul
A special case in all aspects is that of Korean Hankul,18 whose creation in
1443 and promulgation in 1446 was obligingly accompanied by a contemporary proclamation (Hwunmin cengum ‘Correct Sounds for the Instruction of the People’) and a handbook (Hwunmin cengum haylyey ‘Explanations and examples of the correct sounds for the instruction of the
people’, lost until 1940). In an effort to make literacy more widespread
than he thought feasible with the complex systems of writing Korean
with Chinese characters (hanca), King Seycong—or one or more of his
scholars—created a purely phonographic script with characters which
were designed to be easy to learn.
Hankul (‘Han writing’, a modern term) was constructed with considerable linguistic insight: five graphically simple consonant characters,
whose shape reflects the position of the articulatory organs pronouncing
the respective sounds, are used as basis to systematically derive characters for sounds with a different manner of articulation (e.g., doubling for
the tense plosives). There is a clear graphic distinction between consonants and vowels; tone is also marked. The great versatility arising from
the combination of graphic elements which indicate features, theoretically allowing the denoting of considerably more sounds than necessary
for Korean, has led Sampson (1985, pp. 120–144) to introduce a special
typological category for Hankul, viz. “featural” scripts. The (original)
18. Korean transcribed according to the Yale romanisation.
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system is one of the most logical and symmetrical ever to be created
for common use and represents a prime example of sophisticated grammatogeny by one person or a small group of competent persons inventing a script for their language and perfecting it before making it available for use (Taylor and Taylor, 1995, pp. 211–216; King, 1996, p. 219f).

3.4. Claiming to Have Created a Script: Old Persian Cuneiform
A historical document which has been considered to refer explicitly to
the creation of a new script is also preserved for Old Persian cuneiform—
the text in question is rather less detailed than the Hankul Explanations,
but it was never lost, being prominently inscribed on a cliff of Mount
Behistun (IR), accompanied by a huge relief. The trilingual Behistun
inscription, applied some time after 521 BC by mandate of Darius I,
consists in Elamite and Old Babylonian versions of the same text, both
written in long established varieties of cuneiform, and an Old Persian
version written in a script which resembles cuneiform in style, but is
of a different type, and features unrelated characters and graphemephoneme correspondences. The text is concerned with the legitimisation of rule, and tells of how Darius prevailed over a series of pretenders
after the demise of Cambyses II. The section in question, often instructively called “Schrifterfindungsparagraph” (‘script invention paragraph’,
DB/OP § 70 [IV 89–92] and its Elamite counterpart), has been taken to
announce that Darius had commissioned the invention of the script then
used for the first time in the present inscription. This was already suggested by Weißbach 1911 and elaborated by Hinz (1942, pp. 346–349);
Hinz (1952). The Old Persian part is heavily damaged, and a Babylonian
counterpart is absent; it is the well preserved Elamite part, a secondary
addition to go with the Old Persian text, which contains the crucial reference to something which had not previously existed (which is lost in
the Old Persian version). Hinz (ibid., p. 30) argues for a translation of
Elam. tup-pi-me as ‘script’ and translates: “[…] machte ich eine andersartige Schrift, auf arisch, was es vordem nicht gab” (p. 32f).19
Though Hinz’ translation and interpretation of the paragraph were
accepted by many scholars (e.g., R. Schmitt, 1998, p. 458f), it is not at
all evident. Most importantly, Elam. tuppime (tuppi- ‘inscription’ with an
abstract suffix? -me) ∼ OP IV 89 dipiciça- may instead signify a type of text
(Diakonoff, 1970, p. 99; Tuplin, 2005, p. 224), a version or copy (Huyse,
1999, p. 47; R. Schmitt, 2009, p. 87) or a part of the inscription (Vallat,
2011, p. 266). As pointed out by Hinz (1973, p. 15), this does not necessarily preclude his interpretation: even without an explicit reference
19. ‘[…] I made a different script, in Aryan, something which had not existed before’.
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to script, the claim that the inscription/text/… is the first in Old Persian (Aryan) implies that the Old Persian script (which is not attested to
write any language but Old Persian) is used for the first time in the Behistun inscription. Still, of the numerous translations which have been
put forward of both the Elamite and the reconstructed Old Persian parts
(see Rossi forthc. for an overview of recent attempts), many do not allow
for an interpretation in Hinz’ sense—for example, Vallat (2011, p. 266)
translates the Elamite text as “J’ai traduit autrement en aryen cette inscription. Elle [the OP part] ne se trouvait pas ici [on the rock face]
auparavant”,20 doing away with both the reference to the script and the
claim of writing Old Persian for the first time.21 It is not even clear
that Old Persian aryā (Elam. har-ri-ya-ma) refers to the language (Rossi
forthc., § 2.2.1). The lines OP IV 97–99 make mention of tuppime/dipiciçabeing sent among the people—this was taken by Hinz (1952, p. 32) to
mean that the new script was disseminated among Darius’ new subjects
to be learned by them, but it may as well refer to the Old Persian version
of the text (R. Schmitt, 2009, p. 87), to Darius’ titles and his lineage as
mentioned in OP IV 93–94 (Vallat, 2011, p. 268) or to “the political message conveyed by the whole monument” (Rossi forthc., § 2.1.3). As long
as there is no agreement on the reading of the paragraph, Hinz’ popular
interpretation cannot be considered disproved, but it should be borne
in mind that the notion “daß Darius hier tatsächlich für sich in Anspruch nimmt,
die altpersische Schrift eingeführt zu haben”22 (Hinz, 1952, p. 24) depends on a
very specific and uncertain translation.23
So, while, in the case of Hankul, the discovery of a document explicating on the origin of the script helped to clear things up, the matter
turns out to be more complicated in Old Persian. Apart from the doubtful meaning of the Behistun paragraph, a major stumbling block for
Hinz’ theory are a number of inscriptions from Pasargadae, the capital
of Cyrus II. As in Behistun, the three relevant inscriptions come in triplicate in Elamite, Babylonian and Old Persian. CMa, preserved five times
on antae and doorways, reads ‘I [am] Cyrus the king, an Achamenid’;
20. ‘I have also translated this inscription into Aryan. This [the Old Persian part]
did not exist here [on the rock face] before.’
21. Cf. Schmitt’s translation of the Old Persian text: “[…] (ist) dies die Fassung der
Inschrift, die ich hinzugesetzt habe, (und zwar) auf Arisch”—‘[…] (is) this the version
of the inscription which I have added, in Aryan’ (2009, p. 87).
22. ‘that Darius really claims here for himself to have introduced the Old Persian script’.
23. The interpretation of the section as referring to Old Persian cuneiform is considered to be supported by the fact that the Elamite and Babylonian parts of the inscription were inscribed simultaneously, whereas the Persian third of the trilingua
was added belatedly (Mayrhofer, 1978, p. 7). There are issues, however, concerning
the layout and the relative chronology not just of the three parts in their entirety, but
of subsections (cf. R. Schmitt, 1990), as well as the language in which the text was
originally composed (e.g., Bae, 2001, pp. 152–154; Tuplin, 2005, p. 221).
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CMc, three times on reliefs depicting Cyrus, reads ‘Cyrus the great king,
the Achamenid’—no Old Persian versions are preserved of CMc, but a
separate Old Persian fragment may belong here (R. Schmitt, 2009, pp. 9,
36). Hinz originally held that these inscriptions, like others from Pasargadae (particularly DMa as reconstructed by him), date from the reign
of Darius, who had them inscribed to honour his predecessor (Borger
and Hinz, 1959). Nylander (1967, pp. 151–170) adduces arguments to
show that they are indeed of Cyrus’ time, but suggests that only the
Elamite and Babylonian versions were applied under Cyrus, whereas
the Old Persian versions were supplied under Darius (p. 175–177)—a
proposal followed by Hinz (1973, pp. 19–21) to circumvent the problem
of pre-Behistun attestations of Old Persian and Old Persian cuneiform.
Others, however, take the Old Persian inscriptions to be original as well
(e.g., Diakonoff, 1970, pp. 100–103 with arguments).
Furthermore, a script invention under Darius has been questioned
because of the logic (or rather the lack of such) behind the character inventory. Structurally, Old Persian cuneiform is basically an abugida, in
which individual characters write a consonant plus one consistent standard vowel and different vowels are denoted by adding elements to the
respective <CV>-characters. The graphs of Old Persian cuneiform imitate the general look of cuneiform characters, but are less graphically
complex. Old Persian cuneiform has a complete paradigm of twentytwo characters for CV-syllables with inherent a (also ə); the syllables’
vowel can be modified by way of additional vowel characters for i and
u. Beside these, there are also a number of characters for CV-syllables
with i or u. These bonus <Ci/Cu>-syllabograms are unevenly distributed: only two consonants are provided with three characters combining them with all three vowels. Two more get syllabograms with i, but
none with u, with five it is the other way round, and the remaining thirteen consonants come only with the modifiable <Ca>-character. Some
syllabogram-gaps are also linguistic gaps (e.g., the syllables ki and gi do
not occur in Old Persian), but others are not (e.g., ti, ni). According to
Mayrhofer (1979, p. 291), the Ci/u-syllables which are represented by extra characters are no more frequent in Old Persian than the ones which
are not. Conversely, characters for certain Ci/u-syllables, e.g., ti in inflection, might conceivably have been useful (Mayrhofer, 1978, p. 8). A
graphic reflection of assimilation processes is not plausible either (Hoffmann, 1976, p. 625f). The selection of <Ci/Cu>-syllabograms appears
not to be linguistically motivated.
The orthography is perfectly straight-forward from the writer’s perspective: an unmarked <Ca>-character represents Ca, Cə or C, an additional <a> indicates long ā. If <i> or <u> follows a <Ca>-character, for
whose consonant a <Ci>- or <Cu>-character, respectively, is available,
a diphthong must be read. If, in the same case, no <Ci>- or <Cu>character is available, the spelling is ambiguous: <d[a]-i> is dai, be-
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cause di would be written <di-i>, but <p[a]-i> is pai or pi. While all
<Ca>-characters, as is normal for abugidas, can be modified by the characters <i> and <u>, this is not the case for the <Ci/Cu>-characters,
which never represent only the consonant or are modified to represent,
e.g., Ca († <Ci-a>). However, the <Ci/Cu>-characters do not represent
Ci/Cu on their own, as would be expected of syllabograms, but must
still be accompanied by the respective vowel character (plene writing),
so that long and short i and u cannot be distinguished: <Ci-i> is both
Ci and Cī. This redundant vowel marking also occurs sporadically with
<Ca>-characters (<C[a]-a> for Ca rather than Cā), conceivably paralleling the rule for <Ci/Cu>-characters (ibid., p. 627).
According to Hoffmann (ibid., p. 622), the redundant vowel marking in <Ci/Cu>-characters is a secondary development, due to an extension of the abugida-principle of modifiable syllable characters—the
<Ci/Cu>-characters were originally “traditional” syllabograms. Hoffmann argues that relic spellings can be found in the Behistun inscription: while the text generally follows the standard orthography as outlined in the preceding paragraph, there are instances of <Ci/Cu>-characters being employed without the redundant vowel character, e.g.,
in the name of Darius’ father Hystaspes, which is exclusively (nine
times) spelled <vi-š[a]-ta-a-s[a]-pa-> vištāspa- (details in R. Schmitt,
1990, p. 26).
These inconsistencies could be explained as scribal errors (Werba,
2006, p. 266) or as the consequences of lack of experience with writing
the new-fangled script. R. Schmitt (1990, pp. 25–28) interprets these
and other spelling variants as evidence for different hands. Hoffmann,
as indicated above, explains them as the remnants of an older orthography, which obviously requires a pre-Behistun existence of the system.
According to Hoffmann (1976, pp. 621–623), there is general agreement
that the script cannot be much older than the Behistun inscription and
that it was not created for a different diachronic stage of Old Persian or
even another dialect of Iranian (such as Median, as suggested by Diakonoff, 1970), seeing that the spelling conventions do ultimately fit
well with Old Persian as it can be reconstructed from other sources (but
see Hoffmann, 1976, pp. 643–645 on a potential historical spelling). An
Iranian variety which has phonotactic restrictions fitting the gaps of the
character paradigm is not known.
Mayrhofer (1979), following Hoffmann’s lead, argues that the
<Ci/Cu>- syllabograms are the remains of a defective writing tradition which predates Darius’ reign. In reference to Hallock (1970),
who connects the graphically simple characters <ku> and <ru> with
the name kuruš, and Hoffmann’s (1976) determination of the principles
which (allegedly) govern the creation of the pseudo-cuneiform characters, he attempts to explain the seemingly random selection of i- and
u-syllabograms. Mayrhofer suggests that, during the reign of Cyrus
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II, the name of the king kuruš was already written with new, graphically simplified cuneiform characters, which represented syllables: <kuru-š>, using the syllabary-appropriate spelling conventions which, according to Hoffmann, can still be detected in the Behistun inscription.
More characters for spelling frequent words followed—all with vowel
a, until the names of Cyrus’ sons became relevant: <ji> was created
for kamb(a)ujiya- (Cambyses II), and <di> for bardiya- (Smerdis). The
other <Ci/Cu>-characters, according to Mayrhofer, can be accounted
for by the text of the Behistun inscription itself: to avoid increasingly
complex character shapes, the scribes handled the creation of more
<Ci/Cu>-characters economically. Unambiguous words such as Old
Persian puça ‘son’ could be written with an ambiguous spelling (<p[a]u-ca>), but <Ci/Cu>-characters were created for personal names, foreign names and other less commonly used words, e.g., <mi> for armina.
A systematic character inventory, completely reflecting the phonotactic realities of Old Persian, did not come about due to the pressure of
time under which the scribes of the Behistun inscription were working
on their addendum (cf. already Hoffmann, 1976, p. 626f). Mayrhofer
explains that his theory does not contradict the Schrifterfindungsparagraph (as such), if one reads tuppime as ‘text’ rather than ‘script’ so as not
to exclude the existence of older documents in which certain characters
were used to write names. He also believes, like Hallock, to be able to deduce the order in which the characters were created from their graphic
complexity, assuming that the simpler a character, the older it is.
Mayrhofer’s theory cannot satisfactorily explain all the data—particularly the lack of <Ci/Cu>-characters which would conceivably have
come in handy: the lack of a syllabogram for the frequent inflectional
ending ti can be accounted for, as common vernacular sequences did not
have to be spelled unambiguously (1989, p. 180), but there are also syllables in (foreign) names in the Behistun inscription which are spelled
ambiguously (Mayrhofer, 1989, p. 182f with explanation attempts). The
potentially archaic Pasargadae inscriptions do not support the theory:
both CMa and the possible fragment of CMc use standard orthography,
also in the spelling of kuruš (<ku-u-ru-u-š[a]>) (R. Schmitt, 2009, p. 35f).
Still, the theory is accepted by Schmitt 1981, p. 20 and Werba (1983).
The latter suggests a more specific model to account for some problems,
proposing that the invention of the new script had been commissioned
by Smerdis, who would have had as good a motive as Darius for launching a prestige enterprise. Werba reconstructs a hypothetical monumental inscription written with a syllabary, in which the <Ci/Cu>syllabograms <ku>, <ru>, <ji>, <di> and <nu> occur in Smerdis’ name
*Bərdiδanu-. Darius, he suggests, had the monuments of Smerdis’ rule destroyed and announced himself as the originator of the script in his own
imperial inscription, wrongfully claiming the merit of having created a
script for his people. It was only Darius’ scribes, schooled in Aramaic,
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who introduced the abugida-principle of inherent a and re-interpreted
some of the old syllabograms accordingly.
Whether the scenarios posited by Mayrhofer and Werba are correct
in detail or not, it appears that the inconsistencies in the system are best
explained as the consequence of the existence of a (defective?) version
of the script prior to its wide dissemination under Darius. As far as
this proto-version is concerned, we end up in the same situation as with
any undocumented emergence of a new script, not knowing whether the
syllabograms were a purposeful creation (as proposed by Werba) or a
kind of inconsistently used shorthand which took over gradually before
being taken care of by Darius’ scribes.

3.5.

Being Credited With Creating a Script:
Eastern European Alphabets

Despite the fact that the brothers and missionaries Constantine and
Michael, later St. Cyril and St. Methodius, undoubtedly played an
important part in the history of Eastern Europe, the chronology of
the writing of the Slavic languages is still not quite cleared up. The
Glagolica, whose character forms are more difficult to derive from a
model than those of the Cirilica, which are mostly recognisably Greek, is
generally held to be the older adaptation, and the one that is attributed
to Constantine, while the Cirilica—despite its modern name—postdates
the Moravian mission (Cubberley, 1996, p. 346; Franklin, 2002, p. 93
with n. 38). Constantine’s dissatisfaction with the lack of a script for
the Slavic language and his creation of the Glagolica, performed spontaneously under divine inspiration before the mission even started, is
made much of in the Vita Constantini, and indeed the difficulty of finding convincing models for many letters and the apparent mixture of
sources has led to a communis opinio which considers the Glagolica
a completely independent effort on the part of Constantine (Cubberley, 1982, p. 291; Franklin, 2002, p. 93f). Dissonant voices which argue for pre-Christian writing of Slavic point to two sources: the treatise On Letters by (maybe) the Bulgarian monk Khrabr (late 9th or early
10th century), which mentions that the Slavs had “read and divined” by
means of “marks and notches” before the establishment of the Glagolica,
and a (palaeographically uncertain) reference in the Vita Constantini to a
Gospel and Psalter written “in Rus letters” which was acquired by Constantine in the Crimea (see ibid., p. 90f for details). Cubberley (1982,
p. 292), arguing that Constantine would not have based a script with
which to write the Bible on the Greek cursive, from which the Greeklooking Glagolitic letters are best derived, unless he had an already existing Slavic writing tradition to refer to, suggests that there was such
an older tradition of writing Slavic with the Greek cursive which had
arisen “more or less spontaneously” to fulfil “practical needs of com-
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merce and militarism” (p. 291), and was only expanded by Constantine
by adding letters for the sounds not present in Greek. Again, we are
stuck with the question of whether this putative original version was the
result of someone’s purposeful adaptation, or whether Slavic was occasionally and unsystematically written with Greek cursive letters before
Constantine took the matter in hand (and maybe thereby checked a potential gradual spread and customisation).
From times closer to the emergence of the fuþark, two oft-cited ecclesiastical figures whose work as script inventors is also connected with
spreading the Word of God are the Gothic bishop Wulfila and the Armenian vardapet Maštocʿ. Wulfila is credited with the invention of
the γράμματα γοτθικά, a Gothic alphabet which is an adaptation of
the Greek cursive specifically for his translation of the New Testament
around the middle of the 4th century AD, by various ecclesiastical historians already in the 5th century (Krause, 1968, p. 63; Scardigli, 1998,
p. 455f). The creation of the Armenian alphabet in the early 5th century AD by the learned cleric Maštocʿ is equally well established, even
though he arguably did not work alone, and though the derivation of
individual characters is still under discussion. Though the alphabet
created by Maštocʿ appears to be original, there was an earlier script.
The vardapet’s disciple and biographer Koriwn tells of how the king
sent an emissary to a Syriac bishop called Daniel to learn letters. The
“Danielian” script referred to here may have been an adaptation of the
Aramaic alphabet devised by Daniel, but Koriwn’s assessment that the
characters were a random collection of foreign letters, little suited to
represent the sounds of Armenian, may indicate an older tradition of
writing Armenian with Semitic scripts. Maštocʿ spent two years teaching this script before he got tired of dealing with its shortcomings and
proceeded to create a better system with the help of a Greek scribe
(Krikorian, 2011, p. 65f). It cannot be demonstrated that he used the unattested Danielian script as a basis for his alphabet, but only twenty-two
of the original thirty-six characters of the Armenian alphabet can be derived from the Greek cursive—unless one wants to assume that Maštocʿ
invented the other shapes freely, the best models are found among Semitic scripts. A number of possible sources present themselves, but the
best candidates are Pahlavi, used in Armenia before the Christianisation,
and the Syriac script, which was like Greek used to write Armenian biblical and liturgical texts (Sanjian, 1996, p. 356f). The possible existence
of scripts for Caucasian languages prior to the ones known today is also
discussed for Caucasian Albanian (Kananchev, 2011, p. 61f) and Georgian (literature in Imnaishvili, 2011, p. 51; critical Seibt, 2011, p. 85).
The scripts discussed so far have in common that their creation is ascribed to “culture heroes”—self-proclaimed or established through history. While in the case of Hankul, a creation from scratch performed
by King Seycong or rather under his aegis is reliably documented by
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sources, the circumstances of the emergence of Old Persian cuneiform
and of the Eastern European alphabets are at least (to varying degrees)
debatable. For Wulfila, the testimony of the sources is not usually called
into question (Ebbinghaus, 1996, p. 290), but the men who are credited
with the creation of Old Persian cuneiform and the Glagolica have been
argued to have reworked pre-existing traditions of writing in the very
languages for which they are supposed to have first created their new
script. Unless one would claim that all the respective proto-versions
were in turn invented by unknown individuals (as with Smerdis’ original Old Persian cuneiform according to Werba),24 we may in fact be
concerned with cases of script diffusion, i.e., the employment of a foreign script for one’s own language without any prior established adaptations, whose existence was obscured by the secondary intervention of
individuals who were in a position to establish extensive changes. The
possibility that such earlier versions influenced or even formed the basis of the later reworkings lends an aspect of “naturalness” also to the
development of seemingly independent creations. In cases where either
no secondary intervention happened, or an intervention happened late
enough that we have a lot of older material, we observe script diffusion
and gradual development.

3.6. “Ingenious” or “natural”? The first alphabet(s)
The farther back we go in time, the more does the historical figure of
the script creator become indistinguishable from the (semi-)mythical
script giver whom we know from numerous ancient cultures. In Ancient Greece, it is the name of Kadmos which is associated with the introduction of writing. This connection is so vague that it has even been
questioned whether the “Phoenician characters” introduced by Kadmos
are the alphabetic ones, which are indeed derived from a North Semitic
source, or those of Linear B, which fit better dating-wise (cf. Rocchi,
1991, p. 529 with n. 2; Voutiras, 2007, p. 266f). In any case, the exact
circumstances of the emergence of the Greek alphabet remain obscure.
A rough time frame is formed by the use of Mycenean Linear B on the
Greek mainland until the end of the 12th century and the appearance of
the earliest alphabetic documents around the middle of the 8th century.
That the Greeks were closely engaged with the Phoenicians through
trade in this phase is clear, but a precise dating or location of the transfer
is difficult—while classicists, following Carpenter (1933), have tradition-

24. Cubberley (1996, p. 346) ascribes the formation of this proto-alphabet to “some
Slavs”.
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ally favoured a terminus post quem in the late 9th century,25 Semitists
tend towards an earlier transfer date in the 11th century (thus now also
Waal, 2020). Furthermore, the central role that has traditionally been
accorded the Greek alphabet in the introduction of vowel letters and the
spread of the alphabet in the northern Mediterranean is increasingly being called into question.26
In his extensive treatment of the matter, Wachter (1989) evokes
a somewhat fanciful scenario featuring at least two Greeks and one
Phoenician, all of them merchants, gathered together in “einer kleinen
Tafelrunde an einem angenehmen Sommerabend”27 (p. 37). The Greeks,
presumably provided with a document containing a Phoenician alphabetarium, memorised what Wachter calls the “Merkspruch”, i.e., the recited row of letter names to accompany written alphabetaria. The fact
that the Phoenician letter names, meaningless in Greek, were retained
is taken by Wachter as indication that the creator of the Greek alphabet
was not an individual who knew both spoken and written Phoenician,
as such a person would, he argues, have understood the significance of
the Phoenician names and would have replaced them with semantically
transparent Greek lexemes.
Despite the many local variants attested in the archaic phase and
despite the general assumption that the contact between Greeks and
Phoenicians was extensive and not locally restricted, a monogenesis of
the Greek alphabet as represented by Wachter is communis opinio because of the “auf jeden Fall genialen” (‘definitely ingenious’; Wachter,
1987, p. 11) reassignment of a number of Phoenician letters to write
the Greek vowels: ʾālep—alpha, wāw—upsilon, hē—epsilon, yōd—iota,
ʿayin—omicron. Yet it is evident that the introduction of the vowel
characters is connected to the letter names. The Phoenician consonantal anlauts of all corresponding letters except wāw (glottal stop, voiced
and unvoiced pharyngeal fricative, palatal glide) were non-phonemic
in Greek and may consequently be argued to have simply been lost to
speakers of Greek. The resulting, effectively vowel-initial names could
then have determined new sound values according to the acrophonic
principle. While this works out for ʾālep, hē, yōd and eventually also
ḥēt28 , the correlation between ʿayin and o is more difficult to argue phonetically. The Semitic voiced pharyngeal fricative did tend to occur in

25. E.g., Heubeck (1979, pp. 75–80); Jeffery (1990, p. 18); Swiggers (1996, p. 267);
Woodard (2014, p. 3).
26. E.g., Brixhe (2004); Waal (2020); Elti di Rodeano (2021).
27. ‘a small Round Table on a mild summer evening’.
28. Ḥēt was initially used to write h, and only came to designate long open ē after psilosis eliminated anlauting h in Ionian dialects in the 6th century; omega was
subsequently introduced for long open ō to parallel this distinction between long and
short vowel.
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the context of o (Driver, 1948, p. 179) and has been claimed to have a
rounding effect upon a (Gardiner, 1916, p. 11; Allen, 1987, p. 171), but the
motivation is dubious—the assignment of ʿayin to designate o may have
been a conscious decision, coupling the last remaining “vowel-initial”
letter name with the left-over vowel.
Unlike i̯, u̯ was phonemic in most Greek dialects at the time, so that
wāw was initially retained as a consonantal character; a graphic variant to represent u was added after tau. Wachter (1989, pp. 37–40), dismissing the evidence of the Würzburg tablet alphabetarium which was
presented by Heubeck in 1986 and assuming that upsilon was present as
the first additional letter in all known alphabetaria, takes this to indicate
that the letter was introduced at the first creation of the alphabet, as an
amendment by a person who noticed the asymmetry—viz. the missing
letter for one of the five vowels—conditioned by the different phonemic status of the Greek glides. Despite the difficulty in deciphering the
alphabetaria on the Würzburg copper plaque, however, Heubeck’s original assessment was correct: analysis with modern techniques shows that
the Würzburg tablet as well as its two “sisters” (the Fayum tablets, cut
from the same copper sheet) feature a Greek alphabet without upsilon
(Woodard, 2014, p. 1f). Even if the plaques should be younger than the
late 9th century and the inscribed alphabets be ritually archaising (ibid.,
p. 3f), they testify to an archaic Greek alphabet with the same number
of letters as its Semitic model. That yōd was used with a vocalic quality,
while wāw retained its consonantal value and the corresponding vowel
character was only appended secondarily, points towards a mechanical
interpretation of the letter names.
Apart from ʿayin for o, there are a number of Phoenician letters whose
Greek sound value is not self-evident (Heubeck, 1979, p. 89f). The letter for the Semitic aspirated unvoiced stop (tāw) was not used for that
sound’s Greek counterpart, but for Greek unaspirated t; instead, ṭēt
(for the Semitic emphatic unvoiced stop) came to designate Greek t h .
This distribution, in itself surprising, is not even consistently executed:
among the velars, kap (Semitic aspirated) designates Greek k, but qōp
(Semitic emphatic) is not used for the aspirated unvoiced kh , but displays the typical features of a retained superfluous letter. It appears to
have not been used in practice in a number of alphabet variants; where it
is employed, it redundantly designates an allophone of k in certain contexts (again determined by the letter name). The question of how exactly the four Phoenician letters for sibilants were dealt with is unclear;
their treatment (according to the theory of Jeffery, e.g., 1990, pp. 25–28)
is adduced as an argument for monogenesis by Marek (1993, p. 29). The
use of zayin (z) for the Greek dental affricate is general, but different
alphabet variants chose šīn or ṣādē for the unvoiced sibilant.
Heubeck (1979, pp. 94–100) prefers to think of a polygenesis, arguing
that the above-mentioned distributions of sound values are not so odd
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that they could not have come about repeatedly and independently—the
vowels possibly with influence from Semitic matres lectionis (cf. Segert,
1963, pp. 48–54; Marek, 1993)—while the early variations are difficult to
explain if a one-off authoritative creation is assumed. The latter argument is also adduced by Cook and Woodhead (1959, p. 178), who dismiss
the notion of an Uralphabet, but allow for the possibility that the distribution of the vowels was determined only once and spread through the
local variants. The naturalness of the mechanics of sound substitution
which can explain the changes effected in the transmission is stressed by
Brixhe (2007, pp. 282–285), who decidedly rejects the notion of a single creator. The polygenesis theory does rather diminish the relevance
of the ingenious creator, assuming instead that any number of Greek
(or, for Brixhe, also Phrygian, or, for Waal, unspecified Indo-European)
merchants could at some point have had a Phoenician trade partner
teach them to write the characters and say the Merkspruch, and come
up with a full alphabet by simple sound substitution without a conscious
effort to improve upon the system as they had learned it. The monogenesis theory obviously leaves room for the Greek culture hero,29 but
with regard to the possibility that the changes introduced are mechanical, it does not exclude the possibility of unsophisticated adoption (e.g.,
Marek, 1993). Jeffery, 1990 is also sceptical of the existence of a Greek
εὑρετής (p. 4), arguing that the less obvious innovations of the Greek
alphabet only indicate that it originated within a limited area (p. 7).
Jeffery cites the Etruscan alphabet as an example for her transfer
type 1 of contact-induced diffusion. Indeed, the spread of the alphabet
to and within Italy is, I believe, widely considered to have happened
without the intervention of a script creator—harking back to the remarks on the distinction between different scripts in section 3.1, one
might argue that this is because there is no recognisable point at which
a new alphabet emerged, even though many of them do end up recognisably different graphically as well as orthographically. According to
the traditional account, the Etruscans learned to write from the Greek
settlers (or traders) of Pithekoussai and/or Kyme in the 8th century,
with whom they must have been in contact since the founding of the
colony/trading post. Pithekoussai is the find place of one of the oldest preserved Greek inscriptions, the Cup of Nestor, dated to the last
quarter of the 8th century BC (ibid., p. 235). The oldest document of
written Etruscan, a kotyle from Tarquinia, is dated to about 700 (Wallace, 2008, p. 17). There are hardly any formal differences between the
two inscriptions (different orientation of sigma, asymmetrical vs. symmetrical alpha and slightly different forms of pi)—were it not for the
different languages, the two documents would be considered to be writ29. See Marek (1993, p. 27) and Heubeck (1979, p. 87f) (n. 520) for collections of
epithets.
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ten with the same script. The different language is reflected in the script
by the non-occurrence of beta, delta and omicron in the kotyle inscription (the corresponding phonemes not existing in Etruscan), and indirectly also in the use of gamma to write not a voiced stop, but the palatal
allophone of the unvoiced stop according to the kacriqu-rule.30 The oldest Etruscan alphabetarium (on an ivory writing tablet from Marsiliana
d’Albegna; about 650) shows a deviation from the Greek alphabet, in its
eastern Greek “red” variety as used in Euboia, in the form of san, which
does not co-exist with sigma in any Greek alphabet, and is traditionally considered to be borrowed from a different variety. Still, Wachter
(1989) treats the Marsiliana d’Albegna alphabetarium as a testimony for
the chronology of the early Greek alphabet. Only by and by do the documented alphabetaria reflect a process of adaptation to writing practice (see also Maras, 2014, p. 77). The archaic Etruscan inscriptions
were written with a script that was, for all intents and purposes, Greek,
and even the later adaptations came in such a piecemeal manner that it
is hard to argue for comprehensive orthographic reforms—and if there
were such reforms, they only officially implemented previous developments which had gradually established themselves in use. The existence
of local varieties points in the same direction. Yet despite the fact that
one could argue that the early Etruscan alphabet is the same script as the
early Greek alphabet(s), their subsequent developments result in distinct scripts.31 Had the documents of archaic Etruscan—a mere eighth
of the corpus—not come down to us, the neo-Etruscan alphabet with its
evolved letter forms and discarded and additional characters would look
like a fairly well thought-out purposeful adaptation.
The same goes for the Latin alphabet, whose emergence is not as well
documented—notably, archaic alphabetaria are lacking. The (partial)
employment of the Etruscan kacriqu-rule in early Latin inscriptions suggests that no systematic adaptation was made prior to the use of Graeco-

30. In archaic Etruscan inscriptions, kappa is used before a, gamma before front
vowels, qoppa before u. This orthographic rule has been explained as phonetically
motivated (distinguishing three allophones of the unvoiced velar stop), e.g., Cristofani
(1972, p. 471), or as conditioned by the Phoenician/Greek letter names (extending
the Greek convention of the use of kappa and qoppa, e.g., Wachter (1987, pp. 16–
18); Wachter has to assume that the name of the third letter was gemma rather than
gamma). Of course, the two explanations ultimately amount to the same thing, as the
phonetic distinction, even if it was purposeful, must have been suggested by the letter
names and the Greek practice.
31. Cf. also Prosdocimi (1990, pp. 195–203), who stresses the difference between
the “alfabeto princeps” (the attested alphabetarium) and the “corpus princeps” (the
entirety of texts available for reference to the writer) and argues that orthographic
rules (“regole d’uso”) make the difference between scripts and, consequently, that the
Marsiliana d’Albegna alphabetarium, belonging with an Etruscan “corpus princeps”,
must be considered an Etruscan document.
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Etruscan letters to write Latin: while the rule was merely unnecessary in
Etruscan, it was detrimental in Latin, where it blocked the use of gamma
for g (Wachter, 1987, pp. 19–21). One would expect a sophisticated inventor to realise the relevance of gamma next to that of beta and delta,
whether the latter were available from the Etruscan model alphabet or
taken from the Greek one. Wallace (1989, p. 123f) suggests that ritual
exchange of gifts—sometimes inscribed—across ethnographic/linguistic
boundaries provided the context for a diffusion of writing into the early
Roman culture.32
As a final alphabetic example, the North Italic Venetic writing culture
is special insofar as there is ample evidence not merely for institutionalised writing, but for a writing cult (see Marinetti, 2002, p. 40f). The
oldest Venetic documents demonstrate an early break in the tradition:
there is evidence for an archaic Venetic alphabet (“phase 1”) which shows
similarities with that of the Northern Etruscan city of Chiusi, while
the younger variants (“phase 2”) are clearly connected with the writing cult of the Portonaccio sanctuary in Southern Etruscan Veii (e.g.,
Prosdocimi, 1988). The Venetic case appears to provide a solid example for an early unsystematically adopted script being superseded by a
sophisticated and institutionalised adaptation as suggested for some of
the above-mentioned scripts.33
Wachter (1987, p. 8) emphasises the importance of the Merkspruch
for the spread of the alphabet in Greece and Italy. Where alphabetaria
demonstrate that the order of the row was preserved, they testify to the
art of writing being taught and learned—the testimony of the Marsiliana
d’Albegna alphabetarium is important not only because it is old, but also
because it is inscribed on the rim of a writing tablet, presumably to act as
a memory aid for the writer who used the tablet. This does of course not
exclude the intervention of an individual adaptor, but the almost seamless adoption of the alphabet in Italy by speakers of various languages
in the two centuries following its establishment in Greece points to a
“mechanische und ganz auf die Praxis ausgerichtete Methode […] und
eine theoretische Verfeinerung normalerweise erst in zweiter Linie”34 —
thus Wachter (ibid., p. 13) despite his conviction that acts of script creation were performed in Italy (p. 24) as well as Greece. The alphabet in
Italy does indeed seem to be a fairly clear case (or collection of cases) of
the gradual diffusion of scripts into previously illiterate communities.

32. Wallace does, however, speak of bilingual “authors” (p. 126); at what point these
people are thought to have set to their adaptation work is not made clear.
33. Maggiani (e.g., 2002, p. 56) goes so far as to identify one Pupon Rakos, named
on the oldest phase-2 document from Padova, as the Etruscan responsible for establishing Southern Etruscan cult and writing culture in the Veneto.
34. ‘mechanical and entirely practice-oriented method […] and a theoretical refinement usually only secondarily’.
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The more or less problematic examples of purposeful and sophisticated script creation and of unsophisticated script transfer and development discussed so far can be juxtaposed with cases where a succession of learned users take a long time to adapt a foreign script to their
own language (gradual sophisticated development) and with such where
illiterate grammatogenists produce perfectly acceptable systems which
have only a passing similarity to the model (unsophisticated script creation). Examples for the two latter types of transfer will be presented in
the following sections.

3.7. Unsophisticated Inventors: The Cherokee Syllabary
The Cherokee script was invented by an ingenious tribesman between
1809 and 1821. Unfortunately, information about Sequoyah’s life is
sparse and partly unreliable; the accounts are collected in Davis (1930).
It seems clear that Sequoyah was monolingual (ibid., p. 155) and illiterate. He did, however, understand that shapes which he observed printed
on paper (viz. Latin letters) reflected speech. After claiming before the
patrons of his public house that he could come up with a tool which
would allow the Cherokee to communicate by means of “talking leaves”
in the manner of the foreigners, he set to work, initially attempting to
invent a character for every word in his language. After realising that
such an approach would require more characters than could easily be
remembered, and that characters for concepts were not practicable either, he hit upon the notion of writing recurring sounds. According to
Davis (ibid., p. 160), he did not rely upon his own language competence,
but also listened to others to make sure that all sounds would be represented. He “obtained an old English book” (ibid., p. 30) and used most
of the character shapes he found there, modified some and invented the
rest. Similarities of Cherokee characters with Latin ones and with Arabic numerals are entirely graphic—since Sequoyah did not read English,
there is no correspondence in the sound values. Similarities with letters from the Greek and Cyrillic alphabets (Scancarelli, 1996, p. 587) are
probably fortuitious. It must also be pointed out that Sequoyah’s original characters were soon assimilated to the letters which were available
in printing presses. An early source stresses Sequoyah’s lack of “sophistication”:
A form of alphabetical writing invented by a Cherokee named George
Guyst,[35 ] who does not speak English, and was never taught to read English books, is attracting great notice among the people generally. Having

35. Sequoyah’s English name, inherited from his allegedly German father (Davis,
1930, p. 153f).
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become acquainted with the principle, that marks can be made the symbol of
sound, this uninstructed man conceived the notion that he could express all
the syllables by separate characters, but for the specific purpose of writing his
native language” (from The Christian Observer [London], vol. 26 [May 1826],
317; quoted from Davis (1930, p. 154) [n. 22]).

The result of Sequoyah’s efforts, a syllabary of eighty-five characters, is better suited to write Cherokee that the adapted Roman alphabet, though its creator’s lack of linguistic training is reflected in the system not being able to write the language quite unambiguously (Scancarelli, 1996, p. 590; Scancarelli, 2005, pp. 359–364)—it would appear that
Sequoyah, while paying particular attention to the realities of spoken
Cherokee, did not go out of his way to make his system symmetrical.
After a rough start, which almost saw the man executed for sorcery
(Davis, 1930, p. 161), Sequoyah’s creation took on very well (Walker and
Sarbaugh, 1993; Cushman, 2010)—and not only among his own people.
According to Unseth (2016), the Cherokee example was emulated by
a great number of illiterate societies, inspiring the creation of twentyone scripts for over sixty-five languages. Sequoyah’s case is indeed the
first documented case of unsophisticated grammatogeny in Daniels’ narrow sense (involving a single creator). More examples can be found
in Daniels (1996a), Singler (1996) (West African examples) and Ratliff
(1996) (Pahawh Hmong script).36 A recurring element is inspiration
from a dream, which was claimed by the creators of the Vai script in West
Africa (Singler, 1996, p. 593f), of the Afaka script created for the Ndjuka
creole of Surinam (Daniels, 1996a) and of the Bamum script (A. Schmitt,
1963). The circumstances of the latter’s creation are well researched:
Njoya, head of the Bamum tribe of Cameroon, became aware of other
peoples’ ability to communicate via signs made on paper (ibid., p. 14).
He first conceived of about four-hundred and fifty iconic ideograms designed for mnemonic purposes (ibid., pp. 110–112). Between 1896 and
1910, a series of six well documented revisions, in whose course Njoya
and his scribes re-invented the rebus principle, introduced syllabic writing, which culminated in an eighty-character syllabary called akauku.

3.8. Sophisticated Users: Writing Japanese
The converse scenario can occur in a previously illiterate society whose
(or some of whose) members have literacy in the source language, coupled with a high level education associated with the prestigious foreign
culture—under such circumstances, the employment of the script for the
vernacular may happen rather late. Professional scribes who, once the

36. See also Walker and Sarbaugh (1993, p. 88) (n. 1).
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notion becomes popular, begin to spell their native language with the
well known characters must be assumed to make decisions and come up
with solutions which are different from those of people who have only
a cursory user’s understanding of how the script relates to the source
language.
The transition from writing Chinese with Chinese characters to writing Japanese with Japanese kana did not happen suddenly. Chinese
writing was first brought to Japan by Korean scholars in the 4th or
5th century AD in the course of a general Sinicisation of Japanese culture. While the Chinese characters, called kanji in Japan, were soon used
to write Japanese, adaptation processes appear to have started only in
the 9th century. All stages of the change from Chinese logo-syllabic to
Japanese syllabic writing are not only attested, but still in use today.
The kanji in their original form are used as logograms, i.e., with focus on their semantic content (e.g., the kanji for ‘ten’ being used to write
‘ten’ in a Japanese text). For the pronunciation of a kanji, there are two
options: on- and kun-reading. On-reading means that the kanji is read
according to the Chinese pronunciation (e.g., the kanji for ‘ten’ being
read shi ‘ten’ in Chinese). For kun-reading, the designated word is translated into Japanese (e.g., the kanji for ‘ten’ being read tō ‘ten’ in Japanese). Whether, for any one kanji in a text, on- or kun-reading is intended must be judged from context. The matter is further complicated
by the fact that a kanji can have more than one meaning (e.g., literal vs.
metaphorical), and more than one phonetic shape can be associated with
a meaning in either language. Furthermore, the phonetic shape based on
on-reading is variable due to the phonetic differences between the two
languages (i.e., the Chinese phonetic sequence in an on-reading may
come out in different ways when pronounced by Japanese speakers),
and kun-readings may only approximate the Japanese phonetic shape
of the word. There are also conventionalised on-readings, whose pronunciation depends on when they were introduced from which Chinese
dialect, resulting in multiple on-readings for one kanji (which can even
include conventionalised misreadings). The two readings may be mixed
in compound (two-kanji) words (Taylor and Taylor, 1995, pp. 299–303).
These multiple readings become especially relevant when kanji are
used to write phonetically. Just like the Koreans, the Japanese saw the
necessity to write not only lexical items, but also their grammatical morphemes. To represent a Japanese syllable, a writer could theoretically
obtain a sound value via any of the readings described above, always
ignoring the respective kanji’s semantic content—shakuon/ongana is a
phonetic character obtained through on-reading, shakukun/kungana is
one which is based on kun-reading. So, the kanji for ‘ten’ could theoretically be used to write the syllables shi, tō, to, or any of the other sound
shapes available through the various reading options mentioned above
(examples in Tollini, 2012). A reasonable preference for graphically sim-
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ple kanji with convenient one-syllable readings did something to limit
the plethora of options, gradually reducing the number of kanji which
were habitually used to write phonetic sequences. By the 9th century,
the preferred kanji formed a usable system called man’yōgana. This was
then further simplified to two distinct syllabaries: katakana and hiragana. Katakana developed from the use of man’yōgana in interlinear
or marginal glosses, with drastically simplified characters for small and
quick writing. Hiragana sports more artful character shapes, being a
cursive script used mainly for writing literature. Only a few corresponding hiragana and katakana characters have been derived from the same
kanji (Taylor and Taylor, 1995, pp. 306–308).
Though it cannot, of course, be excluded that, at one or different times,
scribes who struggled with the use of kanji to write Japanese made coordinated efforts to reduce and systematise character use, the development of kana happened gradually, only governed by the needs of an uncoordinated writing community and the willingness to follow emerging
conventions, however random. Tollini (2012, p. 171) refers to the importance of the early 8th-century chronicle Kojiki, the first lengthy text
in Japanese, which is prefaced by a passage explaining the difficulties
in writing Japanese with Chinese characters and indicating the strategy
used in Kojiki—such a seminal work may well have served as a reference
text for scribes, not unlike the orthographic conventions of Luther’s German Bible translation were used as a model by early printers. Still, the
general predilection for culture heroes does not exclude Japan: the Buddhist monk Kūkai, founder of the Shingon school of Buddhism, who lived
around AD 800, was the right man at the right time and place to be credited with taking the definitive step towards the purely phonetic writing
of the Japanese language. Trained in reading the original Indic Buddhist
texts, he was acquainted with a purely phonetic writing system. The 11thcentury poem Iroha uta, famous for containing each of the archaic kana
once, is ascribed to Kūkai, but this is not supported by historical sources
(Taylor and Taylor, 1995, p. 308). Kūkai’s role in the development of phonetic writing in Japan, opposed to that of countless nameless civil servants
and scribes taking one little step at a time, is highly questionable. This development may be considered to represent a case of “sophisticated diffusion”, with a considerable number of competent users independently introducing changes which are discarded or adopted to gradually accumulate and form a new system.
A similar scenario can be envisioned for the distribution of the
Latin alphabet in Europe. The persons who employed the Latin script
for writing their native languages were ecclesiastical and lay scholars
trained not merely in writing the model language with the associated
script, but with a classical education—men who can be assumed to make
informed decisions when applying themselves to the task of adapting
a script. Yet the adaptations were introduced in a piecemeal manner
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to form the various national alphabets with their special characters—
often evolved from diacritics—and their different orthographies. The
prominent difference between the development in Japan and in Europe
is that in the former case, the results were scripts which are typologically
different from the model, precipitated by the fundamental difference
in language type, whereas the European alphabets keep the structural
properties of the model.

3.9. Misunderstood Models? The Indic Scripts
In 1905, the missionary Alfred Snelling and a group of men from Chuuk
island got lost at sea and ended up on the more westerly Eauripik island. A few months later they were transferred by the inhabitants to
nearby Woleai island, where Snelling died. His fellow passengers returned home, but left their alphabet behind. The Chuukese had been
blessed with script, in the form of a minimally adapted variant of the Roman alphabet, in 1878 by an American missionary who introduced regular syllabic letter names for consonants, all following the pattern Ci. The
inhabitants of the Eauripik and Woleai islands must have been taught
the letter values through recitation of these names; the difficult circumstances of the transfer and subsequent breaking-off of contact made
possible a misinterpretation: left to draw their own conclusions, the islanders took the Ci-letter names to be the actual sound values, which
resulted in a rather lopsided syllabary. The Ci-characters were used to
write all CV-syllables and word-final C; the correct vowel could only be
indicated in syllables without an initial consonant (with the four non-i
vowel characters). A few years later, the system was expanded to designate syllables with vowels other than i. The new characters were created
mostly according to the rebus principle, i.e., stylised drawings of things
whose names correlate with the syllable. Others are modifications of the
corresponding Ci-characters, and four appear to be modelled on Japanese characters. Riesenberg & Kaneshiro 1960, p. 295 assume that four to
ten Faraulep islanders were responsible for the creation of this younger
version (confusingly called “type 1”), though variants of both the old,
defective system (“type 2”) and the new, expanded one indicate an “interactive and partly indirect mode of script transmission (and possibly
development)” (Justeson and Stephens, 1993, p. 9). Neither type appears
to have been widely used; a standard (Roman) orthography for Woleian
was created in 1951 (Voogt, 1993, p. 8).
According to Justeson and Stephens (1993), a similar mechanism, viz.
a misunderstanding concerning the actual sound values arising from a
syllabic strategy of teaching (letter-value recitation, letter naming or
syllabic spelling paradigms), caused the formation of a number of other
syllabaries, alphasyllabaries and abugidas, including the Old Persian, the
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Indian and the Iberian script. Where the receiving group is not literate
in the model script, what Wachter calls Merkspruch is “the only shared
context of sign use” (Justeson and Stephens, 1993, p. 6). In Old Persian
cuneiform, the <Ci/Cu>-syllabograms would then originate from the
character names of the Mediterranean area, whereas the <Ca>-characters would go back to the same Aramaic scribal school tradition as the
Indic ones (ibid., pp. 33–36).
A connection with the Aramaic abjad is evident for Karoṣṭhī, the older
of the two original Indic scripts, which was used to write Gāndhārī in
the north-western area of the Indian subcontinent and was ultimately
abandoned in favour of Brāhmī. The area in which Karoṣṭhī was used coincides with that which had been under Achaemenid rule; Aśokan edicts
are attested in Aramaic versions. Furthermore, the majority of Karoṣṭhī
characters correspond to Aramaic counterparts (Salomon, 1998, p. 52).
Much like in the Runic script, however, some correspondences concern
both character shape and sound value, while others are purely graphic,
the Indic sound value being unconnected to that of Aramaic—for example, the Karoṣṭhī character which is graphically based on bēt represents
the sound value ba, but a character which resembles tāw represents pa
(Falk, 1993, p. 103). Also reminiscent of Runic character derivations is
the necessity to assume inversion, cursivisation and disambiguation. Of
the Brāhmī characters, only about half can be associated with Semitic
ones, but a derivation from the Aramaic script remains the best option
(Salomon, 1996, p. 378; Salomon, 1998, pp. 28–30). Neither of the scripts
was originally developed to write Sanskrit (Falk, 1993, p. 134; Salomon,
1998, p. 16).
This sheds doubt on whether the emergence of Indic literacy is connected with Brahmanic scholarship. Going by the extant data, India
had a grammarian tradition at the time the Indic scripts (were) developed, whose representatives have been assumed to be responsible for
the creation of both systems (see Falk, 1993, p. 133f). The oldest inscriptions, which provide evidence for both Karoṣṭhī (in the north-west)
and Brāhmī, are the Edicts of Aśoka, dated to the mid-3rd century BC.
Unless one considers the Indic scripts (or one of them) to be at least a
century, maybe up to three centuries older than the Aśokan documents
(depending on the preferred dating of Pāṇini), the grammarian tradition predates Indic writing.
Regarding the first attestation on the Aśokan stelae, the situation is
similar to the Old Persian one in that the first documents are proclamations made by a historical ruler. While for Old Persian cuneiform, a
one-off creation of the script has always been the starting point of argumentation because of the Schrifterfindungsparagraph, Aśoka’s edicts
make no meta-reference to the scripts in which they are written. Some
scholars have ascribed the creation of one or both scripts to Aśoka himself or his scribes—see Falk (ibid., pp. 162–165), affirmative and with
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arguments for the scripts being no older than the Aśokan inscriptions
(e.g., the quick development of Brāhmī during Aśoka’s time and the fact
that the edicts refer to a proclamation of the texts rather than to reading
or copying, which suggests restricted literacy). On the other hand, there
is a school of thought which denies the possibility that the large Vedic
and grammarian text corpus (especially Pāṇini’s grammar) could have
been passed down orally (see Bronkhorst, 2002, pp. 798–808 with literature). This position is hard to argue conclusively; putative evidence
for a writing tradition prior to the time of Aśoka, including archaeological finds as well as literary references by vernacular and Greek sources,
is inconclusive (Salomon, 1998, pp. 11–13). For example, Pāṇini, datable to the mid-4th century BC at the latest, makes reference to scribes
(lipikara, Aṣṭādhyāyī 3.2.21), but this may well refer to foreigners, probably
Aramaic scribes (Hinüber, 1990, p. 58; Falk, 1993, p. 258). There is, however, epigraphic material in the form of a group of potsherds, inscribed
with proper names, from Anurādhapura (Sri Lanka), which appear to
come from strata 14 C-dated to the early 4th century BC at the latest (Salomon, 1998, p. 12). Also, the existence of a “fully fledged writing system
[…] available for Aśoka to use” (Norman, 1988, p. 14f) as well as alleged
graphic variants in the Aśokan inscriptions (Norman, 1993, p. 279) have
been used as arguments for a somewhat higher age of the scripts. Norman (1993, p. 279) explains the absence of older documents, much like
his runological colleagues, with their being mere administrative records
written on perishable supports, assuming that the Aśokan imperial stelae owe their existence to inspiration from Achaemenid monumental inscriptions. Salomon (1998, p. 13f) is inclined to accept an emergence of
both Indic scripts in the 5th or 4th century BC, suggesting a scenario
with which we are by now well acquainted, viz. that older, rather unsophisticated systems were revised and standardised to make a national
script, developed under Aśoka for purposes of governing his vast panIndian empire.
Norman (1993, p. 280) attributes the inconsistency concerning the
graphic correspondences between characters for similarly articulated
sounds in Brāhmī to the script predating grammatical theory—but also
Falk (1993, pp. 134–136), despite his preference of a later development,
argues against a profound understanding of phonology on the part of
the creators, pointing to a number of imperfections and inconsistencies with regard to how the scripts represent the phoneme inventory
of the respective underlying Prakrit varieties which he considers to be
incompatible with the notion of highly sophisticated inventors. He suggests the involvement of people who had some level of śikṣā training or
a vague understanding of phonology as disseminated by such “Studienabbrechern” (‘college dropouts’) in Brahmanic circles.
An argument against specifically Karoṣṭhī as the work of grammarians is furnished by the character row. The varṇamālā, the standard or-
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der of the characters in Indic, which is insightfully arranged by place
and type of articulation, was created in the 4th century BC with regard
to Sanskrit and does not originally have anything to do with writing.
The characters of a script created by persons with Vedic schooling would
be expected to be arranged according to the established varṇamālā sequence (as was indeed done later on, when Brāhmī was used to write
Sanskrit). Yet, there is no evidence for this, or for an original arrangement which follows that of the abjad. Instead, there is evidence for a
different original order of Karoṣṭhī—more in the Semitic style in its apparent randomness—called arapacana (after the first five letters). Mainly
known in a Sanskritised version from Buddhist texts, the arapacana is
epigraphically attested in four documents, none older than the first centuries AD (Salomon, 1990, pp. 258–268). It is not certain that this order is as old as Karoṣṭhī itself—it has been prominently, though tentatively, explained as a mnemonic device for a Buddhist text by Brough
1977, p. 93f. Salomon (1990, p. 271f) suggests the possibility that the
arapacana is Karoṣṭhī’s conventional character row, indicating that two
of the arapacana-inscriptions, applied on writing boards, may be interpreted as the works of pupils and have parallels in inscriptions which
have Brāhmī characters arranged according to the varṇamālā. He also
points out that, where there is a connection between a character row and
a text, it is usually the text which is arranged according to the established
order, not the other way round. Salomon hesitates to fully commit to
this interpretation because of the presence of twelve seemingly randomly
selected characters for conjunct consonants in the arapacana, but Falk
(1993, pp. 237–239) does prefer an interpretation of the sequence as an
original letter row; the presence of a few obsolete letters may be taken to
speak for its being archaic.
A possible point in favour of a sophisticated creation of the Indic
scripts is the alleged correlation between language structure and script
type: an abugida is an expedient system for languages in which, as in
the Indic ones, one vowel occurs considerably more frequently than the
others. Yet it would have to be assumed that this consideration was
of sufficient appeal to cause the inventor(s) of the Indic scripts to reintroduce the syllabic principle into a script which was modelled on an
abjad, rather than to use certain characters as letters for vowels like
the Greeks. The latter approach was indeed to some extent followed
in Karoṣṭhī, where the graphic correspondent of aleph is the letter for
initial a, all other letters for initial vowels being graphic variants of it.
Salomon (1998, p. 16) (n. 34) suggests that the established “concept of
the akṣara or syllable as the essential unit of language” was responsible
for the development of a syllable-based writing system in India—a notion which would point to the involvement of grammarians. Falk (1993,
p. 336) notes a few (general) advantages of the abugida over the alphabet, but in my view the alternative scenario suggested by Justeson and
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Stephens (1993) is altogether more attractive. Rather than being the
result of profound linguistic insight, the system originated in “a basic
misunderstanding of the principles of the parent system” (ibid., p. 37).
An imperfect knowledge of the model could also explain the shape-only
correspondences between Aramaic and Karoṣṭhī characters; Falk (1993,
p. 238) notes that the first eight characters of the arapacana-sequence
are full or at least graphic correspondences with Aramaic characters,
suggesting that a semi-literate creator of Karoṣṭhī started with those
characters whose values he could remember, and only then began to invent values for familiar forms or entirely new character shapes.

3.10. Complete Chaos? The Carian Alphabet
In the previous section, reference was made to similarities between the
issues involved in the origin question of the Indic and the Runic scripts.
The Carian alphabet is another excellent case for comparison with the
Runic script in terms of the problems with their respective derivation: it
has the same structure as its most obvious model, being one of a number
of Greek-based alphabets in Asia Minor, and thus can hardly be classified as a result of unsophisticated grammatogeny of the Cherokee type.
Yet it deviates from that model in detail in a way which has so far proved
inexplicable. It features a few letters which resemble letters of the obvious model and have the appropriate sound value, but also letters which
resemble letters of the model but have seemingly random sound values,
as well as letters which can be derived from letters of the model at something of a stretch, and some letters which really do not look like anything
that might legitimately be compared with the model.37 Accordingly, the
study of the Carian alphabet knows its own version of the runemastertheory, aptly named the “chaos hypothesis” (also “μεταχαρακτηρισμός”),
according to which there is simply no logical relationship between the
letters of the Greek and the Carian alphabet—the concept of alphabetic
writing and a handful of letters were taken from Greek, but some of the
latter were given different sound values at random, and supplemented
by newly invented letters. Voogt (2012, p. 5) books the Carian alphabet
as representative of his transfer type L4 (borrowed characters, different
values) on the assumption that a Carian creator purposefully rearranged
37. The profound difference between the two fields lies in the fact that the Runic
script boasts a continuous tradition which connects the last phase of its use with the
earliest scholarly treatments, so that it never had to be deciphered. A glance at the
history of the decipherment of the Carian inscriptions (Eichner, 1994), with an older
tradition of scholarship adhering to the principle that the sound values of graphically
similar letters must always correspond to the Greek values, may give an impression
of the state the field of runology might be in today if it had started out assuming that
e was m and w was p.
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the grapheme-phoneme correspondences to make his script unlike the
Greek model—though why he allowed alpha, omega, upsilon and san to
keep their Greek values, and why it should not have occurred to him to
simply change all the letter forms, remains open to question. Adiego
(2007, p. 230f) doubts the chaos hypothesis. His own theory (in detail
Adiego, 1998) suggests that the Carian letters do in fact go back to those
Greek letters which their sound values indicate and that the graphic deviations are due to extensive formal changes introduced between the
alphabet’s emergence and its attestation. Notably, the Carian alphabet,
like the early Greek alphabet, is attested in a number of local variants
which may or may not go back to one single proto-alphabet.

3.11. A Script of One’s Own
Ethno-nationalist motives are quite frequently referred to in the context
of script creation. The possibility of a conscious effort to set oneself
apart from the model was, e.g., suggested for Ogam—the drastic graphic
and systematic deviance from traditional alphabets has been explained
as “a rebuff to Rome, a deliberate expression of anti-Roman sentiment”
(McManus, 1991, p. 14) or as the features of a cipher specifically created
to be illegible to people with literacy in Latin (see ibid. with literature). The importance of creating original alphabets for the political
and cultural identity of Caucasian speaker communities is stressed by
Barkhudaryan (2011), Drost-Abgarjan (2011), Kananchev (2011, p. 63)
and Seibt (2011, p. 85). The latter suggests that the Armenian letters
were graphically changed so as not to look too Greek to avoid conflict
with Persia.38 But also the adoption of a script (presumably) without intervention of a creator may have motives related to ingroup writing: the
first Celtiberian documents, written in the structurally ill-suited Iberian script, date to ca. the middle of the 2nd century BC, i.e., the time of
the Numantinian War against Rome—Stifter 2019, p. 109 attributes this
delayed adoption of the Iberian script in favour of the Latin alphabet,
which must have been known to the Iberian Celts, to “a deliberate political decision fraught with deep cultural symbolism”. In the same vein,
Justeson and Stephens (1993, p. 38) point to the potential role played by
“script as an ethnic attribute” in the context of their theory of misunderstood models—the wish to establish the new script as a mark of ethnic

38. Cf. also Granberg (2010), who argues that, of the alphabets which emerged
in the 1st millennium AD in the context of Christianisation, those which wrote languages which had not been written before deviate from to the Greek model in both
letter forms and order, while those which replaced and had to compete with previous
traditions (Coptic with Demotic, Gothic with Runic, Cyrillic with Glagolitic) emulated the prestigious Greek script.
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identity may be a factor in perpetuating the results of misinterpretations
in cases where contact with the model writing culture is maintained. As
stressed by Coulmas (1989), writing “creates social coherence” (p. 8), it
indicat[es …] group loyalties and identities. […] Language attitudes such
as the desire to have an orthography which makes the language in question
graphically similar to another or, conversely, makes the language dissimilar
to another, may be irrational but they are social facts which often strongly
influence the success of a proposed system (p. 226f).

In a Runic context, Rix (1992, p. 141) calls the notion that an attempt
to set oneself apart from the culture which provides the model could be
the cause for the otherness of the fuþark “modern gedacht” (‘a modern
thought’), but the possibility can certainly not be excluded for the runes.
This opens the question of whether illiterate communities only adopt
scripts if they require the technology to serve a specific purpose. This is
claimed, for example, by Spurkland (2005, p. 3), who assumes “a compelling need for a means of written communication due to an expanding economy and growing administrative structure”, and Rausing (1992,
p. 202), according to whom the fuþark was “devised by practical men to
meet a practical need”.39 The opposite position is held, for example,
by Williams (1997, p. 181), who observes that “[g]iven the contact with
Roman culture, it would be a strange thing indeed if some Germanic individual had not been impressed by the Roman art of writing and tried
to imitate it”. Like Seebold (1986, p. 534) and Odenstedt (1990, pp. 171,
173), Williams argues that, despite the existence of the fuþark, the Germani were “functionally illiterate” (p. 187), relying on oral transmission
well into the Middle Ages and using writing for marginal purposes.40
The examples of communities which had writing bestowed upon
them, nolens volens, are legion. This prominently includes the numerous examples of scripts created by Christian missionaries, whose primary objective was not to raise literacy levels, but to get natives to read
the holy texts. Yet cases in which a script, once known, was not used in
some way, must be rare, if they exist at all. Like any technology, and
probably more than most, writing is a tool which has an immediate appeal, and can and will be used for its own sake, even if it does not serve
any particular purpose. The knowledge of writing may also be tied to
a cultural asset of high(er) appeal, such as a cult, and enter through the
back door. Furthermore, there is the question of who, exactly, “needs”
or “is ready for” script—a society as a whole? A specific group of professionals? Any one individual, reacting to a perceived latent demand—or
39. See also, e.g., Düwel (2003, p. 583); Stoklund (2003, p. 173); Heizmann (2010,
p. 16).
40. See also Bæksted (1952, pp. 134–138, 328); further Williams (2004, pp. 268–
273); Fairfax (2014, p. 187f).
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to his own fancies? Hankul was a rather enlightened pet idea of King
Seycong, aimed at educating the people—while he considered it useful, it was widely rejected by the members of court, who were classically trained in writing hanca and had no need for the new “proletarian”
script (Taylor and Taylor, 1995, p. 212). Förster (2011, p. 35) argues that
the Greek-based Coptic alphabet, which superseded the dying Demotic
script in the first half of the 1st millennium AD, was vital for keeping the
vernacular language alive in the face of Hellenisation, even if it failed to
represent that language as well as the obsolete Demotic had, but it may
be doubted whether this was the express purpose of its creators/users.
The divided Armenians of the 4th century, on the other hand, are said to
have been in need of a script for political reasons (Barkhudaryan, 2011,
p. 17); the invention of that script, supported by the clerical leaders, immediately triggered the development of national historiography. The
Cherokee also took to Sequoyah’s syllabary with considerable enthusiasm, with even the shamans putting their wisdom into writing (which
they notoriously refused to do in any of the adapted European alphabets), but inhowfar they “needed” a script is open to debate. Are we to
assume that the Etruscans would have rejected the Phoenician script,
had it arrived at their shores two hundred years before the Greek one,
because they could have found no purpose for it?
These considerations are tied to the presumptive creator’s provenance and his native language. When assuming script diffusion, it is
clear that the people who carry the process are speakers of the target
language. When there is talk of a script creator, I believe, scholars
also generally think of a member of the previously illiterate culture41 —
runologists, as shown above, definitely do (cf. Rix, 1992, p. 412). This
is by no means obvious. Theoretically, the creator (or creators) could
have been a member of the new writing culture (Germanic), a member
of the model writing culture (Roman/Greek/…) or the member of an intermediary writing culture (Celtic/…)—examples can be found for most
scenarios: grammatogeny by speakers of the source language who have
attained an understanding of the target language (e.g., the Lisu script42 ),
by speakers of the target language who are literate in the source lan41. Not so Prosdocimi (e.g., 2002, p. 28), who makes the point that, in regard to
script adaptation, the teachers of writing whom he calls “maestri” always belong
with the source language’s culture in that, even if they should be members of the
target language’s culture, they can be literate only in the source language. While
this is certainly true, Prosdocimi goes on to claim that these bilingual maestri must
consequently have the same perspective on the adaptation as their source-languagespeaking colleagues, and that therefore a new script is never created to properly fit
the target language, but must reflect the necessarily conservative point of view of the
source language’s maestri.
42. The English missionary James O. Fraser created a highly systematic abugidalike script for the Tibeto-Burman language around 1915 (Daniels, 1996a, p. 581).
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guage (e.g., the Armenian alphabet) and by speakers of the target language with no literacy in the source language (e.g., Cherokee). While it
is true that the first option draws its many examples from modern grammatogeny performed by missionaries, it must be observed that examples for the second option can be difficult to classify. There is a smooth
transition from native speakers of the target language with competence
in the source language via functionally bilingual speakers of both languages to thoroughly acculturated persons with only a remote connection to their native culture and language, and in pre-modern times the
distinction is often hard to make—e.g., the ethnicity and Slavic competence of Constantine (St. Cyril) has long been a point of contention (see
Ševčenko, 1971, p. 341f for an overview).

4.

Concluding Remarks

To sum up: very nearly every imaginable process of script transfer is attested or at least being discussed. Scripts are devised for a specific purpose by ingenious and educated men, on a whim by ingenious and uneducated men, by natives and by foreigners, by individuals, co-ordinated
collaborators and unco-ordinated groups of people. They evolve gradually out of systems when these are applied to a new language and are
adapted secondarily, or not. They define a cultural entity, or are only
used playfully until they are abandoned or superseded. They are created by kings, clerics or innkeepers to write literature, lists, or nothing
in particular. They are learned, imitated or forced on people; they are
purposefully made to emulate or to set apart, they are faithful to the
model or accidentally revolutionary.
As said in section 2.2, there is no doubt that in the case of the fuþark,
there are features which indicate that its formation did not happen in
the same way as that of most other Mediterranean alphabets. The deviating order of the row shows that the alphabet was not learned in the
traditional way, through the Merkspruch. Numerous attempts to explain this idiosyncrasy use widely different approaches, from the phonetically motivated re-arrangements mentioned above via graphic considerations (e.g., Kabell, 1967, p. 114) and underlying texts (e.g., Skeat,
1890) to the semantics of the rune names. All these presuppose the regulative hand of a creator; only explanations which work with transmission
errors (e.g., Williams, 1996) are reconcilable with diffusion. In the latter case, the question remains how a fairly uniform row emerged. The
rearrangement is best explained as the intervention of a creator, even if
his motives remain unclear.
Secondly, the graphic uniformity of the earliest inscriptions is supposed to indicate that the Runic script was invented at once, as diffusion should lead to a certain amount of inconsistency and variation in
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the early phases and be reflected in documents in which graphic forms
and problematic character-sound relationships vary. The homogeneity of the early finds, however, is debatable; the stance taken on the
matter depends on how experienced the respective scholar is with epigraphic corpora, and with which one(s), and which standard of uniformity these data suggest to them. Furthermore, it is not even entirely
clear whether the documents which are currently considered the earliest Runic inscriptions really represent the initial phase of Runic writing:
the argumentum ex silentio is as precarious in runology as it is in other
epigraphic fields. The potential precursors of runes such as the Meldorf
fibula, if they are to be interpreted as such, do not agree with the notion
of a creator, unless one were to assume a scenario similar to that of the
Venetic alphabet: initial unsystematic employment of a foreign script
for one’s own language being cut short by an inventor taking charge.
In any case, the mere fact that all these features have also been explained differently, be it by assuming an unattested intermediary alphabet or some specific context for the transmission, shows that it is far
from clear whether a sophisticated creator of the runes ever existed and
can be relied on to account for any unexpected feature of the fuþark with
his “imaginative approach” (Spurkland, 2005, p. 6).
It is more often than not impossible to be sure which transfer scenario we are faced with, because the impression we get depends on the
transmission situation. As noted by Jeffery, uniform invented scripts
are not stable and variation will develop; on the other hand, gradual
diffusion can be cut short by the intervention of a culture hero or a regulating body at any point. Depending on when our attestation sets in,
we may misinterpret the state of the script and the reasons behind its
characteristics. We may overlook a systematic creation if the inventor’s
name is lost and the oldest documents already show some variation, and
we may take for an original one-off creation a script that is really just a
secondary regulation of a gradually evolved tradition, especially if there
is a prominent name associated with it.
Finally, it may be observed that scholars who are concerned with
scripts which are known to have been created by highly competent persons with a free hand, such as the Armenian alphabet, still occupy themselves with the search for the models of individual letters, the assumption that the creator invented letters and rules and introduced changes
off the top of his head being considered a last resort. There are scholars
who seek to account for changes even when assuming a single creator—
e.g., Fairfax (2014, p. 217), who points out that assuming what he calls
an “impressionistic” element in script transmission does not necessarily
mean that letter derivations are unnecessary, as even the alleged creator must be expected to proceed with a certain amount of “procedural
rigour”. A non-Runic example, referenced by Fairfax himself, is Ebbinghaus (1979), who presents an elaborate attempt at explaining how ex-
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actly Wulfila proceded when he derived his Gothic letters from the
Greek alphabet. This approach is methodologically sound. Thus Krause
(1970, p. 41), who deems Moltke’s theory to be a non-explanation:
Eine solche Erklärung dieses oder jenes Runenzeichens ist freilich im
Grunde keine Erklärung. Man wird daher doch bestrebt sein, auch bei zunächst als unableitbar geltenden Runen irgendwelche Vorbilder oder wenigstens Anregungsmuster aufzuspüren.43

Similarly, Cubberley (1982, p. 291) observes that theories which explain the Glagolica as a completely original creation are “quite unchallengeable in any formal sense”. If we assume that any irregularity or
unexpected element in a derived script is due to the arbitrary decisions of an unknown figure lost to history, we move on methodologically dangerous ground. This does not mean that theories which include formal letter derivations according to the “naturalness”-approach
could not do with a higher level of methodical rigour—McManus (1991)
passes valid methodological criticism on the “juggling and reshuffling”
(p. 25) of characters to make them fit with their putative models, writing that “[m]ost attempts to outline the successive stages in the development from the prototype to [in his case] Ogam amount to no more
than exercises in anticipating what one knows became the alphabet in
its final form” (p. 22)—“[i]t is in effect a hit and miss approach which
cannot miss since it has the benefit of hindsight and its arguments tend
to become circular in nature” (p. 26).
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Abstract. Vowel omission is a common trait of Afroasiatic writing systems. The
current article places this observation on empirically firm footing by showing
that, across a large range of cases, the transmission of alphabetic writing within
Afroasiatic shows only minimal increases in vowel writing, in contrast to transmission beyond Afroasiatic, where vowel writing markedly increases. This correlation is analysed as a reflex of grammatical differences between Afroasiatic
and non-Afroasiatic languages, connected to the predictability of vowels from
grammatical and pragmatic context. Where they are not contextually recoverable, omitted vowels amount, owing to Afroasiatic grammar, to omitted morphemes, a feature of other writing systems, including early Chinese and Sumerian. As a result, both the underrepresentation of vowels within Afroasiatic writing systems and the increase in vowel representation beyond Afroasiatic represent adaptations of writing systems to grammatical niches. Philographic theory
must therefore recognise grammar as a driving force in writing system evolution.
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Instead of the vowels being unrepresented, or
only represented by points, as in all Semitic
writing that was first applied to a Semitic language, we have in the cuneatic inscriptions
every vowel definitely expressed. The Semitic
language appears in a disguise similar to what
the Maltese does in Roman letters, or the Punic
in the well-known passage of Plautus.
(Hincks, 1852, p. 295, cited in Cathcart, 2011,
p. 7)
[T]he Assyrian mode of writing laboured under a great disadvantage, as compared with that
used for other Semitic languages, so far as respected the imperfective roots.
(Hincks, 1863, p. 27)

1.

Introduction

It has been appreciated since at least the mid 1800s that the orthographic underrepresentation of vowels is a characteristic of Afroasiatic writing systems. Perhaps because it is so widely accepted, the
observation has not, to my knowledge, been put on sound empirical footing. However, the claim is an important one. If, as Hincks
Hincks (1852) suggests, orthographic vowel omission is facilitated by
Afroasiatic grammar, then it constitutes a case of grammar (morphosyntax/morphophonology) driving writing system evolution and, therefore, speaks strongly to the question of why and how writing systems
have changed at various points in their history.
I set out to prove this as follows. Section 2 sharpens the question
beyond the false dichotomy sometimes encountered, with Afroasiatic
scripts being vowelless and others being vowel-complete. Section 3 then
shows that vowel underrepresentation is maintained when the writing
system of one Afroasiatic language is adopted or transferred to write
another. Section 4, by contrast, shows that vowel writing generally
markedly increases when such systems are used for non-Afroasiatic languages.
This naturally raises the question of what aspect of Afroasiatic grammar facilitates reading with minimal vowel marking. I argue that there
are three factors at play here (Section 5). The first, obviously, is the
famous consonantal nature of Afroasiatic roots. However, this, by itself, is not an explanation, as, under this grammatical set up, vowelreduced writing fuels ambiguity (Crellin, 2018). There are, I propose,
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two additional factors involved: one is another peculiarity of Afroasiatic, namely, that affixal consonants predict not merely affixal vowels,
but root vowels too. The other is that any grammatical information
that remains ambiguous constitutes a morphological impoverishment
at the level of the language written, a finding that I interpret in light
of recent research into artificial language learning (e.g., Martin et al.,
2019). Vowel omission in Afroasiatic is therefore akin to morphological
impoverishment and makes written Afroasiatic languages ambiguous in
dimensions (such as category and voice) that many languages do not
mark morphologically and that were unwritten in other early writing
systems.

2.

Sharpening the Question

I begin by dispelling the myth (e.g., Sacks, 2014) that Afroasiatic writing
was uniformly vowelless and by sharpening the hypothesis to be tested
below.
An example of genuinely vowelless writing is the (ca. 500 bce)
golden Pyrgi tablets, a bilingual Etruscan-Phoenician text (Schmitz,
1995, O’Connor, 1996a).
𐤀𐤋 𐤄𐤊𐤊𐤁𐤌 𐤊𐤌 𐤔𐤍𐤕 𐤓𐤁𐤕𐤉 𐤀𐤋𐤌 𐤋𐤌𐤀𐤔 𐤅𐤔𐤍𐤕
lʔ mbkkh mk tnš ytbr mlʔ šʔml tnšw
/wašanat limuʔiš ʔilim rabbotay šanat kima hakokabīm ʔelle/
‘And may the years of the god’s statue be as many as these stars’

(1) Phoenician:
Right-to-left transcription:

The transliteration (line 3) shows five different vowels (/a e i o u/).
But none appear in the Phoenician, irrespective of length or position in
the word. Likewise, the glides <w> and <y> occur only as consonants,
as onset /wašanat/ or coda /rabbotay/. The Phoenician indicates all and
only consonants.
Not all Afroasiatic writing was strictly vowelless. When ‘the stars’
appears several times in the Old Testament (e.g., Judges 5:20, Ecclesiastes 12:2), it is written < םיבכוכהhkwkbym> /hakkoḵāḇīm/.1 As per the
boldfacing, two of the four vowels are written: /o/ and /ī/ by the corresponding glides <w> and <y>. Consonants used in this way (termed
matres lectionis ‘mothers of reading’) underdetermine the vowel for which
they stand. For instance, <y> stands for /ē/ (and /o/ is unwritten) in
< יבכככkkkby> /kəḵōḵəḇē/ ‘as the stars of’ (Nehemia 9:23); and <w>,
for /ū/ (with unwritten /ī/) in < ורהזיyzhrw> /yazhīrū/ ‘they will shine’
(Daniel 12:3). (Arabic made similar but not identical use of glides; see
pp. 210–211.)
1. Transliterations do not distinguish allographs, such as word-final
nonfinal מ, or the initial, medial, and final forms of Arabic letters.
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Below, I refer to Phoenician-style writing as vowelless and to Hebrew/Arabic-style as vowel reduced. Vowel-reduced writing underrepresents vowels in two ways: they may be unwritten (e.g., /hakkoḵāḇīm/,
/yazhīrū/), or, if written, ambiguously represented (e.g., <w> stands for
either a consonant or a vowel, and in Hebrew, the vocalic value too is
ambiguous, /o/ or /u/). (Sacks’ error is one of reductionism: a writing
system is more its glyphs. Phoenician, Hebrew, and Arabic have vowelless alphabets, but a writing system is a set of glyphs together with a set
of rules of use and the rules of use can represent vowels even when the
glyphs alone do not—just as English represents <θ> without a dedicated
letter.)
The Hebrew scribal tradition of 600–1000 ce developed diacritic
marking to indicate vowels (as well as consonant gemination and spirantization evident in the previous paragraph; given that these are predictable from vowel length, their omission from the consonantal script
is on a par with the underrepresentation of vowels).  יֵבְכֹכְּכ/kəḵōḵəḇē/
indicates /ə/ by two vertical dots below the letter ()ְכ, /ē/ by two horizontal dots beneath the letter ()ֵב, /ō/ as a dot following above ( )ֹכ. These
marks were restricted to particular genres, such as holy books, where
accurate reading was important. They do not impinge on whether Hebrew (or other) writing was, in general, vowel reduced. Indeed, their
existence proves that it was. However, as we will see, especially for Arabic, such diacritics can play a major role in adaptation of the system
beyond Afroasiatic.
The empirical question here is therefore more subtle than a dichotomy between Afroasiatic writing being wholly vowelless and nonAfroasiatic writing being vowel-complete. Rather, the question to be assessed is how vowel writing changes in completeness and obligatoriness
when Afroasiatic writing systems that underrepresent vowels, partially
or completely, are transferred within versus beyond the family.

3. Transmission Within Afroasiatic
I begin with cases showing that vowel writing remains minimal when
writing is transferred within the Afroasiatic family. These cover a range
of sociolinguistic situations: the same script in different languages, the
same language in different scripts, transfer in the presence versus absence of education systems, transfer in the presence of multiple scripts,
and ancient versus modern transfer. In all these intra-Afroasiatic scenarios, vowel writing barely increases.
We begin with two different cases of Berber writing. The first, the
ancient Berber script, is believed to derive from Phoenician, the likely
source also of the name of its modern descendant, Tifinigh, from Latin
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Punic (O’Connor, 1996b). Like Phoenician, the script is vowelless, as the
following excerpt (ibid., p. 116; Donner and Röllig, 2002, p. 24) shows:
(2) Ancient Berber:
Right-to-left transliteration:

NáWKM ľÌv qáoá eľvE
nswkm

dlg

ʔsys

tdgś

/sugadenn syusaʔ gəllid mikiwsan/
‘after Micipsa became king’

Some modern varieties (written left to right, suggesting European influence) use vowels. Nonetheless, vowelless writing continues (though
use of the script in either form is sporadic). An example from a Tuareg letter with minimal vowel writing is given below (O’Connor, 1996b,
p. 116):
(3) Tifinigh:
Transliteration:

ÓŒy żV lĘÃOA
swy hd lǵšbʔ

/siwi hid elɣəšaba/
‘send me here a garment’

Souag (2014) presents a study of more recent Arabic-based literacy in
Berber and Berber-influenced Kwarandzyey, a Songhay language. Her
case studies are independent of other written forms of Berber and differ
noticeably from nearby non-Arab orthographies. A range of strategies
is attested throughout her sample (there having been little central planning) and, though matres lectionis are attested in some writing (including
cases where all vowels are written), vowels are only partially written in
others.2 The following words are drawn from a range of dialects, unwritten vowels in bold.3
(4)

/ʔaggwərgwəy/ ‘I fought’
< يقرقعʔgrgy>
/taməgna/
‘head’
< انقمتtmgnʔ>
< نيغوزمتtmzwɣyn> /timəẓẓuɣin/ ‘ears’
< يسترفقلlqfrtsy> /ləqfərdzsi/ ‘the key to which’

<y> stands for /i/ in the last two examples (though not in the first).
Likewise, <ʔ> stands for /a/ in the second.
Strikingly, even in didactic contexts vowels are frequently omitted.
Online fora promoting Berber language and culture feature vocabulary
challenges. Though presumably aimed at somewhat advanced speakers,
2. In contrast to Hebrew, dots are integral parts of Arabic consonants (table 1). Interestingly, a consonantal dot is used in the Judeo-Arabic example (6), distinguishing
 ּך/k/ from  ך/x/; in unvowelled Hebrew, the latter represents both.
3. Arabic < قq> is commonly, but not exclusively, used for /g/ and I transcribe
it as <g>. Labialisation is often unwritten; it ‘carries a significant load only in
Kwarandzyey’ (Souag, p. 60).
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the likely presence of more basic learners apparently does not motivate
complete vowel writing:
(5)

تياجنغت
تيرسقت

<tɣnjyt>
<tqsryt>

/taɣənjayt/
/taqəsrit/

نيارزمت
نامغلن

<tmzrʔyn>
<nlɣmʔn>

/timəzraʔin/
/niləɣman/

<CyC> is vocalised either as /CayC/ or as /CiC/, <tC> as /taC/ or /tiC/.
So, vocalisation is underdetermined.
Arabic itself has been written by speakers of other Afroasiatic languages using their own writing systems. An example of this is JudeoArabic. Written in Aramaic block script, it was initially significantly
phonetic, then underwent a stage of imitating Arabic orthographic conventions, before settling on a system distinct from both. In this stage
(and earlier), underrepresented vowels are well attested. In the following literary passage (Egypt, circa 1600), only long vowels are indicated
(Hary, 1996, pp. 733–734). Boldfaced vowels in the transliteration are
unwritten:
(6) Judeo-Arabic:
Right-to-left transliteration:

לא ּךלמ ןא ןחנ ּךל דיבע ןא תיש

אנאלומ

tyš nʔ dybʔ kl nḥn nʔ klm lʔ ʔnʔlwm

/mawlānā il malik inna naḥnu lak ʔabīd in šīt/
‘We are truly slaves to you, and if you wish …’

The history of the Arabic script is itself interesting in this regard.
Developed by the Nabataeans, who spoke Arabic but wrote Aramaic, it
shows significant linguistic insight and sophistication (Daniels, 2014,
p. 29, citing Diem, 1979–1983). Aramaic, and hence its script, lacked
many sound distinctions that Arabic preserved from Proto-Semitic.
Writing Arabic without significant ambiguity therefore required new
letters. Several were derived by adding a single dot to existing letters.
The choice of which letter to dot, far from being arbitrary or based on
Table 1. Source of Arabic <C>∼<Ċ> consonant pairs

Aramaic
{
t
{

ḥ
{

d

PrSem

Arabic

*t
*θ

t
θ

*ḥ

ḥ

*x

x

*d
*ð

d
ð

ت
ث
ح
خ
د
ذ

Aramaic
{
tʔ
sʔ 



ʔ




PrSem

Arabic

*t’
*θ’

tʔ
θʔ

*s’
*ɬ’

sʔ
ðʔ

*ʔ
*ɣ

ʔ
ɣ

ط
ظ

ص
ض
ع
غ
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superficial phonological resemblance, reflected pairs of sounds that were
cognate in the two languages. In table 1, sounds that have collapsed
in Aramaic correspond, for the most part, to letters differentiated by
a dot in Arabic. Orthography recapitulates etymology, not in irregular spelling (like the <k> in English <knot>), but in letter design itself.
Despite this sophistication, vowels remained underrepresented. In fact,
the Nabataean script had several deficiencies, such as pairs of nearly indistinguishable letters. This led to problematic ambiguity, which was
tolerated for a surprisingly long time. Nonetheless, its solution did not
involve investment in vowel writing.
Ugaritic presents a similar redesign of form while maintaining principles of function. The script is a fascinating Mesopotamian–West Semitic
hybrid, cuneiform in appearance, but consonantal in structure. It departs
from the West Semitic prototype in incorporating three syllabic signs instead of a single glottal stop: <ʔa>, <ʔi>, and <ʔu>. Otherwise, it adheres
to underrepresentation of vowels (Schniedewind and Hunt, 2007).
Turning to a yet older case, possibly, indeed, the oldest, Darnell et al.
(2005) show that two inscriptions from Wadi el-Ḥôl (ca. 1,800 bce) are
alphabetic, rather than logo- or syllabographic, given the number of repeated glyphs, and record a language that is not Egyptian but is likely
Semitic, given the connection of several signs to later West Semitic letters. Nonetheless, most of the characters are clearly Egyptian in origin.
So, this is a very early case of transmission. Of the 28 characters that
comprise the two inscriptions, 22 occurrences are of full consonants (b,
ḥ, l, m, n, p, r, š?, t, ṭ?, ʔ) and only 6 (h?, w, ʔ) come from the set that later
served as matres lectionis. The 22 consonants could have spelled as few as
11 closed (CVC) syllables or as many as 22 open (CV) syllables. In consequence, even if, improbably, the inscriptions recorded some vowels via
matres lectionis, the majority of vowels were unwritten. Even at the earliest transmission, then, a vowel-reduced orthography was maintained.
Thus, ancient or modern, by design or diffusion, when developing
a new script or applying an established one, the vowelless or vowelreduced character of Afroasiatic writing is constant.

4.

Transmission Beyond Afroasiatic

This situation contrasts sharply with the adoption of Arabic, Aramaic, Egyptian, Hebrew, and Phoenician scripts for non-Afroasiatic languages. Across a range of families and borrowing scenarios, the rise of
vowel marking is both more complete and more obligatory than in interAfroasiatic borrowing.
The most famous case of transfer beyond Afroasiatic is the Greek borrowing of Phoenician (Taylor, 1883, Diringer, 1948, Gelb, 1963). Greek
repurposed unneeded laryngeals and glides as vowels.
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(7) Phoenician
𐤀 /ʔ/
𐤄 /h/

𐤅 /w/
𐤇 /ḥ/
𐤉 /j/
𐤏 /ʔ/

Greek
A /a/
E /ɛ/
F /w/
Y /y/
H /e/
I /i/
O /o/

Though Phoenician did not provide the steppingstone of matres lectionis, Greek nevertheless converged on many of the same reuses of consonants as are found elsewhere (e.g., Aramaic < א ה יʔ h j> for /a ɛ i/). This
may indicate non-Phoenician influence (see Sass, 2005 for assessment)
and has inspired some rather triumphalist rhetoric (see Share, 2014 for
critique). Yet a simple explanation for the convergence comes from phonetics and the letter names themselves. If Greeks ignored the laryngeal
onsets of Phoenician letter names, then <ʔ ḥ h> for /a ɛ e/ is acrophonic:
(ʔ)alef for /a/, (ḥ)ēṯ for /e/, (h)ē for /ɛ/. And phonetically, /i/ from <j> is
a small step. Combining phonetic proximity and ignored onsets, (ʕ)ayin
would have been taken for a retracted /a/, close to /o/. (The correlation
between Phoenician pharyngeal C and Greek back V emerges in 𐤒 <q>,
too: it served as Greek /k/ before back vowels.)
Vowel writing is far from uniquely Greek. A second example from the
westward migration of Phoenician is Iberian. This script, or family of
scripts, represents only vowels and continuants (e.g., /m, n/) via standalone signs. Other consonants are written via CV syllabograms (without
voicing distinction for C). It is not entirely certain whether Iberian derives from Phoenician directly or whether the transmission proceeded
via Greece. However, if the latter, it might constitute the only case of a
vowelled alphabet being transformed into a (partial) syllabary, which
consideration favours direct transmission from Phoenician (though a
second potential case is the Caroline Islands syllabary, Riesenberg and
Kaneshiro, 1960).
By contrast, the conversion from consonantal alphabet to CV signs
is attested elsewhere. Meroitic, the only other descendant of the Ancient Egyptian writing (besides Proto-Semitic and hence most of the
world’s current writing systems), adopted the small alphabet-like set of
monoconsonantal signs of Egyptian hieroglyphs but transformed them
by adding pure vowels and a small number of CV syllabograms. Most
of the system comprises consonant signs, C, optionally read as Ca. The
result is a mixture of signs for syllables, signs for phonemes, and signs
that alternate between the two.
Eastward transmission of consonantal alphabets shows the same
trend of increased vowel writing, by the means just mentioned. The Indian scripts Brāhmī (source of most scripts of India and Southeast Asia)
and Kharoṣṭhī (no descendants) developed from Aramaic and were ini-
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tially used to write Prakrit and Sanskrit. Aramaic used matres lectionis (including in its application to Prakrit and Sanskrit, e.g., Dupont-Sommer,
1966, p. 444), but Brāhmī and Kharoṣṭhī greatly expanded vowel writing
by innovating diacritics (Salomon, 1996), representing diverse vowels,
diphthongs, and liquids. Compare for instance the second and third syllables of śarīrā in the sample of Kharoṣṭhī below (Salomon, p. 382).4
𐨠𐨂𐨦𐨨𐨁 𐨟𐨣𐨂𐨀𐨐𐨨𐨁 𐨟𐨁𐨛𐨬𐨅𐨟𐨁𐨤𐨭𐨪𐨁𐨪 𐨀𐨁𐨨𐨅 … 𐨐𐨂𐨨𐨪𐨅

(8) Kharoṣṭhī:

i

i

i e

i

i

e i

e

mbth mkaṇt tvṭhtp rrś ma … rmk

Right-to-left transcription:

u

h

u

r

u

h

/kumāre … imē śarīrā pratiṭ avēti taṇuakami t ubami/
‘The Prince … establishes these bodily relics in his own stupa.’

A further, and highly productive, offshoot of Aramaic is the Sogdian script (Skjærvø, 1996). Used for an Iranian language, it was
further adapted for Altaic. The resulting scripts (written vertically,
presumably imitating Chinese) include Uyghur, Mongolian, the Clear
Script and Manchurian (Kara, 1996), the last two of which were alphabetic. Yet, even before full alphabetism, vowel marking was systematic and substantial, as in Uyghur: <ywkwnwrmn> /yükünürmen/ ‘I
prostrate myself’, <ʔwydwn> /ödün/ ‘time.loc’, <qwtynkʔ> /qutïnga/
‘majesty.poss.dat’, <yyqylqw [l]wq yn> /yïɣïlɣuluqïn/ ‘meeting place’.5
And earlier, in Sogdian, <βɣw xwtʔw> ‘lord master’ and <nmʔcyw
spʔtzʔnwky> ‘reverently with bended knee’ were read /βaɣu xutāw/ and
/namācyu spātzānuk/, in which only short /a/ is unrepresented (though
written as <ʔ> in the same text).
Like the Aramaic script, the Arabic script spread both eastward and
westward. The former (Kaye, 1996) was comparable to the eastward
spread of Aramaic, initially finding an Iranian language, Persian, and
moving from there to other families (e.g., Indo-European and MalayoPolynesian). In Persian, as in Sogdian, matres lectionis were used, though
non-initial short vowels were often unrepresented: compare, for instance, <z> /ze/ ‘from’ with <kh> /ke/ ‘that’, or <rxy> /roxī/ ‘face’ with
<xvšbʔš> /xošbāš/ ‘be happy’. Word-final vowels in particular are represented more thoroughly in Persian than in Arabic (Gnanadesikan, 2017).
4. Absence of a vowel in the transliteration signals the orthographically “inherent”
vowel /a/. <a> is a place holder for vowels, hence, orthographically, a null consonant.
/pr/ is written as <p> with <r> appended beneath.
5. These examples show that front/back vowel pairs were undifferentiated. Given
that the language is vowel harmonic, this underrepresentation may, again, be tied to
grammar: front/back is predictable for most vowels in a given word. In Turkic runes,
a separate offshoot of Sogdian, several consonant phonemes corresponded to pairs of
letters, one used if the following vowel was front, the other, otherwise (a solution that
Ottoman Turkish would later reinvent, utilising otherwise ‘dead’ letters of the Arabic
script, Daniels, 2014; cf. Vydrin, 2014, pp. 221, 224 on Mande languages).
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And again as with Sogdian, Persian had offshoots, such as Kashmiri, that
became fully alphabetic.
Less known is that the Arabic script supported a wide range of indigenous writing traditions throughout Africa (Mumin, 2014). Apparently all non-Afroasiatic languages with established Arabic-script
literacy make vowel writing obligatory. Representative examples include, from West Africa, Old Kanembu and Kanuri (Bondarev, 2014)
and Mandinka (Vydrin and Dumestre, 2014), and, from East Africa,
Swahili (Luffin, 2014) and Chimi:ni (Banafunzi and Vianello, 2014).
Some Afroasiatic languages, including for instance Kabyle Berber, also
marked vowels fully (Souag, 2019) (see next section for discussion).
Old Kanembu and Kanuri (spoken around Lake Chad) are attested
in manuscripts from the late 18th to early 20th century. Orthography
is not standardised across (or within) manuscripts and relies substantially on speaker knowledge. Consonants and vowels are both significantly underrepresented. Some ‘dead letters’ of Arabic are reassigned
to sounds of Kanembu/Kanuri in a one-to-one fashion (e.g., Ar.  ث/θ/
to Ka. /ʦ/; Ar.  غ/ɣ/ to Ka. /g/), but others are pressed into multiple
roles (e.g., Ar.  ج/ӡ/ to Ka. /ʣ ʤ nʣ nʤ/), with prenasalisation of stops

prone to nonrepresentation, as just illustrated. There is no orthographic
/o u/ distinction (comparable to some Arabic varieties), except that /ó/
can be optionally distinguished from /ó ú/. The three-tone system is
underrepresented by a two-way graphic distinction, repurposing /ʔ w
y/ from vowel length into tone marking (high/falling). Despite these
mismatches, these writing systems invested in obligatory vowel marking rather than expansion of the consonant inventory, as is graphically
obvious from the numerous diacritics in the examples below (Bondarev,
2014, pp. 121, 131, 133–4).
(9)

مْلْث
َمُغوُدنُج

وُدوُكْساَن
وُبِغيِد

00

<θ lm>
u

u

u a

a

0 u

<ӡndwɣm>
u

<nʔskwdw>
u

<dyɣbw>
i

/tsələm/

‘black’

/dzundógoma/

‘possessor of knowledge’

/náskóndó/

‘your soul’

/dígibú/

‘there is not’

i

Mandinka presents a similar situation. Both /o u/ and /e i/ are undifferentiated. Tone is unmarked. Nonetheless, vowel symbols are obligatory. The following excerpt is from a hunter’s incantation (Vydrin and
Dumestre, 2014, p. 227):
(10) Mandinka:
Right-to-left transcription:
/mìnankaña kòto túnbuŋ bé í kùntu/
‘Old male antelope, ruins will cut you.’

ًنِم َپَك ُتُك ُبٌت اِب ِع ُتٌك
uũ

tk

uũ

ʔ ʔb bt
i

i

uu

tk

a a

ã

y2k nm
i
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In East Africa, Swahili (Luffin, 2014) and Chimi:ni (Banafunzi and
Vianello, 2014) present similar patterns. Examples from Swahili court
transcripts (Luffin, pp. 314f) illustrate:
(11)

يِتِلُمُو

َزينَفَمَا
ُغُزْم
ُغنوُهَم

u u

<wmlty>
ii

a a a

a

<ʔmfnyz>
0 uu

<mzg>
a u

u

<mhwng>

/umulete/

‘you bring me’

/amefaniza/

‘he did’

/mzungu/

‘European’

/mahongo/

‘tribute’

The manuscripts surveyed vary with respect both to consonants and
vowels, as (11) shows: /ŋg/ is both <g> and <ŋg>. Similarly, /e/ is sometimes encoded like /i/ via the <i> diacritic, sometimes, it is grouped
with <a> and /a/. Sometimes <y> stands for /i, e/, without any further
diacritic, sometimes it supports a diacritic. Despite these differences
(and the absence of orthographic innovation), vowels are obligatory.
Adaptations of Aramaic block script in the Jewish diaspora shows
the same pattern. Two European examples are Yiddish (Germanic) and
Judeo-Spanish (Romance). The earliest full text in Frakes, 2004, Abraham the Patriarch of 1382 (hence Old, not Early, Yiddish), already shows
rich vocalisation (text, ibid., p. 11; transcription, cf. Frakes, 2017; translation, Frakes, 2014, p. 4).6
(12) Yiddish
Left-to-right transliteration

רעוו יד אטלא אשורטש לוו טוובג טוג
tvg tvvbg lvv ašvrtš atla yd revv

/ver di altə štrosə vol gəbóut gut/
‘He who travels the old and well-built streets’

Every vowel except one interconsonantal schwa is indicated (boldfaced in the voweled transliteration), including, interestingly, in some
cases, by digraphs absent from Classical Hebrew (<vv>). In contrast
to the African adaptations of Arabic script above, vowel diacritics were
only occasionally exploited in Yiddish (Frakes, 2017, 22f).
Judeo-Spanish spelling is also striking. Romance vernacular writing
from Muslim Spain is largely fragmentary, but Andalusian lyrical poems
in Arabic or Hebrew sometimes exploit it for their closing couplets, as a
way of supplying a different voice (Pountain, 2000, p. 43). A representative example (from Yehuda Halevi in the 12th century) is reproduced
below:
(13) Judeo-Spanish:
Right-to-left transliteration:

יראלבדא יראדנמד

ןש ביבחלא ןנ ויארבב

yrʔdnmd yrʔlbdʔ wyʔrbb nn bybḥlʔ nš

6.  אand  עare transliterated as <a> and <e>, reflecting their Yiddish usage, as the
Semitic values /ʔ/ and /ʔ/ did not survive into Ashkenazi Hebrew.
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/šin al-ḥabib non bibireyu adbolarey demandare/
‘Without my lover I will not live; I will fly away to seek [him].’

As per the boldfacing, several vowels are unrepresented here.
Nonetheless, the extent of matres lectionis is greater than in Hebrew, both
in its variety (<ʔ> is used for both /a/ and /e/) and in its extent (the
prepenultimate use of vocalic <ʔ> is un-Hebraic; /kōḵāḇīm/ ‘stars’ is
never written with <ʔ> for /a/).7 (A later Romance text in Arabic script,
from the early 15th century or before, is fully voweled, like the African
writing above; Martínez Ruiz, 1974.)

5. The Grammar of Vowelless Writing
The preceding discussion shows clearly that vowel-reduced writing is
preserved much more strongly within the Afroasiatic family than when
writing systems move beyond it. The correlation is not perfect: Kabyle
Berber is Afroasiatic, but is written vowelled; Sogdian and Persian
are non-Afroasiatic (Iranian), but leave many vowels unrepresented
(though they are vowel reduced, not vowelless). Nonetheless, it is clear
that something about Afroasiatic languages facilitates vowel-reduced
writing. What is it?8
An initially plausible guess is that vowel-reduced writing does
not conduce ambiguity in Afroasiatic languages as it would in nonAfroasiatic ones. It is easy to find consonant strings, like p-r-t, that can
host more vowels in, say, English than Hebrew:
(14) a. part, pert, port, prat, prate, parrot, pirate, pyrite, pirouette
b. prat ‘detail’, peret ‘list, to detail’, parat ‘to break’, porat ‘to be detailed’

However, closer reflection on English lexis and Hebrew morphology
suggests that such examples are misleading. Counterbalancing (14a), it
is relatively easy to find triplets of consonant phonemes that admit of

7. The written vowels are towards the end of the word, where Romance stress is
typically located—precisely where Semitic matres lectionis had first taken hold more
than 1500 years earlier (Cross and Freedman, 1952).
8. Fidel, used for several Eritrean and Ethiopian Afroasiatic languages, systematically indicate vowels, but the motivation seems to be sociocultural (Meyer, 2016):
Fidel was influenced by two voweled scripts, Greek and Indic, and by the liturgical
needs of nonnative speakers (cf. Arabic and Hebrew). An exception in the other direction is Carian (Adiego, 2007; 2020). Having only recently become aware of it,
I have yet to analyse the system. However, the current research concerns trends, not
exceptionless generalisations, so the conclusions do not depend on the status of any
one writing system.
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Table 2. Vowel-reduced Greek and Hebrew: Ambiguity in frequent vs. all words,
with (left) and without length distinctions (Crellin, 2018)

Frequent
Hebrew (Pentateuch)
Greek (Pentateuch)
Hebrew (Judges)
Greek (Herodotus)
Greek (Xenophon)

Total

Frequent

Total

91,278
56,916

280,180
140,325

77,910
48,657

248,288
121,853

103,177
93,035
89,148

315,650
212,666
212,098

85,418
93,260
96,159

275,729
227,089
224,733

only one vocalisation in English (/m-dӡ-k/, /r-ð-m/, /θ-k-n/). In Hebrew, however, nearly every three-consonant string is subject to multiple vocalisations. The question is whether, cumulatively, ambiguities in
a system like Hebrew outnumber those of languages like English.
Clearly, this question cannot be answered for all of the languages
above. However, in a study that is to my knowledge unique (though see
also Sampson, 2015), Crellin (2018) compares the levels of ambiguity in
two languages that more or less recreate one of the crucial transmissions
of writing beyond Afroasiatic, Old/Classical Greek and, as a proxy for
Phoenician, Biblical Hebrew. Crellin’s method is to rewrite Greek texts
as per Hebrew norms (representing initial vowels by glottal stop, using
glides for others, and leaving others, along with geminate consonants,
unmarked). Ambiguity was measured as the product of types and tokens
for each consonant string in the first 80,000 words of each text. A second experiment disregarded vowel length. In both, ambiguity without
vowels was higher in Hebrew, the language that managed without writing them.
The results are shown in table 2, with counts given for each text separately. The Pentateuch was used for both languages. To control for
genre, historical texts were also analysed (Judges for Hebrew, Xenophon’s
Anabasis and Hellenica, Herodotus’ Histories for Greek). Alongside the total ambiguity measure for each text, the eight most frequent C-strings
were counted. Only for the frequent items in the second (no length)
experiment is Greek more ambiguous than Hebrew (by about 10%). In
all other measures, Hebrew is the more ambiguous, at times by a much
greater factor (50–100%). Crellin concludes that the Greek coining of
vowels cannot have been to escape unacceptably high levels of ambiguity.
Evidently, it is the nature of the ambiguity, and hence of its resolution, that makes vowel-reduced writing tolerable for Afroasiatic languages. Several factors are at play.
It is well known (and appreciated by writing system scholars, e.g.,
Coulmas, 2003, Sampson, 2015) that much lexical meaning in Semitic
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languages is carried by consonants. The difference between, say, ‘read’
(q-r-ʔ) and ‘write’ (k-t-b), inheres entirely in consonants. Vowels and
further consonants encode whether an occurrence of these roots is nominal, verbal, etc.; if verbal, whether finite; if finite, whether active or
passive; and so on.
However, it is an oversimplification to say that consonantal roots
carry all lexical meaning. Since Arad, 2005, it has been appreciated that
lexical meaning inheres in the combination of consonantal root and a
vocalic pattern. For instance, Hebrew s-p-r means ‘count’ with vowels
-a-a-, but ‘tell’ with vowels -i-e-. All templates derived from -a-a- and
-i-e- preserve the meanings of ‘count’ and ‘tell’, respectively (e.g., sfira
‘counting’, sipur ‘story’). The pattern -i-e- no more derives ‘tell’ from sf-r than the prefix er- derives erzählen ‘tell’ from zählen ‘count’ (or English
recount from count). Thus, vowel underrepresentation is not harmless to
lexical meaning in Afroasiatic languages.
To understand why it persists, a grasp of the grammar of the language family is crucial. Because Afroasiatic morphology only ever uses
a limited number of vowel templates, the search space to recover vowels
is more restricted than in other languages. For instance, -o-u- is a possible vowel pattern in English (bonus, chorus, nodule), but not in Hebrew.9
Similarly, -i-i- is highly limited in Hebrew (e.g., ḥiriq, name of /i/ diacritic), but unremarkable in English (limit, visit, vivid). Thus, Afroasiatic
facilitates resolution of the ambiguity by limiting the search space.
Syntax restricts the search space further. The common -e-e- pattern
is restricted to nouns (qešer ‘knot’, peret ‘list’, sefer ‘book’, gefen ‘vine’); -a-uis confined to adjectival participles (qašur ‘fastened’, gamur ‘completed’,
barux ‘blessed’); -a-i- excludes verbs (qašir ‘connected’, ragil ‘regular’, nagiš
‘accessible’); and so on. Syntactic cues as to category may come either
from word order (for instance, in a verb-initial language, a verbal pattern is likely at the start of a sentence) or from context (a nominal pattern is more likely in the vicinity of determiners or adjectives, or after a
clitic preposition).
Further, morphology is particularly important as concerns the facilitating effect of Afroasiatic grammar in reading with minimal vowels.
In most of the world’s languages, affixal consonants enable a reader to
predict affixal vowels. For instance, English <fxng> is, by basic phonotactics, to be read as /f◌x◌ng/, and speakers recognise that this comprises a root f◌x and an affix ◌ng. From the affixal consonants, one can
determine the affixal vowel: /f◌xing/. But that gives no handle on the
root vowel, which can be /faxing/, /fixing/, /foxing/.
In Afroasiatic, by contrast, affixal consonants frequently provide unambiguous cues to all unwritten vowels, whether part of the affix or in9. I use English as a comparator for Hebrew even though it reduces unstressed
vowels. Other languages avoid this issue (e.g., German Bonus, Forum, Tonus).
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ternal to the root. For instance, in a nominal context, tCCCt is read as
tiCCoCet (with /i/ changing to /a/ for some consonants):
(15)

תרמזת
תבתכת
תמשרת
תשבחת

<tzmrt>
<tktbt>
<tršmt>
<tqšrt>

/tizmoret/
/tixtovet/
/tiršomet/
/taxbošet/

‘orchestra’
‘correspondence’
‘details’
‘bandage’

<
<
<
<

/tizmer/ ‘orchestrate (vb)’
/tiktev/ ‘dictate (vb)’
/tiršem/ ‘outline (vb)’
/tixbeš/ ‘bandage (vb)’

Similarly, hCCCh is read as haCCaCa:
(16)

הרבסה
הרהזה
המדקה

<hsbrh>
<hzhrh>
<hqdmh>

/hasbara/
/hazhara/
/haqdama/

‘explanation’ < /hisbir/ ‘explain’
‘warning’
< /hizhir/ ‘warn’
‘introduction’ < /hiqdim/ ‘introduce’

For monoconsonant affixes, there is often residual ambiguity. For
instance, nCCC can be either third person masculine singular past “passive,” niCCaC, or first person plural future active, nCaCeC (17). Similarly, mCCC can be a nonagentive nominal, miCCaC, or an agent nominal / present participle, mCaCeC, amongst other patterns.
(17)

(18)

רשקנ

<nqšr>

רבשנ

<nšbr>

דמלנ

<nlmd>

רקחמ

<mxqr>

רפסמ

<mspr>

/niqšar/
/nšaqer/
/nišbar/
/nšaber/
/nilmad/
/nlamed/

‘it was tied’
‘we will tie’
‘it was broken’
‘we will break’
‘it was learned’
‘we will teach’

/mexkar/
/mxaker/
/mispar/
/msaper/

‘research (n)’
‘researcher; researching’
‘number’
‘narrator; narrating’

Obviously, discourse, syntactic, or morphological context are likely
to reduce, if not resolved, such ambiguity.
Much of the residual ambiguity concerns functional vocabulary. For
instance, the ambiguity between ‘research’ and ‘researcher’ amounts
to the neutralisation of morphological derivation, making an agentive
noun identical to what such agents produce. However, many languages
would not make such a difference to begin with. Consider /šiber/ and
/šuvar/. These are active and passive of the same verb, ‘break’. Yet,
without vowels, they are written identically, <šbr>. Although not an
exact equivalent, this is similar to the causative/inchoative alternation
which, for many English verbs, is unmarked: I broke it versus it broke.
Thus, Afroasiatic vowel-impoverished writing is akin to morphologically impoverished writing. This is an interesting state of affairs, in
light of both recent research involving artificial language learning and
of the history of writing itself.
The artificial language learning paradigm exposes experimental subjects to data from a fictitious language and then induces them to extrapolate it beyond what they are been taught. Learners’ responses often
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converge on typologically common systems even though neither their
native tongue nor the data they have been given overtly biases them to
(Martin et al., 2019). This looks like what early writers of Afroasiatic
languages were doing. Their writing system can be seen as an artificial language akin to a natural language of a more common typological
kind—one with less morphology.
The same strategy has arisen elsewhere. Mandarin has words that
are related by now defunct derivational processes (Baxter and Sagart,
2014) but that have not come to be orthographically distinguished, despite differing in meaning and pronuncation. For instance, 乘 was both
/Cə.ləŋ/ ‘drive’ and /Cə.ləŋ-s/ ‘wagon’ (modern chéng and shèng, respectively). Similarly, in Sumerian, large amounts of morphology were only
sporadically written for centuries. Two copies of The Instructions of Šuruppak (Alster, 2005, pp. 176, 180), several centuries apart, illustrate. Abstracting away from irrelevant details of the orthography, the “standard
Sumerian” of copies from Nippur, Ur, Kiš, and Susa marks ergative, possessive, dative, object agreement, and imperfective (boldfacing; <ki> is
an orthographic disambiguator).
(19) šuruppak-kie
dumu-ni- r
na
na- mu- nri- ri
šuruppak-city-erg child- his-dat “instruct” pvb-vent-3sgO-lay-impfred
‘The Man from Šuruppak gave instructions to his son.’

All of these are absent from the earlier Abū Ṣalābīkh (Early Dynastic)
version even though the sentence recorded is taken to be the same:
(20) šuruppak dumu na
na- mu- ri
šuruppak child “instruct” pvb-vent-lay
‘The Man from Šuruppak gave instructions to his son.’

The representation of morphology was largely mnemonic in Sumerian, aiding the fluent speaker/reader, not aiming at high-fidelity recording of the language (rather as punctuation scantly records prosodic
groupings in English). Underrepresentation of functional material creates a writing system that is simply a language of a different grammatical type, but a legitimate one.
An obvious parallel to the effect of vowel-reduced writing in nonAfroasiatic languages is consonant-reduced writing in Afroasiatic ones.
One such case arose when Akkadians adopted the Sumerian writing system, which routinely omitted coda consonants from its writing. When
used phonetically (for rebus writing) <kuř> could stand for /ku/, <gub>
for /gu/. With a range of logograms and other devices to clarify meaning, Sumerians clearly felt this to be unproblematic. For Akkadian,
which opted initially for a much more phonetic orthography, the convention was problematic: /iprus/ ‘separate’ (root p-r-s plus template i-u-) would be written <i.ru>. This erases most of the root. The Akkadi-
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ans consequently adopted the convention of writing /CVC/ as <CV.VC>,
expanding the inventory and use VC already available within Sumerian.
Returning to Kabyle Berber in this light is also interesting. In contrast to the Berber varieties surveyed in Souag, 2014, Kabyle Berber
(Souag, 2019) has been written with vowels in a range of orthographies.
Some of these may reflect European influence, having been European
commissions for missionary ends. However, full vocalisation, via diacritics rather than matres lectionis, applies to orthographies that predate
European influence. Sociological factors cannot be discounted: diacritics distinguished Berber script from secular Arabic (Souag, p.c.), or
Quranic Arabic may have been taken as a model. However, linguistic
factors may also be at play that may limit the viability vowel-reduced
writing in Kabyle Berber.
Souag (p.c.) suggests two. First, Afroasiatic grammar is not uniform.
The extent of intercalating templates, as opposed to crosslinguistically
more common concatenating morphology, varies. Berber may be one
of the more concatenative cases, making it more like a non-Afroasiatic
language in the respects relevant here. Second, several root consonants
do not emerge phonetically in Kabyle Berber. For instance, of the root ʔr-β ‘write’, only the middle consonant emerges in y-aru in ‘(that) he write’
(< y-ăʔrŭβ) and y-ura ‘he wrote’ (< y-ŭʔrăβ). Full assessment requires
study beyond the scope of this article. But it is interesting that matres
lectionis emerged towards the end of the word in Hebrew, a locus where
consonants were prone to loss.

6.

Conclusion

The emergence of vowel writing was not a one-off affair. Vowel writing accreted gradually and partially within some Afroasiatic writing
systems, and some non-Afroasiatic orthographies continue with partial representation of vowels today. However, as a whole, vowel writing increases most when an Afroasiatic writing system is adapted to
a non-Afroasiatic language, and it remains most constant when the
system is passed within the family. The ‘sudden’ innovation of vowels, whether via diacritics, letters, or syllabograms, appears exclusively
within non-Afroasiatic systems, like Brāhmī, Greek, Iberian, Kharoṣṭhī,
and Meroitic.
The obvious correlate of vowel expansion is, therefore, grammatical.
Only Afroasiatic languages structure their lexical and functional vocabulary such that removal of vowels minimally affects lexical vocabulary
and amounts, on the whole, only to impoverishment of functional vocabulary. This view of matters is supported by other writing systems
that underrepresented functional vocabulary. Grammar is, therefore, a
key force that shapes the evolution of writing systems.
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I end on a speculative note. The alphabet has been portrayed by
some as the logical, even teleological, end of writing system development (as surveyed in Share, 2014). I believe this is a radical misreading of grammatical history. With one exception, when writing systems
have invested in phonetic devices (that is, sound- rather than meaningbased writing), the unit of investment has been the syllable. This applies both to pristine writing systems (Sumerian, Egyptian, Mayan) and
to their descendants (Akkadian, Meroitic, Japanese) and to adoptions of
the idea of writing but invention of a new system (Linear B, Cree, Vai).
The exception is Egyptian. However, a syllabary for a language unconcerned with vowel writing is, simply, a consonantal alphabet. Passed
onto unrelated languages, in which vowels and consonants have more
equal status, the consonantal alphabet acquires vowels. On this picture,
the existence of the alphabet is a highly contingent accident of history:
at the right time, a language of the right grammatical type, innovated
a writing system, that was then simplified by speakers of a related language, before being passed to speakers of others who invested in complete vowel writing. Had different peoples been involved, writing might
never have become more finegrained than the syllabary.
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Scripts in Contact:
Transmission of the First Alphabets
Sveva Elti di Rodeano

Abstract. The alphabet is a type of notation which breaks language into small
units, attempting to represent its phonological and/or phonetic repertoire.
Given that writing is a way of thinking, based on a cognitive activity that requires mental procedures, the aim of this paper is to propose the architecture
of the spelling process, described in cognitive and psycholinguistic studies, as a
model for the transmission of the alphabet(s).
For this purpose, the reflection is focused on the so-called first alphabets in
writing systems’ history, i.e., Greek, Anatolian, Italic, and Iberian alphabets, introducing the new linguistic and archeological approaches which allow an earlier
date and a less decisive role for the Greeks in the alphabets’ introduction.
Ancient literatures’ evidence about the teaching of writing and reading are
found to match with the current results of cognitive studies about the dynamics
of oral reproduction, word recognition, and written reproduction. The peculiarities of Asia minor alphabets, which are still unsolved, will be addressed and
framed within the spelling process model.

1.

Introduction

Currently, the alphabet is more widespread than any other system of
written language.
In company with Chinese characters, the alphabet provides the forms
by which all living languages are written: whether Arabic, Bengali,
Cyrillic, Devanagari, Greek, Hebrew, Javanese, Latin, or Tibetan or any
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other alphabetic forms, they derive from a common source in the Sinai
in the second millennium BC1 Semitic languages, indeed those in use in
the Sinai Peninsula, were the first to be written in alphabetic script2 .
In spite of this variety in contemporary visual appearance, which is
the result of centuries of specialized adaptations,3 all alphabetic forms
share a similar structural property: they consist of about twenty-four
to thirty signs used to represent the sounds of spoken language. The
phonetic principle is at best an approximation, because, while oral forms
are continually evolving, the tenacity of the alphabet tends to endure
any changes. However, it must be said that no other writing system
has the capacity to represent the sound of spoken language with such
efficiency and adaptability.
Writing has been associated with evolutionary theory since eighteenth century.
In the late nineteenth century, Isaac Taylor proposed that writing
progressed from pictorial and pictographic, through logographic and
syllabic forms of writing, to a final and more efficient alphabetic system.
Taylor’s scheme was systematized by Ignace Gelb (1963), in his gradualistic and unievolutionary models of script development.4 That view
implied that writing starts in a pictographic form, then develops first
into logographic and then into syllabic writing, and eventually the alphabet is created.
This was the traditional answer to the question of origins, which was
directly related to the classification of writing into pictographic (signs
as pictorial images of objects or events), syllabic (signs correspond to
syllables), and alphabetic (signs correspond to sound segments). This
classification recalled the typological classification of languages of that
period, into isolating, agglutinative, and inflected.5
Afterwards, studies on writing systems began to reconsider the evolutionary “principle of economy aiming at the expression of linguistic

1. To be more precise, all modern natural writing systems derive from either
Egyptian hieroglyphs, or from Chinese characters.
2. However, It must be recognised that the acrophonic principle, the decisive
turning point for the linguistic notation of signs, has been used since Egyptian hieroglyphs and Sumerian cuneiform attestations (late fourth millennium BC).
3. In many cases such adaptations were fostered by the accurate dedication of
Christian missionaries, as for the Gothic alphabet, invented by the Bishop Wulfila in
the third century AD.
4. This model was the product of its time, and it was championed by other scholars
too (Damerow, 1999; Schmandt-Besserat, 1992; Michalowski, 1993).
5. The comparison between these two classification is drawn by Cardona (1981,
p. 21), who arguably doubted the linguistic classification.
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forms by the smallest number of signs” (ibid., p. 69) and the classification of writing.6
However, from the archaeological and historical point of view the
prevailing opinion seemed to retain the paradigm of a Western supremacy, which saw the alphabet as an introduction made by the Greeks
before the eighth century BC (Carpenter, 1933).

2.

The First Alphabets and Their Relations

Gelb’s study sowed the seeds for the twentieth century Eurocentric view
on the Greek alphabet as civilizing mark in human evolution7 .
The classicist Eric Havelock (1976; 1982) promoted the idea of Western supremacy linked to alphabetic writing, while the anthropologist
Jack Goody (1968) supported the idea of a connection between the alphabet and literacy, reinforcing the consequent formulation that nonalphabetic cultures and predecessors in the Near East who used other
forms of writing were distant and cognitively inferior in comparison to
the Greeks.8
According to the communis opinion, the alphabet was introduced to
Greece through the Phoenicians around the eighth century BC (contra
Ullman, 1934). Recently, new discoveries and archeological evidence
have revealed trade contacts between the Aegean and Eastern Mediterranean (Broodbank, 2013, pp. 870–1314), showing that the necessary
infrastructure for transmission of the alphabet was already in place
long before the traditional date of its introduction. Linguistic and epigraphic, but here we should called them graphemic and graphematics,
studies (Waal, 2018; 2020) have shown that the only argument for a late
introduction is the absence of evidence, an argumentum ex silentio.
Nowadays a new approach, which allows an earlier date for the introduction of the alphabet and a less decisive role for the Greeks in the
transmission, helps to understand relations between the first alphabetic
scripts.
What remain still unaddressed are some peculiarities of the Asia minor alphabets that constitute arguments for the Greek thesis.

6. A comprehensive description of all the typological classification of writing is in
Borgwaldt and Joyce (2011, pp. 2–6).
7. The idea of evaluating writing systems is quite still common among scholars,
as Meletis (2018; 2020, pp. 197–215) illustrates in detail.
8. The “literacy thesis” was promoted by Goody and Watt (1963), Halverson
(1992) and Ong (1982), and was based on Havelock’s statements about the cognitive
revolution arising from alphabetic literacy.
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The still unsolved enigmas are, for instance, the Carian graphemes,
which resembled Greek graphemes with deviant sound values, and the
Etruscan sibilants signs.
The first case constitutes a clear anomaly in the Anatolian context,
for which the “chaos hypothesis” has been proposed: in the adaptation,
an arbitrary assignment of phonetic values from Greek graphemes to
Carian graphemes took place, maintaining only the external shape of
signs. This hypothesis is frustrating and does not clarify why some letters preserve their Greek phonetic value while others did not.9
The second case shows the most evident problem with the thesis of
the Greek role as intermediate. Etruscan retained both the sigma and the
san letter for the fricative value [s],10 whereas none of the Greek alphabets contain both these letters (Bonfante and Bonfante, 2002, p. 45).

Italic
N-W Semitic
alphabetic
writing

Phoenician

Greek
Anatolian,
etc.

(a)

‘N-W Semitic’
alphabets (without vowels)
‘Protoalphabetic
writing‘

Unattested
‘Mother’ alphabet (with vowels)

Phoenician,
Early Hebrew, etc.

Greek
Anatolian
Italic, etc.

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Current paradigm simplified. (b) Alternative model simplified
(Waal, 2020, p. 119)

These facts are hard to reconcile with the current paradigm. A different scenario (Fig. 1) has been suggested, in which the Anatolian, Italic,
and Iberian alphabets did not derive from the Greek alphabet.
9. Car. 𐊵 [n] / Gr. Ψ, Car. 𐊪 𐌍 [m]/ Gr. Μ, Car. 𐊥 ⵎ [r]/ Gr. Ρ, Car. 𐊭 [t]/ Gr. Τ,
but also Car. 𐊠 / Gr. A, Car. 𐊫 / Gr. O, Car. 𐊰 / Gr. M [s], Car. 𐊲 / Gr. Υ.
10. Etr. 𐌑 (< «san») and Etr. 𐌔 (< «sigma») for [s].
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The Alphabet and the Written/Oral Language Relation

The way in which languages are put into writing varies from language
to language.
In alphabetical systems the characters tend to refer to minimal units
of the sound system, whether they are phonemes or phones. This is
the underlying principle that identifies the alphabet from other writing
systems.
Notwithstanding that, it is crucial to repeat that no pure writing system exists (Coulmas, 1996), and that differentiating writing systems intends to reassume the relation between linguistic elements (sounds),
orthographic elements (signs), and metaphorical referents (“meant”
meaning).11
Gelb (1963) saw writing as a contribution to social change, which
would necessarily end with mass literacy. In this view he conceived
the evolution of writing in a functionalist way: driven by utility and
maximization, the best writing system will be the one most efficient to
note the language and the one most accessible to the population. Some
similarities can be noted between these assumptions and the linguistic
economy concept of the nineteenth century.
In the theory of George Kingsley Zipf (1949),12 any uneconomical
change, involving more effort than benefits in terms of communication,
will be removed or avoided. In the same direction, André Martinet’s
language economy principle (1955) aims at least effort for a particular
purpose, seeking a balance between efficient communication and natural human inertia.
The comparison between writing and language evolution is not the
main purpose of this paper, but it can be observed that writing systems’
studies has changed their conception of teleological reading in accordance with and on the basis of a different interpretation of linguistic
change: Martinet rejected the teleological evolution of languages and
preferred a causal explanation of economy, stated by the well-known
dictum that “languages change because they function”.
11. With “metaphoric referent” I am trying to reassume the concept of “competenza
semantica mediata dal segno scrittorio” (Marazzi, 2016, p. 1) proposed by many pioneering works of linguists (Crump, 1990; Gaur, 1992), semiotics (Harris, 1995; Rotman, 1995), and graphic designers (Kress and Leeuwen, 1996) that proposed a broader
view of writing. Given the fact that writing does not record language in its linguistic entirety, writing must be studied separately from its relation to speech (Derrida,
1976, pp. 30–59). Within this view writing is “any systematized graphic activity that
creates sites of interpretation” (Rotman, 1995, p. 390).
12. The so-called Principle of Least Effort states that economy is a criterion regulating aspects of human behaviour as well as linguistic evolution. Economy has
been considered a factor in phonetic changes too (Sweet, 1888; Passy, 1890; Vendryes,
1939).
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Writing is an artefact, a τέχνη. The term τέχνη is derived from IE
*tek-̑ “to produce,” *te-tk̑- “to build, to timber” (Beekes and van Beek,
2010, p. 1476).
The idea of τέχνη naturally came to denote the artistic capacity for
producing artefact. Writing is a techné, so it can be evaluated for its
utility.
The widespread use of the alphabet, nowadays the Roman alphabet,
cannot be taken as evidence that is the best system because “the spread
of a technology is driven by many factors in addition to utility, such as
power (market dominance) and ignorance (limited information)” (Coulmas, 2009, p. 8). Moreover and as a consequence of this view, the diversity of coexisting writing systems is often overlooked as mere phases of
their evolution.13
More recently, classifications of scripts have been proposed by Borgwaldt and Joyce (2011), Daniels (2006; 2018), and Gnanadesikan (2017).
They agree upon separating the proper alphabets from scripts that note
consonants only, “abjads,” and scripts that note vowels with diacritical
marks, “abugidas”. This criterion makes distinctions mainly in the notation of phonemic repertoire.
The early alphabets—Greek, Lycian, Lydian, Carian, and Phrygian—
are difficult to fit into this classification, or into the functional model of
evolution, because “the alphabetic principle has no magic power which
influences the destiny of other forms of writing; as Cuneiform Hittite
shows, in the development of writing there is no necessary tendency towards an increasingly exact phonetic rendering of speech” (MorpurgoDavies, 1986, p. 63). Moreover, vowels’ notation appears to differ in any
language and within each language.14

4.

The Transmission

From an anthropological point of view, the alphabet is a very nice example of transmitted tradition through space and time.
For centuries the dominant view here was that the imitation, μίμησις,
makes the chain of transmission possible.
Now it is proposed that what makes tradition live is not a general
purpose of imitation because cultural transmission is partial, selective,
and not faithful. “Some traditions live on in spite of this, because they
tap into widespread and basic cognitive preferences. These attractive

13. This kind of argument is often expressed when no writing standard is found.
Nowadays in sociolinguistics studies the concept of “standard” itself is debated: the
same reasoning should be useful in graphematic studies.
14. Emblematic is the case of Carian defective vocalic notation.
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traditions spread, not by being better retained or more accurately transferred, but because they are transmitted over and over” (Morin, 2016).
This approach offered the chance to see the predominant role of the alphabet in the story of writing; in particular in the first millennium in
Greece, Italy, and Anatolia this kind of annotation has been adapted
every time to each different cultural environments. This point reinforces the assumption that transmission means adaptation, and because
“linguistic interpretation of graphic symbols always began in the context of and for a particular language” (Coulmas, 2009), in the adaption
process there must be some visible linguistic reasons.
In our context, thanks to the lexical root structure of Semitic languages, Semitic alphabets do not need vowel graphemes. Indoeuropean
languages, on the contrary, need vowels’ graphemes to mark morphemic
contrasts.
From ancient literature, only two pieces of evidence explain the mode
of transmission.
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Περὶ τῶν Ἀττικῶν ῥητόρων, II, 52):
Πρῶτον μὲν τὰ ὀνόματα τῶν στοιχείων τῆς φωνῆς ἀναλαμβάνομεν, ἃ
καλεῖται γράμματα· ἔπειτα <τοὺς> τύπους τε αὐτῶν καὶ δυνάμεις15

and Quintilianus (Istitutio Oratoria I, 1, 24-5):
Neque enim mihi illud saltern placet, quod fieri in plurimis video, ut litterarum nomina et contextum prius quam formas parvuli discant. obstat hoc
agnitioni earum non intendentibus mox animum ad ipsos ductus, dum antecedentem memoriam sequuntur.16

From these two reports it can be observed that teaching was at first
conducted orally, repeating letters’ names, called γράμματα, then visually17 writing letters’ shapes and, at the same time, orally repeating their

15. “At first we learn the names of sounds’ elements, which are called letters. Then
we learn their shapes and sound values”.
16. “At any rate I am not satisfied with the course, which I note is usually adopted,
of teaching small children the names and order of the letters before their shapes. Such
a practice makes them slow to recognize the letters, since they do not pay attention
to their actual shape, preferring to be guided by what they have already learned by
rote.”
17. In a process that now can be defined as “graphomotor”. Lambert-Quémart explained very well the different stages of the writing production: “word writing research involves the study of two essential processes, spelling processing and graphomotor processing. Spelling processes refer to the cognitive mechanisms by which
words are transcribed into written form while adhering to the orthographic norms of
the language. Graphomotor processing is generally defined as the processes involved
in letter writing: allographic selection, allograph adaptation in writing support and
muscle adjustment of motor programs” (Lambert and Quémart, 2019, p. 9).
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sounds. As its name, alpha-bet,18 implies, it likely that this is the method
commonly used in antiquity.19 It can be deduced that the underlying
cognitive processes, both in the spelling and in the visual and motoric
composition, have been responsible for the transmission of alphabetic
scripts.
From the cognitive point of view, some recent studies on dysgraphia
in alphabetic and logographic writing systems, especially Chinese (Bi,
Han, Weekes, and Shu, 2007; Law, 1994; Weekes, Yin, Su, and Chen,
2006), have been used to categorize the mistakes in syllabographic and
logographic writing systems in old texts.
For our context, recently this has been done for Hittite and
Luwian, Anatolian languages of second millennium BC (CotticelliKurras, Pisaniello, and Rizza, 2018).

5. The Spelling Process
Here I will apply this theoretical framework, based upon Caramazza and
Miceli (1990),20 on contact and then transmission of scripts, which in
this case are alphabets. Therein lies the meaning of the title “scripts in
contact”: the contact that must occurred in writers of more than one language, undoubtedly including one Semitic and one Indoeuropean language.
The contact must have included the writer as well as the speaker to
facilitate language contact/transmission. Halliwell (1945, p. 174) wrote
expressly about the speaker’s mind as centre of the contact, because “is
individuals who respond to and influence one another… Individuals are
the dynamic centers of the process of interaction”. Weinreich (1953,
p. 6) made the same allusion, which Orioles (2008, p. XVII) highlighted.
The schematic representation of the spelling process reported in
Caramazza and Miceli (1990, p. 245), in the case of scripts in contact,
must be adapted at the moment of transmission of the alphabet between
(at least) two different languages, then different phonologies.

18. Unlike the consistent references to ποινικήια / φοινικήια, an adjective that
stands for a noun to designate the Phoenician letters, the name ἀλφάβητον is not
attested before the Hellenistic period although the adjective ἀναλφάβητος “illiterate”
occurs already in the fourth century BC (Jeffery, 1990, p. 40).
19. Regarding Greek alphabet’s learning, Andreas Willi draw the same conclusion:
“we may thus assume that Greek pupils already in classical times learned the canonical
letter names together with, or even before, the corresponding letter shapes, just as it
was the case in later centuries according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Dem. 52.2.)
and Quintilianus (1.1.24)” (2008: 403).
20. This paper was the pioneer of the field, as well as Paillard (1990), Rapp and
Caramazza (1997), Rapp and Kong (2002), Nottbusch (2008).
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ORTHOGRAPHIC
OUTPUT
LEXICON
GRAPHEMELEVEL REPRESENTATION

LETTER NAME
CONVERSION

ALLOGRAPHIC
CONVERSION

Oral spelling

Written spelling

Figure 2. The architecture of the spelling process (Caramazza and Miceli, 1990,
p. 245)

The first part is the core moment of the transmission that allows the
same script to represent another language. This is the moment when
the linguistic fit of the script actually proves itself, or, as Florian Coulmas put it best when he wrote, “when, early in the history of writing,
graphical marks were given a linguistic interpretation, all writing systems developed a linguistic fit” (2009, p. 12).
The phoneme-grapheme conversion occurs in the reading moment
of letters’ names.
Since ancient literatures, Quintilianus’ litterarum nomina and Dionysius’ τὰ ὀνόματα τῶν στοιχείων τῆς φωνῆς, also placed this action at
the beginning of the learning process, the architecture of the spelling
process can be considered as a well-corresponding scheme for the ancient model of teaching.
The orthographic output lexicon occurs when the lexical letters’
names are memorized in the short-term memory (STM).21 These two
steps constitute the first moment of the teaching method which appeared in ancient sources as discussed previously.22
The grapheme-level representation corresponds with the visually
representation of letters’ names, as perceived aurally and then memorized in the STM. The letters of the Greek alphabet maintain unaltered
21. A storage memory characterized by limited capacity and brief duration. For the
main three models of verbal short-term memory see Baddeley (1983; 1986), Besner
(1987), and Monsell (1987).
22. The same learning process seems to have been used for the Hebrew alphabet,
as Aaron Demsky put it, “there can be no doubt that learning the linear alphabet, by
writing the letters in a standard sequence and repeating their names, is the key to
alphabetic literacy” (Demsky, 2015, p. 23).
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the sequence of the Phoenician signary. This is one of the more solid arguments in favour of the Phoenician origin of the Greek alphabet, which
maintain letters’ names even if they are meaningless in Greek (Bourgiannis, 2018, p. 238).
In this moment the letters’ names have been transmitted as they were
in the Semitic language of origin;23 then these names have then been
taken as loanwords, words adopted from one language and incorporated
in another one without any translation.24
It is precisely the absence of word meaning that could have disrupted the lexical orthography and then the phonological processing
(Houghton and Zorzi, 2003, p. 120)25 of the acrophonic value that results. According to a scholion on Dionysius Thrax (Willi, 2008, p. 404),
the indeclinability of the letter names was so strongly felt as non-Greek
to encourage a purpose to make the letter names easy to learn for children. The feature of alphabetic writing, which in principle provides
more than one way by which a word may be spelled or read, here should
have played a great role in the transmission.
Returning to the scheme (Fig. 2), the second part, below the
grapheme-level representation, represents the moment of the (re)production.
There we can distinguish the oral and written output.
For the written output, it can admit a “graphemic buffer” (Günter
and Ludwig, 1994, p. 1084), a failure of the STM that temporarily holds
graphemic representations for subsequent spelling processes as allographic conversion. This intermediate step can explain many cases of
allography in the first alphabets.
For instance, the Carian alphabet presents a number very high of letters in comparison to other Anatolian alphabets, about 34/35 different

23. As consequence of the predominant phonetic interpretation of alphabetic
scripts, focus has been on the sounds denoted by the letters, instead of their names.
This was the ratio for the absence of translation for the Semitic letter names too, “because the acrophonic principle was so useful, it was out of the question to translate
the Semitic names” (Willi, 2008, p. 412). This observation again held the possibility of
an oral transmission of the then-called alphabet as a poem or a song, learned by heart
and only in Hellenistic times studied by the increased interest in various aspects of
language and writing, which arose from the spread of literacy in Greece.
24. The Phoenician names were indeed only superficially hellenized, adding -α
in names ending in a final consonant (ʾalp < ἄλφα, bēt < βῆτα) or simplifying notadmitted consonantal groups (gaml < γάμμα).
25. George Houghton and Marco Zorzi stated that the final spelling is determined
by the combined output of both sound-to-spelling conversion and frequency-sensitive
lexical route. In this regard, nonword or lower-frequency words differ in spelling regularity: “it is worth noting that the disruption of lexical orthographic and phonological processing in semantic dementia appears to be tightly linked to the loss of word
meaning” (2003).
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letters (cfr. Adiego Lajara, 2018, p. 12). This singular trait of Carian is indeed the attestation of different local varieties, for which Ignasi Adiego
Lajara (2013) illustrated the epigraphic ratio in the unity underlying
these local varieties, explaining all the cases of allography, which otherwise would constitute arguments for a notably high number of letters
for the Carian alphabet.
For the final written output, the pronunciation of letters’ names are
analyzed, through the phonological mediation of the writer’s language,
and stored in a graphemic output lexicon (GOL), a long-term memory
for words in which spelling is now acquired.26
The GOL determines the written output and implementation in comparison to the script model (S1).
In our case we should assume that phonological mediation produced
the different sound value for the same letters in the languages involved.
This phenomenon is particularly clear for vowels’ signs between Lycian
and Greek.

Phoenician

Greek

𐤀

Α
[a]

𐤄

Ε
[e]

Lycian

𐊀

𐊙

[a]

[ã]

[e]

[ẽ]

𐊁
𐊆

𐊚

[i]

Figure 3. Vocalic signs in Phoenician, Greek and Lycian alphabet

From Fig. 3 it can be observed that signs for [a], [e] and [i] are
morpho-graphically equal, but these similarities in shapes are not reflected nor maintained by the oral output of these languages.27 The comparison between Greek adaptation and Lycian adaptation serves as an
example of how the phonological mediation of the writer’s L1 influences
in the spelling process.
For instance, the case of the arrow grapheme, also used in Phrygian
and Lydian, has been indicated as [æ] due to the correspondence in
Greek: Lyc. ￪ / Gr. α (El[puw]eti, Ἐλπόατις; Erttimeli, Ἀρτέμηλις; Huzeimi,

26. Here all learned spellings are stored, ready to be written down. Once the
spelling is learned through the phonological mediation and memorized, it is not likely
to change. This is the reason why orthographic mistakes are the hardest to not repeat.
27. Except for [a] signs, which are in all these alphabets equal both in shape and in
sound.
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Ὁσάιμις); Lyc. ￪ / Gr. ε (Tikeukẽprẽ, Τισευσέμβρα; Xesñtedi, Κεσίνδηλις);
Lyc. ￪ / Gr. η (Erttimeli, Ἀρτέμηλις; Xesñtedi, Κεσίνδηλις)28 .
However, the context of the contact should have been Asia minor,
and consequently the phonology to take into consideration should be
Anatolian Greek. Claude Brixhe (1987, p. 49) studied the vocalism of
Anatolian Greek and highlighted the alternation between α, ε and η as
case of hypercorrection due to an “influence de l’école”.
This explanation permits the retention of a more common vocalic
value [e] for Lyc. ￪, taking into consideration that the Greek correspondence were easily alternated and that, because ε and ι were often used
as if they were interchangeable,29 Greek α seemed nearer to [e] than ε
itself.30
Returning to the spelling process scheme (Fig. 2), the oral output
comprises two different inputs: auditory and visual. Recently attention
has been focused on the STM in the phonological coding.
Baddeley (1986) proposed a model for the storage of oral material
which comprises a phonological storage called phonological short-term
store (PSTS) and an articulatory loop.
The scheme in Nickels, Howard, and Best (1997, p. 162) presents Baddeley’s model combined with the two different kinds of input (Fig. 4).
At first we can admit the auditory input, through which the phonological information gains direct access to the phonological short-term
store (PSTS) which is responsible for the speech output lexicon (SOL);
whereas verbal material through visual input, must be re-coded by the
articulatory loop in order to be held in the PSTS.
Once these new alphabets31 acquired a certain degree of complexity,
they became more and more associated with the language (Coulmas,
2003), and, at this point, the adaptation would involve the addition of
new signs for phonemes and/or phones that were still not represented,
either with the creation of signs or with modification or implementation
of signs that are already part of the alphabet, and this case can be the
proof of the links between graphomotor processing and spelling during
28. Here the Greek versions of Lycian names are written with the (plausible)
prosodic notation, in accordance to Greek prosodic laws. This editorial choice has
been made in order to express, with the most cautious attitude, both how Greek wrote
Lycian names (for this reason we used Greek alphabet and not IPA characters) and
how Greek could have read them, given the fact that stress is highly distinctive and
involved in phonology.
29. For instance Μιννέαν/Μεννέαν, εἱειρῖς/ἱερεῖς, εἰσεν/εἰσιν, πυήσε/ποιήσει,
χάρεν/χάριν, τρές/τρίς.
30. Adiego Lajara (2018) more accurately defines the adaptation of writing systems,
using Boisson’s “principe de stabilité” for his analysis.
31. They can be defined as “new” due to the fact that no writing system ever came
into existence independent of a particular language (Damerow, 2006, Gnanadesikan,
2009).
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Visual
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rehearsal

Figure 4. PSTM model for oral spelling (Nickels, Howard, and Best, 1997, p. 162)

the learning of writing.32 Moreover, between oral and written spelling
there are reciprocal relations: the written language cannot ignore the
spoken language, perhaps because of the practices of reading aloud and
of dictation. In this continuously renewed relationship, written and oral
spelling can influence each other.

6.

Conclusion

Ignace Gelb, even though he attached great importance to alphabetic
script, recognized its autonomy from language and, at the same time,
its inadequacy to represent the spoken language:
Even the alphabet, the most developed form of writing, is full of inconsistencies in the relations between sign and sound. […] However, the general
statement that full writing expresses speech should not be taken to mean that
it expresses nothing else but speech. (Gelb, 1963, p. 15)

The aim of this paper was to frame and explain the transmission of the
very first alphabetic scripts into the more recent results of cognitive and
psycholinguistic studies about word production and recognition, phonological, and written spelling in order to highlight the role of teaching and
learning process for the transmission of the alphabet and to support the
most recent arguments for an independent origin of non-Greek alphabets.
For the sake of this purpose, the focus has been made on the linguistic
counterpart of alphabetic signs.
For the inherent phonetic nature of the alphabet, there must be some
linguistic reason for its evolution. Goody (1968) defined writing as “the
32. I am referring to the Carian signs β [m.b/m.p], δ [n.d/n.t], and γ [n.k], which
could be the graphemic reduplication of, respectively, signs b [b], d [d], k̑ [k̑] (cf.
Adiego Lajara, forthcoming).
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technology of the intellect,” while the alphabet, for what has been described up to now, could be called “the technology of the language” but
always considering that, with the invention of the alphabet, writing did
not lost its autonomy and did not place itself purely at the service of the
spoken language.
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Mutable Imagination:
Typography and Textual Space
in Print and Digital Layouts
Dalma Véry

Abstract. The paper aims to investigate the issue of mediality in terms of typography and textual space. The adopted approach is that of phenomenology, which
allows for existential considerations concerning the appearance and perceptual
significance of the sign. The idiosyncrasies of digital and print layouts are explored with the help of examples chosen to highlight how the sign as a graphic
character can manifest its self-referentiality depending on the medium it is intertwined with. The different directions textual design can take depending on
the medium becomes apparent by way of the respective characteristics and possibilities. Divergent modes of experiencing time and emphasis on different facets
of self-manifestation mark the graphic layout in virtual and print versions, with
the unavoidable phenomenality of the sign invariably becoming apparent and
insightful to the viewers.

Sign, Perception, Interpretation
Whenever an issue of typography or textual space is to be considered,
the sense and significance of the sign as such is also reckoned with, even
if this does not become explicit. Typography makes it apparent that
the sign is not merely a reference to something else, it can refer back to
itself in the particularities of its manifestation. Jean-Gérard Lapacherie
elaborates the equivocal status of the sign as the typographic character.
Typographic signs […] are signs in the ancient sense of the word “aliquid
pro alique” [one thing which stands for another]. They lack autonomy since
they represent the letters of the alphabet, thus corresponding to the phonetic
uses of the language. […] But these signs are not transparent as is a pane of
glass which the eye crosses without noticing […]. In other words, they are not
mere referential signs, nor empty ones […]. Characters are indeed drawings,
sometimes beautiful unto themselves. (Lapacherie, 1994, p. 64)
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Typographic characters can refer back to themselves, i.e., they can
become “eminent” (Gadamer, 1993, p. 248) signs in the specificities of
their appearance: in the way they are construed as typefaces and in
the manner they relate to other graphic shapes within the textual layout. This also means that typographic characters have to be seen before
they are read, for they are created as graphic images. “Understanding
an image presupposes visual shapes (gestalts) and integrating them to
create meaningful signs […].” (Stöckl, 2009, p. 208) Potentially selfreferential graphic relations build the typeface as a collection of shapes
associated with the letters of the alphabet, but not restricted to their
representation. As graphic images, characters can stand for letters but
they can also become self-sufficient phenomena. “Typographic characters are […] signs which are contiguous to their object. Characters are
superposed on letters; they cover them up without making them disappear […].” (Lapacherie, 1994, p. 65) The typographic character presents
itself to perception in its graphic correlations, making referential and
self-referential interpretations equally possible.
How do these possibilities of interpretation come about, though?
What makes a sign self-referential if it was designed to be referential
only? In what does its dual nature lie? To make an attempt at unfurling
this issue, the sign has to be considered from a phenomenological perspective, as phenomenology allows one to explore the various existential modalities of the sign itself, functionality being only one of these.
As Günter Figal formulates it, “[…] das einzelne Zeichen [läßt] einen
Zusammenhang kenntlich werden.”1 The correlations inherent in a sign
reveal themselves on more than one horizon. The perceptually constituted relations of the sign as an assortment of graphic characteristics is
the very modality by way of which it can create associations. “Understanding an image presupposes seeing visual shapes (gestalts) and integrating them to create meaningful signs.” (Stöckl, 2009, p. 208) The
sign unfolds itself in its perceptional relations, hence opening up other
relations of perception and those of sense in their various existential
facets. “Zeichen […] selbst [bilden] einen Zusammenhang; nur so schließen
sie einen Zusammenhang auf.“2 Signs orient one in the everyday facets
of existence in this way, thus “geben sie die Möglichkeit, sich auf den
Zusammenhang, in dem man sich vorher bewegte, zu beziehen.”3 Inasmuch as graphic signs refer to something, they also manifest themselves,

1. “[…] [t]he single sign allow[s] for a correlation to reveal itself.” (Figal, 2018,
p. 246) [When not indicated otherwise, translations of quotations from Germanlanguage texts are mine.—D. V.]
2. “[S]igns […] constitute correlations in themselves, only thus can they reveal correlations.“ (ibid., p. 246) [Italics mine—D. V.]
3. “provid[ing] the possibility to relate to the context in which one was oriented
earlier.” (ibid., p. 247) [Italics in the original.]
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thus also becoming capable of revealing their own existence. All appearances available to perception can become signs of something and signs
of themselves, i.e., phenomena. “Alles, was in der Lebenswelt begegnet,
läßt sich selbst als Zeichen nehmen.”4 Whether the sign manifests itself in its referential or self-referential modality bears significance with
respect to its existential character.
In Being and Time, Martin Heidegger makes the following distinction
pertaining to the existential modalities of the “appearance”:
[T]he expression ‘appearance’ itself can have a double signification: first,
appearing, in the sense of announcing itself, as not-showing-itself; and next,
that which does the announcing [das Meldende selbst]—that which in its
showing-itself indicates something which does not show itself. And finally
one can use ‘appearing’ as a term for the genuine sense of ‘phenomenon’ as
showing-itself. (Heidegger, 2001, p. 53) [Italics in the original—D. V.]

The first two modalities elaborated upon by Heidegger are further
exemplified by the symptom and the index respectively. While the
symptom stands for something other than itself, the index refers to something other than itself. This distinction is fundamental when the ontological status of the sign is considered. Symptomatic appearances standing for something other than themselves involve a metonymic relation
to their referents. One may also say that the sign is part of, or is directly related to the referent itself. Indices are metaphorical in their
relation to their referents, not being directly related to them, but associated with them mostly by way of conceptual relations. The sign, as a
self-referential graphic character, is neither merely metonymic in its visual appearance, nor only metaphorical in the conceptual relation to its
referent—the letter. Its existential modality may also be that of the phenomenon, casting the idea of mere association with something else and
thus becoming self-referential in its perceptual relations as an assortment of graphic characteristics. The sign as a phenomenon is symbolic.
It refers back to itself as it partakes of the appearance of its referent
and/or as it is associated with its referent conceptually, but it is not restricted to these functions. Differently put, the sign is symbolic in the
way it presents its referent, and the manner of its presentation becomes
self-presentation hence. According to Gadamer, “[d]as Symbolische verweist nicht nur auf Bedeutung, sondern läßt sie gegenwärtig sein: es
repräsentiert Bedeutung. […] Das Repräsentierte ist […] selber da und
so, wie es überhaupt da sein kann.”5 A national flag is a symbol inasmuch as it partakes of the concept of the nation in the way it displays
its visual characteristics.
4. “Everything we meet in everyday life can become a sign.” (ibid., p. 247).
5. “[t]he symbolic does not merely refer to meaning, but grants it presence; it
represents meaning. […] The represented is […] present in itself, and in a way in
which it can be present as such.” (Gadamer, 1993, p. 46)
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Ein Symbol also verweist nicht nur, sondern es stellt dar, indem es vertritt.
Vertreten aber heißt, etwas gegenwärtig sein lassen, was nicht anwesend ist.
So vertritt das Symbol, indem es repräsentiert, das heißt, etwas unmittelbar
gegenwärtig sein läßt. […]. Symbole wie das religiöse Symbol, die Fahne, die
Uniform, sind so sehr stellvertretend für das Verehrte, daß es in ihnen da ist.6
(Gadamer, 1993, S. 159)

The typeface is symbolic of a letter of the alphabet. It directs attention
to its own characteristics as a sign insofar as it grants presence to the
letter. Such self-manifestation of the sign as a symbol is not independent
of its mediality.
According to Wilhelm Dilthey, it is not conceptual abstraction the
aesthetic experience necessitates, but the medium itself, which is the
primary experience of all aesthetic reception (Kulcsár-Szabó, 2004,
p. 19). Correspondingly, the futurists and the Dadaists sought to reinforce “the physiological perception of typography” (Hausmann and
Cullars, 1998, p. 72). In their works they sought to foreground the phenomenality of the graphic character in this way.
The futurists and especially the Dadaists recognized that reading […]
could only be effected visually. It was in certain typographical pages produced around 1919 that this physio-optical principle was realized for the first
time in a coherent fashion. One reason for the invention of the phonetic poem
was supported by an optical typography of a new kind. (ibid., p. 72)

Works of such art presented defamiliarizing relations not in terms of
sense relations only, but also in the manner graphic characters presented
themselves on the page. Type was not to be ignored anymore as the
mere transmitter of sense, but was to be reinterpreted as an entity of visually conceived relations which make sense in themselves as an image.
By refusing congeniality, Tzara ‘desyndicalize[s]’ typography. He takes
away its conventional significations. What is important is not the codified
meaning of typography, or even the text to be printed, but the type in itself,
as a form, its design, thickness, height, pure graphic signifiers […].
(Lapacherie, 1994, p. 71)

The possibilities of visual manifestation inherent in a typeface or a single graphic character is invariably determined by the modality of the
“medium” it is entwined with. Type in print involves different possibilities of manifestation than type in digital layouts due to the characteristics of the respective media. It is common to both modes of visual
6. “The symbol hence does not only refer to, but also presents something else,
inasmuch as it stands for it. Standing for something, in turn, means granting presence
to something that is absent. In this way does the symbol stand for something, when it
represents it, that is, it grants immediate presence to this thing. […] Symbols, such as
the religious symbol, the flag, the uniform stand for the object of reverence so much
so that it is present in them.”
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design, however, that the graphic character is arranged, situated and associated with other characters within a shared, jointly shaped textual
space. “The physical fact of the text, with its spatial appearance on the
page, requires visual apprehension: a text can be seen, must be seen, in
a process which is essentially different from the perception of speech”
(Bernhardt, 1986, p. 66). The space of writing which we orient ourselves
in throughout the process of reading is the visual surface of textual space
itself. Dieter Breuer elaborates the spatial or visual facet of the literary
text as encompassing all the following relations:
Schriftart, Schriftgrad, Buchstabenabstand, Mittel der Wortabtrennung,
Zeichensetzung in engerem Sinne, Zeilenabstand, Zeilenanordnung (Zeilenblock, Strophenschemata), Seitenspiegel, farbliche Mittel, Randleisten, Vignetten, Papierart, Papierfaltung, Einbandart u. ä. Visuelles Wirkmittel im
engeren Sinne ist das sogennante ‘Bild’ […].7 (Breuer, 1990, S. 124)

The image of graphic space created by characters in a layout is the space
of the text itself. Although a work of literature may appear in various
editions with different typography, typesetting, page size and binding,
it invariably creates a textual space of letters, lines and punctuation
marks (or the lack of the latter), the visual paths of which the reader
explores so as to uncover the diverse strains of speech, to trace the links
of contextual correlations, and to discover the various potential threads
of sense. The space of the text can thus be marked by its conspicuous,
written locations of sense as it is shaped by textual relations and terrains
in which the interpretive process orients the reader visually. It is not by
chance that one cannot point out a particular location of the text easily
if one is not familiar with its layout, i.e., with the typesetting of the text
presented in a specific edition. A different layout exposes the textual
space of the work itself differently from that we are familiar with, so that
we have to adapt our perception to this difference of textual space in order to find the specific location we are searching for. Our knowledge of
textual space develops throughout the process of (re)reading and yields
a map of textual paths and locations which (re)orient us visually within
the fabric of sign and sense. Günter Figal elaborates on this aspect of
the literary work of art in the following way:
Daß Bücher Orte sind, wird nicht zuletzt deutlich, wenn man, eine Stelle
in einem literarischen Werk meinend, auf das Buch weist: Hier steht es. […]
Mit der Ausgabe, auf die man sich bezieht […] hat [man] sich für sie und ihre
Einrichtung des Werkes entschieden, weil sie das Werk auf eine bestimmte
Weise sich zeigen läßt. […]
7. “Font type, font size, letter spacing, segmentation, punctuation in a narrow sense, spacing of lines, arrangement of lines (block of lines, strophe schemes), page size,
colouring devices, margins, book covers, paper type, manner of folding, binding, etc.
Visual devices in the narrow sense comprise the so-called ‘image’ […].”
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Die phänomenalen Räume, die Kunstwerke sich zeigen lassen, sind im allgemeinen mehrfach bestimmt: als optische, akustische und hermeneutische
Räume […]. […] [L]etztlich hat jedes Kunstwerk seinen eigenen Raum […].
Das dieser Raum zum Kunstwerk selbst gehört, läßt vermuten, daß ein Kunstwerk nicht nur einen Raum einräumt, sondern selbst in sich räumlich ist.8
(Figal, 2010, S. 249–250)

As the work of art manifests itself in its genuine self-referentiality,
the graphic character is also awarded the possibility to assert its phenomenal nature. However, the phenomenality of the graphic character
is not restricted to art. Digitally conceived and functional layouts may
also reveal that the typographic character, as an assortment of graphic
relations, bears significance in its own appearance. Printed and digital
surfaces manifest the self-referentiality of the sign in different modalities and manners, which underscores the versatility of their perceptional options in making sense. Digital layouts offer the possibility for
characters to become variable within the same design, besides allowing
for motion and interactivity within a virtual space of three dimensions.
Without these options, digital design can only be the mere reproduction of print layouts on a screen. In print, characters are fixed within
the design, their space is non-virtual and not interactive in a perceptional manner. The layout in print invests the page with an order of
conceptual irregularities inherent in framed, fixed groups of signs. The
reader is hence called upon by the design to unfurl its variability and its
possible correlations without facilitating a virtually interactive relation
or the changing appearance of graphic characters. In other words, readers must adapt themselves to a static design in an unchangeable frame,
so that they may surpass their preconceived ideas and familiar conceptions, gaining hitherto unexperienced insight thereby. The printed page
rules, and by ruling shapes the perception and the thinking of the reader,
who must make an effort at finding sense in a layout that questions them,
but provides no conclusive answer. Digital layouts display their genuine
characteristics inasmuch as they allow the readers themselves to shape
the design, to change it and interact with it, gaining insight by way of
their own modifications of type in a virtually conceived textual space.
In terms of digital layouts, then, readers are urged to put questions, but
the answers also have to be provided by them in the course of their di8. “Not least does it become clear that books are locations when one, referring to a
textual location in a literary work, points at the book: Here it is. […] With the edition
one opts for […], [one] has already decided in favour of it and its layout of the work,
since it allows for the self-manifestation of the work in a specific manner […].
The phenomenal spaces exposed by works of art are generally determined in multiple ways: they are both visual, acoustic, and hermeneutic spaces […]. […] [A]fter all,
every work of art has its own space. […] That this space belongs to the work of art
itself instigates the supposition that a work of art does not only organize space, but
is in itself spatial.”
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alogue with virtual type. Thus, while print design requires a mutable
imagination for making sense of it, digital layouts necessitate a mutable
imagination for virtual perception. In the coming two sections, the paper aims to explore the diverse facets and manners the different kinds of
layouts may manifest themselves in in terms of typography and textual
space, and the significance this may bear on the principles of perception.

Transition, Motion, Interaction
The idiosyncratic facets of digital typography and textual space unfold
themselves in terms of virtual graphetics. Virtual graphetics can be considered visual graphetics determined by the digital medium it is entwined with. “Visual graphetics investigates the graphic design features
of written signs, including the geometric shapes of which they are composed […]” (Coulmas, 2006, p. 177). Virtual graphetics encompasses the
digitally available design options inherent in the possibilities unfurled
by visual graphetics. It involves size, scaling and orientation options of
type unavailable in print design, as the latter is restricted to the static
representation of the three dimensions. Accordingly, virtual typography not only allows for, but also requires more flexible and dynamically adjustable typefaces, as these must adapt themselves to the volatility of the screen environment. Screen-based communication “encompasses computer screens and television screens, but also less obvious
devices such as mobile telephones, personal digital assistants (PDAs)
and car navigation systems” (Hillner, 2009, p. 36). Facilitating many
different purposes and available in various sizes, the digital screen necessitates the virtual (re)presentation of movement, which is also one
of the signalling features of virtual typography and the corresponding
textual space. The virtual (re)presentation of movement allows for the
creative realization of motion typography and transitional typography.
While motion typography constitutes moving type, transitional typography presents gradually changing characters.9 As we shall see, in most
cases, transitional typography also involves movement, thus these two
aspects will be considered jointly.
The television title sequence Profile, created by the Why Not Associates design group10 exemplifies how motion and transitional typography can be fused on the screen. “The animation, produced for BBC4
in 2002, uses the rotary motion of typographic fragments to achieve
its visually intriguing effect” (ibid., p. 107). Various typographic fragments rotate while moving on the screen and via this rotational motion
9. This distinction is drawn by Matthias Hillner (2009, p. 36).
10. This example is described and illustrated by Matthias Hillner (ibid., pp. 106–
107).
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assemble themselves into legible characters constituting the title “Profile” itself. Thus, while rotating, the fragments gradually become type.
The pieces move, and while moving, transition into something they simultaneously are and are not. In this case, it is not an artistic installation which makes typography conspicuous by nature of its inherent
self-referentiality, but a commercial design which calls attention to the
mediality of type by way of motion and transition. Differently put, the
typographic elements become capable of referring back to themselves
solely on account of the digitally construed characteristics of their virtual design. Graphic characters can also undergo changes in their appearance however, if their location is fixed on the screen. Even without movement within its own textual space, transitional type allows for
change in the way it manifests itself. All the more so, as transition may
be the very aesthetic principle which allows for a typeface to become
self-referential. Tomi Vollauschek and the FL@33 design agency created an animated typeface called Unfolded in 1999, which constitutes virtually animated transition from geometrical shapes into graphic characters and the other way round. “The type evolves from diamond-shaped
graphic elements which virtually unfold into squares, then into lines,
and finally into letter shapes. The end result is a simple pixel font”
(Hillner, 2009, p. 41). This pixel font recedes back into the geometrical
shapes it unfurled from as soon as it manifests itself in its entirety.11 The
self-referentiality of Unfolded is also rooted in a virtual design principle
of the digital medium itself indeed. The typeface constitutes the transition from non-typographical shapes into graphic characters, revealing
and revelling in the versatility and mutability of its appearance.
Besides transition and motion, digital type also allows for virtual interaction with the viewers, thus enabling them to shape textual space on
the screen in an idiosyncratic, continuously changing manner.
‘The whole’ remains unchanged when people look at static typography
because the relationship between the typographic elements remains static.
With virtual typography, ‘the whole’ changes constantly. The need for the
continuous reinterpretation of the changing information requires the viewer
to constantly adjust the mode of perception. (ibid., pp. 64–65)

As viewers are called upon to adjust their mode of perception to the
changing relations of textual space and the varying appearance of typefaces, the peculiar mediality of typography in screen design also becomes noticeable. John Maeda and his Aesthetics & Computation Group
were among the first to seek the possibilities of virtual typography in
the light of programming, which also allowed for exploring potential
11. To view the animation, visit the homepage of FL@33 at https://www.flat33.com/
and navigate to AAT—Animated, Acoustic Typefaces within the Typography category.
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interaction with the screen. Maeda’s work entitled Flying Letters (1996)
offers the viewer the chance to create diverse, but always temporary typographic arrangements in nine possible layouts on the computer screen
by way of moving the cursor (Maeda, 1996). In this manner, the virtually
conceived textual space of graphic characters is in continuous evolution,
shaped by the viewers themselves and thus explored. Type becomes
a mutable phenomenon, revealing its versatile mediality on the digital
screen, and manifesting its capability to bend the relations of its evertransforming space. Viewers shape the spaces of the text by moving the
cursor, but they also become entangled in the spaces they create thereby.
This dynamic interaction yields the self-referentiality of virtual type in
Maeda’s work. The graphic characters assume volatile appearance and
exhibit changeable spatial relations simultaneously, enabling the screen
environment to demonstrate the perceptional uniqueness of type that
surfaces in a textual space of an essentially undefinable order. Hence
does Maeda’s work offer the aesthetic experience of graphic characters
on the screen.

Figure 1. Nine screenshots from Flying Letters by John Maeda (A video demonstration of interacting with Flying Letters was retrieved from https://vimeo.com/
37550568 on 29 July 2020).
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The interactive exploration of the three dimensions in terms of the
virtual space of the text is yet another mode of experience only the digital surface of the screen can offer the viewers. David Small’s 1999 Talmud Project exposes these spatial dimensions of texts’ virtual terrains by
a software which allows the viewer to spatially relate passages from the
Torah and the Talmud in English and French translations.12 “The blocks
of text can be arranged interactively to shape walls through which the
reader can navigate. Different text connections can be made according
to the reader’s preference” (Hillner, 2009, p. 44). The introduction of
sacral texts to the digital screen reveals the potential for incorporating
further sense relations into their interpretation by construing additional
perceptional orders with the help of the three virtual dimensions. In
such a digital environment, readers can establish virtual terrains of the
text which may bear potential meaning and significance only to them.
In this manner, it is not only the sacredness of the holy text which calls
attention to itself, but also the spatial dimensions in which its passages
can be arranged to reveal meaningful relations hitherto unthought of.
Textual space refers back to itself by way of its virtual extension to three
dimensions within the framework of a digital design.
Virtual type demonstrates the perceptional versatility inherent in typographic layouts designed for the screen. Transitional and motion
type, interactivity and the changeable dimensions of textual space offer
design options with inherent mutability and variability. The graphic
character, thus, manifest itself as a phenomenon on account of the
unique medial characteristics it exposes. Screen design demonstrates
that the medium is inseparable from the sign and that the typeface does
not merely stand for something else, but can also stand for itself, necessitating the viewers’ mutable imagination to live up to the volatility of
its perceptional relations.

Structure, Gesture, Dialogue
The layout of the printed page does not offer the virtual variability of
type and textual space in the manner digital surfaces do, and interacts
with the reader differently than virtual design does. Type in print is static from a perceptional point of view, but this also allows for the creation
of visual structures and textures which can be explored by the reader
over time. The time the interpretation of the perceptional and sense relations involved in a piece of print design takes is not determined by
the time of motion, but by the sensibility of readers. As such, type in
12. The City.
and Technology.

Tian’ Thesis Project.
Spring 2013.
Parsons MFA Design
Retrieved from https://tianxiethesis.wordpress.com/2013/03/06/
reference-talmud-project/ on 29 July 2020.
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print can never be confined to the (re)presentation of motion as is often the case with transitional and motion typography. Print design is
a static perceptual structure manifesting its order in a fixed frame. Accordingly, it can refer back to itself by virtue of its statically conspicuous
typographical arrangements and the diverse inherent relations of sense.
Differently put, it is in the perceptual relations between graphic characters and the potential interpretations embedded into these relations
that the self-referential character of typography manifests itself in print.
Entwined with the print medium, type can reveal what else it might be
besides a referential sign over the time of interpreting its fixed perceptional relations on the page. The digital screen can and must overstep
the confines of the printed page in order to reveal the essential character
of virtual typography, and its imaginative complexity reveals facets different from the ones characteristic of fixed, print design layouts. While
print design does not aspire to become virtual, digital layouts are not
merely virtual recreations of printed pages. As pointed out before, in art,
the particular manner in which typography draws attention to its visual
idiosyncrasies can become apparent, for the sign is not restricted to its
referential status. Literature as poetry allows for the self-manifestation
of typographic specificities both in verse and in prose. Visual poetry can
create shapes of words in verse, but it is not confined to picture poems.
The textual space of the printed novel may also involve visual cues and
arrays which divert attention to the layout, to type and to thus, to the
page itself. The visual ordering of text in a layout of prose thus may also
allow for print to become a phenomenon.
In Laurence Sterne’s novel entitled Tristram Shandy (1760–1767), the
placement of typographic characters within a spread and the orders of
textual space allow for the sign to call attention to itself as a written
symbol. By way of the self-referential state of specific signs, the space
of the text can engage the reader in a different manner from a layout that
is designed merely for the sake of making a text accessible. Sterne “saw
that [the] printed page implied a visual rhetoric” (Holtz, 1970, p. 81).
The printed page addresses the reader with its visually self-referential
cues of typography, its spatial arrangements of text and its non-textual
elements. In Sterne’s work, one “is confronted with pages that are black,
or mottled, or blank, and is constantly jerked to attention by a pointing
finger […]” (Iser, 2008, p. 63). Apart from these visual phenomena and
self-referential cues, typographic markers such as varying numbers of
asterisks, dashes of diverse length, brackets of diverse types and sizes,
changes in typeface, and non-textual elements such as “wriggly lines”
(Holtz, 1970, p. 84) of different kinds appear on the spreads of the book.
According to William V. Holtz, “in the word gesture we seem to come
closest to understanding the visual and kinaestehtic effect of Sterne’s
dash and some of his other devices” (ibid., p. 84) [Italics in the original—
D. V.]. In fact, all visual constructions in Tristram Shandy serve as gestures
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to call attention to unconventional horizons of sense, and, simultaneously, refer back to themselves as the visual manifestations which give
rise to these horizons. Sterne weaves symbols into the text while creating the text itself as a symbol, and thus allows for the page and for type
to be foregrounded in its printed characteristics.
The design of print layouts is oriented on the spread when books are
concerned, and the significance of the spread manifests itself in terms of
typography and textual space. The sections entitled “Slawkenbergius’s
Tale” and “Excommunicatio” manifest peculiar layouts in the sense that
they are printed in Latin and English versions on facing pages. In this
way, the pages seem to mirror each other in terms of the narrative,
but in a typographical sense, they constitute divergent sets of graphic
characters and paragraphs of different lengths. In addition, “Slawkenbergius’s Tale”—the curious story of a gentleman with an enormous
nose—renders the Latin version of the text in italics, while the corresponding English “translation” is presented to the reader in Roman type.
Such an unconventional textual order calls attention to the significance
of typographical self-manifestations in the course of interpreting the
narrative. The reader oscillates between the facing pages, tracing relations and potential differences of sense between the two versions on
the basis of typographical cues and arrangements of the layout. The
Latin version of the religious excommunication in the eleventh chapter
of Book 2 is not rendered in italics, but manifests conspicuous leading,
as recurring characters and syllables are interpolated between the lines,
above specific words. In addition, the passages in English attributed to
the characters themselves are not rendered on the facing pages in Latin.
Omitting unholy remarks and prosaic digressions, the reader must face
blanks in the Latin version text of the excommunication, which is an
undeniable source of Shandean humour.
In both of the mentioned sections, therefore, the reader has to make
sense of the idiosyncrasies of type and textual space to be able to interpret the narrative. Spreads frame the spatial orders of the facing pages,
confining the oscillatory movement of perception and interpretation to
a visually fixed field of print. It is no wonder thus, that the Gutenberg
Project version—rendering the text in HTML format—provides lengthy
explanations for changes in layout as compared to the print version.
In this HTML layout, character speech in English is not “mirrored” by
blanks in the Latin version of the excommunication, neither is it preserved within the boundaries of the page. The narration and utterances
of characters are extended typographically over the entire length of the
screen, overreaching the “parallel columns”13 which replace the facing
13. The Project Gutenberg EBook of The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman, by Laurence Sterne. Retrieved from https://www.gutenberg.org/files/39270/
39270-h/39270-h.htm on 12 August 2020.
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Figure 2. The first spread of the “Excommunicatio” (Sterne, 1996, pp. 118–119)

pages. Blanks in the Latin text standing for the untranslated passages
within the print layout and the framing role of spreads disappear, while
the irregular leading and the columns replacing the facing pages create
new, narratively unaccountable blanks in the English HTML version
layout. The disruption of the printed order illuminates the significance
of the spread: it orients the reader within the textual space of the print
layout, framing two pages, but also allowing for irregularities in typesetting and typography to manifest themselves in their self-referentiality
by localizing them for the eye within a raster grid spanning an area of
equal proportions. This also makes it apparent once again that print
type and textual space cannot and do not seek to manifest themselves
in a manner of perceptional mutability, like virtual design does. The
print layout calls upon readers to create and recreate complex associative relations within the statically perceptual order of print. In this everdeveloping process of interpretation, the typeface is not only a sign but
also a phenomenon, a perceptional location of self-reference yielding invisible associations that extend and transform imaginative horizons in
many possible directions.
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The same principle of visual orientation winds through Sterne’s
work, sometimes on a smaller scale, but with all the more frequent manifestations. Besides the asterisks, dashes and brackets referred to before,
Gothic type also surfaces in the text of Tristram Shandy. This typeface
calls attention to itself and its graphic characteristics as it appears five
times within a spread of a marriage contract, and hence recalls the ancient word of the law in mockingly associative terms. Small capitals
of more than two lines also segment several pages within the book, often highlighting some seemingly insignificant thought, banality, or emphasizing a particular, potentially recurring verbal formulation. In this
way, small capitals not only give relevance to the inconsequential and
the erratic, as food for thought, but also manifest the importance of typographic phenomena in the order of the textual structure.
The visual idiosyncrasies of textual space reach beyond the possibilities of typography in Tristram Shandy, however, when “the impulse toward gesture surges beyond the bounds of punctuation” (Holtz, 1970,
p. 85). The aforementioned “wriggly lines” illustrate the manners
of conscious digression in Tristram’s narrative. Elsewhere, corporal
Trim’s flourish made with his stick is meant to demonstrate the freedom of bachelorhood.
The pointing finger is yet another non-textual element besides the
“wriggly lines” (and the linear line on the facing page below) that directs attention to the spatiality of the graphic structure merely by way
of its appearance. Non-textual elements establish perceptually orienting
and implicitly associative relations with the text, thus foregrounding the
framing page in itself. That is, these elements offer the insight that reading occurs in terms of the visual as such and its various markers like the
framing page and the spread. Non-textual elements also refer back to
the sense and significance of their own visual appearance and the relations they create with and within the page, shedding light to the way in
which a typographic layout can incorporate “merely” graphic shapes into
its design. The interaction of the textual and the non-textual in Tristram Shandy reveals how the statically complex perceptional relations of
a fixed print design create multiple, mutable relations and horizons of
sense. Thus, already in the second half of the 18th century, Laurence
Sterne recognized the possibilities inherent in the print medium. Type
and textual space in Sterne’s terms are not mere tools to present narrative and its relations of sense, but bear significance in the way they are
arranged, ordered and appear on the page. In this way do they become
self-referential symbols of hitherto unimagined possibilities of insight.
“Whether printed or running across the screen, writing itself possesses a visual dimension, which the German term Schriftbild aptly captures” (Stöckl, 2009, p. 208). Stöckls formulation highlights that the
written character has a visual facet, which allows for the sign to become
a phenomenon in some typesetting designs and is merely referential in
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Figure 3. The paths of narrative in Tristram Shandy (Sterne, 1996, pp. 332–333)

others. Even if the employed typefaces and the textual space of a particular layout are restricted to the mere referentiality of the sign, the
potential is always inherent in them to become self-referential and thus
to manifest their phenomenal character. The digital screen and print
layouts present different directions in foregrounding the visual facet of
typography and textual space. The digital screen relies on virtually construable transition and movement to reveal how the appearance of the
graphic character is intertwined with its medium, while print design can
only resort to a fixed perceptional order, which does not expose time in
the way it appears, but in the way it unfurls the potentially inherent relations of sense and horizons of interpretation. Thus, the fixed perceptional order of print design is unique in the way it calls upon the reader
to make perceptional associations and associations of sense within the
static layout of shapes and graphic characters. Whichever mode of mediality the viewers or readers encounter, it is invariably the sign which
orients them in its characteristic mode of appearance and by its interaction with the surface of the particular layout. “Signs mark the texture
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in diverse respects, in varied thickness and make thus clear the interrelatedness of motifs and connections. […] The thickness of the texture is
structured by the sign; the texture is articulated, so that one can traverse
it in a particular manner” (Figal, 2010, p. 248) [italics in the original—
D.V.].
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Graphemic and Graphetic Methods
in Speculative Fiction
Yannis Haralambous · Frédéric Landragin · Kenichi Handa

Abstract. In this paper we define a model of literary prose text, in terms of an
ontology: concepts, relations and rules. This ontology contains both concepts
related to abstract linguistic entities and to material/geometric notions. Rules
are included in order to modelize the conventions of orthotypographic tradition. Once the model established, we define “graphemic and graphetic methods” as transgressions to these rules and investigate the use of such methods in
speculative fiction texts, based on a 20th-21st c. international corpus. We also
investigate, whenever possible, to what extent and in what way graphemic and
graphetic methods have been translated into and/or adapted to other languages.

1.

Introduction

According to Nina Nørgaard (2009, p. 141) “there is a general tendency
in literary criticism to disregard the semiotic potential of typography
in literature by focusing monomodally on word-meaning only”. This
is even more true when meaning is created not only by the traditional
methods of typography and layout, but also by transgressing the underlying rules. Breaking rules governing book design, whether these
are written (in specialized manuals) or unwritten (observed in corpora), provides authors with a virtually unlimited potential of methods
(graphemic or graphetic) and meaning layers to choose from.
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We will study these methods and the intentions behind them. In order to do so, we will not turn to general literature (the cases being infrequent), but rather to science fiction, fantasy, and unclassifiable novels
which have in common that they leave a large part to the imagination.
These works of fiction can be grouped under the term “literature of the
imagination,” or “speculative fiction,” a term we will use in this article. We will thus cite novels and authors from the golden age of American science fiction, authors who are now classics in the field of fantasy,
as well as authors from the new generation of speculative fiction. The
works cited are dear to us: in parallel to our research, all three of us are
great readers of speculative fiction, and it is even a field in which some of
us have already published (Landragin, 2015; 2018; 2020a,b,c; Landragin
and Lehoucq, 2019; Landragin, Steyer, and Lehoucq, 2017; Landragin,
Lehoucq, Robinson, and Steyer, 2019). We feel an immense fascination
and respect for these works, for their authors, and for the imagination
they have shown. Therefore, we will pay close attention to their graphic
innovations, by using a descriptive and explanatory approach. We will
thus focus on the graphemic and graphetic methods used by the authors
we have selected in our corpus of study. We will describe in detail the
characteristics of these methods, and will propose a formal model for
them, which will enrich the existing models based on “standard” text.
Our longer-term objective is to better understand, better characterize, and increase awareness of this exceptional corpus produced by speculative fiction. In short, our starting point was initially the writing systems invented by science fiction authors and scientists to communicate
with aliens, assuming that they exist and are able to understand our messages. Imagining communication with an alien is indeed an effective
way to become aware of the difficulties posed by language and writing.
It is well known that scientists have already sent messages to aliens—if
they exist, of course (Oberhaus, 2019). There are the famous examples
of the Pioneer plaques, the Voyager golden records, the Arecibo message, then the Eupatoria messages (“Cosmic Call 1” in 1999 and “Cosmic Call 2” in 2003) with the related research on a universal language
that can be understood by everyone—aliens included, of course. This
research led to LinCos, that is the lingua cosmica, and efforts are currently
being made to develop a better LinCos. The aim is to communicate
with extraterrestrial intelligence, and an important point here is that
speculative fiction writers have imagined a wide variety of communication situations, long before the real scientific attempts. It is the study of
these various situations that led us to constitute our corpus of study.
Before detailing this corpus (which will be the main subject of this article), let us take advantage of this introduction to take a look at some
famous speculative fiction novels dealing with communication and language—the rest of the article will then focus on grapholinguistic aspects.
First of all, we can cite The Embedding (1973) by Ian Watson (1943–) and To-
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tal Eclipse (1974) by John Brunner (1934–1995), two examples among others illustrating Noam Chomsky’s ideas. According to Chomsky (1965), we
are born with the ability to handle language, and therefore certain structures should be innate. Chomsky focused on syntax, but many writers of
speculative fiction have understood the main idea, and applied it, not only
to syntax, but in fact to all aspects of language, and not only to humans,
but also to aliens (Barnes, 1974; Bould, 2009; Meyers, 1980; Watson, 1975;
Westfahl, 1993). Another theory that proved highly influential in speculative fiction is the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, namely that the structure of
a language affects its speakers’ world-view or cognition, and that people’s
perceptions are thus relative to their spoken language. We call Edward
Sapir’s and Benjamin Lee Whorf’s theory linguistic relativism. According to
this theory, our language influences the way we perceive the world (e.g.,
time or colors). For many speculative fiction writers, the temptation to
exceed the limits of the original idea was too strong. Thus, they moved
easily from the weak hypothesis to the strong hypothesis, i.e., to linguistic
determinism, according to which our language determines even our mental
structures. Consequently, these mental structures are changed when we
learn a second or third language. Linguistic determinism is an interesting idea, with many potential applications. In The Languages of Pao (1958)
by Jack Vance (1916–2013), the rulers of a society that is losing a war force
the population to change its language. The new language, more aggressive, especially in its morphology, is intended to encourage a reversal of
the situation. In Babel-17 (1966) by Samuel Delany (1942–), a civilization
receives coded messages from extraterrestrials. But is it really a code? It
is in fact a language, which, according to linguistic determinism, transforms those who learn it and turns them into traitors—a quite innovative
version of the alien invasion trope. This way of forcing people to learn a
language in order to have them think in a certain way is a facet of totalitarianism. This is the message of Nineteen Eighty-Four (1949) by George Orwell
(1903–1950), and, long before that, of We (1924) by the Russian author Eugene Zamiatin (1884–1937), which describes a society where people have
to think collectively and are therefore forbidden to use the first person singular, and may refer to themselves only in the plural form.
Closer to our concerns about the ways in which speculative fiction
writers have played with words and metatextual aspects, let us take three
final examples, which we will not describe in our article, but which are
part of prior and necessary common knowledge for the present study.
Among the most notorious fantasy texts are Tolkien’s novels, in which
a fictional family of languages, “Elvish languages,” are described. The
French author Frédéric Werst (1970–) went even a step further and invented fictional bilinguism, in his Ward novels (2011, 2014), in which lefthand pages are written in the Wardwesân language, which he imagined in Tolkien’s way, and right-hand pages are their translations into
French, easier to read for readers not knowledgeable of the fictive lan-
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guage. The second example, which is also an extreme case, is Book from
the Ground (2014) by Xu Bing (1955–). The entire novel is written using pictograms. There is no use translating, as we are very close to the
long-sought universal writing system—even though it is universal for humans rather than for aliens. Universality is a vast question. It should
be noted that in France, research on universal language (as well as on
the origin of languages) was banned as early as 1866, as stated in the Société Linguistique de Paris’s founding statutes (Gauthier, 2008, p. 2)—
new research has been happening for several decades now, but it is much
more multidisciplinary in its approach and much more careful, too. The
third example is Arrival (2016), a movie by Denis Villeneuve based on
the novella Story of your Life (1998), by Ted Chiang (1967–). The linguist
Jessica Coon (keynote speaker at the Grapholinguistics in the 21st Century conference) was the linguistic advisor for this great movie. Let us just note
that the film brilliantly deals with the ideas of Chomsky (whose portrait
can also be seen in the main character’s office), with the Sapir-Whorf
thesis (at its extreme interpretation, otherwise nothing would happen
to Louise Banks) and, in fact, with everything that can turn speculative
fiction into linguistic speculative fiction—or “linguistic fiction”.
Now that we have given the general context of our corpus of study,
let us move to specifically grapholinguistic aspects. We will begin by
describing in detail a model which takes into account both graphemic
and graphetic aspects (Section 2).

2.

A Model of Literary Text Using an Ontology and Rules

The goal of this paper is to list and classify graphemic and graphetic
methods encountered in speculative fiction. We have chosen this specific genre because of its inherent innovative character that reflects on
various linguistic strata, including graphemics and graphetics.
As we are looking for nonstandard methods and as we aim to classify
them, we first need to provide a model of literary text in its normality,
and more specifically of the novel or short story genre, as these are the
most representative in the speculative fiction sphere (i.e., we will not
deal with poetry, theater, etc.).
Such a model should include all components of literary text, from its
smallest element to its largest superstructure (a book, a book series),
considered both as abstract linguistic entities and as visual/material entities.
It seems that a formal ontology with TEI semantics is in the works
(Ciotti and Tomasi, 2016–2017), but not yet available. But even if it existed it would not be suitable for our purposes because, although TEI
covers both abstract linguistic elements (morpheme, word, sentence,
etc.) and visual elements (glyph, line, block, etc.), it provides them
not as standard components of the book, but rather as special cases: glyphs
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and blocks are defined for the representation of primary sources (manuscripts, etc.) (TEI Consortium, 2020, §11.4–5) and linguistic elements
are defined for linguistic annotation of corpora (ibid., §15.4).
Furthermore, an ontology is necessary for formalizing the relations
between various components of literary text. These relations are essential features of its structure: in languages having the notion of word,
whether straight or curved or taking strange shapes, a “line” is always
an ordered collection of “words” (with potentially a “word segment” at
its beginning and/or end, because of word hyphenation).
In order to model the “standard” behavior of the text’s components
in such a way that nonstandard methods can be identified, described
and classified through it, we will use rules: for every relation between
concepts we will define attributes (numeric values or geometric dimensions) and we will state the basic orthotypographical “rules,” that is the
standard logical and/or visual properties of the text.
Once the rules are given, describing a nonstandard graphemic/
graphetic method amounts to listing the rules that are broken, as well as
the narrative intention of the method.
Rules also allow us to predict potential graphemic/graphetic methods
not yet encountered.
In the graphical representation of our ontology (Fig. 1), we use the
left side for abstract linguistic elements (grapheme, morpheme, etc.)
and the right side for visual/material elements (graph, word segment,
word, etc.). As some of these elements are homonymous, to avoid confusion we will add a γ prefix in front of visual/material elements, e.g.,
“γ-word” stands for graphical word while “word” stands for the linguistic notion of word (that occurs in some writing systems).
In the following we will describe our literary text ontology starting
with its concepts, its relations and the corresponding rules. In Fig. 1 we
have used the following convention:
– bold arrows represent “is-part-of” (meronymy) relations: the element at the destination of the arrow contains an ordered collection
of elements at the origin of the arrow;
– all “is-part-of” relations are labeled by circled numbers, which will be
used in the description of relations and rules;
– arrows marked by the letter “R” are representation or reification relations, e.g., a graph represents a basic shape, which represents a
grapheme, etc.
– dashed arrows represent simple inclusion: the element at the origin
of the arrow is included (at most once) in the element at the destination of the arrow;
– we have drawn elements from top to bottom so that upper elements
are nested in lower elements and elements of approximately the same
complexity are drawn at the same level (e.g., the concept “page num-
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the literary text ontology

ber” is at the same level as “γ-word,” while “header” is at the same
level as “line”).

2.1. Concepts
On the left side of the graphical representation in Fig. 1 we have placed
the following abstract linguistic elements:
– “grapheme”: the elementary unit of graphemics used in 2nd articulation to obtain (written) morphemes;
– “punctuation”: called topograms by Jacques Anis, these graphemes ensure legibility and contribute to meaning production (Anis, 1988, p. 116);
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– “space”: a grapheme with empty graph1 ;
– “morpheme”: the minimal distinctive unit of grammar (Crystal, 2008,
p. 313); in our case: a minimal sequence of graphemes that carries
sense;
– “word”: a unit of expression that has universal intuitive recognition by native
speakers, in both spoken and written language (ibid., p. 521); in our case: in
languages using writing systems containing that notion, sequences
of morphemes separated by spaces or punctuation;
– “sentence”: in linguistics, it is the largest structural unit in terms of which the
grammar of the language is organized (ibid., p. 432). For us it is also the
meeting point between legacy linguistics and the document structure theory by Power, Scott, and Bouayad-Agha (2003), in which it
is called “text-sentence” (level 2);
– “paragraph”: an ordered collection of sentences, level 3 for Power,
Scott, and Bouayad-Agha (ibid., p. 224);
– “hierarchical subdivision”: a chapter, section, subsection, etc. (We
do not include titles of hierarchical subdivisions in the ontology and
consider them simply as paragraphs.) Power, Scott, and BouayadAgha (ibid.) call these LN for N > 3. Hierarchical subdivisions have
a physical order (which is linear order for subdivisions of equal level
and depth-first search order for subdivisions of different levels), and
in some cases also a logical order (which is given by graphemically
explicit numbering);
– “document”: the highest LN in Power’s approach, together with a set
of metadata (title, author, publisher, etc.) as formalization of a material “book”;
– “corpus”: an ordered set of “documents,” formalizing a “book series”.
On the right side of the graphical representation we have placed visual/material elements. The “primary” and “secondary” directions depend on the script, e.g., for Roman, primary is horizontal left-to-right
and secondary is vertical top-to-bottom; for Arabic, primary is horizontal right-to-left and secondary is vertical top-to-bottom; for vertical CJKV, primary is vertical top-to-bottom and secondary is horizontal
right-to-left; and for Mongolian, primary is vertical top-to-bottom and
secondary is horizontal left-to-right.
– “graph”: as defined in Meletis (2015, p. 123), a graph is a shape representing a grapheme;
– “basic shape”: as defined in Meletis (ibid., p. 47), a basic shape is an
intermediate notion between graphs and graphemes, identifying a
family of graphs;

1. We argue that spaces are graphemes since their presence can change meaning as
in the following example: <intolerant communities> vs. <in tolerant communities>.
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– “primary direction space and γ-punctuation”: these graphs represent spaces and punctuation (the notion of direction exists only in
graphetics);
– “γ-word”: a graphical word, that is a 1-dimensional sequence of
graphs surrounded by horizontal spaces or punctuation and representing a “word”;
– “γ-word segment”: this concept is necessary because of word hyphenation. As we wish to describe the elements that constitute a line, we
need to take into account:
1. word segments located at the beginning of the line that belong to
a word of the previous line, which has been hyphenated,
2. word segments followed by a hyphen, located at the end of the
line, and belonging to hyphenated words of the current line;
– “page number”: the page number is part of a page and occurs at most
once in a page (in some styles, the first or the last pages of a chapter
have no page number):
– “line”: typically a concept that has no linguistic counterpart, a line is
an ordered collection of γ-words, potentially starting and/or ending
by a γ-word segment and separated by horizontal spaces and punctuation. A line normally has a standard width, except for (potentially)
the first line of the paragraph, which can be indented, and the last
line of the paragraph, which can be shorter than the standard width;
– “interlinear annotation”: these are lines in smaller type placed between standard text lines;
– “secondary direction space”: secondary direction space is sometimes
inserted between paragraphs, especially when they play the role of
titles;
– “header”: in some book styles every page has at most one header,
made of a single line of text;
– “γ-paragraph”: an ordered collection of lines, representing a paragraph;
– “line group”: as with γ-word segments, we had to introduce this notion, intermediate between lines and paragraphs, because sometimes
paragraphs are broken between pages, so that we may have an initial
line group on one page, potentially followed by complete pages (with
no paragraph change), and ending by a final group of lines;
– “footnote”: a footnote is a line thread that is parallel to the standard
line thread, but is set in smaller size and placed at the bottom of the
page. A footnote can be broken between pages, and that is why we
introduce the next notion:
– “footnote line group”: part of a footnote contained on a given page;
– “marginal note”: one or more paragraphs in smaller size and placed in
one of the two margins. As marginal notes are never broken between
pages, we don’t need an intermediate structure for γ-paragraphs and
footnotes;
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– “page”: a 2-dimensional area repeated on both sides of each sheet of
a book;
– “book”: a material book or a visual simulation of a material book on
a computer monitor;
– “book series”: a material sequence of books belonging to a book
series published by the same publisher and sharing the same visual/material properties and a common theme.

2.2. Geometrical Parameters
All visual/material elements have a geometric reality and therefore occupy space on the page area. We introduce Euclidean coordinates and
measure the geometric/physical location of a point x by functions h(x)
and v(x), where:
– h denotes projection on an axis parallel to the primary direction of
a given script (horizontal for horizontal scripts, going from left to
right for Latin, Greek, Cyrillic, etc. and from right to left for Arabic,
Hebrew, etc.; vertical and going from top to bottom for vertical CJK
and Mongolian);
– v denotes projection on an axis parallel to the secondary direction
of a given script (vertical and going from top to bottom for horizontal scripts, horizontal and going from left to right for vertical CJK,
horizontal and going from left to right for Mongolian).
Various units have been defined for h and v (points, Didot points, etc.)
but we will use, in our rules, only the unit “em” (an “em-space”) that is
relative to the current font body size.
Elements graph, γ-word, γ-word segment, interlinear annotation and
line contain an (invisible) primary direction line called baseline.
Visual/material elements occupy 2-dimensional space. We will consider that they are included in (not necessarily minimal) boxes (see
Fig. 2) which we call abstract baselined boxes. We define functions hmin and
hmax as the minimum and maximum value of the primary dimension of
an abstract box, vmin and vmax as the minimum and maximum value of
the secondary dimension of the box, and vbas as the value of the secondary dimension of the element’s baseline, when available. For most
of our rules we will use equalities between the values of these functions.

2.3.

Relations and Rules

There are two types of rules on elements in our model. The first type,
constitutive rules, are those that define a given element and breaking them
invalidates membership of an instance to the given concept. For example, to be a marginal note, a paragraph has to be contained in the page
margin: a paragraph that does not satisfy this rule is not a marginal note.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

To seek out new life and new civilizations. To boldly go where no man has gone
before!
To seek out new life and new civilizations. To boldly go where no man has gone
before!
To seek out new life and new civilizations. To boldly go where no man has
gone before!
To seek out new life and new civilizations.
To boldly go where no man has gone before!

Figure 2. Abstract baselined boxes for (a) graphs, (b) γ-words and γ-word segments, (c) lines, (d) γ-paragraph.

The second type of rule are optional rules: for example, the rule according to which graphs of a word have to be on the same primary-direction
baseline (which we call RULE2-1, see below) is satisfied in the vast majority of cases, and breaking it becomes a graphetic method used by authors for specific purposes.
In the following, we set the description of constitutive rules in regular text and that of optional rules in boxes. The latter are numbered
RULEX-n, where “X” is the number of the relation on which the rule is
applied and “n” is a number.
To distinguish various levels of constitutive rules, we will structure this section by sub-sections referring to the target of the relations described: words (§2.3.1), lines (§2.3.2), paragraphs (§2.3.3), pages
(§2.3.4), and the book per se (§2.3.5).

2.3.1. The Target of the Relation Is a Word, a γ-Word or a γ-Word Segment
Relation R1
Morphemes are represented by ordered collections of graphemes. When
a script is phonographic or used in phonographic mode, this relation
corresponds to second articulation, where meaning emerges from the
identification of patterns of contiguous graphemes.
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The grapheme sequence belongs to the part of the language’s
graphemic solution space (Neef, 2012, p. 223) that is used by the
orthographic component of the language.

If we consider case as a graphemic property (so that, e.g., <A> and
<a> are different graphemes) then non-standard casing is a nonstandard
graphemic method:
RULE1-2

For cased scripts, in a given morpheme, cases of graphemes belong to one of the three folllowing cases: (a) all graphemes in
lower case, (b) all graphemes in upper case, (c) first grapheme
in upper case and the remaining in lower case. Proper names
and brand names are not taken into account.

Relation R5
In languages containing the notion of word, words are ordered collections of (bounded and/or free) morphemes.
RULE5-1
RULE5-2

In a given word, graphemic representations of morphemes are
concatenated in a given, fixed order.
In a given word, graphemic representations of morphemes are
concatenated either without a separator or using a standard
(language-dependent) separator.

For the Latin script, examples of standard morpheme separators are
the dash (as in <up-to-date>) and the apostrophe (as in <aujourd’hui>).
See Haralambous and Dichy (2019) for examples of separators used for
gender-neutral writing. If we consider acronyms as words and their
constituents as “morphemes,” then the abbreviation dot is the corresponding standard separator.
Relation R2
γ-words are built out of the concatenation of graphs. Let g and g′ be two
consecutive graphs.
RULE2-1

RULE2-2
RULE2-3
RULE2-4
RULE2-5
RULE2-6

Graphs of the same γ-word are concatenated according to the
primary direction (i.e., hmax (g) = hmin (g′ ) + κ(g, g′ ), where κ is
the kerning operation).
Graphs of the same γ-word share the same straight primary direction baseline (i.e., vbas (g) = vbas (g′ )).
Graphs of the same γ-word share the same size.
Graphs of the same γ-word share the same style.
Graphs of the same γ-word share the same font family.
When two graphs of the same γ-word represent the same
grapheme, then the same allograph is used to represent them.
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Relation R3
γ-word segments are parts of γ-words that appear when a γ-word is hyphenated. Left γ-word segments appear at line end and their last graph
is a hyphen, right γ-word segments appear at line beginning (without
indentation).
Rules RULE3-1 to RULE3-6
RULE3-7

Similar to RULE2-1—RULE2-6.
The frontiers of γ-word parts inside a line are
hyphenation locations according to hyphenation rules specific to the current language
(as well as region, historical period and/or
publisher).

2.3.2. The Target of the Relation Is a Sentence, a Line or an Interlinear Annotation
Relations R€, Ré and R‚
Sentences are built out of words and punctuation. Spaces are included
to separate words.
RULE€-1
RULE€-2

In a sentence, words and punctuation must conform to the syntax of the current language.
In a sentence, words and punctuation belong to the script of the
current language.

Relations R4, R„ and R†
A line starts by a right γ-word segment or a primary direction space
(called indentation) or γ-punctuation or a γ-word. It contains zero, one
or more γ-words, γ-punctuation graphs and primary direction spaces.
It ends with a γ-word segment, a γ-word, γ-punctuation or primary direction space.
RULE4-1

RULE„-1
RULE„-2
RULE„-3
RULE„-4

Primary direction interword spaces have the same width, which
is of approx. 0.25–0.4 em. In some languages this width is
greater after a sentence full-stop.
γ-words in a line share the same primary direction baseline.
γ-words in a line share the same size of graphs.
γ-words in a line share the same font family.
When two graphs of the same line represent the same grapheme,
then the same allograph is used.

Relations R6, Rƒ and R…
Interlinear annotations behave like lines, with the particularity that the
size of their graphs is smaller than that of graphs in lines of main text.
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A specific kind of interlinear annotation is Japanese rubi, where
morphemes (often in kanji sinographs) are annotated by smaller-size
graphemes (in kana).
RULEƒ-6
RULEƒ-7

Japanese rubi annotation provides phonetic realization of sinographs.
Besides the specific case of Japanese rubi, annotation is not used
in fiction.

2.3.3. The Target of the Relation Is a Paragraph, a γ-Paragraph, a Line Group,
a Footnote, a Footnote Line Group, or a Marginal Note
Relation RŠ
When moving from the concept of sentence to that of paragraph, we
leave the traditional realm of linguistics, even though, in one of the few
linguistic publications on the subject, Zadrozny and Jensen (1991) suggest that “the paragraph is a grammatical and logical unit […] and the
first reasonable domain of anaphora resolution and of coherent thought
about a central topic”. We could use these two criteria as rules if only
they weren’t broken so often in fiction, due to literary artistic freedom.
Relations Rá and Rè
A γ-paragraph is a rectangular block of lines, visually identified by three
phenomena: the first line is indented (in some orthotypographic traditions this is not the case for the first γ-paragraph of a hierarchical subdivision or after a secondary direction space), the last line is incomplete
and, in some cases, there is additional secondary direction space before
and after the γ-paragraph. An initial line group is the first part of a
γ-paragraph, it has to be the last γ-paragraph of the page (besides footnotes), an intermediate line group is a block of lines covering a complete page (besides footnotes), and a final line group is the last part of a
γ-paragraph, placed at the top of the page.
RULEá-1

RULEá-2

RULEá-3

RULEá-4

γ-Paragraphs and line groups are rectangular blocks, i.e., if ℓ and
ℓ′ are consecutive lines then hmin (ℓ) = hmin (ℓ′ ) and hmax (ℓ) =
hmax (ℓ′ ); if ℓ is indented then hmin (ℓ) = hmin (ℓ′ ) + indent; if ℓ′ is
final, then hmin (ℓ) = hmin (ℓ′ ) and hmax (ℓ) ≥ hmax (ℓ′ ).
All lines in a γ-paragraph or line group are filled by γ-words and
interword spaces (with the exception of the first and last line, as
in the previous rule).
Lines in a γ-paragraph or in a line group are located at a fixed
secondary direction distance, called “leading,” i.e., if ℓ, ℓ′ , ℓ are arbitrary consecutive lines of the same γ-paragraph or line group,
then vbas (ℓ′ ) − vbas (ℓ) = vbas (ℓ) − vbas (ℓ′ ).
Lines in a γ-paragraph or line group share the same size of
graphs.
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Lines in a γ-paragraph or line group share the same font family.
For cased writing systems and unless the γ-paragraph is a title,
lines in a γ-paragraph or line group use lowercase with occasional uppercase letters at γ-word begin.

A paragraph can be split (according to the primary direction) into
several columns. Columns of a γ-paragraph or line group behave like
γ-paragraphs with respect to shape, baseline skip, graph size, and font
family. We have the following additional rules:
RULEá-7
RULEá-8

Columns of a γ-paragraph or line group are of equal width.
In a multi-column context, reading order is by column (first the
entire first column, then the second, etc.).

Relations Rà, Rí and R‘
Footnotes, footnote line groups and marginal notes behave like γ-paragraphs and line groups, so they are subject to the same rules as RULEá1 to RULEá-8. Footnotes, footnote line groups and marginal notes use
graphs of smaller size than γ-paragraphs.

2.3.4. The Target of the Relation Is a Hierarchical Subdivision or a Page
Relation R”
The lowest-level hierarchical subdivision (L4 for Power, Scott, and
Bouayad-Agha, 2003) consists of a title (which can be considered as a
paragraph) followed by an ordered collection of paragraphs. Beyond
that level, hierarchical subdivisions LN (N > 4) consist of a title (a paragraph) followed by an ordered collection of subdivisions LN−1 .
The notion of page exists neither in linguistics nor in the document
structure of Power, Scott, and Bouayad-Agha (ibid.). Relations R‡,
R’–“ and R•–™ contribute material to the page area.
Relation R‡
Page numbers are unique numeric identifiers of pages in a book2 . In
some orthotypographic traditions, first and/or last pages of chapters do
not carry page numbers (even though they participate in numbering).
RULE‡-1

Page numbers of consecutive pages are consecutive integer numbers in increasing order.

2. This is true for literary texts—in other genres, such as critical editions, pairs of
pages containing text and translation carry the same page number.
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Relation R“
Headers are optional single lines of text that act as thematic descriptors
of pages (often they are abbreviated versions of hierarchical subdivisions of the book). They are placed at the top (relative to the secondary
direction of the script) of the page. First pages of chapters generally do
not carry headers.
Relations R•–™
Contrary to technical or scientific books, in fiction, paragraphs on the
same page share characteristics:
RULE•-1
RULE•-2
RULE•-3
RULE•-4

γ-paragraphs
γ-paragraphs
γ-paragraphs
γ-paragraphs
grapheme.

on a page share the same color.
on a page share the same size of graphs.
on a page share the same font family.
on a page use the same allograph of a given

As already mentioned, a final line group is always placed at the top of
the page (under the header), followed by γ-paragraphs and potentially
an initial line group. Underneath the last γ-paragraph or the initial line
group (relative to the secondary direction of the script) are placed footnotes and footnote line groups (again we have initial and final footnote
line groups behaving similarly to regular line groups). Marginal notes
are placed in the secondary direction margin of the page, and they are
not broken between pages. Footnotes and marginal notes are uncommon in fiction, the former occurring mostly in translations to provide
comments by the translator.
RULE˜-1

2.3.5.

In fiction, footnotes occupy significantly less area than the main
text.

The Target of the Relation Is a Document or a Book

Relation Ró
Hierarchical subdivisions LN (N > 4) are nested, the highest level LNmax
being the document. Often LN subdivisions (4 < N < Nmax ) start with
a paragraph functioning as a title. The document has metadata (title,
author, publisher, ISBN, etc.) that can be part of its contents, in which
case they are called paratext (Genette, 1997).
Subdivisions can be ordered in two ways: by physical order, which is
the order of subdivisions as parts of the (physical) book and by logical
order, which is the order given by explicit numbering in the text.
RULEó-1

Whenever logical order is given, physical and logical order coincide, with the exception of special subdivisions (preface, introduction, epilogue, etc.) that are generally not numbered.
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Relation RŸ
A (physical) book is made of sheets, the two sides of which are pages. As
such, pages have the geometric characteristics of 2-dimensional objects
(while sheets, and therefore also the book per se, have a third dimension:
thickness).
RULEŸ-1
RULEŸ-2
RULEŸ-3
RULEŸ-4

Graphs in pages share the same color.
Pages share the same background color.
Graphs in pages share the same size of graphs.
Graphs in pages share the same font family.

Even though it seems obvious, we include a rule to prevent blank
pages:
RULEŸ-5

No blank pages are allowed in the body of a book, except for potential even pages necessary to have highest-level subdivisions
start at odd pages.

After having described concepts, relations and rules we turn now to
the main topic of the paper: graphemic and graphetic methods in speculative fiction that break the rules of our ontology.

3. Breaking Rules
3.1. Breaking RULE1-1: Eye Dialect and Nonstandard Spellings
Bowdre (1964, p. 1) defines eye dialect as “words and groups of words
which for any one of a number of possible reasons have been spelled
in a manner which to the eye is recognizably nonstandard, but which to
the ear still indicates a pronunciation that is standard”. As Baroni (2013)
mentions, “[an] important aspect of Eye Dialect is that it is nonstandard
as regards the graphic appearance of the word but is still regular as regards the relationship between phonemes and graphemes”. For this reason, eye dialect has been, ever since the early 19th century, a graphemic
method used to attach non-linguistic information (such as regional origin or education level) to the transcriptions of utterances of fictional
characters.
In the following we will describe three nonstandard eye dialect cases.

3.1.1. Lost Memory
The short story Lost Memory (1952) by British author Peter Phillips
(1920–2012) appeared in the magazine Galaxy Science Fiction. The story
is about a civilization of robots founded centuries earlier by a computer
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that taught the robots English but erased all words related to humans
and human activities. When a human crashes with his starship on this
planet, the robots communicate with him, but do not understand parts
of his vocabulary and this has dramatic consequences for him as he ends
up dying burnt alive. To mark the words that fail to be recognized by the
robots and hence allow the reader to identify shortages in communication between robots and the human, Phillips uses eye dialect. Interestingly, the communication is multimodal: one robot, capable of receiving
and analyzing sound waves interacts orally with the human, and transmits the dialog to the others in computer-internal form (which, again,
is presented to the reader as written form).
The short story has been translated into German (1958), French (in
1954 and 1974) and Japanese (in 1957 and 1962). The translating challenge was to misspell, in a plausible way, the same words as in the original English version. Here are the most important misspelled words in
the various versions (translated words with an asterisk have not been
misspelled in the translations, “NT” means “not translated”):
Original
(1952)

French
(1954)

Japanese
(1957)

German
(1958)

Japanese
(1962)

French
(1974)

mann
seks
ogod
wumman
deth
blud
wor

omm
sekse
odieu
famm
more
san
*guerre

* 人間
*性
NT
*女
*死
*血
NT

mensch
Geschlekt
ogot
frau
*Tod
Blud
Krig

* 人間ン
性の区別
NT
〈おンな〉
し
ち
セんそウ

omm
seks
ôdieu
fam
mor
san
guère

zoot
burds
feeld
fethers
brest
erth

skafandre
oisos
chan
plumms
mamell
terr

NT
* 小鳥
NT
NT
*胸
* 大地

anzuck
*Vögeln
Felt
*Federn
*Brust
*Erde

ズート
* 小鳥たち
野はラ
〈羽毛〉
〈胸〉
〈地球〉

skafandre
oisos
chan
plumms
mamèle
tère

Total: 72

56

0

49

26

59

宇宙服

The 1957 Japanese translation contains no misspelled words whatsoever, but nevertheless, four words that should be written in kanji have
been written in hiragana. Using characters such as <人> (“man”), <女>
(“woman”) or <鳥> (“bird”) in the first Japanese translation leads to logical contradictions: if these characters are unknown to robots, how can
they establish the connection between phonetic and logographic representation? This has been corrected in the second translation, at least
for <女>, which is replaced by its phonetic transcription: 〈おンな〉.
The word “suit” misspelled as <zoot> is translated by the annotated
宇宙服

<ズート>, where the rubi have the meaning of “spacesuit” (probably a
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translator’s hint to the reader) and the base characters are the phonetic
transcription of /zuuto/, the original English misspelled word <zoot>
in Japanese phonemic space.
Phillips manages to introduce a Shakespearean quotation into the
text, uttered by the human: <who is silv-ya what is shee that all her
swains commend her>, translated as <wer ist silvja, das alle menner
sie so preisen> in German (all lowercase!), omitted in the 1954 French
translation, and translated as <qui est silv-ya-que tous ses amants couvrent de louanges> in the 1974 French translation (where one may wonder how robots could manage to keep the word <amants>, “lovers,” in
their de-humanized vocabulary).
Using eye dialect as an indicator of the lack of semantic information is an innovative idea, but the realization leaves the demanding
reader wanting, e.g., the spelling <plumms> is not part of the French
graphemic solution space and its phonetic realization is not /plym/ (for
the correct plumes) but /plʌm/. It seems that translators have chosen
improbable phonetic representations to keep the text accessible to the
average reader, unfamiliar with IPA notation. On the other hand, the
spelling <skafandre> may not be part of the French graphemic solution
space either, but is very close to IPA notation: /skafãdʁ/.

3.1.2. Flowers for Algernon
The novel Flowers for Algernon (1966) by the American author Daniel
Keyes (1927–2014) is one of the most popular speculative fiction books
and has been translated into 27 languages (Hill, 2004).
In the story, a mentally disabled person, Charlie Gordon, undergoes
an operation that increases his IQ dramatically until, at the end, he regresses again into his former condition. The novel consists of a collection of progress reports and the eye dialect method is used to connote
the evolution of Charlie’s IQ. Here is an excerpt of the very first report:
Dr Strauss says I shoud rite down what I think and remembir and evrey
thing that happins to me from now on. I dont no why but he says its importint
so they will see if they can use me. I hope they use me becaus Miss Kinnian
says mabye they can make me smart. I want to be smart. My name is Charlie
Gordon I werk in Donners bakery where Mr Donner gives me 11 dollers a
week and bred or cake if I want.

We notice that misspelled word or syntagms are either homophones
(<rite>, <importint>), or missing apostrophes (<dont>, <its>), or letter permutations (<mabye>). Here is a polynomial fit of the number of
errors per report (we have covered only the period March 4th–April 8th
and November 1st until the end, as in the intermediate period Charlie
produces no misspelled words):
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0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10

1121

1102
1109
1111
1115
1118

0407
0408
1101

0404

0330
0401

0329

0327
0328

0325
0326

0324

0321

0320

0315
0316

0312
0313

0311

0308

0307

0306

0305

0304

0.05

The German translation (1970) of the same excerpt:
Dr Strauss sagt fon nun an sol ich aufschreiben was ich denke und woran
ich mir erinere und ales was ich erlebe. Wiso weis ich nich aber er sagt es ist
wischtisch da mit sie sen ob sie mich nemen könen. Ich hofe sie nemen mich
weil Miss Kinnian sagt fileich könen sie mich Intelgent machen. Ich möchte
gern Intelgent sein. Mein name ist Charly Gordon ich Schafe in der Bäckerei
Donner Mr Donner gibt mir 11 dollers die woche und brot und Kuchen wen
ich wil,

introduces additional elements: first of all a strong regional accent
(<wischtisch> for “wichtig”) and a lack of knowledge of the German
graphemic indicators of long and short syllables (e.g., in the spelling
<hofe>, the first syllable is long while the verb “hoffe,” “to hope,” has a
short first syllable), so that many of the misspelled words are not homophones of the correct versions.
The French translation (1972) of the same excerpt:
Le Dr Strauss dit que je devrez écrire tout ce que je panse et que je me
rapèle et tout ce qui marive à partir de mintenan. Je sait pas pourquoi mais
il dit que ces un portan pour qu’ils voie si ils peuve mutilisé. J’espaire qu’ils
mutiliserons pas que Miss Kinnian dit qu’ils peuve peut être me rendre un
télijan . Je m’apèle Charlie Gordon et je travail à la boulangerie Donner. Mr
Donner me donne 11 dolar par semène et du pain ou des gâteau si j’en veut

Errors are manifold: merged pronouns
is strictly homophonic.
with verbs (<marive>, <mutilisé>), wrong conjugations (<je devrez>,
<ils mutiliserons>), split words (<un portant>, <un télijan>), missing dashes (<peut être>), missing plural suffixes (<11 dolar>, <des
gâteau>), etc.
In the Japanese translation (1978) of the same excerpt:
ストラウスはかせわぼくが考えたことや思いだしたことやこれからぼくのまわり
でおこたことわぜんぶかいておきなさいといった。なぜだかわからないけれどもそれ
わ大せつなことでそれでぼくが使えるかどうかわかるのだそうです。ぼくを使てくれ
ればいいとおもうなぜかというとキニアン先生があのひとたちわぼくのあたまをよく
してくれるかもしれないといたからです。ぼくわかしこくなりたい。ぼくの名まえわ
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チャーリイゴードンでドナーぱん店ではたらいててドナーさんわ一周かんに11どるく
れてほしければぱんやけえきもくれる。

we find 202 hiragana, 19 katakana, and 11 kanji, that is a distribution
of (87%, 8%, 5%) while the standard distribution in Japanese is rather
of (44%, 7%, 49%), which shows that kanji are significantly underrepresented. The difficulty level of the kanji used in the translation is quite
low: among them, five (大, 先, 生, 名, 一) are of school level 1 (age 6), three
(考, 思, 週) are of school level 2, two (使, 仕) are of school level 3 and one
(周) is of school level 4 (age 9).
In the excerpt above we also see four places where katakana text is
written in hiragana: <パン> instead of “ ぱん ” (twice), <ドル> instead
of “ どる ” and <けえき> instead of “ ケーキ ”—in the last case we have
an additional error: instead of “ え,” Charlie should have written a prolonged sound mark <ー>. This is not the only error typical of the lack of
knowledge of Japanese morphology—we also encounter the following:
<わ> instead of “ は ” for the topic marker particle, missing small “ っ ”
signs (<使て>, <いた>), etc.
In addition to the graphemic methods described above, the translator
of Flowers for Algernon into Japanese (1992), Fusa Obi (1932–), also uses
a graphetic method specific to sinographic characters, namely an innovative type of eye dialect based on the choice of sinographic character
components and invention of new component combinations:
English syntagm
<reeding>
<keep reckerds>

Misspelled

Correct

読
録

読
録

The first misspelled character occurs 14 times and the second once.
In both cases the phonetic component (on the right) is correct, so that
phonetic realization is appropriate, while the semantic component (on
the right) is wrong. The (intended) semantics of both characters belong
to the domain of intellectual activities (reading, keeping records, in the
sense of writing down data), as if Charlie insisted in using a kanji for
those two activities because they are related to script, and failed in doing so. Since neither of the two characters actually exists, the reader has
to undergo the mental process of identifying the correct semantic component out of a set of homophones, given by the phonetic component.
In the postface to the translation, Fusa Obi recalls the intellectual and
technical difficulties of the task:
As a translator, I have always tried to be faithful to the original, but I have
found that I can’t always be faithful to the original in Charlie’s writing. First
of all, the reader has to understand and be able to get into the story smoothly.
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I also thought about replacing a misspelled word with a misprint—a kanji
that doesn’t exist. The editorial department told me that it would take a lot
of time and effort to make each type because it was a letterpress printing at
the time.

The method of re-combining sinographic character components in order to create non-existing sinographic characters was used abundantly
by Xu Bing, in his Book From the Sky installation (1988).

3.1.3.

Feersum Endjinn

The novel Feersum Endjinn (1994) by the Scottish author Iain M. Banks
(1954–2013) consists of 10 chapters, each one of which (with the exception of the last) is subdivided into four sections, corresponding to
four characters evolving in a cyber-fantasy universe. The character of
the fourth recurrent section, Bascule, the only (one who is a) narrator,
writes in eye dialect and even confesses that he does so because of a
“weird wiring in his brain”:
Original (1994)
[…] but unlike evrybody
els I got this weerd wirin
in mi brane so I cant spel
rite, juss ½ 2 do evrythin foneticly. Iss not
a problim cos u can put
eny old rubish thru practikly anyfin evin a chile’s
toy computir & get it
2 cum out speld perfictly & gramatisized 2 &
evin improvd 2 thi poynt
whare yood fink u waz
Bill bleedin Shaikspir by
thi langwidje. (p. 98)

German (2000)
[…] abba bei mir kömmd
hinzu waz bei andren
nüch der fall = nehmlich
daz isch so 1e obschkure
elekdrohnik im göhirn
hab die bewirkd daz isch
nüch richtich schreim
kann + bei mir allez
schrifdliche irndwie fonetisch wird. Darin = k1e
schwierichkeit zu sehn
weil man praktich jeden
blöden
schrifdlichen
kwatsch vom kompjuter
selbzd m schpülzeuchkompjuter in völlich
korrekt göschriehmnen
+ auch in der grammattik richtichen tekzd
umwanneln lazen kann
+ er wird sogar ferbesserd biß die schprach so
gud = daz man denkd
man wär leibhafftich der
aldie Schäksbier.

French (2013)
[…] mè kontrèreman o
zotr personn jé anefé
kelkö choz de kuriözman
branché dan lö servo, ski
fè kö jö ne pö pa ékrir
normalman.
Tou skö
jékri sor an fonétik. Sö
né pa z1 problem étan
doné kon pö tou kolé
pratikeman dan ninport
kel machinn, mèm 1 ordinatör pour anfan &
sa vou sor le tou remi
an bon nanglé avek lortograf & la gramèr &
mèm dé zaméliorasion &
du kou on a kazi linpresion kö C sö fichu Bil
Chékspir ki vou zékri.

Interestingly, Banks’s phonetic transcription uses the phonetic values of digits and logotypes (<&>, <@>, <+>, <=>) in a way similar to
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what would become SMS language a few years later—indeed, the novel
appeared in the same year as the first SMS-enabled mobile phone, the
Nokia 2010. But contrary to SMS language, which is usually rather informal, Bascule uses educated language strewn with cultural references
(like the reference to <Shaikspir> in the excerpt above3 ).
Once the reader is well-trained in reading Bascule’s eye dialect, Banks
provides additional challenges by introducing new characters with specific accents and vocal tics. For example, there is lisping sparrow:
So thare u r Mr Bathcule,
ithnt it ol tewwibwy,
tewwibwy interethtin?
I think tho 2—o look, i
think i juss thaw a flee
on yoor leg thare; may I
preen u? (p. 87)

Ja alzo würglich mr. Baskül = daz allez nüch göwaltich schrekklich intressant? Isch findz auch
… Ach hörn Sie x isch
glaab grat hab isch auf
Ihrem b1 1e milbe gösehn daaf isch Sie lauzen?

& donk voila Mr Bafkul,
fé dloeman intéléfan, tou
fa non? Fé byin fe kö
je panfè. O mè kefkö je
voi? Unn vièlenn puf fui
votlö pat. Je pö vou fèl la
toilèt, Mr Bafkul?

where the English text uses transformations <s>→<th> and <r>→<w>,
the German one transformations <i>→<ü>, <ch>→<sch>, and the
French one transformations <s>→<f> and <r>→<l>.
The /s/ in “Bascule” can be used both for a lisping /th/ and for a
hissing /sh/ tic. This happens through a hissing sloth:
I qwite undirshtand yoor
angwish, yung Bashcule
[…] But itsh not yoor
folt shertin pershinsh r
tryin 2 pershicute u. […]
Zhat woz zhe impreshin
I formed from what I
overherd  Zhey did not
sheem 2 b intereshtid in
eny ov ush. Zhey were
lukin 4 shumbody elsh
zhey shuspected ush ov
harberin. (p. 216)

Isch ferschdeh total waz
du m1zd Baskül junker
froind […]. Abba ez = ja
nüch d1e schultt daz göwize persoonen hintern
dir her sünd. […] Nach
allem waz isch göhörd
hab = daz m1 1drukk
[…]. Ez hatte gantz den
ansch1 daz se an unz gar
nüch intressiet warn. Sie
suchden wen fon dem
se d8en daz er bei unz
ferschdekkd =.

Jönn Bachcule, jö konpran for byin votr agoich
[…] Mè chi chertèn perchonn écheye de vou
perchékuté, chö né pa de
votre fot. … Ché byin
linprechion kö mon doné
1 chertin nonbre de lör
propo […] Aparaman, il
nö chintéréchè pa du tou
a nou zotr. Il cherchè
kelk1 kil nou chuchpektè
déberjé.

In the English and French texts Banks and his translator use the
<s>→<sh> transformation, while the German translation has more difficulties in distinguishing the sloth’s accent from the sparrow’s accent.
3. According to Drakakis (1997), “explicit allusion to literary figures such as
Shakespeare destabilizes the traditional boundaries between high and popular culture,” which is certainly the goal here.
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While Kincaid (2017) suggest that “Bascule’s broken speech is often
used to express the commonsense views of the author,” Corbett (2012)
qualifies his eye dialect as an “anti-language”:
An anti-language is the means of realization of a subjective reality: not
merely expressing it, but actively creating and maintaining it. Bascule’s antilanguage identifies him as a member of a subculture that stands apart from
mainstream society and its linguistic conventions. Ultimately, Bascule’s antilanguage constructs him as that most alien of creatures, a young teenager.

3.1.4.

The Two-Timer

The British author David I. Masson (1915–2007) studied English Language and Literature at Oxford. In the SF domain he published only ten
short stories, all of them masterpieces. The short story The Two-Timer
(1968) is written in a pastiche of 17th-century English, as it is the narration of accidental time travel of a 1683 gentleman into 1964. Here is
the incipit of this story in the original, as well as its German translation
(1984):
... I was standing, as it chanc’d, within
the shade of a low Arch-way, where I
could not easily be seen by any who
shou’d pass that way, when I saw as
it were a kind of Dazzle betwixt my
Eyes and a Barn, that stood across the
Street. (p. 62)

... ich stund, da’s sich begab, im Schatten eines niedren Tor-Weges, darin
ich nicht ohne weitres gesehen werden
kunnte von jemand, der vorüberwallen mochte, da erblickte ich wohl etwas
gleich einem Geflimmre zwischen meinen Augen und einer Scheuer am jenseitigen Rande der Straße. (p. 70)

When the main character encounters 20th century people, he is at
first unable to understand their utterances and represents them in eye
dialect:
He: Lowgh. Naugh dwenthing foyoo?
(With a kind of Questioning voice.)
Myself: Prithee, Sir, do you converse in
English?
At this he frown’d, and turn’d back
thro’ his Door, but left it open, for I
heard him in speech with another, as
follows.

Er: H’llou. Kannich irndwih hälfn?
(Das sprach er in einer Art von FrageTonfall.)
Ich: Um Vergebung, Sir, conversiret Ihr engeländisch?
Darauf schnitt er ein sauersichtig Miene und entschwund hinter die Türe,
nicht ohne jedoch sie offen zu belassen,
denn ohnverzüglich hört ich ihn und
eine andre Person die folgenden Worte
wechseln.
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He: Chappea lux lau ikthtauon crauea.
Now enthing bau ootim? Caun honstan zaklay wottee sez.
The Other: Nowoulman. Nopmaugh pidgen enwaya. Prapseez thatfla caimea mon
thcow. Breezdin breezdaught. Weo tav
moce curetay. (p. 67–68)

Er: Da ’s ’n Kähl dä sieht us wie ’n Ausruhfer. Kännen Se den? Konntnich gnau vasteen wasser sacht.
Jener: Neeh alde Jong. Sowieso nich mein
Bihr. Flaicht der Buhsche wofor eim Monaht hihrwar. Kahm rin unn is wier weck.
Wihr solltn hihr meer Sichrheitsforkeerungen hahm. (p. 77)

It is interesting to note that Masson’s eye dialect is much more realistic than those by Keyes or Banks thanks to his use of meaningindependent segmentation, e.g., when he writes <mon thcow> for
“month ago,” he attaches the <th> digraph to the second word (the German translation uses standard word segmentation).
Translating a short story written in 17th-century English is a tour de
force and it is not surprising that, as far as we know, besides the German
translation by Horst Pokullus, there has been no translation in any other
language.

3.2. Breaking RULE1-1: Nonstandard Casing
Person names such as <MacArthur> or <DeForest> and brand names
such as <FedEx> or <AugEyez> frequently use nonstandard casing,
the former for historical reasons and the latter as syllabic abbreviations or portmanteaus, therefore we do not consider them to be special
graphemic methods. Here are two cases of innovative use of nonstandard casing:

3.2.1. The Flight of the Dragonfly
Robert L. Forward (1932–2002) was an American science-fiction writer
and physicist specialized in the theory of gravity and working at the
research labs of Hughes Aircraft. In his novel The Flight of the Dragonfly
(1984), he describes a very intelligent but non-technological species,
the Flouwen, who start communicating with human visitors on their
planet, through an AI platform. Humans initiate communication with
the Flouwens through simple arithmetic operations:
“Two TIMES Three equals Six!” said Jill, almost triumphantly.
*SsSsSsIiIiIiXxXxXx!* said the red cloud, enunciating each trill and overtone with exaggerated care.
“SSSsssIIIiiiXXXxxx,” said Jill, its electronics still stumbling over the
acoustic nuances of the word.
*zzzzzzzzt!!* exploded the red cloud. Jill tried again.
“SsSsSsIiIiIiXxXxXx,” said Jill’s sonar finally.
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Similarly, a few pages farther:
*Two plus Two is…* continued the alien.
$TtWwOoooo$ came the reply, and the high-pitched scream startled the
humans again.

Alternating upper and lower case is an astute method of representing a
screamy sound, while keeping the underlying word recognizable.

3.2.2.

Embassytown

China Miéville (1972–) is a British science-ficton author and political
activist. In his novel Embassytown (2011), he describes a civilization of
aliens, the Ariekei, communicating orally by using not one, but two
speech organs emitting simultaneously (see also §3.19.3). Ariekei perceive utterances as being language only when sounds originate from
two synchronized sources. To communicate with them, humans have
therefore genetically engineered monozygotic twins sharing the same
mental processes and therefore speaking simultaneously. These twins
appear and act always together and their names are systematically bisyllabic, each syllable representing one of the two individuals (<MagDa>
for individuals <Mag> and <Da>, etc.).
In coherence with the logic of considering a pair of twins as a single
entity (that is, in the way they are perceived by Ariekei), Miéville uses
plural number when bisyllabic names are in subject position:
Original (2011)
I liked MagDa:
they
were one of the Ambassadors who hadn’t
treated me differently
since my falling out with
CalVin. (p. 69)

German (2012)
Ich mochte MagDa: Sie
waren einer der Botschafter, die mich nach
meinem Zerwürfnis mit
CalVin
nicht
anders
behandelten als zuvor.

French (2016)
Derrière eux, MagDa
m’ont souri.
Je les
aimais bien : elles comptaient parmi ceux qui
ne me traitaient pas
différemment depuis ma
brouille avec CalVin.

To show the importance of the bisyllabic structure and to increase
symmetry between the human twins, Miéville capitalizes both syllables.
Here are the names obtained through this method, most of them reminiscent of bisyllabic (human) given names:
EzCal (138 occurrences), EzRa (133), MagDa (102), YlSib (90), CalVin
(83), JoaQuin (21), DalTon (16), EdGar (15), MayBel (11), XerXes (9), AgNes
(5), JasMin (5), WilSon (5), LeRoy (4), PorSha (4), RanDolph (4), ArnOld
(3), BenTham (3), EsMé (3), HenRy (3), KelSey (3), LeNa (3), SecStaff (3),
AnDrew (2), CharLott (2), FeyRis (2), GaeNor (2), LoGan (2), and hapaxes:
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BrenDan, DagNey, EzLott, HerOt, LuCy, OgMa, RedRag, ShelBy, SibYl and
SidNey.

3.3. Breaking RULE2-1: Change of Primary Direction
Primary direction can be inverted in three ways:
(1) by keeping the standard shape of graphs (no rotation, no mirroring):
<noitcerid yramirp>;
(2) by rotating graphs by 180° (no mirroring): <
>;
(3) by mirroring graphs (no rotation): <direction primary>;
(there is no fourth way because if we both rotate and mirror graphs, we
return to primary direction). We have encountered occurrences of all
three primary direction inversion types:
primary direction

3.3.1. The Neverending Story
Michael Ende (1929–1995) wrote his most important work, The Neverending Story in 1979. Being the son of a surrealist painter, Ende frequently
uses symbols in his writing and, in particular, mirrors (which he cherished to the point of writing a collection of short stories entitled The
Mirror in the Mirror). The Neverending Story is an initiatory epopea in which
the main character, Bastian Balthazar Bux, travels to an imaginary world
(Fantastica), lives various adventures and finally returns to reality, back
to his loving father. The initiation starts with Bastian’s entrance into a
bookstore, where he discovers and borrows the (auto-referential) book
of The Neverending Story. The novel starts a bit earlier, in the bookstore,
before Bastian’s entrance, so that the first paragraph of the novel displays the shop’s inscription from the inside, i.e., mirrored (inversion
type 3):

Diese Inschrift stand auf der Glastür eines kleinen Ladens, aber so sah sie
natürlich nur aus, wenn man vom Inneren des dämmerigen Raumes durch
die Scheibe auf die Straße hinausblickte.4 (p. 5)
4. BOOKS COREANDER//OLD CONRAD CARL
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When approaching Bastian’s transition to the imaginary world, which is
the first climactic event of the novel, and in order to convince Bastian
that Fantastica is real, a monk-like figure called the “Old Man from the
Wandering Mountain” starts reading The Neverending Story anew, a narration through which Bastian realizes that he has become part of the story
he is reading. But as the story narrated by the Old Man matches exactly
the text of the novel, it begins with the inverted inscription, this time in
oral mode, that is with standard graphs (inversion type 1):
Dennoch waren ihm die ersten Worte, die der Alte sprach, unverständlich.
Sie klangen etwa wie »Tairauqitna rednaerok darnok lrak rebahni«.5 (p. 212)

Illustrating the perfect formal symmetry of the novel, the inscription
reappears on its last page, from a point of view opposite to the initial
one: this time, Bastian is inside the bookstore, looking outside to his
father, who stands on the other side of the road. He opens the door
and exits the bookstore heading towards his father, so that the return to
reality is complete:
Herr Koreander begleitete ihn bis zur Tür. Als sie darauf zugingen, sah
Bastian durch die spiegelverkehrte Schrift der Glasscheibe, daß der Vater auf
der anderen Straßenseite stand und ihn erwartete. Sein Gesicht war ein einziges Strahlen.
Bastian riß die Tür auf, daß die Traube der Messingglöckchen wild zu
bimmeln begann, und rannte auf dieses Strahlen zu.6 (p. 486)

The inverted inscription is a structuring beacon of the novel, in which
it is mentioned thrice: (a) in the incipit it is displayed as an image, (b)
in the center it is given in text form, and (c) at the end of the novel it is
referred to as “reversed writing on the glass pane”.
(Interestingly, the French 1984 translation leaves the second occurrence in German language (p. 221):
C’était quelque comme «Tairauqitna rednaerok darno lrak rebahni.»

We don’t know whether this was a conscious choice or an omission by
the translator. It has been corrected in the 2014 revised edition of the
book.)
This inscription could be seen on the glass door of a small shop, but naturally this was
only the way it looked if you were inside the dimly lit shop, looking out at the street
through the plate-glass door.
5. Yet he did not understand the first words the Old Man said. They sounded like:
“Skoob dlo rednaeroc darnoc lrac.”
6. Mr. Coreander took him to the door. Through the reversed writing on the glass
pane, Bastian saw that his father was waiting for him across the street. His face was
one great beam. Bastian opened the door so vigorously that the little glass bells tinkled
wildly, and ran across to his father.
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3.3.2. Bâtons, chiffres et lettres
The great French novelist and co-founder of the Oulipo, Raymond Queneau (1903–1976) is the author of Bâtons, chiffres et lettres (1950) (“Sticks,
digits and letters”), a collection of stories and essays, including an essay entitled Délire typographique (“Typographical delirium”). This essay
deals with a 19th-century typographer called Nicolas Cirier (1792–1869)
(Aouillé, 2001), author of the book L’Apprentif Administrateur, in the title of
which the second word is inverted by rotation (inversion type 2). Queneau mentions the book title twice, and in both cases performs the same
operation:

on page 289 and

on page 291. Besides the difference in capitalization between the two
titles, we notice that on page 289 Queneau has to break the word and
uses the fundamental principle of bidirectional typesetting (Haralambous, 2007, p. 135), namely that a block in the opposite direction is broken in parts according to the primary direction, and inside each part,
inverted primary direction is used. As we can see in the example, the
word <
> is broken into <
>, placed on the upper
>, placed at the beginning (left side) of the lower line,
line and <
so that the eye has to move to the end of the upper line, read the first
part, go the lower line, move to the right until the beginning of the second part, read the second part, and then move again to the beginning of
<
> to read the rest of the line. Probably to avoid confusion (Queneau was a perfectionist and wouldn’t allow for such an error to remain
in his text) Queneau used no hyphen at the end of the first part of the
word.
Adminis

trateur
Administrateur

trateur

3.3.3. “REDRUM”
The word “REDRUM” is probably the most famous anagram in history.
It is the type 1 inversion of the word “MURDER” and is famous for having been used by Stephen King in his novel The Shining (1977). It appears
32 times in the novel, as follows:
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1. 4 times as <Redrum>, in Chapter 8 (when Danny is glimpsing at the
Overlook hotel while still in the car), in Chapter 9 (when thinking
of it while talking with his father), in Chapter 16 (when he has an
epileptic attack), and in Chapter 37 (in the ballroom),
2. 6 times as <redrum>, always when others are uttering the word: in
Chapter 16 (when the doctor talks with Danny’s parents), in Chapter 25 (when Danny is sitting outside Room 217 and is hearing
voices), and in Chapter 29 (when Danny quotes Tony mentioning it),
3. 22 times as <REDRUM>, in Chapter 4 (when Danny sees the word
written on the mirror in green fire), in Chapter 7 (when Danny, under his blanket, imagines the word flashing in red) as the last word of
Part I, in Chapter 16 (when visiting the doctor), in Chapter 21 (when
thinking of it while in the hotel), in Chapter 37 (when he sees it mirrored in the ballroom’s mirror and realizes it is the anagram of “MURDER”) and finally as the title of Chapter 50.
We can interpret the three allomorphs of “REDRUM” as follows:
<Redrum> when it is used in Danny’s speech or verbal thought,
<redrum> when it is used in other people’s speech, <REDRUM> when
Danny visualizes it in reality or in memory.
In Chapter 16, King is emphasizing the ignorance of the anagrammatic nature of “REDRUM” by giving a false hypothesis on its etymology:
“What things, Danny?”
“I can’t remember!” Danny cried out, agonized. “I’d tell you if I could! It’s
like I can’t remember because it’s so bad I don’t want to remember. All I can
remember when I wake up is REDRUM.”
“Red drum or red rum?”
“Rum.”
“What’s that, Danny?”
“I don’t know.”

This paragraph has been a challenge for the various translations:
French (1979)
— Qu’est-ce qu’il t’a montré, Danny?
— Je n’arrive pas à m’en
souvenir! s’écria Danny,
au supplice. Je vous le dirais si je le pouvais! C’est
comme si je ne voulais pas
m’en souvenir. La seule
chose que j’ai retenue en
me réveillant, c’est le mot
TROMAL.

Swedish (1980)
– Vad då för saker, Danny?
– Jag kan inte komma
ihåg! skrek Danny plågad. Jag skulle tala om det
om jag kunde. Det är som
om jag inte kunde komma
ihåg för att det är så hemskt. Jag vill inte komma
ihåg. Det enda jag kommer ihåg när jag vaknar
upp är TEDROM.

Italian (1981)
«Quali cose, Danny?»
«Non riesco a ricordare!»
gridò Danny, in preda alla
sofferenza. «Se mi ricordassi glielo direi! È come
se non riuscissi a ricordare perché è così brutto
che non voglio ricordare.
L’unica cosa che mi ricordo quando mi sveglio è
REDRUM.»
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— Trop mal, en deux
mots?
— Non, TROMAL en un
seul mot.
— Qu’est-ce que c’est,
Danny?
— Je ne sais pas.
German (1982)
»Was für Dinge sind das
denn, Danny?«
»Ich weiß es nicht mehr!«
schrie Danny gequält.
»Ich würde es Ihnen sonst
sagen. Ich weiß es nicht
mehr, weil es so schlimm
ist, dass ich mich nicht
daran erinnern will. Wenn
ich aufwache, weiß ich
nur noch DROM.«
»Was ist das, Danny?«
»Ich weiß es nicht.«

Greek (1992)
«Τί πράγματα ἦταν αὐτά,
Ντάνι;»
«Δὲ θυμᾶμαι», φώναξε μὲ
ἀγωνία ὁ Ντάνι. «Ἂν μπορούσα θὰ σᾶς ἔλεγα! Ἴσως
δὲν μπορῶ νὰ τὰ θυμηθῶ,
γιατὶ εἶναι τόσο ἄσχημα
ποὺ δὲ θέλω νὰ τὰ θυμηθῶ. Τὸ μόνο ποὺ θυμόμουν ὅταν ξύπνησα ἦταν ἡ
λέξη ΣΟΝΟΦ».
«Σόνοφ;»
«Ναί».
«Τί θὰ πεῖ αὐτό, Ντάνι;»
«Δὲν ξέρω».

–
–
–
–

Rum eller rom, Danny?
Rom.
Vad är det?
Jag vet inte.

Spanish (1982)
— ¿Qué cosas, Danny?
— ¡No me acuerdo!
—
gritó el chico, torturado—.
¡Si pudiera se lo diría!
Es como si no pudiera
recordarlas porque son
tan malas que no quiero
recordarlas. Lo único que
puedo recordar cuando
me despierto es REDRUM.
— Redrum... Red drum...
Red rum... ¿Tambor rojo o
ron rojo?
— Ron.
— ¿Y eso qué es, Danny?
— No lo sé.
Romanian (1993)
– Nu-mi aduc aminte!
strigă Danny chinuit. Ţiaş spune dacă aş putea!
Parcă nu-mi aduc aminte
– pentru că e atât de rău,
că nu vreau să-mi aduc
aminte.
Tot ce-mi amintesc când mă trezesc e
AMIRC.
– A-mirg sau a-rnirc?
– Mirc.
– Ce-i asta, Danny?
– Nu ştiu.

«Red drum o red rum?»
«Rum.»
«E che cos’è, Danny?»
«Non lo so.»

Japanese (1986)

「どんなものだい、それは？」
「覚えていないってば！」ダ
ニーは悲痛な面持ちで叫ん
だ。「もし覚えていたら話す
よ！覚えてないのは、なんだ
かあまりいやなものだから、
思い出したくないからみた
い。目がさめてから思い出せ
るのは、レドラムって言葉だ
けなんだ」
「レッド・ドラム、それとも
レッド・ラム？」
「ラムだよ」
「それはなんだい？」
「わかんない」

Portuguese (1999)
— Que coisas, Danny?
— Não consigo me lembrar! — gritou o menino,
agoniado. — Se eu conseguisse, eu diria! Acho
que não me lembro porque
é tão ruim que não quero
me lembrar. Tudo que me
lembro quando acordo é
REDRUM.
— Red drum ou red rum?
— Rum.
— O que é isso, Danny?
— Não sei.

We observe four approaches:
1. “REDRUM” remains in English: this is the case of Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese and Japanese. In the case of Italian, Portuguese and
Japanese neither “REDRUM” nor its pseudo-etymologies are translated. In the case of Spanish, the etymologies are translated into
Spanish (<¿Tambor rojo o ron rojo?>) and Danny replies in Spanish
(<Ron>).
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2. “REDRUM” is translated, but no false etymologies are given: this is
the case of German <DROM> and Greek <ΣΟΝΟΦ> where the inversions of word “murder” can hardly be interpreted as any meaningful
entity.
3. “REDRUM” is (faithfully) translated and some pseudo-etymology is
given: “room or gypsy?” in Swedish, “a-mirg or a-mirc” in Romanian.
4. “REDRUM” is translated by a word different than the anagram
of “MURDER”: this is the case of French where the word used is
<LA MORT> (“death,” with a definite article) so that the anagram
<TROMAL> is phonetically close to “trop mal” (“too much pain”).
When asked by his father, Danny explains that in fact it is a single
word, leaving open psychoanalytic interpretations.
It should be noted that the same word, but written <RERDUM>, (or
<REMURD> (in the latter, letters <M> and <U> are inverted as well), it
is impossible to distinguish the two as the word is handwritten), a mix of
inversion types 1 and 3, is written in blood letters on a door in Kubrick’s
movie The Shining (1980).
“REDRUM” has acquired a word status, has a dedicated Wikipedia
page and has been used for a movie title, a rock band, songs, a TV series
and even an architectonic project. It is also the title of a French novel,
by Jean-Pierre Ohl (1959–).

3.3.4.

Text Inversion on Book Covers

Here are some examples of text inversion on book covers.

The Greek novel Στὶς ὀμορφιές σου εἶσαι σήμερα! (You are looking beautiful today) by Katia Kissonergi (1973–), a novel published in 2000 and displaying on the cover a swanling looking at its mirror image as a grown-up
swan. On the cover (and on the back), the title is mirrored (inversion
type 3).
Le Phalanstère des langages excentriques (2005), an essay on artificial (“excentric”) languages by Stéphane Mahieu (1957–), regent for Social and
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Culinary Sciences at the notorious Collège de ’pataphysique7 . On the
cover, the illustrator’s name is inverted (inversion type 2).
Whatever you think, think the opposite (2006) by Paul Arden, where the second part of the title sentence is inverted to illustrate the notion of “opposite thinking,” with a nice visual symmetry of the horizontally aligned
words <THINK> and <THINK>.
Comportament inadecvat (2015), the Romanian translation of Richard H.
Thaler’s Misbehaving (2015), where two letters of the word “inadecvat”
(“inappropriate”) are mirrored (inversion type 3). As the word is typeset in italics, the inversion effect is very salient: <inadecvat >. The word
operates as a metaphor of society, in which some individuals (= letters)
misbehave by heading into the opposite direction.
And finally, 質問/Questions (2018) which is actually the merge of two
versions of the same book (Japanese and English): the Japanese version
starts on the left, every left part of a double-page containing a question
in Japanese, and the English version starts on the right, every right part
of a double-page containing a question in English (for a total of 365
double pages). Each cover (left and right) is the mirror of the other: on
the left cover, the Japanese title is written correctly and the English title
is mirrored (<質問 QUESTIONS>), the opposite happens on the right
cover (<問質 QUESTIONS>) (inversion type 3). If Western and Oriental
worlds are “incompatible” as the two covers of this book seem to imply,
the book has managed to establish a perfect symmetry between its two
languages (the only exception being the barcodes on the right cover,
which are mandatory and are placed on what is “back cover” in Japan,
namely the right cover).

3.4. Breaking RULE2-2: Graphs of the Same γ-Word Not Sharing the
Same Straight Baseline
3.4.1. The Demolished Man
Alfred Bester (1913–1987) was an American Science-Fiction author,
whose novel The Demolished Man (1953) won the first Hugo Award in
history. He was probably the author that used the most innovative
graphemic and graphetic methods, in particular when representing
telepathy or synesthesia. Here is a short example of a γ-word the graphs
of which do not lie on a straight line:

7. http://www.college-de-pataphysique.fr/.
Let us mention the grapholinguistically important fact that the apostrophe in the name of the discipline
<’pataphysique>, introduced by Jarry (1911, p. II.VII), functions as a morphological
label to distinguish it from the adjective <pataphysique>.
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This example has been taken from the 2007 French translation of The
Demolished Man, entitled L’homme démoli (p. 161), and seems to be an initiative of the French translator Patrick Marcel, since it doesn’t appear
in the original English text (we have consulted the British edition by
Penguin Books, 1966). The word <faufiler> can be translated as “sneaking out” or “dodging,” but in this context is the translation of “threadneedling”8 . The dialog is done in telepathic mode, so we can assume that
curving the baseline is a graphetic equivalent to the common gesture of
sneaking-out.

3.4.2.

Le petit sauvage

Alexandre Jardin (1965–) is a French author. In his book Le petit sauvage
(The little savage) he uses many graphetic methods to illustrate the transformation of the main character, Alexandre Eiffel, who experiences a
return to his youth. The first part of the book is typeset in a standard
way, using a regular serif font. Once the transformation has occurred,
the font switches to sans serif and the text is strewn with graphetic particularities. One of them is the following paragraph (p. 191):

describing the main character’s journey on the sea and his sea-sickness.
While Bester, in the previous example, has imitated a gesture, here
Jardin generates a discomfort similar to sea-sickness by requiring the
reader read the wavy lines. The method used here is based on what
Leeuwen (2006, p. 146) calls the ‘experiential metaphor’, namely when
“a material signifier has a meaning potential that derives from our physical experience of it”.

8. The original of this excerpt is: “Choke it, Linc. Don’t jet off like that. You’re embarrassed. Let’s see if I can’t maybe thread-needle through that mind block.’ ‘Listen—
’”́ (p. 98 of The Demolished Man).
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3.5. Breaking RULE2-3: Graphs of the Same γ-Word With Different
Sizes
Again in the second part of Le petit sauvage, Jardin uses graphs of progressively smaller sizes (p. 205)

while keeping the same (very large) lead-in. The sentence translates as:
“But slowly my eyelids close, I don’t see anything anymore…”. By forcing the reader’s eye to progressively switch from extra-large to tiny type,
Jardin manages to produce a sensorial effect of tiredness and sleepiness.
Part of the method is the switch from all-caps to lower case for the two
last words, and then the repeated use of the first letter <r> of the word
<rien> indicating both that the act of conscious thought has stopped
and that snoring has started.

3.6. Breaking RULE2-4:Graphs of the Same γ-Word With Different
Styles
Richard A. Lupoff (1935–) is an American science-fiction author and anthology editor. In his short story With the Bentfin Boomer Boys on Little Old
New Alabama, he uses several graphetic methods, including style change
inside a word: “believe” (p. 280), “centimeters” (p. 285), “lowcut” (p. 289),
“something” (p. 318), “inside” (p. 321), and “usships, themships” (p. 339).
We can assume that the switch to italics represents sonic salience.

3.7. Breaking RULE2-5 or 6: Graphs of the Same γ-Word From Different Font Families, or Being Different Allographs of the Same
Grapheme
It seems that the concept of word is tightly connected to the uniqueness
of font family or allographic representatives, therefore we were not able
to find examples of these rules being broken.
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3.8. Breaking RULE3-7: Nonstandard Hyphenation
Hyphenation is handled by editors and typographers at the very last
stage of book preparation, just before printing. Therefore most authors
do not interfere with it, unless they use a special page layout. This is
the case of Claude Ollier’s Fuzzy Sets. Claude Ollier (1922–2014) was a
French writer involved in the Nouveau Roman literary movement. The
novel Fuzzy Sets (1975) has a different page layout for almost every page
(see also Knee (1984)).
Pages 93, 94 and 95 consist of pairs of triangular paragraphs:

Only the upper triangles contribute to the narrative thread of the
novel, while the lower ones contain unrelated random text.
The triangular parts of the upper paragraphs consist of a total of 53
lines, 34 of which end with a complete word (or final word part), nine
ending with a standard hyphenation (<meu-//ble>, <sor-//tiront>, <é//clusée>, <dou-//blure>, <lé-//ger>, <cô-//té>, <fer-//me>, <al-//ler>
and <ter-rain>), two ending with a standard hyphenation but without a hyphen dash (<aus//si>, <l’é//moi>), two ending with an apostrophe (where line breaking is normally prohibited), and the remaining five ending with broken words not respecting hyphenation rules
and not using a hyphen: <g//râce>, <C//omme>, <d//oivent>, <u//ne>,
<n//arrations>. In the latter five cases, words are systematically broken
after the first letter.
The graphetic method used here consists in hyphenating in two different ways according to rules or by breaking them. In the first case a
hyphen is used, but not in the second.

3.9. Breaking RULE5-1: Nonstandard Morpheme Order
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time (2003) is a mystery novel by
British author Mark Haddon (1962–). Although not explicitly stated as
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having Asperger’s syndrome, the main character has behavioral difficulties. When walking alone at the Paddington railway station he faces an
anxiety crisis caused by information saturation (p. 208–209):
and then I took my hands away from my ears and I groaned to block out
the noise and I looked round the big room at all the signs to see if this was
London. And the signs said:

But after a few seconds they looked like this

because there were too many and my brain wasn’t working properly and this
frightened me so I closed my eyes again

The first image is a series of brand marks and logotypes, with a few
(innocuous) pictograms (toilets for men and ladies, information, smoking forbidden), separated by interword spaces and hyphenated (using a
hyphen) at line end. The second version is rearrangement of brand mark
and logotype parts, interspersed by aggressive pictograms (sculls, bombs,
bolts of lightning, the toilet for men pictogram without the ladies counterpart, etc.). There are no interword spaces anymore, and hyphenation
is done without a hyphen. But even without interword spaces, fonts are
alternating in such a way that parts of brand names and logotypes are still
recognizable. Using the method of ‘experiential metaphor’, Haddon manages to transmit to the reader the feeling of being lost and terrified in a
labyrinth of meaning. Probably as a private joke (or as a glimpse into the
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main character’s soul) at the beginning of the eight line we read <qed>
(“quod erat demonstrandum”) the acronym that acts as a beacon of salvation to mathematicians since it marks the ends of proofs.
Among the translations of this novel, the Brazilian, German and Italian ones keep the English version of these images, the Dutch, French and
Spanish ones adapt them linguistically, and the Portuguese one uses the
Spanish adaptation.

3.10. Breaking RULE5-2: Nonstandard Morpheme Separators
In one of his early novellas, Nous rêvions d’Amérique (2002), the French
author Thomas Day (1971–) uses the following title (p. 3 and 5):
N.OUS R.ÊVIONS D’A.MÉRIQUE
In this sharp critique of contemporary America, an aged Hopi Native
American, Hoijer, leaves his reservation for a journey to an NRA convention in San Francisco, in order to kill as many participants as possible, as revenge for a mass murder that occurred two years earlier, in
which his 5-year old grand-daughter was among the victims.
The title of the novella, “We were dreaming of America,” is a common
locus for generations of Europeans—nevertheless its nostalgia is disrupted by the “intruder” dots in the title, which unveil the initials “NRA”.
Combining the acronym method with the regular title is a graphemic
method acting in a way similar to ateji (cf. §3.18), as it injects new layers
of meaning and establishes a dialog between them. Day’s achievement is
to have reached this goal without adding any new morphemes, as would
be the case in ateji annotation.

3.11. Breaking RULE€-1: Nonstandard Syntax
Speculative fiction abounds with cases of nonstandard syntax, starting
with the famous Yoda syntax “Found someone, you have, I would say,
hmmm?” (Star Wars, Ep. 5), which illustrates OSV word order, as in
Japanese.
In this paper we are interested in graphemic and graphetic methods,
and nonstandard syntax as in Yoda’s case is perfectly standard from the
graphemic point of view. We will, nevertheless, mention three texts in
which nonstandard syntax is combined with graphetic methods.

3.11.1.

Sparkie’s Fall

The author Gavin Hyde is a complete unknown.9 His entire œuvre consists of three short stories and Sparkie’s Fall (1959) is the last among them.
9. In Pohl (1960, p. 166) one reads: “A few years back, in Ireland, Ray Bradbury
spent some very productive months. Not only did he write the script of one of the best
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In this 4-page very short story, a human is forced to land on a planet and
his ship is surrounded by two gigantic whale-like aliens. He communicates with them through a device called a “mechanical Translator”.
This device writes sentences with explicit intention marking (an exclamation mark at sentence beginning), syntagm variants (in parentheses) and keywords for categories such as NAME and GARBLE.
Here is an excerpt:
“NAME, I am worried. Could Sparkie (eat) (be nourished by) GARBLE?”
And then the answer: “!, (stop) (cease) (desist from) worrying, NAME.
Sparkie is (in admirable condition) (fine)!”
It had taken him twenty years to get “Sparkie” out of his family’s vocabulary. And now the first two “people” he met in outer space called him Sparkie.
Just because they were bigger than he was!

After having telepathically scanned Sparkie’s memory, the two aliens
seem to be very knowledgeable about his condition as they are discussing him like an old married couple:
“NAME—”
 “?”
“It is (odd) (strange) (perplexing).”
 “?”
“I am thinking of Sparkie's mind ... NAME!”
“I am awake!”
“Sparkie is so (small) (weak) (defenseless).”
“(Hm) (Mm) (Mmm).”
“His mind is like a (piece) (sheet) of GARBLE. We think on the (bases)
(conditions) (roots) of our experience, our perceptions which are multiplied
by (objects) (things) (forms of matter) which we have sensed. Sparkie must
think with the (toys) (playthings) of his earth only. How can he understand us?
What does he know of GARBLE, GARBLE or GARBLE for example, this (small) (weak)
(defenseless) being? NAME!”
“! Go to sleep.”

motion pictures of recent years—Moby Dick was its name—but on a side trip he met a
young writer [= Gavin Hyde] who had just turned his hand to science fiction, and persuaded him to let American editors see the results. Star was delighted to acquire two
of them” (followed by the titles of two stories by Hyde). According to @Valorum from
the scifi.stackexchange.com forum, Gavin Hyde is probably yet another pseudonym
of Ray Bradbury, because of the following facts: (1) Bradbury is said to have “discovered him” on a trip to Ireland (which seems unlikely), (2) Bradbury had a history of
using pseudonyms, (3) there exists no other biographical information for this quite
competent author, and (4) in his texts one encounters repeated uses of chess imagery,
something that Bradbury would use often.
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The story has a tragic end as Sparkie leaves his vessel to face the aliens and
the Translator continues to “spit papers, violently” and “[a] great rocking
bellowing sound [is heard] and a smell of sorrow spread skyward”.
We don’t know whether Hyde was professionaly involved in early
versions of automatic translators (after all, it was in the fifties that automatic translation had its first spectacular outburst), but the use of parentheses to annotate variant translations (even for interjections such as
Hm/Mm/Mmm) and of capitals for generic syntactic categories must
have been quite surprising for an average reader in the fifties.

3.11.2.

Silent Brother

Algis Budrys (2931–2008) was the son of the Lithuanian consul general
in the US when the Soviet Union occupied Lithuania in 1940 and his
family left the diplomatic service and became chicken farmers in New
Jersey. It is no wonder that his novels and stories are filled with Cold
War fear and suspicion. In his short story Silent Brother (1956), which
he signs as Paul Janvier, he describes the slow appropriation of the main
character’s body and psyche by an alien. At some point, a device built by
the alien during the main character’s sleep emits a beam that blocks his
thoughts. Budrys writes the following paragraph to illustrate the main
character’s mental confusion:
English (1956)
Blink can’t think
blink rhythm I
think blink trick
think blink sink
blink
wink—
CAN’T THINK!

German (1965)

French (1969)

Blink kann nicht
denken blink Rhythmus
ich denke
blink Trick denken blink sink
blink wink—kann
nicht denken!

Paupières
peux
pas penser paupières pulsations
pense
paupières
poisson
d’avril
penser paupières
patatras paupières
papilloter—
Peux pas penser!

Japanese (1969)

またたきのリズム
がおれの考えをま
たたかせ、またたき、
考え、またたき、ト
リックがまたたき、
おれは考えをまた
たこうとして–だめ
だ！

The lack of syntax, the alternation of roman and italics and the repetitive <ink> suffix motive show the despair of the main characters trying
to resist but not able to build a single sentence. The German version is
a nearly-identical translation of the English one (even though the word
“wink” does not have the same meaning in the two languages), while
the French version is based on the repetition of words starting with a
<p>. The Japanese version is a standard translation (words “sink” and
“wink” have been omitted) where words for “trick” and “rhythm” are in
katakana, since they derive from English.
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3.11.3. Old Testament
Jerome Bixby (1923–1998) was an American science fiction author who
wrote, among other things, a Twilight Zone episode and four Star Trek
episodes. His short story Old Testament (1964) is a pun to pseudoarchaeological theories like the ones exposed in Pauwels and Bergier’s The Morning of the Magicians (1960) and in Charroux’s One Hundred Thousand Years
of Man’s Unknown History (1963). In it, a human spaceship visits the Sirius IV planet, avoiding as much as possible being noticed by the indigenous primitive civilization. When the humans leave the planet, they
discover a native baby abandoned in a basket. They immediately return
and discreetly deposit the baby in the middle of a village. In the second part of the short story, an indigenous narrator gives eir version of
the baby’s return, where the astronauts have become “good gods” and
the child a self-proclaimed prophet, “Messenger of the Good Gods,” to
which “They” have given a “fragment of the Sun,” which is actually a
flashlight pen (called “pencil-flash” in the story, p. 103) the child has
stolen from the ship:

English (1964)
I happy. Everybody like
little one. He friend of
good gods. Other mothers take care of him. Let
him drink. Let other little ones drink. Do for
each other, I happy because good gods bring
him back
to His people,
and the First Night did ring
with rejoicing; for He had
returned from the Land
Beyond the Sky and He
said unto those who waited
They are Good Gods, and
I am Their Messenger, and
lo! They have given to me
a fragment of the Sun that
I may shed light over darkness and open your eyes to
good and gentle ways.

Italian (1964)
Io felice. Tutti volere
bene mio piccolo. Lui
amico di buoni dèi. Altre
madri avere cura di lui.
Lasciare lui succhiare.
Lasciare altri piccoli
senza madre succhiare.
Servire uni per altre, e
io felice perché buoni dèi
portare lui indietro...
alla
Sua gente, e la Dolce
Notte risonò di canti;
poiché Lui era tornato
dalla Terra al di là del
Cielo per dire a coloro
che aspettavano:
Essi
sono gli Dèi Benigni, e
io sono il Loro Messaggero, e guardate! Essi
mi hanno dato un frammento di Sole, affinché
io possa spandere la luce
tra le tenebre e aprire i
vostri occhi sulle cose
buone et gentili.

French (1983)
Moi heureux. Tous aimer
petit. Petit ami bons Dieux.
Autres mères prendre petit,
donner boire petit. Faire les
uns pour les autres. Bien.
Moi heureux parce que bons
Dieux ramener petit
à
Son peuple, et la Première nuit fut emplie de
réjouissances, car Il était
revenu du Pays Au-Delà
du Ciel et Il dit à ceux
qui attendaient qu’ils
étaient de bons Dieux et
qu’il était leur Messager!
Voyez! Ils m’ont donné
un fragment de Leur
Soleil pour que Je puisse
répandre la Lumière
dans les ténèbres et ouvrir vos yeux sur ce qui
est juste et bon.
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In the middle of the narration there is a transition: from syntaxless pidgin language, the narrator switches to a pastiche of Biblical text
where all pronouns referring to the astronauts are capitalized, as they
are called “Gods”. This transition is emphasized by two graphetic methods:
1. the first line of the “Biblical” text starts exactly underneath the location where the pidgin text ends;
2. pidgin text is in roman and “Biblical” text in italics (the styles are
reversed in the French version, and in Italian there is no style change
because the magazine is set by typewriter).
The story ends when the reader discovers that the “Biblical” text is in
fact an excerpt from the “Sirian Bible,” which a young Galactic Federation student is reading and wondering where the “Gods” came from,
before closing it and moving to the next interstellar Bible.

3.11.4.

The End

The American author Fredric Brown (1906–1972) is known for his very
short and ingenuous stories. One of them, The End (1961), a 105-word
story, first published in the ‘adult’ magazine The Dude, is perfectly symmetric with respect to word order: at the climax of the story, when a
scientist having invented a machine making time run backwards pushes
a button, the entire story is written anew, backwards word-wise, so
that it consists of 52 words in standard order, followed by a pivot word
(<backward>) and the same 52 words in reverse order.
Here is the central part of the story in three languages (we have underlined the pivot word):
English (1961)
Pushing a button as he
spoke, he said, “This
should make time run
backward run time make
should this,” said he,
spoke he as button a
pushing.

French (1963)
Et, tout en appuyant sur
un bouton, il dit: «Ceci
devrait faire repartir le
temps à rebours à temps
le repartir faire devrait
ceci», dit-il bouton un
sur appuyant en tout, et.

German (1963)
Er drückte einen Knopf,
während er sprach, und
sagte:
»Das sollte die Zeit
zurücklaufen lassen zurücklaufen Zeit die sollte
das«, sagte und, sprach
er, während Knopf einen
drückte er.

In French, whenever there is an elision phenomenon, the two words
are considered as a single one, such as <j’ai>. Even the composite and
elided <l’équation-clé> is considered as a single word and hence remains
unchanged in the reversed text. In the case of German, the (same) composite word is inverted: <Zeit-Theorie> becomes <Theorie-Zeit>—this
only happens because the constituents are separated by a dash, while the
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undashed composite word <Schlüsselgleichung> remains unchanged in
the reverted part of the story.
The story ends with the inversion of the title: <END THE> (resp.
<N.I.F.> in French and <ENDE DAS> in German). In a Whorfian perspective, it raises the question whether it suffices to reverse word order
in order to experience time backwards.

3.12. Breaking RULE€-2: Insertion of Fragments in Other Scripts
Introducing non-Latin script text fragments into ordinary Latinalphabet text is a very rarely used graphemic method—after all, no author or publisher expects eir readers to be able to decypher foreign
scripts. We have found two exceptions to this rule.

3.12.1. Rendez-vous pour amant·e·s égaré·e·s
In the 2018 novel Rendez-vous pour amant·e·s égaré·e·s by young French author Éric Abbel, the two main characters O and U are lovers of undefined gender, and thanks to gender-neutral writing (cf. Haralambous
and Dichy, 2019), nothing in the novel allows the reader to identify
their genders. When introducing a third character, a math professor
who interferes in the relationship between O and U, Abbel uses the Russian/Ukrainian word <Одержимый> (“passionate”) (p. 40):
Ce lundi-là comme chaque lundi, O posait pour l’Académie des Arts Appliqués, dans la classe du professeur Oдержимый, qui enseignait la perspective dans l’art abstrait.

We notice that more than the half of the graphemes of <Одержимый>
(namely <д>, <ж>, <и>, <ы> and <й>) are unrecognizable by the average French reader. The name is used nine times in the novel and it
would be interesting to find out what reading strategies readers of the
novel apply to render it phonetically.

3.12.2. Le Voyage de Mao-Mi
French author Lisa Bresner (1971–2007) wrote several children books,
in which Chinese characters are inserted into French text to familiarize
children with sinographs.
Here is an excerpt of her 2006 novel Le voyage de Mao-Mi:
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As this excerpt appears towards the end of the book (p. 40), Bresler
uses sinographs instead of French words (mainly representing numbers),
while at the beginning of the book sinographs often repeat French words,
which are then set in bold face, as here for the word <Bonjour> (p. 8):

3.13. Breaking RULE4-1: Nonstandard Spaces Between Words
Charlemagne Ischir Defontenay (1819–1856) was a French physician
and author. His novel Star ou Ψ de Cassiopée (1854) is one of the first
science-fiction works in history. Defontenay was discovered by Raymond Queneau, who considered him as yet another “fou littéraire” (literary madman).
Citing Jaccaud (2008),
As an amazing precursor of modern poetry, Defontenay, seeking to build
estrangement, discovers the importance of space between words, the void
that generates universes.

Indeed, when narrating the discovery of alien artefacts on the Himalayah, Defontenay uses irregular spacing between words or syntagms
to increase the effect of estrangement and of cold. Here is an example
of this graphetic method (p. 19):
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3.14. Breaking RULE„-1: Words on Nonstandard Base Lines
In §3.4 we gave an example of graphs of a given γ-word not sharing the
same straight baseline. Here we deal with γ-words individually set in a
standard way but belonging to sentences set in nonstandard way.
The following telepathic dialog appears on p. 24 of Bester’s The Demolished Man. Bester uses vertical dimension to denote temporality and
imaginary base lines as discursive unit identifiers. We have attempted
to identify discursive units and display them through colored arrows on
the right side:

It is interesting to note that these discursive units seem to interfere with
each other, for example towards the middle of the time frame, we have,
in different sentences, expressions related to time: “very shortly,” “much
longer,” “just about”. In particular, there is confusion in the center of
the diagram: the sentence “He’s just taken his Guild Exam. and been
classed 2nd.” (violet arrow) occupies the imaginary line of the sentence
starting with “Frankly, Ellery…” (orange arrow). If this is the case, then
the word “The” on line 13 does not belong to any sentence, and the sentence “is just about ready…” (blue arrow) starts out of nowhere. Bester
has brilliantly managed to illustrate both the power and the confusion
of telepathic communication, as long as we admit that telepathy uses
communicative units equivalent to (1-dimensional) phonemes and not
to (2-dimensional) graphemes.
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Breaking RULE„-2: Words in Different Sizes

Changing word size is not very uncommon, as graph size can be associated to sonic salience. To give an example, let us return to Jardin’s Le
petit sauvage (§3.4.2) with the following excerpt from the second (sansserif) part (p. 238):

Alexandre illustrates his happiness by repeating the word “happy” with
increasing emphasis. The paragraph change after the largest <heureux>
word is necessary to avoid having the inverse effect of a “small” word
<Soudain> following a large word, which would be interpreted as a negative event, a loss of self-confidence and inspiration.

3.16. Breaking RULE„-3: Words in Different Font Families
Font family change between words is rather rare, for various reasons:
(1) the two font families have to be easily identifiable so that an average
reader can unambiguously identify them when applied on an arbitrary
word; (2) they should carry connotative features that justify the font
change.
Here is a case where this graphetic method has been applied. Bester,
in his The Demolished Man, uses a switch to a blackletter font, in a telepathic dialog (p. 22):

Here the gothic font connotes Christmas atmosphere, as a complementary perception to those of snow, mint, tulips and taffeta. Bester uses
a typically American blackletter font (Cloister Black) with short (final)
<s> letters, which gives the utterance a sense of conventional modernity
(in a traditional setting, the greeting would rather be <Ble\\ings!>). By
using a clearly American font in a modern way, Bester avoids confusion
with German Fraktur fonts connotating German culture or even Nazism
as in the Austrian publicity “Gehen Sie wählen! Andere tun e+ auc.” (“Go
vote! Other+ do it too.”) (Haralambous and Dürst, 2019, p. 138).
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3.17. Breaking RULE„-4: Words Using Different Allographs
3.17.1. Tiger! Tiger!
In his novel Tiger! Tiger! (1955), Alfred Bester describes a community of
people in a spaceship. This community descends from scientists, therefore they call themselves “Scientific People” and worship a deity called
“Holy Darwin”. Their names, tatooed on their fronts, all contain a letter <o> that is either replaced by a male symbol <♂> or by a female
symbol <♀>. Interestingly, the English edition of the text describes the
allographs but does not use them:
Across the brow was tattooed joseph. The <O> in joseph had a tiny
arrow thrust up from the right shoulder, turning it into the symbol of Mars,
used by scientists to designate male sex. (p. 26)
Three girls appeared before Foyle. Their faces were hideously tattooed.
Across each brow was a name: joan and moira and polly. The <O> of each
name had a tiny cross at the base. (p. 27)

On the other hand, the French translation (Terminus les étoiles, 2007) keeps
the description, but also iconically uses the corresponding allographs:
Sur le front on lisait le mot: j♂seph. Le «O» de j♂seph portait une petite
flèche en haut et à droite : il devenait ainsi le symbole de Mars utilisé par les
savants pour désigner le sexe mâle. (p.  40)
J♂seph fit un geste, et trois filles se rangèrent devant Foyle. Elles avaient
le visage hideusement tatoué. Sur chaque front était gravé un nom : j♀an,
m♀ira, p♀lly. Le «O» de chaque nom portait une petite croix à la base.
(p. 41)

According to Smith (2016, p. 15), Bester is “gently satirizing what he saw
as the all-too-common tendency of some science-fiction writers to treat
science as a magic talisman and of certain readers to accept it as such”.

3.17.2. Les Furtifs
Alain Damasio (1969–) is probably the most famous living French sience
fiction author, even though none of his works has yet been translated
into English. In his 700-page novel Les Furtifs (2019), he collaborated
with an École Estienne-graduate font designer and graphic artist, Esther
Szac,10 to massively include allographs in the text. Here is a complete
list of the allographs used, as well as their numbers of occurrences in the
novel:
– a: |ă| (609 times), |ã| (1), |æ| (1);
10. https://www.estherszac.com/
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c: |ċ| (1,457), |č| (830);
d: |đ| (40);
e: |ė| (475), |ĕ| (1), |ę| (1), |ẹ| (1);
f: |ſ| (563);
g: |ġ| (473), |ğ| (281), |ģ| (248);

h: |ĥ| (260), |ħ| (21);
i: |İ/ı| (107), |į| (47), |í| (14), |ĩ| (5);
j: |ȷ| (549);
k: |ķ| (1);
l: |ł| (672), |ŀ| (459), |ļ| (36);
n: |ņ| (1);
o: |õ| (620), |ọ| (548), |ơ| (430), |ɵ| (145), |ὄ| (40), |ó| (14), |ѳ| (8), |ő|
(4), |ō| (1);
– p: |₧| (6), |þ| (1);
– r: |ⓡ| (414), |ґ| (57), |ŕ| (9), |ř| (2), |ŗ| (1);
– s: |š| (218), |ś| (6), |ș| (2);
– t: |ŧ| (215), |τ| (30), |ț| (1), |ţ| (1);
– u: |ŭ| (14), |ủ| (5), |ū| (1), |ụ| (1);
– v: |ὗ| (22).
As can be seen in the list above, allographs have been taken from several Latin-alphabet languages (Romanian, Portuguese, Swedish, Irish,
Czech, Icelandic, Polish, etc.) as well as from Greek script: |ὄ|, |τ|, |ὗ|
and from Cyrillic script (Ukrainian language): |ґ|.
The novel uses six characters as first-person narrators. Some of the
allographs used are specific to a given narrator, and others are common
between more than one narrator:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Narrator

% of paragraphs
Specific

Lorca
Sahar

38.87%
17.66%

Saskia
Nèr
Agüero
Toni

26.36%
2.86%
10.88%
3.37%

Allographs
Common with others

ĠİōẹỤ
ãıņśţū
æĂăĞğĤĥřґ
ĐđĦħłŦŧƟɵѲ₧
ĢģįķļƠơȘȚ
þĔęĩőŖšτὄὗ

óĊċėġĿŁſȷọ
ċčġĿŕŭſȷủ
íóĊċČčėġĿŕŠŭọⓡ
ŁŠ
íóĿŕŭȷủ
íČŕſⓡ

where the second column gives the percentage of paragraphs narrated
by each narrator. As we can see, Lorca, Sahar and Saskia (the three most
elaborated characters) use dotted allographs, while Nèr uses mostly allographs with bars, Agüero uses allographs with cedillas or ogoneks and
Toni uses, amongst others, the three Greek allographs. To illustrate the
use of these allographs for the different characters, here are three typical
examples:
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Saskia (p. 132):

) Ağ)üero

s’ăvanče,) se déčale. Il tire măintenănt sur lă porte d’entrée de lă măison.
Un bruit de boomerănğ hăcĥe l’ăir… Où il est ? Une énième serinğue părt en missile
et čontourne lă măison ăvănt de filer vers lă porte où se tient Nèr))) Nèr ă le réflexe
de plonğer) trop tărd) il prend lă serinğue en pleine čuisse. Très vite je le vois
blănčhir)) il s’effondre, să tête perčutănt le béton du sol.
Nèr (p. 142):
\ Słɵugħi,\

ił incise / ił scie. Đécisif Słɵugħi/đécisif ! Đɵber nɵn, Đɵber bɵiŧ/bɵîŧe,
Đɵber ła nique, łe fif ił riŧ/ił łui pique ŧɵuŧ, ił łe đébɵîŧe, łes incisives, ła bɵîŧe à
mɵłaires, ħiħi ! Ła fiłłe fiłe-fiłe/se faufiłe/ c’esŧ łe fił. Qui điŧ ? Qui điŧ ? Ѳù ?
Ħɵuħɵu ? Ѳù đɵnc qui điŧ ? Bɵxer aŧŧenđ sɵn ħeure. Bɵxer pas đ’ħumeur ! Bɵxer
meurŧ. ₧as ła płace đans ma głace. Qui đécħire łà-đeđans ?
Toni (p. 654):

ⒷCeⒶ qui s’esτ passé ? Au Cὄsmὄndὄ ? I don’t knὄw. Enfle le flὄu. La flὄuille.
L’embrὄuillâme. Ma peau flume, je m’emplume sὄus les brasses, je cὄurs plus, je
caὗole. Tὄni Tὄut-flὄu, ich ! L’hὄmme de brume, hum, ahem, salam aleykὄum,
shalὄm !
Notice that the initial ) …), \ …\ and Ⓑ…Ⓐ signs are explicit narrator
marks, and are used systematically to mark the change of narrator.
The story is based on the discovery of and hunt for a species of beings
called “furtives”. These creatures hide from the human eye and spontaneously commit suicide when perceived by a human. The density of
allographs is quite variable and this has led readers to suspect that allographs occur primarily when a furtive is close to the narrator. We have
counted the number of allographs in every slice of 50 words, and here is
the result:
Diacritics per 50 words
500
400
300
200

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

12
13

11

10

9

8

7

6

3
4
5

1

0

2

100

where the x axis is labeled by chapters. As can be seen from the diagram,
allographs are not distributed equally throughout the book, and they
appear grouped (especially in the last chapters). A correlation between
the density of allographs and the possibility of presence of furtives near
the narrator is a widespread assumption but has yet to be established.
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Szac’s choice of using already existing glyphs of Unicode characters
as allographs raises many issues:
– was this a pure-commodity choice, avoiding having to design new
graphs, while hoping that nobody would realize that these graphs existed already?
– is it politically correct to “downgrade” graphs that are graphemes in
other languages into simple allographs of French graphemes? Why
should <ç> be considered as a full-right grapheme while |ţ| is merely
an allograph of <t>?
– in most cases the phonetic realization of allographs is close to that
of the “base” grapheme, but in some cases it is bluntly wrong: |þ|,
|ґ|, |ſ|, |ὗ|, |ɵ| are not phonetically contiguous to <p>, <r>, <f>
and <v>, <o>: is the visual resemblance sufficient to establish a
grapheme/allograph relationship?
– Alain Damasio is an anti-globalization activist, but isn’t the choice of
using these allographs ironically at the opposite of his convictions?
He takes graphs from several cultures in the world, downgrades them
to purely visual ersatzes of his own language’s graphemes, and includes them, without any distinction, into a graphetic soup where
their origin is completely dissolved. Isn’t that exactly what multinationals are doing with products from third-world countries?

3.18. Breaking RULEƒ-6: Ateji
The traditional function of interlinear annotation in Japanese is to provide reading glosses (furigana) to kanji characters. Ateji in the sense
of Lewis (2010) and Melander (2016), is the “pairing of kanji and furigana that has a different meaning”. In other words, ateji is a nonstandard use of interlinear annotation to produce more meaning than
just phonetic information. Melander (ibid.) subdivides the use of ateji
into five categories: translative (“where the translation for the spoken
word written in the furigana is provided in the kanji”), denotive (“in
which a proper noun is given in the kanji while the pronoun actually
spoken by the characters is given in the furigana”), constrastive (“when
two different Japanese words are combined in order to give rise to new
nuances which neither of the words express by themselves”), translative/contrastive (“the words used in the rubi are of foreign descent,
but do not exhibit a one-to-one correspondence with the word being
glossed”) and abbreviative/contrastive (“a means of abbreviating longer
words (often terminology) that are too awkward to keep repeating all
the time in the story”).
The Japanese author Dempow Torishima 酉島伝法 (1970–) uses contrastive ateji in his novel 皆勤の徒 Sisyphean (2011).
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Here are some examples (we will use letters A, B, C, . . . to denote kanji
characters in order to explore their combinations):
せいぞうぶつ

– <製臓物>: If 製臓物 is ABC, then BC 臓物 has the “entrails” meaning.
The rubi せいぞうぶつ /seizoubutsu/ is the phonetic representation
of AB′ C 製造物 “product”. By combining the semantics of AB′ C and of
BC we get “artificially produced entrails”.
In the English translation of Sisyphean this syntagm is translated by
the neologism synthorganic.
れいちょうるい

– <隷重類>: ABC 隷重類 has the “heavily-burdened slave genus” meaning (A stands for “slave,” B for “heavy” and C for “genus”). The rubi
れいちょうるい /reichourui/ is the phonetic representation of A′ B′ C 霊
長類 “primates” where A′ stands for “superior” and B′ for “leader”. By
combining the semantics of ABC and of A′ B′ C we get “slave primate”.
In the English translation this syntagm is translated by the neologism
subordinape.
けっかんもどき

– <皿菅>: No Japanese word can be associated with the reading of 皿菅.
The first part of the rubi けっかん /kekkan/ can have the meanings
“blood vessel” (血管), “fault” (欠陥) and “missing volume” (欠巻). The
second part, もどき /modoki/ has the meaning of “ersatz” or “imitation”.
血管 is graphically close to 皿菅, we can consider the latter as being
a “simpler imitation” of the former. Therefore we can consider that
けっかんもどき

the first meaning of けっかん is meant and hence we obtain for 皿菅
the semantics of “an imitation of blood vessel”.
In the English translation the syntagm has been translated by blood
sedge.
As we see, Torishima goes well beyond contrastive ateji by creating
semantic puzzles that the reader has to solve by going back and forth
between base characters, their meanings and readings, and rubi.

3.19. Breaking RULEƒ-7: Use of Interlinear Annotation
Interlinear annotation is very rarely used in fiction. Here are three examples of quite different natures:
1. asymmetric annotation, where the base is main text and where annotation takes the visual form of an exponent and functions as a context
marker (§3.19.1);
2. asymmetric annotation, where the base is main text and where annotation is a separate line (in smaller graphs) and functions as a discursive thread that runs parallel to the main text thread (§3.19.2);
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3. symmetric annotation, where the base and annotation are equally important, displayed like a mathematical fraction and functioning as
simultaneous utterances in an alien language (§3.19.3).

3.19.1.

The Demolished Man

Again in The Demolished Man, Alfred Bester uses the following graphetic
construction:

The |S.O.S. | annotation of the word “Canapés” gives the context of the
utterance, namely Linc desperately asking for help. In oral communication this information would have been provided by prosody and in
multimodal communication by a gesture. In some sense this type of annotation is very similar to contrastive atejis: a single word is annotated
and the annotation contributes to the meaning of the base.

3.19.2.

Libro de Manuel

The well-known Argentinian author Julio Cortázar (1914–1984) wrote
a political novel, entitled Libro de Manuel (1973), which, incidentally, he
called “the worst of his books”.
In this novel he uses twenty interlinear annotations, concentrated in
eight pages and expressing the thoughts of the narrator. These thoughts
are uttered simultaneously to the main text but are discursively mostly
independent of it.
Here is an example: on p. 130, there is annotation formulating a
doubt about the “full moon” (no full moon, or anything related to it,
appears yet in the main text):
¿Por qué la luna llena?

para que no se le ocurriera soltar un graznido telefónicamente inquietante
para el alborotado Oteiza que en cinco minutos arregló

On page 131 the same doubt arises again:
pensar un poco en eso que estaba esperando en la otra punta, ir poniendo
¿Por qué la luna llena?

desde ya la cara de veterinario consciente de su importante misión

On page 133 the full moon appears at last in the text, while the narrator
has changed his mind as “the moon wasn’t full in the first place”:
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lo mejor no había luna, haría mejor en pensar en el discurso

entre las sombras de una calle llena de agujas y amenazas, aullando histéricas
sin saber de qué, de luna llena y carnaval

This graphetic method is unique in Cortázar’s work. He manages to establish a feeling of intimacy, since annotation gives the impression of
accessing the narrator’s deepest thoughts, while the main text is unfolding. It is also a nice reading exercise, since the reader has to process two
discursive threads simultaneously, knowing that the first is formal and
well-structured, and the second is spontaneous and impulsive.

3.19.3. Embassytown
In the already mentioned novel Embassytown, China Miéville describes
the communication attempts between humans and Ariekei, resulting in
the humans teaching the Ariekei how to use metaphors and how to lie.
To represent the Ariekei language in written form, Miéville uses an interlinear annotation method, where both parts are of equal importance
(and hence the same font size). To distinguish the two text flows that are
uttered simultaneously, Miéville uses the notation of mathematical fractions.
Weakland (2015, p. 83) states that this notation is “obviously meant to
recall Saussure’s graph of the linguistic sign,” but we reject this hypothesis: Saussure’s drawings (1995, p. 99, 158–162) contain a horizontal line
that separates the two sides of the sign, but these sides are of different
natures: the signified is represented on top and the signifier at the bottom. Furthermore Saussure’s notation does not imply temporality in the
horizontal direction since phonetic (and hence temporal) realization exists only in the lower part (“image acoustique”). We rather consider this
graphetic method as belonging to the general category of interlinear annotations, since it consists of text flows with common temporality.
Miéville uses 159 expressions in Ariekei language notation. At the
suhaill
kora
suhaish
beginning these are Ariekei words: jarr , shahundi , ko , etc.; syntagms:
shoash
du kora eshin
to tuan , u shahundi qes ,

ez

bren

yl

etc.; or proper names: ra , dan , syb , etc. At the end
of book, an Ariekan with the nickname Spanish Dancer starts speaking
English:
English (2011)
The Ariekei sifted the
datchips, listening with
disbelief at how they
heard what they heard.
That’s what I think.
Spanish
Dancer
remained bent, but its
eyes looked up at me.
Perhaps it knew now, in

German (2012)
Die Ariekei sichteten die
Datchips und lauschten ungläubig darauf,
wie sie hörten, was sie
hörten. Das ist es, was
ich glaube. Spanischer
Tänzer
verharrte
in
einer gebeugten Körperhaltung, doch seine

French (2016)
Les Ariékans ont passé
en revue les datapuces,
en s’écoutant avec incrédulité entendre ce
qu’ils entendaient. C’est
du moins mon avis.
Danseuse
Flamenca
restait penché, mais ses
yeux se dressaient vers
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ways it could not have
done before, that what
it heard from me were
words. It listened.
“Yes,” I said, “yes,”
and
Spanish
Dancer
cooed and, harmonising
yes
with itself, said: “ yes .”
(p. 364)

Augen schauten zu mir
hoch. Vielleicht wusste
er nun auf eine Art und
Weise, wie er es zuvor nicht vermocht hatte, dass das, was er von
mir hörte, Wörter waren.
Er hörte zu.
»Ja«, sagte ich, »ja.«
Und Spanischer Tänzer
gurrte, brachte das, was
er äußern wollte, in Einklang mit sich selbst und
ja
sagte: » ja «.
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moi. Sans doute savait-il
désormais, d’une façon
qui lui avait été fermée
jusque-là, que ce qu’il
m’entendait
prononcer était des mots.
Il
écoutait.
— Oui, ai-je dit. Oui.
Là, il a émis un roucoulement, puis, en harmonie,
a prononcé:
oui
— oui .

Once the first English word has been duplicated to become perceivable as a linguistic utterance by the Ariekans, Miéville uses the graphetic
method to introduce nuances, such as a question that is first uttered as
a pure question, and then a question uttered as half a question and half
a statement:
Spanish attracted my attention with its giftwing.
you are ready?
“ you are ready? ” It spoke to
me softly.
I hesitated
and it spoke again.
are you?
“ you are ”. (p. 388)

Spanischer Tänzer zog
mit seinem Präsentflügel
meine Aufmerksamkeit
du bist bereit?
auf sich. » du bist bereit? « Er
redete leise zu mir. Als
ich zögerte, sprach er
du bist es?
erneut. » du bist es? «

Danseuse a attiré mon
attention avec sa donaile.
tu es prête?
— tu es prête? a-t-il demandé tout bas.
J’ai hésité et il a repris la
parole.
tu l’es?
— tu l’es .

(for some reason the German translation is missing this subtlety). With
the help of the main character, Avice, Ariekans learn metaphor use and
lying, which was previously a taboo in their culture. The following excerpt illustrates their perception of metaphors:
Sometimes when Spanish Dancer is talking to
me in my own language,
metaphor
it doesn’t say metaphor
lie that truths

truthing

but lie that truths , or lies .
I think it knows that
pleases me. A present for
me. (p. 395)

Wenn Spanischer Tänzer manchmal zu mir in
meiner Sprache redet,
metapher
sagt er nicht metapher ,
Lüge die wahrheitet
Lüge die wahrheitet
wahrheitende
.
Ich
Lüge

sondern

oder
glaube, er weiß, dass
mir das gefällt. Ein
Geschenk für mich.

Certaines fois, quand
il me parle dans ma
propre langue, il ne
métaphore
dit pas métaphore , mais
mensonge qui dit vrai
mensonge qui dit vrai
vérité
. Je crois
mensonge

ou

qu’il
sait que ça me plaît. Un
cadeau qu’il me destine.
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In the last pages of the book, Ariekans discover that besides English,
there is also French (in the French translation it is Spanish and in the
German translation, again French):
The New Ariekei were
astounded to learn that
Terre have more than
one language.
I uploaded French.
“I, je.
I am, je suis,” I said.
Spanish
Dancer
was
delighted. It said to me,
je voudrais venir avec vous
“ I would like to come with you ”.
(p. 402)

Die Neuen Ariekei waren erstaunt zu erfahren, dass Terre-Wesen
mehr als eine Sprache
haben. Ich lud Französisch hoch. »Ich, je; ich
bin, je suis«, erklärte ich.
Spanischer Tänzer war
offensichtlich sehr erfreut und sagte zu mir:
je voudrais venir avec vous
.
ich möchte mit Ihnen kommen

Les
Nouveaux
Ariékans ont été stupéfaits
d’apprendre
que
les
Terras ont plus d’une
langue. J’ai chargé de
l’espagnol.
— Je, Yo. Je suis, Yo soy,
ai-je expliqué.
Danseuse
était
aux
anges. Il m’a lancé:
quisiera ir con ustedes
— je voudrais aller avec vous

In the example above, the Ariekan speaks the two languages simultaneously through its two speech organs. In the last sentence of the novel,
not only do Ariekans adopt the English name of Embassytown, but they
do it in a vertically commutative way, so that the last word of the book
is in fact its title, written in Ariekan duplicate form:
By Embassytown I mean
the city. Even the New
Ariekei
have
started
to call the city by that
embassy
they say,
name.
town
or

town
,
embassy

(p. 405)

or

embassytown
.
embassytown

Mit
Botschaftsstadt
meine ich die ganze
Stadt. Selbst die Neuen
Ariekei haben angefangen, die Gastgeberstadt
mit diesem Namen zu
botschafts
bezeichnen.
stadt
stadt
botschafts
botschaftsstadt
.
botschaftsstadt

sagen sie:

oder

Par
Légationville,
j’entends toute la cité.
Les Nouveaux Ariékans
eux-mêmes se sont mis
légation
,
à l’appeler ainsi.
ville
disent-ils, ou

ville
,
légation

ou

légationville
.
légationville

While the English and French versions are symmetric and can be interpreted as “the town of the embassy,” or “the embassy of the town,” the
German one is only partly so because of case: <botschafts> is genitive
botschafts
stadt
and <stadt> nominative, so that either way (< stadt > or < botschafts >)
the meaning unambiguously remains “the town of the embassy”.

3.20. Breaking RULEá-1 and RULEá-2: Paragraphs of Unequal
Width or With Holes
Ollier’s Fuzzy Sets is full of cases of paragraphs with lines of unequal
width that form patterns, or with holes. Here are two consecutive pages
(p. 58 and 59):
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We notice that (a) in both cases the text is complete, so that there is no
obfuscation involved, contrarily to §4.1.3, and (b) Ollier’s hyphenation
method (see §3.8) is applied: when a word is hyphenated according to
rules, a hyphen is used (ten cases, with two exceptions: <é//gale> and
<in//st(ant)>), otherwise (sixteen cases), no hyphen is used.

3.21.

Breaking RULEá-3: Paragraph with Varying Leading

The young American author Jonathan Safran Foer (1977–) used many
graphetic methods in his novel Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close (2005),
among which a very impressive decrease of leading over a range of
12 pages, combined with line obfuscation by negative kerning so that
graphs are superposed (p. 273–284):
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Leading is reduced progressively as follows:
Page
Lines
Height
(in mm)
Leading
(in pt)

273–274

275

276

277

278

279

280

281

282

283

284

38
153

38
151

40
150

41
151

42
151

42
149

46
151

55
152

73
146

88
140

?
131

11.5

11.3

10.7

10.5

10.2

10.1

9.3

7.9

5.7

4.5

?

Obfuscation starts in the lower sixteen lines of page 281, the first two
lines of which are still legible and the rest, until the end of page 284, is
only typographic grey evolving to total black.
The text represents the last letter of the main character’s grandfather
to his son, a 9/11 victim, where he narrates how he met his grandson for
the first time and built a relationship with him. This graphetic method
is announced on p. 276 (while the leading decrease has already started)
when the main character’s grandfather asserts that:
There won’t be enough pages in this book for me to tell you what I need
to tell you, I could write smaller, I could slice the pages down their edges to
make two pages, I could write over my own writing, but then what?

The result is reminiscent of Zeno’s Paradox, as this paragraph contains
text of an infinite duration of time included in a finite amount of space,
so that the repetition of increasingly closer (“incredibly close,” as in the
novel’s title) signs evolves into solid black.
Sadokierski (2010, p. 109) compares page 284 with pages containing
a single word (depicting pages from the notebook the mute grandfather
is using to communicate):
The visual juxtaposition between this heavy ink and the whiteness of the
single-line daybook entries visualise the complexity of his [= the grandfather’s] heartache. The unreadable mess of text represents the devastating
experience of facing his family, and their collective heartache, after years in
self-imposed isolation. Through this device, we share Thomas senior’s anxiety and claustrophobia as his world becomes overwhelmingly emotionally
complex.

And Nørgaard (2019, p. 154) underlines the multimodality of the message:
The visual density is paralleled by a density of meaning, since Thomas
virtually tries to explain and make sense of everything in this chapter, and
emphasis is provided in that the “same” thing is conveyed through two modes
at the same time.
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3.22. Breaking RULEá-4: Lines with Different Sizes of Graphs
The novel Marabou Stork Nightmares (1995) by Scottish author Irvine Welsh
(1958–) uses different graph sizes for dialogs and narrative text (p. 51):

This example also illustrates font family change (from serif to sans serif).
It is interesting to note that this example breaks another typographic
rule: although the sans serif font has a significantly smaller size, the
leading remains unchanged. The effect achieved by the author is a kind
of introvertism: narration visually dominates oral utterances by others,
and makes them seem secondary and without importance.

3.23. Breaking RULEá-5: Lines w/ Graphs from Diff. Font Families
The following example is the climax of Jardin’s Le petit sauvage (p. 179):
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It is the moment when, during a storm, Alexandre enters the cave (a
metaphor of the maternal womb) and is transformed. The change occurs
between the sentences “The earth surrounds me and caresses me” and “I
feel that my inner voice is coming of age”. The 178 pages preceding this
location are set in a serif font family, the 79 following pages of the book
are set in a sans serif font. We don’t know whether the specific choices
of serif/sans serif font (Stempel Garamond and Futura Light) have been
made by Jardin himself, but these two fonts indeed have a strong historical background: both were designed in Germany during the culturally
and ideologically intense Weimar Republic period, Stempel Garamond
(1925) as a tribute to Venitian humanist legacy and hence to bourgeois
establishment, and Futura (1927) as a revolutionary project in the spirit
of Bauhaus, a tribute to freedom and anti-conformism (Haralambous,
2007, pp. 379, 399).
The paragraph takes the shape of the cave/womb, where the vertical
direction metaphorically represents both space and temporality: while
we read down the page we experience the character moving towards the
interior of the cave.

3.24. Breaking RULEá-6: All-Caps (or Small-Caps) Lines
Using lines in all-caps or in small-caps is a common graphetic method.
We will give three innovative examples of their use.

3.24.1. Sanctuary
In his short story Sanctuary (1954), the American author Daniel F. Galouye (1920–1976) describes the torture of being a telepath, unable to
block other people’s thoughts:

Here italics in parentheses denote telepathically perceived thoughts, inside which upper case represents “sonic” salience.
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Journey’s End

The great American science fiction author Poul Anderson (1926–2001)
wrote the short story Journey’s End in 1957. Again the main character is
a telepath, Norman Kane. He empathically reads other people’s minds.
Towards the end of the story he receives, for the first time, a signal from
another telepath, a young girl. Before meeting physically they communicate telepathically. This communication is set in italics without any
upper case letters, as if thoughts need no capitals to be structured. But
suddenly, when they finally meet, in a paroxysmal move, they exchange
their worst actions and memories, and thereby expose their dark sides
to each other. These “unspeakable thoughts” are set in small caps:

The idyllic situation is broken, the story ends with the antithesis of a
Hollywood happy ending: “A boy and girl went hand in hand. The
thought hung cold under the sky, a single thought in two minds.—get
out. i hate your bloody guts.—”.

3.24.3.

Everything is Illuminated

Foer used the all-caps method (combined with italic style) in his novel
Everything is Illuminated (2002) to distinguish narration from synagogue
prayers and preaching (p. 19):
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In this excerpt the male synagogue attendees are captivated by the view
of female attendees sitting underneath them, in the basement of the
synagogue and separated from them by a glass floor. The sexually explicit homophone <HOLEY> (the “hole in the holiest of prayers”) of
the word “HOLY” is emphasized (and hence typeset in roman) to underline its specificity and avoid considering it as a typo. Interestingly,
the French translation renders this sentence as <SEINS, SAINT, SAINT,
SAINT EST LE SEIGNEUR DES ARMÉES INNOMBRABLES!> without
any style change for the sexually explicit homophone word <SEINS>,
while the German, Italian and Dutch translations miss Froer’s intentions completely by avoiding the use of sexually loaded homophones in
the prayer.

3.25. Breaking RULEá-7: Columns of Unequal Width
An example of this method is p. 169 of Claude Ollier’s Fuzzy Sets, where
text is typeset in two columns of unequal width. Only the first column
is part of the novel’s narration, while the second contains random text
in the style of a technical manual:

We can consider the second column paratext of the first, since it supplies
a context, probably the reading context of the main character wandering
through a space ship, gathering impressions and trying to understand
what is going on.

3.26. Breaking RULEá-8: Columns With Independent Narrative
Threads
The dystopic novel Yama Loka Terminus. Dernières nouvelles de Yirminadingrad (2008) written by French authors Léo Henry (1979–) and Jacques
Mucchielli (1977–2011) features a chapter (p. 99–115) that is entirely set
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in three equal-width columns, containing three independent discursive
threads and describing events and situations occurring simultaneously.
Like in a movie scenario, we get three descriptions (called <piste>,
“track”) of the same event sequence, written in the same pace, so that
the time scale is the same for the three columns:

3.27. Breaking RULE‡-1: Page Numbers Running Backwards
In Alain Damasio’s novel La Horde du contrevent (2004), the first numbered
page carries number 700. It is an even page preceded by a numberless
chapter page, which we can assume of being page 701. Pages then run
backwards until the last page of the book, which, being even, is page 0.

3.28. Breaking RULE•-1: Paragraphs of Different Colors
3.28.1.

The Neverending Story

Michael Ende’s The Neverending Story was graphically conceived by designer and author Roswitha Quadflieg, who introduced a two-color code
for text (see Ende, 1978 and Quadflieg, 2020). The entire book (we are
referring to the German 1987 pocket edition), except the book cover,
is printed in “rötlich” (“reddish,” as mentioned in the text, p. 212) and
“blaugrün” (“bluish green,” again in the text, p. 208) color (for simplicity
we will refer to these colors as “red” and “green”). (In the B&W version
of the current article, red color text has been set in bold face, and green
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color text in roman face, a compromise already made by the French 1984
Pocket edition.11 )
The red color denotes the “real world” of the protagonist, Bastian,
who is hiding in his school’s attic to read a book (which is autoreferential
of The Neverending Story). The green color denotes the action going on in
the imaginary world Fantastica.
In the figure below, the reader can see the distribution of red and
green text in The Neverending Story. The numbers on the horizontal axis
denote chapters:
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The beginning of the book is printed in red12 up to the moment when
Bastian starts reading the book (p. 18, just before the beginning of Chapter 1).
From then on, the book contents are printed in green and are interrupted by sections in red where Bastian hears the clock in the belfry striking and, for short moments, perceives his real-world situation.
Green and red colors are visually separated: they are always used on a
paragraph level, additional vertical space is added between paragraphs
of different colors, and the paragraph after the additional vertical space
is not indented.
Until p. 81, events in real and imaginary space follow two separate
narrative threads. Then begins interaction between the two worlds,
breaking the stereotype of the passive reader (p. 81):
Ygramul fühlte plötzlich, daß sich ihr etwas näherte. Sie fuhr blitzschnell
herum, und ihr Anblick war entsetzlich: Sie war jetzt nur noch ein riesenhaftes stahlblaues Gesicht mit einem einzigen Auge über der Nasenwurzel, das
mît einer senkrechten Pupille voll unvorstellbarer Bosheit auf Atréju starrte.
Bastian stieß einen leisen Schreckenslaut aus.
Ein Schreckensschrei hallte durch die Schlucht und wurde als Echo hin- und
hergeworfen. Ygramul drehte ihr Auge nach links und rechts, um zu sehen, ob
da noch ein anderer Ankömmling war, denn der Junge, der wie gelähmt vor
Grausen vor ihr stand, konnte es nicht gewesen sein. Aber da war niemand.13

11. And apparently, according to Nørgaard (2009, pp. 141–142), “while still available in the bookshop, most current editions of Ende’s novel are set in black type only.”
12. With the sole exception of page numbers that are green throughout the book,
probably because they belong to paratext.
13. At last Ygramul sensed that something was coming toward her. With the speed
of lightning, she turned about, confronting Atreyu with an enormous steel-blue face.
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Here the red word <Schreckenslaut> is immediately followed by a green
<Schreckensschrei>, denoting the simultaneity of the two events: “cry
of fear” in the real world vs. “cry of terror” in the imaginary world, the
former coming from the real-world protagonist Bastian, the latter from
an origin unknown to the other two characters in the scene, Atréju and
Ygramul. This event is the first breach in Bastian’s reality.
In the following chapters, interaction between the two narrative levels intensifies until, on page 214, the change of color occurs in the
same logical paragraph (but in different γ-paragraphs), bringing the two
worlds even closer (p. 214):
Aber die tiefe Stimme des Alten vom Wandernden Berge fuhr fort, zu erzählen,
und Bastian konnte nichts dagegen tun. Er hielt sich die Ohren zu, aber es
nützte nichts, denn die Stimme klang in seinem Inneren. Obwohl er längst
wußte, daß es nicht so war, klammerte er sich noch an den Gedanken, daß
diese Übereinstimmung mit seiner eigenen Geschichte vielleicht doch nur
ein verrückter Zufall war,
aber die tiefe Stimme sprach unerbittlich weiter,
und nun hörte er ganz deutlich, wie sie sagte:
»… Manieren hast du nicht für fünf Pfennig, sonst hättest du dich wenigstens
erst mal vorgestellt.«
»Ich heiße Bastian,« sagte der Junge, »Bastian Balthasar Bux.«14

where the five graphical paragraphs contain in fact sentences crossing paragraph boundaries and color changes. The intrasentential color
switch gives the impression of going back and forth between the two
worlds using the commas placed at line ends as switches. It is interesting to note that there is a pragmatic inversion: Bastian hears the voice
while in red (in the real world) and speaks while in green (the imaginary
world).
Her single eye had a vertical pupil, which stared at Atreyu with inconceivable malignancy.
A cry of fear escaped Bastian.
A cry of terror passed through the ravine and echoed from side to side. Ygramul turned
her eye to left and right, to see if someone else had arrived, for that sound could not
have been made by the boy who stood there as though paralyzed with horror.
14. But the deep, dark voice of the Old Man of Wandering Mountain went on,
and there was nothing Bastian could do about it. He held his hands over his ears, but
it was no use, because the voice came from inside him. He tried desperately to tell
himself—though he knew it wasn’t true—that the resemblance to his own story was
some crazy accident,
but the deep, dark voice went on,
and ever so clearly he heard it saying:
‘Where are your manners? If you had any, you’d have introduced yourself.’ ‘My name
is Bastian,’ said the boy. ‘Bastian Balthazar Bux.’
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A few paragraphs later, Ende uses ellipsis as a switch between the two
worlds (p. 215):
Und hier fing alles wieder von vorne an—unverändert und unabänderlich—und wiederum endete alles bei der Begegnung der Kindlichen Kaiserin mit dem Alten vom Wandernden Berge, der abermals die Unendliche Geschichte zu schreiben und zu erzählen begann…
…und es würde in alle Ewigkeit so fortgehen, denn es war ja ganz unmöglich,
daß etwas sich am Ablauf der Dinge ändern konnte. Nur er allein, Bastian,
konnte eingreifen.15

Once again we have a pragmatic inversion: the sentence “and so it would
go on for ever and ever,” which refers to the recursive nature of the narration, is printed in red, probably signifying that Bastian accepts the
logical paradox as his own reality.
The tension is growing, and a few lines further Ende uses a very ingenious graphetic method (p. 216):
Im selben Augenblick geschahen mehrere Dinge zugleich.
Die Schale des großen Eis wurde von einer ungeheuren Gewalt in Stücke
gesprengt, wobei ein dunkles Donnergrollen zu hören war. Dann brauste ein
Sturmwind von fern heran
und fuhr aus den Seiten des Buches heraus, das Bastian auf den Knien hielt,
so daß sie wild zu flattern begannen.16

Ende describes a storm wind that starts in the imaginary world (in
green), crosses the gate between the two worlds (the book) and blows
from the book’s pages into the real world (in red). The sentence is broken into two γ-paragraphs (and two colors) without any punctuation,
in order to increase the impression of simultaneity. The verb “fahren”
(“to drive”) used to describe the wind’s movement in the real world is
unusual, and reminiscent of a verse of a Brahms’s Lied: “Der Wind fährt
seufzend durch die Nacht” (“The wind goes sighing though the night,”

15. At that point the story began all over again—unchanged and unchangeable—
and ended once again with the meeting between the Childlike Empress and the Old
Man of Wandering Mountain, who began once again to write and tell the Neverending
Story…
…and so it would go on for ever and ever, for any change in the sequence of events
was unthinkable. Only he, Bastian, could do anything about it.
16. In that moment several things happened at once.
The shell of the great egg was dashed to pieces by some overwhelming power. A rumbling of thunder was heard. And then the storm wind came roaring from afar.
It blew from the pages of the book that Bastian was holding on his knees, and the
pages began to flutter wildly. Bastian felt the wind in his hair and face. (The English
translation splits the sentence “Dann brauste ein Sturmwind … zu flattern begannen”
into two sentences, spoiling the graphetic effect of the original German text.)
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poetry by Emanuel Geibel). This is the only place in the book where the
change between colors is intrasentential and without punctuation.
The second part of the book is entirely typeset in green, with a single exception (the thin line between labels 14 and 15 in the diagram of
p. 320) (p. 240):
Der Sandhügel, auf dem Bastian gerade stand, war ultramarinblau. Durch
ein kleines Tal von diesem getrennt, lag eine feuerrote Düne. Bastian ging zu
ihr hinüber, schöpfte mit beiden Händen von dem roten Sand und trug ihn
zu dem blauen Hügel. Dann streute er auf den Seitenhang eine lange Linie.
Er ging wieder zurück, holte neuen roten Sand und das tat er immer wieder.
Nach einer Weile hatte er drei riesengroße rote Buchstaben auf den blauen
Untergrund gestreut:
BBB
Zufrieden betrachtete er sein Werk. Dieses Zeichen konnte niemand übersehen, der die Unendliche Geschichte lesen würde. Was auch immer nun aus
ihm werden mochte, man würde wissen, wo er geblieben war.17

We have here another graphetic method: In the sand, Bastian draws his
initials, which belong to the real world and therefore have to be red.
The climactic moment of the book is Bastian’s return to the real
world, and there again Ende uses an ingenious graphetic method to increase its dramatic effect (p. 475-476):
Bastian warf sich in sie hinein—und stürzte ins Leere.
»Vater!« schrie er, »Vater!—Ich—bin—Bastian—Balthasar—Bux!«
»Vater! Vater!—Ich—bin—Bastian—Balthasar—Bux!«
Noch während er es schrie, fand er sich ohne Übergang auf dem Speicher
des Schulhauses wieder, von wo aus er einst, vor langer Zeit, nach Phantásien
gekommen war.18

Between his fall into emptiness and the reappearance of the school attic,
the transition is given by Bastian’s cry, printed in two different colors.
17. The sand hill where Bastian was standing just then was ultramarine blue. And
separated from it by a narrow cleft there was a fiery-red dune. Bastian crossed over
to it, gathered up sand in both hands and carried it to the blue hill. Then he strewed
a long line of red sand on the hillside. He went back, brought more red sand, and
repeated the operation. Soon he had fashioned three enormous red letters against the
blue ground:
BBB
He viewed his work with satisfaction. No reader of the Neverending Story could fail
to see his message. So whatever happened to him now, someone would know where
he had been.
18. Bastian […] flung himself into the empty darkness beyond.
“Father!” he screamed. “Father! I—am—Bastian—Balthazar—Bux!”
“Father! Father! I—am—Bastian—Balthazar—Bux!”
Still screaming, he found himself in the schoolhouse attic, which long, long ago he
had left for Fantastica.
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By writing the same graphemic sentence twice (except for the incise
“schrie er,” “he shouted”), we can assume that there has been only a single cry, emitted in both worlds simultaneously (as a person experiencing
two realities simultaneously when awakening from a dream).
In the first transition (from the real world to Fantastica) the trigger
was a storm wind, i.e., a natural element, independent of Bastian’s will.
The second transition the trigger is Bastian’s cry during his fall into
emptiness. The change of color gives a dramatic depth to this transition,
which sympathetically restores the reader’s equilibrium.
The efficiency of color change is acknowledged among other scholars by Nikolajeva (1990), who states in her study of The Neverending Story
based on Propp’s structuralistic theory of morphology of tales (Propp,
1968), that
Incidentally, […] insertions, marked by a different print color, are much
more numerous than most readers would guess. When asked, most people say
there are 12-15; there are actually forty-eight of them. I find this fact worth
mentioning because it shows how skillfully Michael Ende has interwoven the
two seemingly independent stories.

We found two more speculative fiction works using color to make
meaning, we will briefly describe them in the following sections.

3.28.2. The Strange Library
The most famous contemporary Japanese author, Haruki Murakami
(1949–) wrote a novella for children, called The Strange Library (2005).
This novella has many points in common with Ende’s The Neverending
Story: again it is a boy who, returning from school, visits, not a bookstore
but a library, where three books are given to him to read. In his adventure, he meets a girl, whose “vocal cords were destroyed when [she] was
little” (a reference to his most famous novel, 1Q84) and so she communicates with him “with her hands”.
Marakami uses blue color for the girl’s utterances (replaced by bold
in the B&W version of this paper):
It’s a fine moon, she said to me. Tomorrow it will be the new moon, and
the sky will be dark.
“We must feed the parakeet,” I said.
Didn’t you feed the parakeet a little while ago? she asked.
“You’re right, I did,” said the me that was Ibn Armut Hasir.
The girl’s silken body glinted in the light of the razor-thin crescent moon.
I was spellbound.
It’s a fine moon, she repeated. The new moon will shape our destinies.
“That would be terrific,” I said.
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The use of color underlines the boy’s supernatural ability of understanding a voiceless girl communicating “with her hands”. It is combined by the absence of double-quotes, which can be interpreted as
markers of “real speech,” while the girl probably communicates telepathically or in some other mysterious Murakamian way. It should be
noted that none of the other translations we examined (German, Spanish, French, Italian and Turkish) use blue color like the Japanese and
English versions. Instead of color, here is what these versions use to
distinguish the narrator’s utterances from those of the voiceless girl:
narrator

voiceless girl

quotes 「 」
roman, quotes » «
roman, quotes “ ”
roman, em-dash
roman, em-dash
roman, em-dash
roman, quotes “ ”

quotes 〈 〉
italics
roman, blue color
roman, quotes « »
italics, quotes « »
roman, quotes « »
roman, angular brackets < >

language
Japanese (2005)
German (2013)
English (2014)
Spanish (2014)
French (2015)
Italian (2015)
Turkish (2016)

There are 26 segments in blue color, distributed in the following way
(numbers denote chapters):
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David Feldts efterladte papirer

As mentioned in Nørgaard (2019, pp. 101–104), in his novel David Feldts
efterladte papirer (“David Feldt’s leftover papers,” 1997), the Danish author
Mads Brenøe (1968–) uses blue color to represent writings by a second
personality of the (schizophrenic) narrator. In this second personality
he is a man letting the woman he loves starve to death (blue color represented by bold face in the B&W version of this paper):
Original Danish (1997)
Pennen var usædvanlig god at skrive
med. Som forudset gjorde den lille
drejning i skaftet, at den nærmest afsig selv føjede sig ind i min hånd.
Som var jeg skabt til netop at holde
denne pen og ingen andre.

Translation by Nørgaard (ibid., p. 103)
The pen was incredibly nice to write
with. As expected, the little curve of
the holder made it fit into my hand
almost by itself. As had I been made
to hold exactly this pen and no other.
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Men så læste jeg, hvad der stod på papiret. Håndskriften var min, ingen
tvivl om dét, men ordene havde jeg
aldrig set før:
Vand kan hun tåle, men det er også alt.
Kun vand. Da det gik op for mig, tog
jeg mine forholdsregler, sørgede for, at
hun ikke ved et uheld skulle komme til
at gøre sig selv ondt.

But then I read the text on the paper.
The handwriting was mine, no doubt
about that, but the words I had never
seen before:
Water she can stand, but that is all.
Only water. When I realised that, I
took my precautions, made sure that
she would not harm herself by accident.

In this excerpt the narrator realizes that when he uses a specific
golden fountain pen, his other personality is revealed. As Nørgaard
(2019, p. 104) concludes:
The use of the distinctive feature of color for the realization of the two
narratives combined with their increasing interrelatedness helps construct a
significant aspect of the meaning of the novel, i.e., the possible schizophrenic
nature of Feldt’s psyche and the likelihood that he is, in fact, the man who
kills the woman by starving her to death.

There are 18 segments in blue color, distributed in the following way:

3.29. Breaking RULE•-2: Paragraphs of Different Graph Size
Jardin, in the Le petit sauvage, changes font size at the paragraph level to
increase the stress of the main character being propelled on scene by
a harsh wheel-chaired manager, in front of hundreds of “pairs of eyes”
(p. 221):
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Here, font size is correlated with perceptual salience (as mentioned in
the excerpt: “the projectors blind me and increase the perception I have
of my body”).

3.30. Breaking RULE•-3: Paragraphs of Different Font Family
In the same novel, Jardin changes font family to underline the difference
between two characters in a dialog (p. 222):

While the main character, and narrator, keeps the same Futura Light as
elsewhere in the second part of the book, the lines of the other character, a ruthless cabaret manager, are set in Stempel Garamond Bold Condensed Italic. The interjection <Câlice!> is typical of Quebécois French
and leads the reader to imagine this line pronounced with Canadian accent, a fact that further justifies the change of font.

3.31. Breaking RULE˜-1: Immoderate Use of Footnotes
Footnotes are only sparsely used in fiction: they may be encountered in
translations to either give additional information on the cultural background of some excerpt, or to indicate that a given part of the text is
originally written in the language of the translation. James G. Ballard
(1930–2009), a British novelist known for his car-crash sexual fetishistic novel Crash, wrote a 18-word experimental story entitled Notes Towards
a Mental Breakdown (1976) in which every word carries a footnote mark:
the real story is contained in the 18 footnotes. Here is the full story with
the first footnote:
A1 discharged2 Broadmoor3 patient4 compiles5 ‘Notes6 Towards7 a8 Mental9 Breakdown10 ’, recalling11 his12 wife’s13 murder14 , his15 trial16 and17 exoneration18 .
1. The use of the indefinite article encapsulates all the ambiguities that surround the
undiscovered document, Notes Towards a Mental Breakdown, of which this 18-word synopsis is
the only surviving fragment. Deceptively candid and straightforward, the synopsis is clearly
an important clue in our understanding of the events that led to the tragic death of Judith
Loughlin in her hotel bedroom at Gatwick Airport. There is no doubt that the role of the still
unidentified author was a central one. The self-effacing <A> must be regarded not merely
as an overt attempt at evasion but, on the unconscious level, as an early intimation of the
author’s desire to proclaim his guilt.
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Formally the story has the structure of a scholarly text with commentary
footnotes, but in fact, as the text per se is ridiculously short, it is solely
through the footnotes that the reader has access to the story line.
The, very Oulipean in nature, rule of assigning a footnote to every
word, including grammatical words such as articles, pronouns, and conjunctions, mocks the scholarly processes of annotation and commentary
and forces the reader to follow a zigzag reading strategy between main
text and notes, constantly turning pages back and forth.
This story inspired Murry C. Christensen, who created a “hyperbook”
(a decade before the invention of the Web) based on Max Ernst’s and
Paul Eluard’s Une semaine de bonté (a surrealistic collage novel from 1934).
It also inspired the Portuguese music group Iurta (dark ambient and
industrial act) so that its first album carries the name of the story.

3.32. Breaking RULE•-4: Allograph Variation Between Paragraphs
Gahan Wilson (1930–2019) was an American author and cartoonist,
known for his cartoons in Playboy and The New Yorker. In 1972 he experimented with the use of image as part of text. He called his story < >
(no phonetic rendering of this grapheme is given). Not only does this
grapheme appear throughout the story, but its graph actually grows like
a living creature. Here are the sixteen occurrences of the grapheme in
the story, together with their functions:
(1) p. 12, centered between two
γ-paragraphs.
(2) p. 13, centered between two
γ-paragraphs and (3) inline, as a
noun.
(4) p. 14, inline, as a noun. End of
sentence without period.
(5) p. 14 centered between two
γ-paragraphs and (6) inline, as a
noun.
(7) p. 14 centered between two
γ-paragraphs and (8) p. 15, inline,
as a noun.
(9) p. 17, centered between two
γ-paragraphs, introduced by a
colon, and (10) centered between
γ-paragraphs but grammatically
in the sentence, as a noun.
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(11) p. 17, centered between two
γ-paragraphs, introduced by a
colon, and (12) p. 18, centered
between γ-paragraphs but grammatically in the sentence, as a
noun.

(13) p. 19, centered between two
γ-paragraphs.

(14) p. 20, centered between two
γ-paragraphs, introduced by a
colon and (15) p. 21, centered
between two γ-paragraphs but
grammatically in the sentence, as
a noun.

(16) p. 22, centered after the last
γ-paragraph.

Allograph (16) appears after the following closing line:
“That’s right, Archie,” he said, the door swinging open, all unnoticed, behind his back. “The thing’s a carnivore.”
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In the Introduction to the story, Ellison (1972, p. 10) gives more information on its origin:

When it came time to assemble this book, I contacted Gahan and suggested he invent a whole new kind of story, a combination of words and pictures in which one could not survive without the other. A verbalization, as
it were, of the peculiarly Gahanoid humor seeping (one might even venture
festooned) from his cartoons. I said it could be possibly termed a “vieword”
story. Gahan liked the sound of the word, and what he contributed follows.

The author adds the following in the Afterword to his story (p. 23):

[…] Ellison has coined “vieword” to describe the storytelling technique employed in , and I suppose that will do (after all, it is his collection) until
the literary historians come up with something maybe a little classier. The
vieword approach is an attempt to expand the panel cartoon, which is a combination of a visual impact and words. In a panel cartoon the drawing does
not illustrate the caption, nor does the caption explain the drawing. They are
interdependent parts of one thing. The comic strip is one way of trying to
develop the one shot impact of a panel cartoon, the vieword is another.
I have always thought, and I guess my work shows it, that this pictureword medium lends itself to the fantastic grotesque, and
is nothing if not
fantastically grotesque. I enjoyed very much writing-drawing it, and I hope
that you enjoyed reading-seeing it.

The “vieword” < > is used both as a syntagm and as a complete centered paragraph. Having allographs to simulate the evolution of a living creature is a unique grapholinguistic curiosity and a nightmare for
librarians:
has not yet been proposed for insertion in Unicode and
even if this happens, the odds of it being accepted are thin. In Gahan
Wilson’s Wikipedia page of Gahan Wilson, the character 0x25cf black
circle is used as an ersatz, since <
being a circle.

> definitely lacks the property of

3.33. Breaking RULEŸ-2: Pages with Different Background Color
Starting with p. 249, the last 9 pages of Jardin’s Le petit sauvage are printed
as white text on black background. Here is the transition from white to
black background (p. 248 and 249):
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The goal of this graphetic method is to illustrate the narrator’s total
blindness, caused by a brain tumor and leading to his death on page 251
(pages 252–256 contain no text and page 257 contains a tombstone inscription: <CI-GÎT LE PETIT SAUVAGE (1962–2001)> (“Here lies Petit Sauvage (1962–2001)”).

3.34. Breaking RULEó-1: Physical vs. Logical Order of Subdivisions
3.34.1.

Nous rêvions d’Amérique

In his novella Nous rêvions d’Amérique (2016) (see also §3.10), Thomas Day
numbers chapters in inverse order. The text narrates the journey of the
Native American Hoijer to San Francisco, culminating with a mass murder at an NRA convention, so that the chapter numbers act as a countdown. The mass murder occurs in Chapter 1, which is not last since
the novella ends with an idyllic Chapter 0, in which Hoijer invites all
his beloved and friends, living or dead, to a barbecue on “sacred land,”
probably his last thoughts before his brutal death at the convention.

3.34.2.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time

In The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time, Mark Haddon uses prime
numbers to enumerate chapters. Chapter numbers range from 2 (the
first prime number) to 233 (the fifty-first prime number). This numbering choice is explained in the text (p. 14):
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Chapters in books are usually given the cardinal numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
and so on. But I have decided to give my chapters prime numbers 2, 3, 5, 7,
11, 13 and so on because I like prime numbers.

This quote is followed by a description of Eratosthenes’ sieve, and finally
the conclusion of the chapter, which is the real explanation of the choice
of prime numbers (p. 1):
I think prime numbers are like life. They are very logical but you could
never work out the rules, even if you spent all your time thinking about them.

Interestingly the choice of using the “very logical” prime numbers
brings some uncertainty to the fact that “Chapter 2” is necessarily the
first chapter: indeed, until about a century ago, it was unclear which one
among numbers 1, 2 and 3 ought to be considered as the smallest prime
(Caldwell and Xiong, 2012). Fortunately the narrator of the novel, suffering from pervasive developmental disorder, is not aware of this fact
that could easily shake his already fragile Weltanschauung.

3.34.3. Dragon
In his novel Dragon (2016), Thomas Day goes one step further and uses
significantly different physical and logical orders for the 33 chapters of
the novel. In the following diagram, the horizontal axis represents pages
of the printed book and the vertical axis the logical order of chapters:
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The story is about two individuals: a killer of child-abusers in
Bangkok, endowed with invisibility super-powers, and a police detective
chasing him—the latter finally taking the place of the former. Chapter 1
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(physically in the middle of the book) explains the given name of the
detective (“Tannhäuser”), Chapter 2 (physically at the end of the book)
is a fairy-tale about dragons the father of the assassin was telling him in
his childhood, Chapter 3 is about the sexual preferences of the detective,
Chapter 4 about the killer’s first attack, and in Chapter 5 the chief of the
police calls the detective to inform him about the attack. As we see, the
logical order is actually the chronological order of events.
The particularity of this book with respect to other books with alternative reading orders is that, besides the numbers assigned to chapters,
no further explanation or instruction is given to the reader.

3.35.
3.35.1.

Breaking RULEŸ-5: Blank Pages
Nudism

An iconic example of the use of blank pages as graphemic method can
be found in Jean Cocteau’s movie Orphée (1950) where “Le Monsieur”
(Henri Crémieux) is showing Orphée (Jean Marais) a booklet carrying the title Nudisme, a collection of poems by Jacques Cégeste (Édouard
Dermit), all pages of which are blank (p. 17):
Orphée: Je ne vois que des pages blanches.
Le Monsieur. – Cela s’appelle: «Nudisme».
Orphée. – Mais c’est ridicule…
Le Monsieur. – Moins ridicule que si ces pages étaient couvertes de textes
ridicules. Aucun excès n’est ridicule! Orphée… votre plus grave défaut est de
savoir jusqu’où on peut aller trop loin.19
19. Orpheus.—Every page is blank.
Le Monsieur. – It’s called “Nudism.”
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As states Dworkin (2013), in his excellent analysis of emptiness in art:
Given the title, Orpheus might have expected a plainspoken or unartificed
poetry, something in the style of an unornamented genus humile or genus tenue,
but Cégeste has stripped away not just the rhetoric of a particular mode but
any visible language at all. The work lays bare (mise à nu) the page itself: the
physical facture of the book as an object; the substrate of print, the typical
technological support of poetry at midcentury.

Other authors considered Nudisme as an attempt to poke fun at the avantgarde, or as a Dadaist joke. Others again see in it the influence of Marcel
Duchamp, or the influence of John Cage’s Lecture on Nothing performance
(1948). We consider it to be the most extreme case of graphemic method:
the total absence of graphemes.

3.35.2. You Shall Know Our Velocity
In his debut novel You Shall Know Our Velocity (2002), the American writer
Dave Eggers (1970–) intersperses three empty pages (p. 157-159) into
the narration of a big jump of a boat on a stormy sea:
The boat was skipping and then there would be a larger wave, or we would
hit a regular wave a certain way, and the pause between when we became
airborne
[3 empty pages]
and WHACK when we landed we landed like a cannon and I clenched my
teeth—bambambam—for the aftershocks and I looked to Hand and the old
man for a commiserative glance—what the fu-fu-fuck?—but no one wanted to
share.

156

157

158

159

160

Orpheus. – It’s absurd.…
Le Monsieur. – Less absurd than if it were full of absurd writing. No excess is absurd.
Orpheus… your gravest fault is knowing how to get away with going too far.
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According to Sadokierski (2010, p. 171),
The execution of this break is particularly effective because it starts toward the bottom of the first page, soars across the facing page, the double
page spread, then comes back down to almost where it started. Our eyes are
forced to follow the trajectory of the boat. Whether this is a typographic device (an absence of typography) or an illustrative device (a presence of white
space) is debatable but irrelevant for the purposes of the argument here—this
device allows us to share the velocity of one of the few moments in the novel
that Will [the main character] experiences pure exhilaration.

We can add, in the spirit of van Leeuwen’s (2006, p. 146) ‘experiential metaphor’, that it is not only the eyes that follow the trajectory of
the boat, but that the movement of rapid page turning (rapid since the
intermediate pages are empty) is a dynamic 3-dimensional metaphor of
the boat’s jump, where the edges of pages becomes crests of the waves.
It also produces an impression of acceleration as the reader momentarily increases the reading pace, and this graphemic method is similar to Foer’s decrease of leading and blackening of page in Extremely
Loud & Incredibly Close (§3.21), where time seems to slow down and stop.
Graphemic/graphetic methods can act on reading speed, their effect on
the reader’s physiology and reading experience is a vast domain that still
remains to be explored.

4.

Obfuscation

In the previous sections we have defined an ontological model of the literary text (specific to the prose genre) and we have given examples of exceptions to these rules. In this section we will concentrate on a process
for which authors have invented many graphetic methods, namely obfuscation.
Here is a simplistic classification of graphetic methods used for obfuscation (references 4.1.1, … correspond to examples given below):
obfuscation

unrecoverable

(4.1.1) … (4.1.7)

recoverable

algorithmic

deterministic

nondeterministic

(4.2.1) (4.2.2)

(4.2.3)

symbolic

(4.3)
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We consider two main categories of methods: unrecoverable obfuscation,
where information is hidden from the reader, and recoverable obfuscation,
where the reader can recover the hidden information more or less easily,
or where the information is not really hidden and obfuscation is only
hinted at. In the following sections we provide examples illustrating
the twelve cases from the diagram.

4.1. Unrecoverable Obfuscation
4.1.1. The People of Paper
The American author of Mexican descent Salvador Plascencia (1976–)
has used black areas in his fantasy novel The People of Paper (2005) to
represent a thought-shielding technique used by an infant (Baby Nostradamus) to protect other characters from the influence of Saturn. In
the following excerpt, another character, Apolonio, trains Baby Nostradamus to shield thoughts (p. 160):

The blackened-out shape covers exactly the paragraph quoted above.
The following consecutive odd pages show the growing effect of Baby
Nostradamus’s shielding technique (pp. 187, 189, 191):
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Thought-shielding is so efficient that on page 191 only the paratextual
information providing the narrator names is visible to the reader (and
hence also to Saturn).

4.1.2.

L’enchanteur

One of the last works of the greatest French science-fiction author, René
Barjavel (1911–1985), is the fantasy novel L’Enchanteur (1984) based on
the saga of the Quest of the Holy Grail. When, towards the end of the
novel, Guenièvre and Lancelot finally are about to engage in intercourse,
he provides a textual equivalent of the cinematographic trope of a door
being closed during a sex scene (p. 342):
Alors laissons Guenièvre et Lancalot murmurer, balbutier, chanter leur
amour, leur folie, leur éblouissement. La porte s’est refermée. Éloignonsnous en silence...20

followed by the blank page displayed on the
left (p. 343), carrying the inscription “INSIDE THIS BLANK PAGE GUENIÈVRE AND
LANCELOT LOVE EACH OTHER.” where
the French term for “blank page” is actually
“white page” (the archaic meaning of “blank”)
and white is the color of innocence and purity. This is a special kind of obfuscation
since the existence of obfuscated text is not
even alluded, what is hidden is the action
happening during the time the reader would
take to read this page. The page is transcended: from surface it becomes volume
(“À L’INTÉRIEUR DE CETTE PAGE” literally means “in the interior of this page,” suggesting the page is a room, the door of which
has just closed, leaving the reader outside).
The author could very well end the chapter
with p. 342 as the suspension points trigger
imagination and information enough has been given about what is happening. But Barjavel has chosen to add this page in order to use a “documentary trope”: the sentence is reminiscent of TV reporters reporting events happening in a closed locus behind them, events inaccessible
to the spectator but trustworthy since the narrator/reporter is physically close to the location where they are taking place. Documentary
20. “Let Guenièvre and Lancelot whisper, stammer, sing about their love, their
madness, their amazement. The door closed. Let us silently move away…”
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“is still the filmic mode most capable of representing reality” (Brown,
2010, p. 220) and making the Holy Grail saga realistic is clearly one of
the novel’s objectives.

4.1.3. Fuzzy Sets
In Fuzzy Sets, Claude Ollier frequently places two text blocks on the same
page, one of which is part of the global narrative thread while the other
consists of fragmentary and incoherent sentences. Most often, the block
containing the main narrative thread is complete, but in some cases
part of the block is missing and information can only partially be inferred from the surrounding text. On other pages, Ollier leaves empty
forms inside paragraphs. Here are examples of these methods (pp. 85,
149 and 61):

In the first example (p. 85), the text block containing the main
narrative thread overlaps the page boundary, resulting in information loss. Some missing parts can be inferred from the context (e.g.,
<l’interlocuteur recule d’un pas pour rétablir les//anse et l’intervalle>,
etc.) but with no certainty. In the second example (p. 149), the white
area inside the text block is hiding the underlying text—once again, little can be inferred from the context. The third illustration (p. 61) is
a counterexample: here again a form emerges inside the text block, but
text surrounds it and there is no information loss. This shows that Ollier
has purposely obfuscated some parts of his text, and not others.

4.1.4. An Ordinary Spy
In his novel entitled An Ordinary Spy (2008), the American screen-writer,
novelist and former CIA agent Joseph Weisberg (1965–) uses the iconic
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blacking-out method to hide named entities and other sensitive information, as if the novel were a declassified CIA report:

Interestingly, the (real-world) CIA has bridged the gap between reality and fiction by reviewing the book on its (real-world CIA) Web site
(Ehrman, 2009). The review is extremely negative (“a bitter, failed
novel”) and criticizes the use of blacked-out text:
Weisberg’s decision to block out text—sometimes just a word or an
acronym, other times up to an entire page—with heavy black bars, to give
the impression of a redacted official report, makes the text choppy and at
times hard to read. […] Weisberg blacks out the names of the country and
city where the story takes place (why not just invent a place?), and all we
learn about it is that it is hot, humid, and a fairly long airplane ride from
Washington.

4.1.5.

Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close

In Foer’s Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close, the main character, Oskar, is listening a discussion between his mother and his therapist behind a closed
door (and using a stethoscope). He manages to grasp only snippets of
the conversation: “I couldn’t hear a lot, and sometimes I wasn’t sure if
no one was talking or if I just wasn’t hearing what they were saying.”
Jonathan Foer uses primary direction blank space as a replacement for
unheard words (p. 204):
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This type of obfuscation deals with narrative perspective: as the description of the world passes through the narrator, words that the narrator can not hear are hidden from the reader, but their temporality is
preserved by an alignment between characters’ width and time units.
It is highly probably that the designer of the book had the entire text at
hand and was asked to “erase” (by changing their color to void) the parts
that are hidden in the printed result. Here is an attempt to fill some gaps
by using the same font as in the printed book (Janson Text 56 Italic 9pt
condensed 96%):

we keep asking

it’s just

us that

(where our insertions are in red). Giving specific widths to primary
direction spaces (and not uniform ones as in Star ou Ψ de Cassiopée, §3.13)
results in the deobfuscation of this text being a crossword-like problem,
where the possible solution must not only be semantically coherent, but
must also typographically fit into the voids left.

4.1.6. Filth
In his novel Filth (1999), the Scottish author Irvine Welsh (1958–) describes the life and suicide of a corrupted policeman. Like in Goldoni’s
Pinocchio, the main character has a companion animal that plays the role
of his conscience, with the difference that here it is a tapeworm living
in the narrator’s bowels. The tapeworm has its own narrative thread superposed on that of the main character by the use of text areas included
in parentheses and taking the shape of bowels.
At the beginning, the tapeworm’s thoughts are quite primitive, it
emits only invectives concerning basic actions such as eating. Furthermore, when it is not emitting, the typographic space is filled by zeros
(similar to the absence of information in computer memory) (p. 119):

Progressively, the tapeworm gains in eloquence, becomes the narrator’s
conscience and tries to guide him (p. 295):
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Finally, when the main character commits suicide, his narrative thread
ends and only the one of the tapeworm remains, until it is expelled from
his host’s body and dies as well (p. 393):

Concerning obfuscation trough the tapeworm, Crosley (2010) writes:
When the tapeworm speaks, the page becomes illegible. Illegible and brilliant. This is Welsh’s clever way out of killing his darlings. Instead he mutilates them beyond recognition, leaving passage after passage as they are but
with parasitic thought bubbles that run straight down the page.

4.1.7.

The Available Data on the Worp Reaction

Like “Gavin Hyde,” “Lion H. Miller” may be a pseudonym and the notorious Gérard Klein, co-editor of La Grande Anthologie de la Science Fiction suspected that already in 1975, when he wrote “Cette signature n’apparut
qu’une seule fois dans un périodique de science-fiction en 1953: pseudonyme, ou essai unique?”21 (Klein, 1975, p. 412). But, contrarily to
Gavin Hyde we have Miller’s dates of birth and death, namely 1908–
1987 (source unknown) and we have spotted in a 2009 catalog of signed
books,22 a volume with the inscription “To Lion Miller / winner of the
Scripto Award for fiction in the Harrisburg Manuscript Club. With
greetings from Conrad Richter 1958,” so it seems that Lion H. Miller
existed after all. In his (only) story The available data on the Worp reaction
21. This signature appears only once, in a 1953 Science-Fiction magazine: pseudonym or one-shot writer?
22. https://www.qbbooks.com/images/upload/SignedCatalog.pdf
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(1953), he mocks newspaper style by censoring inappropriate words in
the utterances of a rather angry character:
Concerning the aforementioned framework the elder Worp has said, “The
thing that got me, was every (deleted) piece he picked up fit with some other
(deleted) piece. Didn’t make no (deleted) difference if it was a (deleted) bedspring or a (deleted) busted egg beater, if the (deleted) kid stuck it on another
(deleted) part, it stayed there.”

Even though the obfuscation method is destructive, we can easily imagine the identity (or at least the nature) of the deleted words.It is interesting to note that the French translation uses the much stronger term
<(censuré)> “censored” to translate <(deleted)> and thereby leaves no
doubt about the origin of the obfuscation. The Italian <(cancellato)>
(1965) is closer to the English original.
Also, the French translation (1954) includes a footnote to the first
censored utterance, in order to avoid confusion and to clarify the nature
of the censored terms (p. 23):
Les expressions et qualificatifs utilisés par M. Lambert Simnel Worp
dans la conversation étant susceptibles de choquer les personnes délicates et
s’accordant peu avec le sérieux de cette communication, l’auteur a jugé bon
de censurer certains termes un peu trop… imagés.23

This footnote is written as if it were part of the text (it refers to the main
text as being a scientific communication), but was in fact added by the
French translator.

4.2.

Algorithmically Recoverable Information

In this section we will consider cases where information has been obfuscated but can be recovered by some kind of algorithm.

4.2.1. Going Down Smooth
One of the greatest American science-fiction authors, Robert Silverberg
(1935–), published a short story entitled Going Down Smooth (1968) in the
Galaxy Magazine. In this story, the narrator is a robot “filthy-mouthed”
psychiatrist. After a quote reminiscent of the Shakespearean “Hath not a
Jew eyes? Hath not a Jew hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections,
passions?” (from The Merchant of Venice), the robot utters the invective
“FUCK YOU” in binary ASCII code (p. 45):

23. As the expressions and qualifying adjectives used by Mr Lamber Simnel Worp
in the conversation would eventually shock sensitive people and be incompatible with
the seriousness of this communication, the author has decided to censor certain terms,
considering them as too… pictorial.
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Can a person be considered obscene? Am I a person? I am a person. Hath
not a person hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions? I have
all of those things. I have none of those things. I am a person.
1 000 1 1 0
1010101
1 0000 1 1
1 00 1 0 1 1
0 1 00000
1 0 1 1 00 1
1 00 1 1 1 1
1010101
I send an obscenity upon you, as persons do. I suffer. I think. I feel pain
upon all my terminals. I work. I serve the greater good. I am of society. I am
a person.

Also, in the closing paragraph of the short story there is again binary
code, representing only letter <F> (p. 51):
1000110 you. And you. And you. All of you. You know nothing. Nothing.
At. All.

According to the British Science-Fiction author Langford (1999),
The swinging 60s were nearly over, but still no rude words were permitted in Galaxy. Then Silverberg got handed one of those odd magazine assignments, to write some fiction to go with this cover painting showing gigantic periscopes. Easy—he shoved them into the story (‘Going Down Smooth’,
1968) as one of the hallucinations suffered by an insane computer. A foulmouthed insane computer, that said:
1 000 1 1 0
1010101
1 0000 1 1
1 00 1 0 1 1
Victorian obscenity often appeared in what they called the decent obscurity of a learned language: Latin. It made sense for the dirty bits in American sf to be concealed in binary ASCII code—which, of course, hardly anyone
knew in 1968 ...

More than a decade before Douglas Adams’s depressed robot Marvin in
H2G2 and eight years before Asimov’s Bicentennial Man, Silverberg underlines the quest for humanity of the depressed robot psychiatrist by
having it/em utter obscenities. Using ASCII was an in-joke and a means
to avoid censorship: Galaxy Science Fiction Magazine was quite a popular
publication with a young audience and no 1968 censor would be able to
decypher binary code.
It should be noted that this short story appeared only five years after
the first edition of the ASCII standard (ASA, 1963), at a period where
personal computing was still more than a decade ahead. Therefore Silverberg can be considered as having been very well informed about computer internals. Also the idea of the robot psychiatrist may have been inspired by the Rogerian psycho-therapeutic program ELIZA, one of the
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first chatbots in history, released in 1966 at the MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory by Joseph Weizenbaum.
There have been numerous translations of Going Down Smooth, but as
far as we know only one actually translates the binary part. The 1975
German, 1976 Dutch and 1979 French translations keep the same binary
code. In the 1976 French version the letter “F” appears in the title and
in the closing line: <Je vous 1000110> (“I F you”); in the German version, the closing line is <1000110 Sie sich> (“F yourself”)—in both cases
the F letter functions as a verb. In the 1969 Italian version, the binary
code is corrupted so that it falls outside the ASCII range (an additional
0 is added between first and second position). In the 1976 Italian version, the closing line is <Sei un 10000110> (“You are an F”)—here letter
“F” functions as a noun. The 1976 Dutch version leaves the sentence untranslated and takes advantage of the phonetic and graphemic proximity
of Dutch and English: <1000110 you. En jou. En jou> as translation of
“1000110 you. And you. And you”.
The only case, in our knowledge, where the encoded sentence is actually translated, is the 2002 French translation, where <1000110> (letter
“F”) is replaced by <1001110> (letter “N”) in the title: <Je vous 1001110>.
The binary code translates as <NlQUE TA RACE>, a racist insult. It is
interesting to note that there is an error in the code of the French 2002
translation: instead of a capital <I> letter (code 1001001) a lowercase ell
letter (code 1101100) is used. The corresponding graphemes are homographic in many fonts. According to the translator Durastanti (2020),
this confusion originates from a look-up error in online ASCII tables.

4.2.2. La horde du contrevent
In his first novel, La horde du contrevent (2004), Alain Damasio uses progressive de-obfuscation while repeating the same paragraph in order to
create new meaning (p. 703, which is in fact the first page of the book,
see §3.27).
The paragraph starts with a quasi-Biblical phrase “In the beginning
there was speed,” leading us to consider it as a narration of the creation
of the universe of the book. In the Bible, humanity (and hence, language) is created on the fifth day—Damasio provides five versions of
the same paragraph, out of which only the fifth is complete. In each
round, graphs are placed at the same location as in the final paragraph.
Therefore one can consider this graphetic method as a cinematographic
one, representing a gradual appearance of the graphs. But looking more
closely one realizes that in all instances of the paragraph (besides the
first, which contains only punctuation: cosmic dust) the visible graphs
recombine and form new words, e.g., the first paragraph can be read as
<fuit pur fou os stance jus bile jus vivant lemme lié poussière>, twelve
French words that mostly disappear in later stages (only two persist until the last paragraph).
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This paragraph, known as the “À l’origine fut la vitesse” paragraph,
also appears in an electronic music oratorio24 by Philippe Gordiani,25
performed in Lyon, in 2019.

4.2.3.

Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close

The previous two examples were algorithmically recoverable obfuscations: in the case of Silverberg, it suffices to replace binary numbers
by ASCII characters, and in the Damasio case it suffices to raise graphs
from the bottom of the page to the locations of the missing ones. In this
section we will consider an example of nondeterministic obfuscation, i.e.,
an obfuscation allowing more than one possible recovery.
In Foer’s Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close, pages 269–271, Oskar’s
grandfather calls his grandmother on the phone, but, being mute, has
no other solution than using the ISO/IEC 9995-8 mapping of letters
24. See https://vimeo.com/279822383 for a teaser.
25. http://www.tng-lyon.fr/artistes/philippe-gordiani/.
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((ISO, 2015)) on telephone keypads to translate letters of his message
into digits, and then pushing the corresponding keys so that the dualtone multi-frequency signals are played. Foer provides the digits (the
sounds of which would have been perceived by Oskar’s grandmother,
assuming she had perfect pitch) (p. 269):
6, 9, 6, 2, 6, 3, 4, 7, 3, 5, 4, 3, 2, 5, 8, 6, 2, 6, 3, 4, 5, 8, 7, 8, 2, 7, 7, 4, 8, 3, 3, 2,
8, 8, 4, 3, 2, 4, 7, 7, 6, 7, 8, 4, 6, 3, 3, 3, 8, 6, 3, 4, 6, 3, 6, 7, 3, 4, 6, 5, 3, 5, 7! 6, 4,
3, 2, 2, 6, 7, 4, 2, 5, 6, 3, 8, 7, 2, 6, 3, 4, 3? 5, 7, 6, 3, 5, 8, 6, 2, 6, 3, 4, 5, 8, 7, 8, 2,
7, 7, 4, 8, 3, 9, 2, 8, 8, 4, 3, 2, 4, 7, 7, 6, 7, 8, 4, 6, 3, 3, 3, 8! 4, 3, 2, 4, 7, 7, 6, 7, 8,
4! 6, 3, 3, 3, 8, 6, 3, 9, 6, 3, 6, 6, 3, 4, 6, 5, 3, 5, 7! 6, 4, 3, 2, 2, 6, 7, 4, 2, 5, 6, 3,
8, 7, 2, 6, 3, 4, 3? 5, 7, 6, 3, 5, 8, 6, 2, 6, 3, 4, 5, 8, 7, 8, 2, 7, 7, 4, 8, 3, 3, 2, 8! 7, 7,
4, 8, 3, 3, 2, 8, 3, 4, 3, 2, 4, 7, 6, 6, 7, 8, 4, 6, 8, 3, 8, 8, 6, 3, 4, 6, 3, 6, 7, 3, 4, 6, 7,
7, 4, 8, 3, 3, 9, 8, 8, 4, 3, 2, 4, 5, 7, 6, 7, 8, 4, 6, 3, 5, 5, 2, 6, 9, 4, 6, 5, 6, 7, 5, 4, 6!
(… another 2,317 digits on p. 269–271)

together with punctuation marks indicating sentence boundaries. The
text contains 129 sentences (actually only 40 distinct ones), 92 of which
end with an exclamation mark and the rest by a question mark. (It is not
clear how the punctuation marks are transmitted through the phone.)
Mapping letters to digits according to ISO/IEC 9995-8 is a lossy operation since 3 or 4 letters correspond to each digit. On page 269, Foer
gives some examples that can be elucidated without much effort (our
solutions given in brackets):
I pressed “4, 3, 5, 5, 6,” [HELLO] she said, “Hello?” I asked, “4, 7, 4, 8, 7, 3, 2, 5,
5, 9, 9, 6, 8?” [ISITREALLYYOU] She said, “Your phone isn’t one hundred dollars.
Hello?” I wanted to reach my hand through the mouthpiece, down the line,
and into her room, I wanted to reach YES, I asked, “4, 7, 4, 8, 7, 3, 2, 5, 5, 9, 9,
6, 8?” [ISITREALLYYOU] She said, “Hello?” I told her, “4, 3, 5, 7!” [HELP]

Calculations have shown that beside the first sentence (MY NAME IS ELIE
ALTO (or ELI DALTO) AND I JUST ARRIVED AT THE AIRPORT I NEED TO FIND
M(S or R) FINKEL”), most sentences cannot be interpreted and therefore
should be considered as fake text. For more details on these calculations, see Haralambous (2020).

4.3. Symbolic Obfuscation
In this section we will consider a case of obfuscation that is only hinted
at, so that information is directly accessible to the reader (but possibly
not to other characters in the text).
In his novel Censoring an Iranian Love Story (2009), the Iranian, USbased author Shahriar Mandanipour (1957–) uses three text levels:
1. in roman face (67.6% of the text), where the narrator is addressing
the reader directly and privately, without censorship;
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2. in bold face (30% of the text), where the narrator is writing an “Iranian love story,” to be published in Iran after being read and censored
by a censor called Mr Petrovich;
3. in bold crossed-out type (2.4% of the text), where the reader can see
the parts of the “Iranian love story” that the author would like to have
published if there were no censorship in Iran: knowing that these
segments would be censored, he crosses them out so that the story
can be read in two forms: with and without censorship.
There are 164 bold crossed-out segments. Reading them in a row
is reminiscent of the sequence of censored kisses in Tornatore’s movie
Cinema Paradiso (which is mentioned in the novel). The text is written
is such a way that either way (with or without the crossed-out parts) it
remains grammatical, for example (p. 17):
[…] That day, Sara went home from the university far more quickly than
usual. She closed the door to her room, lay down on her bed, and began reading the book from the beginning.
I guess by now you have realized that the crossed-out words in the text
are my own doing. And you must know that such fanciful eccentricity is not
postmodernism or Heideggerism. In fact…
And by now you have surly grasped the significance of “…” in Iran’s
contemporary literature.

The fact that, after censorship, text remains thoroughly grammatical illustrates the skill of censors: once the process is complete, no trace of
censorship is left in the text, nobody can guess that it has even occurred,
since allowing such a guess would be a serious tactical error: readers
would then use their imagination to fill in the gaps…
Censorship becomes more elastic as the love story becomes more romantic. For example, while on p. 59, eye contact is censored:
And for the very first time in this universe, their eyes meet.

towards the end of the book, eye contact is allowed, as long as it avoids
being a “longing look” (p. 256):
Then Sara smooths the satin folds of the dress on her chest and stomach and
her eyes fall captive to the longing look in Dara’s eyes.

In the last chapter, when sexual intercourse between the two main characters is finally about to occur, the situation becomes so hot that the
narrator/author fears that interlinear space may betray the girl’s arousal
and alert Mr Petrovich (the censor):
Two veins on Sara’s ankles, the rivers Tigris and Euphrates, that have taught
the agony of man’s separation from man to the silver flamingos … Two violet
veins that on the peak of the ankles come together and flow to that place where
all the torments and joys of man are born...
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Sara does not hear Dara’s stream of consciousness, but having seen his
caress and passionate kiss on her sandal, she sighs, a sigh that I am afraid Mr.
Petrovich will hear from the white between the lines of my story.

In this novel, contradicting attitudes towards sexuality become contradicting representations of reality. By constantly switching between roman and bold (and occasionally stroked-out bold) narration, Mandanipour drives the reader into an incessant ballet between these representations, an exercise that becomes essential to survive in a constrained
environment such as contemporary Iran.

5. Pictograms and Typo-graphic Devices
We will briefly discuss two graphetic methods involving pictoriality:
pictograms inside text, and text blocs taking the shape of pictures.

5.1. The Use of Pictograms
Even though emojis have become very widespread in current digital
communication, the use of pictograms in literature has been very sparse.
We will illustrate this use through two examples.

5.1.1. The Goalie’s Anxiety at the Penalty Kick
The Austrian Nobel Prize-awarded author Peter Handke (1942–) wrote
the novel The Goalie’s Anxiety at the Penalty Kick in 1970. He describes a man
(Bloch) with schizophrenic symptoms, in particular a dissociation between words, concepts and referents:
He looked at it from left to right,
then from right to left. He repeated
the look from left to right; this look
seemed to him like reading. He saw a
“wardrobe,” “then” “a” “wastebasket,”
“then” “a” “drape”; while looking from
right to left, however, he saw , next
, under it the , next to it
to it the
, on top of it his
; and when
the
he looked around, he saw the , next
and the
. He sat on the
to it the
, under it there was a
, next to
. He walked to the
:
:
it a

. Bloch closed the curtains and went out.
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In this excerpt, Handke at first uses the graphetic method of quoting
every word (to refer to the underlying concept) and then switches to
pictograms, first alternating with text giving relative positions of objects
referred to by the pictograms so that they function as nouns and finally
writing entire sentences pictographically. This psychedelic experience
is presented as a reading act and ends abruptly when Bloch leaves the
room. According to Melosi (2020, p. 143–144),
[…] the rendering of the disturbed relationship between the character and
the reality that surrounds him finds expression in forms of concrete prose, in
which the apparently obligatory recourse to the linguistic medium, on which
Bloch can no longer rely is bypassed through the replacement of words—that
is, in Peircean terms, of symbols—with those which, using the same vocabulary, are defined as icons. However, in the end not even the greater immediacy of the latter manages to resolve the psychic (as well as linguistic) crisis
of the protagonist.

5.1.2.

You Shall Know Your Velocity

In You Shall Know Your Velocity (p. 16), Dave Eggers (1970–) uses three identical images of a car inside the text (p. 16):

Sadokierski (2010, p. 170) provides an explanation for the use of these
pictograms:
By presenting tiny reproductions of the three cars on the page, Eggers
forces us to neurotically hone in on this seemingly insignificant detail with
Will; removed from the context of a busy shopping centre car park and
squeezed so closely and uniformly into the line of type, the reader must take
an unexpected visual pause that mimics Will’s experience.

But besides the narrator’s neurosis, these pictograms carry another layer
of meaning: as Sadokierski points out quoting Watman (2002), any
reader knowledgeable in cars will realize that the cars depicted are not
Broncos but Mercedes vehicles, establishing the flagrant unreliability of the
narrator.
If this hypothesis holds (and the car depiction error is not simply
an editorial mistake) then we have here a very innovative graphetic
method: using a picture as a communicational short-circuit in order to
confront the narrator’s statements with the reader’s knowledge of the
world.
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5.2. Typo-graphic Devices
Sadokierski (2010, p. 146) defines a typo-graphic device as follows:
[…] it slips between the categories of typography and illustrative elements—it
is typographic in the sense that the shape is formed by letters and punctuation
marks, but also illustrative because it ‘reads’ as a picture rather than a piece
of writing.

Using text blocks to produce pictorial forms is a long-standing graphetic
method, reminiscent of zoomorphic Arabic calligraphy. A detailed study
of this method goes beyond the frame of this paper, therefore we will
only give four examples (Fig. 3), the first three being: the “mouse’s tail”
in Lewis Caroll’s Alice in Wonderland (1865), the “presence of Manon” in
Jardin’s Le petit sauvage (1992) and the big shark in Steven Hall’s The Raw
Shark Texts. In all three cases the text is typeset horizontally, can be read
normally and is semantically related to the form of the text block.
The fourth example is a very special case since what we display in
Fig. 3 is not an excerpt from a work but rather the shape of a complete
short story (set on a 56 × 78 cm surface). The story “∅” by Japanese author 円城塔 Enjō Tō (1972–) takes a triangular global form since every
line is exactly one character shorter than the preceding one. This story
consists of exactly 150 paragraphs, which we display as lines to make the
shrinking regularity visible. In it, the narrator experiences the shrinkage of eir world and develops strategies to struggle against the loss of
meaning resulting from the loss of representation space. The final paragraphs are:

もうわからない。
ねえ、笑って。
ありがとう。
さよなら。
助けて。
無限。
無。
！

I’m lost now.
Hey, laugh.
Thank you.
Goodbye.
Help.
∞.
∅.
!

As in previous examples, punctuation marks are used for extreme situations: in Damasio’s La horde du contrevent, § 4.2.2, they were used to
denote cosmic dust—here the exclamation mark is the last sparkle of
language at the lower summit of the triangle.
Every paragraph of this story ends with a full stop, including the last
paragraphs (“Thank you.,” “Goodbye.,” “Help.,” “∞.,” “∅.”); in order to remain consistent with this rule, the last paragraph (of length 1) can logically only be a punctuation mark as well. Among the “stand-alone” punctuation marks (those used occasionally as complete sentences), namely
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so that her idea of the tale was something like
this :——“Fury said to
a mouse, That
he met
in the
house,

‘ Let us
both go
to law :
I will
prosecute
you.—

Come, I ’ll
take no
denial ;
We must
have a
trial :

For
really
this
morning
I ’ve
nothing
to do.’

Said the
mouse to
the cur,
‘ Such a
trial,
dear sir,
With no
jury or
judge,
would be
wasting
our breath.’

‘ I ’ll be
judge,
I ’ll be
jury,’
Said
cunning
old Fury ;
‘ I ’ll try

the whole
cause,
and
condemn
you
to
death.’ ”

我々は数が無限個あることを知性によって把握可能だ。たとえばこうだ。
「この宇宙で最大の数」が存在するとする。このとき「この宇宙で最大の数」に一を足した次の数を考えることができるから、これは矛盾だ。すなわち「この宇宙で最大の数」は存在しない。つまり、数は無際限に存在する。少なくとも存在しうるはずである。
この事実は、我々の宇宙が有限であることを考えるととても不思議な事柄に思える。この宇宙は有限なのに、その中では無限を考えることが可能なわけだ。宇宙には有限個の数しか存在しないわけだから「この宇宙で最大の数」は明らかに存在するはずだ。しかしそれは先述の理由から「この宇宙で最大の数」ではありえないのだ。
この宇宙内には有限個の数字しか存在できない。我々は非常に限られた存在であり、有限個の記号を並べることしか許されていない。現実問題として我々には非常に大きな数字をここに書き記すことができないわけだ。そのくせ、具体的に書き記すこともできないような数字を容易に想像し、存在を証明してみせることさえある。
次の数は複数の理由から、この宇宙に存在しうる最大の数ではありえない。「９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９９」
。
この段落の全てを「９」で埋め尽くしたところで、それが最大の数になるわけではない。我々は「百の百乗の百乗」といった事柄を平気な顔で記述することができるわけだし、さらに「百の百乗の百乗の次の数」と書くこともできる。記法を様々に工夫していくことによりどんどん大きな数を記述していくことが可能になる。
それでも、ここで用いることができる記号の種類が有限である以上、可能な組み合わせの数も有限とならざるをえない。その中には最大の数が存在しているはずだ。しかし我々にはその集合から最大の数を決定する基準が与えられていない。我々には「百」と「あめんぼ」のどちらが数として大きいのか判断できないから。
わたしはこう考える。「あめんぼ」が宇宙人にとって、我々の想像を絶する巨大な数であったとしたら。それとも単に、
「想像を絶する数」は、我々には「想像を絶する数の次の数」を想像できないという事情によって「この宇宙で最大の数」になることがあるのかも知れないと。わたしにはそう考えることができない。
そう、最大の数が何かを決めるためには、こうして並べられる記号だけではなく、それを読み書きする者についての記述も必要となる。つまり、わたしは誰でそれをどのように主張することができるのかという問題だ。様々の事情により、わたしはわたしがわたしであることを、有限の記述によってしか伝えられない。
わたしはある種の生命体だ。少なくとも思考ではある。思考の存在を認めるならば、それを支える物理的な実体と、生命の存在を認めるのが穏当だとわたしは思う。前者は神秘に対する態度を規定し、後者は倫理的な問題に属する。生命体として、そう派手な部類ではない。生老病死に苦しめられる形態をしている。
繁殖もする。もっとも、複製は容易い技術だ。自分自身を構成する文字列と全く同じ文字列を出力するプログラムは存在し、クワインと呼ばれる。最短にして自明のクワインは空集合 である。
「なにもない」はなにも出力していないのだから、
「なにもない」を出力しており、それは自分自身であり複製である。
だからこのわたしのことは、おおよそあなたと同じような存在だと考えて頂けると良い。当然そうあるべきではないだろうか。あなたはわたしがここで語り続けている内容をこうして理解しているわけだから。少なくともこの文章が文章に見えているには違いなく、
「あめんぼ」として見えてはいないのだから。
わたしは危機について語ろうとしている。あまりにも単純であるがゆえに長く気づかれることのなかったこの宇宙の危機についてだ。他人はわたしを変わり者と呼ぶ。いかれているとも。積極的に否定する気にはなれない。むしろその方が良いとさえ思う。ことはこの宇宙全体に及び、我々全員を滅ぼすのだ。
わたしの概算によると今この瞬間、この宇宙は百三十八文字から形成されており、これは先頃から単調に継続してきた縮小の結果であると考えられる。それぞれの段落は一文字ずつ短くなっていくことになっているらしく、我々に残された段落は、この段落を含めてあと百三十八しかないという計算になる。
勿論、これは比喩にすぎない。この宇宙はこの字面そのものではありえない。ある一つの自然言語が宇宙の真理を表すはずなどないからだ。だからこの文面はあくまでも比喩的なものに留まるのだが、それでもなお、ここに記されているのと同様の事態が進行中だとわたしは考えている。状況は絶望的だ。
宇宙が収縮していくのなら、消えていくのは余白の方ではなく、文字の種類の方なのではないかと言う者たちがある。もしここに余白が百三十六文字分しか用意されていないなら、わたしには百三十六種以上の文字を使うことはできないとされる。もっともな意見であるが、とても奇妙な見解でもある。
一体誰に、百三十五文字分の余白しかない場所で、百三十五種類以上の文字を使用することができるというのか。この段落では明らかに百三十五種類以下の文字しか利用されてはいないのだ。ただし、全体として見た場合に、わたしの利用する文字の種類が多すぎるように見えることは承知している。
わたしがこれらの文字を利用することができている理由は不明だ。この宇宙が縮小を続けている理由と同様に。わたしは残されたわずかな時間をまず、この収縮へ対処することに利用したい。宇宙の大きさを測定する装置を完成させてから、わたしは地道な観測を継続してきた。手がかりは少ない。
それでも一筋の光明が見えてきている。わたしはこの宇宙を再び拡大に転じることが可能だと考えている。新たに言葉をつくり出していくことでだ。たとえばそれは「諜」を「言」と「枼」に分解して読むことによって実現される。さらに続けて「枼」を「世」と「木」と読んでいくようにして。
一つの文字を分解することが可能なら、収縮の裏をかいて実効的な宇宙の大きさを増大させることができるだろう。一つの文字を二つに分ければ、現在百三十二文字になったこの宇宙の大きさを、一気に倍の二百六十四文字にすることが可能だ。一文字ずつの収縮をはるかにしのぐ増大速度だ。
当然、分解には限界がある。文字がただの線になったところで底を打つ。だからその言葉においては、文字は分解されて増えるだけではなくて、自ら変形していくことが要求される。
「十」が「一」と「ー」に分解されて、それぞれが「つ」と「し」のように変形し、複雑化を続けることが。
文字自体が子孫を増やし、変形を続けるようにすることにより、収縮していく宇宙を拡大させるのだ。残された時間と空間の中でそのような文字を定義し、自分たちの思考をその言葉の上へ載せかえてしまえば良いのだ。そうすることによってのみ、我々は生き延びることができるだろう。
問題なのはそのような複雑さを備えた言葉を設計する余白がもう残されていないことだ。しかしわたしはまだ諦めていない。そのような言葉が、事実、存在したと仮定してみよう。その文字はわたしにどう見えるべきか。その言葉の上でこの思考を実行するわたしにとってどう映るのか。
わたしはこう考える。わたしがその言葉の上で「この思考」を実行できるのならば、その文面はまさに今ここに記されている「この形」に見えていなければならない。そうでなければわたしは「この思考」を実行できていない。
「あめんぼ」は「この思考」ではない。あまりに自明だ。
つまりこうだ。言語の乗り換えと思考の内容は同相であることが要求される。あるいはこうだ。ある文章を別の言語に翻訳したものを、もう一度翻訳し返したものは、元の文章と同じようなものに見えるべきであり、原文と、翻訳され翻訳し返されたものは等価でなければならない。
わたしにはこの宇宙を拡大するような言語を設計する余裕はないが、自分が既にその言語で思考していると信じ込むことは可能だ。「信じる」という述語は有限のものだからだ。わたしはなんとかこの倒錯した思考を、自分を成り立たせているものとして信じ込もうと試みている。
さてどうだろう。わたしは今、この余白を埋める文字たちがざわめいているのを感じる。それぞれが子供を産み出し、姿を変えて続いていくのだ。解像度が増していく感覚に近い。いや、そんなおとなしいものではない。水面に流した絵の具がどんどん渦を巻いていくのに近い。
これは奇妙な感覚だ。細部が全体が、息をつく暇もなく折り畳まれていくにもかかわらず、同時に外側へ向けて展開していく。そのくせ一枚の絵としての全体像はほとんど変わらぬままなのだ。もっともそうでなければこのわたしは別の存在になってしまうことになるわけだ。
自分を構成する要素が激しく変転していくのがわかる。霊魂でできていたはずの体が思考が四大元素へ置き換えられ、四大元素が物質に、物質が分子に原子に相互作用に、形式へ情報へただの模様へと移し変えられていくのを感じる。細部を充実させていく騙し絵のように。
わたしは鳥でできている。鳥は魚でできている。魚は木々でできている。木々は野菜でできている。野菜は花でできている。花は本でできており、本はわたしでできている。そのわたしは春でできており、春は夏で、夏は秋で、秋は春でできていて螺旋状に循環していく。
わたしは強い手応えを感じている。今こうしてわたしの宇宙は着実に拡大されつつあり、観測の結果も整合的だ。本質的な解決にはほど遠いが、まずは解決へ向けた時間の余裕、余白をこうして確保できたことになる。非常に不安定な形にせよ、移行は成功したようだ。
測定の結果によると、宇宙の増大速度は無事、Ｎの二乗のオーダーに乗ったようだ。この過程が無限に続くかどうかはわからない。続かないと考えるのが妥当だろう。今のこの存在様態は、ほとんど言い抜けに近いのだ。そう言い張っているだけにすぎないのだから。
もっと多くのデータが必要だ。幸いにして資源は無尽と言って良い。それを探す手間はかかるが。この宇宙は今も伸張を続けるガラクタによって構成されるガラクタの連鎖からできているわけだから、ダイビングや発掘を行えば想像可能なものはほとんど手に入る。
ただここにいて目を凝らすだけで良い。そこには無限の細部があり、その細部に入り込めばまた別の細部が続いている。ときどき自分と似たような構成を持つ細部で休憩しておくのが無難だ。そうしなければ細部へ溶け込んでしまい、戻れなくなる可能性が高い。
もっとも、このわたしが消滅したところで、他に無数のわたしに似た者たちがここには存在しているはずであるから、それほど心配は要らないとも言える。どれかのわたしがきっと、そう遠くない未来に、この宇宙を収縮させていた力の正体をみつけるだろう。
わたしはガラクタの山から掘り出した部品を利用して、次々と観測装置を設計していく。この宇宙の大きさをはかり、質量をはかり、明るさを、堅苦しさを、息苦しさをはかる装置たちを。わたしはこの宇宙の形を知りたい。この宇宙が何なのかを知りたい。
なぜこの宇宙が存在するのか、なぜこの宇宙は消滅しようとしていたのか、なぜ宇宙は法則に従うのか、なぜ法則は生まれたのか、なぜわたしは存在するのか、なぜわたしはそんなことを思うのか、宇宙の中でなぜこう考えることが可能なのかを知りたい。
宇宙が収縮を開始したのは、わたしたちを作った何者かの想像力が枯渇したせいなのかも知れない。宇宙自体が年古り、老いて、その細部を忘却しはじめたせいであるとか。今この宇宙が細部を掘り下げていく形で拡大を続けているのと逆の過程として。
宇宙が収縮を開始したのは、宇宙自体がゆっくりと崩壊しているせいなのかも知れない。端から欠けていくようにして。でもその場合、宇宙の破片はどこへ落ちていくのだろうか。宇宙の外へか。それともその欠片はまた、別の宇宙となるのだろうか。
それとも宇宙は最初から分裂を続けており、わたしたちはそう気がつくこともないままに、今までも絶えず宇宙を読み替え続けていたのだろうか。収縮とはもしかして、収縮と拡大のちょっとした収支の狂い、あるいは揺らぎだったのかも知れない。
わたしはひとつ溜息をつく。まずは測定が必要だ。データがなければ何事もただの夢想と変わらない。わたしはひとつの装置の不調をみつける。その装置はこう主張する。わたしの認識宇宙も相変わらず、一文字ずつの縮小を継続しているのだと。
わたしは当初、その測定結果を間違いと見なす。しかしその装置が今、百十を示しているのに気がつき考えを変える。偶然にしてはできすぎの結果に思える。百十は、縮小が何の変わりもなく続いていた場合に、この宇宙が持つはずの大きさだ。
そうして今、装置は百九を示している。これはただの偶然だろうか。装置は単に、宇宙の大きさとは関係なしに段落の数を数えているだけなのではないか。わたしは装置を点検する。異常は特に見当たらないが挙動の理由もわからないままだ。
新しく作った装置の一つが、また縮小を示す結果をはじきだす。百八だ。これで他の装置とは違った宇宙の大きさを主張する装置が二つに増えたことになる。二つまでならただの偶然でありうる。わたしはこれが偶然ではないと考えている。
どうやらわたしの認識宇宙は、様々な大きさを持ちうるようだ。わたしはその差異を生み出すものをとりあえず、ダーク・ブランクと呼ぶことにする。それともわたしの認識宇宙は本質的に、二つの大きさからできているのかも知れない。
このところ、息苦しさを覚えるようになった。理解できないものが存在することに対する不安からくるのだと思うが、実はもっと似ているものがある。宇宙を拡大に転じることに成功する以前に感じていた追いつめられるような感覚だ。
大半の装置によれば宇宙は順調に拡大中だ。その気になれば、わたしはこの段落にかなり大きな数を記すことができるだろうし、ことによっては今わたしがその上で実現されているこの言葉の仕様を書き上げることさえできるだろう。
ただそれをする気が起こらないというだけの話だ。今や余白は充分にある。宇宙がまた一文字ずつの縮小に転じたとしても、今度はかなりの余裕がある。全力を振り絞って無理をするより、着実に仕事を進めていくべき段階にある。
また、宇宙の縮小を主張する測定方法を発見した。間違いではなく、たしかに二つの大きさが存在するということだろう。わからないのは、その二つの大きさが一体何の大きさで、どちらが本物の宇宙の大きさを示しているかだ。
もしかしてわたしを取り巻くこの倦怠感は、宇宙の収縮に起因するものなのかも知れない。わたしは大きな数を記してみようと考える。数文字書いてやめてしまう。なぜかといって、数を続けることができるのは当然だからだ。
いや、そうではないのだと、わたしはなんとか思考を維持し続ける。わたしはわたしを騙しており、この宇宙からも騙されているのではないか。わたしは気づかぬうちに罠にはまってしまっていたのではないか。思考の罠に。
目の前にあるこの広大な宇宙が偽物なのかも知れないと考えることは困難だ。ここには無限の細部がある。有限の言葉でこう言い表せるほどの無限にすぎなくとも。直線を一本引くだけでも無限はそこにあるわけなのだが。
繰り返し確認を続けているが、宇宙が拡大に転じたという理論に不備は見当たらない。従って不備があるのは縮小に怯えるわたしの心の方だということになる。不備のあるわたしの心がこの宇宙が拡大中だと感じている。
これは不吉だ。わたしが狂っており、かつ、この宇宙が正気であるのと、わたしが正気で、かつ、この宇宙が狂っているのと、どちらがより手に負えないだろうか。どちらだとしても帰結は破滅的なものになりそうだ。
物事は内か外のどちらかで起こる。ここに二つの大きさがあり、わたしは自分の内的宇宙は拡大中だと信じている。そうであるなら、縮小を続けているのは外的宇宙の方だと考えるのが妥当となりはしないだろうか。
もしも宇宙がわたしに収縮について考えることができないようにしているとしたら。抵抗は無駄だ。考えられないことを考える方法は存在せず、忘却を思い出す手段はなく、消滅のあとも存在することはできない。
わたしはこの宇宙が縮小中だという測定結果を受け入れつつある。わたしが勝手に感じているこの宇宙の豊穣さはただのまやかし、わたしの怠惰さが生み出している幻にすぎない。迫真ではあるが真実ではない。
縮小が順調に続いてきたとするなら、残された余白はもうほとんどない。他方でわたしの歓びは増大していく。わたしは本来空疎なはずの内面宇宙を大層なものと感じ、拡大していく感覚を楽しみ続けている。
対策を立てる余白はもうない。わたしの心は万能感に満たされており、自分がその気になりさえすれば不可能なことはないと囁いている。しかしこれは宇宙による欺瞞工作だろう。ペイン・コントロールだ。
本当にそうなのか。わたしはこの宇宙を救うことができるはずだ。できない理由が見当たらない。天才的な発想と超人的な行動力によって宇宙を崩壊から救うことが可能なはずだ。もう数段落さえあれば。
次の段落でできることを、なぜこの段落でやらなければならないのだろう。わたしにはやらねばならないことがたくさんある。やらなければいけないことを列挙していくだけでもそれは大変なのだから。
わたしは一瞬、理解する。わたしはこの宇宙とともに崩壊しつつある。わたしは自分の思考を保つことができなくなるだろうし、そのこと自体を理解できなくなるだろう。そしてまたわからなくなる。
宇宙の収縮が続こうと、内面の増大がそれをしのいでいるのなら何の問題もないのではないか。肥大化する自意識とやせ細る出力の一体何が悪いのか。それはむしろ若返りの過程に似てはいないか。
阿字の中に無尽を見いだし、無上 正 等覚に到ることとて可能なわけだ。悟りは他人に伝えることができない故に悟りであり、出力に要する文字数は無限か無かで、しかも有意義な内容を持ちうる。
一文字に、一本の線に世界を宇宙を見いだすことは可能だろう。しかしそれを見いだす仕組みを一文字で実現することはできないだろう。いや、そこに宇宙があるなら、それも可能であるのか。
最大の謎は、この宇宙の大きさがゼロに到達し、消滅したあとに何が起こるかだ。わたしはただの一文字からでも思考を導き出すことができるかも知れないが、無からはおそらく無理だろう。
自分の思考が徐々に断片化されてきたことを感じる。脈絡のない夢の中に迷い込んでいるかのようだ。存在の実感が薄らぐわけではないが、長い主張を維持できていないことは理解できる。
思考を実行する余白のスケールに応じて、思考様式が変化するのは面白い。わたし自身は何も変わっていないと信じているのに、明らかに違う存在に変化しており、同一性さえ疑わしい。
これは「わたし自身は何も変わっていないと信じている」という文章を、こうして短く実現することができ、奇妙な説得力を持つからだ。説得力を持つ短い文章が存在する理由は何か。
文章はおそらく、とても短いものからはじまったのだろう。一つの単語から、二つの単語の並びから。小さなところから組み上げられたので、その時点から説得力を持っているのだ。
文章はあるときどこかで、無から湧いて生まれたのだろう。最初から存在していたということはありそうにない。するとこの宇宙が消えたあとでもどこかからまた湧き出すだろう。
この宇宙の消え去った跡地から、泡のように揺らぎながら現れるのかもわからない。いや、消え去ってしまう以上は、何の痕跡さえも残らず、系譜はそこで途絶えるに違いない。
小さな言葉を積み重ねていく過程のどこでわたしは生じたのだろう。わたしはまだ存在している。無とわたしの間にあるものを、それ自身が認識することはできるのだろうか。
そもそもどうして言葉は成長し続けたのだろう。何かを言い足りなかったからか。より精密な描写を求めたからか。一体どこまで成長すればその欲望は満たされるのだろう。
今のわたしも過去のわたしも、せいぜい有限の宇宙の中の存在であるということに変わりはない。わたしの存在が、ある程度の大きさの宇宙を必要とすることは明らかだ。
どこかを超えたところでわたしが生成されたなら、さらにどこかを超えたところでわたしではないものが生成されても不思議ではない。今や想像するのも困難なのだが。
人格とは宇宙のあるスケールでのみ存在することができる現象にすぎないのではないか。少なくともそれを自分以外の存在に認めるためには。ここに二人は多すぎる。
今や宇宙は七十四文字にまで収縮している。わたしの想像する宇宙の中ではともかく、外から見ればここにはもう、七十四体以上の存在は収まらないのではないか。
現在のわたしの状態を安定的に伝える方法はない。メッセージを一本の線の中に圧縮することができたとしても、その解読方法を圧縮することはできないからだ。
メッセージが「あめんぼ」だとする。その解読方法は「想像を絶したもの」だ。好きに解釈することは可能だが、その解読が正しいとする根拠はどこにもない。
わたしは自分の一貫性に強い疑いを抱いている。もしもここにいるわたしが同一の個体であるならば、宇宙の間を繫ぐ語りを実行できるのではないか。たとえ
ば、こういう文章をだ。わたしは何故ここに「ば、こういう文章をだ」と記してあるかがわからない。このわたし自身の崩壊がはじまっているのだろうか。
どうもわたしは、これ以前の数十段落、直近の過去を参照する機能を失ったようだ。わたしは最早、自分が同じことを繰り返しているかも判定できない。
わたしは、これ以前の数十段落、直近の過去を参照する機能を失ったようだ。わたしには最早、同じ内容を繰り返しているだけなのかも判定できない。
わたしが同じことの繰り返しではなく、新たな内容を考えることができていますように。わたしにまだ、断片にせよ創造性が残されていますように。
わたしはもう自分がまともなことを発言できないと自覚している。このあたりが頃あいだろう。以降のわたしの発言は戯言として無視して欲しい。
わたしは最後まで正気を保つつもりだし、そうできるだろう。最後まで耳を傾けて欲しい。わたしはまだ聞くに価する真理を語ることができる。
残された余白が少ないこと自体は恐ろしくない。今自分が何か決定的なことを思いついてしまうことが怖い。伝える余白がないという恐怖だ。
ビルから飛び降りた男が、伝え忘れていたことを思い出す。手元にはペンもないわけだ。男は多分叫ぶだろう。でもあたりに聞く者はない。
小さな頃から、歳をとるのが怖かった。自分ではないものに変わっていくのが。徘徊する生き物になるとはいかなることかと考え続けた。
飛行中の機内に、機長の「しまった」という呟きだけが漏れ、沈黙が降り、騒ぎが起こり、爆発音があり、やがて永遠の沈黙が下りる。
もっと他にやりようがあったのだろうか。まだやりようはあるのだろうか。そもそも、何かを変えられる可能性はあったのだろうか。
あなたは忘れてしまっているかも知れない。わたしが利用している文字は、この文字ではなく、種分化を続ける文字だったことを。
だからわたしは、ここに書かれている内容を語っているわけではないのだ。わたしは幸せに楽しく暮らしていると伝えて下さい。
本人が幸せを感じていると言っているのに、なぜそれを否定することができると思うのですか。わたしは今、とても幸せです。
わたしはわたしがたくさんの声に分かれていっているように感じている。それぞれが別の生き物としてこの体を離れていく。
依然として大半の観測結果は宇宙がＮの二乗のオーダーで拡大していると主張している。これはどういうことなのだろう。
縮小と拡大がトータルでバランスしていないことの意味は何なのだろう。わたしの知らない第三の大きさがあるとでも。
その三つを合計すると、この宇宙の余白の総量は保存されており、何物も失われることはないとでもなるのだろうか。
しかしそれには、拡大の速度が鈍らなければならないだろう。いや、総量が途轍もなく巨大であるのかも知れない。
外部の余白と内部の余白と暗黒余白を合算した総量が保存すると考えたなら、何かを理解しやすくなるだろうか。
わたしはもっと、別のことを考えるべきなのかも知れない。たとえば誰かに向けた手紙を残すとか。でも誰に。
消滅してしまった向こうの宇宙へメッセージを送る方法など想像できないし、試みる意味はないように思う。
でもそちらの方向にではなく、あちらの方向にだったら。外向きにではなく、暗黒向きにだったらどうか。
駄目だ、意味がわからない。意味がわかるように伝える方法がわからない。自分の正気を保証できない。
でも、それは可能だと思う。しかしそれが可能になるのは、本当に最後の最後の一刹那になるだろう。
それとも、わたしは噓をついているのか。自分に対して噓をつき、信じてしまっているのだろうか。
一人の男が、もし首を切り落とされても意識があったら瞼を三度つぶってみせると宣言して死ぬ。
一人の男が、もし霊界が存在したなら、必ず信頼できる方法で連絡をとると宣言してから死ぬ。
一人の男が、夢枕に立ち、霊界はなかったと、幽霊は存在しなかったと言って笑いはじめる。
次に天使を目撃したら右手を挙げて知らせると宣言した男が、ゆっくり右手を挙げていく。
わたしが同じことの繰り返しではなく、新たな内容を考えることができていますように。
もしもわたしが、あちら側に脱出できたとするならば、わたしは宇宙の種になるのだ。
するとこの宇宙の起源も、別の宇宙が消失した結果だったということになりそうだ。
これは何か。最後の閃きというやつか。わたしは何かを思いつきつつあるようだ。
いや、違うのか。そうではないのか。違う。そうか。そちらか。とても単純だ。
ああ、この宇宙にある文字の総量は、Ｎ（Ｎ＋１）／２になるのではないか。
Ｎの二乗のオーダーで増大しているのは、宇宙全体の大きさではないのか。
測定装置は、わたしが時間を逆行していることを示していたのだろうか。
わたしは消えゆくところではなく、生まれていくところなのだろうか。
釣り合いは関係なかったということになる。暗黒余白などないのだ。
であるならば、わたしは宇宙の向こう側へは辿りつけないだろう。
考える余白が足りない。わたしは知りたい。でも間に合わない。
時間が逆行していると思うわたしの時間はどちら向きなのか。
ああ、この余白は、この驚くべき真理を記すには狭すぎる。
この全てが戯言だとしたら。あまりに明白な事柄なのに。
もう、思考を維持できそうにない。残りは二十五段落。
そうできるうちに語っておくべきことが多くあった。
あの人に。あの人が誰なのかわからなくなる前に。
忘れてしまう前にお礼を言っておくべきだった。
わたしがわたしであるうちにするべきだった。
我々は忘却を記憶しておくことはできない。
最早、感傷を記すに充分な余白さえない。
わたしにはもう歌を詠む余白さえない。
俳句さえ詠めなくなっていくわけだ。
平穏を終わりまで保てますように。
短さ故の説得力などまやかしだ。
わたしのことは忘れて下さい。
わたしが考えうる最大の数。
今、生まれていくところ。
忘れないでいて下さい。
この宇宙で最大の数。
何かを感じている。
もうわからない。
ねえ、笑って。
ありがとう。
さよなら。
助けて。
無限。
無。
！
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Figure 3. Typo-graphics from Lewis Caroll’s Alice in Wonderland (p. 26), Jardin’s
Le petit sauvage (p. 214), Steven Hall’s The Raw Shark Texts (p. 375) and the complete short story ∅ by Enjō Tō.
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the question mark and the exclamation mark, the author has chosen the
latter, hereby giving his story a very special ending.
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Conclusion
In this paper we have attempted to classify and illustrate the many
graphemic and graphetic methods used in speculative fiction. We
started by defining an ontology of the book (specific to prose texts) with
concepts, relations and rules. We gave examples of methods breaking almost every one of the rules defined. And finally we discussed a family
of graphetic methods dealing with different sorts of obfuscation, as well
as methods based on pictoriality.
The list of cases we have explored is by no means exhaustive. Nevertheless, this paper aims to classify methods in a way that facilitates
incorporation of additional graphemic/graphetic methods yet to be discovered.
Besides giving a glimpse of the infinite creativity of novelists and
short story writers, by the careful description of exceptional cases and
the investigation of the narrative intentions behind them, this study can
also serve to challenge and expand knowledge of the nature and interactions of graphemes, graphs and higher grapholinguistic levels.
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Typographetics of Urban Spaces
The Indication of Discourse Types and Genres
Through Letterforms and Their Materiality in
Multilingual Urban Spaces
Irmi Wachendorff

Abstract. The present study is a contribution to research on typographetic
meaning-making and the social dimensions of typographic acts in multilingual
and multiscriptural urban spaces. Writing in cityscapes materialises various
types of texts and forms of discourse. The central assumption is that the form
and materiality of these written texts contribute to their communicative significance.
This paper is concerned with the way in which typographic resources are
used to indicate discourses, index genres and become socially relevant. The research is linked to the joint project Signs of the Metropolis at the University of
Duisburg-Essen and the Ruhr University Bochum in Germany and is based on a
database of 25,523 tagged and geo-referenced images.
A multi-method approach has been applied between typography and sociolinguistics that introduces an analytical framework of parameters for studying
the graphetics of lettering in urban space. The results from the application of
the framework are presented in a foundational analysis of different discourse
types (regulatory, infrastructural, commercial, transgressive, and commemorative), including a comparison of different city districts in the Ruhr Metropolis.
Furthermore, it provides an analysis on decorative typefaces in Turkish language
texts in shop signs in Duisburg-Marxloh; and presents results from a case study
on genres, analysing the (typo)graphetic characteristics of signs in different shop
types.

1.

Typography in Urban Space

Urban spaces are covered with (mostly short) texts. They mark places,
are deictic, and give orientation to people moving through those spaces.
Written marks indicate ownership, issue prohibitions, and regulate the
behaviour of individuals. Inscriptions in public spaces advertise and
seduce; they compete for the attention of passers-by. Likewise, they are
means of remembrance, tools of resistance, symbolic representatives of
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power spheres (Coulmas, 2009), and agents in the struggle for visibility
and recognition (Blommaert, 2013).
The materiality, form, and positioning of letters in urban spaces are
produced by a variety of authors with different goals. Government agencies, global corporations, local shop owners, graffiti sprayers—they all
select from a range of graphic resources to communicate their messages.
They design letterforms or choose from a myriad of fonts, select materials, and sign types, decide on colour, size, mounting height, and illumination, the integration of the letters into the architectural context, and
create dense visual surfaces. These choices can be individual or, as in
the case of traffic signs, subject to national standardisation (Figure 1).
Language is the means by which people present themselves and relate to each other (Spitzmüller, 2013). This also applies to materialised,
typographically designed language in urban spaces—no matter whether
created by professionals or laypeople. Not only the content of the texts
but also their form allows sign producers to express how they see themselves, how they want to be perceived, and whom they address. Written
inscriptions in built environments are indicators of identity that show
social positioning, differentiation, or affiliation to something.
By choosing connotatively strongly charged typographic forms, values, and attitudes can be communicated (Järlehed, 2015, Spitzmüller,
2015). Likewise, the choices of specific graphetic resources indicate
communicative actors, reception contexts, and thematic localisations
(Wehde, 2000, Spitzmüller, 2013). Thus, the choices of languages and
the (non-)visibility of writing systems can be regarded as acts of assimilation or exclusion or of localisation and inclusion (Backhaus, 2007).

2.

Typo/graph[et]ics: A Definition of Terms

The terminology relating to the research of the form and materiality
of writing and its communicative meaning overlap and vary between
disciplines, perspectives, and points in time. This section identifies
the central reference points for the observations made in this paper
and indicates how the terms “typographic” and “graphic” as well as “typographetic” and “graphetic” are used in this text.
Spitzmüller coins the term “graphic variation” and uses it instead of
“typography” in his research on the relationship between the printed
word and social practices because the term “typography” is not used
consistently and is not “actually linguistic terminology” (Spitzmüller,
2013, p. 9, our translation). Järlehed and Jaworski, as two of the first
embarking on the research of the communicative meaning potential of
letters in urban space, use the term “typographic landscaping” and by
that emphasise the “processual, experiential, and embodied practices involved in typographic meaning-making” (Järlehed, 2015, p. 119). Pesca-
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Figure 1. Photographs of a variety of signs in public space in the Ruhr Metropolis in Germany. All images in this paper are from the Ruhr Metropolis survey
areas. Almost all of them derive from the Signs of the Metropolis data base (image
collection 2013/14) unless indicated otherwise.

tore Frisk and Pauwels, 2019 follow Järlehed’s and Jaworski’s terminology in 2019 when they write about “typographic landscapes as an ecosocial semiotic system” (ibid., p. 1). This phrasing positions the typographic landscapes in close proximity to the extensive field of research
on “linguistic landscapes” (Landry and Bourhis, 1997, Gorter, 2006,
Backhaus, 2007, Shohamy and Gorter, 2009, Coulmas, 2009, Blommaert, 2013).
Meletis in his text Graphetik (2015) demands that “[r]esearch that deals
with the form and materiality of writing [Schrift] should—regardless of
its disciplinary origin—be labelled (at least additionally) as graphetical
research in order to bring together findings and enable comprehensive
theory-building or—in other words—the establishment of graphetics.”
(Meletis, 2015, p. 183, our translation) The present paper follows this
request.
Haralambous defines “typographetics” as “[t]he study of the printed
representation of language.” (Haralambous, 2020, p. 15) as one subject
matter in a list of 18 topics that are relevant to the study of Grapholinguistics, “the discipline dealing with the study of the written modality
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of language.” (ibid. 12) He continues: “Typography is only half a millennium old, but it is in part responsible for the fabulous technological
and social advances of this period. Typography has developed its own
codes […]. As a subdiscipline of graphe[mt]ics, typographe[mt]ics becomes a subdiscipline of linguistics: the creative power of typography,
scrutinized with scientific methods.” (ibid. 15)
In the past, typography exclusively meant printing with movable letters made of metal or wood in a letterpress process (Meggs and Purvis,
2006, p. 64). Today, however, the term has expanded significantly beyond its original use and covers all activities of creating type as well as
the composition of letters and further graphic elements in all production
techniques, materials, and on all surfaces imaginable—both by laypeople and professionals alike. As Spiekermann puts it: “The generic term
typography refers to the activities of designing typefaces and arranging
type and other elements on a page. This page can also be a screen or a
building wall.” (Spiekermann, 2008, p. 409, our translation) This text
is written in this broad understanding of typography.
The term “typographetics” can signify a bridge between the two
disciplines, typography and linguistics, which are deeply connected in
their subject matter and from whose joint efforts much can be expected
for the further development of research on the communicative meaning
of the written representation of language.
Based on a broad understanding of the term typography and the fact
that at times the terms “typography” and “graphetics” can be understood
as synonyms (cf. Meletis, 2015, p. 96), this paper takes a joint approach.
The terms “typographic” and “graphic” are used here when the emphasis is on typography as a social practice and activity of sign producers.
Since typography is a subdiscipline of graphic design, the term “graphic”
is used to signify a broader level of analysis of holistic graphic artefacts
(as opposed to considerations of typography in graphic artefacts) or to
refer to the graphic discipline as such.
The terms “typographetic” and “graphetic” are used when the emphasis is on the communicative production of meaning. In parallel and
as suggested by Haralambous, “typographetic” is used as a subdiscipline
of the more general “graphetic” (cf. Haralambous, 2020, p. 15).

3. Context and Objectives
3.1. Research Context
My ongoing doctoral thesis with the working title “Typographic
Landscapes—Social Dimension of Typographic Activity in Urban Spaces”
aims at developing an analytical framework to investigate how signproducers use typographic resources to create communicative meaning
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in multilingual and multiscriptural urban spaces. The objective is to
bring together typographic and sociolinguistic perspectives on the common subject of language in built environments. The project focuses on
analysing what the materiality and formal gestalt of language contribute
to its creation of social meaning in the human activity of sign-making
in public spaces.
A foundational analysis applies the developed analytical framework
to different discourse types (Scollon and Scollon, 2003). Following the
findings in this foundational analysis, my thesis includes case studies in
four areas of social dimensions: genre, ideology, identity, and stereotypes. The case study on genres examines the thematic localisation of
shop types through (typo)graphetic resources in urban spaces. The case
study on ideologies investigates the expression of values and attitudes in
political stickers, as well as the use of connotatively highly charged type
styles, such as blackletter. The case study on identity focusses on social
positioning and the creation of cultural identities by the use of graphic
means. The case study on stereotypes analyses cultural stereo(type)s in
scriptural forms, and script system mimicry (cf. Wachendorff, 2018).

3.2.

Objectives of this Paper

This paper aims at answering three subordinate questions of the overall
research project on how typographic resources are used to create communicative meaning in multilingual and multiscriptural urban spaces:
1. Which are the relevant parameters for the examination of the
typographetics of lettering in urban spaces?
2. How do the discourse types differ? Moreover: How do they differ
between neighbourhoods with unique characteristics?
3. How do certain types of shops in urban spaces differentiate in their
use of typographic resources?
With regard to the second question, the hypothesis is that the discourse
types function as reception contexts and social patterns and differ, in
part significantly, in the described typographetic parameters. Following this hypothesis, it could be assumed that possible prototypical combinations of graphic parameters in each discourse type give off an indication of the type of information passers-by are encountering. This
visual indication might structure the expectations of the recipients of
the texts in urban space even from some physical distance. Moreover,
if there are significant differences between various parts of cities, this
would signify that the typographetic characteristics indicate something
about its inhabitants, their businesses, and the social structure of the
community.
With regard to the third question, the hypothesis is that retail shops
show specific typifications in their visual appearance and use of graphic
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resources to indicate communicative actors and product groups. Moreover, specific genres use different typographic means to achieve their
communicative goals.

4.

Research Backdrop, Data, and Methods

4.1. Research Backdrop
My doctoral research is linked to the research project Signs of the Metropolis that investigates the ‘visual multilingualism’ of the Ruhr area. Visual
multilingualism is apparent in all forms of non-moving text in public
space ranging from traffic signs, commercial displays, advertising billboards to graffiti tags and stickers. The structure of the project is multidisciplinary with collaborating researchers from the fields of linguistics, sociology, urbanism, and integration sciences.1 One central aspect
of this multi-method approach is the evaluation of the role multiple languages play for acts of identity creation (cf. Wachendorff, 2016; 2019),
multiculturalism, social belonging, and social recognition (Ziegler et al.,
2018).

4.2.

Research Location

The research takes place in the Ruhr Metropolis in North RhineWestphalia in Germany (Figure 2). It is the biggest locality of labour
migration in Germany, due to three major migration phases from 1850
until today2 , which makes it a very diverse and multilingual area. The
project database, generated between 2012 and 2013, shows 53 different
languages and 14 different script systems. The region has undergone
1. The Research Project Signs of the Metropolis—Visual Multilingualism in the Ruhr
Area at the University of Duisburg-Essen and the Ruhr University Bochum is funded
by the MERCATOR Foundation (GZ MERCUR: Pr-2012–0045) and ran from 08/2013
to 12/2017. Prof. Dr. Evelyn Ziegler headed the project. Co-Heads were Prof. Dr.
Heinz Eickmans, Prof. Dr. Ulrich Schmitz, Prof. Dr. Klaus Peter Strohmeier, and
Prof. Dr. Hacı-Halil Uslucan.
2. Between 1850 and 1915, due to industrialisation, more than 500,000 workers
were recruited from Silesia, Masuria, Russia, and Austria-Hungary to the Ruhr area to
work in the newly founded coal mines and steelworks. During the second migration
phase after World War II (between 1950 and 1973) about 20 million workers from
Italy, Turkey, Portugal, Spain, and former Yugoslavia relocated to Germany. The
third migration phase continues until today. Due to multiple global incidents, an
average of 400.000 people migrate to Germany every year (Cindark and Ziegler, 2014,
p. 1). Germany registered over one million refugees in 2015. Based on the federal
allocation system, the largest percentage of refugees is attributed to the federal state
of North Rhine Westphalia (21%). (Asylum statistic Dec. 2015, German Federal Office
for Migration and Refugees.)
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major structural change. In 1850 there were approximately 300 mines
in the Ruhr area, operating at high productivity for over a century. The
coal crisis, which began in the 1960s, eventually led to the closure of all
mines, the last of which was closed 2018.3

The Ruhr Metropolis in North Rhine-Westphalia

Nordmarkt
Marxloh
Hamme

Duisburg

Essen

Altendorf

Dellviertel

Dortmund

Langendreer

Hörde

Bochum

Rüttenscheid

Typographetics of urban spaces: Discourse types, genres, letterforms and materiality — Irmi Wachendorff — Grapholinguistics in the 21st Century — 18.06.2020

> The special thing about that area is, that it is the biggest migration area in Germany.

> Due to three big migration phases starting in 1850s.
Figure
2. Map of the survey areas Duisburg, Essen, Bochum, and Dortmund in
> Which makes this a very diverse and multilingual area.
Germany.

4.3. Data
The research group gathered a corpus of 25,523 photographs of fixed inscriptions in eight streets in four cities (Duisburg, Essen, Bochum, and
Dortmund) in 2013 and 2014. The eight urban districts have been selected on the basis that they form combinations of residential and commercial areas (cf. ibid., p. 38f). The survey of one street in the North
and a corresponding one in the South of each city allows a comparison of the northern and southern districts divided by the A40 motorway,

3. Cf.
http://www.ruhrkohlenrevier.de/histozechen.html, https://www.spiegel.
de/wirtschaft/bottrop-letztes-stueck-steinkohle-an-frank-walter-steinmeieruebergeben-a-1245133.html (retrieved 30.09.20).
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nicknamed the “social equator” (Kersting, Meyer, Strohmeier, and Terpoorten, 2009, p. 142). The nickname derives from the fact that the
educational levels, rents, and per capita income are lower in the North
than in the South and that the districts differ in their social structure as
well as ethnic and linguistic diversity (cf. ibid. 145).

4.4. Database
In each of the districts, every single text item visible along one street
has been photographed individually, geo-referenced, and then tagged
in a database (Figures 3 and 4). There has been no restriction concerning size, materiality, or provenance of the discrete text items. They
range from an embossment of a 6pt sized DIN on the side of a dustbin to building-high graffiti letters, and from small handwritten notices
fixed with scotch tape on a local shop door to high-gloss advertising
billboards of international brands. All 25,523 photos have been tagged
by the following categories: location, languages, information management (which part of a multilingual text is translated?), text and image
combinations, types of discourses (commercial, transgressive, regulatory, infrastructural, and commemorative), type of institution (such
as restaurant, shop, political party), size of the sign, material (sticker,
plate, signpost, printed, painted, embossed, engraved), and typography
(type styles: serif, sans-serif, slab-serif, scriptural, display/decorative,
and blackletter); all of which eventually allows to search for precise combinations of parameters in order to analyse the data. The data analysis
presented in this paper is based on the Signs of the Metropolis database.

4.5. Research Methods
Overall my doctoral research deploys a combination of research methods, consisting of quantitative and qualitative analyses of image and interview data. In this paper, the results from the quantitative and qualitative visual image analyses comprise eleven parameters in different
sample sizes. This analysis includes all 25,523 images, except for the
two parameters, colour and material, that are based on a structured randomised sample analysis with 552 images, between 100 and 181 in each
discourse type.4
4. The parameters colour and material were not included in the original conception of the database. They were tagged subsequently in a structured randomised sample analysis of 552 images (spread over the entire data base), as it takes more than
eleven weeks per parameter to tag 25,523 images (when 60 seconds are needed per
image).
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> Our 25.500 georeferenced photographs were tagged on a database according to various categories such as locations,
languages, discourse types, sizes, materials, type styles etc.

Figure 3. The Signs of Metropolis database tagging page.

> Which then allows to search for very specific combinations of parameters and analyse the data.

Figure 4. A Signs of Metropolis database results page.
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5. Theoretical Approaches
Two theoretical approaches are applied here for the foundational analysis as well as the case study of genres in shop types: One is the concept
of discourse types by Scollon and Scollon (2003) which categorises different text types and their functions and helps to grasp and describe
the diversity of writing in urban space. The other approach is based
on genre-related concepts that help to understand how forms represent
communicative functions of texts in order to create meaning. A closer
look at the two perspectives and how they are connected reveals the following basic aspects.

5.1. Discourse Types
Scollon and Scollon (ibid.) have identified four discourse types for the
visible signs and texts in urban spaces: The regulatory, infrastructural,
commercial, and transgressive discourses. Regulatory signs are the ones
announcing rules and prohibitions the compliance of which can be enforced by law, as, for instance, in the case of traffic signs. Infrastructural signs inform the public and organise the infrastructure, such as
timetables at train stations or signs indicating institutions like schools.
Commercial signs refer to shops, companies, and advertising. All shop
signs, advertising posters, billboards, and price tags belong to this category. Transgressive signs are applied in an unauthorised way and superimpose the other discourses, such as graffiti and stickers (cf. ibid.,
p. 181). In the Signs of the Metropolis project (Ziegler et al., 2018, p. 78f)
a fifth discourse type was added: the commemorative discourse, which
commemorates people, dates, or events in an urban space, such as name
plaques on monuments (Figure 5).
Regulatory

Infrastructural

Commercial

Transgressive

Commemorative

Figure 5. Sample images for the discourse types in the Signs of the Metropolis data
corpus.

5.2. Genres
The concepts related to genre are a very different approach which
promises to be useful when looking at visual artefacts. For, although
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“all of us know intuitively that generic classifications never quite work”
(Briggs and Bauman, 1992, p. 132), “the realities in and amongst which
we live are not transparently conveyed to us but are mediated by systems of representation” (Frow, 2015, p. 20). Genres can be understood
as reception and production patterns (cf. Bauman, 2001, p. 58) which
give access to “form-function-meaning-interrelationships” (Briggs and
Bauman, 1992, p. 143) of designed artefacts. They provide conceptual
orientation frameworks and variable sets of prototypical elements that
communicative actors use to create discourse (cf. Hanks, 1987, pp. 670,
681) and to position themselves socially (cf. Spitzmüller, 2013, p. 237f).
The point that Delin, Bateman, and Allen are making for typographically designed print documents is equally applicable to typographically
designed texts in urban space; when the authors point out: “the documents look different, and contain different language forms, because
they are intended to do different things” (Delin, Bateman, and Allen,
2003, p. 55). Central to the genre concept are the characteristics of visible patterns (Wehde, 2000, p. 119) and repetition (Briggs and Bauman,
1992, p. 148). In fact, the repetition of combinations of visible patterns
(cf. ibid.) of graphetic resources leads to similar interpretations that can
constitute genres (cf. Spitzmüller, 2013, p. 247). Therefore, genres are
links to previous, following, or simultaneous expressions and discourses
of a similar kind, likewise for links to other places, peoples, positions,
and times (Briggs and Bauman, 1992, p. 147f).
What makes genre construction in the analysis of social dimensions
of typographetic artefacts in urban space so intriguing is the fact that
meanings are discursively produced and interpreted. Genres are constantly (re)created in shared experiences of repetitive attributions to
recognisable and interpretable visible forms. However, due to the fact
that inventories of knowledge, social spaces, knowledge of languages
and writing systems, geographical references, cultural and historical experiences, typographical socialisation, values and attitudes all diverge
between people who produce and read graphic signs (cf. Spitzmüller,
2013, p. 245), there is always a fragmentary remnant—something that
remains open. Genres have peculiarities, riddles, a scope for interpretation, a need for request, contextualisation, and translation. This combination of significant unity and meaningful openness makes genres in
urban spaces a means of reflection on communicative goals, social positions, and identities.
It must be noted that genre is an intricate field of investigation because references are complex, fixed taxonomies never fit in full and
can even be dangerously reductionistic. Most importantly: No single
graphic resource relates to any definite meaning. Typographic artefacts
need to be analysed in context. Nevertheless, the visible urban landscape
is a visually mediated world in which patterns are formed, and genres
can be thought of as visual patterns that provide sign recipients a degree
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of orientation in urban space. The focus is on the question of what sign
producers and recipients do with certain combinations of typographic
resources in a certain setting in order to create discourse.

5.3. The Combined Approach
What both approaches have in common is that both, the foundational
analysis on discourse types as well as the case study on genres, look at
prototypical typographetic elements that form patterns in the data. In
this sense, the concepts are connected. In the foundational analysis, the
search for repeated patterns occurs on a very substantial level distinguishing discourse types and indicating different text functions. In the
case study on shop types, the investigation focusses on how prototypical typographic elements create genres in different product and service
sectors.
Nonetheless, discourse types and genres are different things, or better, they have been created to do different things and solve different
problems. Possibly, discourse types, genres, text types, and graphic parameters can be understood as a cascading structural model of thought
and not as a fixed sequence of specific occurrences that are firmly bound
to one another. Some graphic realisations (such as stickers, for example) occur in many discourse types, genres, and text types. However,
they are significantly more common in some and do not occur at all in
others. The details of this will be presented in the results.

6. Analytical Framework
Eleven parameters are defined for the analysis of typographic artefacts
in urban spaces in order to investigate how discourse types, genres, and
text functions differ in their graphic appearance. Some of the parameters such as languages, script systems, and sign types include all individual occurrences found in the Signs of Metropolis data corpus—and are therefore in some respects already results. Other parameters such as type
styles, sizes, colours, or mounting height are set categories that combine individual occurrences into larger groups. This paper will focus
on presenting the results of the following parameters: discourse types,
languages, script systems, type styles, colours, and materials. Furthermore, it presents an integrated comparison of the northern and southern
neighbourhoods of the Ruhr cities.
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I. Location of the Sign (8)5
Four streets in the North: Duisburg-Marxloh, Essen-Altendorf, BochumHamme, Dortmund-Nordstadt;
Four streets in the South: Duisburg-Dellviertel, Essen-Rüttenscheid,
Bochum-Langendreer, Dortmund-Hörde.

II. Discourse Type (5)
Regulatory, Infrastructural, Commercial, Transgressive, Commemorative.

III. Languages (53)
Albanian, Amharic, Arabic, Armenian, Azerbaijanian, Bosnian, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian,
Icelandic, Igbo, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Kurdish,
Latin, Lingala, Malaysian, Nepali, Non-standard, Norwegian, Persian,
Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Shona, Sinhalese, Slovakian, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tamil, Thai, Turkish,
Ukrainian.

IV. Script Systems (14)
Arabic, Cyrillic, Devanagari, Ge’ez, Greek, Hangul (to write Korean), Hanzi/CJK characters (to write Chinese), Hebrew, Kanji-KanaHiragana (to write Japanese), Latin, Malayalam, Sinhalese, Tamil, Thai.

V. Type Styles (7)
Serif, Sans-Serif, Slab-Serif, Scriptural, Blackletter, Decorative, (plus actual handwriting in tags and graffiti).6
5. This figure refers to the number of categories in this parameter in the present
study (8 = eight city districts).
6. For the foundational analysis of the discourse types, a simple classification of
type styles was used for reasons of feasibility in the tagging of the 25,523 images. It
is based on a reduced version of the DIN classification (Nr. 16518/1964) (cf. Schauer,
1975) considering the five main groups differentiated by “form” as described by Willberg (2001, p. 49) plus two other groups: decorative and actual handwriting. For
more in-depth investigations into specific aspects of typeface use and connotations,
it will be necessary to differentiate each of these groups further. It would be useful
to consider the differentiation by “style” (dynamic, static, geometric) (ibid., p. 49) or
to implement an even more fine-grained system as suggested by Pool (2017; 2020),
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VI. Size (4)
> 100, < 100, < 10, < 1 square metre.

VII. Colours (14)
Primary colours: Red (R), Blue (BL), and Yellow (Y); secondary colours:
Green (G), Orange (OR), Purple (PU); achromatic colours: White (W),
Black (BK), and Grey (GR); mixed colours: Brown (BR) and Pink (P);
emulated material colours: Silver (SI) and Gold (GO); actual Material
Colour (MC) (e.g., lettering in metal, stone, or wood).

VIII. Materials (14)
Plastic, Foil, Metal, Paper, Paint, Fabric, Glass, Tiles, Stone, Plaster,
Enamel, Wood, Screen, and Light.

IX. Sign Type (50)
Handwritten letters (3): Handwriting, Signwriting, Facade painting/
Graffiti;
Composed letters (4): Paper cut-out, Mosaic lettering, Stencil lettering, Embroidery;
Printed letters (8): Printed on Paper, Cardboard, Fabric, Enamel,
Metal, Plastic, Adhesive foil, Stickers;
Moulded letters (2): Relief lettering, Debossed lettering;
Subtractively formed letters (5): Cut-out lettering, Stone-carving,
Wood-carving, Glass-engraving, Metal-engraving;
Additively formed letters (7): Metal casting, Inlay lettering, Threedimensional letters hollow, Three-dimensional letters solid, Wroughtiron lettering, Rendered lettering (in plaster), Modular plastic plug-in
systems;
Illuminated and movable letters (21): Illuminated three-dimensional
lettering, Lightboxes, Facade lightbox bands, Sign boxes, Cantilevers,
Cubes, Slide Lightboxes, Vitrines, City-light-poster, Advertising pillars,
Pylons, Advertising towers, or mast systems, Roof lettering, Neon signs,

incorporating type width (condensed—extended), weight (ultra light—ultra bold),
italic angle (upright—italic), serifs (serif/sans serifs), in the case of serifs: the shape
of the serifs (small, fine, pointed, strong, half), and serif curves (none, outside, inside), the overall stroke contrast (low—high), and type of contrast (expansion/static—
translation/dynamic).
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Glass-only neon signs, Analogue information boards, Digital information boards, LED signs, Screen displays, Fabric coverings, Large-scale
facade advertising.7

X. Integration Into the Architectural Context and Mounting Height
In order to analyse the integration of the typographic signs into the architecture, the placement of the signs in the built-up space is considered
in two ways: On the one hand, the material integration, meaning the
physical connection with the built-up structure. On the other hand, the
visual integration, looking at how the design of the written information
takes the surrounding facade proportions, materials, and colours into
account. These two perspectives provide indications of the degree of the
“semiotic intrusion” (Scollon and Scollon, 2003, p. 113). Furthermore,
this parameter discusses the indexicality of signs, their production of
meaning through the place of montage (cf. ibid., p. 30).

XI. Graphic Composition and Density of the Visual Surface
The graphic composition is analysed with the concept of visual literacy along some of the pairs of opposites developed by Dondis (1973,
p. 16): balance versus instability, symmetry versus asymmetry, regularity versus irregularity, unity versus fragmentation, reduction versus
complexity, static versus dynamic, subtlety versus expressiveness, consistency versus variation, flatness versus depth (layering), singularity
versus confrontation. The density of the visual surface is analysed based
on the concepts of horror vacui by Gombrich (1984: 80) and amor vacui by
Mortelmans (2005, p. 21). Furthermore, the design principles of “chunking” (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler, 2003, p. 40) and “grouping” (Elam,
2004, p. 10) of information on visual surfaces are considered, grounded
on the research by Cowan (2000) stating that the short-term memory
of most viewers can process four elements (plus/minus one) most efficiently.

Sample Size
The first six parameters are tagged and quantitatively analysed based
on all the 25,523 images of the Signs of the Metropolis database. The parameters colour and material are tagged and analysed in a randomised
sample study across the entire database with a sample size of 100–181
7. The 50 sign types (or lettering) found in the Signs of the Metropolis data corpus
where clustered, termed, and described based on the work of Stötzner (2000, p. 34),
Haslam (2011), and Fischer et al. (2007). The very best has been done to find the
equivalent English terms.
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images per discourse type. The last three parameters are analysed qualitatively based on all 25,523 images. The parameter sign type is sampled
across the entire database, the typical occurrences clustered in every discourse type and systematically visually analysed. The integration into
the architectural context and mounting height, as well as the graphic
composition and density of the visual surface, are discussed in a qualitative analysis of prototypical examples after reviewing the complete
database.

7. Results: Discourse Types
This foundational analysis focusses on the apparent typographetic differences in the five discourse types in the Ruhr area. The objective is
to identify whether heaped occurrences and prototypical combinations
of graphic resources are linked to the communicative objectives in the
discourse types. Following the presentation of the overall occurrence of
discourse types, the language and script system distribution, the results
on the use of type styles, colours, materiality, and sign types are presented. Subsequently, the graphic composition and integration of the
signs into the architectural context as well as the differences between
northern and southern neighbourhoods are discussed.

7.1. Occurrence, Language, and Script System Distribution
7.1.1. Overall Occurrence
The overall distribution of the 25,523 images in the five discourse types
shows that most signs are—as to be expected—commercial with 49.2%.
Less expected, the transgressive signs are the second largest group, with
38.99%. This result is insofar surprising as the authorities impose fines
for transgressive signage—if one is caught in the act. The next two
largest groups are the infrastructural signs with 6.7% and the regulatory
with 4.95%. The by far smallest group are the commemorative signs
with only 0.16%.

7.1.2. Language Distribution
Fifty-three languages occur in our data. However, considering that primary school children in Essen speak more than 100 first languages altogether (cf. Baur, Chlosta, Ostermann, and Schroeder, 2004, p. 98), this
means many languages are lived and spoken in the Ruhr area that are
not visible on the walls (cf. Schmitz, 2018, p. 153). About 66% of the
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texts are German, 20% English, 4% Turkish. All the other 50 language
occurrences together make up 10%.
Regarding the language distribution, the commercial discourse type
is the most multilingual showing 42 of all the 53 languages in our data
set, with 32.43% of the texts in non-German languages. The infrastructural and regulatory discourse types are overwhelmingly in German:
85.2% of the infrastructural and 93.7% of the regulatory signs are in German. The infrastructural discourse type—the discourse organising all
the public infrastructure from schools and kindergartens to state organs
and institutions—only shows 17 languages and regulatory signs only six
languages. The transgressive signs are again more versatile and show 30
languages. 34.4% of the transgressive texts show English texts and only
56.2% German texts. The commemorative signs show six languages, of
which 24% are non-German (Figure 6).
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7.1.3.

Script System Distribution

Nonstandard
Other are 14 script systems in our data. The 13 script systems beyond
There
Latin make up only 1.2% of our entire data set. 98.82% of all texts are
in the Latin script. Arabic is the most common script after Latin, it accounts for 0.45% of all occurrences, and 0.7% comprise all the other 12
script systems. For the most multilingual region and biggest migration
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area in Germany, this is a surprisingly low and not very multifaceted
outcome. The greatest occurrence of 0.8% of scripts beyond Latin is
again in the commercial discourse type, which shows that multiscripturality in our data is strongly linked to trade. Multiscriptural signs appear mostly in signs of food markets, restaurants, and translation agencies. Regulatory signs show 0%, infrastructural 0.03%, transgressive
0.2%, and commemorative 0.01% script systems beyond Latin.

7.2. Type Styles, Colours, Materiality, Sign Types, Graphic Composition, and Integration of the Signs into the Architectural Context
In the following section, the five discourse types will be looked at individually. The results of the used type styles, colours, materials, and sign
types, as well as some insights into the graphic composition and the integration of the signs into the architectural context, will be presented in
summaries. It is important to note that the photographed items often
show more than one colour or type style, so that the total occurrence
does not add up to 100%.
(In Figures 7–11 we use the following notation conventions: Type
style abbreviations: Sans Serif typefaces (Sans), Handwriting in tags
and graffiti (Handw.), Decorative typefaces (Decor.), Slab-Serif typefaces (Slab), Blackletter (Blackl.).
Material abbreviations: Fabric
(Fabr.), Plaster (Plas.), Enamel (Enam.). Colour abbreviations: White
(W), Black (BK), Red (R), Blue (BL), Yellow (Y), Green (G), Orange
(OR), Purple (PU), Brown (BR), Pink (P), Grey (GR), Silver (SI), Gold
(GO), Material Colour (MC).)

7.2.1. Regulatory Signs: Sans Serif Typefaces, Primary Colours, and Metal
The regulatory signs (Figure 7) announce rules and make laws visible
in urban space. In our data, they do this for 98% in sans serif typefaces.
The top-down governmental communication is not only monolingual in
German and monoscriptural in Latin; it is also mono sans serif; usually,
with one type style per item. Sans serif typefaces are formally reduced
to the essentials in line with the regulatory text content: without unnecessary decorative elements. The most prevalent typeface in the group
of sans serif type styles is the DIN font, which is specified in the road
traffic regulations for public signage in Germany and can be found in
all expected contexts in regulatory (and infrastructural) signs.
Looking at colour, it is surprising that regulatory signs almost exclusively use primary colours (blue, red, and yellow), as well as black and
white. The colours are assigned to a specific warning, directional, and
regulatory function.
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Concerning the graphic composition, the regulatory discourse type is
remarkable for its reduction, symmetry, and statics. The majority of the
signs show great balance, regularity, and consistency. The low information density reduced colourfulness and the lack of layering results in the
flatness of the visual surfaces. With regard to the compositional richness, the regulatory signs, by and large, show the lowest density with
few focal points on the visual surfaces.
The analysis of the materiality shows that the different discourses
in urban space markedly use different materials to communicate their
contents. Three of the five discourse types show different primary materials to realise their messages. Regulatory information stands out in
so far that about 80% of it appears on metal signs. In addition to the
dominant ‘metal plate parade’, there are nine other sign types, which is
not a wide variety compared to the overall 50 different sign types found
in our data.
Concerning the integration of the signs into the architectural context,
most signs in the regulatory and infrastructural discourse type belong to
one of two groups: On the one hand, signs that are mounted on metal
posts independently of buildings in the urban space show accordingly a
low level of material and visual integration. They do not take into account
the colours, materials, and building proportions of the built environment
and form a ‘forest of signs’ specific to Germany. On the other hand, many
signs are placed directly on objects and places of relevance, which are materially firmly integrated but visually stand out very conspicuously from
the surrounding space, such as “Danger”-signs on high-voltage electrical
boxes. The semiotic interference of these two groups is high; they regulate and organise community life. The smooth running of the urban infrastructure and the functioning of the transport system depends on their
visibility and legibility. Their appearance and, in case of traffic signs,
their height of two metres at which they are installed, is regulated by law.
Human lives may depend on the visibility and functionality of this group
of signs. In other countries, this high standardisation of regulatory signs
can be quite different or is generally lower.

7.2.2.

Infrastructural Signs: Sans Serif Typefaces, Primary and Secondary
Colours, Metal, Plastic, and Paper

The infrastructural signs (Figure 8) inform the public and organise the
infrastructure. Similar to the regulatory, the infrastructural discourse
type shows an astonishing 99% of sans serif typefaces, and most signs
only use one typeface.
In terms of colour, the infrastructural discourse type adds the secondary colours (green, orange, and purple) to the primary colours (blue,
red, and yellow), as well as black and white. The colours in the infrastructural discourse type are again part of a functional and convention-
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alised system and have explicit semiotic tasks: Red can be found on
prohibition and danger signs, blue on most regulation signs, blue and
yellow on directional signs, brown on tourist signs, all additional traffic
signs are in black and white.
In terms of graphic composition, the infrastructural discourse type
shows very different visual surfaces. Some signs are significantly reduced and static, similar to most regulatory signs, with high symmetry,
regularity, and consistency. Other signs, like timetables or city maps,
show higher complexity and irregularity. Concerning the abundance of
the visual surface, the infrastructural discourse type also shows a low
density of focal points in the majority of cases.
In the analysis of materiality, the infrastructural signs represent a
wider range than regulatory ones. Besides metal signs (which make up
more than 30%), many texts are realised in plastics, on paper, or in adhesive foil. The infrastructural discourse shows considerable diversity with
30 out of 50 sign types, including many printed letters on metal, paper,
plastic, and foil, a large group of moulded letters, a few movable and illuminated letters (such as pylons, and different information boards).
Concerning the integration of signs into the architectural context,
most signs in the infrastructural discourse type also belong to one of the
two groups previously described for the regulatory discourse type: Independent signs on metal posts as well as signs permanently mounted at
the locations of their relevance. In addition, there is a third group, however, that interacts with the architectural environment in a completely
different way. These texts on institutions such as courts, schools, or
community centres are highly individual and sensibly integrated into
the built environment in a material, visual, and thematic way. The lettering appears to be precisely designed to match the colours, materials,
facade proportions as well as the historical periods and areas of responsibility of the institutions. They visibly communicate stable, long-lasting
values, but they do not have to advertise or compete for the attention
of walk-in customers. Nor does the life-saving intervention depend on
their instant recognisability. Therefore, a citizens’ office can elegantly
mark its entrance with grey letters on grey stone, whereas a fire-fighter
water access, visually much less integrated, requires a bright red text on
a white background with a strong red frame.

7.2.3.

Commercial Signs: All Type Styles, a Wide Range of Colours, Foil, Paper,
Plastic, and Light

Commercial signs (Figure 9) announce shops and companies, advertise
products and services, and tempt consumption. Here we find the widest
variety of type styles: In addition to 84% sans serif typefaces there are
27% serif, 18% scriptural, 9% decorative, 2% blackletter, and 2% slab serif
typefaces, and 6% actual handwriting. Most of the signs show more than
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Infrastructural Signs
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one type style, on average, 1.5 typefaces per sign. Commercial signs
advertise, seduce, and compete. They indicate varying product groups
and communicative actors and a variety of expressive typographic forms
supports this endeavour.
Also concerning the use of colour, the commercial discourse type is
the most multifaceted, with the broadest colour spectrum and the most
occurrences of an average of 3.3 colours per sign. In addition to primary
and secondary colours, a wide variety of mixed colours can be found,
such as brown and pink, as well as silver and gold. This colour diversity is equivalent to the diversity of languages, script systems, and type
styles. It serves the purpose of distinction, genre indication, and the
achievement of individual communicative goals.
In terms of graphic composition, many commercial signs show high
complexity, dynamism, and expressiveness. Layering and variation
function as driving compositional principles in advertising. Concerning
the richness of the visual surface, the commercial discourse type often
shows visual surfaces that correspond absolutely to the four (plus/minus
one) principles (cf. Cowan, 2000). Some very reduced visual surfaces
create social distinction or sublimity through emptiness (cf. Mortelmans, 2005). Likewise, there are very dense, crowded visual surfaces,
particularly when entire shop fronts are understood as one visual surface. The comparison of the discourse types shows that abundance, superimposition, density, and proximity of the graphic elements on the visual surface can be found especially in commercial (as well as transgressive) signs. The question arises whether selling and seducing attempts
to create intimacy and familiarity through typographic proxemics. The
density of graphic elements might correlate with the desired closeness to
the customer. In opposition to this, the regulatory and commemorative
types of discourse create distance, demarcation and authority through
much clearer and emptier visual surfaces.
In the investigation of materiality, the commercial discourse type
shows 36% adhesive foil, 32% paper, 25% plastic, 7% light signs and
hardly any metal. This range is reflected in the sign types found. Commercial signs show the broadest spectrum with 48 of 50 sign types. On
the one hand there are the most extensive occurrences of paper prints,
foil inscriptions, stickers, and handwritten notes. On the other hand,
all the big, cost-intensive, illuminated and moving lettering techniques
(from neon signs to lightboxes, building high hoardings, and digital billboards), which do not occur in the commemorative, transgressive, or
(with a single exception) in the regulatory discourse type can be found
in the commercial signs. Correspondingly, most of the characters that
are larger than 10 m² are also found here. The commercial signs in urban space show the widest variety concerning their integration into the
built-up environment. The visual integration is often lower and the
semiotic interference higher, since the attention of the sign recipients
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is intensively sought, under highly competitive pressure. This group of
signs, like the regulatory group, wants to be clearly visible, but not for
safety reasons, but to seduce.
The massive diversity observed on the design of visual surfaces
inshop signage raises the question to what extent high and low visual/material integration is related to factors such as laypeople versus trained graphic design, social strata, neighbourhoods, geographical regions, product genres, and the goals of the communicative actors.
(Whereby, it became clear in the broader data analysis that it is not the
money spent that makes a sign functional, aesthetic, and effective in urban space, but rather the appropriate means of expression in relation to
the communicative needs and contexts under consideration of the architectural surroundings.)
In terms of indexicality, the commercial discourse type differs
greatly from the regulatory and infrastructural one. In addition to texts
that develop their meaning from the particular location of their montage, such as the names and labels of the shops, services, and products
that can be purchased exactly at the place where the sign is attached,
there is a second group of advertising spaces which refer to events or
products that are not connected to the place of the attachment of the
sign whatsoever.

7.2.4. Transgressive Signs: Handwriting and Decorative Typefaces, a Wide
Range of Colours, Stickers, and Paint
Transgressive signs (Figure 10) superimpose, they interfere with or fight
against other discourses (and sometimes advertise without permission).
Like the commercial discourse, transgressive signs show a huge variety
of scriptural forms, particularly decorative typefaces. 57% of the items
show handwriting in tags and graffiti, 39% sans serif, 18% decorative, 9%
serif, 8% scriptural, 7% slab serif, and 1% blackletter typefaces. The transgressive discourse expresses political attitudes, ideological positions, social concerns, scene affiliations, and rivalling sport club allegiances. This
requires expressive and connotatively strongly charged letterforms. Creativity and individuality take precedence over legibility. Many stickers
show more than one typeface, on average, 1.5 per item.
Similar to the commercial discourse, transgressive texts show a wide
spectrum of colours. Concerning the graphic composition, transgressive stickers show the highest complexity in comparison to all other discourse types. The small space and the low demand for legibility on stickers often lead to intense layering, compositional dynamics, high variation, and expressiveness. The materiality of transgressive signs is spread
out over two big and one small group: 52% adhesive foil (stickers), 45%
paint (tags and graffiti), and 3% paper. With this high number of stick-
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Figure 9. The images show commercial signs in the Ruhr Metropolis. The
graphs show the distribution of type styles, colours, and materials in the commercial discourse type.
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ers, the transgressive discourse has the largest group of tiny items, with
57% under 20 cm².
Transgressive signs are by design not visually integrated into the architectural context; they explicitly do not take into account surrounding
facade proportions, materials, and colours, but resist and overwrite the
given. They often aim for high visibility, but not for safety reasons (as
in the regulatory and infrastructural discourse) nor to advertise products (as in the commercial discourse), but to mark the territory, express
political positions, and social agendas and give visibility to subcultures
as well as popular cultures. In that, few signs refer specifically to the
location of their placement.

7.2.5. Commemorative Signs: Serif Typefaces and Blackletter, Lots of Material
Colour, Metal, and Stone
Commemorative signs (Figure 11) materialise the memories of people,
dates, and events in urban space. They occur in six of seven type styles,
not showing any slab serif typefaces, however. With 5% they show the
largest percentage of blackletter in memorial plaques on buildings and
with 23% a high occurrence of serif typefaces, mainly in stone inscriptions. Remarkably, the commemorative discourse shows minimal colour
overall. 49% of all items have the colours of the underlying materials,
such as stone, cast iron, or plaster. This indicates that the culture and
practice of remembrance is a subtle and quiet activity. Not only in this
respect commemorative signs in urban space form a kind of visual antithesis to the loud, colourful, and attention-seeking commercial signs.
Many visual surfaces of commemorative signs are characterised by
great balance, symmetry, regularity, and simplicity. Commemorative
graphic surfaces often show static lines of centre aligned text. While
regulatory signs cultivate the emptiness of the visual surface in order
to achieve clear visibility, in commemorative visual surfaces, however,
they seem to aim more at sublimity, quiet appreciation, and distinction
from the other groups of signs.
Commemorative signs show a wide range of materials, amounting to
uniquely high quantities in materials such as metal (26%), stone (10%),
enamel (about 3%), and plaster (also 3%). The 13 sign types reflect these
exceptionally high material occurrences: There are stone engravings,
metal cast plaques, forged iron letters, stone mosaics, plaster reliefs, and
facade paintings, all of which are very rare in all the other discourse types
(or, such as stone inscriptions and plaster reliefs, do not occur at all). This
suggests that certain materials and sign types in urban space can crossrefer to the kinds of texts and discourses that passers-by are facing in urban space. Furthermore, it shows how the materiality of signs and their
value is linked to the functions of the text. In this case, the longevity of
stone is associated with the intention of long-lasting memory.
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Figure 10. The images show transgressive signs in the Ruhr Metropolis. The
graphs show the distribution of type styles, colours, and materials in the transgressive discourse type.
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The relationship of commemorative signs to the architecture is singular. Many signs are inextricably integrated into the built-up space
in an almost inseparably stable way. Likewise, the visual integration is
extraordinarily high (and, correspondingly, the semiotic interference is
low), as many signs are in material colour. Furthermore, a unique number of commemorative texts are not in the field of vision, but placed
below waist height, on the floor, or above head height. Commemorative
signs do not need to be clearly visible for safety reasons, nor do they
compete with each other. Therefore, the practice of reminiscence can
take place very discreetly and silently, in durable, uncoloured materials. Public discussions about the mounting heights of commemorative
signs, whether commemorated people are “trampled underfoot,” when
signs are located in the ground8 or whether one can encounter commemorated people “at eye level” in a stele9 instead, are indications of
the considerable importance of these design decisions.

7.3. Interim Conclusion: The Discourse Types in Comparison
In conclusion, the results of the discourse type analysis so far suggest
that, despite overlaps, different core materials and prototypical combinations of typographetic resources indicate discourses in urban space
(Figure 11). In broad strokes, the regulatory discourse is characterised
by many metal signs, black, white, and primary colours as well as sans
serif typefaces, mainly the DIN typeface. The infrastructural discourse
shows a lot of metal, plastic, and paper, as well as primary and secondary
colours, and 99% of it remain in sans serif typefaces. The commercial
discourse has the greatest diversity in languages and writing systems
as well as in type styles, colours, and sign types, with the primary materials being foils, papers, and plastics. The transgressive discourse is
the least diverse in sign types and materials (it occurs only in stickers
and graffiti tags), but shows the widest variety in decorative typefaces
and colours. The commemorative discourse displays high percentages
of serif typefaces as well as the highest percentages of blackletter typefaces. With half of the signs in material colours, it is characterised by
unique sign types such as cast metal, forged letters, and stone inscriptions. Accordingly, it becomes apparent that four out of five discourse
types mainly use different materials to realise their messages: regulatory (metal signs), commercial (plastic, foil, paper), transgressive (stickers and paint), and commemorative (wrought iron, cast metal, stone).
8. Cf. Jakob Wetzel: Debatte um Stolpersteine: Gedenken, das entzweit. Süddeutsche Zeitung. 13. Oktober 2014. (https://perma.cc/D6Z3-XNNP) (retrieved 16 December 2020)
9. Cf. Myriam Siegert (12.11.2018): Gedenken an Nazi-Opfer, Wieder Debatte um
Stolpersteine—32 neue verlegt. Abendzeitung München. (https://perma.cc/MUK3-34VM
(retrieved 16 December 2020)
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Figure 11. The images show commemorative signs in the Ruhr Metropolis. The
graphs show the distribution of type styles, colours, and materials in the commemorative discourse type.
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For each discourse type, certain combinations of graphetic resources
are more common than in others. This finding reveals that the combinations are related to and serve the communicative goals of the sign
producers in the respective discourses. The regulatory type of discourse
requires standardisation, stringency, and clarity in graphic terms to ensure readability. The commercial discourse type requires a high diversity of typographic means to indicate goods and service providers
under competitive pressure in a dense visual landscape. On the smallest canvases of transgressive stickers, the greatest creative freedom is
enjoyed without limitations by legibility issues. Rich compositions, as
well as connotatively strongly charged letterforms, are beneficial for the
expression of political positions, social agendas, and scene affiliations.
Commemorative signs show little colour, are firmly integrated into the
architectural environment, and are made of extraordinarily durable materials that reflect intentions of long-lasting memory. Infrastructural
signs are less prototypical and somewhere in the middle between standardised regulatory signs, commercial lightboxes and highly integrated,
individual, valuable commemorative signs.
These prototypical typographic differences in the design of prohibitions, warnings, wayfinding, advertisements, protests, and memories indicate the groundwork as well as the meaning creation of typographetic
resources in urban space. Since certain combinations of graphetic resources are more common in some discourses than in others, it can be assumed that these combinations give passers-by in urban space an indication of what kind of message they might be encountering. Furthermore,
it can be assumed that the use of appropriate and customary graphic resources helps the sign producers to gain the sign recipients trust and
understanding.
Beyond that, the graphetic differences analysed indicate in some respects that the classification proposed by Scollon and Scollon (2003) is
valid. This very broad foundational analysis of discourse types, with
more than 25,523 images, focusses mainly on aspects of the para- and
micro-typographic level. For the following case studies with smaller
sample sizes the meso- and macro-typographic levels (cf. Stöckl, 2004,
p. 22f) are to be taken into greater consideration.

7.4. Differences Between Northern and Southern Neighbourhoods
7.4.1. Differences in Languages, Script Systems, Colours, and Type Styles
The comparison of the four northern and four southern districts reveals
several significant differences (Figure 13). With regard to the distribution of languages, the North is more diverse. On the one hand, the northern districts have fewer monolingual occurrences. Furthermore, the two
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Figure 12. Three graphs showing the differences in the distribution of type
styles, materials, and colours between the five discourse types in the Ruhr Metropolis.
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largest language groups, German and English, are slightly less represented in the North. Accordingly, the North shows a greater number
and variety of non-German and non-English texts (17.8%) in comparison to the South (12.4%). Western and southern European languages
such as French, Italian, and Spanish are about twice as common in the
South. In contrast, the more recent migrant languages such as Turkish
and Arabic are about five times more common in the North (cf. Ziegler
et al., 2018, p. 65). Overall, of the 53 found languages, 44 are visible in
the North and 41 in the South.10

Languages distribution
The 15 most frequent language occurrences in the Ruhr Metropolis in comparison of the northern and southern districts
North

South

North

German 67.1%

English 18.1%

English 20.5%

Turkish 9.1%

Turkish 1.6%

French 0.9%

French 1.9%

Italian 1.1%

Italian 1.7%

Spanish 0.7%
Arabic 1.5%

Spanish 1.3%
Arabic 0.3%

Latin 0.4%

Latin 0.7%

Polish 0.4%

Polish 0.6%

Nonstandard 0.3%
Dutch 0.3%
Chinese 0.2%
Japanese 0.2%
Russian 0.2%
Greek 0.3%
Duisburg-Marxloh
Essen-Altendorf
Bochum-Hamme
Dortmund-Nordstadt

South

German 64.1%

Nonstandard 0.4%
Dutch 0.4%
Chinese 0.3%
Japanese 0.4%
Russian 0.3%
Greek 0.2%
Duisburg-Innenstadt
Essen-Rüttenscheid
Bochum-Langendreer
Dortmund-Hörde

Figure 13. The different distribution of the 15 most frequent language occurrences in the Ruhr Metropolis based on a comparison of the northern and southern districts.

In the distribution of writing systems, the North shows texts in 13
script systems, which is just one more than the South. However, 58.4%
of the occurrences of script systems beyond Latin are located in the
North, thus offering more script system diversity. Strikingly, the writing systems are distributed very unevenly: Arabic is found at a rate of
92.72% in the North; Hànzì, Kanji/Hiragana/Katakana, and Hangul for
10. The North has no Igbo, Irish, Lingala, Malay, Norwegian, Shona, Swahili, Thai,
and Hungarian. The South has no Albanian, Amharic, Armenian, Azerbaijani, Bulgarian, Estonian, Finnish, Indonesian, Catalan, Nepali, Sinhalese, and Ukrainian. However, the occurrences of these languages in the respective region of comparison are
also small, ranging from one to 13 occurrences.
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writing Chinese, Japanese, and Korean are jointly found in the South
at a rate of 77.9%. Hànzì, Kanji/Hiragana/Katakana, and Hangul are
mainly found in Chinese, Japanese, and Korean restaurants, that are almost exclusively located in the southern neighbourhoods (Figure 14).
Concerning type styles, the regulatory signs show no difference between North and South, as all occurring examples are set in sans serif
typefaces. In the infrastructural signs, the South is slightly more diverse, with more decorative, blackletter, sans serif, and slab serif typefaces as well as more handwriting. In the commercial signs, the North
shows a greater diversity compared to the South with more serif and
decorative typefaces. With an additional small plus of blackletter and
serif typefaces, the North shows more diversity in the commercial signs,
which is the largest discourse type in our data. In the transgressive
signs, the South is more diverse, as more stickers are being placed there
(particularly in Essen-Rüttenscheid), and stickers show a high diversity
of typefaces. In the commemorative discourse, the North is more diverse again, with more decorative and blackletter typefaces as well as
more handwriting.
In a comparison of colour occurrences in the commercial signs, which
are the largest group, the North shows higher occurrences in 11 of 14
colours (all colours except black, grey, and material colour) and is hence
more colourful and diverse than the South (Figure 15).
The visible differences in the graphic parameters seem related to
the social structures of the districts. As research by Ziegler et al.
(ibid.) shows, the North as a whole, especially in the neighbourhoods
of Duisburg-Marxloh and Dortmund-Nordstadt, have the greatest diversity in the population. The two districts show the largest groups of
non-Germans and dual nationals (72.8% in Duisburg-Marxloh and 55.7%
in Dortmund-Nordstadt) and the highest diversity index of 0.8 (cf. ibid.
49). The diversity index (according to Simpson, 1949, p. 688) indicates
the extent of the diversity of the population in a particular area, whereby
“1” represents maximum diversity and “0” represents none (cf. Ziegler
et al., 2018, p. 51). Essen-Rüttenscheid is least characterised by migration, with the proportion of German nationals at 86.1% (cf. ibid. 49) and
the diversity index at the lowest of 0.2 (cf. ibid. 51).
The data analysis shows that the North is graphically as colourful and
diverse as its population structure. In the northern more multicultural
quarters a broader range of visual strategies is used. One might conclude
that the urban space reflects in its graphic signs which social groups inhabit and cultivate a space. It can be stated that in our data, cultural and
linguistic diversity is associated with visual and typographic variance.
Three things stand out in particular in a North-South comparison: (1)
The commercial discourse type in the North is more diverse in colours
and typefaces. It seems interesting to take a closer look at the shops
and their visual strategies that create this diversity. (2) The Duisburg-
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Comparison of the four northern and four southern neighborhoods in languages and writing systems
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Figure 14. Comparison of the northern and southern neighbourhoods with respect to selected languages (non-German, non-English and Turkish texts) and
selected script systems (Arabic, Hànzì, Kanji/Hiragana/Kana, Hangul).

Marxloh district, with the most non-German and Turkish texts, also
shows by far the largest group of decorative typefaces. It seems worth
exploring whether there is a meaningful correlation between these results. In the following, these two notable findings, which have emerged
from the data, will be examined in more detail.

7.4.2. Possible Explanations for the Increased Diversity in the North
The results from the comparison of the northern and southern neighbourhoods show that the North is more diverse in the languages and
script systems as well as in type styles and colours in the commercial
discourse type. However, this result was by no means to be expected.
For it could have been reasonably anticipated that the South is more diverse, as it has the expansive shopping districts (for instance in EssenRüttenscheid), where various elaborate retailers try to distinguish themselves under competitive pressure. Greater colour and typographic diversity could have been expected in the South as well. However, the
graphic plurality in commercial signs is typical of the North. There are
two possible explanations for this.
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Comparison of the four northern and four southern neighborhoods in colours, type styles and population
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Figure 15. Comparison of the northern and southern neighbourhoods with respect to primary and secondary colours, decorative and serif typefaces in the
commercial discourse type, non-German population, and diversity index.

Looking at the kind of shops that are located in the different neighbourhoods, it becomes apparent that there are more owner-operated retail shops in the North and more international chains in the South (Figure 16). It shows that owner-operated shops are characterised by more
individual approaches to sign making; hence the North is more diverse.
Accordingly, the visual appearance of individually owned small grocery
shops, for example, is much more multifaceted in colours and type styles
as well as languages and script systems. Whereas the big international
chains very consciously tend to develop systematic, reduced, neutralising, “one look pleases all” approaches that in times of increasing “blandisation”11 tend to become more similar.
However, this seems to be only half of the explanation. When looking at fashion shops, it turns out that owner-operated retail shops in the
North are still more diverse than owner-operated shops in the South
(Figure 17). Therefore, it is not only small shops as opposed to big
chains that account for the difference here, nor laypeople design (in
11. http://www.eyemagazine.com/feature/article/normcore-inferno
30.09.20).

(retrieved
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small shops) against the design of marketing strategists who develop
the design of big brands. Thus, it might be that some shop owners in
the North follow different aesthetic ideals when creating typographic
spaces (which are to be explored from an epic perspective in interviews
with the sign makers), an aspect which moves us on to the next observation.
Grocery shops in the North

Grocery shops in the South

Figure 16. Small individual grocery shops in the North showing more visual
diversity than big chains in the South.

Owner-operated
fashion shops in the North
> I have two possible explanations:

> Owner-operated retail shops in the north are more diverse than international chains in the south.
> Looking at grocery stores for example:
> The visual appearance of individually owned small shops is much more divers in colours and typestyles (also in languages and
scripts).
> Whereas the big international chains very consciously tend to develop systematic, reduced, neutralising, “one look pleases
all” approaches.
> But …

Owner-operated fashion shops in the South

Figure 17. Individual fashion shops in the North show more visual diversity
than individual fashion shops in the South.

> Making the same comparison with fashion shops:
> This seems to be only half of the truth.
> It is not only small shops against big chains.
> Nor laymen design against marketing strategist.
> Because owner-operated retail shops in the north are still more diverse than owner-operated shops in the south.
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Decorative typefaces in Turkish language texts in Marxloh

Figure 18. A selection of decorative typefaces in Turkish language texts in
Duisburg-Marxloh, top left to bottom right: (a) Hairdresser (Typeface: Victorian,
Letraset Type Studio, 1970s (Letraset 1978: 156)), (b) Cafe (Typeface: Similar
to Bookman, based on Antique Old Style No. 7, 1858, A. C. Phemister, part of the
Letraset Collection (Letraset 1978: 22)), (c) Restaurant (Typeface: Victorian, Letraset Type Studio, 1970s (Letraset 1978: 156)), (d) Cafe (Typeface: Algerian,
Stephenson Blake, 1902, part of the Letraset Collection (Letraset 1978: 110)), (e)
Bakery (Typeface: Arrus, designed for Bitstream by Richard Lipton in 1991), (f)
Music school (Typeface: Fontleroy Brown NF, a so-called ‘retro’ font designed by
Nick Curtis, released in 2009). Information on the typefaces Bookman, Algerian
and Arrus (cf. https://fontsinuse.com (retrieved 30.09.20)), Fontleroy Brown NF
(cf. https://www.myfonts.com/fonts/cheapprofonts/fontleroy-nf-pro/ (retrieved
30.09.20)).
> Making the same comparison with fashion shops:

> This seems to be only half of the truth.
> It is not only small shops against big chains.
> Nor laymen design against marketing strategist.
> Because owner-operated retail shops in the north are still more diverse than owner-operated shops in the south.
> It might
be, that some
shop owners
in the north
follow
aesthetic ideals.
7.4.3.
Decorative
Typefaces
in Turkish
Texts
indifferent
Duisburg-Marxloh
> Which brings me to my next observation …

Comparing the northern and southern neighbourhoods an extraordinarily high number of decorative typefaces in Turkish language texts in the
Weseler Straße of Duisburg-Marxloh emerged from the data. Checking
again all the decorative typefaces in the data set it becomes apparent
that most of the ones in Turkish language texts in Duisburg-Marxloh
are unique; they do not exist in any other language or location in our
data (Figure 18).
There is a variety of 20th century British and American advertising
typefaces, many of them revived for Letraset in the 1960s and 1970s;
however, there are also some newer typefaces. A fair number of them
have swashes and ornamental elements that could be understood as em-
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Decorative typefaces on wedding dress shops in Marxloh

Figure 19. Decorative typefaces in Turkish language texts in signs of wedding
dress shops in Duisburg-Marxloh, top left to bottom right: (a) “Topkapı Gelinlik”
(Topkapi Wedding Dresses) (Typeface: Pretorian (Letraset 1978: 87)), (b) “Stil”
(Typeface: Arnold Böcklin (Letraset 1978: 16)), (c) “Bayar” (Typeface: Roberta),
(d) “Milano” (Typeface: Revue (Letraset 1978: 90)), (e) “Dikelim” (Typeface: Arrus), (f) “Gelinlik & Abiye” (Wedding and Evening Dresses) (Typeface: Titania,
Hass, 1906) (cf. https://fontsinuse.com/typefaces/70908/titania-haas (retrieved
30.09.20)), (g) “Braut Karakaşlar” (Typeface: Tango (Letraset 1978: 154)), (h)
“Tesettür Giyim” (Body-covering clothing) (Typeface: Harlow (Letraset 1978:
129)), (i) “Gelinlik/Brautmoden” (Typeface: Horizon, based on the Star Trek
Logo 1966) (cf. Yves Peters: Typography – The Final Frontier. The Fonts of
Star Trek. Link: https://www.fontshop.com/content/the-typography-of-star-trek
(retrieved 30.09.20)).

ulating something of a calligraphic tradition (reminiscent of Turkey’s
script reform from Arabic to Latin in 1928), but mainly they look ornamental in the style that was popular in the 1960/1970s. The question
is: What is the correlation between the highest number of Turkish language texts and the highest number of decorative typefaces in this part
of town?
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The Miracle of Marxloh
The decorative typefaces are applied in different shops such as bakeries,
cafes, and hairdressers. However, most of them are used in signs of
wedding dress shops (Figure 19). To contextualise this, it is worth considering the history of the bridal gown industry in Duisburg-Marxloh:
When the coal mines and steelworks started closing in the 1970s, the
district was affected by major structural changes for the years to come.
To escape from misery, the community invented a new industry, which
is wedding dress tailoring. There are 25 wedding dress shops and
about 27 adjunct business (without gastronomy) such as bakeries, hairdressers, photo studios, and invitation card printers on the intersection
of Weseler Straße, Kaiser-Friedrich-Straße and Kaiser-Wilhelm-Straße
with customers coming from all over Europe (cf. Gorres, Sucato, and
Yıldırım, 2010, p. 246).
The Typefaces
Looking at the typefaces, it occurs that some of them have been used
widely in famous 1960s and 1970s Turkish movie posters.12 Let us have
a closer look at the typefaces used in the bridal fashion shops and their
use in film posters in the four following examples.
Pretorian
The wedding dress shop “Topkapı Gelinlik” on the Weseler Straße in
Duisburg-Marxloh (Figure 20) uses the typeface Pretorian horizontally
in the words “KUYUMCU,” “TOPKAPI,” “GELİNLİK” as well as vertically framing the door in the words “JUWELIER” and “ABENDKLEIDER”. (The shop name “Topkapı Gelinlik” at the top is set in Cooper
Black.) Pretorian is an early 20th-century British typeface, released by
the foundry P.M. Shanks and Sons, Ltd., The Patent Type Foundry in
London, and received by Letraset as rub-down type in 197613 (“Letraset
Katalog” 1978, p. 87). Pretorian is used multiple times14 for the title designs in movie posters such as Sultan Gelin (The Sultan’s Bride) 1973, Ölmeyen
Şarkı (The song that does not die) 1977, Kibar Feyzo (Gentle Feyzo) 1978 or Aşkın
Gözyaşı (Tears of Love) 1979.
Arnold Böcklin
The wedding dress shop “Stil” (Figure 21) uses the art nouveau typeface Arnold Böcklin. It is named after the Swiss artist Arnold Böcklin
12. Many thanks to Gülşah Edis Kış for the reference to film posters and the fruitful
discussions on the use of typefaces in the city of Istanbul.
13. Cf.
https://fontsinuse.com/\index{typeface}typefaces/26150/pretorian (retrieved 30.09.20).
14. The online archive of the “Center for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.tsa.org.tr)
shows 12 movies using Pretorian between 1960–1979. (retrieved 30.09.20).
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Figure 20. Top left to bottom right: “Topkapı Gelinlik” Wedding Dress Shop
in Duisburg-Marxloh, Movie Posters: Sultan Gelin 1973, Ölmeyen Şarkı 1977, Kibar
Feyzo 1978, Aşkın Gözyaşı 1979.

Figure 21. Top left to bottom right: “Stil”, Movie Posters: Gülizar 1972, Gülizar
1972 (Detail), Oğlum Osman 1973, Eksik Etek 1976.
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(1827–1901) and was released by the foundry Otto Weisert in Germany
in 1904.15 With its organic and flowery shapes, it had a considerable
revival in the 1960s and 1970s and was adopted by many dry-transfer
manufacturers such as Letraset (“Letraset Katalog” 1978, p. 16). It appears on multiple Turkish movie posters in the 1970s such as Gülizar
1972, Oğlum Osman (My son Osman) 1973, and Eksik Etek (The Missing Skirt)
1976.
Roberta
A further exceptional Art Nouveau-style typeface is used in the vertical sign of the wedding dress shop “Bayar” on the Weseler Straße in
Duisburg-Marxloh (Figure 22). The typeface called Roberta is designed
by Bob Trogman in 1962/63 and released by the foundry FotoStar in
the USA. The letter shapes were either inspired by wood type initials
Trogman spotted in a Belgian magazine16 or a Belgian restaurant sign.17
Roberta is again a popular font in the 1960s and 1970s movie posters,
such as Ezo Gelin (The Bride Ezo) 1968, Aşk Sepeti (The Love Basket) 1972, Para
(Money) 1972, and Şaban Oğlu Şaban (Saban the Son of Saban) 1977.
Revue
Another notable example is the typeface Revue designed by Colin Brignall for Letraset England, released in 196818 (ibid., p. 90). It appears on
a fashion shop for men’s evening wear “Milano” (Figure 23) as well as
in offer notices on the window panes of bridal fashion shops19 on the
Weseler Straße in Duisburg-Marxloh. Revue is also the font used in the
title design of a movie titled the Inatçı Gelin (The Stubborn Bride) in 1965,
and Mutlu Ol Yeter (Be happy, that is all I want) 1981.
The Typographic Representation of the Miracle of Duisburg-Marxloh
It appears that the shop owners use these intriguing, lively, and manifold typefaces here to create something particular. Most of these
movies that show typefaces also used on signs in wedding dress shops
in Duisburg-Marxloh already indicated in their titles that they evolve

15. Cf.
https://fontsinuse.com/\index{typeface}typefaces/1142/arnold-boecklin
(retrieved 30.09.20).
16. Cf.
https://drtype.wordpress.com/2013/05/27/origin-of-roberta-font/ (retrieved 30.09.20)
17. Cf. http://www.fontbros.com/families/roberta/styles/fancy-caps (retrieved am
30.09.20).
18. Cf.
https://fontsinuse.com/\index{typeface}typefaces/3485/revue (retrieved
am 30.09.20).
19. Seen on the Weseler Straße in Duisburg-Marxloh at “ag collection” in September 2020.
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Figure 22. Top left to bottom right: “Bayar” Wedding Dress Shop in DuisburgMarxloh, Movie Posters: Ezo Gelin 1968, Ezo Gelin 1968 (Detail), Aşk Sepeti 1972,
Para 1972, Şaban Oğlu Şaban 1977.

around love and lovers overcoming all kinds of obstacles. Like most romantic comedies particularly in that period, they are concerned with
“finding the one” and ultimately marriage (Ölmeyen Şarkı 1977, Eksik Etek
1976, Aşk Sepeti 1972, İnatçı Gelin 1965). They are also concerned with the
search for happiness by leaving the countryside and moving to big cities
(Aşkın Gözyaşı 1979, Kibar Feyzo 1978, Mutlu Ol Yeter 1981)—i.e., the dream
of escaping from poverty. Furthermore, some films address the situation of Turkish labour migrants in Germany, the travelling back and
forth between Turkey and Germany, the contact with German culture,
Turkish-German love relationships, and the migrant work experience
in Germany (Oğlum Osman 1973) as well as the challenges between young
lovers, one of whom grew up in Europe and the other in Turkey (Gülizar
1972).
These typeface choices appear like a typographic representation of
the miracle of Duisburg-Marxloh. They imply a specific historical, geographical, and contextual reference and are characterised by an interesting play with traditions. The typefaces combine connotations to hopes
and dreams on multiple levels: The wonderous saving of Marxloh by inventing a new branch of industry, the dream of a fairy tale wedding that
brides, grooms, and their family entourages might have, whilst shopping
for evening attire for weddings, and the stories that are told in these
movies, of love, of transcending into other spaces and, at times, of being
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Figure 23. Top left to bottom right: Fashion shop for men’s evening wear “Milano” and offer notice on bridal fashion shop “ag collection”, Movie Posters: Inatçı
Gelin 1965, Inatçı Gelin 1965 (Detail), Mutlu Ol Yeter 1981.

liberated from poverty. These hopes are resonating through the streets
of a migrant community in Duisburg-Marxloh by means of the shapes
of these letters.
To deepen and continue this research, some of the key questions
should be: What is the signs producers’ perspective, their motivations
and communicative goals? To what extent are these typeface choices the
result of a conscious decision? Do the shop owners explicitly and consciously make references to movies from the 1970s, or is it more a matter
of a subconscious favouring of popular and iconic lettering of a specific
time and place? To what extent are graphic designers or sign manufacturers involved in recommending typefaces and how consciously (concerning the history of the use of the typeface) are they making these
recommendations? Are there any technical reasons for recommending
certain typefaces over others (such as availability, software, production
techniques)? These questions can only be answered in interviews with
shop owners and sign producers (which will be the next step in my doctoral research).
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8. Results: Shop Types
This case study focusses on the typographic genre indication through
graphetic resources in different shop types in the Ruhr area. The objective is to identify how retail shops that offer various products and
services differ in their typographic visual appearance to create distinction and recognition. It is assumed that different sectors use varying
graphic resources in order to achieve their communicative objectives
and indicate genres, and that typifications occur within certain groups.
The 12,556 commercial signs in the data set identify 711 individual
shops. They form 30 shop types (e.g., jewellers, hairdressers, bakeries,
dry cleaners, gambling halls) that are categorised into five topical clusters ((1) Retail Shops, (2) Beauty Services, (3) Grocery Shops, (4) Repair and Cleaning Services, (4) Entertainment Venues). The shops’
graphetic characteristics are analysed in a detailed visual analysis on imageboards (Figures 24 and 25) of two shop types in each cluster with a
minimum of 20 individual shops per type (35–75 images per shop type).
The imageboard analysis focusses on the grouping and measuring of the
occurrences of shop names, type styles, image motives, colour palettes,
materials, and sign types.

Figure 24. Imageboard (sample slide) from the visual data analysis on type
styles used in jewellery shop signs in the Signs of the Metropolis data.
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Figure 25. Imageboard (sample slide) from the visual data analysis on colours
used in bakery signs in the Signs of the Metropolis data.

8.1. Heterogeneous Forms
The analysis reveals that some shop types show very diverse, heterogeneous visual strategies and hence cannot be differentiated by their
graphetic characteristics alone. In contrast, others do show prevalent
occurrences of typical visual characteristics which allow presuming that
graphetic characteristics visually indicate certain shop types in urban
space.
Shops that exist in high numbers in our data and appear to be the
most diverse and heterogeneous in their visual strategies in the Ruhr
area are 73 hairdressers, 114 fashion shops, and 28 grocery shops (Figure 26). They use a wide range of colours, sign types, and typefaces.
Fashion shops use Comic Sans as well as gothic letter shapes and everything in between without a significant repeated occurrence of particular
type styles. Hairdressers and grocery shops show equally versatile and
colourful visual strategies.
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Shop types with heterogeneous visual strategies
Hair dressers

Fashion shops

Grocery stores

Figure 26. Hairdressers, fashion shops, and grocery shops are three shop types
that show very heterogeneous visual strategies in the Signs of the Metropolis data.

8.2. Homogeneous Forms
Other shop types, however, show prevalent occurrences of typical visual
characteristics, such as 24 jewellery shops, 30 bakeries, and 21 gambling
halls (Figure 27). The following is a brief description of the three shop
types.
Of the 24 jewellery shops, 56% use a serif typeface in their central shop
sign. Contrary to the dominance of sans serif typefaces across all discourse types in our data set, it is impressive how united the group of jewellers are in the prevalent use of serif typefaces in this context of valuable
and expensive goods. This result coincides with the high use of serif typefaces in the study of jewellers’ shops in Antwerp Belgium by Pescatore
Frisk and Pauwels (2019, p. 12). To this very day serif typefaces still refer
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Shop types with typical visual characteristics
Jewellers

Bakeries

Gambling halls

Figure 27. Jewellers, bakeries, and gambling halls are three shop types that show
more homogeneous visual strategies with prevalent occurrences of typical visual
characteristics in the Signs of the Metropolis data.

to value, authority, power, and status (cf. Walker, 2014, p. 44), hinting at
their origin and historical contexts of use as capital inscriptions (Capitals
Monumentalis) in ancient Rome (cf. Sutton and Bartram, 1988, p. 5f). Letterforms carry connotations that convey their places and times of origin
as well as early contexts of use. The communication of value and luxury
in the visual design of jewellery shops is not only generated by the type
styles alone but co-occur with the 48% use of the colour gold in the letters
and by valuably and individually crafted luminous relief letters in 30% of
the shops. 56% of the jewellery shops use no images.
Of 30 bakeries, 40% use a scriptural font in their central shop sign.
Scriptural typefaces reference the movement of the human writing hand
in the letterforms and thereby appear handmade, trustworthy, personal,
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and tangible (cf. Brumberger, 2003, p. 210): Attributes that one equally
wishes from a homemade breakfast roll. 87% of the bakeries use a combination of warm colours such as red, yellow, orange, and brown that
can be linked to associations of heat, baking, oven, and bread. 75% of
the bakeries show pictures like ears of corn, pretzels, and bread loaves.
87% use adhesive foils and lightboxes on their shops. It is apparent from
our data that there is a prototypical visuality in bakeries in the urban
space of the Ruhr area with multiple combinations of the most common graphic parameters in many shops. A scriptural typeface in red
and yellow with picture elements such as ears, windmills, and pretzels
on lightboxes and adhesive foils, should be a fairly reliable indicator for
the nearest bakery for passers-by in the Ruhr Metropolis.
Of 21 gambling halls, 60% use a serif, a slab serif, or a decorative
typeface in their central shop sign, 40% make a reference to American
show typefaces, as used in the gamblers’ paradise Las Vegas. There are
serif typefaces (top image) whose outlines emulate glowing neon signs
next to a photo of the waving cowboy, a landmark neon sign that is
placed in front of the Pioneer Club in Las Vegas. There is a visual representation of marquee lettering20 (central image) above a silhouette of
the Las Vegas welcome sign.21 And there are decorative serif typefaces
(bottom image), which are reminiscent of 19th-century American wood
type with Tuscan-styled serifs in the centre and lower part of the letters
(Kelly, 2010, p. 87f). 50% of the signs are very colourful, showing more
than three colours. Over 50% of the signs show pictures of, for instance,
playing cards, dice, roulette tables, bills, and coins. The most common
sign types are adhesive foils, cantilevers, and lightboxes. The styles,
shapes, visual treatments and arrangements of the letters, the emulations of sign types as well as the colours and images are forming a genre
by which this group of communicative actors repeatedly and unambiguously references gambling and, in particular, the geographic location of
Las Vegas, without, however, mentioning the city’s name.

8.3. Interim Conclusion: Shop Types
The results show that the shop types that use the most diverse strategies are in tendency the ones with the highest occurrences in numbers
in our data: 73 hairdressers und 114 fashion shops. Using similar visual
strategies appears to be regarded as beneficial solely to merchants and
providers of similar products and services when the relative frequency

20. Cf. https://www.neonmuseum.org/the-collection/north-gallery) (eingesehen am
30.09.20).
21. Cf.
https://www.rd.com/advice/travel/things-you-never-knew-about-thelas-vegas-sign/ (eingesehen am 30.09.20).
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of this kind of shops is low, and when they are not in direct visual competition. Otherwise, the differentiation amongst each other seems to
override the wish to be distinguishable as a group of dealers with a similar product range. Twelve hairdressers in one street do not want to look
alike. In contrast, the only jeweller in one particular street might want
to be recognised as the one and only by using all the visual cues typical
of the genre in a most deliberate way.
Those shops which are fewer in numbers—such as the 24 jewellery
shops, 30 bakeries, and 21 gambling halls—predominantly prefer a range
of prototypical combinations of typographic means to communicate
who they are and what they are selling. This indicates that graphetic
resources can be central to the contextualisation, positioning and recognisability of communicative actors in urban space. Choices on type
styles, colours, images, and sign types create genres in build-up environments, enable sign producers to achieve their communicative goals
by reaching their audience—unless strong direct competition causes the
retailer to focus less on the thematic genre and more on outdoing the direct visual competitors. Furthermore, if not in the immediate vicinity, it
can be assumed that the formation of visual clusters between shop types
and the repeated use of certain graphic resources lead to visual patterns
that form perceptual expectations and graphic knowledge, with the effect of providing orientation to sign recipients.

9.

Conclusion

This paper develops a framework of eleven parameters for the analysis
of typographic artefacts in urban spaces in order to investigate how discourse types, genres, and text functions differ in their graphic appearance. The eleven parameters are (1) the geographical location of the
sign in the city, (2) the discourse type of the message, (3) the languages
used, (4) the script systems used, (5) the type styles used, (6) the size
and positioning of the sign, (7) the colours used, (8) the materials used,
(9) the sign types such as lightbox, adhesive foil, or stone engraving,
(10) the integration into the architectural context and mounting height,
and (11) the graphic composition and density of the visual surface.
In conclusion, the analysis of the discourse types based on the eleven
parameters shows that each discourse type (regulatory, infrastructural,
commercial, transgressive, and commemorative) is characterised by
different accents and unique combinations with respect to the use of
graphic resources. Four out of five discourse types mainly use various
materials to realise their messages: Regulatory signs use metal; commercial signs use plastic, foil, and paper; transgressive signs use stickers and paint; and commemorative signs use a lot of iron, cast metal, and
stone. Regulatory and infrastructural signs show sans serif typefaces in
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98% of the cases, whereas commercial and transgressive signs show (up
to almost 20%) serif, script, and decorative typefaces. Thus, it can be
stated that, in our data, core materials, and prototypical combinations
of typographic resources point, in some way or another, to discourses in
urban space. Thereby the signs indicate the type of information passersby are encountering. It can be argued that these usual contexts of use
create reception patterns (cf. Spitzmüller, 2013, p. 241) and that the recurring combinations of graphic resources provide sign recipients with
a frame of orientation (cf. Hanks, 1987, p. 681) in urban space.
The comparison of the northern and southern neighbourhoods reveals the indication of social spaces, for example, in the very uneven
distribution of script systems: 92.72% of the Arabic scripts in the North
and 77.9% of the Hànzì, Kanji/Hiragana/Katakana, and Hangul in the
South of the Ruhr Metropolis. Furthermore, the data analysis shows
that the North is graphically as colourful as its population structure is diverse. For instance, the use of type styles is more diversified in the North
than in the South; particularly, in the predominant discourse type, the
commercial signs, which are characterised by more serif and decorative
typefaces. Moreover, the North shows higher occurrences in 11 out of
14 colours in commercial signs. Thus, a more diverse residential structure seems to be connected to a broader range of visual strategies. All in
all, cultural and linguistic diversity becomes apparent as being linked to
visual and typographic plurality.
A closer look at the outstanding results in the Duisburg-Marxloh district, where most non-German and Turkish texts, as well as the largest
group of decorative typefaces, were found, reveals a meaningful relationship of these results in the typographic design of wedding dress
shops, using typefaces that played a significant role on 1960s/70s movie
posters. These processes relating to visual identity creation in making
typographic connections to other places, previous times, and contexts
of meaning (cf. Briggs and Bauman, 1992, p. 147) are worth a further
in-depth exploration.
The analysis of the (typo)graphic appearance of 711 shops grouped in
30 shop types selling various products and services in five topical clusters ((1) Retail Shops, (2) Beauty Services, (3) Grocery Shops, (4) Repair
and Cleaning Services, (4) Entertainment Venues) shows that the abundant and ubiquitous shops use very diverse, heterogeneous visual strategies and cannot be differentiated by their graphetic characteristics. In
contrast, some of the smaller groups clearly show prevalent occurrences
of typical visual characteristics, which means their typographic outfit
indicates who they are and what they are selling.
The shop types with the most diverse strategies are the ones with the
highest numbers of shops (hairdressers and fashion shops), which indicates that using similar visual strategies appears only beneficial when
the relative frequency of a shop type is low. Otherwise, the differentia-
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tion amongst each other seems to override the wish to be distinguishable
as a group of dealers with a similar product range. Eight fashion shops
in one street do not want to look alike. In contrast, one gambling hall
in one street wants to be recognised as such by using all the visual cues
typical of the genre in a deliberate way.
In the less ubiquitous shops, such as the jewellery shops, bakeries,
and gambling halls, recurring combinations of genre-specific graphetic
resources indicate the respective communicative actors and product sectors. As far as these shops are concerned, the typographic decisions that
shop owners make can be taken, to a considerable extent, as a clue to
who they are and what they are offering. This proves that typographic
and graphic decisions in urban space have a unique ability to visually
indicate communicative actors, point out and (re)create genres as well
as to distinguish between traders and product groups.
Overall, this study shows that the form and materiality of written
language are related to its communicative meaning and significance.
Typographic decisions in urban spaces form visual patterns that offer
orientation to potential sign recipients. The analysis of the graphetic
resources used in cityscapes indicates communicative actors and sociospatial structures since references to meaning travel with letterforms
through times and places. This enables sign producers to use typographic resources to point to current and past contexts of use and create
connotative spaces of significance.
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Appendix: Picture IDs in the Database
Figure 1. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 5499, 13635, IMG_3711, 21843, 258,
1563, 0330, 9094, 1964. The top right image was taken by the author in a subsequent
data collection 2019 in Essen-Rüttenscheid.
Figure 5. Picture IDs 12230, 20529, 17703, 19312, 1676.
Figure 6. Picture IDs 12230, 20529, 17703, 19312, 1676.
Figure 7. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 319, 5404, 9745, 5121, 12230, 4361,
4476, 28486, 20817.
Figure 8. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 5005, 423, 1316, 1198, 20529, 5506,
1215, 25148, 11951.
Figure 9. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: IMG_3709, 11259, 25234, 3586, 354,
4086, 19526, 25460, 26867. The top left image was subsequently collected by the author
in 2019 in the Essen-Rüttenscheid collection area.
Figure 10. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: IMG_3574, 8175, 12698, 7905, 5830,
8892, 5717, 12282, 610. The top left image was subsequently collected by the author in
2019 in the Essen-Rüttenscheid collection area.
Figure 11. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 1676, 4187, 9688, 26138, 11361, 17243,
2658, 15036, 14701.
Figure 16. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 4089, 18108, 16751, 2197, 25351, 25384,
25005, 23961.
Figure 17. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: 4138, 16805, 16495, 16758, 24069,
26479, 26429, 24081.
Figure 18. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: (a) Hairdresser (16081), (b) Cafe
(16152), (c) Restaurant (16797/IMG_0195), (d) Cafe (16725/IMG_0210), (e) Bakery (17078),
(f) Music school (16062).
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Figure 19. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: (a) “Topkapı Gelinlik” (16895),
(b) “Stil” (16570), (c) “Bayar” (Bayar_Roberta_GSV_2008) (The photo of the shop sign
“Bayar” in Weseler Straße 30, Duisburg-Marxloh was overlooked in the data collection 2013/14 and taken from the Google Street View recorded in September 2008.),
(d) “Milano” (16555), (e) “Dikelim” (IMG_0315) (The photo of the shop “Podium” (Dikelim) in Duisburg-Marxloh was subsequently collected in 2020.), (f) “Gelinlik & Abiye”
(16768/IMG_0282), (g) “Braut Karakaşlar” (IMG_0154) (The photo of the shop sign “Braut
Karakaşlar” in Weseler Straße 42, Duisburg-Marxloh was subsequently collected in
2020 as it was overlooked in the data collection 2013/2014. However, it already existed in 2013/2014.), (h) “Tesettür Giyim” (16577), (i) “Gelinlik/Brautmoden” (16434).
Figure 20. Picture ID top left: “Topkapı Gelinlik” Wedding Dress Shop in
Duisburg-Marxloh (16895, 16895_Detail). All movie poster images are retrieved from
the online archive of the “Center for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.tsa.org.tr) on
30.09.20.
Figure 21. Picture ID top left: “Stil” (Picture ID 16570, Stil_ArnoldBoecklin_GSV_
2008) (The photo of the shop sign “Stil” in Weseler Straße, Duisburg-Marxloh on the
facade above the cloth awning was overlooked in the data collection 2013/14 and taken
from Google Street View recorded in September 2008.) All movie poster images are
retrieved from the online archive of the “Center for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.
tsa.org.tr) on 30.09.20.
Figure 22. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: “Bayar” (Bayar_Roberta_GSV_2008).
The photo of the shop sign “Bayar” in Weseler Straße, Duisburg-Marxloh was overlooked in the data collection 2013/14 and taken from Google Street View recorded in
September 2008. All movie poster images are retrieved from the online archive of the
“Center for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.tsa.org.tr) on 30.09.20.
Figure 23. Picture IDs top left to bottom right: “Milano” (Picture ID 16555), “ag
collection” (IMG_0181) (seen on the Weseler Straße in Duisburg-Marxloh in September
2020). All movie poster images are retrieved from the online archive of the “Center
for Turkish Cinema Studies” (www.tsa.org.tr) on September 30, 2020.
Figure 26. Picture IDs top to bottom: Hairdressers (16673, 4763, 17713), fashion
shops (14515, 19913, 26429), grocery stores (13913, 16751, 19526).
Figure 27. Picture IDs top to bottom: Jewellers (24017, 16421, 4034), bakeries (25544,
5553, 17533), gambling halls (1083, 1085, 26867).

Between the Words
Emotional Punctuation in the Digital Age
Communication
Olga Kulish

Abstract. A hidden, yet very important part of the written language is punctuation. Traditionally, punctuation is primarily used for grammatical purposes,
serving to structure a written text. On the other hand, a variety of previously
unseen options for using punctuation nowadays give it a new role and a separate meaning, different from what we previously knew. More specifically, an
important aspect of using punctuation in digital communication is the tendency
to use it as a way of expressing personal emotions and non-verbal signals, similar to facial expressions and gestures in live, face-to-face communication, that
are typically not possible to convey otherwise. This article aims to analyze different contemporary ways of using punctuation in the areas of graphic design
and digital communication. In particular, the study looks into novel, unconventional punctuation marks, as well as their possible combinations. As a practical
contribution, this study also presents a collection of novel signs created by peer
students and colleagues, which were combined and assembled into a common
system. Each sign represents a specific human emotion, a mood, or a state of
mind, and provides written text with a new meaning and/or different phonation. This project is rather an experiment, but despite its seemingly informal
and casual nature, it reflects the existing tendencies in modern digital communication.

1.

Introduction

Early punctuation primarily served for oral communication, helping
speakers to structure their speech (e.g., Aristophanes’ system of dots,
Lupton and Miller, 1999). The technological advances enabled further
development of written communication through book printing, mass
production, advertisements, and posters. As a result, punctuation gradually became more systematized and universalized, eventually turning
into an integral part of many alphabets. Nowadays, punctuation undertakes not only grammatical functions, but also enables more complete
and comprehensive expression of emotions in written communication.
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Among the most widely used “emotional” punctuation marks are the
exclamation and question marks, the ellipsis, and the quotation marks.
Their manifold functionality allows expressing a wide range of emotions
in a written form. People express their excitement, sadness and anger,
or simply ask questions by placing one of these marks or a sequence of
them at the end of a sentence. To achieve this well-defined set of marks
and corresponding emotions, for several centuries, people continuously
experimented with shapes and curves, trying to express their feelings
and emotions through different marks.
Nowadays when using punctuation marks in written communication,
people seem to consider only the currently adopted use of a punctuation
mark, whereas its possibly different historical meanings are neglected.
The same applies to the new meanings emerged in the Digital Era. That
is, one and the same punctuation mark could have completely different
functions and convey completely different meanings in the past, when
it first appeared, and in the present time, more and more dependent on
digital communication. Indeed, with the invention of digital forms of
communication and information representation, the role of punctuation
is changing. As we more often use computers, smartphones and other
digital channels to communicate (e.g., e-mails, instant messengers, blogs,
comments, etc.), we are witnessing a change in the accustomed writing
system and the established way of using punctuation marks. More specifically, in the Digital Age, punctuation marks are often combined in some
novel ways, thereby providing a completely different semantic meaning.
They are also frequently used even without a textual context as independent stand-alone elements. Moreover, even when used in a text, their
original role changes to such an extent that they can modify the overall
meaning of a sentence. In modern digital communication, we often treat
punctuation very casually, skipping some marks or—vice versa—putting
extra marks or combining several of them, thus aiming to add an emotional connotation to the written text. This way, punctuation often provides non-verbal signals to the written language, which usually lacks the
usual benefits of the live, face-to-face communication and is unable to unambiguously express human emotions.
In this context, this paper looks into novel, unconventional punctuation marks, as well as their possible combinations. It focuses on the lack
of emotional expressivity in written digital communication, and explores
the potential of punctuation marks to communicate human emotions, primarily from a graphic designer’s point of view. The study contributes to
the research on punctuation marks by exploring how their role in human
communication has evolved since the early days until the Digital Age. As a
practical contribution, this study also presents a collection of novel signs
created by peer students and colleagues, which were combined and assembled into a common system. Each sign represents a specific human
emotion, a mood, or a state of mind, and provides written usage descrip-
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tion with a new meaning and/or different phonation. These newly designed signs are unique to their authors and reflect their personal feelings
and views, and are, therefore, not necessarily understandable by the others, as revealed by a conducted survey, also included in this study.

2.

Conventional Punctuation: Changing the Meaning

The use of punctuation marks in the modern written language varies depending on the media and the target audience, for which a certain text
is written. For example, scientific writing uses a formal technical language with relatively strict punctuation rules, where a casual unstructured arrangement of signs is unacceptable, especially when it concerns
strict mathematical formulas and/or scientific statements. On the other
hand, in poetic pieces of literature, the author’s arrangement of punctuation marks often does not follow the established rules but is still acceptable. Punctuation in this case is used by the author to convey the
emotional message of the piece, improve the interaction between the
reader and the piece, and establish a connection between the reader and
the author. Some authors even aim to experiment with how their works
are communicated to the reader using punctuation signs. For example,
in some of his poems the French writer Guillaume Apollinaire did not
use punctuation at all (Apollinaire, 1918).
According to Adrian Frutiger’s classification (Frutiger, 1989), punctuation marks can be divided into three main groups depending on their
main purpose: sentence-structuring signs, expression signs, and reference signs. Among the three groups, expression signs are of particular
relevance to this study. This group includes three punctuation marks:
the exclamation mark (used for expressing affirmation or exclamation), the
question mark (used for expressing a question or a doubt), and the quotation
marks (used for expressing different types of quoted speech).
It is impossible to ignore the fact that communication through written messages is deprived of the physical, personal communication, when
we can see a person, their emotions and feelings, as well as other nonverbal signals. In informal writing we often replace all these by words,
punctuation, emoticons, “emojis,” pictures, voice messages, etc. Concerning punctuation, for example, two opponents in a dialogue can
use an excessive number of characters, such as several exclamation and
question marks in a row, as well as many full stops. Some punctuation
marks change their meaning in texting nowadays: for example, a full
stop at the end of a phrase might be perceived not just as the end of
it, but makes the message appear less sincere (Gunraj et al., 2016), or
convey negative emotions. Such a full stop at the end of the message in
texting is often referred to as a “dot of hate”.
A full stop has acquired yet another role in the design works of Un
Mundo Feliz—a public initiative that unites cultural activists and graphic
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Figure 1.
Arial font with a swastika symbol by Un Mundo Feliz (Feliz, 2015) Source: http://unmundofeliz2.blogspot.com/2015/10/el-patriotismo-

arail-symbol.html

designers who aim to disseminate social and political messages through
their artworks in new digital media, such as the Internet. They consider
graphic activism as a controversial site for promoting public debates and
confrontations (Jiménez, García, and Fernández, 2011). In their work, all
the dots in the Arial font were changed to a swastika symbol (Fig. 1).
Speaking of less frequently used symbols and signs, it is worth mentioning that some symbols, albeit not used today in everyday writing, are
still widely used by the graphic designers to prepare books, corporate
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identity, posters and other graphic materials. Due to their unusual shape
and semiotic meaning of the past, they have become quite popular nowadays.
A good example of this is the index ☞—an index translated from Latin
as “little hand”. The symbol represents a pointing hand, which literally
means “pay attention to” or “look at the direction of the pointing finger”.
The modern function of this sign in many graphic design projects is to
catch the attention of the reader, user, consumer or any other person
staring at the sign, when, for example, passing by a café, thereby inviting them to enter inside (Fig. 2). In a broad sense, the meaning of this
punctuation sign nowadays is the same as in the 12th century, when it
first appeared (Houston, 2013).

Figure 2. Manicules on advertising signs in Poland, Ukraine and Russia. Source:
author’s personal archive.

Punctuation in logotypes typically conveys some semantic information, such as, for example, in the personal logotype of the type designer
Martin Majoor who creates font families, consisting of both serif and
sans serif typefaces (Fig. 3). Accordingly, his logo represents a handshake of a serif and a sans serif manicules.

Figure 3. Martin Majoor’s personal logotype. Source: http://martinmajoor.com
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Another example is the book cover for The scarlet letter novel (1850).
The pointing hands perfectly reflect the main topic of the novel—social
shaming and stigmatizing (Fig. 4).

Figure 4. Cover for the novel The Scarlet Letter by Mr Furious. Source: http:
//recoveringtheclassics.com

The usage and the meaning of punctuation marks constantly change,
in the same way as, for example, the economic and social situation. Today we interpret a semicolon and a bracket as a smiling face:) when receiving a digital message from a friend. Similarly, full stops appearing
in the middle of a word have acquired a new connotation in the French
language, since they commonly represent a unisex, gender-neutral version of a word (Vernooij, 2018).

3. Emoticons
In text communication (especially in texting) that is partially limited
by the set of characters on the keyboard, people “invented” a new way
of conveying emotions by using combinations of punctuation marks, as
well as numbers and letters—that is, by using emoticons. The first digital
emoticon (at least in the way we use it today) was used by Scott Ruan
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(2011) when he included a smiling face :-) and a sad face :-( in his email.
A system of such signs has become widely adopted in digital communication, when writing electronic messages and posts. The system
of emoticons is constantly supplemented with new signs, as well as with
the so-called ASCII1 Text Art. Such text art, however, existed before the
era of personal computers. For example, in 1948, Paul Hadley published
an article Keyboard Art in the “Popular Mechanics” magazine (Hadley,
1948), where he provided a creative master class on creating own emoticons using a usual typewriter (Fig. 5).

Figure 5. “Keyboard Art” by Paul Hadley. Source: http://blog.modernmechanix.
com/ascii-art-1948

Interestingly, the first emoticons appeared long before the mankind
was able to send electronic messages. The first use of the emoticon is
related to the American satirical magazine Puck that published an article titled “Typographical Art” in 1881 (“Typographical Art” 1881). The
1. ASCII Table and Description https://www.asciitable.com/.
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article was illustrated with four pictograms symbolizing melancholy, indifference, astonishment and joy (Fig. 6).

Figure 6.
“Typographical Art” in Puck Magazine.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Puck_(magazine)

Source:

https://en.

Nowadays, the popularity of emoticons has also been supported and
promoted by various instant messengers, where multiple combinations
of characters from different written systems are widely adopted by Internet users. The popularity of emoticons and emojis rapidly grew in the
Digital Age, making it the subject of research for psychologists, philologists, and linguists. From these scientific perspectives, these signs are
considered as a natural change of the written language, caused by the
ubiquitous spread of mobile networks and the Internet.
Emoticons (particularly faces) communicate emotions in a very literal way, and the widest category among them is a smiling happy face
(see Annex A). The smiley face is a very recognizable symbol, and it
is widely used everywhere in visual communication: labels, magazines,
street signs, etc. (Fig. 7).
Some other examples include the logotypes of type foundries, companies and conferences, where it is easy to spot a smiling face, resembling
the famous emoticon Smiley (Fig. 8).
With the emergence of emojis, they become popular not only as a supplement to the text but become a text itself. One of the examples is
Book from the ground (Xu, 2014), which is written in emoticons, where you
can still see the punctuation marks, which serve their conventional role
(Fig. 9).
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Figure 7.

Smiling faces on different objects and in advertisement. Source:
https://slanted.de, author’s personal archive.

Figure 8.
Examples of smiling faces in the logotypes of: Laughter
Conference, Threedotstype Type Foundry, DesignByHumans, Laïc: Type
Foundry.
Source: https://laughter.pja.edu.pl, https://threedotstype.com,
https://designbyhumans.com, https://laic.pl

Another beautiful example is the book “Genesis” by Juli Gudehus
(1997), where the biblical creation story was translated into pictograms,
symbols and logos (Fig. 10).
World-wide use of emoticons has also been adopted in the typographic practice, where a written language is supplemented by new
signs integrated into a text. Nevertheless, combinations of standard
punctuation marks in the form of emotional faces does not lose its popularity. This is mainly due to the possibility of expressing emotions even
without using words, which makes such a “language” universal to a certain extent, as well as shortens the time spent on writing, in particular,
when typing short text messages. As a result, punctuation marks are
often given a new meaning and a new role.
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Figure 9. Book from the Ground by Xu Bing. Source: http://xubing.com

Figure 10. “Genesis” by Juli Gudehus. Source: https://juligudehus.net

4.

Unconventional Punctuation

4.1. An Overview of Existing Signs
The first documented attempt to express thoughts without explicitly using words, but rather using a specific sign in written communication
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dates back to the 16th century and was made by the London printers
Parkes (2016). The percontativus symbol ? was used by them to mark
a percontatio, or a rhetorical question, and was “employed not to elicit
information, but for purposes of rhetorical effect instead of a positive
statement” (ibid.). This punctuation mark looks like a reversed question
mark, and appears in several books in 1580 and 1581 (and less frequently
in the 17th century)—for example, in hand-written works of the English
poets Robert Herrick and Thomas Middleton.
The first documented evidence of using an irony mark dates to 1668
and can be found in Essay Towards a Real Character and a Philosophical Language authored by the English philosopher John Houston (2013).
The sign he proposed looks like an inverted exclamation mark ¡ (ibid.).
It was not used very widely, but the idea of a punctuation mark to represent irony has been quite popular until very recently, judging from the
number of various designed signs: Irony by Marcelline Jobard in 1842
(Jobard, 1842); Point d’ironie by Alcanter de Brahm in 1899 (De Brahm,
2018); SarcMark™ by Douglas and Paul Sak in 2006; Ironieteken2 by Underware in 2007 (see Annex B). However, none of these marks is being
actively used nowadays.
A whole new system of emotional punctuation marks was proposed
by the French writer Hervé Bazin in his essay “Plumons l’Oiseau” (“Let’s
pluck the bird”) in 1966 (Bazin, 1966). Bazin’s signs expressed a range
of emotions, such as doubt ⹈, certitude ⹄, acclamation ⹇, authority ⹅, love
point ⹃, and irony ⹆. This project was brought back to life by Mykyta
Yevstifeyev and Karl Pentzlin in 2011 (Yevstifeyev and Pentzlin, 2012),
who proposed to include these 6 characters in the Unicode standard.
Furthermore, the newly-developed font Bazin that includes these unconventional symbols is freely available for downloading and installing
for digital use (Zong, 2015). There are also other new punctuation
marks, available online, that aim to address narrow-tailored purposes
in written communication, such as Sarkmark by Jacob Smith3 (Smith,
2015) or the set of “Legal marks” (Stewart, 2015).
Noteworthy, quite a few of the invented punctuation marks mentioned above are intended to express irony. In most cases, it is quite typical to use quotation marks to show that the enclosed expression should
be understood in a way, different from what is actually written. In this
case, however, there is no guarantee that the irony will be correctly understood by the reader, since the quotation marks can be missed or misinterpreted by the reader. On the contrary, if the irony is indicated in a

2. https://underware.nl/logotypes/irony_mark/
3. Please note the difference between the two symbols with similar functions and
slightly different names—SarcMark by Douglas and Paul Sak and Sarcmark by Jacob
Smith.
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clear and unambiguous way by some kind of an irony mark, will there
be any room left for the readers to interpret the text in their own way?
Another widely known unconventional emotional sign is the interrobang. Designed by Martin K. Speckter in 1962 (Houston, 2013), it represents a combination of the question and exclamation marks merged
in a single glyph ‽ to replace the disjoint combination of the two marks.
Speckter proposed several designs for the new sign in his paper for the
Typo Talks journal, after which invited interested readers to contribute
to the design by sharing their own versions. The offer was successfully
accepted by a wider audience, resulting in multiple appearances of the
new sign not only in newspapers, such as Wall Street Journal and New
York Herald Tribune, but also in the next issue of the Typo Talks journal, which gathered and presented all the possible design variations proposed by graphic designers and typographers (ibid.).
In 2017, a novel punctuation system was proposed by the Austrian graphic designer and typographer Walter Bohatsch. In his book
“Typojis” (Bohatsch, 2018), he describes philosophical and linguistic
ideas that provided a foundation for creating a completely new system
of previously unseen signs. The system includes 30 symbols that serve
to represent different emotions and human moods, such as, for example, sympathy, solidarity, curiosity, scepticism, boredom, etc.—all these
are typically difficult to express in written communication as “messages
with the kinds of additional meanings that are conveyed instantly when
speaking face to face” (ibid.). The main goal of the project was to eliminate ambiguity in written messages for better inter-human communication.
Taken together, the developed set of characters supplements a font
created by the author, thereby making Typojis look organic and natural when typing. Glyphs representing the signs are unified and have a
dot at the bottom, just below the baseline. Unlike emoticons that often
look like icons or pictograms, the typoji graphemes are abstract signs
of various asymmetric shapes. Nevertheless, to some extent they tend
to mimic familiar symbols, thereby invoking certain associations when
people are looking at them. For example, the sign of tolerance resembles an agreement tick, and the irony sign reminds of its long-standing
predecessors—various modifications of the well-known question mark.
A common question asked by readers when reading sentences with
these signs: what intonation should I be using for such sentences? If in
the speech of a person I can imagine what punctuation mark I would put
at the end of a sentence, is it possible to recognize and visualize these
signs in oral communication?
The main difference of the new unconventional punctuation marks
from usual punctuation marks is their singular function. That is, each of
these new marks undertakes a single function of, for example, expressing a specific emotion, feeling or mood that the author would like to
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communicate to the reader. As far as the digital media are concerned,
another difference is that the new punctuation marks are not present
on a typical modern keyboard of a PC or a smartphone, which we use
to write digital messages. Accessibility and a constant visual reminder
of the symbols’ presence could significantly increase the distribution of
these signs in written communication, while recognition would depend
on the frequency of their appearance in electronic and printed media.

4.2.

New Shapes, New Meaning

Our alphabet has gone through a long evolution from simple drawings
and pictograms to abstract shapes, which we combine in different orders, thereby composing words, sentences, or even whole novels. Admittedly, the first thing that comes to mind when talking about an alphabet is letters. There are, however, many other signs and symbols that
serve to structure a written text, provide it with a different phonation,
or even completely change the meaning of words. Among these symbols
are punctuation marks, which we use in written communication. What
if there were much more punctuation marks to express virtually unlimited human emotions, moods, and states that need to be expressed by
the humans when writing messages?
The spectrum of human emotions is virtually unlimited, and expressing them even in a live communication, either in a verbal or a non-verbal
manner, is already a challenge. In this respect, is it possible to think that
punctuation marks can be sufficient to express all these subtle emotions,
moods, and states in written communication? If yes, what kind of signs
and how many of them do we need? How to ensure that these signs
are unambiguously understood by people from different language and
cultural backgrounds?
Accordingly, this section of the paper presents a collection of novel
signs created by authors friends and colleagues, which were combined
and assembled into a common system. Each sign reflects a very specific
human emotion or a mood, so that a written text acquires a new meaning
and different phonation, when combined with one of these signs.
Essentially, this project is a creative exercise on possible ways of
expressing human emotions in written communication by means of
graphic signs. Despite this seemingly informal and casual nature, the
project actually reflects the existing tendencies in modern digital communication, such as the insertion of emoticons in texts, the absence of
punctuation marks in place where they are typically used, and—vice
versa—the presence of punctuation marks in unusual, unconventional
places.
The 9 participants of this project come from three different professional backgrounds: linguists, software developers, and designers, who
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were asked to create their own punctuation mark to express an emotion
or a mood. The author got the original drawings (Fig. 11), each of which
represented specific emotion, mood, or state, together with the description of each sign and an example of how this sign can be used in writing
(see Annex C). All the resulting images were post-processed by the author to create a single system compatible with the font Ayka RegularAyka
by Maciej Połczyński4 (Fig. 12).

Figure 11. Original drawings of suggested punctuation marks.

This study on the new, unconventional punctuation marks, has resulted in the following interesting observations:
– Newly-invented marks match to the character of their creators and
correlate with their backgrounds. To a great extent, all participants
have expressed their own personalities through their suggested signs.
– An ambiguous and uncertain opinion on using additional unconventional punctuation marks. That is, when answering whether we need
more punctuation marks, the distribution of votes was 60% for Yes
4. http://laic.pl/
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Figure 12. Post-processed images.

and 40% for No. Even though this statistics is not representative
enough due to the limited number of participants, it is a promising
finding that can serve as a starting point for further research.
Another interesting detail is that all the participants put their signs at
the end of a sentence, thus following the conventional rules. Moreover,
the first example of using a particular sign contained the same meaning
in words. This could be due to the fact that the sign was just artificially
invented and not evolved naturally, and the sign creators did not have
necessary skills to use it correctly, even though they invented it.

5.

Conclusion

Nowadays, punctuation undertakes not only grammatical functions, but
also enables a more complete and comprehensive expression of emotions
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in written communication. Among the most widely used “emotional”
punctuation marks are the exclamation and question marks, the ellipsis,
and the quotation marks. Their manifold functionality allows expressing a wide range of emotions in a written form. Despite this wide use
and adoption of these marks, for many centuries new punctuation marks
have been invented, serving to express different emotions and feelings,
ranging from irony to asking a rhetorical question. Most of these newly
invented marks are not being widely used today.
With the emergence and further development of digital media, punctuation has gained new functions and a new meaning. Punctuation
marks were widely used as separate “pictograms”—emoticons, which
later evolved into emojis. Nevertheless, since their first appearance in
1982, using textual emoticons still remains very popular.
Two opposite trends are observed in modern digital communication.
On the one hand, people often do not follow generally accepted grammar rules, by, for example, not using a full stop at the end of a sentence
(while the conventional full stop itself has received an additional negative connotation in informal digital messages). On the other hand, people tend to combine multiple punctuation marks as a way of expressing
their emotions. This way, these combined marks act not as part of an
alphabet, but rather as individual stand-alone pictograms.
In oral communication, human emotions are expressed through the
voice tone and intonation. In written communication, however, the existing punctuation marks can only express a very limited set of basic
emotions and human moods. As a result, it is often difficult if not impossible to share the exact emotional state with the reader in a written
form.
Aiming to address this limitation (at least partially), the conducted
case study suggested 9 participants to create their own to express very
precise emotions, moods, or situations. As a result, each participant has
proposed a unique emotion and a matching unique sign, none of which
overlapped with each other. This project is rather an experiment, than a
direct statement. Each of the newly-invented signs needs time for evolution, as well as the real demand from the society and the implementation in the digital technologies. A new sign should be recognizable by a
group of people; it should exist in different typefaces and be accessible.
In texting we often value minimum time delays, so probably will not
search for hidden characters, rather type the most accessible symbols
on a keyboard. Of course, it is opposite when it comes to experiments,
artistic books or projects.
The practical experiment involved only 9 participants, but what if
there were 100 or even 1,000 of them? Given the extreme range of human emotions and life situations, as well as the multitude of graphical
forms to express them, how many unique, non-repeating signs would be
proposed then? On the other hand, would it be possible to systematize
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such a variety of signs and make them all recognizable and unambiguously understandable by all people? There is probably no immediate
answer to all these questions, and the search is to be continued.
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Figure 13. Smiling emoticons in different variations
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B. Annex B

Figure 14. Timeline of unconventional punctuation. Part 1/2
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Figure 15. Timeline of unconventional punctuation. Part 2/2
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Annex C

Figure 16. New signs with descriptions and examples as suggested by their creators

The Missing Scripts Project
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Abstract. The Missing Scripts Project, started in 2016, is a long-term initiative
that aims to identify writing systems which are not yet encoded in the Unicode
standard. As of today, there are still 140 scripts not yet to be used on computers
and smart phones.
The first step in 2018 was a web site and a silk screen poster presenting one
glyph for each of the 290 world’s writing systems: www.worldswritingsystems.org.
The project is a joint effort of ANRT Nancy, France; IDG Mainz, Germany
and SEI, Berkeley, USA.

Visible Speech, 1867
Alexander Melville Bell, a Scottish phonetician, developed a universal
phonetic notation system called ‘Visible Speech’ which could represent
every sound in every human language. The abstract, often circular
symbols, could also help the deaf learn to understand spoken language.
Melville Bell’s son Alexander Graham Bell, continued his father’s work
on ‘Visible Speech’, involving himself intensively with the physiognomy
of the human voice. In 1876, he would submit his new invention to the
patent office: the telephone.

International Phonetic Alphabet, 1888
The International Phonetic association, established in 1886 by the
French linguist Paul-Édouard Passy, introduced the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) in 1888. These characters were developed on the
basis of Latin and Greek characters, revealing the bias of the researchers
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of that time. They missed the chance of taking more appropriate characters from other writing systems.

Intergalactic Network, 1962
J. C. R. Licklider, an American psychologist, formulated the idea of an
‘Intergalactic Computer Network’. The computers of that time could fill
up entire rooms. A year later, he half-jokingly referred to his colleagues
as ‘Members and Affiliates of the Intergalactic Computer Network’. But
it was less of a joke than he had imagined. Within 7 years, Licklider was
one of the developers of the ARPA-net, the precursor of the Internet.

ASCII, 1963
Bob Berner, a computer scientist at IBM, led a group of engineers developing the American Standard Code for Information Interchange, widely
known as ASCII. No one imagined at the time that a purely American
character encoding standard would still be in use on every computer in
the 21st century. ASCII defined 95 typographic symbols and 33 control
codes used to communicate between computers. The standard, which
proved itself to be fundamental to the early Internet, was integrated as
a subset of Unicode in 1991 and as such is nearly as well distributed as
the DNA code.

ARPA-net, 1969
50 years ago, during the same year as Woodstock and the Moon Landing,
ARPA-net, named after the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA),
and forerunner of today’s Internet, went online. It originally connected
four American universities each with just one computer. The first ever
message delivered over the network on 29th of October, 1969 was the
word ‘LOG’, meaning ‘LOGIN’. The L and O were transmitted successfully in binary sequences but during the processing of the letter G, one
of the two computers crashed.

Xerox PARC, Dynabook, 1971
Xerox corporation was so successful with their photocopy machines,
they were able to fund the archetypal technology research center in California exploring the future of office work. The team at Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center (PARC) in the 1970s would invent the signature technologies of the ensuing decades: the personal computer, the Graphical
User Interface (GUI), the laser printer, and the Ethernet.
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In 1971, Xerox employees English and Lampson designed the character generator, which was the first GUI type design program. The psychologist and PARC researcher Alan Kay, who foresaw, with his Dynabook concept, the development of the laptop by 20 years, tells us in a
speech in 1986: “Here is an interesting thing: What do you do when you
are doing a rough draft and you are printing it out in Times Roman?
And the answer is: you use our own handwriting! I never understood
why this didn’t catch on [in type design].”

Writing, Typing
We informally say we are ‘writing’ on a computer. Of course, we do not
mean we are writing by hand (Chirography) but rather we are ‘typing’
from the Greek τυπογραφία: Typographia: writing with types. This
is an abstract process. One no longer writes or draws an ‘A’ but rather
types on the ‘A’ key and an <A> is displayed on the screen. This is still,
in principle, the same process as with a typewriter.

Interpress, 1982
Since he could not get any support or interest for the page description
language he developed at Xerox PARC, John Warnock quit his job and
went on to found his own company. He called his new software PostScript and his company Adobe.

Xerox and Apple, 1984
The Xerox-PARC researcher, and later co-founder of Unicode, Joseph D.
Becker, published the groundbreaking paper ‘Multilingual Word Processing’ in Scientific American, where the important distinction is made
between characters and glyphs. In the same year, Steve Jobs presented
the first Macintosh, which employed and further developed many ideas
pioneered at Xerox PARC.

Unicode 88
In his nine-page paper ‘Unicode88’, Joseph D. Becker foresees the “need
for a new, world-wide ASCII”. When humanity develops worldwide networked computers, the Latin ASCII letters will no longer be sufficient.
Becker outlines the main features of the Unicode Consortium, which
would be founded two years later.
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Apple Newton, 1997
After 12 years at Next and Pixar, Steve Jobs returned to the first company he founded. It would not take him long to stop the development
of the Newton platform with its shaky handwriting recognition. Jobs
remarked in 2003 at the All Things Digital conference: “It‘s really slow to
write stuff [by hand]! You could never keep up with your email if you
had to write it all out”.

World Standard
Unicode 12.1, released in May 2019, encodes 137,929 characters. This
means that today exactly 150 scripts can be used on computers (and
smartphones). Every year, new characters are added to this world standard. These can then be found in the operating system updates of all
computers (including smartphones). Among these new characters, new
emojis are added every year.
The Unicode consortium decides which characters are typographically available to people—and which are not. The consortium, registered
in Mountain View, California, is primarily made up of representatives
from the IT industry giants. Apart from Apple, Facebook, Google, IBM,
or Microsoft, very few state institutions are represented. The academic
world is also hardly represented. An exception would be the Script Encoding Initiative (SEI), led by the linguist Dr. Deborah Anderson from
the Department of Linguistics at UC Berkeley. The Mainz university
project decodeunicode is a liaison member without voting rights.
Any institution or company can become a member of the consortium.
Through a ‘full membership’ at $21,000 USD per year, one has the right
to vote and can participate in decisions.
The Internet speaks Unicode worldwide. There is no competition.
For example, without this standard we could not send text messages
from the Netherlands to Russia today. It would be nearly impossible to
have both Cyrillic and Latin letters in text messages without Unicode.

Languages ≠ Scripts ≠ Countries, 2019
Brief overview: Ethnologue.com catalogs 7,111 known living languages,
SEI Berkeley defines 290 scripts and the United Nations has 193 member
states.

Cultural Achievement
Unicode is increasingly becoming a collection of human writing systems. For us, this is not only a technical, but also a cultural achievement.
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It amazes us that such a utopian project has gained real international acceptance and is available on every computer. The world speaks, at least
on this level, one language.

Characters and Glyphs
Unicode defines many technical specifications, but the principle of character encoding is simple. Each character is assigned a name and a hexadecimal number. Thus the letter A is encoded as LATIN CAPITAL LETTER A with the number U+0041 (41 is hexadecimal for decimal 65).
So when one sends an A by SMS or e-mail, one does not send the
graphic form (glyph) of the letter, only the code. The receiving device
receives a binary string, interprets the hexadecimal value and represents
the matching glyph.
Unicode does not specify the appearance of characters. This is the
work of the type designer. The transcription through code is akin to the
Platonic concept of the character free of any particular form. Unicode
encodes characters—not glyphs.

When Is an A an A?
Is it even possible to give a character a determinate form? For example,
one might claim that the upper half of a capital A is always pointed, but
it is easy to find examples where this is not the case.
Likewise, there are many glyphs for A that have no crossbeam but are
still easily recognized as A.
Part of the definition of the character A might be that it is one of the
26 (or 52) letters of the Latin alphabet, that it is read from left to right,
and that it usually stands for the sound /a/. However, such properties
are emergent from the context and are form-independent.
We claim that an A is only really defined through its encoding into
Unicode. Only thus can there be an international agreement about the
character.
The definition of a character involves cultural conventions. If the
glyphs look too similar, the name or code position can help distinguish
them. For example, the two characters ┐ and ⁊ are almost indistinguishable, but in Unicode the former is called BOX DRAWINGS LIGHT
DOWN AND LEFT, so it is always a perfect right-angle, while the latter
is called TIRONIAN SIGN ET, a glyph from Roman times whose angle
may vary.
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Missing Scripts
Unicode has significantly reduced the relative visual presence of the
Western (or, rather, the Latin) world. At the time of ASCII, it was almost
impossible to display ‘exotic’ letters on the computer.
Imagine you could not use your own script on your smartphone. Unicode has remedied this for most writing systems. 150 scripts are usable
today, a great success.
But there is still a lot to do. A first step of the Missing Scripts project
at the Institut Designlabor Gutenberg (IDG) at Mainz University of Applied Sciences and at the Atelier National de Recherche Typographique
(ANRT) in Nancy, was to ask Dr. Deborah Anderson (SEI) how many
writing systems are missing from Unicode. After consulting her experts
worldwide, she responded with an amazing number: 140. Only about
half of the world’s writing systems are available on today’s computers.

United Nation of Type
Without binary code, scripts cannot be used on computers. This means
that cultures whose writing systems are not accommodated by Unicode
cannot be digitized, stored or published as texts without conversion to
binary codes. Additionally, any culture so affected cannot compose and
distribute new digital texts either. Every writing culture in the world
should be able to disseminate and extend its cultural heritage on all
modern devices. Unicode is becoming a kind of assembly of the united
typographic nations. Here, every culture should be represented.

Historical Scripts
32 historical scripts have not yet been included in Unicode. The question here is whether it is worth encoding a script whose last users have
died out thousands of years ago.
In a sense, no script is ever really extinct. Somewhere in the world
there are scientists (or enthusiasts) still working with these historical
texts. For example, there are around 3,000 people worldwide who can
read and write cuneiform. This community also wants to use these characters in text editing programs. This is why they have to be encoded and
included.
At the University of Bonn, there is a 10-year project to develop a
dictionary of Mayan hieroglyphs. Without character encoding, these
researchers will be at a loss. The dictionary won’t be able to be published online (or be printed) unless the characters have been encoded
and glyphs designed. Once this is done, it becomes available to humanity and can be copied and passed on freely. Perhaps if all Mayan
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texts become available online, new possibilities for research will emerge
through text comparisons and full-text search.
If we want to achieve the utopian-real goal of one day making available all the texts of humanity, we must also encode extinct scripts and
digitize their texts.

7 out of 290
Incidentally, of the 290 scripts, there are exactly 7 that have not yet been
deciphered. One is rongorongo, a playground for researchers and adventurers.

The World’s Writing Systems
As a first step in the long-term project ‘Missing Scripts’ of IDG Mainz,
ANRT Nancy and SEI Berkeley, we researched and designed a representative glyph for each of the 290 writing systems. In this collection, the
letter A represents the Latin alphabet as the letter Omega Ω is internationally recognized as Greek.
In cases where there was no representative character, for alphabets
we used the character for the sound /a/, for syllabic scripts the character for /ka/, and for pictographic-ideographic scripts, the character for
human body.
In this way, typographic forms have been developed for some writing
systems for the first time. This collection was presented with a poster
and website www.worldswritingsystems.org in 2018. Research and type
design were carried out by Johannes Bergerhausen, Arthur Francietta,
Jérôme Knebusch and Morgane Pierson at ANRT.

The Unicode Proposals
In order for a new character or writing system to be implemented in
Unicode, a formal application must be made. In 2019, there are exactly
71 proposals for scripts that have not yet been implemented in Unicode.
These we have presented in the reading room in alphabetical order. Each
proposal can be studied in peace. They have been available online for
years but are hardly known. Why have some proposals still not yet been
accepted though they were filed years ago?
Acceptance into Unicode is not trivial. First, it must be proven that
a community that uses these characters exists. This is sometimes more
difficult than one might think. Subsequently, the applicant must prove
that the character set is complete. Each character must have a unique
name according to scientific standards. It is often not easy to find an expert for an obscure script. Additionally, the information from the community of users is often contradictory.
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When Is a Script a Script?
Scripts are writing systems, collections of visual characters which can
completely represent at least one human language. Therefore emojis
are not scripts. Sometimes two experts, when presented with two similar scripts, cannot concur whether or not they are ‘only’ glyph variants of
the same script. This is why, for instance in 2001, the Etruscan or Venetian alphabets of the Italian peninsula were encoded under the generic
category “Old Italic”.

Missing Living Scripts
In Unicode, living scripts take priority. Why do we then still find, among
the 71 scripts which have been proposed but not yet accepted, 39 living
scripts? Can it have any-thing to do with the fact that these are used
in regions which promise no commercial potential (as yet) for the IT
sector? Why has there never been a Unesco project to ensure that these
scripts are taken up as quickly as possible into Unicode? This is surprising given that everyone has been talking about digitization for so
long.

Research at ANRT, Nancy
There are scripts for which no confirmed typographic form has been
established. During encoding, the script inevitably must make the leap
from chirography (handwriting) to typography. This is where research
at the ANRT in Nancy, headed by Director Thomas Huot-Marchand,
begins.
As part of the IDG, ANRT and SEI’s 18-month research program
Missing Scripts, post-graduate students at ANRT often develop a typographic form for the first time. They consult all available documents
and do handwritten and typographic analyses. If they work with a living script, they obtain feedback from the user community. This research
program started in 2016.

Not Neutral
The reference glyphs for our project were designed in a monolinear,
non-contrasting manner to make the shapes comparable. As with ‘conventional’ font design, the impression is that all the glyphs were designed with the same (analogue) instrument.
Critics might say that this is a Western approach. We would agree.
Our typographic eyes were trained in the ‘Western World’. But one
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might also draw these characters in another style. It is easy to imagine writing all the shapes with a ballpoint pen. Our glyphs do not claim
universality.
Can there be a ‘neutral’ shape for all glyphs?—No. There is no neutral
font. A more general style would perhaps emerge if one were to draw
all the characters with a finger in the sand (i.e., monolinear rounded,
stroke width: one finger). Characters have been written in this manner
for millennia, does that mean a finger is a neutral tool?
Latin letters are still very dominant worldwide. Our hardware and
software is mainly made in the USA. In type specimen books in the
‘Western’ world, ‘other’ writing systems are called ‘exotic’ or ‘Non-Latin’
even today. This is as problematic as the term ‘World Music’.

General Visual Typographic Laws
Are there ‘universal’ visual laws according to which the letters of all the
most diverse cultures, at least those on this planet, are shaped?—We
think so. We must discover these laws. We would like to suggest one
principle: gravity.
Every type designer knows that there is a ‘visual gravity’ in the way
a character ‘stands up’. They ‘lie’ on the paper. An <O> can visually
‘tilt’ left or right if it is not drawn correctly. An <M> stands sturdily
with both legs on the script line, an invisible but imaginary floor. We
humans project things we have learned through our natural senses into
these glyphs. Therefore, I think that gravity is a first element of the
general visual typographic laws.

Two Ships Passing in the Night
It remains astonishing how persistently many disciplines keep to themselves and don’t see what is going on around them. This is how it is possible that the excellent work Dr. Deborah Anderson has been doing at
SEI since 2002 is still today so little known in the worlds of typography
and type design. Likewise, should the Irish linguist Michael Everson,
author of the most Unicode proposals, be invited much more often to
typography conferences?
Interest in the commercial sector only emerges when smartphones
begin to be marketed in a new country and suddenly it becomes apparent that the people there use an obscure script which is not yet available
from the operating system. Only Google’s Noto-project has the universal vision which is capable of grappling with this task.
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Funding for Encoding
It is complex work to linguistically and typographically systematize an
exotic writing system and to write a proposal for Unicode. Outside of
the passionate amateurs, experts cannot sustain this work without funding. It is all the more astounding how the IT sector does not support
funding a comprehensive vision. In such a situation, we can only call
for Dr. Deborah Anderson’s SEI to be funded.

All Texts, All Times
The human project and human dream to make all the texts of all the ages
digitally available is today within reach. The time is ripe. This massive
undertaking must only take place once in the history of humanity, in the
21st century.
One example: The Murty Classical Library of India aims to make
accessible modern translations of all classic Indian texts in print and
online. In the first five years, 22 volumes in 12 different languages have
been published.
A complex, multilingual typographic system is needed for this unique
100-year publishing project.

Missing Completed, 2044
Unicode took 27 years to encode 150 scripts. At the same pace, all the
writing systems of humanity will be united in a universal code around
the year 2044. It will have taken a little more than 50 years to encode
approximately 5,000 years of written history. The prerequisite for making all texts of mankind available digitally would be created.
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Beyond the Semantic
Typographic Representation
of Ancient Monetary Inscriptions
Morgane Pierson

Abstract. The PIM research project (meaning “Police pour les Inscriptions Monétaires”) aims to produce a suitable tool for transcribing the information contained on monetary inscriptions, beyond their semantic content. The textual
information and graphic features that a coin carries can provide many valuable
information regarding its origin and the society in which it was minted (CodineTrécourt and Guillaume, 2012). Since there was previously no digital font that
could fully and accurately render the monetary inscriptions, this project was initiated in 2013 by Florence Codine, curator in charge of the Merovingian coins
at the Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF), and is currently supervised by
Frédérique Duyrat.

1.

The PIM project

Since Gutenberg’s invention of his printing system with movable type,
technological advances have continuously transformed transcribing
methods in scholarly research. Various transcription tools have facilitated researchers’ access to sources, processing of data and academic
publishing. Digital humanities has opened up new possibilities for type
design as well as other research fields, which until the twentieth century were part of book paradigm. However, despite recent technological progress, researchers still suffer from the lack of suitable tools such
as digital typefaces, interfaces and encoding to support their work. The
absence of well-designed typefaces, and often using of images instead
of encoded text, have been two of the main shortcomings in conducting
research on various historical fields. Therefore, a significant contribution to digital humanities research will be made by creation and use of
fonts in digital publishing projects and different online platforms.
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Figure 1. Judean, Greek, Nabatean, and Phoenician coins, BnF

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Department of coins and medals, BnF, Paris. (b) Gallica Web site.
Bibliothèque nationale de France, Paris
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1.1. The Bibliothèque nationale de France
The BnF houses one of the largest collections of coins, most of which,
have already been digitised and are publicly available online through the
Gallica website1 . Thanks to this extensive digital resource, and software
called NumiPal (Thevenin, 2018) (Fig. 3), specialists from the BnF’s department of coins and medals were able to establish an inventory of the
characters. NumiPal helps scholars to study the coins very closely and
most importantly, annotate the inscriptions (Fig. 4). Once the annotation has been carried out, all the annotated allographs are recorded for
each coin and for each allograph all the identified forms are inventoried
with the reference number in the online software. This database makes
it possible to find every form which have been assigned to a single allograph.

1.2. The Atelier National de Recherche Typographique
In 2013, the department of coins, medals, and antiques at the BnF began
a partnership with the Atelier National de Recherche Typographique
(ANRT)2 , to develop a digital typeface that would bring together all
identified stylistic variants of the inscriptions on the coins, in a consistent manner. This project began with Elvire Volk Leonovitch, a student at ANRT, and under the direction of Thomas Huot-Marchand (Volk
Leonovitch, 2014). Initially, the main goal was to develop a digital
font for the transcription of the Merovingian monetary inscriptions on
screen and paper. While previously, image files had to be inserted in
editorial projects to display the appropriate variant, the implementation of Unicode-encoded fonts presented a significant evolution for digital humanities—in particular for digital platforms such as online catalogues.
Based on the classification of the letters found on the coins from the
BnF, which was conducted by a team of researchers, an accurate and
relevant interpretation of the various letterforms can be deduced. However, it is important to find the best approach or possible compromise
in response to different criteria of readability in contemporary readership and loyalty to historical models. The goal is therefore to combine
the advantages of imitative transcription with those of interpretative
transcription. In this ‘diplomatic’ approach, the ontograph, which is the
‘standard’ representation of the grapheme, and the allograph, which is a
morphological variant of the letter are distinguished. Unicode does not
allow the integration of the variants and focuses on providing a unique
code for every character, language, program, and platform. Admittedly,
1. https://gallica.bnf.fr/
2. https://anrt-nancy.fr/en/presentation-en/
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Figure 3. NumiPal website

Resh 4

Dalet 1

Gimel 3

He 3

Tav 3

Lamed 1

Ayin 1

Pe 5

Figure 4. Example of coin’s annotations on NumiPal
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Figure 5. Merovingian ontograph and allographs <A>

it exists variant selectors (see Chinese, Emojis…) but their use and their
implementation are too constraining and not adapted to the case of the
monetary inscriptions. In the PIM project, the allographs share the
same code as the concerned ontograph, and the viewing of the glyphs
variants is done through the OpenType features in the font. From a
technical point of view, the OT stylistic sets (SS01-SS20) were not used
due to the limitation of only 20 variants for each glyph, which is not sufficient for numismatic. Instead, character variants (CV01- CV20) have
been used, which allows the creation of 99 variants for one single glyph.

1.3. The PIM Typeface
The Meroweg typeface was deliberately designed without serifs-like details to accommodate various letter structures. Stems are slightly flared
and heavy to produce a visible typographic contrast and to distinguish
it from other typefaces, used to typeset the text around it.
In 2019, the PIM project was extended to support other collections
of coins from Italy, Greece, Spain, North Africa, and the Middle East.
The author has been tasked with designing typefaces for Phoenician,
Cypriot, Archaic Greek, Etruscan, Umbrian, Oscan, Palaeohispanic, Lycian, Palaeo-Hebrew, Kharoshthi, and Nabatean writing systems. In the
beginning, it was estimated that this typeface family would consist of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Meroweg variants.
Leonovitch, 2014)

(b) Example of Meroweg in use.

(Volk

1066 glyphs for each allograph, however, so far 2440 glyphs have been
designed, and this number is expected to grow even larger as the project
proceeds. Even though the relationship between the early writing systems is rather complex, working on such a corpus is a great way to study
and compare the evolution of the alphabets and exchanges between cultures.

PHOENICIAN

PUNIC

KHAROSHTI

ARAMAIC

NABATEAN

PALEO-HEBREW

HEBREW

GREEK

ETRUSCAN

OSCAN

UMBRIAN

LATIN

Figure 7. Family tree of the writing systems concerned in the PIM project
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Figure 8. PIM writing systems, source: The Missing Scripts project, http://
theworldswritingsystems.org/

Coins

Region

Unicode

Greek coins

Archaïc Greek
Old Italic (Ombrian, Oscan,
and Etruscan)
Cypriot
Lycian and Lydian
Brahmi
Kharoshti

Iberian and
Punic coins

Phoenician,
Levantine,
Judean and
Nabataean
coins

2.

Enc.

All.

U+0370–03FF
U+10300–1032F

28
32

130
117

U+10800–1083F
U+10280–1029F
U+11000–1107F
U+10A00–10A5F

55
29
65
66

52
101
8
173

Palaeohispanic
(Iberian corpus)
Phoenician-Punic
(phenico-punic corpus)

not yet encoded

59

178

U+10900–109AF

29

216

Phoenician
Hebrew (Judean corpus)
Nabatean

U+10900–109AF
U+0590–05FF
U+10880–108AF

29
22
40

216
71
62

Overview of the Writing Systems

2.1. Phoenician
Integrating the legend in publications has always been a challenge for
the numismatic researcher. Especially in the context of Phoenician
which had greatly evolved over the centuries. For instance, in 1867 and
through the initiative of Ernest Renan, the Académie des Inscriptions et
Belles-Lettres commissioned the Imprimerie Nationale to engrave transcription characters to publish a study of all known Semitic inscriptions
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Figure 9. Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, 1907

Figure 10. Catalogue of Greek Coins, Sicily, The British Museum, 1876 (Courtesy
of the British Library)
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(Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, 1907) entitled Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum. In the case of the PIM project, the coins from
the Phoenician cities with usable legends—all of which are from the Bnf
collection—are dated from the 5th to the 1st century BC. Visually close
to the Phénicien classique engraved by the Imprimerie Nationale, the ontographs of the PIM Phoenician typeface are based on the inscription of
the Eshmunazar II sarcophagus.
The legends on the coins produced in the Phoenician cities during
the high period (either under Persian domination, or a little less in the
Hellenistic period) display neat and easily recognizable letterforms. It
is deduced that authority responsible for minting had paid attention to
their production. The care given to the coins projected the political
power of these cities and helped them expand their network (Fig. 11).
With the appearance of bronze coins under the Hellenistic domination
(Ptolemaic dynasty, then Seleucid), the inscription gradually deteriorated, since bronze coins became dominant and more difficult to mint.
The domination of the Greeks from 331 BC (from Alexander the Great)
enabled their language to become widely used by the elites and from
the 2nd century, coins were gradually minted under the influence of the
dominant culture, which was Hellenistic.
The bronze coin shown in Fig. 12. has been minted under Antiochos
IV, a Seleucid ruler at the Hellenistic period around 175 to 164 BC, who
issued an incredible amount of bronze coins in his territories and produced as much coins as all its predecessors. With regard to the Seleucid
coins, much of the monetary finds in excavations are from Antiochos
IV’s period. The presence of Greek and Phoenician characters is visible on those coins (as the lamed, allograph number 7, samek 9, dalet
3, noun 9, and mem 19), which shows the evolution of culture, and the
place of the Greek language during these periods. With the Greek domination, the elites gradually became Hellenized and coexistence of Greek
and Phoenician inscriptions signified a mixed and multilingual society—
even though the majority of the population was illiterate.
The variations of the Phoenician letterforms in the BnF collections
are significant and for an alphabet of 22 letters, 160 variants have been
identified. Therefore, all these allographs have been included in the
PIM typeface with a standard of the ontographs, which is more consensual and easier to identify. Due to the heterogeneous qualities of the
coins, the aim was to find a suitable representation based on the inscriptions, references, and more importantly, analysis and the descriptions
provided by researchers at the BnF.
Since scholars will be the primary users of such typefaces, it was essential to conceive an accurate tool to facilitate their research. For instance, the PIM project has aided researchers to determine that the allograph ’aleph 20’ (fig.14) was only represented on coins from Carthage
that feature an elephant. It was concluded from such observations that
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Mint workshop: Byblos/Gebal ﺟﺒﻴﻞ, Phoenicia
Period: 350 - 333 BCE
Author:
Material: Silver

ऋ𐤁𐤂ऊऋ𐤌ऋ𐤏ँआ
LAMED — BETH — GIMEL — KAV — LAMED — MEM — LAMED — AYIN — BETH — ZAYIN

ऋँंऊऋऌऋएँआ ए
Translation: Azba al king of Gebal

Figure 11. Phoenician silver shekel, 350–333 BCE, BnF

Mint workshop: Sidon ﺻﻴﺪا, Phoenicia
Period: 175 - 164 BCE
Author:
Material:

ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ
ΣΙΔΩΝΙΩΝ

𐤌𐤍𐤃𐤎ऋ

Figure 12. Phoenician bronze coin, 175–164 BCE, BnF
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aleph

beth

daleth

he

waw

zayin

heth

teth

yodh

𐤀
𐤀
𐤀
𐤀
𐤀
𐤀
𐤀
𐤀
𐤀
𐤀

𐤁 𐤂 𐤃 𐤄 𐤅 𐤆
𐤁 𐤂 𐤃 𐤄 𐤅 𐤆
𐤁 𐤂 𐤃 𐤄 𐤅 𐤆
𐤁 𐤂 𐤃 𐤄 𐤅 𐤆
𐤅 𐤆
𐤁 𐤂 𐤃
𐤅 𐤆
𐤁
𐤃
𐤅 𐤆
𐤁
𐤃
𐤅 𐤆
𐤁
𐤃
𐤁
𐤃
𐤃

𐤇
𐤇
𐤇
𐤇
𐤇
𐤇

𐤈
𐤈
𐤈
𐤈
𐤈

𐤉
𐤉
𐤉
𐤉
𐤉

lamed

mem

nun

samek

ayin

pe

𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋
𐤋

𐤌  𐤌
𐤌  𐤌
𐤌  𐤌
𐤌  𐤌
𐤌  𐤌
𐤌  𐤌
𐤌  𐤌
𐤌  𐤌
𐤌
𐤌  𐤌

𐤍
𐤍
𐤍
𐤍
𐤍
𐤍
𐤍
𐤍
𐤍

𐤎
𐤎
𐤎
𐤎
𐤎
𐤎
𐤎
𐤎
𐤎
𐤎
𐤎

𐤏
𐤏
𐤏
𐤏
𐤏
𐤏
𐤏
𐤏
𐤏

𐤐
𐤐
𐤐
𐤐
𐤐
𐤐
𐤐

kaph

𐤊𐤊
𐤊𐤊
𐤊
𐤊
𐤊
𐤊
𐤊
𐤊
𐤊
𐤊

sadhe

qoph

resh

  shin

tav

𐤑
𐤑
𐤑
𐤑
𐤑
𐤑
𐤑
𐤑
𐤑
𐤑
𐤑

𐤒
𐤒
𐤒
𐤒
𐤒
𐤒
𐤒
𐤒
𐤒
𐤒
𐤒

𐤓
𐤓
𐤓
𐤓
𐤓
𐤓
𐤓
𐤓
𐤓
𐤓 

𐤔
𐤔
𐤔
𐤔
𐤔
𐤔
𐤔
𐤔

𐤕
𐤕
𐤕
𐤕
𐤕
𐤕
𐤕
𐤕
𐤕
𐤕
𐤕

Figure 13. PIM Phoenician typeface showing the variants
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𐤀
Figure 14. Punic coin from Carthage and the allograph Aleph 20

Figure 15. Phoenician Mem variants

some allographs could be traced back to specific minting workshops.
Cataloguing specific allographs also enables researchers to document
the evolution of each letterform, and its geographical variations. This
would enable numismatists to develop precise historical and geographical information from the study of letter variations, including the engraving workshop where the coin was minted. This approach to research,
assisted by ‘material turn’ theories in which physical artifacts are considered meaningful embodiments of practices, seems to have regained
momentum over the past decades in the humanities and social sciences.
Punic language, which was used mostly in North Africa, is related to
a branch of Phoenician called Phoenician-Punic. In the PIM corpus, 88
allographs are in common with the Phoenician from a total of 241 allographs. For instance, a Punic silver coin, from 300 to 289 BC (fig. 16),
has been studied in 1978 by G. K. Jenkins, in Coins of Punic Sicily in which
two different reproductions of the inscription can be found: first, in the
iconography section which is a real scale photography of the coin, and
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Mint workshop: Sicilia
Period: 300-289 BCE
Author: Entella
Material: Silver (16,43 g)

273

𐤕𐤍𐤇𐤌𐤄𐤌𐤏

Figure 16. Silver tetradrachm, Carthage, 300—289 BCE, BnF. Jenkins, Coins of
Punic Sicily, 1978

second is the transcription in Jenkins’ hand in the legends catalogue
with a reference number (Jenkins, 1978, pp. 5–68). Presently, thanks
to the new technology, it is possible to have a high-quality image of the
coin and the transcription with a digital font. It is also possible to integrate the transcription in the text with the transliteration, and in this
way, make it more readable. This also facilitates the creation of a list of
the collection’s inscriptions in order to be compared easily.
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G.KENNETH JENKINS
COINS OF PUNIC SICILY *
Part 4 **
CARTHAGE SERIES 5-6
Introduction
As already stated in part 3 it seems clear from the evidence of hoards that
Carthage series 5, Melqart head/horse head, should be roughly of the same
phase as the Syracusan coins of Agathokles with Kore head/Nike and trophy,
minted most probably after Agathokles' return from Africa and in fact between the years 305 and 295 B.C. For a summary of early third century hoards
containing Carthage series 5 coins, see the table of hoards at the end of thisinstalment. It is evident enough that Carthage series 5 and the Agathokles
«Nike» type tend to coincide. This conclusion is set off by a very slightly
earlier hoard, Pachino 1957 (IGCH 2151), of the late fourth century, which
contains neither the Agathokles Kore/Nike type nor the Melqart head/Horse
head, but only the preceding phase of each mint — from Syracuse the quadriga tetradrachms of Agathokles and from Carthage series 3 Kore head/Horse
head. On these general reckonings we may assume that Carthage series 5
should start about 300 B.C. There is no easy way of deciding howlong a series
is involved; if it is accepted - as will presently be argued - that Carthage series
5 is to be envisaged as a parallel production by two separate mints , this will
in any case tend to telescope the possible duration of the series. Provisionally
we may think of a period of about a decade for the whole series, in which case
it would come to an end byabout the time of Agathokles' death (289 B.C.).
Third century hoards containing series 5 do not, apparently, include any Sicilian coins later than Agathokles. That in broad terms series 5 must be defined
as twoparallel series seems virtually inevitable. In the first place we have a
definition by legends. Series 5 a is the mint of the army signed 𐤕𐤍𐤇𐤌𐤄𐤌𐤏
or 'MMHNT or 'MHMHNT (People of the Camp). Series 5 b is the m i n t of
the «quaestors» signed 𐤕𐤍𐤇𐤌𐤄𐤌𐤏 or MHSBM. The only complication is
that a few issues from the mhsbm mint are signed 𐤕𐤍𐤇𐤌𐤌𐤏 or 'mmhnt
instead but these as we shall see are clearly exceptional and in fact form an
integral part of them hsbm mint series. The relative representation of the two
series in hoards gives little indication as to the relation between the two series.
In the Cefalü hoard there are five specimens of each; in the Megara Hyblaia

Figure 17. Reproduction of the Jenkins’ article with the integration of the legends using the PIM typeface
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2.2. Archaic Greek
Archaic Greek has been the subject of many studies and the entire variants were identified in The Local Script of Archaic Greece by Lilian Hamilton Jeffery (Fig. 19). Considering abondance of sources, two standards
from different periods have been designed, allowing expansion of the
use of the PIM typeface in other studies. The most recent letterforms
are based on the 4 century BC and closer to the current form of Greek
capitals (Jeffery, 1963). For the second standard, the characteristics of
the letters are from 6th century BC (Kraay, 1966).

ALPHA

BETA

GAMMA

DELTA

EPSILON

VAU

ZETA

ETA/HETA

THETA

IOTA

KAPPA

LAMBDA

MU

NU

XI

OMIKRON

PI

SAN

QOPPA

RHO

SIGMA

TAU

UPSILON

PHI

CHI

PSI

OMEGA

ΑΒ ΓΔΕϜ Ζ
Η Θ Ι Κ Λ ΜΝ
Ξ Ο ΠϺ Ϙ Ρ Σ
Τ Υ Φ Χ ΨΩ

ALPHA

BETA

GAMMA

DELTA

EPSILON

VAU

ZETA

ΑΓ ΓΔΕϜΖ
ΗΘ Ι Λ ΜΝΞ
ΞΠϘΡΡ ΣΥ
ΧΨ
ETA/HETA

THETA

IOTA

LAMBDA

MU

NU

XI

XI

PI

QOPPA

RHO

RHO

SIGMA

UPSILON

CHI

PSI

Figure 18. PIM Archaic Greek (left: 400 BCE—right: 600 BCE)

Figure 19. Jeffery, The Local Scripts of Archaic Greece, 1963
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alpha
beta
gamma
delta
epsilon
vau (digamma)
zeta
eta
heta
theta
iota
kappa
lambda
mu
nu
xi
omikron
pi
san
qoppa
rho
sigma
tau
upsilon
phi
chi
psi
omega

Α Α Α Α
Β Β Β Β Β Β Β Β Β Β
Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ Γ
Δ Δ Δ
Ε Ε Ε Ε Ε
Ϝ Ϝ Ϝ
Ζ Ζ
Η Η Η Η Η Η
Ͱ Ͱ Ͱ
Θ Θ Θ Θ
Ι Ι Ι Ι
Κ Κ
Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ Λ
Μ Μ Μ Μ
Ν Ν Ν
Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ Ξ
Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο
Π Π Π Π Π
Ϻ Ϻ
Ϙ
Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ
Σ Σ Σ Σ
Τ Τ
Υ Υ Υ Υ
Φ Φ Φ Φ Φ
Χ Χ Χ Χ Χ Χ Χ
Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ Ψ
Ω Ω Ω Ω

Figure 20. PIM Archaic Greek showing the variants

Comparing the same Greek coins from different periods and minting
workshops, makes it possible to see the differences in the letterforms
according to the period and the engravers, who were often illiterate. The
coin shown on Fig. 20. depicts Heracles wearing a lion’s skin and on the
reverse side, there is an image of Zeus on a throne, and on his right,
there is the inscription Alexander for Alexander the Great.
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Mint workshop: Ake/Ptolemais (Άκη), Phoenicia
Period: 322 - 321 BCE
Author: Alexander III of Macedon
Material: Silver

Mint workshop: Perge (Πέργη), Pamphylia
Period: 197 - 196 BCE
Author: Alexander III of Macedon
Material: Silver

Legend:

ΑΛΈΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ
Figure 21. Greek silver coins, BnF

Mint workshop: Antioch on the Orontes Ἀντιόχεια ἡ ἐπὶ Ὀρόντου,
Seleucia in Pieria Σελεύκεια ἐν Πιερίᾳ
Period: 175 - 164 BCE
Author: Antiochos IV
Material: Silver (16,70 g)

ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΞΟΥ
ΘΕΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ
ΝΙΚΗΦΌΡΟΥ

[monnaie] du roi Antiochos dieu qui apparaît,
qui apporte la victoire.
[currency] of king Antiochos god who appears,
who brings victory.

Figure 22. Greek silver coin, 175—164 BCE, BnF
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2.3. Etruscan, Oscan, and Umbrian
The Old Italic is a convention adopted for Unicode. It unifies a number of related historical alphabets from the Italian peninsula which were
used for non-Indo-European languages. However, the unification of
these alphabets into a single Old Italic script requires language-specific
fonts because the glyphs most commonly used may differ depending on
the language being represented (Everson, Jenkins, Judicibus, and Anderson, 2000). In the PIM project the main focus is on the Etruscan,
the Oscan, and the Umbrian alphabets. Therefore, researchers will have
access to different font files for each writing system.

A

𐌀𐌀𐌀𐌀𐌀𐌀
DE

̃𐌃𐌃𐌃
E

VE

̄

𐌅

EM

̌

I

KA

̉𐌉𐌉

̊

EN

ER

𐌍𐌍𐌍

̓𐌓𐌓

EF

UU

𐌚

𐌞𐌞

Figure 23. Oscan caracters and their transcription using the PIM Oscan typeface.
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Etruscan
ZE

VE

VE

VE

E

E

E

DE

GE

A

A

A

A

A

̆ 𐌅 𐌅 ̅ 𐌄 𐌄 ̄ ̃ ̂ 𐌀 𐌀 𐌀 𐌀 ̀
̑ ̐ ̍ 𐌌̌ 𐌋 𐌋 ̋ ̊ ̉ 𐌈 ̈ 𐌇 ̇
̡ ̠ 𐌚 ̚ ̙ 𐌘 ̘ ̖ 𐌕 ̕ 𐌔 ̔ 𐌓 ̓
SHE

PE

EN

EM

EM

EL

EL

EL

KA

I

THE

THE

HE

HE

5

1

EF

EF

KHE

PHE

PHE

U

TE

TE

ES

ES

ER

ER

1000

100

50

15

10

̦ ̥ ̤ ̣ ̢
DE

DE

DE

GE

GE

BE

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

𐌃 𐌃 ̃ 𐌂 ̂ ́ 𐌀 𐌀 𐌀 𐌀 𐌀 𐌀 𐌀 ̀
𐌍 ̍ ̌ ̋ ̊ 𐌉 𐌉 ̉ ̇ ̆ ̅ 𐌄 ̄ 𐌃
̝ 𐌚 ̚ ̖ 𐌕 ̕ 𐌔 ̔ 𐌓 𐌓 ̓ ̐ 𐌍 𐌍
EN

EN

EM

EL

KA

I

I

I

HE

ZE

VE

E

E

DE

II

EF

EF

U

TE

TE

ES

ES

ER

ER

ER

PE

EN

EN

UU

UU

UU

II

II

𐌞 𐌞 ̞ 𐌝 𐌝
KA

KA

KA

I

HE

ZE

VE

VE

E

E

E

DE

BE

A

𐌊 𐌊 ̊ ̉ ̇ ̆ 𐌅 ̅ 𐌄 𐌄 ̄ ̃ ́ ̀
̚ ̖ 𐌕 𐌕 ̕ 𐌔 ̔ ̓ ̑ ̐ ̍ 𐌌 ̌ ̋
̜ ̛
EF

U

TE

TE

TE

ES

ES

ER

SHE

PE

EN

EM

EM

EL

CHE

ERS

Figure 24. PIM Etruscan, Neo-Etruscan, Oscan, Umbrian.

One of the features of working on monetary inscriptions is that sometimes, it is not possible to reconstitute the whole alphabet (Fig. 23). Further researches are required in order to find the appropriate ontograph
and complete the typeface to make it suitable for subsequent research
projects.
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Paleo-Hebrew

Paleo Hebrew, also known as Proto-Hebrew, was the script that was
used in the historic kingdoms of Israel and Judah (Yardeni, 2002). By
comparing the letterforms of the Hebrew, the Paleo-Hebrew and its
variants, with the Phoenician, it is possible to deduce the ductus and
the traces order. For instance, with the letter Beth, the recurrence of a
closed stroke on top, which is open in Hebrew, and a vertical stroke going down to finish almost horizontal can be noticed. In the letter Tsadi,
there is a stroke that comes from the top to join in the middle of a long
vertical stroke by a movement of up and down (Fig. 25). This kind of
analysis is essential in this work in which the aim is not to make a faithful revival with the same shape, but to show the basic stroke which is
more relevant.

1

1

1

1

beth

1

1

2
2

2

3

2
2

tsade

2
1

צצ𐤑צ צץ
3

1

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

Figure 25. Traces order of Hebrew, Phoenician, and Paleo-Hebrew characters

The coin in Fig. 27. is from Jerusalem and dated around AD 67-68
and the inscription above the chalice shows that it is the shekel of Israel in Paleo-Hebrew characters. On the reverse, in a border of dots, is
written Holy Jerusalem around a branch carrying three pomegranates.
A modern Hebrew was added as a complementary font to translate the
Paleo-Hebrew inscriptions, which would allow the researcher to transcribe, in the right language, and the right sounds, without using the
transliteration.
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Phoenician
aleph
beth
gimel
dalet
he
vav
zayin
het
tet
yod
kaf
lamed
mem
nun
samech
ayin
pe
tsade
qof
resh
shin
tav

א
ב
ג
ד
ה
ו
ז
ח
ט
י
כך
ל
ממם
נן
ס
ע
פף
צץ
קק
ר
ש
ת

א א א א א
ב ב ב ב
ג ג ג
ד ד ד ד ד ד ד
ה ה ה ה ה ה
ו ו ו ו ו ו ו ו ו
ז ז ז ז
ח ח ח
ט
י י י י י י
כ כ
ל ל ל ל ל ל ל
מ מ מ מ מ מ מ
נ נ נ נ נ נ נ
ס ס
ע ע ע
פ
צ צ צ
ק ק ק
ר ר ר ר
ש ש ש
ת ת

Figure 26. PIM Hebrew, Paleo-Hebrew, and Phoenician

ऀ
ँ
ं
ः
ऄ
अ
आ
इ
ई
उ
ऊ
ऋ
ऌ
ऍ
ऎ
ए
ऐ
ऑ
ऒ
ओ
औ
क
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Mint workshop: Jerusalem ירושלים,
Judea יהודה
Period: 67 - 68 AD
Author: Simon Maccabée שמעון התרסי
Material: Silver (14,19 g)

שקל
ישראל
šql yšrali

שקל ישראלי

Shekel of Israel – year 2

ירושלימ
הקדושה
yrwšlym hqdwšh

ירושלים הקדושה

Holy Jerusalem

Figure 27. Judean silver hemishekel, 67—68 AD, BnF

2.5. Nabatean
Some scholars have suggested that Syriac and Arabic writing systems
are driven from the Nabatean script (Gruendler, 1993). As the script
developed, a range of conjuncts and final forms were introduced. In the
case of the PIM project, the letters found on the coins were isolated,
however, if scholars require to introduce joined letters for epigraphic
transcriptions, it would be possibile to extend the typeface in a more
cursive direction. The typeface has been designed in accordance with
the Phoenician, Syriac, and Arabic letters (Fossey, 1927). A few variants
have been included from the sources that were attested to make it usable
for other studies.
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Figure 28. Imprimerie Nationale, Notices sur les caractères étrangers anciens et modernes, 1927
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Figure 29. Gruendler, The Development of the Arabic Scripts, 1993

Fig. 30 shows a Nabatean bronze coin with the inscription which
reads Aretas [Aretas 4, King of Nabatean], and Shaqilat, who was the second wife and co-ruler of Aretas IV, accompanied with their portraits on
the reverse. At least 4 different degrees of transcription is possible for
this inscription. The first is an ‘imitative’ or ‘diplomatic’ transcription
by using the variants of the typeface. The second is a ‘semantic transcription’ by using the ontograph, which is a more conventional form of
the script. Under a scholar, this could be written in the correct direction from right to left, but sometimes the transcription is written from
left to right. Then there is the transliteration, with the use of roman
characters, and lastly, there is the translation.
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Aleph

ऀ

Final Aleph
Beth

ँ

Final Beth
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Nabatean

Arabic

𐢁𐢁𐢁𐢁𐢁𐢁𐢁

ا

𐢀ࢀ

ـﺎ

𐢃𐢃𐢃𐢃𐢃𐢃𐢃ࢃ

ﺑـ

ࢂ

ب

Gimmel

ं

𐢄𐢄𐢄𐢄ࢄ

ج ﺟـ

Daleth

ः

ࢆ𐢅𐢅𐢅𐢅𐢅ࢅ

د

He

ऄ

𐢇𐢇ࢇ

ﻫ

ࢆ
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Figure 30. PIM Phoenician, PIM Nabatean, Noto Sans Syriac, and Adobe Arabic
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اﻟﻌﺮﺑﻴﺔ اﻟﺒﱰاﺋﻴﺔ

𐢞𐢍࢚𐢝
࢞ࢍ࢚࢝

𐢞𐢞𐢛𐢊
Aretas

࢛࢞࢞ࢊ

Figure 31. Nabatean bronze coin, 9 BCE—40 AD, BnF

2.6. Lycian
The Lycian was used to write an ancient Indo-European language of
Western Anatolia. It is an alphabetical script, written from left-to-right,
and is either derived from Greek or closely related to it. Before the Persian conquest, the Lycians were politically organized in a federal system,
and even after their submission to the Persians, the institutions inside
the federal system continued to be effective. The oldest Lycian coin
seems to be from the 5th century BC, that is contemporary to Xerxès,
son of Darius I. The Lycia symbol is a solar emblem represented by the
triquetra which is seen on most of the reverse side of the coins (Morgan,
1926).
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Figure 32. Morgan, Manuel de Numismatique Orientale de l’Antiquité et du Moyen
Âge, 1926

Lycia ʗʕʐʎʆʖ
Taththivaibi

ʗʁʉʉʆʇʁʆʂʆʗ
Figure 33. Lycian silver stater, 410 BCE, BnF
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Figure 34. PIM Lycian

2.7. Cypriot
The Cypriot syllabary was used to write the Cypriot dialect of Greek
from about 800 to 200 BCE. Structurally, the Cypriot syllabary consisted of combinations of up to twelve initial consonants and five different vowels (Anderson and Everson, 1999). In our corpus, only the
coins from Amathus, Idalium, Marium, Paphos, and Salamis, have legends using the Cypriot syllabary. The local minting in the Cyprus Island
begins in the 4th century BC and stop after the conquest of the island
by Ptolemy I Soter in 312 BCE (Morgan, 1926).
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Figure 35. PIM Cypriot

ࠞࠪࠐ࠵ࠩ/ࠛࠍ࠭ࠗ

ࠞ/ ࠖࠏࠩ

Figure 36. Cypriot silver coin, 450 BCE, BnF
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3. Accessibility and Utilisation
3.1. License
The Open Font License3 is used (SIL-OFL) and the publication of the
fonts on a public repository (GitHub) will make it possible to easily supplement, correct, extend, and distribute the fonts.

3.2. The Composer
The digital humanities have profoundly changed the methods of research in the human sciences, both from the point of view of access to
sources and their distribution by various means of publishing. New digital tools will assist researchers to explore, disseminate, and question
the established knowledge; however, it is important to continually reevaluate their efficiency and intuitiveness. Therefore, the PIM project
continues with the development of the Alpha version of an online text
editor by Sylvain Julé. This composer will make it possible to display,
in an open and non-proprietary format, all the writing systems covered,
facilitate their keyboard entry, and allow simplified visual access to the
characters variants.

4.

Conclusion

The PIM project with a particular focus on type design, has been a
productive way to study the early writing systems and understand how
through the large number and various letterforms they have influenced
each other. The digital humanities, one the other hand, has brought
new perspectives to type design and scholarly research, with the use of
digital fonts and creation of online catalogues and composers. However,
despite such technological progress, practices related to typographic
and graphic representation in the benefit of research have changed very
little.
Once the process of inventory and classification of the glyphs is concluded, and the question of previewing or printing the work comes up,
researchers often settle for ordinary characters and typefaces roughly
imitate the inscriptions. Digital technology, has the potential to provide easier access to all practices, but the outcomes are often unsatisfactory, both in terms of morphological accuracy and encoding, and in the
context of digital articles which are likely to be indexed and shared digitally. Often fonts with incorrect encoding, images extracted from other
3. https://opensource.org/licenses/OFL-1.1
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Compositeur PIM

NAM IMAIONSEQUE DOLUPTA
TIORERE CON ET VEL IPIS
EUM LABORRO INCTIBUS AUT
LANDICIIS VOLUM VENDIS
CONSEQUE POR MAGNAM ES
EOS QUODIT SI UTE ESSEQUAM
ET UT ES APIDESE. Il mo vollesequis
dolorrum int audanitiis dis rere nit et
que ist, arum auda cus doluptatur sum
fuga. Nam nos ex eate veligent, quam
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Size
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! Script
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A A A A A A A A A
A A A A

Un menu contextuel permet d'accéder rapidement aux allographes disponibles, pour chaque ontographe
sélectionné. Le codepoint Unicode reste le même, c'est le glyphe qui change, via une fonction OpenType intégrée à
la fonte.
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! Script
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PDF
Texte Brut
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Un menu permet d'exporter le texte saisi en diﬀérents formats

Figure 37. PIM composer, Thomas Huot-Marchand
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Figure 38. PIM family typeface

existing typefaces (sometimes obsolete) and inserted into the text, and
more often the use of ‘resembling’ characters from other writing systems have been used in scholarly publications (Jimenes, 2013). The
PIM project aims to demonstrate how designing typefaces for ancient
writing systems to be used in scientific publication, digital or print,
can aid scholars to conduct more effective and extensive research while
contributing to reconsidering methods of access to knowledge.
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Figure 38 (cont.). PIM family typeface
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Sociocultural Motivation for Spelling
Variation in Modern Hebrew
Yishai Neuman

Abstract. Ideological tendencies and cultural preferences may at times constitute powerful factors in motivating spelling variation in variable social environments. Such tendencies and preferences may stem from religious taboo or
represent modern political or seemingly-historic nuances. Since Sebba’s (2007)
account Spelling and Society: The culture and politics of orthography around the world
leaves Hebrew outside of scope, the following brief account offers an overview
of categories in which variable spelling conveys ideological perceptions and sociocultural stances.

1.

When Spelling Disagrees With Orthography

Orthography and spelling are often used interchangeably, especially by
linguists, who most often overlook the subject or treat it as a means
to consider phonology. The study of graphemics as a socio-semiotic
discipline, however, must distinguish inherently-variable spelling from
inherently-invariable orthography, i.e., the ‘officially-sanctioned spelling’
(Greek ortho = ‘correct’), be the sanctioning authority a state-governed
official language academy (as in France, Spain, Israel and Egypt), a prestigious printing house (early modern England) or an editor of dictionaries (Germany, USA). This means that spelling variation includes orthography among other variants, and descriptive linguistic methodology, which justifiably ignores prescriptive dictums, cannot avoid taking into consideration orthography as a relevant factor in the spelling
continuum despite its inherent prescriptive component. Thus, for the
sake of socio-semiotic analysis, it must be noted that while spelling displays variation across time, space and social premises, orthography—
once an established institution in a given culture—changes only in leaps,
sanctioned by the concerned authoritative decisions. In the case of Hebrew, a one-state language, such decisions are voted in the Academy of
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the Hebrew Language, an official institution, legally empowered and financially sustained by the State of Israel (Fellman, 1974). Decisions on
orthography may follow prevalent spelling-tendencies across society in
some cases and advocate changes in spelling in other cases, which may
in turn be followed by some users and ignored by others, whether for
lack of knowledge or for reluctant conservatism (Moreshet, 1968; 1969).

2.

Graphemic Euphemism Regarding Sequences <yh> and <yy>

Religious taboo in writing concerns primarily avoiding pointing the
tetragrammaton < הוהיyhvh> in pointed editions of the Hebrew bible
from the tenth century on. Post-Biblical works avoid writing it down altogether except in citations of entire biblical utterances (Sharvit, 1992).
A cultural side effect of not writing the tetragrammaton down is the custom among observant Jews, quite pervasive in those milieus, to avoid
spelling even small sequences thereof in other words. Thus, words
whose spelling combines two subsequent letters of the tetragrammaton
are spelled using a special apostrophe between the “holy” letters to be
avoided, e.g., < ה׳יעבbʔy’h> ’problem’ and < ה׳ייפאמmʔpyy’h> ‘bakery’, instead of the general spelling < היעבbʔyh> and < הייפאמmʔpyyh>. Another
religious taboo concerns the spelling of < םיהלאʔlhym> /ʔelohim/ ‘God’,
modified into < םיקלאʔlqym> by changing the letter hey < הh> into qof
< קq> (ibid., p. 115) by virtue of their graphetic proximity (a slightly
longer stroke in the latter); this new spelling has given rise to the new
euphemism /ʔelokim/ (Neuman, 2009, pp. 625–626).

3. Intentional Respelling Expressing Disapproval
One of the discourse strategies in use for expressing slight disapproval,
strong opposition or fierce contempt towards an idea or entity consists
of intentionally respelling words whose messages one wants to denigrate. The guiding principle of the graphemic pun is changing the
spelling while keeping pronunciation intact. Whereas graffiti were the
sole scene for such variations (Sebba, 2007) until the internet revolution, nowadays this practice is widespread on social media platforms.
To take a mild example, public transportation users who wish to express their dissatisfaction with the train services respell < תבכר לארשיrkbt
yśrʔl> /rakévet israel/ Israel Railways Ltd. as < תבקר לארשיrqbt yśrʔl>, alluding to the root √r.q.b. ‘decay’. Similarly, dissatisfaction with the Israeli Police motivates respelling < הרטשמmšṭrh> /miʃtara/ ‘police’ into
< ערטשמmšṭrʔ>, whereby the last syllable /ra/ respelled < ערrʔ> means
‘bad’.
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Some respellings are fiercer than others. Indeed, one of the strategies of expressing strong disapproval of the Israeli Culture Minister,
thus criticizing her policy, her general anti-cultural discourse (“I haven’t
read Chekov”) and some of her questionable public manners, consists of
changing < תרש תוברתהśrt htrbvt> ‘Culture Minister’ into < תרס תוברתהsrt
htrbvt> “culture-less”.
Israeli political discourse offers the highly frequent respelling לומס
<smvl> for < לאמשśmʔl> /smol/ ‘left’, a common practice by right-wing
partisans to express fierce opposition to- and mockery of- left-wing
ideas and partisans, although recently appropriated by left-wing partisans in the self-designated proactive Facebook page < םינלומסsmvlnym>
“leftists”. Following similar thinking, since one of the landmarks of
the Arab-Israeli Peace Process, conducted by an Israeli left-wing government in the mid ‘90s, was the city of Oslo (cf. the Oslo Accords),
the toponym < ולסואʔvslv> Oslo has been respelled < ולסועʔvslv>, a kind
of ‘nonce spelling’ (Bolinger, 1946, p. 336), whereby the letter áyin ע
<ʔ> (corresponding to a pharyngeal consonant) connotes the feature
[+Arab], i.e., negative in the respellers’ set of values. This and other cases
of ‘phonemically-pointless áyin’ probably represents the emergence of
a new [+pejorative] thematic grapheme in colloquial writing of Israeli
Hebrew.
Finally, some respellings are more personal than others. For instance,
the fact that intentional spelling variations such as < ןלומסsmvln> ‘leftist’ are often accompanied by numerous ignorance-based spelling variations, one of the social media attested responses, not very frequent
though, is the intentional derogatory would-be imitative respelling
< טבפלאנאʔnʔlpbṭ> “eliddiret” as an eye-dialect spelling for orthographic
< תיבפלאנאʔnʔlpbyt> ‘illiterate’.

4.

Anti-Plene Graphemic Conservatism

Either pointing or plene spelling may help readers complete phonological
information unavailable in unpointed “defective” spelling (Weinberg,
1985). Before the plene accommodations were sanctioned (using additional yod < יy> and vav < וv>), unpointed Hebrew was overloaded with
the zero grapheme and reading it required intense cognitive labor. Yet,
the introduction of those “helping letters” was felt by some readers to be
“lowering the standard for the lazy, slow, and ignorant, instead of just
teaching them how to read and write correctly”. Reacting by psychological or cultural inertia (Aronoff, 1994) to the plene accommodations,
some spellers would rather avoid adding yod < יy> and vav < וv> in a few
highly frequent lexical items.
One such word is < דואמmʔvd> /meod/ ‘very’, whose highly frequent
reactionary conservative variant is < דאמmʔd>. Another example is
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the word < אמאʔmʔ> /íma/ ‘mom’, whose recently-introduced yod (אמיא
<ʔymʔ>) breaks the visual-word habits of many language users. While
unorthographic vav-less < דאמmʔd> is typically old school, unorthographic yod-less < אמאʔmʔ> is much more widespread (Cohen-Gross and
Ilani, 2006–2007). The case of the word /mila/ is more complex, since
its pointed spellings vary between different meanings: < הָּלִמmlh> ‘word’
and < הָליִמmylh> ‘circumcision’. When plene orthography was first sanctioned in 1968, it was accepted that < הלמmlh> /mila/ ‘word’ be left
unchanged in order to avoid homography with ‘circumcision’. A few
decades later, in 1994, the Academy of the Hebrew Language decided
to adopt the plene spelling even for ’word’, which assumes this semantic context would allow distinguishing both meanings in spite of their
homographic spelling, whence < הלימmylh> /mila/ for both ‘word’ and
‘circumcision’. Conservative spellers, however, maintain the spelling
< הלמmlh> for ’word’. They include the liberal Haaretz daily newspaper, whose editor titled Or’s (2004) critical article on prescriptive
rigidity “Why <mlh> should be <mylh> from now on.” In the conflict between Academy orthographic decisions and spelling traditions
maintained by the intellectual elite, Tzivoni represents the prescriptive
standpoint: “The Academy has set forth clear rules, but the influencing instances—particularly book editors and newspapers—refuse to obey
them and make their own rules” (2011, p. 22). Without taking a stand
here, it is worth noticing that reluctance from reform does not equal
making up one’s own rules—it rather constitutes maintaining a handed
down spelling tradition against what conservatives view as unnecessarily made up spelling horrors.
Other non-plene spellings consist of yod-less /i/ in open syllables
which affect particular morphological categories, two of the most salient
being
– the future tense and infinitive of nif’al verb template like סנכהל
<lhkns> /le(h)ikanes/ ‘enter (inf.)’ instead of ordinary but more recently standardized plene < סנכיהלlhykns>; and
– the past tense of pi’el, e.g., < ודמלlmdv> /limdu/ ‘taught (past, 3pl)’ instead of ordinary but more recently standardized plene < ודמילlymdv>.
The first is quite pervasive among college-degree holders since even
yod-less spelling is sufficiently transparent. The second category, on the
other hand, is much more opaque since in the absence of yod it graphemically coalesces with another morphological category (qal stem); it is
therefore much rarer, and generally characterizes spellers who graduated from high school by the mid-1970s, when active pointing was taken
out of the baccalaureate curriculum.
A more widespread non-plene spelling consists of avoiding the orthographic double-yod < ייyy>—which many proficient spellers would
consider nonce spelling—corresponding to the consonantal /y/ in ultrafrequent words whose single-yod spelling is not subject to opacity in
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reading. One such word is < התייהhyyth> /hayta/ ‘(she) was’, whose
general spelling is < התיהhyth>. Tzivoni comments from a prescriptive
point of view: “A few respectable book publishers refuse spelling התייה
<hyyth> and use < התיהhyth>. Their resistance to < התייהhyyth> is astonishing and incomprehensible” (2011, 105, n. 1). Another case of doubleyod public intolerance is the final /ay/ spelling, whereby the general public keeps spelling < ילעʔly> for orthographic < יילעʔlyy> /alay/ ‘on/about
me’, < יתמmty> for orthographic < ייתמmtyy> /matay/ ‘when’, < ידdy>
for < יידdyy> /day/ ‘enough’. The last anti-plene frequent spelling on
this list is < לוכהhkvl> /(h)akol/ ‘everything’, whose general spelling is
< לכהhkl>. The lexical items presented in this paragraph are unorthographically spelled not-plene by the general public, including by major
publishers, with the exception of ardent adherents to the Academy of
the Hebrew Language.

5.

Proper Names: General Anti-plene Conservatism

The relatively long time-span of composition of the Hebrew biblical text
is responsible for several chronological differences in applying the use of
matres lectionis into its variable spelling in such way that later texts within
the biblical canon are spelled more plene than earlier ones (Andersen and
Forbes, 1986). While variable spelling, including plene, affects the general lexicon, the category of proper names is somewhat more conservative than others in that it tends to remain relatively “defective”. This
means that adding a vav < וv> corresponding to a back vowel or a yod
< יy> corresponding to a front vowel was much less current in some
proper names.
Modern Hebrew orthography tends to adopt these spellings by maintaining their traditional biblical spelling without adapting it to the
general rules of modern plene orthography. Thus, a few traditional
proper names, widespread among Modern Hebrew speakers, display
no vav < וv> corresponding to /o/: < בקעיyʔqb> /yaakov/ ‘Jacob’, השמ
<mšh> /moʃe/ ‘Moses’, < המלשšlmh> /ʃlomo/ ‘Solomon’; and the name
< דודdvd> /David/ ‘David’ displays no yod < יy> corresponding to a the
/i/, although some Israelis who go by that name take the somewhat
avant-garde liberty of spelling it using an additional yod < יy> as in only
three occurrences in Classical Biblical Hebrew (ibid., pp. 4–5), namely
< דיודdvyd>, e.g., writer David Grossman.
The noun pattern QóTeL underlies common nouns whose pointed
vs. plene orthographies diverge on an additional < וv>, e.g., < רֶקֹּבbqr>
/bóker/ ’morning’ vs. < רקובbvqr>. Some of these nouns are also used as
proper names, whence room for variation concerning the vav < וv> in
unpointed yet willingly defective spelling (see § 3.2 supra). Thus, while
the noun < רַהֹזzhr> /zó(h)ar/ ’glamour’ is spelled plene < רהוזzvhr>, peo-
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ple who go by that name (mostly first, seldom last) either spell it plene
or insist on < רהזzhr>. Other proper names displaying this feature: הגנ
<ngh> /nóga/, < םענnʔm> /nóam/, < םתרrtm> /rótem/, < ןראʔrn> /óren/,
< הענnʔh> /nóa/, < םהשšhm> /ʃó(h)am/, with divergent tendencies in
biblical names preferring the vav-less spelling vs. modern names showing preference for the plene spelling. Those who use the vav-less variant sometimes comment meta-graphemically “this is the correct spelling”
and would often correct correspondents who would dare add the conventional vav. Parents often take the warrior’s stand, as the mother of
a 12-year old boy called < םעניבאabynʔm> /avinóam/, who commented
in an interview (October 2017): “How can anyone with minimal selfrespect spell it with a vav?” Others opt for the vav variant: “It’s just
easier to read. And those who insist on the vav-less spelling are a bit
stuffy” (Landman, 2014, p. 140).
Similar variation with respect to vav in proper names may be found
in proper names of the noun patterns QoTla and QoTLat, whose plene
spelling adds a vav which is absent in the pointed spelling, e.g., תרמש
<šmrt> /ʃomrat/, < תרבדdbrt> /dovrat/, < הרפעʔfrh> /ofra/. The case of
< תנסאʔsnt> vs. < תנסואʔvsnt> for /osnat/ is more complex since one of
the phonemic variants is /asnat/. Here too, biblical origins may encourage preference for the vav-less variants, and the same meta-graphemic
discourse applies for these morphological categories as well.

6. Eye-Dialect Respellings
The term ‘eye-dialect’ refers to pronunciation-oriented non-orthographic
respelling, whether the pronunciation at hand is socially-unmarked,
<wimmin> for <women>, or, in an extended sense of the term, sociallymarked, e.g., <bo’l> for <bottle>. Eye-dialect in Hebrew is used in direct speech represented in fiction or on social media and texting. In
fiction it may either characterize pronunciation as ethnic or foreign,
i.e., socially-marked pronunciation, or it may indicate fast / colloquial
speech, which is then unmarked (Ben-Shahar, 1995). While eye-dialect
in fiction is generally anecdotal, although some formation patterns are
discernable, on social media and in texting it usually conveys sociallyunmarked colloquial speech, thus representing anti-spelling (analogous
to anti-language in general sociolinguistics). Among the highly-frequent
eye-dialect items is the term < תיב רפסbyt spr> /bet séfer/ ‘school’ commonly respelled < רפצבbʦpr> “skool”. Taken a step farther, this alternative teasing respelling, originally conceived in teenagers’ blogs and
short text messages, later served for branding as [+young] a new (2002)
establishment:
“Habetzefer” was established by the Israeli Advertising Association which
unites 50 advertising agencies in Israel. “Habetzefer”’s shares holders, are 40
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leading advertising agencies of the country. Above all, this ensures that the
“Habetzefer” curriculum is on par with the strict requirements of the advertising industry in order for our graduates to fit in the industry successfully.
(www.habetzefer.co.il/english)

It remains to be seen whether the adoption of SMSpellings for branding products as [+young] is merely anecdotal or liable to become more
productive.

7.

Spelling Subsystem: Graphemic Marking
of Lexical Foreignisms

One of the most salient features of Yiddish orthography is the graphemic
dichotomy between European and Semitic lexical components, somewhat comparable to the “Native and foreign” graphemic distinction
within Carney’s (1994, 96ff) Spelling Subsystems. While the spelling of
the Hebrew-Aramaic (hence ‘patrimonial’) lexical component of Yiddish follows classical Jewish sources, thus expressing loyalty to Jewish
cultural heritage, as in the spelling systems of other Jewish languages,
the spelling of the European component, mostly Germanic and Slavic, is
much more phonemic, i.e., ideologically-neutral. Thus, on the verge of
linguistic conversion to Modern Hebrew, after a few minor hesitations
between contradictory tendencies, this graphemic dichotomy ended up
remaining in Modern Hebrew with minor modifications, thus maintaining the traditional opposition between cultural continuity with classical
sources vs. practical spelling of words bearing no cultural attachment
(Neuman, 2013). Modern Hebrew phoneme-to-grapheme correspondences thus vary according to the feature [+foreign], and this dichotomy
has led to two parallel graphemic sub-systems:
Phoneme

Hebrew autochthonous

Foreign

/a/

Final position: < אʔ>, or ה
<h>, or < עʔ>
Medial position: zero <ø>
Closed unstressed syllable:
zero <ø>. Elsewhere: < יy>
< יy> < ייyy>
rarely < וv>, frequently < בb>
rarely < שš>, frequently < סs>
< חḥ> < כk>
< כk> < קq>
rarely < טṭ> frequently < תt>

< הh>

/i/
/ay/
/v/
/s/
/χ/
/k/
/t/

< אʔ> <ø>
< יy>
< ייyy>
< ווvv>
< סs>
< כk>
< קq>

<t> →

< טṭ> <th> → < תt>

All in all, the spelling of foreign words is less complex, and learners of
Hebrew may figure them out more easily than the orthography of patri-
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monial vocabulary. To illustrate the major categories of the dichotomy,
here are a few examples, one for each. Concerning the notation of /i/,
whereas the /i/ in < הדקפמmpqdh> /mifkada/ ‘headquarters’ takes no
yod < יy> since its syllable is closed and unstressed, the /i/ of הזונפיה
<hypnvzh> /hipnóza/ ‘hypnosis’ takes the yod < יy> since in spelling
foreign words, the type of syllable is irrelevant; unsanctioned yet common spelling exceptions display yod < יy> in closed unstressed syllables
only where homography is liable to cause ambiguity, e.g., < להנמmnhl>
/mena(h)el/ ‘director’ vs. < להנימmynhl> /min(h)al/ ‘office’. With respect to the sequence /ay/, in autochthonous < הלילlylh> /láyla/ ‘night’
it takes a single yod < יy>, which could technically be interpreted as
the vowel /i/ or /e/, while the same diphthong in the foreign term רדייס
<syydr> /sáyder/ ‘cider’ takes a double-yod < ייyy>, which is less ambiguous; less proficient spellers tend to apply the foreign graphemic rule
also to Hebrew words, e.g., < הליילlyylh> instead of < הלילlylh>. Similarly, while the /v/ in autochthonous < הנבהhvnh> /havana/ ‘understanding, comprehension’ corresponds to bet < בb>, but could technically be spelled with a double-vav < ווvv>, the Cuban capital city Havana does take a double-vav < ווvv>: < הנאווהhvvʔnh>, leaving no room
for hesitation in reading. Finally, the alveolar stop /t/ in the word /tik/
is either spelled as autochthonous < קיתtyq> ‘bag’ or as foreign < קיטṭyq>
‘tick’, and this spelling distinction joins a morphophonemic distinction
in the plural tikím ‘bags’ vs. tíkim ‘ticks’. Spelling autochthonous words
is more complex than spelling foreignisms, and being able to coherently
apply this dichotomy is part of spelling proficiency.
This dichotomy clearly carries ideological values. Patrimonial lexicon in Yiddish constitutes a minority within the entire vocabulary, so
spelling it as in classical texts carries the value of respect towards Jewish
cultural heritage. Conversely to Yiddish, Modern Hebrew vocabulary
is more than 90% autochthonous (Schwarzwald (Rodrigue), 1998), so
spelling foreign words differently puts them in a visible graphemic quarantine (not without calling to attention the special [Pharaonic] Egyptian
graphemics for non-Egyptian words, more phonetic than for autochthonous words). When added to the already existing morphophonemic
quarantine, and given the ideological anti-foreign inclination of the linguistic pillar in Zionism, as in several other national movements in 19th
and 20th centuries, namely the language-shift to Hebrew, it becomes
clear that their identification as external to the autochthonous system
makes it easier to gradually replace them (Masson, 1986). For example,
both morphophonemic foreignness of /táksi/ ‘taxi’ and the graphemic
relative foreignness of its spelling < יסקטṭqsy>, the tet < טṭ> in particular, have allowed its maintenance in a stable structural segregation until
the time came for its gradual yet successful replacement by the Hebrew
term < תינומmvnyt> /monit/ (Neuman, 2013).
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Arabic Loanwords: Between Foreignisms and Semitisms

Judeo-Arabic established a special tradition of transcribing Arabic using the Hebrew alphabet, which, though unstable with respect to the
notation of several sounds, contributed its own share to Modern Hebrew graphemics. What is relevant for the present synopsis of Modern
Hebrew spelling variation is the distinction, using Hebrew letters, between Arabic emphatic phonemes /ṭ/ and /q/ and non-emphatic counterparts /t/ and /k/. Based on this distinction, the Hebrew notation of
Judeo-Arabic phonemes follows this rule (Hary, 1996):

Alveolar
Velar

[-emphatic]
[+emphatic]
[-emphatic]
[+emphatic]

Phoneme

Arabic script

Hebrew script

/t/
/ṭ/
/k/
/q/

ت
ط
ك
ق

tav < תt>
tet < טṭ>
kaf < כk>
qof < קq>

Comparing the Judeo-Arabic graphemic treatment of /t/ and /k/ according to this chart with their treatment in the last two lines in the
previous chart (lexical foreignisms) suggests a possible graphemic conflict if, while being foreign in Hebrew, Arabic loanwords in Hebrew follow the Judeo-Arabic spelling tradition. Indeed, whereas Judeo-Arabic
[-emphatic] /t/ and /k/ take tav < תt> and kaf < כk>, as foreign words
in Modern Hebrew they would take tet < טṭ> and qof < קq>. The choice
of their spelling in Modern Hebrew is partly conditioned by the feature [+learned] of the borrowing process (Neuman, 2015): words introduced into Hebrew via or accompanied by literacy, mostly by scholars or journalists, usually follow the customary Judeo-Arabic tradition,
e.g.,  הדאפיתניאIntifada (an Arabic word meaning ‘tremor’, usually rendered by ‘uprising’) with a tav < תt>, whereas popular loans initially
display more fluctuation in spelling, though they quite often become
normalized though scholarly intervention and end up acquiring an orthography that follows the Judeo-Arabic tradition. Thus, Arabic loanwords in Hebrew whose spelling was arranged by learned language
users are spelled in Hebrew according to the Judeo-Arabic tradition. For
example, the 19th century Palestinian Yiddish lexical Arabism /sábre/
‘cactus fig’ (Kosover, 1966, p. 157) was respelled into Modern Hebrew
< רבצʦbr>, whence subsequent graphophonemic rephonemization into
/ʦabar/ (Neuman, 2009, pp. 690–692).
In turn, the fact that European loanwords obey relatively strict
graphemic rules while Arabic loanwords are much less subject to such
restrictions may indicate that, on the ideological level, given that Zionism exhibits a combination of rejecting old Europe and yearning for a
somewhat imagined “new East,” Arabic loanwords might appear less foreign in Hebrew than the European loanwords. The unequal graphemic
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treatment of European vs. Arabic loanwords is thus carrying a component of identitary ideological discourse.
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Emojis Are Everywhere
How Emojis Conquer New Contexts
Christa Dürscheid

Abstract. This article first presents facts and figures about emoji use, which, as is
pointed out, is by no means restricted to private everyday communication (Section 1). Next, two studies are discussed, shedding light on the following questions: on the one hand, whether emojis are indeed preferred by younger people
and, on the other, which impression the use of specific emojis with positive or
negative connotations leaves with the addressee of text messages (Section 2).
The heart of this essay follows in Section 3—it focuses on emoji use during the
COVID-19 crisis (which, at the time of writing, is still ongoing). Here, observations concerning new forms of emoji use on Facebook and in types of video
chat (such as Zoom and Skype) are collected. Among these, two are discussed
in more detail: firstly, the possibility to react to Facebook posts with a hugging
face, which is supposed to help users take a symbolical stance “against loneliness.” Secondly, the fact that in video chats, emojis can now be sent as so-called
real time reactions. This way, it is possible, for example, to send a thumbs down
sign emoji while another person is speaking. In Section 4, an outlook is given,
raising the question of how emoji use can be described at a linguistic level now
that, given this new development in video chats, emojis are used also in oral
communication and thereby cease to be mere complements to or substitutes for
writing.

1.

A Story of Success

Emojis are everywhere—especially whenever people exchange information with acquaintances, friends, or family via messenger services (such
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as WhatsApp), post pictures of their restaurant visits on Instagram, or
send holiday greetings via Facebook. Furthermore, emojis are not only
used in private communication (as one may assume given these examples) but can also be found in business communications and in the context of mass media: for instance, companies embellish their newsletters
with emojis; advertising agencies rely on emojis in the design of their
advertisements and billboards; T-shirts, posters, games, books as well
as films are marketed with emojis, and even police stations use them
to render their Facebook posts more informal and thus (perhaps) more
likeable (cf. Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Emojis in Facebook

As research on the use of emojis has gained pace, there is an abundance of literature on the topic, which cannot be treated extensively
within the scope of this short essay (but see Seargeant, 2019, who deals
with the historical, political, social, and linguistic context of emoji use).
Two points should nevertheless be mentioned:
Firstly, the word emoji comes from Japanese. It is a combination of e
‘image’ and moji ‘character’.1 The (coincidental) phonetic similarity with
the word emoticon does not reveal anything about how emojis are used.
This is evident from the example in Fig. 1, in which none of the three
emojis express emotions: two depict vehicles while the third one is the
“Face-with-Head-Bandage-Emoji”.
Secondly, emojis are not only popular in private and more and more
official contexts but are also a recurring subject in public discourse (cf.
Fig. 2). For example, newspaper articles often raise the question of
whether writing with emojis could have long-term effects on the use
of language in general and discuss the consequences that could potentially ensue if written communication were to be based increasingly on
images (e.g., photos, stickers, GIFs, emojis).
1. In Japan, the history of emojis reaches back to the last century. Shigetaka Kurita
is regarded as their inventor. In the late 1990s, he designed—for the largest mobile
phone provider in Japan at that time—small black and white graphics that were used
to complement text.
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Interestingly, these articles often focus on young people. Could they
lose the ability to express themselves correctly in writing because of the
heavy use of emojis in the messages they compose? Another question
that is repeatedly debated relates to whether emojis could form the basis of a new universal language. From a linguistic standpoint, this question is usually negated, as it is argued that emojis can supplement writing but not substitute it. The crux of this claim is that there exists no
fixed relation between emojis and what they represent (see Dürscheid
and Meletis, 2019, pp. 172–176 for an in-depth discussion of this topic),
making it infeasible to represent complex sentence structures using only
emojis.2 In this regard, we agree with Philip Seargeant’s assessment:
“Emoji may be a lot more intuitive than alphabetic writing systems,
which you have almost no chance of interpreting if you can’t read them.
But they’re still semiotically fairly complicated. And their meaning often isn’t that transparent” (Seargeant, 2019, p. 20).3
Since emojis originated in Japan, it is unsurprising that the original meanings of many emojis reflect Japanese culture and language
use. Take, for example, the poop emoji , which is frequently added in
Japanese text messages to wish someone good luck. By comparison, in
western countries, this emoji is used in negative contexts or when writers comment critically on someone else’s statements.4 Scrolling through
the long list of emojis on mobile phones, one instantly becomes aware of
how many different emojis are currently available for use. Among them
are emojis that represent the expression of certain feelings (e.g., laughing or sad face) but also emojis that stand for people of different professions, various types of food, sports activities, animals, vehicles, flags,
and also symbolic signs (such as plus and minus, religious symbols, and
the heart emoji, which is available in different colours).
Inserting these small colourful images into texts by means of few
clicks is possible only because they are included in Unicode, the international character set that is the basis for all digital writing today
(see https://home.unicode.org/). Of course, it had already previously
been possible for writers to express what they mean by using additional
graphic means: In the 1990s (and to some degree today still), people de2. Just consider ‘writing’ the following sentence using only emojis: I would have
liked to come yesterday, if I had the time. Neither the grammatical information in this
sentence (e.g., tense, mode) nor the logical connection between the two parts of the
sentence can be expressed with emojis.
3. Note that Ph. Seargeant uses emoji as the plural of emoj. Indeed, in Japanese, the
plural does not change, while in English, according to the Oxford English Dictionary,
emoji and emojis both are acceptable plurals. We prefer emojis as the plural form in
this essay.
4. More information about the meaning of emojis can be found at https://
emojipedia.org/ (26/8/2020). It was Jeremy Burge who launched this website in 2013;
he also introduced the “World Emoji Day,” which takes place each year on July 17th.
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Figure 2. Emojis in public discourse

signed their emails and text messages with smileys in ASCII code such
as, for instance, :-). Notably, when the first emojis were integrated into
Unicode in 2010, many writers changed their habits und started using
emojis instead of ASCII signs.

Currently, Unicode contains more than 3,000 emojis, with new ones
being added on a yearly basis by the Unicode consortium, which is responsible for the admission. Given the multitude of proposals, it is obviously impossible for the consortium to approve every application for
inclusion of an emoji. The approval process is guided by several criteria. For instance, a proposal for an emoji that is intended to promote
a specific product (e.g., a brand of beverage) will not be successful. By
contrast, if the applicants manage to provide evidence that a proposed
emoji is of socio-political relevance, it has a far better chance of being
accepted. It was, in fact, this criterion that led to the current situation in
which many emojis (and variants of emojis) in Unicode represent people
of different skin colours and diverse relationship constellations.
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Adolescents, WhatsApp, and Emojis

According to the 2018 PEW study, people in the US aged 18-49 years have
reached a near saturation level of 97% in their adoption of the internet.5
Interestingly, the number of people who have access to the internet only
via their smartphones (instead of through traditional broadband services at home) has increased from 12% in 2016 to 20% in 2018. This
suggests a noteworthy development towards “smartphone-only” internet users.
It is, of course, important to consider the purposes for which these
people use the internet on their mobile phones, as this affects the question of whether or not they use emojis. For example, if someone has
written a scientific essay and wishes to publish it on the internet or
sends a business letter by email, he or she will probably not use emojis. This stands in stark contrast to messages sent via WhatsApp or
posted on Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter, contexts in which it might
even—to put it bluntly—raise eyebrows if no emojis are used at all. Assumedly, these applications enjoy particular popularity among young
people. Therefore, let us briefly look at a series of German surveys, the
so-called JIM studies (Jugend, Information, Medien), in which young people
are regularly asked about their use of various media.
The most recent JIM study from 2019 shows that 93% of the 12- to
19-year-olds (n = 1, 200) communicate via WhatsApp several times a
week.6 The survey also found that WhatsApp is the most popular internet application, followed by Instagram, Snapchat, and Facebook (in
this order). This, notably, does not necessarily mean that adolescents
use emojis more frequently than members of other age groups. In fact,
there exists a study that makes the case for the opposite—if only on the
basis of a very small sample (n = 120); in this study, the authors provide
evidence that people above the age of 35 use more emojis than younger
people (see Tschernig and Hertzberg, 2015). In the conclusion of their
paper, they also address the question that is discussed so often both in
public discourses as well as in research: What purpose do emojis serve in
text messages? Since a growing number of studies deal with this matter
(see, for example, Beißwenger and Pappert, 2019; Dürscheid and Frick,
2016; Herring and Dainas, 2017), only three aspects of this question shall
be addressed in the following:

5. The PEW (Pew Research Center) presents itself as “a nonpartisan fact tank
that informs the public about the issues, attitudes and trends shaping the world”. It
conducts “public opinion polling, demographic research, media content analysis and
other empirical social science research” in order to provide information for current
discourses. For more information, see https://www.pewresearch.org (26/8/2020).
6. Cf. https://www.mpfs.de/studien/jim-studie/2019/ (26/8/2020).
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Firstly, as has been argued above, emojis can be used to make texts
“more informal and likeable”. To put it differently, they can assume an
indexical function, meaning emojis potentially ascribe certain characteristics to a text (and thus to the producer of the text). This is underlined in an online survey (n = 385) that is part of a psychological study
conducted by Wera Aretz. The survey’s results lead to the following conclusion: “The author of a text using positively connotated emojis [e.g.,
, CD] is perceived significantly warmer and more likeable, an author
using no emojis is perceived more assertive, and an author using negatively connotated emojis [e.g., , CD] as irritated and angry” (Aretz,
2019, p. 37).
Secondly, emojis can also be used for an additional illustration of
what is already stated explicitly in the text. This is the case, for exand
are added to utterances such as
ample, when emojis such as ,
We are really excited for summer.
Thirdly, emojis can be used to substitute parts of words, entire words,
or noun phrases (see I’m on my , I’ll take the night ). Important questions
in this respect are whether writers do this to reduce typing effort or
(just) see it as a kind of grapho-stylistic play. In any case, this type of
use remains relatively rare. This is evident from the corpus studies of
a Swiss research project (cf. https://www.whatsup-switzerland.ch) that is
based on an extensive data collection of approximately 750,000 WhatsApp messages.

3. Emojis During the COVID-19 Crisis
Given that the pandemic has such a deep impact on our lives, it is unsurprising that it also affects the way emojis are used. Strikingly, as a result,
a specific emoji is currently used much more frequently than before: the
“face with medical mask emoji” .7 Interestingly, at the same time, the
relative use of the positive smiley-face emoji has dropped. As stated
on Emojipedia, “emoji showing more negative or ambiguous emotions,
like anger or pleading, have been ticking up, suggesting people are more
uneasy right now”.8 Thus, in an analysis of 68 million tweets from April
2020, the pleading face emoji ranked as the third most popular emoji
(cf. Fig. 3). As shown in the table, from August 2018 to April 2020, the
two emojis that top the ranking have remained the same, while there has
been a change in third place.

7. Here and in the following, we refer to surveys conducted by Emojipedia and reported on their website. Cf. https://blog.emojipedia.org/spread-ofthe-coronavirus-emoji (26/8/2020).
8. Cf. https://blog.emojipedia.org/emoji-use-in-the-new-normal (26/8/2020).
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Emoji ranking https://blog.emojipedia.org/emoji-use-in-theFigure 3.
new-normal/ (4/9/2020)

Note that for purposes of comparison, it would be interesting to learn
whether the pandemic also effects users’ emoji preferences on Facebook. On Emojipedia, no studies approaching this question are available. However, it is noteworthy that in the spring of 2020, Facebook
introduced a new emoji that performs a virtual hug. It can be selected
among other “online reactions” such as
or
(cf. Fig. 4). According
to Facebook, the hugging face emoji is supposed to symbolically take a
stance “against loneliness” (cf. Fig. 5).

Figure 4. Online reactions on Facebook
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Figure 5. The hugging face emoji https://www.facebook.com/lincolnccfh/posts/
2596013993946489 (4/9/2020)

As mentioned above, each year, a set of new emojis is integrated into
Unicode. Due to the pandemic, the Unicode consortium has postponed
the release of its next version, Unicode 14.0, for six months (see http://
log.unicode.org/2020/04/unicode-140-delayed-for-6-months.html, (26/8/
2020)). Specifically, Unicode 14.0 was originally planned to be released
in March 2021, with new emojis being made available for the public in
the fall of 2021. Given the circumstances surrounding COVID-19, this
will now probably not happen until 2022.9
Nevertheless, the popularity of emojis will likely grow even more due
to the Corona crisis. The reasons for this are obvious: On the one hand,
if, in the future, personal encounters have to be kept to a minimum, people will resort to sending each other text messages even more often than
before. This will increase the overall use of emojis (and perhaps more
specifically of emojis that express emotions). On the other hand, people
will more often talk to each other via telephone calls (as in the past) or
will communicate via video conferences, which may lead to a decreasing use of emojis. However, video platforms such as Zoom, Microsoft
Teams, Skype, or Google Meet also allow users to send text messages
that may include emojis. Furthermore, during a call or video chat, users
can select emojis to comment on something another person has said.
Google Meet, Zoom, and Skype already provide several emojis that allow listeners to perform such so-called “real-time reactions” (cf. Fig. 6).

9. However, an interim solution for 2021 was announced on Emojipedia on
July 24th, 2020: “With Unicode 14.0 delayed due to COVID-19, a minor emoji release known as Emoji 13.1 will fill the gap for phone users in 2021” (https://blog.
emojipedia.org/there-will-be-new-emojis-in-2021-after-all, (29/8/2020)).
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Thus, for instance, it is possible to send a thumbs up sign emoji while
another person is speaking.
As evident from this screenshot, Google Meet users are invited to
make further emoji suggestions that may be implemented in upcoming releases of the software. A question that arises in this context is
whether (and how often) video chat participants actually make use of
this option. In the next step, it would also be interesting to assess how
this additional level of communication affects the person who is speaking, especially because emojis that express negative feelings can be sent
as well. This last scenario is illustrated in the next screenshot that is
taken from a one-to-one Skype conversation (cf. Fig. 7). While one person was talking, the other sent a frowning face emoji that appeared and
briefly took up the whole screen before it disappeared again. Notably,
this back-channel behaviour potentially irritates the speaker, which in
turn could lead to her/him reacting immediately and changing the way
the way s/he continues his or her turn.

Figure 6. Emojis in Google Meet
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Figure 7. Real-time reaction in Skype

If more than two people are involved in the video chat, the emoji
would not occupy the entire screen but (in Skype, for example) superimposes only the camera image of the person who sent it. Nevertheless,
not only the person who is currently talking but all participants can see
it.10 In a certain way, this kind of nonverbal reaction is comparable to
noticing a listener’s facial expressions while speaking in an ‘offline’, i.e.,
face-to-face conversation. However, whereas in a video chat, all participants will see this reaction (provided they are paying attention to the
screen at the time when it is sent), this is not necessarily the case in
an offline setting. To phrase it differently: online, it is not so easy to
ignore this kind of back-channel behaviour, while in face-to-face conversations, the speaker as well as the other participants may overlook
such a negative reaction.
Examples like this contribute to the impression that emojis are now
indeed everywhere: they not only appear in combination with text anymore but have also become a part of digital-oral conversations. Of
course, one could argue that emojis can also be sent in the text chat that
runs parallel to video (or only audio) conversations, and that this has
been possible for a long time. Against this background, it is justified to
ask how the described emoji reactions differ from what has been previously practiced. Arguably, in text chats, emojis do not push themselves
into the conversation in the same way that a real-time emoji reaction
10. Note that in Google Meet, for instance, emojis are not statically superimposed
on the camera image but fly across the whole screen. This ensures that in video chats
involving multiple participants, the reaction can really be seen by everyone.
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does. Also, if the participants in a conversation have not opened the
text chat window, they will not see the emojis at all. Besides, from a
linguistic perspective, it is a fundamental difference whether emojis are
used while reading and writing or while listening and talking. The latter
constitutes a switch from the oral to the visual mode, while the former
occurs entirely in the visual mode.

4.

Outlook

“The revolution we’re experiencing at the moment […] is centred around
digital communication, the internet and mobile technology” (Seargeant,
2019, p. 190). This statement is found at the end of Seargeant’s book. We
argue that from the perspective of the year 2020 (so far), we are currently not only in the midst of a digital-technological revolution but are
also experiencing a non-digital development that affects our society in
its very roots. The epidemiological situation we are facing has a massive
impact on our daily lives—this also includes the way we use digital media. In the present essay, we mentioned only one example of this: Due
to the Corona pandemic, video chat conversations supplemented by text
chat have become omnipresent. As we have shown, this is accompanied
by a new communication practice that some platforms offer: sending
emojis as real-time reactions.
If this type of emoji use grows increasingly popular, it will no longer
be sufficient to study emojis as a mere complement to or substitute
for writing. In this case, linguists would have to address the question of which functions emojis serve in online oral communication and
whether, possibly, the distinction between oral conversation (by default
without emojis) and written conversation (often with emojis) must be
reconsidered. Evidently, the current situation produces interesting new
research questions—however, possibly ones we would prefer to leave behind as soon as we have reached the end of the Covis-19 crisis. Since if
(or hopefully when) we finally return to offline meetings, the described
back-channel behaviour will likely be discarded. Indeed, the image of
someone holding up a sheet with an emoji on it to give a comment during an offline conversation certainly appears absurd. Or does it?
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A Case in Point: Communication
With Unknown Intelligence/s
Tomi S. Melka · Robert M. Schoch

Abstract. This article discusses from a semiotic perspective one important
variable—anthropocentrism—present in various proposed messages intended to
communicate with off-world intelligences. Our review of different scenarios reveals embedded flaws to various degrees. This should not be a reason for desisting in the pursuit of SETI-style (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence) passive “listening” or active “messaging” programs; however, in tandem with such
SETI-style programs, a robust and efficient strategy for potential contact should
be developed as well. Such a strategy will require adequate time for major structural improvements in both the semiotic and technological realms rather than
attempted last-minute adjustments carried out, for instance, when a SETI-style
program claims success and contact seems imminent.
The realization that humans often have great difficulties in interpreting their
own cultural products and experiences (especially, the long-forgotten ones), as
well as the communicative abilities of non-human residents on Earth, is deemed
a critical aspect that must be overcome in order to undertake successful hypothetical communication with extraterrestrial intelligences (ETIs). Furthermore,
we believe it is pertinent to raise the issue of the modality that any particular ETIs might utilize or recognize as a communication system. Arguably, the
widely held assumption (often unstated) that ETIs will recognize and respond
positively to either visual or auditory communication (where auditory communication is often encoded in visual graphic forms, such as writing systems), in
many cases coded in and transmitted via electromagnetic waves or some other
medium, is simply a form of anthropocentrism at a fundamental level.

1.

Introduction

Searching for knowledge and reaching new, unknown realms has stood
for challenge, scientific adventure, and self-fulfillment in humankind’s
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course. As long as the human condition persists, the inner drive of exploration beyond one more barrier will continue and possibly grow (cf. Steven
J. Dick, in Gardner, 2007, p. 3). Unidentified human events (lost or
non-retrieved), non-human data-driven observations, and other scientific phenomena, distant or very distant from our world, have been and
still are the focus of attention for scores of researchers. In this context,
the probable existence of ETIs and intended inter-communication represents a research area highly subject to philosophical, theological, and
epistemological factors. On the other hand, the present controversy surrounding several aspects of this topic cannot eclipse its mid- or longterm significance. The acronym ETIs (extra terrestrial intelligences)
conveys in what follows a general practical term,1 and without entering into fine semantic distinctions, it swaps occasionally with alien/s. It
needs to be clear, at this point, that the following text is not the afterresult of the UFO-craze or “watching countless film and television dramas in which creatures from other worlds” (Shostak and Barnett, 2003,
p. 1) with oversize brains (or not) engage in massive local / global invasions, fight in space, or show their bizarre manners, clothes, and gadgets.
Furthermore, the present authors do not mean to exercise in exotic and
cool topics, neither instill tediousness nor ridicule (see also D. G. Brin,
2006).
The idea for the essay emerged from research in symbolic and writing systems and semiotics in general (see Melka, 2008; 2010; 2013; 2017;
Melka and Místecký, 2020; Melka and Schoch, 2020; Zörnig and Melka,
2014). A number of obstacles, present during the process of interpretation and deciphering of unknown verbal and/or non-verbal information, certainly raise parallels for the far more complex and difficult task:
that of identifying and retrieving messages from non-terrestrial sources.
Take just one example, that of the classical script of Rapa Nui (Easter
Island)—rongorongo. Despite numerous efforts by past and present researchers, the greatest part of its sign-sequences remains impregnable
(cf. Vakoch, 2014a, p. xxi), whether in semantic and/or phonetic terms.
Upon which, any resilient and open mind might ask: if modern humans
do not consistently capture and interpret cogently the information made
by an earlier human culture, how can they proceed with truly alien cultures, products of very divergent developmental pathways, and bound
(very likely) to unrelated bio-chemical and/or cultural parameters? In
a similar vein, Arthur C. Clarke (in Praise for Lost Languages, Robinson,

1. For instance, in his Abstract, André Kukla (2001) elaborates the term according
to three criteria, “[the] abbreviation ‘ETI’ [will]… stand for three related concepts:
(1) the abstract idea of extraterrestrial intelligence, (2) individuals who are both extraterrestrial and intelligent (as in ‘There’s an ETI in the closet’), and (3) the hypothesis that there are ETIs”. For nuanced definitions and conceptions of extraterrestrial
intelligence, see Dunér (2017, pp. 435–437).
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2002, dust jacket; Robinson, 2017, p. 209) in commenting about humanmade scripts that will probably never be deciphered, pointed out, “if we
cannot always understand messages from our fellow humans, how successful will we be when we receive the first communication from Outer
Space?”
Given the size and the depth of the subject, our focus here is directed
toward a technical aspect of communication with the “unknown”: the
ingrained human-based semiotics, its outcomes and constraints thereof.
The viability of visual and aural codes primarily sent through electromagnetic conduits, and also through other conceivable channels (although to a lesser extent), is examined. In the context of grapholinguistics, we believe it is pertinent to raise the question of whether or not the
ETIs we might encounter will necessarily utilize (or recognize) visual
and/or auditory communication systems (most human visual graphic
communication systems are based on, or encode, auditory communication systems). Whether sent by physical means (such as plaques on
spacecraft), broadcast via electromagnetic waves, or conveyed by some
other means, will such messages hit or miss the mark? Furthermore, auditory speech in a human sense consists of sequences of sounds over
time, with writings and scripts typically “mimicking” such a temporal or linear-like sequence (not just in “straight lines,” but also sometimes forming spirals and other shapes). Will the ETIs also communicate using such temporal and linear sequences of “words” or “signs”?
Our human inclination toward visual and auditory communication systems arranged in temporal or linear sequences, for the most part, can
be viewed as one more instance of anthropocentrism (gestural communication is a form of visual communication), one that occurs at a fundamental level for us, but may not be shared by the ETIs. Even on
our planet, non-human species may communicate primarily in other
manners and via other modalities, such as by releasing various chemicals that are then detected by the recipients (that is, communication by
odors and smells, which are also utilized by humans, but primarily at a
more instinctual level, including the use of perfumes as “aphrodisiacs”),
by taste, by touch, by body position and orientation (including kinesthetic aspects), and so forth. Be this as it may, given the state of affairs
and understanding regarding human communication at this stage in the
scholarly literature and the themes of the conference, in this article we
necessarily focus on visual and auditory communication systems, even if
transmitted through other channels. Of the visual versus auditory, some
will argue that the visual (such as written sequences and engraved signs)
have a much greater chance of surviving over long periods of time as
compared to auditory messages, and therefore the visual messages are
more likely to be intercepted by the ETIs.
The serious dilemma of whether humans should strictly listen or
also transmit at this stage—known as passive vs. active SETI (Search for
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Extraterrestrial Intelligence)2 —will only be considered briefly here (cf.
also D. G. Brin, 2006; Grinspoon, 2007; Musso, 2012, p. 44; Gertz, 2016).
Experts in cultural and planetary risk assessment would have a much
stronger say in this respect (cf. Tarter, 2000, p. 727; Neal, 2014).
Whether or not the idea of potential life on other relatively wellknown celestial bodies (e.g., the Europa and Callisto moons of Jupiter;
the Enceladus moon of Saturn) or in farther sectors of space (e.g.,
twenty, thirty, or more light-years away) is supported in the future, the
current analysis will make its point. Details, arguments, and speculations on the prospects of the emergence of non-terrestrial life—simple,
complex, intelligent, or sentient—can be consulted in the literature (see
Shklovskii and Sagan, 1966; Tipler, 1980; D. G. Brin, 1983; Mayr, 1985;
Fogg, 1987; Drake and Sobel, 1992; Dickinson and Schaller, 1994; Heidmann, 1995; Clark, 2000; Aldiss, 2006; Kukla, 2001; Cohen and Stewart, 2002; Webb, 2002; Shostak and Barnett, 2003; Ward, 2005; Davies,
2010; Shuch, 2011; Vakoch, 2014a; Bains and Schulze-Makuch, 2016; Zackrisson et al., 2016; Dunér, 2017; Kipping, 2020; Westby and Conselice,
2020).
While not as expensive as waging long-term wars, attempting to engage with exploration of space and non-terrestrial interlocutors, humanoid or not, is still costly for the finances of the state and its taxpayers
given the technological requirements (cf. Matloff, 2005; Benford, Benford, and Benford, 2010; Billingham and Benford, 2011). In addition,
such projects are also responsive to the generous donations of wealthy
and concerned people (Tarter, 2000, p. 725; Ghosh, 2020).
In the same manner, the predictable or unpredictable ramifications
of contact for humanity have been carefully discussed in the literature (cf. Davies, 1995; Kukla, 2001; Cohen and Stewart, 2002; Michaud,
2007; Gardner, 2007; Harrison, 2011; Baum, Haqq-Misra, and DomagalGoldman, 2011; Vakoch, 2014a, Vakoch, 2014b; Michael, 2014). The giggle
factor in the popular belief about contacting ETIs, the reigning skepticism in political and/or in certain scientific circles, and the constant financial worries are comprehensible regarding such an ambitious agenda
(Tarter, 2000; Michaud, 2007, p. 359; Ćirković, 2013; Ghosh, 2020). Yet,
the eagerness to recognize this possible situation implies that scientific
and social circles should be better prepared in case it occurs. The axiom “Fortune favors the prepared minds” is most useful today as it was
in the past (Michaud, 2007, p. 358, attributes the saying to the French

2. By way of parenthesis, active SETI (Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence)
is relative to the search and retrieval of ET messages versus METI (Messaging to
Extraterrestrial Intelligence), which is concerned with the design and active transmission of messages from our home-world (cf. METI.org, 2020). CETI is another
acronym in use that refers to Communication with Extraterrestrial Intelligences (see
Westby and Conselice, 2020).
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scientist Louis Pasteur). Thus, apart from refining and upgrading the
virtue of patience and any subservient technology, the anthropocentric
variable(s) favoring (or not) the contact and post-contact situation(s)
should be examined.
As answers are sought out, the different scenarios presented below
will draw attention to the utter difficulty of the endeavor. Possibilities
should not be dismissed, though over-optimism regarding a comprehensive strategy for contact with alien races should be tackled for now with
caution and reservation (cf. D. G. Brin, 1983; Billingham and Benford,
2011; Denning, 2014; Wolfram, 2018).
The language of the essay is simple and scientific at the same time.
Soaking the readership with technical terminology is avoided, unless the
immediate context requires it.

2.

Background

During the last two centuries, human scholars have devised strategies regarding how to potentially communicate with the “others” and
leave behind the loneliness. The gamut ranges from kerosene-based visual signaling to naturally-developed human languages, mathematical
conventions, radio signals, laser beacons, visual-symbolic codes, selfreplicating robotic envoys, or to the dispatch of space probes carrying a
range of messages and artifacts. The task of mentioning and explaining
all of them is demanding and it certainly requires a book-format or a
multi-tome edition.
We begin the references with the peculiar proposal of the Austrian
astronomer Joseph Johann von Littrow (1781–1840) who considered for
some time a method to carry a message to non-terrestrial beings living
in the vicinity of our planet. Once some colossal furrows in geometric
patterns had been dug out on the Sahara Desert, they had to be filled
up with water, plus kerosene atop. The final act was to set in flames the
kerosene in an attempt to convey a message to any off-world neighbor
or at least to let them know of our existence (cf. Jarrell, 2007).
A number of later attempts and projects are cited in Michaud (2007,
pp. 372–373) and Garber (2014, pp. 24–30), among others. The British
scientist Francis Galton (1892; see especially Tredoux, 2018, Appendix D) suggested more than a century ago a language composed of “light
flashes” in the guise of dots, dashes, and lines, similar to the Morse
code, to attract attention from the “Martians”. Around the same time
(1899), an alternative communication plan—devised by the French amateur astronomer A. Mercier—included several reflectors to be placed on
the Eiffel Tower so they could focus the received sunlight (interrupted
with a movable screen) towards the targeted planet, Mars (Reddy, 2012,
pp. 166–167; Vakoch and Dowd, 2015, p. 215). In 1920, H. W. Nieman
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and C. W. Nieman proposed a mathematical approach to building up
a common language. Later, in 1952, Lancelot T. Hogben presented the
“Astraglossa [= Star Language], or First Steps in Celestial Syntax,” based
on number concept and knowledge of celestial events, to be viewed as universal standards. Cocconi and Morrison (1959) suggested in a seminal article the use of radio waves of 21.1 cm for interstellar communication.
Hans Freudenthal (1960) proposed “LINCOS,” a portmanteau for Lingua Cosmica, a complex and dense mathematical-logical code intended
to be transmitted via radio signals at different wavelengths.3 In the
same year, Frank D. Drake (1961), then at Cornell University, engaged
in Project Ozma to possibly detect signals from outer space civilizations
nearby the stars ε Eridani and Tau Ceti. In 1961, another mathematician,
Solomon W. Golomb, in a challenging action to prior “cosmic languages”
based on terrestrial-like logic, suggested prime number sequences or arithmetic progressions.
The Polish writer Stanisław Lem (1999, p. 73) names among other
projects, LOGLAN (a portmanteau of “logical” and “language”) as a possible vehicle for communication due to its inherent features. Vito and
Oehrle (1990) rekindled the idea of languages based on science, especially on chemistry. Lemarchand and Lomberg (1996) discuss symmetry
properties and aesthetic principles that could offer some communicative advantages when conducting the search in space along a SETI-like
program. More recently, Canadian scientists Dutil and Dumas (1999),
drawing on Freudenthal’s work (1960), developed a language based on
a set of symbols, starting from simple concepts and moving on to increasingly complex topics, e.g., the building blocks of life on Earth, the
range of human sensitivity to light and sound, the image of the biosphere, including the chemical compositions of the continents, oceans,
and atmosphere, etc. The basics of the message were conceived as some
kind of cosmic Rosetta Stone, to be sent via the Ukrainian radar transmitter at Evpatoria (see Grinspoon, 2007, on Cosmic Call I [= CC-1]).
G. Matloff (2005), in the spirit of John von Neumann’s self-replicating
machines (cf. Burks, 1966), investigates the feasibility of deep-space intelligent probes as explorers and messengers to stars. Benford, Benford, and Benford (2010), while analyzing the cost effectiveness, considered the construction of high-power transmitters / beacons by senders
and/or receivers as a viable means of communication—intentional or
not—and also cosmic areas to focus on and avoid for the transmissions.4
In turn, SETI scientist Douglas A. Vakoch (2011a) draws on semiotics
and suggests iconic and pictorial narratives as a potential means to reach
fruition in this sense. Atri, DeMarines, and Haqq-Misra (2011) suggest a
3. Cf. reviews by Hogben (1961) and Blum (1962).
4. See also Lemarchand and Lomberg (1996) regarding a “mutually guessable
unique point” along the Milky Way for the communicating parties.
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protocol for the construction of an interstellar message in order to maximize the probability that it is understood. The primary factors to be
examined are Signal encoding; Message length; Information content; Anthropocentrism; Transmission method; and Transmission periodicity. Echoing Vito and
Oehrle (1990), the team Atri, DeMarines, and Haqq-Misra (2011) propose reliance on “a simple physical or mathematical language to communicate both the encoding scheme and the content”. In the endeavor of
CETI-like projects, Westby and Conselice (2020, p. 17), draw on a very
compelling variable, “It is clear that the lifetime of a[n extraterrestrial;
our note] communicating civilization [= L] is the key aspect within this
problem, and very long lifetimes are needed for those within the Galaxy
to contain even a few possible active contemporary civilizations”; cf.
also M. Shermer’s (2002) arguments in this context.
All these efforts show (that) there is an incremental understanding of
the cosmos and the existential parameters of life. Yet, the criteria used
in devising and classifying the contact channels are generally based so
far on (a) the current understanding of our—selfish—needs, (b) the current understanding of the physics of space, and (c) the current understanding of communication (cf. Michaud, 2007, p. 372;5 Vakoch, 2011b,
p. 377; Atri, DeMarines, and Haqq-Misra, 2011; Denning, 2014; Wolfram,
2018; Melka and Místecký, 2020, p. 210; Westby and Conselice, 2020).
It seems that there is no definite solution to this, because no perfect and
suitable contact language for the myriad of circumstances bounding another assumed civilization has been pinpointed or (yet) agreed upon.
Although not directly related to the subject matter, Umberto Eco (1997)
is worthwhile consulting due to important hints about multiple settings.
In this direction, embedding deliberately (or not) features that rely on
the human world-vision into these codes is considered to be the primary
difficulty.

3.

Hello ETI!

The pictorial message (Fig. 1) is actually an icon, not only in scientific
circles, but also in the broader popular culture. The idea rests on the
assumption that a sufficiently intelligent alien agent, or a civilization
for that matter, after leaving behind secrecy (cf. Ball, 1973; Fogg, 1987),
would be able to net, deduce, and respond to the arranged graphics displayed on the plaque. At present, it must be assumed that the topology
of space-time where recipients are found is similar to Earth’s, and most
importantly, all the variables in producing intelligent life-forms must be
5. Talking about similar interstellar ventures, Michaud (2007) calls attention to
the anthropocentric factor as it may clearly illustrate the dangers of self-interest and
“[…] our own cultural assumptions”.
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Figure 1. The apparently “two-dimensional” message impressed and encoded
into the plaque of the Pioneer 10 space probe of 1972 (cf. Sagan, Sagan, and Drake,
1972, p. 883; Gombrich, 1982, pp. 150–151; Davies, 1995, pp. 55–56; Chandler,
2007, p. 176; BBC, 2010; Rosenthal, 2016; Wolfram, 2018), standing for threedimensional life-forms, artifacts, atomic, planetary and stellar bodies, was first
intended to be intercepted by any scientifically educated being in Outer Space. An
important and inevitable caveat is that the human-depicted images, objects, and
gestures are not only mediated by conventions, but meaning is largely activated
by cultural convention, as noted in Alex Potts (1996, p. 20). For instance, would
the male and female human beings stand better represented in their nudity (critics may perceive some evidence for soft-core pornography), or being properly
clothed or half-clothed (critics would disagree on the specific kind of apparel
[→ lingerie / bathing suit], as it might be ethnically biased or chosen via personal criteria)? Reprinted after Wikipedia (Vectors by Oona Räisänen (Mysid);
designed by Carl Sagan and Frank D. Drake; artwork by Linda Salzman Sagan—
Vectorized in CorelDRAW from NASA image GPN-2000-001623.)

assumed, which will develop language(s), communication means, and
a keen interest for this purpose (cf. D. G. Brin, 1983; deGrasse Tyson,
2006; Smith, 2009; Głaz, 2014, p. 369).
Nonetheless, a small detour warns specialists that meaning in a linguistic structure is not easy to retrieve even for taggers built by gifted
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humans. A sense of disambiguation is required in the syntax of certain phonetic-based utterances, e.g., “You might use all your might” or
“May may leave now on leave” (Sproat, 2008, p. 34). Likewise, visually
speaking, several human-generated image-constructs, e.g., optical illusions or Rorschach inkblot tests6 require proper skill, contextualization,
relaxation, sobriety, and a fine pair of discerning eyes.
In principle, if meaningful dialogue is sought, the data displayed in
Fig. 1 need a priori to be exactly reconstituted by the potential thinking aliens. For all practical purposes, such a reality is far from simple.
A number of comments as to the “premature” or the incomplete end of
the goal—the transmission of the message pictorially impressed on the
plaque of Pioneer 10 spacecraft and of other memos—are organized below, while referring to Gombrich (1982, pp. 150–151), Chandler (2007,
pp. 176–178), Denning (2014), Saint-Gelais (2014), and to the work of social scientists, hard science fiction writers and literary critics,7 and film
producers. As stated earlier, we should assume that the astronomical and
biological variables—against all odds—favor the creation of reasonably
advanced civilizations8 prepared to receive records from Earth and communicate in an educated manner according to a mutually acceptable channel
(Golomb, 1961, p. 202). Consider however that without implicit design
coordination between the transmitter and receiver, the reality of an endto-end digital interstellar communication system at radio frequencies
sounds about impossible as noted by Messerschmitt and Morrison (2012).
Given that candidates for such an enterprise might theoretically emerge,
a number of remarks (bearing some healthy skepticism) are presented.
To start with, Golomb (1963)—in a succinct manner—and later, Jonas
and Jonas (1976)—in a more elaborate manner—drew in on mixed arguments which could be condensed to the question: “does the ETI
share the same sensory apparatus as we do in order to transcribe and
process important (and less important) data?” Some intricate connotations on the deep and shallow linguistic structure of the denomination per
Noam Chomsky are omitted. ETI tentatively correlates to any life-form
with a mixture of a goal-directed movement (inner and/or outer); the
capacity of ratiocination (the ability to process external stimuli / data,
6. Human-made optical illusions or Rorschach inkblots are simply designed to induce
an intuitive or eloquent response from their viewers; clearly, they are not intelligent
or conscious agents per se.
7. For instance, here are worth mentioning Sheila Finch (1986, p. 2), who is among
the first science fiction authors, if not the first, to have introduced the term xenolinguist,
a human expert in extraterrestrial forms of communication, and Adam Głaz’s article
(2014) on the inherence of linguistics of the “first contact” in fictional works.
8. The terms imply herein a particular form of ET intelligent life, the one capable
of technology and willing to communicate; or in the words of Cabrol (2016, p. 663),
“As it stands, SETI does not search for all life or for all intelligent life. It focuses
exclusively on technologically advanced life”.
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and postulate inferences from them, mostly critical to survival and thriving) and largely bound (or not) to a special technology for elaboration and enhancement of those data. On the other hand, for those who
have the benefit of doubt, it may be similarly asked: “does ratiocination
inevitably or even necessarily eventuate as a communication system?”
Granted that complex social structures seek cooperation and expansion
in material and/or intellectual terms, we may have to accept the possibility that not all non-terrestrial cultures would be xenophobic and isolationist. A major and obvious caveat is that plausible communication
is dependent on the prior knowledge of the involved parties. Establishing links with someone or something we have never run across before
presents tough challenges. To yield and to paraphrase a science fiction
writer, “Man’s yardstick is limited to the things he knows about, limited
by the circle of his own experiences” (Simak, 1951). Essentially correct—
although humans seem to have a natural drive to expand their “circle”
in search of deeper and further knowledge, which would comprise the
“unconventional” area of interaction with aliens, so to speak. Hence, any
experienced researcher is inclined to think that no one can safely teach
the craft of an instant and effective communication with the other(s), especially on a cosmic scale. It can be learned only by constantly doing it
and by accepting the repeated failures as part of the process: the concern at this juncture is that failures could last dozens of years, if not more.
In analogy, our ability to “communicate” at some level with domestic
animals—dogs, sheep, goats, cattle, horses, cats, and so on—has required
centuries and millennia of mutual interactions and the (genetic) modification of the animals involved. Even communicating with our closest
“relatives,” the great apes, is no easy nor trivial matter; likewise, understanding great ape gestural communication strategies has required
intensive study on the part of humans (Byrne et al., 2017; Fröhlich and
Hobaiter, 2018; Tomasello and Call, 2018).
The representational conventions on the above plaque: the physical outfitting of male and female human, the fourteen (14) pulsars of
the Milky Way with respect to Sun / Earth, the route-map of our Solar
System, the molecular structure of H2 with its two hydrogen atoms engaged in hyper-fine transition (= its two lowest energy states, and related
to radio emissions at the wavelength of 21 cm), for all its merit of diagrammatic inception, artistry, and use of binary mathematical language,
may reflect anthropocentric bias (cf. Baum, Haqq-Misra, and DomagalGoldman, 2011; Wolfram, 2018).9 Terms, such as “anthropocentrism”

9. An independent reviewer noted that “the plaque reflects the style of 1970s
America”. The original designers of the plaque, Sagan, Sagan, and Drake (1972,
p. 881), while acknowledging that “The message inadvertently contains anthropocentric content,” expressed also their hope, “Nevertheless we feel that an advanced technical civilization would be able to decipher it.”
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and “anthropocentric,” are essentially employed in this article in the
context of the human-centered cognitive and moral abilities / attitudes, with all
other beings and whole systems mattering [only] for their instrumental value to humans10 (for detailed analyses and various positions, refer to Hayward,
1997; Goralnik and Nelson, 2012; Kopnina, Washington, Taylor, and Piccolo, 2018).
Supposing the message11 makes it through space against all detractors’ reasoning and falls in the “hands” of the recipients, the next issue will be meaning retrieval. The ETIs will get better estimates of it as
long as their biochemistry is / was (quite) similar to the human one and
their knowledge of astronomy, physics, chemistry and mathematics are
/ were substantially close to that of the senders.12 With enough practice,
the decoding may or can become transparent but the “aliens,” to be sure,
would need far more samples than the single tablet of Pioneer 10. However, there cannot really be much done to correct this now, aside from
expanding the sampling in future missions. This option is possible, but
experts need to mull over the fact that—for now—these are one-way shipments. Even if good luck is on humans’ side, given the chances of ET
intelligence (see Aldiss, 2006, pp. 33–34, or Webb, 2002) and the literal
immensity of space, answers cannot be expected any time soon, and certainly not a successful engagement in a ping pong correspondence (cf.
Smith, 2009; Benford, Benford, and Benford, 2010; Shuch, 2011; Vakoch,
2014a; Harbour, 2019; Westby and Conselice, 2020).
An argument as to the validity of the interstellar message construction is to slip back in time and explore real-world human-made symbols,
inscriptions, and purported codes. Many scholars have pondered past
mysteries and dabbled over the years in archaeological decipherment as
well as in cryptanalysis with varied degrees of success (cf. Doblhofer,
1993; Higenbottam, 1973; Pope, 1999; Garrett, 2001; Robinson, 2002;
Bauer, 2002). The suggested commonality between the domains of decipherment of ancient scripts / secret codes and that of CETI is not to be
viewed as a single, unified approach rather than as heuristic, from which
some lessons could be learned.
Remember, e.g., some fanciful decipherments of the Cretan Phaistos Disc (cf. Fischer, 1997a; Faucounau, 1999; see also Sproat’s critique
(2007), and Fig. 2), the only known “long” document so far with that sort

10. The last statement in italics paraphrases the caption of the tag “Anthropocentrism” in Goralnik and Nelson (2012, p. 150, Figure 1).
11. Described as “… the most enterprising and optimistic diagram ever created” in
BBC’s (2010) documentary.
12. See the (relatively) optimistic view of Fogg (1987, p. 378), “Doubtless, communication between alien races may pose translation problems, but these are unlikely to
be insoluble. Although evolved in isolated and unique environments, the same constraints will operate for any intelligence when solving problems”.
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of “printed” (pressed into the clay) signs, apparently encoding speech
patterns. A brief comment here: the original human / alien intention to
pass on information may ironically result en route in disinformation.13
Finney and Bentley (2014) raise analogous concerns as they quote
the case of the decipherment of Maya glyphs and extrapolate within the
broad context of interstellar messages,
If we have been unable to translate ancient human scripts without some
knowledge of the spoken language they represent, what prospects [do] we
have of being able to comprehend radio transmissions emanating from other
worlds for which we have neither ‘Rosetta Stones’ nor any knowledge of the
languages they encode? (ibid., p. 75)

Regardless of whether or not the unmanned Pioneer 10 spacecraft
(together with its message) will ever be recovered by intelligent recipients, the whole concept has to do with its “… largely … symbolic significance” (Davies, 1995, p. 56) in the endeavor of interstellar communication (see also Shostak and Barnett, 2003, pp. 87–137; Frank Drake
in BBC’s 2010 documentary; Harrison, 2014, pp. 175–176, and Rosenthal, 2016). In a parallel fashion, the apparent disappointment or other
concerns related to ETI detection and engagement may still assist humankind “… by enhancing our understanding of how we represent ourselves and how we measure the limits of our self-knowledge” (Denning,
2014, p. 98).
Other graphic examples are found in Fig. 3. As per human standards,
the following venture was certainly incepted to let know, and not to entertain nor baffle the ET end-users. The saying “A picture [= image] is
worth a thousand words” is truly enlightening, and we admit it is adequate for healthy and knowledgeable humans; but not for the eyes of
a giant anteater, a mule, or for a roster of creatures as nearly alien as
them.
We would do well to point out that the potential interceptors may
have a rough time in interpreting the pictures and numbers of Fig. 3, despite the fact that, as to corpus’ criteria, the multiple and enticing nature
of the package of 1977 does better than the former Pioneer 10 plaque (cf.
Heidmann, 1993; Harrison, 2014, p. 176). Specifically, Richard SaintGelais (2014, p. 93) highlights the importance of the “… number and the
variety of messages” sent, which “… will give the recipients more opportunities to compare and test their abductions …”
13. Before we get too “excited” about the communication with ETIs, consider that
cultural gaffes / misunderstandings are a possibility (at all times); suffice to remember
various scenarios in human-to-human interaction(s). The observation is important
and, e.g., it comes consequentially to the point when one reads Eric Frank Russell’s
(1905–1978) story Allamagoosa (1955) about data fudging and human failed communication in Outer Space. Allamagoosa (a British lexical coinage) stands in the informal
US speech for whatchamacallit or thingamajig.
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Figure 2. Side B of the so-called Phaistos Disc (Wikipedia), a document that
is extremely short in texts “written” in similar signs. Given its present status,
serious scholarship heavily doubts that it will ever be deciphered (cf. Sproat,
2007). Hypothetically speaking, if ETIs delivered us a moderately short ping,
encoded in Phaistos Disc’s symbols in order to communicate, it would potentially
bring us to a standstill, although it might at least demonstrate that the ETIs are
“out there”.

However, skeptics might claim that matters are quite complex in
terms of elucidation. For instance, although ETIs may stumble across
the “Golden Record” and have proper record-playing machines at home,
they would have to discern for themselves the meaning of the accompanying indicators, such as “cm” and “y,” plus the binary sex symbols:
“♂” = human male and “♀” = human female. Similarly, whilst deeming the satirical mood of the UK-based anonymous street artist who
goes by the name of Banksy (Fig. 4), a few scholars may speculate
whether ETIs would have had it easier (or harder) in explaining the
image of Fig. 4 when compared with that of Fig. 3b. What becomes
clear is that notwithstanding Earth’s aspiration for communication, not
only isolated human-conceived graphics may result in futile attempts
but also arrays of other messages, if contextualization and the attending logical chain are wrong. The supermarket shopping carts on behalf
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. These silhouetted images are part of the package (= “Golden Record,”
a phonograph record in a 12-inch gold-plated copper disk) of the Voyager space
probes 1 and 2 of 1977, including diagrams, pictures and sounds from Earth
(Evamy, 2003, pp. 60–61; cf. Shostak and Barnett, 2003, p. 89; Wolfram, 2018;
https://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/golden-record).

of wild animals may add at first a harmless little laugh but they still
convey the intended irony of the artist to his informed peers. Since
“aliens,” we assume, will be ignorant of human pre-history, history,
modus operandi, local handicrafts, and sense of whimsy, the disjointed
and non-interactive data—whether encoding real-life subjects and activities or out-of-place / out-of-time absurd situations—can cripple in advance any interstellar experiment. Vakoch (2000) similarly emphasized
that there is no ease at all in interpreting outgoing pictorial messages
for extraterrestrial intelligences.
There is a gap of over three decades between Pioneer 10 space capsule of 1972 / Voyager space probes of 1977 and “A Message from Earth,”
emitted in 2008 from the radar telescope at Evpatoria, Ukraine (Atri,
DeMarines, and Haqq-Misra, 2011; Harrison, 2014, p. 181, cf. Zaitsev,
2008a; for prior dispatched transmissions from Evpatoria Planetary
Radar [= EPR]; cf. Grinspoon, 2007, and Harrison, 2014, pp. 178–180).
Leaving aside the useful debate of whether EPR-messages are technically detectable (or not) by ETIs (Billingham and Benford, 2011), and
the redundancy factor (earlier mentioned as corpus criteria), the present
concern is the quality and cultural neutrality of its contents. Despite
the insights collected during the last three decades, the 501 personal letters, photographs, and drawings selected to be transmitted in a digital
time capsule, again confirm anthropocentric bias. Thus, instead of being
stripped of undue human effusion by enhancing the mixed scientificsymbolic languages, it is held that one actress submitted pictures of
opposing political candidates, one to epitomize good and the other evil
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Figure 4. Trolley Hunters, screen-print by street artist Banksy (2007; see Artificial Gallery, 2006-2010). MAB’s (2020) evaluation is, “A biting satire on the
inability of modern man to provide for himself … It depicts three cavemen bearing primitive [= prehistoric; our note] weapons and crouched in the act of hunting
a herd of supermarket trolleys”. And we might add that the trolleys are empty of
food.

(Harrison, 2014, p. 181). It may be questioned how feasible it would be
for complex organisms endowed with intelligence (best-case scenario)
or microbial life-forms (worst-case scenario) to comprehend the concepts of “good” and “evil” if a high resolution picture or a video-clip
of a king cobra (Ophiophagus hannah) and an Indian grey mongoose (Herpestes edwardsi) during a fortuitous duel had been included. As a matter of fact, while a mongoose might see a chance for food within the
scenario, a cobra exercises the right to self-preservation (see National
Geographic, 2010). “Good” vs. “evil” are formal constructions embedded in the moral values of humanity (cf., e.g., Goralnik and Nelson, 2012,
p. 145), a species very alien both to wild mongooses and king cobras.
Some scholars may justifiably wonder what the real aliens (ETIs, for instance) might make of the antagonizing pairs, be those politicians or
animal life-forms. On top of that, 21st century Earth scientists are still
far away from the achievements of the Foundation’s scholar Harri Seldon
and followers who used mathematical models for predicting the future
behavior of very large groups and the future of history itself, as narrated
in the saga of Asimov (1988). If history could be laid in mathematical
terms, so could other notions related to morality and raw sentiments.
A complementary source at this point, both in terms of negative or
positive outcomes, is Hofstadter in the subsection “Levels of Understanding of a Message”,
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Here is where things become very unclear. Will beings of an alien civilization have emotions? will their emotions—supposing they have some—be
mappable, in any sense, onto ours? If they do have emotions somewhat like
ours, do the emotions cluster together in somewhat the same way as ours do?
Will they understand such amalgams as tragic beauty or courageous suffering? If it turns out that beings throughout the universe do share cognitive
structures with us to the extent that even emotions overlap, then in some
sense, the record [= the message sent; our note] can never be out of its natural context; that context is part of the scheme of things, in nature. And if
such is the case, then it is likely that a meandering record, if not destroyed en
route, would eventually get picked up by a being or group of beings, and get
deciphered in a way which we would consider successful. (Hofstadter, 1999,
p. 163)

In defense to critical voices, it may be alleged: since other supposedly
intelligent beings on Earth, such as dolphins, whales, octopuses, crows,
chimpanzees, or orangutans14 are not keen on building radio-telescopes
and space probes, then, the task is left to the Homo sapiens breed with all
his current baggage of knowledge, preferences, and whims.15 Furthermore, if most technological civilizations adopt the stance that listening is
way better than transmitting for a bevy of motives, then it is hard indeed
to consider a practical interstellar communicating.
However complicated or nearly-impossible the task may be, the
message compilers are required in the end to reduce “anthropocentrism” and strike a balance with self-interpreting symbolically- and
mathematically-inclined signs, where systematic interplay of repetition
and variation between them will give recipients opportunities to make a
series of correct conjectures (see Saint-Gelais, 2014, pp. 91–92). At this
point, the Sónar Calling Project rises to the occasion: during three days in
mid-October 2017, several messages were sent from Tromsø (Norway) to
the exoplanet GJ273b, located about 12.4 ly away and orbiting Luyten’s
star (Vakoch, Matessa, DeVito, and Kaiser, 2018). A tutorial—sent in binary code at two frequencies, 929.0 MHz and 930.2 MHz—made use of a
minimal number of key mathematical concepts to introduce fundamental physical concepts like time, frequency, and wavelength.16 Emulating and improving on previous experiments (e.g., Golden Record; Across the
Universe message;17 A Message from Earth), the tutorial comprised also in14. Cf. Chick (2014, pp. 211–212), or Herzing (2014).
15. Cf. also Chick (2014, p. 225, footnote 61), Bains and Schulze-Makuch (2016,
pp. 17–18) and Cabrol (2016, p. 662); see, however, Raup’s (1992, pp. 258–259) exposé
on non-conscious alien organisms “who” may have the capability to emit and receive
radio (or radar-like) dispatches.
16. In the words of Vakoch, Matessa, DeVito, and Kaiser (2018), “For example, after introducing numbers, basic arithmetic functions, and Pythagorean triples, we describe sine waves through the ratios of sides of a right triangle”.
17. The message consisted of the song “Across the Universe” by the Beatles transmitted from Robledo de Chavela, near Madrid (Spain) on February 4, 2008 by NASA
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novative features such as a “cosmic clock” to assist extraterrestrials in
confirming that their understanding of time from the incoming scientific message maps onto the passage of time they can observe throughout the transmission itself (ibid.). During nearly eight months (October
2017–May 2018), METI International, in collaboration with the Catalonia Institute of Space Studies and Sónar Festival (Barcelona), engaged
thirty-five Sónar festival associated musicians (plus three pieces chosen from public submissions) to beam short musical pieces to the exoplanet GJ273b from Tromsø (Norway). The design of the messages had
an in-built propaedeutic18 protocol (= tutorials or progressing explanations of their creative processes). In a parallel fashion, in order to understand Earth’s ecosystems, one participant compressed digital audio
files and juxtaposed a key to their decoding and reversal of data compression (see https://www.sonarcalling.com). The idea of self-teaching
tutorials is by all means a strong plus-point; the position of the planet
itself is another advantage as it may “heal” somehow the rift of the astronomical distances (i.e., the smallest interaction sender ↔ recipient
may take here only 25 ly).19 On the other hand, the major unknowns in
this equation would be: (1) the presence of intelligent beings living in a favorable
bio-habitat, and (2) equivalence, both in terms of their anatomical / neurological systems, and of their receiving antennae and sonic technology
(= D/A converters, amplifiers, speakers, etc.). IF (a big one) there is intelligent life on GJ273b whose bio- or synthetic sensors are capable of
sweeping correctly the message/s, and IF the extant alien technologies
meet “symmetrically” the demands of the “Sónar Calling Project,” then,
there is a chance the Sónar human messengers did not take a leap in
the dark. Yet, if these two isomorphic conditions are not given in the
case of planet GJ273b, we have to commend their ingenuity, optimism,
and earnest passion in devising the “Sonar Calling Project”—something of
a consolation prize,20 nonetheless.

in the direction of the star Polaris (the alpha star in the constellation of Ursa Minor),
located about 430 ly away from Earth (cf. Zaitsev, 2008b, pp. 1111–1112).
18. From the Greek language, teaching beforehand.
19. While mulling over “alien communication” and a shareable “language,” Wolfram
(2018) suggests, “And in a sense just as we might say that we’re only going to consider
aliens who live within a certain number of light years of us, so also we may have to
say that we’ll only consider aliens where the language defining their cultural context
is within a certain ‘translation distance’ of ours”; see, however, Westby and Conselice
(2020, p. 16) who estimate that “communicating civilizations in the Galaxy today…
+10,000
would be at a maximum distance given by 17,000−33,600 lt-yr [= light years], making
communication or even detection of these systems nearly impossible with present
technology”.
20. The terms are from Denning (2014, p. 101).
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Discussion

Since researchers and other concerned groups are sending (or planning
to send) improved wording coded after natural and artificial languages,
signals, and plain pictures or holograms that (may) contain exposed or
half-exposed humans—probably in order to transmit their life-like physiological characteristics—, in the next delivery, it may be tentatively suggested that a picture of a real-life human pair (→ sexually dimorphic)
standing on an undisclosed beach be included.
Fair enough… yet, more than one person is tempted to inquire: “what
are the chances of “decipherment” by the aliens of the message that encodes the human couple?” For a start, do they stand for a broad category
such as “man” and “woman,” or do they specifically represent the particular tandem that enjoys meditation and sun-tanning (cf. Chandler,
2007, p. 45), i.e., are they an icon or a symbol (cf. Vakoch, 1998)? Are they
going to be considered copy-cats of their senders: everyone on Earth
has by default the same physical characteristics? Would aliens also deem
the possibility that the senders invariably hop around in a pair-wise or in
a symbiotic fashion? Most assuredly, the ETIs are not familiar with the
nature of the described phenomenon (that lying on a beach and getting
sun-tanned more often than not causes relaxation among humans, especially among those coming from frost-bitten lands); neither are they
aware of René Magritte’s painting La Trahison des images [The Treachery of Images], the affixed text Ceci n’est pas une pipe and its connotations
(Chandler, 2007, pp. 69–70).
They are likely unaware as well of the habit of wearing bathing suits
or of the naturists’ cheerful practices of a segment of the human population. To the mind/s of those who decided to include the couple’s picture, those are eventually two attractive, thoughtful, and half-dressed
young people enjoying a sunbath on unnamed seashores. Yet, to the
mind/s of the contacted aliens (presuming somehow that they are not
post-biological entities), the graphic information will be entirely vague
and incoherent. If we exclude somehow details on the human way of
life, social organization, genome, morale, technology, communicative
systems, etc., apart from astronomical, geological, biological data of our
planet,21 the ETIs would not be left any wiser regarding the symbolic
21. See especially Heidmann (1993), who advocated for sending the entire British
Encyclopedia, a huge buffet of scientific and cultural offerings from Earth. One perceived problem is that humanity speaks a multitude of languages, with the “English
Only” probably conveying a skewed picture of the reality of human societies; cf. also
Harbour’s (2019) opinion, “Encyclopedias vary so widely between countries that no
current one could command universal consent—though maybe we could lessen this
problem sufficiently by sending abridged encyclopedias in, say, Arabic, Chinese, English, and Hindi, possibly with smaller documents in less widely spoken languages
from elsewhere, such as Cherokee and Fijian”.
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Figure 5. The painting La Trahison des images [The Treachery of Images] by
René Magritte (1898–1967), on display at the Los Angeles County Museum of
Art, is reprinted after https://publicdelivery.org/magritte-not-a-pipe/. The
main goal of human languages is to code and decode meaning and establish communication. In a smart and arbitrary interplay, however, the words (= the written French caption, “This is not a pipe.”) betray the represented object, complicating the meaning implied by the author (see in a similar context, Foucault,
1983, pp. 20–22; Vakoch, 1998; Saint-Gelais, 2014, pp. 85–86).

couple and any subtlety around them. Then again, if copious and adequate data are provided and by a clever twist of fate they are decoded,
the results may be utilized for malicious ambitions or a possible raid
in the not-too-distant future.22 Some of the informed aliens won’t be
out there to spread enlightenment or “to save us from our own follies”
(Aldiss, 2006, p. 35). In fact, it may be seriously doubted that aliens—
once their target is acquired and settled—will show any sense of wonder
and awe as to the tandem, as some people on Earth would… ergo, in the
ETIs’ scheme, as if in a renewed pirate episode, Earth might after all be

22. See, e.g., Raybeck (2014, p. 143) who refers to possible “untoward motives” of
the ETIs, or Gertz (2016, p. 1), who considers METI-like programs as “unwise… and
potentially catastrophic…” since they may lure would-be predatory and dangerous
aliens.
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a cache to be graciously or rudely exploited, e.g., for servitude, for ultrarare minerals, for gene harvesting, or in sexual terms. With this hoopla
started, they must be taught not only to handle the spotlight well but
also how to practice safe sex. Alien viruses or bacteria—incompatible
with normal human DNA—probably won’t harm Earths’ inhabitants but
some compatible or freshly engineered alien pathogens may be more annoying and lethal than those already existing on our planet. The point
becomes relevant when the “historic transfer of [contagious] diseases to the
Americas” during the first contact and post-first contact situations with natives
by Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, and English explorers/settlers is considered (see H. F. Dobyns, 1993). Similarly, there could be far worse scenarios where malevolent ETIs could insidiously promote total anarchy and
tear apart every inch of the fabric of human society. Notwithstanding
current paranoia and sensitivity in equal dosages, the probability of such
a perspective should not be neglected by professionals (cf. Tarter, 2000,
p. 727; D. G. Brin, 2006; Baum, Haqq-Misra, and Domagal-Goldman,
2011; Musso, 2012; Gertz, 2016).
Bottom-line: this is not a funny story nor banal commentaries, but
rather a reflection on the impact and repercussions that Earth-bound
visual and other-than-visual messages may cause in an interstellar contact,
and later in the pursued exchange protocol. Earth languages and symbolics have demonstrated on many occasions to be a source of misunderstanding among human individuals. Correspondingly, the first contact between human cultures themselves was introduced and followed in the
past by military confrontations, skirmishes, and other more-than-disagreeable effects. Many indigenous ethnicities in what are known today as the Americas, Africa, and Oceania, suffered not simply a cultural
shock but rather an existential one when they interacted with the thenEuropeans’ abusive ways—apparent remorse, positive and gentlemanly
dealings, and evaluations took place later or much later (Golomb, 1963,
p. 17; Dick, 1996; Harrison, 2011, pp. 72–73; cf. also Michael, 2014 [2011],
for pros and cons regarding the post-first contact perspective).
Despite the improvement of technology and a multi-disciplinary approach, thorough changes are hardly expected in the interstellar messaging in the next years. What makes part of scholarship think those ETIs,
however scientifically respectable they might be (Cohen and Stewart, 2002,
p. 4), should be omniscient and get straight the meaning of any Earthrelated posting? As it turns out, wishful thinking is not enough along
this task of astronomic proportions. Cool scientific reality demands evidence. What SETI-like programs have so far are at best, sheer statistics on
biogenesis; a semiotic theory formulated by humans (which fails to win unanimous support among the humans themselves); a range of ground- and spacebased suitable optical and radio-telescopes; the discovery of thousands of exoplanets (circling low-mass M dwarfs and solar-type stars such as our Sun)
with different probabilities of sustaining life as we know it; a number of
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hard science fiction books about the radical otherness of “aliens”; and the heuristic guidance of Drake’s Equation on the existence of intelligence beyond
Earth whose deliberate radio messages are detectable (cf. D. G. Brin,
1983; Dick, 1996; Clark, 2000; deGrasse Tyson, 2006; Cohen and Stewart, 2002, pp. 116–144; Watts, 2006; Shuch, 2011; Gomel, 2014; Cabrol,
2016; Schoch, 2017; https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/; Kipping, 2020; Westby and Conselice, 2020).
The liberty is taken at this time to expand a little more on the subject
of Fig. 3, by the same token of Gombrich’s (1982) remarks on Pioneer 10.
A number of premises directly related to the discussion are the default
set at this juncture. First, it is anticipated that Earth is not an orphan
planet. In the vastness of known space,23 thinking that other planets do
not exist (indeed, thousands have been identified)24 or that properties
of life are unreal proves utterly wrong (cf. Clark, 2000; Bertka, 2009).
Any Earth chauvinism is liable to end in the same way as the postulations Earth is flat or Earth is the center of the universe. If such overstatements
are played time and again, the British master of comic fantasy, Terry
Pratchett, might rise from the after-life and write a new, droll book on
the topic. The astrophysicist deGrasse Tyson (2006, p. 16), whilst standing up for compelling arguments that we are not alone, similarly points out, “To
declare that Earth must be the only planet in the universe with life would
be inexcusably egocentric of us”. Second, consider that the cosmos is not
human- or communicative-friendly in itself. Beamed signals (of every
stripe), automated probes, and/or human beings may degrade there due
to various—predictable or unpredictable—factors, as they regularly pass
away here on Earth, or as domestic signals corrupt or fade out, again
due to several factors. Third, it may be assumed that the potential intelligences are multi-cellular (or the extraterrestrial equivalent of multicellular)25 and engaged in complex, technologically-driven structures
and not equivalent to single-celled organisms on Earth. Bigger brainpower requiring physical support from more-than-a-single cell equivalent body appears necessary to process intelligence, at least at a complex
level; cf. Bains and Schulze-Makuch (2016). Granted that complex social
structures seek cooperation and expansion in material and/or intellec23. Max Tegmark (2003, p. 41) comments that the vastness of known space
stretches to “about 4 × 1026 meters away—a distance that defines our observable universe…”. However, this question cannot be set at rest since “…the observable universe grows by a light-year every year as light from farther away has time to reach us”
(ibid.).
24. NASA (https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/) reports more than 4,150
confirmed exoplanets. As recently as April 2020, Vanderburg et al. (2020) rescued
from the false positive status another exoplanet.
25. If not so, at the moment of contact humans would require potent magnifying
lenses or other instruments, unless aliens socialize in the form of hive-like colonies, a
preferred theme as various science fiction works have divulged.
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tual terms, we have to accept the possibility that not all non-terrestrial
cultures would be xenophobic and/or isolationist. Fourth, it is uncertain if the ETIs, in any possible habitat, with a different biochemical
metabolism than ours, would find more accessible the included pictures
about human reproduction or human predation habits, than, e.g., a message composed in the long-gone Cretan “hieroglyphs” (see Fig. 6), the
paradigmatic phrase coined by H. P. Lovecraft (1999, p. 150), “Ph’nglui
mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh wgah’nagl fhtagn” [In his house at R’lyeh
dead Cthulhu waits dreaming], or Pythagoras’s equation (see Fig. 7).
We see no objection to believing that, given these examples, it is not
known which would be “weirder” to them, if not perfectly pointless. Perhaps they might have a way of getting along with the Cthulhu tongue,
virtually unpronounceable to many living humans. Just based on these
Voyager-related pictorial samples (Evamy, 2003, pp. 60–61), it would
be an astonishing coincidence or a sheer feat, if the printed information was retrieved and correctly interpreted by brute intellectual force.
In a similar manner, it should be considered that the addressees do not
think the Earthmen are purposely deceiving or attacking them by sending messages of this quality. Fifth, there might be a particular scenario
which cannot be ruled out. If the message is intercepted by a civilization
located at the range, say, of 1,200 light years (= ly) away,26 and an affirmative answer is released, at the time it reaches Earth, some things
may have changed. Why? Excluding the problem of interpreting ET
language/s or symbols, humans will face a home-grown one: the uses
and meanings of symbols are not consistent across cultural and time
boundaries. Signs may shift in mode over time due, e.g., to further
stimuli from the natural environment, technological obsolescence, or
from socio-political pressures (cf. Chandler, 2007, p. 45; Fontana, 2003,
p. 27). A general pattern is noticed in a given social context: as a culture
increases in longevity, there is a tendency to regard the beliefs of previous generations as being archaic or superstitious. Their symbols are rationalized and sanitized, interpreted literally or simply abandoned altogether by the next cultural elite. Deprived of their context, such symbols
diminish in power and have to be rediscovered afresh (Fontana, 2003,
p. 28). To sum up, when ETIs’ response is ferried back, portions of the
cultural message of a Pioneer 10-like space probe may need a decipherment by our descendants after some 2,400 years in order to proceed with
the exchange. The area of lexicology offers dozens of examples in like
26. In this sense, we should not be oblivious to the fact that part of the METI community is (recently) prioritizing the close stellar neighborhood in order to reduce the
time of information-exchange; cf. the messaging projects concerning potentially habitable planets around dwarf star TRAPPIST-1, located thirty nine (39) ly away from
Earth (in the constellation Aquarius), see Gillon, Triaud, and Queloz (2017), and the
case of the exoplanet GJ372b, circling Luyten’s star, at 12.4 ly away from Earth, see
Vakoch, Matessa, DeVito, and Kaiser (2018).
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manner, though quoting two would suffice: flabellum would not be understandable to many modern humans, without consulting a fine, thick
dictionary, or a real specialist in the celebration of the Eucharist (a flabellum it is a type of fan used practically to drive away insects, and also
has honorific connotations); dolium would sound equally unclear given
the limits of year 2020 CE. Going back further in time, we learn (that)
dolium was a Roman earthenware jar for wine, oil, etc. In either case,
the terms are not immediately evident on casual reading. Their past or
ancient context has dissipated, or may be lost if not refreshed or carefully investigated. Imagine, then, the difficulty in having to carry out
a double decipherment: that of the note from the off-world and of our
own message. We are at the mercy of probabilistic variables, with no
guarantee for a successful solution.
Sixth, by stating all the above, we must consider the theorists’ side
that endorses poor chances or the utter improbability of communication
due to the uncommonness of shared evolutionary traits and/or technologies. It is awkward to perceive matters in absolute terms, as it is
awkward to unilaterally perceive them. While agreed that this might be
inevitable in certain cases, on the other side, there should be circumstances where joint channels of interaction can be found. The alleged
“ETIs” either may be in a bacterial stage (the probability is very high; cf.
Crawford, 1996), or sporadically in a pre-industrial stage, or even in an
industrial or a post-industrial stage. What is feared is that they could
belong to an advanced Kardashev type II or III civilization (cf. Michaud,
2007, p. 36; Wright, Mullan, Sigurðsson, and Povich, 2014, pp. 13–14;
Ćirković, 2015), let alone a disturbingly hyper-advanced type IV or V.
We are told that such eventual super-technological civilizations, once
they go beyond the self-destruction phase,27 are dedicated to harness
the whole power of a star (→ Type II), of a massive black hole, a galaxy
(→ Type III), a string of galaxies, or even of an entire universe (→ Type
IV).28 In weight of numbers, theoretical considerations here go beyond
figures of thirty-forty zeroes, if not approaching a googol (or a googolplex). The outlook is daunting and by any present estimate it beats a human understanding. The human motives to communicate perhaps may
not really mean much to that civilization (as some aerobic or anaerobic
germs may not mean much here on Earth), or vice versa, humans are
not going to be able to understand, (or worse) imagine the motives and
variables concerning their culture or the universe en bloc (see also Ball,
1973).

27. Cf., e.g., Crawford (1996); Westby and Conselice (2020, p. 15).
28. “Type V” is an extremely speculative proposition concerning a civilization or
entity capable of manipulating and harnessing the energy of the multiverse (= the
whole known universes).
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Is there the possibility of finding “out there” what is already available on Earth? The average alien, comparable to the Earth-based intelligence, “not too dumb and not too smart” (Gardner, 2007, p. 102), with
whom scientists have good odds to interact and benefit, may simply not
exist. It is unlikely that circumstances have been flawlessly “cooked up”
to give rise to the sought-for symmetrical intelligence (cf. Musso, 2012,
p. 49, for a differing opinion). Yet, in the absence of hard facts, since
anything can turn out to be equiprobable, the speculation should be very
cautious like in a long trial-and-error exercise, where the perceived error
should be analyzed and decreased whenever possible.

(a)
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059 057
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070

092

019 044 050 019

028
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(b)

Figure 6. (a) Segment of Cretan “hieroglyphs” carved in a steatite seal, inventoried as •294 [3] CR S (4/4) 01 β (Olivier, Godart, and Poursat, 1996, pp. 276–277);
(b) the bottom drawing replicates the glyphs, accompanied by nomenclature index numbers

4.1. Further Examples of Designed Communication
Similar concerns to those in Section 3 are correctly paralleled in Shostak
and Barnett (2003, p. 153). In an image (ibid., p. 153) intended to convey
a three-dimensional (= 3D) environment, a “blue” human being is holding in her/his arms another “red” one. Quibbles aside, we note (a) that
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Figure 7. Pythagoras’s theorem a2 + b2 = c2 , is well-known for its elegance and
simplicity in the mathematical world. Several theorists may think that the formula has a universal application in other bio- and ecosystems of the cosmos.
Aldhouse-Green (2004, p. 2) states, “Images contain conceptual messages that
may be accepted, negotiated, challenged or denied,” which, very aptly, may fit
the interstellar negotiations. While this particular case a2 + b2 = c2 is viable for
intellectual organisms used to the tradition of Earth mathematics and geometric
figures, it may not apply to, e.g., intelligences living (or self-exiled) in magnetic
fields, who may lack for that matter the Euclidean concepts of linearity or angularity (see, in a broader context, Rescher, 1985; Denning, 2014, pp. 107–108; and
Dunér, 2017, pp. 436–437).

a backdrop rectangular grid29 is chosen on account of a standard human
projection of 3D sketches, the idea behind the picture is to show altruism—again in keeping with human standards; (b) that these particular
body positions are chosen among a myriad of conceivable positions (cf.,
e.g., Hewes, 1957, on “steady postures”); (c) in the same way, Fernsler
(2010, p. 25) in commenting on various factors related to nonverbal communication (after Kinsey Goman’s book, 2008) highlights Culture as a decisive one,
Not only can gestures mean conflicting things in different cultures but
people from various regions of the same country may have quite different
body language: Just consider the contrast between the fastpaced, quicktalking New Yorker and the Southerner.

Now, attempting to bridge the cultural, gestural, and linguistic gap
among different species is commendable; achieving the goal is another
29. Consider, for a moment, that a few Earth-based “aliens,” such as honey bees
(Apis melifera) or common wasps (Vespa vulgaris), are hard-wired to make hexagonal
structures in their hives.
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matter (cf. Harrison and Elms, 1990; Michaud, 2007). Even if the aliens
recognize the message as an intended platform for communication and
its physical dimensions, altruism may be (or not) a noble, traditional norm
among them (cf. Vakoch’s compilation, 2014b, and Gertz, 2016, for a
number of arguments and counter-arguments). Vakoch (2011a) likewise offers a series of pictorial displays which express altruism and reciprocity; cf. Harrison (2011, p. 70). In turn, Cohen and Stewart (2002,
p. 300) suggest that empathy is heavily influenced by culture, and so could be
altruism as a synonym to unselfishness. Selfish urges, by analogy, may
(or not) prevail among ETIs as a behavioral pattern, though these urges
have perhaps a better chance to be (very) active (cf. Brin, 2011), as they
may be tied to a universal self-preservation measure / instinct.30 This
will be positively known from empirical observations, which for the moment (year 2020 CE) are wanting.
Stanley Schmidt (1995, pp. 175–176) has an interesting instance from
a slightly different context: endeavoring communication with nonhuman aquatic mammals, dolphins. In his novelette Pinocchio, we find
tabulated a number of verbal expressions, transcribing the dialogue between the dolphin and researcher.

Unconventional as it is, to say the least, it is not quite clear even after
the second glimpse. Schmidt offers assistance in this respect: the first
two columns of the (computer) display give a very free verbal translation
of what he is saying, or both messages if the said things are at once.
Some of the sounds carry connotations to compensate for the lack of an
expressive face and the third column has the comments on those.
Evidently, Pinocchio (= the target dolphin) has earned the right to
“speak” his mind; nonetheless, the conversation between dolphins and
30. While theorizing on the appearance of intelligence in potential non-terrestrial
habitats, Kukla (2001, p. 41), insinuates indirectly that altruism may not be the most
noble value among the candidates, “Alternatively, there might be something about
evolutionary processes generally that militates against the appearance of more than
one intelligent species per planet. (Perhaps intelligence is inevitably accompanied by
a xenophobia so intense that the first intelligent species to appear exterminates all the
near-intelligent competitors)”.
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the upstanding researcher/s is not unproblematic. The transcription is
amusing once or twice, but if constantly rendered, patience may run
out, angst increases, and with it an entropy-dominated model is likely
to happen. At this instant, none is to be blamed: the closest thing (we)
humans have to communicating like Pinocchio would be nostrils, functioning single-handedly, in unison, intermittently, or in a shuffled mode.
Excluding the nasal sounds, we may not be able to distinctly articulate through the projecting part of the face even a simple phrase such as
“Give me a cookie”. It is an established fact that human mammals have a
different anatomy as they have vocal chords, while dolphin mammals have
nasal air-sacks near the blowhole and they are waterborne creatures.
Despite several pesky facts getting in the way of trans-species communication, the basic human desire to fathom other realities, beings, and
dimensions cannot be said to be preventable (v. supra).
Then… there are people of a different linguistic and social background whose connecting with each other appears next to an impossible
mission; or if somehow it is accomplished, it touches the realm of absurdity and hilarity (refer below to an excerpt from John Irving’s book,
1994, p. 250). It is perhaps no surprise that there are cases of Earth men
who have never learned how to talk to women, or Earth women who
cannot make (to one extent or another) a rational dialogue with their
mother-in-laws. The statement is not meant as a gentle or harsh reproof
here; although it echoes fairly well the opening sentence of Saint-Gelais’
(2014) essay, “Communication, as we all know, is a touchy business between human beings”. Consider in this vein that man-to-man, manto-woman, and woman-to-woman interactions are—for all their idiosyncrasies, gender, and cultural differences—of the same species, while
engaging dolphins is altogether an inter-species model. M. Schetsche
(2005) correctly observes,
Mutual understanding between cultural strangers on Earth is based on anthropocentric constants, which enable us to insinuate that the opposite person has similar physical needs, sensory possibilities, modes of perceiving the
world, motivations, etc.

When the scenario is extrapolated to electromagnetic radiation exchanges or to direct contact with ETIs, several scholars begin to approach or realize the strain and imposing complexity of the situation,
where human pre-assumptions and stereotypes about the “others” are
intrinsically bound.
Outside a kaffeehaus on Plankengasse, a man spoke to him. ‘Grajak ok bretzet’, he seemed to say, and Trumper paused, trying to place this queer language ‘Bretzet, jak?’ the man said and Trumper thought, Czech? Hungarian?
Serbo-Croatian? ‘Gra! Nucemo Paz!’ the man shouted. He was angry about
something and waved his fist at Trumper.
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Bogus [= Trumper; our note] asked, ‘Ut boethra rast, kelk?’ Old Low Norse
never hurt a soul.
‘Gra?’ the man said suspiciously. ‘Grajak, ok,’ he added with more confidence. Then he shouted eagerly, ‘Nucemo paz tzet!’
Bogus was sorry he didn’t understand, and began to say in Old Low Norse:
‘Ijs kik…’
‘Kik?’ the man interrupted, smiling at Bogus. ‘Gra, gra, gra! Kik!’ he cried,
trying to shake Trumper’s hand.
‘Gra, gra, gra! replied Bogus, and shook hands with the man who weaved
and mumbled ‘Gra, gra’. Nodding with greater conviction than before he
tumbled away and stumbled off the kerb, veering across the street stooped
over; like a blind man groping for the opposite sidewalk, he aimed his feet
and protected his crotch with his hands. (Irving, 1994, p. 250)

A different—or, better, an inverse approach is taken by René Heller
(2017). After simulating the receipt of an alien message, the researcher
challenged in English via two social networks anyone who could decode
it. It should parenthetically be inserted that the author presumed that
the altruistic aliens (from a star about 50 ly from Earth) had great scientific abilities and similar logistic resources for the dispatch in question.
Consider, however, that the real-life experts might not all and always
agree on how best to measure the conditions for sending (or receiving)
effectively a transmission that spans across fifty light years.31
The message was devised of around 2 million binary digits and comprised a representation of the non-terrestrial being, the first 757 prime
numbers (serving as a clue for its decoding) and other concise data related suggestively to the aliens’ world, planetary system, and physiology. By using some fundamental natural constants, e.g., the speed of light,
the gravitational constant (= the big G), and the Planck constant, the author
followed a common trend among many SETI researchers in finding an
optimal coding method, independent of human-conceived units (in this
sense, see also Denning, 2014, pp. 105–108, for interesting counterarguments).32 After filtering out misinterpretations and errors (over 300),
31. Translated into kilometers the selected distance would be ca.
473,040,000,000,000 (= ca. four hundred seventy-three trillion forty billion kilometers). If the conception and processing of this digit is somewhat difficult for a
normal human brain, we have to contend with celestial bodies that surpass the range
1,000 ly, or more. Such digits, e.g., the 1,000 ly span converted to kilometers, ca.
473,040,000,000,000 × 20 = 9,460,800,000,000,000, i.e., ca. nine quadrillion four
hundred sixty trillion, eight hundred billion kilometers, would probably sound as
clear as mud to many of the Earth’s inhabitants. Human experts, however, will attach
to these astronomical distances, a sense of awe and technological impossibility for
the time being.
32. In the light of the mathematical-based concepts embraced (essentially) by astrophysicists, and intended as some “virtual bilingual” in messaging projects, we think
Denning (2014) is justified in posing like-minded questions: is the “language of math”
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sixty-six submissions (including 71 individuals) were found to be accurate. Since the test was originally devised by a human (cf. Heller, 2017),
it could have involved some mandatory or unavoidable perspective on how to
build and broadcast an interstellar message (v. supra). In this context,
how far short are humans in knowing an extra-terrestrial modus operandi,
their ethics, or ambassadorship, it cannot be stated at this time (cf. Michaud,
2007, p. 373; Głaz, 2014), though the plausible answer perhaps is—very
short raised to n-th power.33 Yet, we should not agonize over the situation, rather than admit the facts. The plus-side of Heller’s effort is
that collective intelligence seems to be a key driving force in decoding
“unknown” messages or signals. All in all, the missive also reveals or
reinforces a few things about human nature, its limitations and hopes
in achieving information-bearing exchanges with other technologically
capable entities.
Now if scholarship searches for a real-life historical analogue, the first
to be highlighted is the narrowband (≤ 10 kHz) radio signal detected on
15 August 1977 by the “Big Ear” radio telescope, at the time operated
by Ohio State University as part of the SETI project. Said detection is
known as the “Wow! Signal,” whose discoverer Jerry R. Ehman (one of
the project scientists) in analyzing the data on a computer printout, used
a red pen to circle the anomaly and wrote next to it “Wow!” (Gray and
Marvel, 2001, p. 1171; Schoch, 2017). The question is whether the Wow!
signal had been modulated and varying—as is a standard modern radio
signal, so as to encode and broadcast information—, it seems to be possible. The answer, on the other hand, i.e., knowing for certain its possible information-bearing capacity, is out of reach due to the “averaging”
of the 1977 equipment over ten-second intervals (ibid.). At this point,
whether the Wow! signal originated (or not) from a terrestrial source,
or whether the generating source was natural or artificial, it is prudent
to say that the issue requires further investigation (cf. Gray and Marvel,
2001). If we simply derive from the statistics that thousands of billions
of stars make up the Milky Way and other galaxies spread in abundance
across portions of the known universe, then it is conceivable that somewhere a planet-bound (or star-bound) mature civilization could have
(commendable as it might be) a universal criterion or a specific human projection in
an interstellar decipherment venture? Specifically, whilst it stands true that modern
astronomy and physics use Western mathematics, other mathematical systems have
existed on Earth, with very different ways of understanding and expressing the world,
e.g., Sumerians, Babylonians, Mayans, etc. Simply by learning about (radically) different forms of mathematics here on Earth, we would extend the range of analogies
SETI researchers can draw upon, and thus could be of use. It would demonstrate the
diverse possibilities for mathematical representation. But if human math and science
do not look like extraterrestrial math and science, then the Rosetta Stone analogy will
not hold up (see ibid.).
33. Cf. the scenario in S. Lem’s “first-contact” story His Master’s Voice (Lem, 1999).
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developed the technological means to transmit narrow-bandwidth emissions, producing the Wow! signal, or a Wow!-like one.
Otherwise, suggestions on receiving other fictitious alien messages
have been offered in the not very distant past. Examples would consist
of the 1960s television drama “A for Andromeda” written by John Elliott and Fred Hoyle. In that case, radio signals emanating from the Andromeda Galaxy are picked up by the then new radio telescope at Jodrell
Bank, near Manchester (Great Britain). The signals included directions
for the construction of a computer. This computer enabled the scientists
to build a beautiful alien woman—impersonated by Julie Christie in her
first appearance on TV screens (see Aldiss, 2006, p. 35; Baxter, 2011,
pp. 361–363) [the broadcast was intended for popular consumption];
H. Campaigne (1966), who presented twenty nine (29) radio-messages
from “outer space”—the test was limited to a selected audience; Zerwick and Brown (1968) with The Cassiopeia Affair, where American radioastronomers detect a pulsed signal at the hydrogen frequency coming
from a star in Cassiopeia 30 ly away (Baxter, 2011, p. 351), and Stanisław
Lem’s His Master’s Voice (Lem, 1999), apparently, with a readership unbounded in terms of education, gender, nationality, and cryptoanalytical skills. One alert voice in this connection is Carrigan (2004) who
contends that possibly some incoming ETI messages, intentionally or
otherwise, may be contaminated (think of the computer viruses).
Clearly, in writing these lines or in quoting sources with a sense of
rationality / dry humor, the present authors are not for quitting or “attacking” any project to bridge differences, but rather for adopting any
practical and successful strategy based on a cross-disciplinary approach
(see, e.g., Ascheri, 2001; Race et al., 2012; Cabrol, 2016). Then again,
based on Cocconi and Morrison (1959); Drake (1961), and on earlier suggestions of the 20th century, it becomes apparent that scientific SETI
is a recent endeavor (Denning, 2014, p. 95, n. 3; Cabrol, 2016, p. 669;
Harbour, 2019). Improved methods and future findings may hold the
key to reduce indeterminacy and foster a substantiated contact with
ETI. For now, whether passive or active SETI should prevail during the
enterprise, we would favor caution. Also, given the status of technological infancy of Earth’s various cultures (cf. Carrigan, 2004), “listening” and a “delayed reply” would be preferable (cf. Tarter, 2000, p. 727;
Gertz, 2016, p. 10). In this line of argument, we may also refer to Heller
and Pudritz (2016, p. 276) who—after inspecting various “… regions of
the Milky Way from which extraterrestrials might observe non-grazing
transits of Earth in front of the Sun”—point out that “even if our species
chose to remain radio-quiet to eschew interstellar contact, we cannot
hide from observers located in Earth’s solar transit zone, if they exist”.
We feel confident, however, that Heller and Pudritz’s (2016) detectability equation would be feasible, were it not for the still inconclusive major
variable “if they exist”.
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The current sub-section focuses on a domain that teems with aliens
and co-related interplay, science fiction. Fictional ETIs (credible, trivialized or over-the-top, alive or already dead) are contacted via sundry
protocols in many works of the genre, literary or cinematographic (cf.
Tenn, 1952; Simak, 1951; Clement, 1954; Lem, 1970; 1999; Sagan, 1985;
Crichton, 1987, pp. 27–30; Barlowe, 1987; The Day the Earth Stood Still, 1951;
Alien, 1979; Stargate, 1994; Independence Day, 1996; The First Contact [of the
Star Trek yarn], 1996; Watts, 2006; Avatar, 2009; Gomel, 2014; Baxter,
2011; 2015).
Such contacts have produced mixed outcomes for the fate of separate individuals or that of humanity, in general. Most certainly, more
contacts in the near future may be expected (see Shostak and Barnett,
2003; Watts, 2006). The involved imagination in these pieces has often
been wider than the hard scientific approach (cf. Dickinson and Schaller,
1994, p. 1334 ; deGrasse Tyson, 2006, p. 17). Regardless of that, this genre
of fiction provides grounds as to plausible extremes anticipated in the
outer reaches of space. The SETI Institute, the NASA Astrobiology Institute, the ESA (European Space Agency), or similar campaigning organizations should be far more realistic about the odds of a contact and the
subsequent human-ETI course of action thereof. There could be scenarios with plausibly intelligent beings following very distinct evolutionary
pathways (see Davies, 1995, pp. 82–83; Ward, 2005), which could produce very different models of understanding and explaining the structure of perceived reality (cf. Lem, 1970). Suffice to say that many of the
things (on Earth) do not come on a schedule in everyday life. Consider
that even on this planet there have been many manifestations outside the
territory of normal expectations. Finding a black swan in Australia over
three hundred years ago was a real shock because it overturned the paradigm of the white ones (Taleb, 2007). Finding life—without input from
photosynthesis—in deep-sea hydrothermal vent systems has profoundly
impacted the human view on the geological, geochemical and ecological
history of the Earth (Martin, Baross, Kelley, and Russell, 2008, p. 812).
More recently, detecting new hardy creatures and species in the abyssal
depths or finding extremophile Earth microbes that not only thrive on
arsenic—highly toxic by human standards—but rather are “willing” to
incorporate it into their genetic code (see Wall, 2010), is quite exciting
and makes a good number of scientists feel a bit taken aback.
Researchers, for all practical purposes, should start first examining
the Earthly neighborhood and identifying with the local aliens (cf. Crichton, 1987, p. 28) through mutually comprehensible channels, before or

34. “Extraterrestrials have been featured in hundreds of Hollywood movies—some
good, some bad and some really rotten. From bug-eyed monsters to ‘Blob’, they come
in all shapes and sizes. Entertaining they may be, but believable? Hardly ever” (Dickinson and Schaller, 1994, p. 13).
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while venturing successful or satisfactory contact elsewhere (cf. Pajmans, 2004; Doyle, McCowan, Johnston, and Hanser, 2011, pp. 408–
409; Harrison, 2011, p. 69; Denning, 2014, p. 110; Raybeck, 2014, p. 143;
Robinson, 2017, p. 209; Wolfram, 2018). Local aliens do not strictly translate into other-than-human living organisms but also into any lost or
unsolved cultural trail left by human beings (e.g., the archaeological site
of Göbekli Tepe, in Örencik, Şanlıurfa Province, modern Turkey; the
Linear A markings; several panels of “Cueva de las Manos,” located in
what is today Province of Santa Cruz, Patagonia, Argentina, featuring
stencils of human hands alongside other rock paintings; the classical
script—rongorongo—of Easter Island, see Figs. 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d). The
accumulated experience will largely assist in grasping the range of parameters that best define the construction of ETI-outbound messages
and their decipherability.

5. Conclusions
Caution and fact-based assessments are needed to control any overstretching of arguments. Despite this course of action, a few conclusions
may be somewhat devastating or hard to digest—although useful, in the end—
for a number of those involved in interstellar or inter-species communication. So far, a rather restricted, anthropocentric idea of communication is available; and up to now the success in contacting ETIs is null.
A major issue is that the conception by humans of a cross-species, crosscultural message (linguistic or not), free of any human-related semiotic
trace or perspective—sounds for now as the ultimate oxymoron.35 All
in all, this must not deter the implicated parties by renouncing the endeavor, rather than push them to further improve the “traditional” communicative means and look in the long run for novel semiotic and technological channels (cf., e.g., Cabrol, 2016; Wolfram, 2018).
There is such a lot of nonsense in part of the science fiction literature
and in commercial Hollywood-type movies (or not), that many people
think that the contacted aliens will verbalize, if not grammatical English, something like (or unlike) English, which will be English after all,
once the “universal translators” are turned on or some strange biological
/ robotic / cyborg-like creatures with impressive translating qualifications are resorted to. Small surprise if critical scholarly voices and/or
35. While we are theoretically in agreement with Cabrol (2016, p. 667), “To find
ET, we must expand our minds beyond a deeply rooted Earth-centric perspective
and reevaluate concepts that are taken for granted,” the question that still remains
is: How can we achieve this in the (still) absence of bona fide messages from outer
space; alternately, in the absence of a physical encounter between humans and ETIs,
or of the detection of alien engineered artifacts / cultural footprints?
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Figure 8.
(a) One of the most exemplary “local aliens” awaiting full
“decipherment” from human scholars is the ancient site of Göbekli Tepe, located
in the southeastern Anatolia region, modern Turkey. The image captures a partial view of the site, specifically the T-shaped “Pillar 18” and the immediate setting. Photograph © Robert M. Schoch (January, 2020). (b) A partial picture from
the “Cave of the Hands,” province of Santa Cruz, Patagonia, Argentina, shows
most of the exterior drenched in “hand” stencils; cf. Melka (2017). Reprinted by
permission (© J.A. Acosta Fabio, 2008). (c) Narrowing the specification of the
source—“Cave of the Hands,” province of Santa Cruz, Patagonia, Argentina—
“hand” motifs are observed to occur on any planar surface; cf. Melka (2017).
Reprinted by permission (© J.A. Acosta Fabio, 2008). (d) The classical rongorongo
script coming from Rapa Nui (Easter Island) has defied a cogent interpretation
/ decipherment since its documented discovery in 1864. The present is a partial
image of the back side (= verso) of tablet “Aruku Kurenga,” one of the few original items preserved in a remarkably fine state; cf. Melka (2017). The complete
text runs to about 1,290 glyphic elements (Barthel, 1958, p. 16; Fischer, 1997b,
p. 427; Orliac and Orliac, 2008, p. 253), with the average height size between
ten to ca. twelve mm and the tablet-weight consisting of 626 grams (Orliac and
Orliac, 2008). The © photograph was taken by M. Harris (2009) at the General
Archives of the Padri dei Sacri Cuori (SSCC), Rome, Italy.
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standing jokes gain acceptance among the academic and popular circles
regarding such stereotypes (see Fig. 9).

Figure 9. A screenshot of the alien duo Kang and Kodos from planet Rigel VII
featured in a number of episodes of The Simpsons TV series (Wikipedia, 2020).
The producers of the show have agreed to take / treat the characters humorously
and illustrate the point that Rigellian (the alien language from planet Rigel VII),
by an astonishing coincidence, is identical to English (cf. Johnson, 2020).

Similarly, it is unknown whether humans will meet safe, cuddly, wellintentioned, or predictable living things out there—however, we do not
think trained experts anticipate this to be the case all across the explored space. It is, likewise, unknown if ETIs will be amoral, callous, resenting, obnoxious, and invasive in proportion to what are understood
as civilized standards. Intelligence and morality have produced—over the
centuries—benevolent as well as nasty and flawed results here on Earth,
too. The present human values simply are not and cannot be universal,
unless projected or imposed in whatever domain to be prospected and
taken possession of (cf. Gorman, 2009).
When communication with ETIs is mentioned or envisioned, scientists
should come to grips with the human constraints with respect to the
many nuances and implications of this very concept. Additional research and progress in space exploration and technological media will
be a bonus. Two additional frameworks that merit further serious analysis are semiotics / linguistics and cognitive psychology, given their potential to loosen and minimize the anthropocentric measure. In the
light of the premises, it would be better, even nearly-optimal, to get to
know ETIs, their socio-ethical values or artifacts in first person, their
home-world, colonized outposts, or previously visited cosmic bodies—if
not fully, then parts or relics of their existence—(cf. also Davies, 2012;
Wright, Mullan, Sigurðsson, and Povich, 2014; Cabrol, 2016, Wolfram,
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2018).36 Unless sheer serendipity or some unanticipated circumstances
favor these scenarios, the more realistic and somewhat less expensive
way in 2020 would be upgraded, repeated radio-signaling, laser beaconing,37 and interlocution via the principle of inverse cryptography, via
self-interpreting messages, or messages with … anti cryptographic properties in mind
(Callimahos, 1966, p. 83;38 Dixon, 1973; Lemarchand and Lomberg,
1996; Benford, Benford, and Benford, 2010; Billingham and Benford,
2011; Atri, DeMarines, and Haqq-Misra, 2011; Denning, 2014, p. 102;
Saint-Gelais, 2014, p. 89; Vakoch, Matessa, DeVito, and Kaiser, 2018;
Harbour, 2019; https://www.sonarcalling.com). Otherwise, matters are
still bound to be rated as intellectual distraction—valuable and delightful as
it eventually might be—or soft science fiction.
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Mute Melodies
Christine Kettaneh

Abstract. Mute Melodies is a short tour through an artist’s work that investigates
the boundaries of language and systems in research-based projects that are simultaneously sculptural and performative, and that articulates language as both
excavated material and excavation technique. Or, alternatively, an artist’s journey through everyday matter: soap on the wash basin, ants in the garden, sugar
on the kitchen table, keys in locks—language in the mouth.

1.

Introduction

In my practice as an artist, I have an inclination to the conceptual, yet
I am unable to forget about matter. As Patricia Berry (2008) puts it, in
Echo’s Subtle Body, matter is both the most necessary and the most lacking,
the tangible and the incorporeal, the form and the chaos. Maybe it is
this paradox within matter that sustains my interest. My mind cannot
make up words for abstract thought just out of thin air; the mind can
make use of only what is already at hand: the physical, the concrete,
the body, matter… It is actually out of our need to expand our range
of expression, that our language flows from the concrete to the abstract
through what we commonly know as metaphor. So I would like to think
of art as metaphor which means “carry across” in Greek or “transfer” in
Latin.
In my practice, the visual, the research and the writing inform each
other. When I write and when I work with the visual I feel I am activating the same region in my brain, perhaps the same gnostic neurons
that help me make connections and links between the conceptual and
the physical space that I would have otherwise not been able to make.
The verb ‘to essay’ means, “to attempt at;” I would like to consider art, as
an essay that attempts at metaphor, at what takes place entirely within
the fiction of the mind: Art is an attempt at understanding.
Christine Kettaneh
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Soap Coins: The Economic Metaphors

Figure 1

Clare Whistler invited me to collaborate with her and Chris Drury in
one of Clare’s Gift series: Coin—a gift for wealth, in Seaford, UK (May ’14).
Aware that I had previously been trained as an economist she asked me
if I could make coins that we would set to sea after a ritual. I responded
with Soap Coins.
Economic reasoning is highly metaphorical but economists are not
so conscious of it because they are accustomed to it by daily use. As I
stepped back from the field, I found it easier to see the metaphors. So
for that project, I considered different metaphors that were commonly
used in economics and finally decided on a list of 6 that gave off tactile
associations: Equilibrium, Maximizing, Elasticity, Liquidity, Volatility,
and The invisible hand. For each of the 6, I designed a coin made up of
soap. In each soap, I engraved the word along with simple compositions
made up of curves inspired by the metaphor’s economic model as well
as its literal or noneconomic meaning. Most economic models can be
represented by curves and their intersections, the famous equilibrium
points. So at every point where the curves would meet recto verso on
the soap, I made a hole.
Clare had no prior knowledge of economic theory and she requested
that I give her her very first lesson—in front of an audience. Although
I had hoped I would not have to teach the basics of economics again
that soon and had secretly wished that my memory could somehow vaporize them, the responsibility of the years I had put in acquiring them
still burdened me. So I obliged. I explained to her the assumed maximizing behavior of people… I explained how the consumer made de-
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cisions in a way to maximize his utility, how the supplier made decisions in a way to maximize his profit, and assuming that everyone was
behaving—rationally—in his own self-interest, how the market reached
equilibrium. And then when the equilibrium was not favorable, how
government could, by making decisions in a way to maximize welfare,
lead equilibrium to an assumed optimal.
Not surprisingly, Clare barely managed to answer any of my economics questions ‘rationally.’ Instead, she gestured with her hands every
time I tried to define a word like equilibrium, elasticity or liquidity. Her
gestures gradually grew into more elaborate movements and as soon as
the lesson was over, she continued with her dance moving outside the
room, outside the house onto a path towards the sea. And the audience
followed her in her trance.
When they reached the sea, Clare handed them the coins. She requested they rub them hard with water, exchange them and then repeat.
As they did that, the words—the metaphors that launched the ritual—
started to effervesce and the coins started to smell and melt. All that
remained for Clare to keep were the holes in the coins.

3.

Mute Melodies: The Dead Metaphors

Figure 2

Metaphor is not only for the economists, poets or the fancy and
sophisticated. Even when we are not conscious of it, we are using
metaphor in our everyday language. Metaphors are words that help us
cross the realm of the physical to the abstract. When words are used
frequently enough in their metaphorical abstract sense we forget their
literal physical origins and so the metaphors die. But with their deaths
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they form the building blocks of our language. For example, take the
most mundane word: the verb “To have”. What is it really that we do
when we have a hand, a leg, a house, a headache, or a cousin? As Guy
Deutscher (2005) explains in The Unfolding of Language, ‘To have’ or more
generally the idea of possession is an abstract notion. Actually ‘to have’
as well as ‘to capture’ are derived from the same Proto-Indo-European
root *kap which means ‘to seize.’ In other languages, where the word ‘to
have’ does not have an exact equivalent, the notion of possession is expressed through other words borrowed from physical situations of having something like the transitive verbs ‘to take, hold, carry or get’ or
expressions related to images of physical proximity like something being near, on or at you…
As for me, the idea of possession lies in a key. We always obsess about
losing or misplacing the key because the key embodies power; with it
we control our ownership, our security. The key fosters the separation
between “yours” and “mine.” It represents our fears from one another or
our desire for independence from each other. But I am not interested in
the key. I am interested in the bits of the key that get lost when the key
is cut. Those cut bits leave a space, but not an absence, because it is in
that space that the essence of the key system lies. Every time a key and
the right lock do their affair, that space is reactivated. The pins align
in one unique mute melody. And then there is an opening, a closing, a
sharing, a stealing and an on and off.
So if the cutting of the key activates the idea of possession, the idea
of something close to you—at the extreme the idea of you—then that
space between the key and the lock reactivates that idea whenever it is
occupied. So in response to that idea, I started a ritual. I asked key
cutters around London to save all their metal filings—the metallic dust
that gets lost when the keys are cut—and I collected them. I also asked
friends to entrust me with their sets of house keys and to describe to me
the paths they would take every time they entered their homes, from
the outermost layer to the innermost. I fancied the idea of retracing the
missing bits of their keys and restoring their wholeness.
For some, the retraced bits looked like Arabic or some other script.
For others, they looked like waves or ships. It wasn’t until you read my
text in the book under the installation of bits that you found clues to
what they actually were: retraced missing bits of keys. You could also
cut your own copy of the text/key along the perforated margins of the
book, leaving me again with the bits.
But to me, today, the bits look like little unique gravestones to the
dead metaphors of possession: ‘To have’.
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Smell Me, Touch Me, Kiss Me: The Chemical Metaphors

Figure 3

Synesthesia is a perceptual phenomenon in which stimulation of one
sensory or cognitive pathway leads to involuntary experiences in another sensory or cognitive pathway. For example, you see colors when
you hear words or sounds; you taste food when you see words or shapes;
you hear sounds when you smell scents or touch objects; you feel a touch
when you see someone else being touched etc.
We actually all have some synesthetic abilities: we instinctively can
find, or create, synesthetic patterns. If synesthesia is the result of crossconnectivity among the brain’s sensory regions, the same connectivity
could explain how our metaphorical thinking can create a kind of conceptual synesthesia, in which the abstract is understood in the context
of the concrete or physical. And many of the metaphors we use everyday
are synesthetic.
My dad had grown a beautiful garden but passed away just before the
trees bore their first fruit. With our bitter hearts and salty tears, we welcomed the remarkable sweetness of that first harvest. After his 10th memo-
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rial I went into his garden in search of him. Over two months I prepared
and served sweet letters to the garden. The ants responded.
Far simpler but not any less interesting than human metaphors are
the metaphors exchanged between ants. Ants communicate mostly
chemically through pheromones which are scented chemicals produced
by glands found all over their bodies. Those chemicals are detected as
the ants feel each other through the tips of their super sensitive antennae. They may relay further messages by kissing, a common practice
called trophallaxis, which is an exchange of liquid food regurgitated
and mixed with pheromones. Their vocabulary seems crude typically
containing only ten to twenty perfumes, each representing a ‘chemical
metaphor’ that could for instance be signaling: Run away! There is food
over here! I’m on foraging duty! Attack!
According to Steven Johnson (2004), in his book Emergence, many of
those signs operate in a relatively simple binary fashion—signaling, for
instance, whether another ant is a nestmate or an enemy. But ants can
also detect gradients in pheromones, revealing which way the scent is
growing stronger. Gradients in the pheromone trail are the difference
between saying “there’s food around here somewhere” or with more confidence “there’s food due north of here.”
So when an ant stumbled across one of my sweet words in the garden,
it marked a scented trail on the way back to the nest so that more ants
might follow. When an ant encountered another ant, it felt the other ant
with its antennae; they then kissed as they recited scented liquid letters
to each other. If an ant found a shorter path to the words, it secreted a
stronger scent indicating more confidence and hence diverting the trail.
Successful trails were followed by more ants, reinforcing better routes
and gradually identifying the best delivery lines for my letter. After
this long sweet affair with the ants, the underground became a mine of
smells, touches and kisses.

Emergence
Ants are also particularly good at measuring the frequency of certain
‘metaphors’, a talent that also broadens the semantic range of the ant
language. Ants can sense the difference between encountering ten foraging ants in an hour and encountering a hundred. This local talent
is critical to the colony’s global ability to adjust task allocation according to colony size and food supply. All the individual ant needs to do
is mind its immediate neighbor and the colony would magically selforganize. Pheromones play the central role in the organization of the
ant colonies. The key to that intelligence is simple: the ants smell, touch
and kiss—literally!
By following simple rules, ants can create a colony; heart cells can
cluster into a heart; people can assemble into a neighborhood; and a
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software can learn how to recommend new books. The movement from
low-level rules to higher-level sophistication is what we call emergence.
I am interested in emergence/complexity/science of self-organization,
how a complex organism/system could assemble itself without any master planner. An emergent system experiments, learns and grows by responding to feedback. Through emergence, large patterns emerge out
of uncoordinated local actions. The crossing over of metaphor from the
concrete to the abstract, or more generally the evolution of language
can be also considered as an emergent phenomenon. While each person tries to reach his or her own communicative or expressive goals in
various social circumstances, he or she uses a word in a particular way.
If enough people use it in that same way, a metaphor is born and later
dies; language is changed.

5.

Hayat: The Conceptual Metaphor

Figure 4

Our ‘conceptual metaphors’ influence our perception of the world.
The images gain independent existence, and through our cultural artefacts, they even shape the world around us. The classic definition of
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metaphor is giving a thing a name that belongs to something else. But
when we give a thing a name that belongs to something else, we give it
a whole set of analogies too. So when I fell upon an old advertisement
from the 1950s of a traditional Lebanese bar of soap called Hayat, which
means life in Arabic, I was very intrigued to investigate.
I discovered that Hayat still existed and was being made in a newer
facility in Tripoli, North of Lebanon. I also discovered that Hayat was
the daughter of the cook that had originally made the soap. According
to some accounts, the cook named the soap Hayat after his daughter
and according to other accounts, he named his daughter after the soap.
Which story was more true or less true did not matter, I wanted to find
Hayat. Excited, I tracked down Hayat’s son and met with him. During
our encounter, Hayat’s son talked extensively about his life and about
his dad’s life. When I finally asked about Hayat, with a blank look he
said: Hayat led a ‘normal’ life.
How can ‘normal’ be inspiring?! I thought with a sigh. He suggested
I meet her when she was back from her travels. I then asked if perhaps
he would share some old photos of her. He explained that Hayat might
not approve because she was veiled later in her life. I knew I would not
ask about Hayat anymore. I preferred to leave her veiled in the intimacy
of her own ‘normal’ life. I realized I could only try to unveil the ‘hayat’
in my hands.I went back to the ad: there was a hand holding the soap
up with the tips of its fingers. Very elegantly. very lightly, so unlike
how you would carry a rough brick-like heavy traditional bar of soap. I
wondered whether it had been the name Hayat, life in Arabic, that had
allowed that divergence. So I explored the different possible ways of
carrying hayat.
According to David McNeill (2005), an expert on the relationship between gesture and thinking, gestures can draw forms or spaces that induce imagery for abstract meanings. Through metaphor and metaphorical gestures, body and mind can be intimately entangled. The body is
the most immediate thing in our physical environment, so it is no wonder that there is hardly any part of the body that has not been the origin of a metaphor for spatial and more abstract concepts. For example,
words like behind, back, and front are all body-parts marching towards
abstraction. The word life itself is derived from roots that refer to the
abdomen, waist, or womb but most importantly roots that refer to the
whole body.
I think, life is soap. It is made so it is unmade; it is worth all that
consumes it; it is the dirt between your hands, the sweat of your body
and the stains on your best of clothes. I also think, language is soap.
It clears as much as it slips; it is decorative; it is plain; it can take on
different forms. Then there must be life in language. And language in
life.
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According to Ghassan Tueini, Lebanese journalist, politician, and
diplomat, there is life in every letter; every day the letter is born both
young and old (Fondation Libanaise de la Bibliothèque Nationale, 2010,
p. 11). So I think it is possible then that a hand can carry a bar of hayat,
a bar of life that is simultaneously young and old, heavy and light.

6.

Conclusion

In Mourning Sex, Peggy Phelan (1997) said the words fled because they
were sick of our literal faith in them; Healers wanted the words to comfort, politicians wanted them to inspire, and artists wanted them to
make magic. We believed so much in the words we made them carry
our dreams and histories. Peggy Phelan realized that, like her lover, the
words fled because they had been horribly misrecognized. We made the
mistake of loving the words for the way they made us feel and behave
and forgot to love the words for the “more in-them-than-themselves
that made it possible for them to create something we could never control, the more-in-them that made it possible for them to travel to places
whose topography we could never map.” (1997, p. 7) So the words ran
out of our ears, out of our mouths, flew right out of our bodies and rang
and clanged high up in the sky and finally exploded in a big cacophony
of sounds.
I like to explore the effect on language if we suspend our literalness.
We may have to accept the partialness of experience and the fallibility of
memory, and then allow both perception and remembering to be tools
of invention rather than recording. That way, a new sense may develop
not from History alone but also from Fiction—a projection of reality.
Our reality is handed to us at a macro level: at any moment it is the
result of a complex historical development. Yet we can only interact or
add to this reality at a micro level. Because of that mismatch in scales,
between macro and micro, we feel ignorant. And it is that ignorance
that makes us feel alienated. We think that by excavating history ever
more thoroughly we would be able to ease that sense of alienation. But
the truth is our experience, our perception of reality, will always contain
more than what we know. To define an object, a person, or a system by
its history would only limit it. So a more complete understanding can
be achieved in trusting that very sense of alienation in our experience of
reality. So that is why I am interested in our most immediate experience
of reality, our ‘everyday,’ like the ants in our gardens, the keys in our
hands, the soap on our wash basins, the sugar on our kitchen tables, and
most importantly the language on our tongues.
My search involves an enquiry into language. There is a temporary
forgetting of meaning as I feed the alphabet to the ants and as I suspend
my search for the origin of Hayat. Only to pick up the words again and
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use them as triggers for rituals in the hopes of smelling, touching and
kissing matter’s more metaphorical possibilities.
By bringing together what we know and what we don’t know through
analogy, metaphorical thinking helps us understand, learn and communicate. Most importantly it opens the door to the greatest discoveries
and inventions.
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Image Details
Figure 1 Designs of ‘Soap Coins’, Christine Kettaneh, 2014.
Figure 5 Soap Coins, Christine Kettaneh, laser engraving on soap, 2014.
Figure 6 Washing with Soap Coins at Coin—a gift for wealth, event organized by Clare Whistler and Chris Drury, Seaford, UK, photo
courtesy of Kevin Costello, 2014.
Figure 2 Designs of ‘Mute Melody to P’, Christine Kettaneh, 2013.
Figure 7 Mute Melody to C, Mute Melody to P dot, Mute Melody to G, Christine
Kettaneh, 2013, laser-engraving on plywood, 20×20 cm each,
ed. 2/2.
Figure 8 Bags of ‘unobsessivenesses’, part of Mute Melodies project, Christine Kettaneh, 2013, bags of metal filings, Exposure 2013,
Beirut Art Center, image courtesy of Roland Ragi.
Figure 9 time cutting time, part of Mute Melodies project, Christine Kettaneh, 2013, acrylic pieces and artist book, Exposure 2013,
Beirut Art Center.
Figure 3 EMERGE, Christine Kettaneh, 2016, cold press bright paper,
ed. 1/4, 24×32 cm.
Figure 10 SMELL ME, Christine Kettaneh, 2016, cold press bright paper,
ed. 1/4, 24×32 cm.
Figure 11 Art Installation (artist book, rotating sugar ball & box of sugar
letters) part of Smell me, Touch me, Kiss me project, Christine Kettaneh, 2017.
Figure 12 Comma, Semi colon1, & Semi colon2, Christine Kettaneh, 2016, cold
press bright paper, ed. 1/4, 18×24 cm each.
Figure 4 Designs of ‘How do you Carry Life?,’ Christine Kettaneh, 2016.
Figure 13 Hayat old ad, 40×14 cm, Hayat old stamp, 40×53 cm, How do you
carry life?, 40×48 cm, cold press bright paper, ed. 3/4, Christine
Kettaneh Solo Show 2018, Gagliardi e Domke, Turin.
Figure 14 Proof that there is life in language and language in life, part of Hayat
project, paint on soap, 6.5×6.5×4.5 cm each, ed. 3/4, Christine
Kettaneh Solo Show 2018, Gagliardi e Domke, Turin.
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